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E Countryman

Did you
hear the

Cuckoo

morning f

,One may not wish to record

Nature notes, but never a

day passes but Waterman’s
is invaluable—for articles,

letters, cheques, agreements,

etc.

Waterman’s is always ready.

It writes instantly in any

position.

47 years’ proved service.

No. 52 Self-Filling 17s. 6d.

‘Patrician* (5 colouis) 428.

‘Lady Patricia’ 2 is. No.

94 in colours 25s.

Of Stationers, Jewellers and
Stores. The Pen Boole fice

from L . G . Sloan,
I’he Pen Corner,

iCingsway, London, W,C.2.

Desk Stand No.
6162 i. White or
Green onyx base,
with pencil groove.
Pen IS in two-tone
colouis, titted with
Gyro sheath to hold
it in any position.
Price 37s. 6a. Other
models 32s. 6d. to

jCIO 10s.

318025

..UUUUU, W.V„Z.

Walennaits
For CoNTanTfl, see page 222. List of Advertisxrs, page 220
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Rural Service Association

Scotland, Ltd*

popularly known as the ‘R.S.A.’, is a Society of

Landowners, Land Agents, Farmers, and others

interested in the land. The work is divided into

the following departments

:

Expert Advice and Assistance

Purchase and Supply of Estate Requisites

Sale of Seeds after careful Tests

Manufacture of Agricultural and Horticultural

Preparations

Buildings, Decorations, Electrical Installations,

Central Heating, Water Supply, etc.

Landscape Gardening

Tennis Courts

Management of Estates and Farms
Sale and Letting of Estates and Farms

Sale of Live Stock, Timber and other Produce

Publishing

Employment Register

*The Countryman* quarterly and tke Price Book and Catalogues form the official

Publications of the R,S,A.

DIRECTORS
Major C. FALCONAR STEWART, M.C., Feddal, Braco, Perthshire

l.t.-Colonel BRYCE ALLAN, O.B.E., T.D., Aros, Tobermory, Mull
Major ROBERT ROSS, 4S Westbourne Gardens, Glasgow, W.a

A. G. TURNER, Managing Director

Membership. The subscription is 21s. per annum, which covers the cost of the

official publications and entitles members to alJ privileges. There is no furtlier li.ibili ty.

Members may also become shareholders with limited liability. The holding of lOO fully

paid 6 per cent. Preference Shares of £1 each entitles the holder to all membership
privileges free.

ApidicaHons for Membership and all correspondence should be addressed to

THE SECRETARY
22 Royal Exchange Square, Glasgow, G.1

TeL No. Central z$ib Tel Add. ‘Countryman, OUifftW*



by paying quarterly, half-yearly, or

yearly instalments to the United

Kingdom Provident Institution,

under whose contracts you secure

:

Cover in the event of

premature death, and

Provision for your own
advanced age

THIS SAVING OF INCOME
TAX makes such Contracts attrac-

tive, and secures investments at a

good rate of interest

¥

Ifyou write to the Secretary

at 196 STRAND, W.C.2,
mentioning your age^ an

illustration^ applicable to

your casCy will be sent to

you at once

FUNDS: OVER ^^18,500,000

Chairman: The Right Hon. IValter Runciman
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School Outfits by Swan & Edgar

Swan d? Edgar s expert knowledge of
outfitting for every phase of prepara^

tory and public school life enables

them to give parents the fullest pos-

sible service. The correct outfit for

any school in the country p*
obtained in the school-wear a

ment at Swan (& Edga^

Flannel Suits

Boys’ Hygienic Flanntiis^

Suits. Double seated, made
from a hard-wearing flannel,

in a medium shade. Jacket
with lined sleeves and wide
foreparts. Knickers with
white cotton detachable li-

nings. Good turnings and
repair pieces. Sizes to fit

ages 4 to ^ j
14 years lOS. OU.
Extra Shorts double seated,

and unlined 4s. 6d.

-SlBoys’ Outfitting: Lower Ground Floor

SWAN £EDGAR
PICCADILLY CIRCUS — THE HUB OF THE WORU>
Swan & Edgai, Ltd. London, W.l
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WHO TRAXSFERRED
When he improved the set with an Ever Ready battery

it was as good as a transfer from the pit to the stalls. The

Ever Ready gives what listeners want. Gives long life. But

not at the cost of efficiency. It works steadily—not in spurts.

Silently—not with a crackle. Powerfully—not below the

capacity of the set. It lasts but it does not slack. The

.battery goes on but the loud speaker doesn’t go off. You

must try the Ever Ready. It is made by an exclusive

process — a specially thorough process. It is

guaranteed to give satisfactory service by a company

which has beenmaking reliable batteries for 28 years,

Ev$r Ready Batteries are made

for allwireless sets. Ifyou onm

a portable you can obtain an

Ever Ready of the right sk(e

and shape to fit it. Write for

free list, which gives full par-

ticulars^ including exact dimen-

sions in inches.

The batteries that give unwavering power
TK» EV*» etXAtfY 00* (OT, BRITAIN) LTD. HEROULES BLAOB* KOLLOWAV, LONDON, N.?
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BATTLESHIP TEAKWOOD
GARDEN FURNITURE

AN UNCOMMON DESIGN
and an extremely attractive and comfortable one

There is no questioning the superiority of its timber over all

others for the purpose. Like all our garden furniture, not only

is it made of teakwood, but it has been constructed of the stout

Indian Teakwood that was specially selected to form part of

H.M.S. ‘Powerful’ and which has been gradually seasoning in

her throughout her fifty years of service to the Country#

Its workmanship too, is unusually fine, for it has been constructed

in mill and on bench by expert craftsmen whose object it is to

produce furniture at moderate prices that will last out of doors,

in all weathers, for scores of years

Write tO'day for catalogue of seats, chairs,

tables, entrance gates, etc*, to the makers

The HUGHES BOLCKOW SHIPBREAKING Co. Ltd.

BATTLESHIP WHARF, BLYTH, NORTHUMBERLAND

- .
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Such stuff as ‘Blues’

are madeon
My dear Ronnie,

I hear from Peter you’re in

the running for your Blue.

Pmsoglad! We haven’t had
a Blue in the family since

your Great-uncle James
played chess for Oxford.
And to think that only a
year ago one set at tennis

used to tire you out ! But
I always did say it was largely a matter of your
food, and Dr. Carter agreed. It was he who put
you on to that scrunchy Vita-Weat instead of ordi-

nary bread. Well, I know what Vita-Weat has done
for me and my indigestion, and I’m delighted to

know it has worked such wonders with you.
I imagine you won’t ever again go stodging yourself

on masses of undercooked starch. Dr. Carter says
Vita-Weatcontains—but there,! expectyou learn all

about vitamins and such-like things at Cambridge . .

.

VilaWat
KCCD.

THE BRITISH CRISPBREAD
Cartons at 116 and li)d Packets at 6d, and 2d*

Made by PEEK FREAN Mahets aj
Famous Biscuirs
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If you want to see ‘The Countryman*

Country GO GREAT WESTERN

If you want the Best Guide to ‘The

Countryman’ Country, eet a copy of the

omiu.

HoUday Haunts
1931% Price Sixpence

1000 Pages

over 8,000 addresses of Hotels, Boarding Houses, etc.,

hundreds of photogravure views and descriptions of Britain’s

Best Holiday Resorts,

covering

DEVON NORTH WALES THAMES, SEVERN &
CORNWALL SOUTH WALES WYE VALLEYS
SOMERSET CAMBRIAN COAST CHANNEL ISLANDS
DORSET ISLE OF MAN Etc., Etc.

Letterpress by Maxwell Fraser

THIS WONDERFUL SIXPENNYWORTH is obtainable at
G.W.R. Stations, Offices and Bookstalls; from leading Booksellers
and Newsagents throughout the country; or by post from the
Superintendent of the Line, G.W.R., Paddington Station,
London, W.2 (no charge for postage).

SEE YOUR OWN COUNTRY FIRST!



Rather
Partickler
I see you’re smoking the

right stuff, sir.” “How
did you know it was Three

Nuns?” “'Bless you, I

could pick out a Three

Nuns man from a whole

parlourful of pipes ....
There’s a good few smoke

it hereabouts .... Like

yourself, sir, if I may say

so, some of us are rather

partickler in these parts.”

'k

The rest is silence—and

THREE NUMS
the tobacco of curiotis cut— is. 2d. an ounce

For SAMPLE tend a (witcard to D#t, R.* Sitphm Mitcheti 4? Son, 36 St. Andreu’
Si/uart, OUtsgow, htu§d hy the Impericd Tobacco Co (of Ot. Britain & Ireland), Ltd
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..they approve
several brands but.

Motors Limited

use and
officially

recommend
only

^ELL
OIL
-‘DOUBLE” for ALL modeU in winter-
‘“TRIPLE** for 6*cyL ttiodiels in sttminet only

BI UF^TO^DATE — SHBLLUBRlCAIEf
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IT is not sufficient that a car should bemerely good to look at.

Design, material and workmanship must be essentially right.
The 25h.p. Sunbeam will give you everything that motoring
can make desirable. Abundant power; smooth, silent run-
ning; the maximum of comfort over every road and years
of service.

Sunbeam coachwork is equal to the very best examples pro-
duced by the leading specialists. In refinement of line,

spacious accommodation and unrivalled beauty of finish the
seven-seater Limousine and Landaulette bodies supplied on
the 25h,p. chassis represent a standard of craftsmanship
never excelled.

Prices of 25h.p. models range from £995. On the 16h.p.

and 20h.p. chassis saloon cars are available from £595. All

are six-cylinder types with central chassis lubrication.

Themodel^llustraUd islhs 2Sk,p.$ix»cyHnder seven^smter Coachbuilt Limousine^ £1250

SUNBEAM CARS
THE SUNBEAM MOTOR CAR CO. LTD., WOLVERHAMPTON

London aowtoomK 12 PWnoe. Stmt, Hanorm Squat., W.l
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“in about ten years' time

ril send you the shoes as

an advertisement!”

Despite your advertisements in ' Punch ' and elsewhere
I didn't think when I bought a pair of your * Veldtschoen *

in 1924 that they really would be such lasting and reliable
shoes. Since then I have used them continuously I don't
think the uppers will ever wear out.
Do what you like with this letter and in about ten years*

time 1*11 send you the old shoes as an advertisement.’*

LOTUS
VelJtsckoen ]Boots & jSkoes

Quaranteed Waterproof
from Lotus Dealers Bverywhere

LOTUS LTD., STAFJFORD & NORTHAMPTON
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Beauty tn the Garden
Art is not only reflected in the Home, but also in the

Garden
The Garden Craftsman can turn the barest place into a

delightful Rock, Wall, Bog, Sunk, Formal or Rose

Garden
We have specialised in Garden -Work for many years

and have completed over 6,000 contracts in many
parts of the country

So[^ Proprietor

of the

I ‘SOVERAN*
Porous Hard
Court, recentl/

’

adopted by the

Hotel Beau Sire,
‘

Cannes, Rocka-
way Club, New

,

York, and many
,

' others, as the !

Perfect Court

.

= for alj-tbe-year-
‘

round P'ay

No matter *u3kat you require

—ad<uke or work—write us/

Ton will he under no obligation,

our experience is atyour disposal

Maxwell M. Hart

39 Victoria Street

London S.W.f

f 62 Buchanan Street

Glasgow

Sole Proprietor

of the

DURA*
I'ena-Cotta

Court,

Giey-Gretn
Courts

. The International

Tournaments are

played on the

: eight 'Dura*
; Courts con-

;

I
strutted at the

! Lido, Venice '
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Send a P,0, to the Sales

Dept, The Old Bleach Linen

Company, Randalstown,
Nordtem Ireland, for the

transfer of this gey and
amusing baUoon design for a
cushion cover applique on

BlackOldBleach Linen—and
get the nevo Embroidery Book

free of charge. Tranfer bd.

oMh tranter.

^Carnival’
Week by week lovely designs

from the charming litde book
‘Embroidery without Tears/ just

published by The Old Bleach Linen

Company, are appearing. With
the help of the instructions,

written by an expert embroideress,

they are exceed- Atifour grades ofthtfamous

inglv simple to bleach em-biinpic ro BROIDERY LimSS
work. A P.O. can now Be bought at the

seime price, 4li 1^40*'
for any one 5/5-45" <?/p-^54" s,6.

transfer will p^oeless colovr^
7 : BD LINENS $6'' Bfsi

brmg you the —-#5" sis. Send for the

bnftlr frPADOOKjree. Old Bleach.OLD BLEACH
OID BLEACH LINEN CO LTD RANDAISTOWN NORTHERN IRELAND





BED-ROOM CHARM
How excellent the chamber wherein the fitment

be such of utiUty and to the eye pleasing withal

—windowed to the east to catch the first greeting

rays of morning—and above all, a roomy bed

with gorgeous billowy bedding whereon one may

sleep, rest, loll and sleep again with ceaseless

^stasy. How excellent

SOMNUS BEDDING
FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE

Write its for lists and agents

THE BEDDING HOUSE OF RHODES
Carlton Cross Milk, Leeds and

Lotus St., Nottingham
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There is a“BLOSS” Stoolor Chair
to suit the Countryman’s Home. They are

dignified and artistic in appearance, sound in con-

struction and pleasing in price. Write for Free

Illustrated List of many designs

FIRESIDE CHAIRS from 68. lid., DINING CHAIRS 78. 6d.,

ARM CHAIRS 138. lid.

Handicraft Workers supplied with Chair and Stool Frames,

also Rush and Seagrass, Coloured or Natural, Seating

C. BLOSS & SONS Lid.« PRINCES RISBOROllGH.B«d-
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PLAS NEWYDD. THE RESIDENCE OF THE MAR^JUIS OF ANGLESEY

Success after many thousands ofpoundsh2id been spent

on failures

We—
Specialize in Water Supplies for Country Mansions,

Estates and Farms

Guarantee a given supply according to requirements

Ask for no payment until success is assured

Do first class work only

Make a survey, report, advise and estimate for carry-

ing out the necessary works in detail

Give personal supervision to all works

Have carried out many hundreds of contracts to suc-

cess in all parts of the country

OFFER YOU OUR SERVICES

M. MULLINS
Water Diviner, Engineer and Contractor

TOtpUmn DMAL 314 TOtgmm! ‘PXHtrS’ OMAt



TAXATION SERVICE

The Symbol

of Stability

WHATEVER the nature of

your difficulty- it may be the

preparation of your claim for repay-

mentj the rendering of a Return, a

point of doubt on which you desire

advice - there is always available our

service to help you. We have saved

our clients countless thousands of

pounds in the last forty years, solved

innumerable difficulties for them. To
write to us places you under no obli-

gation. We will gladly send you our

brochure on request. We have a

department to deal with Farm
Accounts and Property Mainten-

ance Claims.

J client writing us in January^

‘I thank you very much for cheque. It must be well

over thirty-two years since I first consulted you. Naturally

I feel very grateful for such remarkably good results. With-

out your aid I am certain I could not have recovered any-

thing like this amount. For good results and prompt atten-

tion no other can equal you/

THE
INCOME-TAX ADJUSTMENT AGENCY LTD.,

9, lost it, POULTRY, LONDON, E.C2

West Snd Office neat Oxford Cirom

% KOLLES St, OXFORD St.. W.l

MMlished 18S0
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The Countryman
A Quarterly Non-Party Review and

Miscellany of Rural Life and Industry

Edited and Published by J. JV. Robertson Scott

at Idbury, Kingham, Oxfordshire

O more than happy countryman tf only he knew his good fortune !

—

Vergil

The best citizens spjing from the cultivators

—

Cau
Agiiculture can never regain even a moderate degree of prosperity unless it is treated on the
lines of The Countryman, that is without Party bias

—

Lot d Ernie

Vol. V. No. I 2x. 6i. quarterly April 1931

T^e Qottage and Smithy that

(grossed the Atlantic

The experiment made by Mr. Henry Ford in

transporting a Cotswold house to Dearborn,

which some readers of The Countryman, un-

acquainted with all the circumstances, no doubt
deprecate, has justified itself. Indeed it cannot be

called an experiment exactly. Many of us have

visited or know of the Open Air Museums of Scandi-

navia, composed of ancient cottages, farmhouses,

farm buildings, windmills, well-heads, etc., brought

carefully from sites on which they were doomed to

destruction.

In the vicinity of Detroit, at Dearborn, Mr,
Ford has set apart some forty acres or so of pleasantly

wooded land for the preservation of builmngs and
machinery of historic interest and value. He has
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re-erected there some of the humble dwellings of the

pioneer settlers. There is a series of buildings in

which the young Edison lived and worked in the

early days of the phonograph and electric lighting.

There is an old-time American railroad and depdt,

with an out-of-date engine and cars. There are

typical old frame buildings - dwelling-houses, school

houses, a court-house, a store, a post office, toll

house, tin-type photo store, and a church. Mr.
Ford’s collections will be specially interesting in

showing the evolution of English and American

machinery, Mr. Ford having secured over here

early examples of pumping gear designed by Watts,'

and also primitive forms of gas, oil and fire engines.

Visitors are transported to and fro in old-time

coaches and buggies.

The Cotswold cottage which Mr. Ford has had
transported stood at Chedworth, in an isolated

position not far from the famous Roman villa. It

consisted of two seventeenth-century dwellings

used as labourers’ cottages and knocked into one,

and there was also a barn and stable. The place had
not been occupied for some time and was in a bad
condition. Indeed, there was very little hope of

anything being done with it, for the walls were
rotten and bulging, and much of the timber was
decayed. The task of first putting the buildings to

rights and then taking them down and despatching
them to America was entrusted to Mr. Cox Howman,
a Cotswold builder known for admirable restorations

who has been a local magistrate for a generation.

The cottage had had wooden windows put into it.

These were removed and the old stone mullions
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ATLANTIC
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In

its

New

Quarters

in

Michigan
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were replaced and the casements fitted with old

glass. The old pigeon holes were uncovered, an

old oven was restored, the cement that covered the

walls was cleaned off, bad timber was replaced, and

a special feature, winding stone staircases and

fireplaces, was cared for. This was two months’

work. Then it took seven weeks to pull down and

pack. All the most important stones were numbered,

and Mr. Cox Howman’s careful drawings included

a survey of the trees and the garden with the name
of every flower marked. Not only the garden walling

but the crazy paving and the stone edges of the

paths were sent to America. The total weight was-

475 tons, and the material was conveyed in a special

train of sixty-seven wagons to Brentford, where it

was barged to the London docks. The building

stone was in bags and the freestone and stone slabs

in crates. To re-erect the building with the assist-

ance of American workmen, Mr. Cox Howman
sent two men who had been responsible for the

pulling down. The mason, who had been with

him since his boyhood, was Mr. C. T. Troughton,

the carpenter Mr. W. RatcliflFe. They left home on
the last day of May, and were back on December 7.

Work began on July 8 and finished on September

23, without one rainy day. By September 23
everything was in place, including the cider-barrel

indoors (containing cider), the flowers and roses

in the garden, the well complete with well-head

from Chedworth (but, though thirty feet deep,

there was no water) and a horse and cow in the

barn. In reconstructing the house every conspicuous
stone found its old place and the indoor plastering
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was done in the old way with chopped straw. The
flooring had, of course, to be new, but the oak

boards had come from the Cotswolds. All the work
was done in the best possible way, copper nails for

example, being freely used. Of the success of

the reconstruction the photographs offer evidence.

Indeed, towards the end of the job the new buildings

looked so much at home on their new site that the

workmen could almost fancy they were back at

Chedworth. For the furniture and equipment of

the cottage Mr. S. B. Russell, who is known for

his remarkable restoration of the Lygon Arms, and
as the founder of the workshops at Broadway, was
consulted by Mr. Ford. Mr. Russell has been able

to find a number of domestic objects, including even

old baskets and hob-nailed boots, which might
well have belonged to the cottage.

Mr. Henry Ford was frequently on the site, some-
times even three or four times a day, during the re-

construction, and the English craftsmen formed ahigh
opinion ofhim. When staying in Broadway last Octo-
ber, Mr. Ford went over to Stow-on-the-Wold be-

fore breakfast one morning to talk with the families

of the workmen who had directed the rebuilding,

and had the kind thought of having photographs
taken of the exiles’ home circles. And he sent the
two men to Niagara Falls before their return home.
They have both a complete set of large photographs
of the re-building. The men were struck by the
way in which Mr. Ford insisted that everything
should be left in apple-pie order at the close of every
day. They particularly noticed the cleanliness of the
windows of the Ford Works. Photographs of the
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progress of the re-construction were taken every

other day. Mr. Ford repeatedly expressed himself

well satisfied with the job, and Mrs. Ford gave a

luncheon party in the cottage, the food being

cooked in the old oven. Mr. Cox Howman was
also pleased with Mr. Ford’s quiet, unassuming

ways, his physical fitness, mental alertness and fine

visual memory, and his delight in Cotswold scenery.

Mr. Ford continues to own the land at Chedworth
from which the cottage was taken, and by his

instructions all the rubbish of the demolition has

been removed, so that the little paddock still

remains a fair part of the Cotswolds.

Some time ago the present writer was at Snowshill,

a perfect Cotswold village, where he saw an old

smithy which had been shut up for close on twenty

years. The interesting tools and equipment were
rusty and partially buried under a deep coating of

dust and mortar from the fast-decaying roof.

It was on the death of the widow of the last smith,

Charles Stanley, who lived in the smithy cottage,

that the property was bought by Mr. S. B. Russell, a

resident in the village. In these days of machinery
and agricultural depression, Snowshill can no
longer pro^dde a living for a village smith. Even
had this been possible, a large expenditure in repairs

and renewals of hearths, bellows and tools, many of
which, from their age and interest, were only fit

for a museum, would have been necessary. Many
unsuccessful efforts were made by the new owner to

preserve somewhere on the Cotswolds, the contents
of this old-time smithy. A careful examination of
the building was made by a Cotswold architect of
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experience and skill, Mr. Thomas Rayson, with a

view to using the forge building as a living-room

for the tiny adjoining cottage, but the roof had
holes in many places, the roof timbers were rotten

and the walls were bulging, and without damp
course. To comply with building regulations for

occupation as a dwelling house it would have been

necessary to re-build. In October last, when staying

in Broadway, it was suggested to Mr. Ford by
Mr. Russell, to whom he has been known for many
years, that he might like to look at the contents

of the forge, with a view to preserving them in his

museum at Dearborn. As a result, they were*

purchased, with the decayed building, at a price

that will almost cover the cost of the living-room

to the cottage, which is to be erected in true Cots-

wold character in its place. Mr. Ford became so

much interested in the contents, that he paid many
visits to the forge, looking over and sorting out the

tools, and getting much begrimed in the occupation.

So Mr. Cox Howman has had another task to his

mind, and by the time this article is in print the

smithy and its contents — all nicely cleaned and
labelled with their local names - will be in America,
with Mr. Troughton on the scene again to undertake
the work of reconstruction for Mr. Ford. This time
the stone of the walls has not been packed in bags,

but in crates and clamped barrels - Mr. Cox
Howman made a purchase of one hundred old
beer-barrels. Fifteen tons of timber have also been
sent across the Atlantic. - D.
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An \%th Century Parson Farmer

The Diary of Benjamin Rogers - 5

June the iith^ 1732. Mrs. Chaderton being at

my House this Evening, told my Daughter Sarah,

that she could not forbear to tell her, compelled

so to do out of the great respect she had for her (as

she said,), that a Rumour went about the town, that

she kept back 2s. 6d. of a Marriage fee — of 5s. she

took for me in my absence of Mace of Puddington,

who was married at Turvey to Eliz: Halfhead of

this Parish, I not being at home. And they pretend’d

it must be so, because, they said, I would not have

took 5s. where I should have taken 2S. 6d. they

being Married by Banns. But the truth is I am to

Blame, for she gave me the 5s. and the Banns having

been published a pretty while before the marriage;

when she gave me the Money, thought they had been
Married by Licence, and had forgot that I had
published the Banns.

The I ^th. A Report is spread hereabouts th^t

,

Dr. Mead is dead. But one Francis Mead' of
London A Quack-Doctor died lately, and that very
likely gave rise to the Report. Dr. Mead is a very
industrious Gentleman, a great traveller on foot,

having gone a simpling over the most part of Eng-
land.

The 20th. I heard a Month ago or more that Mr.
Tho. Berkley Attorney at law of Eynsbury was gone
off 4 or 5000 li. in debt. He was a Man of good
Credit in his profession, by which means he had the
putting out of a great deal of other people’s money;
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and it is said, that he has carried with him most if

not all of the above mentioned sum, and now I hear

he is gone beyond sea. Cave qui credas.

The %^th. My Wife and Son Tho. went to

Bedford, and Brot home some Mackerel; which
was the and time they had any at Bedford.

July the yd. I saw Mrs. Carter Senr. of Turvey,
who took me out into the Garden, where she told

me of the sad news of her daughter Mrs. Anne’s
Marriage with Mr. Peers of Turvey Junr. against

her Consent on Midsummer day. I pittied her

case, and gave her such advice as I thot proper.

jidjuvet Deus Opt. Max,
Sept, the 4/A. Note. It is reported at Bedford that

Mr. Priaulx is gone to his Mother to get Money
of her to pay his debts, which are great and Numer-
ous, but this is thot by some to be only a pretence

of going off the more handsomly. It is said too that

he was lately forbidden by the Duke of Bedford to

come to Woburn Abbey, for striking the Duke’s
Chaplain Mr. Tuff. It is said that the Duke has

sent, a servant to Lisbon to hire a house for him;

but they say he will never be able to get thither, and
that it is thot he cannot live a Week longer.

The loth. An account came in the Newspapers
that the Duke of Bedford was to set out on this day

from Stretham to Portsmouth in order to embark
for Lisbon. Prosperet Deas Opt'. Max.

Oct. the i ith. Note My Wife went to Bedford

at the latter end of September to assist Mrs. Batterson

in the Sale of her Goods, and bought her Chaize

for 5 li. She had a Blue Rug and great Coat into

the bargain, worth about a dozen shillings. She
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also bought of her a Flock-Bed, cost 6s. and a little

Table, 2s. The Chaize was too dear, the Harness

and all the Leather, was very old and decay’d, so

that it broke down with us every time we went out

in it, only the Wheels were good, being New.
The i^th. I paid Mrs. Battisson for her Chaize,

with the Rent of Butcher’s Row house, and 20s.

which I borrowed of my sister Phillips. Bene.

Nov. the 8/A. My Lord Trevor sent me a Coast

of Venison, We began to sow wheat. Pros-

feret Deus Opt Max.
The I'lth. My Wife return’d with a present from

my Lord Trevor of Six Guineas to buy me a Cloth

Gown and Cassock. Xapts,

Feh. the i^th, 1733. My Wife and I were at

My Lord Trevor’s who was pleased to give her a

Lottery Tickett Number 8511194.
May the 19/A. My son Jno. being about

5 years old fell backwards into the pottage pot just

as it was taken boyling off the Fire for Dinner but
was taken out imediatly by the Maid. The fleshy

part of his backside notwithstanding was miserably

scalded, which threw him into a Fever, which
continued upon him above a week. We kept pouring
and rubbing on Oyl till Mr. Whitworth came
who said nothing could have been done better.

May the 28/A. My Daughter Sarah sent me word
my Ticket was turn’d up a prize of lo li. Xdpt’t.

June the 5/A. John Grant ran a Nail into his

Foot, which stuck so hard that Mr. Reynolds had
much ado to get it out; we dressed it with Turpen-
tine next day.

July the ith. My Wife and Son Tho. went to
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Althrop to wait upon the Duchess of Marlborough.
Faxit Deus, ut perquam grati sit.

July the 12 th. Mr. Matt. Priaulx was elect’d

Town-Clerk by a great Majority, he having 255
and Mr. Weale by 91. I did not poll, being un-
willing to offend my Relations. Yet had there been
Occasion for my vote, I should have given it for

Mr. Priaulx. Mr. Weale was proposed by the

Whigs for ill purposes.

I borrowed 4 li. of my Sister Phillips to pay Mrs.
Henson.

The i^th. I went to Bromham with my cousin

Mr. Tho. Beadles to get my Lord Trevor’s Letter

to Sir Jer. Sambrooke for Thurleigh Living, Mr.
Bourn the Incumbent there being so ill that his

Life is despair’d of: his Lordship thot it irregular

to make application before the Incumbent was dead;

but was pleas’d to give us his Letter the next

morning: and I went to Bedford to See what Mr.
Mayor had done in the Affair; who told me Sir

Jer: had given him as civil an Answer as he could

wish. I wrote to Sir Jno. Barnard about the sad

affair. Prosperet Deus.

The 21st. They returned having been very

graciously received and brought a side of the fattest

venison that I ever saw for my Lord Trevor: The
Duke Shot the Buck himself. Xa/>t9 tw

The 22nd. My wife and I went to Bromham and
carried a letter from the Duchess to his Lordship

and the side of venison. The Haunch was roasted

for dinner, the finest that I ever saw, and my Lord
was pleased to give us a piece of the side. Xa'p«.

Sept, the 20th. Mr. Daniel Bergy was Buried.
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Mr. Bolton being gone to London and Mr. Walker
being taken ill in the Field a shooting there was no

Body to Bury the Corpse. It was agreed therefore

that I should perform the Office, and at the Church
Gate Mr. Aspin should bear the pall in my Room.
Xapt9.

October the ^(ith. I Bottled my Mead, which filled

8 doz. and 8 qts. and 4 doz., and 10 pints.

The Q. 6th. I burn’d my Will which I made Octo-

ber the 24th 1727.

The 'i.ith. Mr. Barry and I set out for London;
We din’d at the Bell at Luton about 12 and got to

Barnet by half an Hour after four, where we lay

all night: and the next Morning we got to London
about ii . It being My Lord Mayor’s Day.

The 2,0th, Being the King’s Birthday I went with

my Daughter Sarah to the Royal Chappel, but to my
great Surprise saw neither the King or Queen there,

nor indeed any body else besides the Choristers,

and about 2 doz. people.

Oct. the 31J/. My Daughter and I went to see

Grosvenor Square, Hannover Square etc. call’d

at the Duke of Marlborough’s in Picadilly; where
amongst other fine things we saw the fine Library
and drank Tea with the Housekeeper Mrs. Mor-
dant, from thence we went to Dr. Mead’s, saw his

fine Library and Curiosities, and returned to Mr.
Trevor’s about 7 a Clock.

Nov. the ist. I set out from London about noon,
and lay at Luton that Night, whither I got about 7
at Night: and the next morning I left Luton a little

after 8 and got home about 2. It was a very misty
day, and I lost myway twice, but soon found it again.
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The %^th. I planted 15 or 16 Trees on the Moor

in the room of the like number that dyed.

Dec, the loth. My son Tho. sold a Horse to Mr.
Wagener the Duke of Marlborough’s servant for

24 guineas, bene.

The i%th, I Buried Old Harrison the Stonecutter

at Pavenham.
The iSth. My Lord Trevor was pleas’d to give

me a Portugal piece value 3 li. 12s. and my Wife
another value i li. i6s. and to the poor people of

Carlton and Chellington two Moidores. Xa/jt?.

The yoth. A great Flood. It had been such and.

one a little before: we have had the most Rain within

this 6 weeks that ever I Remember. I had much ado
to get home.

The %ist. Mr. Charlton seeing me as I came thro

his Close paid me for braking up the Ground in

my churc%ard for Burying his Wife and child

68. 8d. each.

(Tb he continued)

THE STORM BLEW DOWN THE POULTRY HOUSE
JND THE FOX DID THE REST

A Study dy Oliver Q. Pike
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Piedmontin

by Qeoffrey Holdsvforth

PIEDMONTIN is officially my gardener; but
he looks on the higher forms of horticulture as

a pastime for fools. Pah! he thinks, watching me
contemplate in ecstasy my Iris Susiana; ‘All that

trouble for a flower that does not render !’

With difficulty he bites back the hot words
.because these poor Inglesi will not have old but
beautiful olive trees cut down and rooted up. How
his hands itch for the fell work, and in their lovely

stead spiky rows of artichokes: ''Che rendono!'

A formal bed of geraniums for hel/ezza, yes; some
of the younger olives, that are in full bearing; a

vineyard, exclusively of the vines of Piedmont,
producing strong wine, not like these little vines

that the vinously ill-educated signore prefers; and a

great and glorious coltivazione of artichokes. No
more of this foolishness ofgrowing wild flowers from
the hills in the garden.

Yet he is a great man; he knows nearly everything

worth knowing, and does many things to perfection.

‘Making wells,’ he says, ‘that is my mystery.’

Delightful phrase! He has many other ‘mysteries.’

I have seen no one build the stone terrace-retaining

walls of the South with such speed and such magni-
ficent perfection. He makes wine; he gets me a

better price for my olives than anyone in the neigh-

bourhood; he is a first-rate carpenter with tools

that must have been primitive in the daysofRomulus.
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I have never known him by any name but

Piedmontin. I suppose he has one somewhere.

Piedmont must be to Italy, I think, what Lancashire

is to England, for all the Piedmontese I have met

seem to regard other Italians as an inferior race.

Piedmontin is no exception. Not in Piedmonie^ he

says, with a pitying smile, regarding the work of

some wretched Ligurian. I have often been tempted

to remind him that the Romans found the Ligurians

a far tougher people to conquer than the Piedmon-
tese. But that, of course, was a very long time ago.

I doubt if he has ever had a bath; yet he smells

clean. His main smell is of earth and wine of the

country. Usually earth predominates; but on certain

days, the twentieth of September, the fourth of

November - there are many such in Italy - he

comes singing up the hill at night one splendid

smell of wine. If I am not in bed, he seeks me out,

shakes hands with me, tells me I am bravo — in fact

that we are both hravoy and what about a little spot

of wine? This ceremony over, he lurches down the

hill with a great cry that must gladden the heart of

Dionysius.

I said to him once, ‘Don’t get drunk to-night,

Piedmontin, because to-morrow I want you to help
me plant some roses.’ ‘But, signorey he replied,

*to-day is the feast of St. Joseph, when it is a man’s
du^ to get drunk r There was no more to be said;

I had to plant the roses alone. Eventually we came
to an agreement that once a month it was lawful for

him to get drunk, due notice having been given
to me.

His bargaining propensities are at times annoying.



IN THE COTSWOLDS
Tie Editor by One of hit Staff
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I demanded once a hundred canes for runner beans.

^Signore,* he answered, ‘my third cousin will be going

to Porto Lorenzo with his mule in eight days time.

If you will wait till then, we shall save fifteen

centesimV

He laughs at most superstitions, but has an

enormous faith in the moon’s influence upon the

fruits of the earth. When I have suggested that we
might have another row of peas sown it is, ‘No,

signore, it is a bad moon; we must wait.’ No argu-

ment, no pleading avail. I once sowed a row myself,

under a bad moon. Piedmontin was convinced they

would not come up. When they did, when they

waxed and burgeoned and bore fruit, he said nothing.

There was a slight coolness between us. I think

he attributed it to the wilful interference on my
behalf of some strange god of the Inglesi. He
continued to sow seeds sotto una luna buona.

Piedmontin is very old, older than the mountains
of Liguria, where in autumn the crocuses rear their

lovely heads, where in spring the pale anemones
star the terraces in untold thousands. He is, I think,

the original Mediterranean man. His actual age
is, I suppose, about forty. I suspect him of baldness,
for I have never seen him without a battered yachting
cap on his head. He sleeps in it. Often in the heat
of the day, I have seen him lying asleep under an
olive with the cap firmly fixed on. I would not, of
course, have the temerity to ask him to remove it.

Once only, seeing my echiums a glory of blue in

April, he rewarded me with; *Son' proprio belli'

I felt like one of Napoleon’s marshals receiving his

Emperor’s congratulations after a victory.
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Hm I Turned Inn-keeper

hy S. B. Russell

nnHIS Spring and Summer more will undoubtedly he said
^ and written about the accommodation and the fare pro*
vided by country inns. There are so many directions in which
the management of a considerable proportion of them could be

improved that we have asked Mr. Russell^ who came to the

famous Lygon Arms as an amateur and has made such a

success of ity to write an account of his experiences.- Editor

From banking in London to inn-keeping in the Cots-

wolds is a far cry, and yet it seemed to come about by a

natural evolution, for I remember first reading about the

Lygon Arms in one of those chatty books on road travel

vt^ritten by J, J. Hissey, ‘Across England in a Dog Cart’,

which I got from the Bank library about 1896, and, later

on, being thrilled by a large sale bill, with full description,

which was hanging in the chambers of the Bank’s solicitors,

in New Square, Lincolns Inn, where I had gone on Bank
business. In 1901 I was offered the important post at

Burton-on-Trent under Sir Charles Stewart (afterwards

Public Trustee), as head of a department which managed
the properties of Samuel Allsopp & Sons, and found that

the Lygon Arms was one of them. It was in 1903 that I was
able to see it for the first time. There was no railway to

Broadway in those days, and I well remember the drive

from Evesham by dog-cart and the impression made on me
by the weathered stone frontage of the old inn, with its

well-proportioned gables, and the distant hills in the back-

ground. But, steeped as I was in Mr. Hissey’s description,

the inside was disappointing. There was much of interest

in premises that had been an inn since 1530, but very much
had been hidden and wrongly treated. Beautiful sixteenth

century stone doorways had been painted, open fireplaces

bricked up and fitted with cheap register grates. The plaster
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work in many rooms was held together by the many wall-

papers, pasted one on the other and going back to the little

rosebud patterns of early Victorian times. In the only

sitting-room on the ground floor the ingle-nook had been

enclosed by cupboards and the beam had been papered over.

Some tattered coco-matting, a few armchairs in American

cloth, without castors, and the groggy gas chandelier with

one weight missing, created depression, the more so, as part

of the room had been allocated as a passage-way to others

beyond, by placing deal store cupboards back to back.

In the front rooms at the west end there was an untidy

smoke room and bar. At the east end an assembly room had

been erected about i860 without any regard to preserving

light and air for several rooms. This assembly room seemed to

have originated in the purchase by the owner of four large

windows and two large double doors at a sale in Cheltenham.

In the yard at the back was stabling for thirty or forty horses.

Notwithstanding the unsuitable furniture everywhere,

and the sordid atmosphere of the place, I could not fail

to be impressed by the original staircase, the panelling in the

Oak parlour, and the beautiful plaster work and Elizabethan

fireplace in the Cromwell Room, and could not help feeling

that much of equal interest was hidden.

Notwithstanding the one and only bathroom, a parti-

cularly unpleasing apartment, and the many evidences

of unsympathetic furnishing, equipment, and management,
the visitors’ book showed that many well-known people

had come to the inn. I noted the names of Arthur J* Bal-

four, Lord and Lady Elcho, Phil May, J, M. Barrie, the

Duke of Norfolk, Forbes-Robertson, Owen Seaman, Alma
Tadema, Canon Ainger, Ellen Terry and Conan Doyle.
It was on my way home that the idea came to me that
this old inn offered great possibilities if properly developed.
It was going to be a big job, but it would be worth while,
and finding that Allsopp’s were willing to sell what could
never be regarded as a brewers’ property, I madeanother visit,
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tnd in January, 1904,

1

was in possession. Experience had

shown me that many inns of similar age and character

failed in attempting too much. One found a smoke room

and bar frequented by village tradespeople, with the farmers’

noisy bustle on market days, commercial and stock rooms

for travellers, catering for large parties, and lastly, the tourist,

who often received but scant attention from a staff tired by

the labours of the day. My plan was to look after the tourist

entirely, to do away with the public bars, and to make the

inn as much like a large private house as it was possible for

it to be. One of the first things I did was to have a careful

survey made by an architect, and the wisdom of this step was

manifest afterwards, for when we came to make restora-

tions we knew exactly what was above and below.

{To be continued)

0

Fur Farming in Great Britain

A/f people think of their furs as coming from overseas,

XVXwhereas quite a number of silver fox furs are bred within

fifty miles of London. Their superiority to wild furs, often

taken from animals at the wrong season, and almost invariably

with cruelty, is known to experts. There are not more than

1,600 registered silver foxes in the country} but England is

waking up to the opportunity and the industry is growing.

Fine pelts have fetched as high figures as c»pen

auction. No imported fox will in future be registered in

Britain unless it can pass the high standard of the British

Association of silver fox breeders. Every ranch in the

country is visited by the Association inspector who decides

whether the cubs are fit to be registered in the British stud

book. If up to standard they are tattooed in both ears with
marks showing the ranch they were bred in and the year of
their birth. If not up to standard they must be pelted. The
cubs are born in spring and may be pelted the following

December, or bred from the following February,
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Birds IVitkout Homes
by Oliver G. Pike

Most birds make cosy homes for their young, but there

are other birds which are content to lay their eggs in

desolate places without the slightest attempt at nest building.

On the south coast of Kent there is a remarkable tract of
country. For hundreds of years the sea has been receding,

and it has left behind a wilderness of stones, about four miles

wide and many more in length. On its borders stands the

village of Lydd. Dotted about the expanse of stones are

little patches of green, also occasional stunted furze bushes.

On these small oases are a few roots of sea campion and fox-

glove, and now and then a patch of half-starved grass. This
wind-swept desert is the home of one of our rarest breeding

birds, the Kentish plover. The fishermen make their way
across this ancient sea-bottom by the use of what they call

backstays, pieces of board about eight inches long and five

inches wide, with a loop for the foot. A man accustomed to

backstays can, by shuffling forward, progress over the shingle

with comparative ease. As I made my way over the shingle,

doing my best to keep my backstays attached to my feet,

I saw a small bird going slowly over the stones. I dropped

to the ground, lay full length and examined it with my field-

glasses. It was the Kentish plover that I had travelled to

that desert to find. I knew that I was not far from the eggs,

but I knew also that on that great stretch ofstones it would be

difficult to discover them. The only hope was that the bird

herself would show me where they were placed. For halfan
hour I watched her, then to my delight saw her drop her

body, and shuffle round as birds do when covering their eggs.

For another half hour I gazed at her and the surroundings,

trjnng my hardest to pick out some little landmark that would

be a guide to show me where her eggs were laid. One might

search for a week and not find them in the ordinary way.

Even when dose to them it is no easy task to pick them out
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from the stones. The colour is exactly that of the stones,

and their markings would cause ten out of a dozen people

to say that they were stones. At last I had her fixed. There

was a stone a little larger than its neighbours close to her;

on her right there was a piece of stunted grass, and another

just beyond. I jumped up, went forward, and as I did

so the bird ran off. I took no notice of her, but endeavoured

to keep my eyes glued to the spot which she left. This,

however was no easy task in a journey of over one hundred

yards. At last I reached the place that I had so carefully

noted, but found that there were at least a dozen stones like

the one I had marked, and quite fifty little blades of starved-

looking grass. I searched for the eggs but failed to find them,

and had to go back to watch again. Once more I saw the

bird settle, and this time when I went forward I spotted the

During the four hours I spent in my hide I noticed

that the bird behaved in a strange manner. She would sit on

her two eggs for about twenty minutes, then go to another

spot six feet away, and squat on the stones for about the

same length oftime. I examined the spot on which she settled

and found to my surprise that she had a third egg there. This
enterprising little bird had two distinct lots of eggs, and was
doing her best to hatch them. There are other birds found

on this stony beach which make no nest, ringed plovers,

lapwings, Norfolk plovers, and little terns. All their eggs

are difficult to find. When the lapwing lays in a meadow, she

usually makes quite a passable nest, but here she prefers to

lay on the bare stones. During the days I spent

on Lydd beach I came across several clutches of eggs wjhich

were deserted by their owners, and I wondered if they had
lost them through failing to take proper landmarks. The
lesser tern gets over this difficulty by laying her eggs close to

some prominent landmark, this often being a small piece of
driftwood which has been cast up by the sea and blown
inland.
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Honesty

by Elspet Keith

A MIDDLE-AGED woman entered her spotless parlour

carrying a bunch of double daffodils, the first of spring.

As she lifted some branches of pearl-like ‘honesty’ that had
gleamed from an old black jar all the winter, in order to put

the daffodils in their place, a sudden memory of her mother
surged over her. Only five years had passed since Mrs.
Forrest’s death, yet their life together seemed to belong to a

period incredibly remote. The worst time had been during

the months when Margaret’s bereaved father was her sole

*care. By the time she had schooled herself to live at peace

\yith the tempestuous, wayward, affectionate old man she

knew at what price her mother had won her air of spiritual

serenity. Yet her father, a religionist of a stern school, was

a good man, she reflected.

‘Odd little lives!’ murmured Margaret to herself, ‘Such

a tiny pattern!’ Forgetting the freshly gathered flowers,

she sat gazing at the silvery pods of ‘honesty’. ‘She was just

like that’, she said to herself. ‘Pure honesty in purpose, word
and deed.’ She fingered the silvery pods, feeling again that

frail, veined hand. She seemed to see once more a tiny form

recumbent on a couch and an eager-eyed, transparent,

invalid face. Margaret, the youngest, valued most the

shining peace that her mother had radiated. Now, taking a

ribbon-like view of her own restricted youth, she was filled

with compassion for the limitations of her parents’ lives.

Forrest had hated his wife’s people. They had resented

her marrying a poor man ofa class a little different from their

own, and the husband’s hurt pride became a searchlight for

possible slights. Mrs, Forrest had brought some money with

her. As the children grew this money dwindled in the great

cause of education.

In those days country folk were still doing much of their
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business by a system of exchange. The farmer and the miller

were credited with corn and flour by the builder and the

blacksmith, who paid in terms of house repairs, horse-

shoeing or other service. At times the muddle was intoler-

able, so that energetic folk pushed custom aside. Margaret’s

father was a miller, but a little too zealous in public work to

be a successful man of business. Margaret had returned one

day from school to find her parents greatly upset. Perspira-

tion was showing on the forehead of her father as he examined

an account sent him by the lawyer of a farmer-named Smiley

who had died suddenly. This unjust bill for dated back

nearly thirty years. To meet the sum quickly meant bank-

ruptcy for the miller, for he had kept no contra account.

His careful wife brought out some neatly tied bunches of old

cheque counterfoils and her indisputable list of sums paid to

Smiley from her own account reduced the offensive bill by

more than a third. To pay off the balance Mrs. Forrest’s

private store was now to be drained to the last pound. Neither

of Margaret’s parents dwelt on the injustice of the Smiley

charge. Their chief concern had been to meet the ‘debt’, as

they called it. It was Margaret who brought to mind old

Smiley’s oily drawl of, ‘Well, good naybur^I

Years afterwards a kinsman of Mrs. Forrest left her an
unexpected legacy of j£ioo. Amid much laughter and talk

the mother divided the cash among her children. In re-

serving ^10 for herself she said that nobody must ask her

what she meant to do with her share. Her children teased

her about this unwonted reticencej but the old lady, laughing

with them, kept her counsel and her cash. When all had
left but Margaret, the mother had said ‘My love, go fetch

me the old Smiley correspondence.’ After some searching

Margaret laid a handful of yellowed foolscap on the couch.

‘Now, my child, carefully check these totals.’ ‘Mother,
dear, are you dreaming? This was all settled years and years

ago.’ Strangely excited her mother replied, ‘I know, I know!
Gist it up again!* Margaret obeyed wonderingly.
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‘It doesn’t cast up rights mother. It reads £97 but it

adds up £107.’ Mother and daughter looked deep in each
other’s eyes. Mrs. Forrest broke the silence ‘My child,

you will guess how I have suffered all these years. I knew
that the lawyer had made a slip, but I dared not check the

figures twice. During sleepless nights I tried to deceive

myself. I vowed that if ever I had ;^io of my own again

I would make it up to the Smiley children, but at the time

we settled that bill I could not see where another pound was
to come from.’ Margaret put her arms round the frail little

creature, saying ‘Mother, it was an unjust bill. Father

never owed the Smileys one penny, and it was not your

affair to check their lawyer’s figures.’ ‘That’s not the

point, my child. It was a debt and my sin lay in keeping

silent all these years. Now, at last, without hurting my
children, or even telling your father, I can pay it.’ ‘But the

Smileys have all gone long ago’, said Margaret. ‘Ah, but

I have a note of the address of the two girls who went to

Canada’, she said exultingly. ‘And you shall write them
now enclosing this money.’ When the note was posted and

all excitement had left her, Mrs. Forrest lay back with an
expression of joy on her face. ‘At last it is paid’, she said,

‘and the thought of that wrong can trouble me no more.’

m m %

Margaret Forrest smiled as she threw last year’s ‘honesty’

into her cheerful parlour fire. She brought water and placed

the glorious daffodils in the jar. ‘It must have been the only

sin she ever sinned’, she mused. ‘And to think of that lamb

being able to outwit a crafty lawyer and the whole Smiley

family!’

0
‘I KNOW some does,’ said Old John, ‘but I never

doesn’t.’

This spelling business! We found a lad in one village

school enumerating the planets, ‘Mercury, Venus, Mars,

Earth, Neptune, Uranus and Satan’!
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Waste Not Want Not

by E. J. Bunyard

HOW much seed do we need and how many varieties?

On this point I venture to put forward a few gatherings

from my own experience. Firstly, as to vegetables, there is

often much waste in those which have a short life, such as

peas and lettuce. Though we are annually told to ‘sow

successionally’, how seldom is it done! Gardeners like to

get all their seeds in at once, and enjoy a feeling of ‘that’s

that’. Does earth contain a greater tragedy than large

numbers of peas growing daily harder through over-supply?

Lettuces have no floral value, but are often seen in flower

through a lack of staff work. If we need twenty lettuce a

week, the best way to ensure them is to sow twenty each

week. Carrots suffer from this whole-hoggery as much as

any vegetable, with sad effects on the reputation of English

cookery. Carrots can be as soft as marrow if they are young
enough and repeated sowings right up till August should be

made, the last sowing being the largest as the small roots

will keep quite well in most seasons in the soil and there is

no reason why the winter carrot should be tough and woody.
So in flowers, annuals of short life, such as Shirley

poppies, Escholtzia and Coreopsis, sown two or three times

give much better value for the space occupied. In planting

beds of annuals for cutting - a plan which makes for peace

in the garden and contentment at home - it is well to re-

member the length of flowering period when deciding how
many plants are wanted. In such a plant as Arctotis, that

most refined of all daisy flowered plants, flowering continues

from July till the frosts come, so few plants are required.

A wide range of varieties in small quantities gives most
pleasure indoors. Such, then, are a few fireside reflections,

perhaps the reader will say platitudes? ‘Sow successionally’

we all know that! True, enough, but do you practise it?
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Why ^BsOoks Forsake their F^okeries

by T. 5. Hankins

Many people shoot young rooks because they imagine
that the old birds claim a parental right to the territory,

and if the young birds are left there will be quarrels leading to

a desertion of the rookery. "There is no truth in the old

superstition that if the young rooks are not shot the birds

will leave the rookery,’ says the Tield’ (Nov. 1925). A
number of rookery owners shoot none of their birds, and the

rooks remain faithful to the spot. Some rookery owners
slaughter the young rooks on the plea of reducing the number
of birds, yet at Hampden Park Gardens, Eastbourne, where
the young have been shot heavily every year the numbers are

increasing. At Harpsdon Court, Henley-on-Thames, on
the other hand, the rooks have not been shot for fourteen

years, and they also are increasing. The same is the case at

Sidmouth where they have not been shot for twelve years.

The rooks have never been shot at Park Place, Henley-on-

Thames or at my former home but their numbers have not

increased perceptibly. Such cases could be multiplied in

every county. The size of a rookery must depend in part

upon the number of young rooks that are reared in the nest

each year, and also upon the rate of mortality during the year.

The death rate varies considerably from time to time. It

must also depend upon the proportion of male birds to female,

for all the inhabitants ofa rookery do not appear to be married

couples. That rooks do forsake their rookery when their

young are slaughtered is shown by the fact that they deserted

the rookery at Wotton Knoll, Gloucester in such a case,

for the first time for nine years. This happened elsewhere.

Rooks forsake their rookeries for the following reasons

(i) A rookery where the trees were decaying is deserted for

the branches become unsafe. (2) If any trees are being felled

near the rookery the birds might leave. (3) If the eggs are
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sucked by rats, stoats or grey squirrels the birds may desert.

Some years ago rooks left their rookery for no apparent

reason, after forty years. The keeper discovered a rats’ nest

in a large unused nest in the rookery. (4) The inhabitants

of a rookery of ancient origin deserted a particular clump of

trees when a grey squirrel amused himself by turning the

young rooks out of the nest one after the other. (5) If

molested by owls, ravens or carrion crows, rooks might leave

their rookery; but if a blank cartridge is fired from time to

time in or near the rookery, it usually proves sufficient to

scare away these enemies without disturbing the rightful

owners. If carrion crows were not so terribly persecuted they

would rifle the rooks’ nests,throw the eggs to the ground, and

thus keep the rook population in check in a humane mannef

by destroying the eggs. The carrion crow is killed to the

great advantage of rats, mice, voles and rabbits. Persecutors of

carrion crows should remember that all these rodents are

far more destructive than the crows. The Ministry of Agri-

culture Leaflet (No. 244) on the destruction of rats, includes

the carrion crow among birds that are well-known enemies

of these rodents. Rooks sometimes leave their rookeries for

no apparent reason; for instance, the rooks used to nest in

the grounds of the Manor House and in the trees around the

church at Ashby-de-la-Zouch. In 1928, for the first time

for fifty years, a colony of rooks arrived at Highfield and
built twenty-six nests. In the middle of the nesting season,

with the eggs in an advanced stage of development, all the

rooks left the nests in the old places, while all the nests at

Highfield were deserted simultaneously. One isolated colony

of ten rooks remained for a few days longer, but the birds

were fetched away by the others. They were waited upon
by a deputation and made to go. They did not come back in

the spring, but returned last autumn to the trees in which
they had once built, and also to the Highfield trees. They
arrived with the fall of the evening, but left again in the early

morning.
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Autolycus Ltd.y Vagrant 3derchants - ^WE had now a few days before us with nothing to do but

send the daily weather report, and douk in the burn

beside our latest camping place. The caravan had this little

burn on one side, and across that lay the quiet road and a

birch-covered hillside. Behind, the moor sloped back to the

foothills of the Grampians, and on the far side from the burn

a hill rose steeply, deep in heather. Not a wind blew on us

that had not the fine smell of bog-myrtle, and the hills were

changing to their autumn blues and purples. We felt as if

we were in the courts of kings, these bright days, with the

wide moors and the hills decked in purple and fine linen.

We had not enough money to pay two guineas for our

hawker’s licence and there were moments when we wondered

if we would fail. We knew if we did fail we had nowhere

else to turn. Our money was all sunk in our venture.

When we felt like that we ran to douk under alder trees in

the white, white water ofour burn. Sheep came to our doors,

and, newly clipped, lay as white as froth on the green banks

of the burn.

We took the trailer to Kingussie where a joiner was to

put sides to it, and bought a pound of plums. Their price put

new life in us. Surely, we argued, if a shop can live and sell

at this wild price, we can sell at a reasonable price.

July 21. We took the car to Kingussie for the trailer,

painted a nice green. Cost us One Pound. Then to the

station. Our fruit had arrived the preceding Friday. And
we had made the fruit merchants swear not to forward it

until the Monday, to get to us Tuesday. With foreboding

we loaded up and went sullenly out of Kingussie. Towards
Insh, in a quiet corner, we unloaded and I cursed our fine

merchants. The case of apples was half wasted, I threw
pounds and pounds of the bonny fruit into a wood. Wasps
gathered there and swarmed about us in no time. The oranges

were almost ready to rot. We emptied them on the roadside
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bank and picked out the sound. The crate of bananas was
in a sad state. We picked and threw until that little wood
reeked of ripe fruit, plums, tomatoes, everything. A woman
with a little boy passed. The boy nudged her. She asked if

we were selling fruit. We said we were. She bought oranges

and bananas and grape fruit and plums. So we were hanselled.

The sun was shining for us once more. If the fruit was
rotting, at least people were glad to get fruit, and we would
sell what was left. We carried on now, heartened, through

the little village of Insh where everyone came to look at us

and buy our fruit. One old lady asked if she could buy the

worst of the apples, and took out her false teeth to explain

what exactly the dentist had not done; and why, although

she loved fruit, she could not munch apples as she would have

liked. We sold her the softer at threepence the pound, and

gained a regular customer. We sold thirty shillings worth of

fruit before five o’clock, having been on the road only a

few hours. The fine day went down into the Monadhliahs,

we came to the caravan, and splattered in the burn until the

supper cooked. Then I wrote a nasty note to the fruit

merchants, and we slept heavily and happily.

2iind, At seven Betty wakened the day with a loud song

while she filled the kettle in the burn. I sat douce in a corner

while she made breakfast, and I attempted not to get any of

her little song into the order for fruit I was inditing. I ordered

oranges, plums, tomatoes, costing altogether i6x. bd.

I also looked up other fruit brokers in a fruit trade paper.

We realised from the greeting we had had the previous day

that we must have definite rounds. Everyone asked eagerly

if we were coming back. I must admit that Betty has tinker

blood somewhere among her ancestors, and she talked

most engagingly about the value of having fruit brought to

the door, good fruit, cheap fruit, newly come that very

morning. So we sallied out through Kingussie, leaving it

in silence because of our lack of hawker’s licence and its

strolling sergeant of police. We made our first halt on the
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Great North Road at the hamlet of Lynchat where, at the

first house, Betty, on going round to the back, found an old,

tall grey-haired woman reading a Bible* She had clear eyes

and bought tomatoes and oranges.

We sold our way along the road, being greeted everywhere

as friends, and assuring the country at large that we would

return. In Kincraig the hotel bought heavily of everything

we had, and asked us to call twice weekly. In Aviemore a

few miles further on, women cried excitedly to everyone in

sight when they heard how we were charging, and bought

oranges by the dozen and Canary bananas by the score.

Where the Feshie foams under its high bridge there was a

cluster of houses. Everyone bought. Sitting above the river,

there was a house with a garden. It was all a jumble ofbright

flowers. An old woman, straight and fine, came out to see

our fruit. The house had a porch lined with unstained wood,

dark with age, and there were queer little baths about

the door with birds dipping and splattering in them. The
garden was full of birds and bees, and behind them the river

tumbled across rocks. Another old tall woman came from

feeding hens. The place was set amongst old huge firs like

sunshine in a corner of a dusty room. Insh bought all our

remaining oranges, all our plums, apples and tomatoes.

We fed hugely when we got home. Neighbours had come,

in a Ford lorry from Glasgow, with only a tarpaulin for a

covering. A man and his young wife spending their holidays

had this for living in. The nights were cold though it was

July. She was glad of cofifee, and sat close to our fire. We
were proud of our caravan.

After we sat a while I thought Pd like to see Benalder

where I know the stalker, Benalder lies six miles from Dal-
whinnie along the side of Loch Ericht, driechest and loneliest

of Highland lochs. We went out with some fruit in the car,

leaving the trailer at home. Navvies working under the

Grampian Electricity Scheme were living in tents at Benalder.

Sold them bananas. Navvies asked if Pd taxi them to Dal-
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whinnie on the week-ends. Roads dreadful. Where there

was wood carting through the forest which lies along the

loch for four miles there were nine inches of mud. Road
looked sheer down a couple of hundred feet to the loch, but

the idea was good, the money grateful and I said I’d carry

them. On our way home we found a car with a wheel off

and another car trying to tow it. We lined up, three cars and

one towing rope, and crawled in state to the hotel where I

drank beer and Betty sherry. We were home by midnight,

our neighbours sound asleep, and being tired we were soon

asleep too. We had sold Three Pounds worth of fruit

that day. We had done 6o miles and used 4 gallons of petrol.

,
24/A. The fates were against us again. Of our order only

the apples had arrived. Wired furiously, it was no use setting

out with only apples and grape fruit. Bought drum of oil

for Corybante, five gallons i. Thought that carting navvies

in a car with a broken spring on the wild wild road to Ben-

alder was too risky. We visited all the garages in Newton-
more and Kingussie in turn. One garage had no time,

another could not do the repair, another said that we had

better try a smith. One smith said that it was not worth his

while doing the job, it would take three days and cost several

pounds. A further garage recommended a visit to the tinker’s

where we might get a spring from a broken-up car that would

fit. We bought a spring from an Austin twenty for half a

rOUNG BILUS GUIDE TO RURAL LIFE
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crown, but found after we bought it that it was a fraction too

wide* The last garage recommended a visit to Lachie the

Blacksmith at Balgowan. We set forth for Balgowan.

We turned to where Lachie the Smith had his smithy.

The country is decaying, there are few people; there are

scarcely any young people. Lachie the Smith came here

after the War. He was an Army farrier and came home to

the place that was thriving when he was young. Lachie

looked at the spring. He was a little dark man with small

hands as fine as if he never did a day’s work in his life. He
asked where we had been, and laughed softly when we told

him. We jacked the car up with a long post and an old anvil.

Lachie said the garages sent him jobs they could not do, but

they never sent him any materials. If he had the proper

springs, or even springs of the sort, he could do the job in no

time. But he would look about him. He showed white

teeth in a dazzling smile. He told us how the place was

dying. Twelve horses less than when he came a few years

before; nothing to keep a smith alive, Lachie the smith

turned over a heap of scrap, and produced lengths of spring

which once belonged to a dog cart. He took the broken spring

into the smiddy. I pumped the bellows and he swung the

hammer cutting the springs to the length. He worked with

the hot iron as daintily as a seamstress sews. His fingers

went among the red hot irons as a cat’s feet pick their way
through cinders or over puddles. He did things with the

stubborn iron until one could have sworn it had a soul and

knew that this was its master. The springs died and came to

life as he tempered them. He cut them and tapered them, and
bowed them each to each. Then he laid the springs on a

bench, and drilled the proper holes in them with an ancient

drill which a great beam weighted. Lachie the Smith, told

us how well this old-fangled thing worked. As the drill

went round the horse shoes which hung in rows from the

smiddy roof made a pleasant sound like bells ringing faintly

from feiryland. He had a love for the old things, and for the
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dap which were kinder to smiths* He showed us how the

modern spring was full of flaws which showed in cracks when
it was red hot. He showed us the old spring from some past

farmer’s roup. When that spring was red hot there were no
flaws to be seen in it. He told us that modern iron was not

like the old, and smiled his sudden smile, lighting up his dark

face as the flash of his fire when the bellows blew and lit up

the smiddy. But he smiled because he was fond of the old

and glad to have some one he could talk to about it, not

because he was so very gay.

Women from the crofter township sat by the edge of their

fields keeping an eye on their cows, and knitting as they

watched. I ruined my 8r. ii^. trousers that I bought

specially. They got filthy dirty when I mended a puncture

we had got. Betty said they wouldn’t wash being shoddy

flannel, and they’d shrink so that they would not go on. The
smith asked six shillings and six pence for the job. Sure the

spring will last for ever. We thanked him, and hoped he’d

have more work. But there is little to that, in this passing

countryside, where there are so few horses, and so many old

folk.

25/A. At Kingussie station for fruit. Turning back to

Insh the coupling of the trailer broke and the trailer turned a

somersault. Over she went and all the fruit with her. As
usual when things go wrong the empty road was filled

rOUNG BILUS GUIDE TO RURAL LIFE
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with cars in two two’s. Cars of respectable old women
crawled through the wild waste of fruit, sympathising but

not buying. We gathered up what we could, dusted it and

sold some of it to Insh. Once more we douked and were

fresh again so that we set out the thirteen miles to Dal-

whinnie and sold more fruit there. This day of accidents,

we yet sold three pounds worth of fruit. We had now come

to l^ow what was a fair price and our day cleared us 155.

^bth. I carted navvies this day, sold them fruit to begin

with, then dumped the fruit with the stalker who promised

not to overeat. The car wentthrough the ruts likea speed boat

with water rising from her bows. I took ten navvies in the

back of the car, but in spite of the load I skidded at one high

part of the road and the car looked straight over a sheer two
'

hundred feet drop into the loch 5 when I hauled her out of the

skid the back swept clean over the road and fetched up

overhanging the loch with the front attempting to knock

down some very fine old three thousand feet high hills of the

Benalder range. The navvies cheered me loudly, all except

one who jumped out and fell in a puddle. His mates would
not let him in again and he walked to Dalwhinnie where he

spent most of the night looking for me to pay me and tell

me he had no intention of bilking me. Irish, drunk, and
honest. I let him stand me a pint to show there was no ill-

feeling. Late at night I took men to Newtonmore and
arranged to fetch them back to Benalder on the Sunday.

Then I drove my navvies home. I had done the Benalder

road six times in the one evening. j^4, and I rejoiced.

By now we had established rounds. We had a proper

idea ofwhat we should charge, and were still able to undercut

the shops so that they went telling everyone that we could

not be selling good fruit. We had good champions in those

who bought from us, and they swore we had the best fruit

in Badenoch. We got in tou^ with other firms who were
reliable and honest. There were some murmurs when people

found the oranges rising in price but we could not help that.
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Tomatoes had to be watched carefully in case we were left

with them going bad. We bought no more crates of Canary
bananas, but flats of Jamaica bananas containing ten dozen.

I taxiedmy navvies each Saturday, and ran people toNewton-
more on Saturday and back to Benalder on the Sunday.

The road grew steadily worse until all one could do was
get into a rut and bide there. The navvies behaved like

lambs. At least the true Irish navvies did. I had occasional

talks with the puny creatures from the slums of Dundee and

Glasgow. One gentleman told me how to drive, at great

length, leaning on my shoulder. I was forced at last to stop

the car and take him to the edge of a steep place where the

loch shone far below and ask him if he liked the view there

or nearer. He was quiet for a time anyway. The Irish

navvies were fine. Of course there were times when I was

asked, begged, implored to do some pugilist a favour, and

fight with him to pass the time and relieve the monotony

but we were all friendly. They were living in leaking tents,

in a bare wind-swept hillside, thirteen hundred feet above

sea level. But they were cheerful, happy folk. If most of

their money went to the pub one was glad they were welcome

somewhere. They never tried to cheat me and I liked them.

{To be continued)
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Horticulture as a IMeans of Livelihood

by A Nurseryman's IVife

NO man, however well trained, can make a nursery

support a household during the first five years while he

is stocking the ground, getting his glasshouses up and building

his trade. If he can afford to put on a batch of ten men,

to buy in 500 of this, 2,000 of that, to lay the place out the

first year and, essential point, to advertise - well, give him

good luck and he’ll probably sail his ship

!

For the would-be horticulturist without capital the safest

plan is to take up some one line and specialise. It won’t

even pay expenses at first, but if he is efficient he can make*

a name eventually, work up his own stock, and in the

end make money. Suppose he takes up something apparently

simple like blue primroses. There are already quite a variety 5

some are better than others, everybody wants the best. Well,

let him select, and go on selecting until he has fixed the finest

type. He must make up his mind what he is aiming at and

go on breeding for it. To evolve the perfect flower is as

fascinating as the proverbial effort to evolve the perfect

racehorse! Let him take up polyanthus, work up a really

hardy, pure-coloured, well-shaped and free-flowering strain,

and then let him show it at one of the Royal Horticultural

Society’s shows. He can then offer seeds or plants to the

trade, or himself start retail business.

Growing cut flowers for market might be done, even in a

small way, to help pay running expenses; but that again

needs knowledge. Knowledge of what to grow, how to

grow it, how to cut and bunch it, how to pack it; packing

is in itself an art. One must add that the flower market is as

variable as the Stock Exchange! When money is short

and the weather is warm, carnations and gladioli trail under-
foot, flowers are thrown away, are not even unpacked!
One might say it is no use attempting those crops which
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are grown in bulk for the market (I am thinking now of the

beginner on a small acreage), or attempting flowers like

sweet peas (which need much time and skill); the market

actually is too variable for much generalisation, it ‘fluctuates’;

it has been overcrowded with gladioli for the last two years,

yet they may make money this year! English tulips (long-

stemmed) make their price, and those flowers which come in

at odd times; and in this connection the grower should try

always for quality, get a good name with your salesman,

raise your own seed from your own marked selections, and

work up a special strain. A small bulb farm may bring in

money if you can dispose of your produce locally. Buy
flowering bulbs, sell cut bloom the first year and then grow
on the offsets from the main bulbs.

Locality plays a large part in the success of a venture.

Gentian Acaulis, for instance, is a capricious plant. If you

find you can grow it on your soil, then give up everything

else and grow it ! If you ask me ‘What soil does this gentian

like?’ I can only generalise - and that is why it makes

money; it will grow where it pleases, the fastidious thing,

and not - abundantly - anywhere else. Among flowers

increasing in public favour and still capable of useful develop-

ment, I might mention Montbretias (sandy soil), Sidalceas

(any good soil), Scabious Caucasica (calcareous soil), and

Verbascum (calcareous soil).

Landscape gardening, a separate branch altogether, can be

made to pay well once you get a connection, but you need

special training! And there is ‘growing for the trade’: this

precludes all the expense of public advertising and catalogue

printing, you only need to get a connection with a couple or

even with one good firm. They pay you wholesale and

charge their public retail. But - and it is a big but - there

are two essential conditions. First, your stuff (it may be one

line only, say roses) must be first class - no nurseryman is

going to buy bad stuff - and there must be a genuine trade

shortage. To be a general nurseryman requires long years of
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training, no amateur should embark unless he can afford his

mistakes. For a woman the best start is to go to some

regular training place. For a man, it depends on what he

means to do. If he wants to aim at the higher branches he

could go for a couple of years’ experience to Wisley, the trial

grounds of the Horticultural Society (where he must be

prepared to keep himself), and then on to responsible jobs

at different good nurseries for a few years. Some months’

experience on a Continental nursery is invaluable. Another

way for a youngster is to go as a journeyman to some big

private garden where a really responsible staff is kept, and

then on to a nursery for his final training. The trouble

is that if a man goes to a big nursery as a worker, at the start,

he may be used as a drudge and become efficient in one

department only. For the cut flower trade the safest training

would be to go to a market nursery and also to see as much of

Covent Garden market as possible. The private amateur

must read, and accumulate his own experience.

In short, you want experience behind you and money,
you want health and the patience and the courage of a

saint! There is less rest time on the land in horticulture than

in farming. Flower work goes on unceasingly, the winter

is as hard as the summer. Ground must be dug, bush and

tree stock lifted and replanted, herbaceous stuflF divided, new
frames made, greenhouses attended to, sheds built, paths

made. There is winter grafting, and always, with virgin

soil, cleaning to be done. But it is a good life, and there are

many of us to whom plants are sweeter in the handling than,

say, stocks and shares!

I T seems a queer way of encouraging the poultry industry

for the railway companies to decree a charge for the carriage

of eggs for hatching fifty per cent in excess of the charge
for transporting new-laids. It is not as if the companies
took any responsibility for broken eggs, whether for hatching
or for consumption.
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The Ear Competition

I
N our January issue we had a ‘When I Suddenly Met
competition, in which readers described the elephants,

camels and other queer things they had come upon in their

walks or motoring on English, Scottish or Welsh roads. The
prize went to Mrs. Aikin for this:

My brother-in-law, the late Dr. C. E. Aikin, told me that, with

some friends on a walking tour, he turned off a main road into a field

where the party sat down against a stone wall for lunch. Here one of

the party discovered in the grass- a human ear.

We offered another prize for the best explanation.

Doremy Olland did not send an explanation, but told an
ear story : ‘A friend, in making alterations in a nineteenth-

century house, brought to light an old oak cupboard door. On
it was nailed a human ear, and on a shelf in the cupboard lay

a rapier. Exposed to air, the ear crumbled away. Had some
listener been punished?’ W. H. Camplin described how a hay
trusser in his locality had his ear cut off by a hay knife. Miss

Rossiter sent an account ofa similar accident in Sussex. Mrs.

J, R. Gilmour speculated on the Aikin ear being that of ‘the

driver of a self-binder who had been pulled off his seat by the

stumbling of one of his horses, and, landing with his head in

front of the blades, had luckily escaped with the loss of an

ear. The self-binder could easily have tossed the ear some
distance.’ H.R.B. tried this prn on us; ‘My ear, I think! On
a fine August day I was cycling rapidly down Countisbury

Hill, and wore a stiff straw hat, attached by a cord to my
buttonhole. Half way down the hill my hat blew off, and

the cord wound round my ear. Then I suddenly met a

hunted stag. As he dashed past me up the hill a point of

his antlers caught my straw hat. There was a jerk* a sharp

pain 5 the stag went on up the hill, and I dismounted and

looked round for a cobweb toapplywhere the ear had been, to

staunch the blood. Later I heard that the stag was killed

near Porlock, with my hat still impaled on his horn. Any
follower of the Devon and Somerset who remembers killing a
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stag wearing a straw hat can confirm this story.’ A. J.

Hartham had four shots: ‘(i) The ear had been bitten off by a

dog or horse. (The sheep dogs and ponies on the Welsh

mountains are particularly high-spirited.) (2) Some person

fell whilst climbing over the hill with a knife or some

similar tool in his hand. (3) The ear had been preserved as a

charm by gypsies. (4) Dr. Aikin was a practical joker^ or

unknowingly had the ear in one of his pockets. However,

the latter seems to need still further explanation!’ That
explanation was forthcoming from Lady Redesdale who
wrote; ‘The explanation of the finding of the human ear in

a field is simple. Dr. Aikin had on that day begun his holiday,

but he had told his friends he could not start before midday

as he was obliged to be in hospital to take a class of students

in the dissecting room. He arrayed himself in white coat

as usual, and when his work was over, washed carefully, put

on his overcoat and hat and got into his car to join the walking

party at luncheon, after which the car was to return with the

chauffeur and the walk to proceed.* As he walked to the

rendezvous he kicked a little hummock, and out of his

turned-up trouser fell a human ear -to be discovered later

by another member of the party.’ R. M. Garnett imagines

a practical joker surgeon friend of Dr. Aikin being of the

walking party, and accuses him of being responsible for

dropping the ear, F, Whitworth tells an audacious tale of

a duel " ‘we bandaged Hooper’s head and hurried away, and
it did not occur to any of us to pick up his ear which had
fallen in the long grass.’ We think that Lady Redesdale must
have the prize, and H, R. B. be highly commended.
We again offer a pritce of a subscription to The Countryman for a

yeary the subject tMs time being ^The Queerest Thing I e^er Heard in the

Country•

0
‘Rural Industry’ had an article about The Country-

man as a rural industry. Our readers will be interested to

know that we have now a salaried staiff of ten.
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Whatever the WratherI

hj Salfario

I
F you take thought of the weather you will not often

go fishing for trout in March; what is usually described

as a good day for fishing does not often occur in this month.

If you will have sunshine, a little warmth and gentle winds,

there are days in February which often far surpass anything

which March provides. But what would you have in March?
Because it is cold and because it is very windy will you stay

indoors? If you are well and there’s good blood in your

yeins, go out; if it’s an east wind and cold, what matter! If

you have March Browns, Iron Blues, a Wood-cock dressed

with the down of a hare’s ear and a touch of gold, there will

be a place and a moment of this March day when you
will get your first rise of the season. The wind, the troubled

waters, the numbness of your hands, your over-eagerness,

will all combine to make you miss it. And even if you do not

get a second chance, and there’s no reason why you should

not, at least you’ve begun another season. You’ve been out,

you’ve got the feel of the rod again, seen one or two of the

places on the stream you love, and, because you love,

remember. A suppleness has stolen into your wrist, the cun-

ning has come back into your hand, there is a clearer vision

in your eyes. If that one rise was missed, woe betide the first

trout that comes to your flies when next you offer them!

The truth is, I have some liking, almost a preference,

for a cold and windy day. I have caught trout on such

dap even when there was a suspicion of ‘snow broth’ in

the water. Indeed I cannot imagine a North Country

stream that has no ‘snow broth’ in it in March, and trout are

caught during that month and on the fly. Not many, true,

but we are not counting our pleasure by numbers. That
there was snow melting on the hills has kept many an angler

by the smoke-room fire when he would have been better and
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happier hy the stream. There would have been a chance

of a trout some time that day. No matter how cold the

day there was a fleeting moment in some sheltered corner

when the wind was stilled, maybe nearly sundown, when that

angler would have had his chance.

0
The Salmon Poachers

by Eleanor Steuart

I
HEARD such a barking ofdogs, shouting men, and general

commotion that I went to the door to see what was happen-

ing. My nearest neighbour, with a gun under his arm, was

walking excitedly to and fro along the river side. He was

urging the activities of three sheep dogs who were plunging

into the water and out of it again in a rapid succession of

rollicking leaps and bounds, accompanied by their own vocal

efforts and his. On the opposite bank were several more of

my neighbours and friends. They were heavily engaged in

beating the water with big sticte. ‘What is it?’ I called, ‘an

otter?’ ‘A salmon, Miss, a real beauty. Ga away, Sweep, Hg
doon theer, Mop~he’ Bright-he’ Bright~he’ Bright’ The
salmon itself I could not see; it was somewhere in the middle

of the stream. The men’s object appeared to be to induce the

dogs to drive the salmon within range of the gun. The dogs’

object was undoubtedly to enjoy themselves as much as

possible. Suddenly the gun was fired. The next thing was
an attempt on the part of the men to make the dogs retrieve

the salmon. This was an out-and-out failure. The dogs were
ready enough to plunge into the water over and over again,

but not to fetch out the salmon. Their only experiences of
water hitherto had been connected with sheep-washing,

and they were entirely ignorant of the duties of a water
spaniel. Finally one of the men waded in and fetched the

salmon out. ‘Twelve pund!’ he called triumphantly. But
at once there fell a silence. Two men had come into view on
a distant bridge. Water watchers!
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My Eight Years of Farming
And What They have Taught Me. — 8

October

y

i930.“The drop in cake prices decided me to

feed more cake in summer and graze less land, corisequently

laying up more for hay. The droppings from cak^-fed cows
in summer help the pastures a lot. We had an excellent

grass year. The grass-land judges measured my hay up as

104 tons, about double the stock I have ever had on hand
before, and all cut on forty-three acres of meadow. Now,
at mid-October, there is so much grass that I am a little

anxious about getting the hay-fields fed off close by Christmas.

I never like to feed or trample a hayfield after Christmas, but

*I like to see it then fed close and even, like a cut lawn.

I ploughed up field No. 2, some eleven acres ofgood grass,

thus scandalizing my neighbours, and grassed down perma-

nently No. 7, which is too far from the farm for arable.

The season was in my favour and I have an excellent field

of new grass. In field No. 2 the wireworm got to work on
the oats, but for all that there was a splendid crop. They
were badly laid by the summer storms, but a good crop is

fairly well saved. I am out of pocket, for permanent

grass in field No. 7 for this year. I shall cash in a lot of

fertility out of field No. 2. It will not want the dung cart

for two or three years and then only lightly, so the

should come back many times over. At present field No. 2

is in wheat for next year. Some three acres of mangolds

were put into field No. 8. More money than previously

was spent in labour on these; they were entered for a compe-

tition, and did not get a prize, but for all that are the best

crop I have ever grown, and gave 120 good loads. I also

have an acre of kale and three acres of fair swedes in a poor

swede year round here.

Of the ten acres in field No. 7, grassed down, wheat was

used as a cover crop. My neighbour’s rabbits made practically

a clean sweep of this. The Editor of The Countryman
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saw the field and was, I think, astonished to see such damage.

They also swept off the ley from some two acres. This
latter I summer-fallowed and will grass down with oats as

cover in the spring. My former wire netting had proved

useless, so I put up a new fence, twelve feet inside my
boundary, four feet high, which really has kept the rabbits

down. I spent some guineas and much trouble getting

valuer’s and other reports of the rabbit damage, with the

intention of publishing them. When my gun was ready to

fire, the N.F.U., which had had the matter in hand for years,

effected a settlement. My rabbit-proof fence is to be extended

and the cost of the whole shared. Having accepted this

settlement, I scarcely feel entitled to say much on the

matter, but it is ridiculous that I should have to pay anything

to keep another man’s rabbits from my crops. I have had to

put up a great fight over years, with constant damage, and

to suffer unpleasantness and inconvenience to get even the

terms I have got. I find that many otherwise quite decent

people feel they are making a concession and conferring a
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favour in doing anything at all to overcome damage done by

their rabbits, and I am sure this frame of mind will not alter

until the rabbit owner is legally liable for damage. Of this

ten acres of wheat perhaps one acre survived. Six acres were

sown in field No. 8 . The wheat is in the rick. It was not a

good crop. No wheat has done well round here this season.

The seed for some nine acres eaten by rabbits was a dead

loss.

In addition to the eleven acres of oats in field No. 2
,
four

acres were sown in No. 9,
some on the ground which had

carried oats last year. Last year’s crop on this land is a good

six feet high, which is very nice to talk about, but means
tough straw, which cattle do not care to eat, and a laid crop.

Oats after oats gave a much more reasonable crop.

I had an unpleasant loss during the year. A good cow
and my best yearling heifer died. If you keep cattle you must
expect occasional losses, and I must not grumble at my luck

over the eight years, but this loss was particularly annoying

and may be a warning to others. My cowman thinks I

killed the heifer. When she died he said: ‘Well, sir, didn’t

I warn you? You would be always a-praising of her. What
did you expect?’ She was the most perfect heifer I ever had,

a real picture. I had great hopes and plans for her. It gave

me pleasure to see her about the place, and I said so.

As to the cause of these deaths, my dry cattle — the cow
was dry -were running in a field where, although there

was a trough, they often drank from a ditch which drained

the garden of a big house which adjoins my land. One day

several of these cattle were ill with distinct signs of arsenic

poisoning. Two died, the others got well, but lost condition

and took some time to get round. I found out from the

gardener at the house that weed-killer was being used freely

because the place had been unoccupied for many years,

and the paths etc. were bad. The owner is in a general way
a pleasant neighbour. In any case, to prove his liability

would have been difficult, so I just let the matter drop.
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I could have got ;^50 for this pair of dry cow and yearling*

The cow would have given worth of milk.

Now for accounts. I am putting this year and last year

side by side for ease of comparison.

Payments for Year ending Michaelmas (to nearest

1930 1929

Wages 370 335
Tithe 6 7

Rates 12 19

Water 15 22

Land Tax I X

Blacksmith 18 15

Vet 4 4
Other Tradesmen's Bills 50 60

Foods 141 206

Seeds 44 33
Manures 62 79
Sundries ... 8 zo

Insurances 11 13

Milking Machine replacements 2 6

Machine replacements 20 —
Cattle (Bull calf) 5

—
Repairs 14 x8

Hire of Machinery ... 6 5

789 833

Sales for Year ending Michaelmas 1930 1929

Milk 55^ 620

Cattle and one young horse ... . 222 206

Sundries . 10 xo

Corn (wheat) (nett) ... . 106

788 94*

1930 1929
Milk gallons sold ... 10296 1 080

1

Had the cow not died the gallonage would have been up*

She was good for 800 gallons.
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Stock Comparisons for Year enuhno Michaelmas

Milkers

1930

18

1929

17

Heifers in calf due Nov, and Feb. ... z 5

„ (two years. For autumn bulling) 2 0

„ (one year) ... 6 7

„ weancr calves about 5 mouths 7 7
Barreners ... 0 3

Bull X X

Cart Horses 3 4
Pony I I

Hay (tons)... 104 45
Straw (tons) ^5 20

Oats (after selling 5 tons) 12 12

Mangolds acres 3 2

Swedes j. 2 2

Kale „ I 0

It will be noted that my cash account balances out almost

the same as last year, with different sums under most headings,

so closely that expenditure and income are practically

even, excluding wheat. My cash profit will again be my
wheat. My roots are very much up in quantity. I have

hay over double my year’s requirements, and it is prime hay.

The £25 ^xtra spent on wages has been chiefly caused by

the extra hay and roots. If I was pushed I could sell thirty to

forty tons of hay at £2 which would consider-

ably alter my cash account, but at £2 I would rather hold.

This past year has not been a good one, but I feel I must

not grumble. Cows dying, rabbits eating the wheat, lower

prices for milk, cattle sellingbadly, yet I feel the farm has well

held its own. The low cash profit can be looked at in an

atmosphere of satisfactory mental notes. I have cashed in a

young horse, but my stock balance sheet is not unsatisfactory,

I can face the New Year with a barn full of the farmer’s

staple food — hope.

February^ 1931, — When I came to thresh, my wheat

came out and sold very badly and my oats very well. I got

20s, a quarter for wheat and 20r. for oats. Having much
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above requirements, contrary to my usual practice I sold

five tons of oats. That still left me with ample, especially

as I had sown my own oats as seed last year and did not want

to re-sow them. Wheat sales came to ^^28, and oats £24-^

in all £62^ less £16 for threshing expenses. This left ^^46

for the year’s cash income. The oats were a bit of luck, one

of the advantages of mixed farming. These results can only

be of real value if considered over a number of years.

The farm labourer of to-day is a much more complex

person than was his predecessor of even twenty years ago.

I often wonder what he is thinking. A farm labourer of

fifty told me that he had never had a new garment in his life.

From earliest childhood his clothes had always been gifts-

other people’s left-ofFs - or his parents had bought them off'

the second-hand stall in our market town on a Saturday

night. This was where he still got his clothes. Younger
men will not be content with such conditions, and in many
other ways they make demands. What is the farmer’s

attitude? Often purely negatives the men are unreasonable

in wanting so much more than their fathers. Apart from the

ethical question, that attitude does not pay.

I feel towards agriculture now what I used to feel towards

the War, With less than victory we are done for. That is

perhaps the chief reason why I so intensely dislike those who
are dishonest on the agriculture question. All they want is

the farmers’ vote. The redundant middlemen and all that is

choking agriculture they won’t touch. I believe that a

wheat policy alone would land us agriculturally in a frightful

mess in ten years, if not sooner.

{To be continued)

0
Index and Binding Case. -The Index for The

Countryman for the year which closed with our last

number is ready, is, post free. For particulars of Binding
Cases, Indexes for other years and for Back Numbers, some
of which are getting very scarce, see page 21,
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Cots^old Stories

I
AM sending you two stories which I had from my

father. Many of the beautiful Cotswold Tudor houses

are built in the bottoms, close to and sometimes over streams,

because the cloth manufacturers had their wool, yarn or

cloth stored, and as cloth-stealing was rife, lived on the

premises to protect their property. A manufacturer, who
had a suspicion of a blacksmith went to his home to have a

straight talk with him. As he stood talking, with his broad-

cloth coat-tails to the fire, raising himself up and down on his

toes, the manufacturer thought the floor sounded hollow.

He proceeded to investigate by stamping, upon which the

• terrified blacksmith instantly bolted to the door. Under-
neath the hearth was a large space containing quantities

of cloth. The blacksmith afterwards suffered the extreme

penalty according to the law of those hard days,

A century ago, when books were scarce. Parish Clerks

fulfilled a useful purpose in leading the responses at Church.

At Leighterton, a tiny village on the Cotswolds, the Clerk

had lost his voice, so persuaded a rustic to help him. He was
to stand by the clerk who was to tell him what to say. Un-
fortunately this youth covered up the text with his thumb.

‘Move thee thumb’, hoarsely whispered the clerk and ‘Move
thee thumb’, sang out the youth. ‘Now thees spiled it awl’,

said the clerk, which was duly declaimed. The same clerk,

when the Fifth of November happened to fall on a Sunday,

announced a hymn of his own composing:

This is the day upon the week
When wicked men conspire

To blow up King and Parliament

With G-U-N powdire.

£. 5. Holt Evans

I T is from a Pall Mall club that a reader writes to us

chortling over his heavy crop of parsnips.
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TAe 3^an who Found His Island

Now here are a man and a woman who have actually

done what most of us, at some time in our lives, wanted

to do, and - shall we own up and say? - never wanted badly

enough, just to do it You can read all about the adventure,

for adventure it was, in Dream Island (Witherby, pp, 192,

Ss, 6d,y R. M. Lockley was poultry farming, with a fine

view over the Bristol Channel. That was no bad life.

But to have an island of one’s own in the Bristol Channel

or Irish Sea would be better. And the day really came when
he found one - off the Pembrokeshire coast - and bought it,

there to be, ‘when I had spent my small capital, dependent

on what I could earn by fishing round and farming on the

island’ (250 acres). ButO! the birds, even in the autumn!

‘The summer birds had left, but, in their place, hundreds

of thrushes and blackbirds, many starlings, robins and

wrens, a few buzzards, falcons and a pair of ravens, and great

flocks of lapwing, curlew, mallard and teal’ ‘The cormor-

ants, shags and gulls were pleasant company in all weathers,

and sometimes red-throated and great northern divers came
and little auks. The gannet colony covered two acres! There
glowed in the October sunlight red rock, green grass, thrift,

russet bracken and heather.’ And enough rabbits skipped

about to furnish a large source of income, and enough peats

lay undug to save spending it. Besides, the sea was always

throwing up wood not only for firing but for house-building,

and ‘boxes and bottles filled and empty, bunches of candles,

fruit, and innumerable surprises’. Then, incredibly, there

came ashore ‘a fine old wooden schooner’ - without a crew,

a fair prize (after arrangements with the underwriters).

Coal she brought, and timber for a lifetime, and fittings of

all sorts for the house that was going up. There has never

been since Robinson Crusoe, such plenty from the sea.

Or such companionship. ‘Seds are very numerous’. And
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then the fetching of a bride to the island. And how they

lived happy ever after, ‘Once a week the accumulated

catch of lobsters - we work seventy-two pots - is taken to

the mainland. From our goats we obtain milk, butter and
cheese; from our garden, fruit and the produce of the soil;

from the chickens and gulls, eggs; from the island and the

sea, rabbits and fish. We have only to growand grind our own
wheat in order to be self-supporting. Above all, I have all

the birds I could wish for; in the summer there are over

30,000 on the island, of which two-thirds comprise puffins,

and shearwaters. Over a hundred different species.*

Well, the more we ourselves thought about Dream Island

the more Dream Islandish it seemed likely to be. So we
wrote to the publishers. But no, it was all true. There
was an R. M. Lockley and there was the wife that did the

drawings. And there was this island of Skokholm on which

they lived and throve and studied and did their thinking.

Nothing remained but to write to Mr. Crusoe. Here is

what he says: ‘We still enjoy the simple life, more or less

as pictured in my last chapter. With the increase of our flock

of sheep it may soon be desirable to bring back some of the

old fields to a fit state of cultivation for the purpose of raising

hay and perhaps corn and roots as a standby in severe winters.

But we shall move cautiously in the matter, not wishing

to add any complication to our simple routine of shepherding

and gardening. We find that the tending ofsheep and garden,

carried out in a thorough manner, leaves surprisingly little

time over for summer cruising along the coasts and among
the islands, and for the study of birds which is our hobby.

‘So much so that we are abandoning lobster-fishing

altogether. The monetary return from fishing does not equal

the value of our labour spent in the improvement of the flock

and the land. Henceforth we only fish when we need some
for the pot. My experience of lobster-fishing leads me to

conclude that the lobster-men love to go out to fish in small

boats, not so much because of the uncertain living they
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get by so going, as because they revel in the freedom of being

their own masters in an attractive gamble with tide and

weather. The constant hauling of pots is a great strain on a

boat, and really I am glad that the ‘‘Storm Petrel” will be free

this summer from the rough treatment.

‘We have at least made one concession to modernization,

or shall I say improvement, by installing a faster and more
powerful engine, a silent speed modelj in the boat, and this

now enables us to cross against all tides and against much
stiiSFer headwinds than was possible with the little infant

engine. And yet, for the sake of its charm and peaceful-

ness, when winds are fair and time not pressing, we prefer

to sail only.

‘Lastly, we have now a likely apprentice to the simple

delights of an island life in our daughter Ann, born in May.’
Mr. Lockky^sfurther experiences will apfectr in our next issue.

0
Our Readers^ Motormg Tales -

Motoring one night recently I saw, on rounding a

bend, that the whole roadway ahead was dotted with

pairs of tiny green points, gleaming iridescently in the

darkness, and continually appearing and disappearing. I found

that I had met an army of rats on the move, and that the

green points were the creatures’ eyes. The gleaming brilliance

of animals’ eyes, when caught in the glare of headlights. Is

a common sight to motorists. A caps, a dog’s or a rabbit’s

eyes usually shine green. The eyes of a. fox flash back bright

crimson, the eyes ofa bullock a kind of rich amber. - H.D.
0

‘Large numbers of children here, European as well as

native,’ writes a reader from Liideritz, in what was formerly

German South-West Africa, ‘have never seen a tree,

except a Christmas tree, and one child was heard to ask
‘‘What is grass?”. In this country there are parts where
there has been no real rain for eight years,'’
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Country House Catering

4. Lambs^ Tail Pie and Eel Pie^ by an Innke^peP

s

Daughter

At last English cookery is coming into its own! Mr. A.
O. Edwards, Chairman and Managing Director of

Grosvenor House, W.i., has instituted a yearly competition

for the best cooked and served luncheon, dinner or supper

for four covers (all dishes to be tjqpical English cookery) and

has given a gold cup worth to be held for a year by the

successful competitors, who will also be given a miniature

replica of the cup and ^{25 in cash. The snag in this splendid

offer lies in the fact that the modern knowledge of ‘typical

English dishes’ is so limited that one wonders who are

qualified to be the judges. Personally, I have come to the

conclusion that a special gift, which was formerly inherited,

is required to make a successful English cook. It is to be

hoped it is not quite lost} but the sad fact is that it is possible

to give a first-rate cook -in the French manner -a perfect

receipt, handed down from one generation to another^ and

for him to turn out a dish which is a complete failure. I

did this recently with a genuine Melton Mowbray Pork Pie

receipt that I know to be the best in the world and the result

was the worst pie I ever tasted. A friend tells me a similar

story. He says his chef can’t prepare English brawn, or,as it

is sometimes called ‘pork cheese’. It would appear that every

nation’s cookery is the birthright of its people. No one, for

example can beat a French chef or cordon bleu where French
cooking is concerned.

Pies of all kinds may be justly considered a leading

characteristic of English cookery. Even the ‘pies’ for which
America is famous originated in receipts taken over by
English housewives in the Mayflower in the seventeenth

century. Mince pies, we know, are older than plum-pudding,

and some of our earliest puddings were baked in pie-crust.

Of these, notable survivals are Diddington Pudding Pies
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and Kentish or Lent Pudding Pics, The Warden Pies,

mentioned by Shakespeare, were pear pies made in a raised

crust (coloured and flavoured with saflFron), as are the Mans-
field Gooseberry Pies still sold in great numbers at Mansfield

Fair to-day. Miss Mallock, sister of the late W. H. Mallock

and niece of Anthony Froude, tells me apple pies were made
in the same fashion in Devonshire even at the end of the last

century; and we have heard of Ben TyreU’s little pies of

Oxfordshire.

At this time of year - April - if a farmer friend is kind

enough to send us a present ofa dozen lambs’ tails, a delicious

pie can be made of them, as well as several other dishes. My
receipts were given me by a native of Warminster, where

Cobbett, in his ‘Rural Rides’ says he found the best meat

he had ever tasted.

Lambs* Tail Fie, - Only the thickest part of the tail is used. First

scald them with hot water, remove every scrap of wool, put them in cold

milk and water, bring gently to boiling point and simmer till quite

tender, when the immature bones will be almost a jelly. At this stage the

tails are lifted out and drained, all the fat is carefully skimmed off the

liquor which is then converted in the usual manner into a good parsley

sauce by means of butter, flour, salt and a dash of lemon juice. This is

poured over the tails which can be served at once as a savoury made dish,

or ‘entry* as Harrison tells us in Holinshed*s Chronicles these lighter

dishes were called in Elizabethan days. Or they may be sent at once to

table in a deep patty case made of pufF pastry (what the French call a

vol-au-vent)j or put into an earthenware pie-dish and when cold roofed

with a flaky English pie-crustj but if this plan be chosen, the tails should

be only three-parts cooked as they will finish cooking in the oven whilst

the crust is baking. Such a pie will want one hour in a good oven.

Eel Pzr. -This is made in much the same manner. Kill two eels

instantaneously and painlessly by piercing the spine behind the head

with a sharp skewer; skin, clean and cut in pieces; chop two shallots,

and cook in butter for five or six minutes, add a little parsley, nutmeg,
pepper and salt, and two glasses of stock sharpened with a little best

vinegar, then put in the eels and boil up. Lift out the pieces ofeel into a

pie-dish, and add some halves of hard-boiled egg, strain the liquor and
make into a sauce with butter and flour. Finish with the jui<» of a lemon,

pour over the eels and when cold roof the pie with puflF pastry and bake
for one hour. The pie is equally good eaten hot or cold.
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Is Farm hand Over-Taxed and Over-

Ratedf — No!
hy A Scottish Farmer

the point of view presented in the following communica’-

tion is unusual it may be well to state that the writer^

Captain A, R. McDougaly is a Border agriculturist who
farms successfully i,000 acres of inferior high landfrom 700 to

1,250 feet above the sea level {reclaimed from heathery bog

and birch by his father) and 3,000 acres of heather and hill

grazing which run up to l ,500 feet. He has been for twelve

years a member of the central executive of the Scottish National

Farmers* Union and for some years one of its vice-presidents.

He has conducted a number of useful grass experiments on his

farm which have been recorded in the ^Journal of the Scottish

Board of Agriculture* and in February he read a paper at

Rothamsted.

ONE reads so often that the agricultural landowner is

unfairly taxed that an examination of the statement

may well be made,

I. Death Duties. -M.x. Churchill increased these duties

in his 1923 Budget but exempted agricultural land from the

increase. Mr. Snowden in 1930 further increased the duties

and again exempted agricultural land from the increase.

The situation now is that the ordinary taxpayer pays from

33 per cent to 46 per cent more in death duties than the

agricultural landowner. In the case of a fioopoo estate the

difference is ffi^ooo in favour of the landowner. On a

great many of our bigger farms the tenant will be compelled

to pay more death duties than the landlord.

2. Rates* - Agricultural land in England is now entirely

free from rates, and in Scotland it is also free in reality because

the assessment is on one-eighth of the gross rent, which is

taken as a rough and ready way of estimating the annual

value of the houses on the farm. On a Scottish farm rented
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at £$00j
with rates at 5^. in the £ the rates would £1$

I 2s. payable by both owner and occupier.

3. r<7Ar. -There remains only the Land Tax,
which I think comes to less than one million pounds per

annum for Great Britain. This tax, levied on a valuation

300 years’ old, is paid by landowners only, but it is so small

that it constitutes no real hardship. On a rental of £9,000
the land tax is £63 in an actual case. It varies greatly accord-

ing as land values have increased since Charles IPs day.

4. Income Tax, - This is a tax common to all and neither

landowners nor tenants can complain of unfair treatment;

in fact they receive special consideration. In any case, for a

married man with three children, the effective rate of 4^. 6d.

in the £, ofincome tax and super taxcombined, is not paid until

his income exceeds £5,000 per annum. On a farm rented

at £500, and owned and occupied by married men each

with three of a family, having no other income, the income

tax would be 14J. on the occupier and £3 on the owner.

5. Tithes. - These are not taxes at all and are irrelevant

to the present discussion. Tithe owners have a right of

property in the land to the amount of the tithes, and that

right is just as much their property as the ownership of the

land is the landowners’. The original landowner got the land

on condition that he paid the tithes to the Church; if the

present landowner feels unable to do so, that in no way
affects the rights of the Church. Every argument advanced

against paying Tithes can be advanced with greater force

against paying rent.

6. Benefits. --Ilo turn now to benefits received we find

the agricultural landowner generously dealt with. He can

receive in free grants from 33 per cent to 50 per cent of

the cost for drainage, water supplies and roads. Further, for

clearing woodlands, £% per acre; for planting, £4 per acre;

for reconditioning old cottages, two-thirds of cost up to £100
per cottage. Again there are cheap State credit and loans for

various purposes. In addition, the agricultural colleges and
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at £$00) with rates at 5^. in the £ the rates would be ^^15

i2s. payable by both owner and occupier.

3. Land There remains only the Land Tax,

which I think comes to less than one million pounds per

annum for Great Britain, This tax, levied on a valuation

300 years’ old, is paid by landowners only, but it is so small

that it constitutes no real hardship. On a rental of ^^9,000

the land tax is £6^ in an actual case. It varies greatly accord-

ing as land values have increased since Charles IPs day.

4. Income Tax, - This is a tax common to all and neither

landowners nor tenants can complain of unfair treatment;

in fact they receive special consideration. In any case, for a

married man with three children, the effective rate of 4;. (>d,

in the ofincome tax and super taxcombined, is not paid until

his income exceeds j^5,ooo per annum. On a farm rented

at £500^ and owned and occupied by married men each

with three of a family, having no other income, the income

tax would be 14^. on the occupier and j^3 on the owner,

5. Tithes. - These are not taxes at all and are irrelevant

to the present discussion. Tithe owners have a right of

property in the land to the amount of the tithes, and that

right is just as much their property as the ownership of the

land is the landowners’. The original landowner got the land

on condition that he paid the tithes to the Church; if the

present landowner feels unable to do so, that in no way
aiSFects the rights of the Church. Every argument advanced

against paying Tithes can be advanced with greater force

against paying rent,

6. Benefits, - To turn now to benefits received we find

the agricultural landowner generously dealt with. He can

receive in free grants from 33 per cent to 50 per cent of

the cost for drainage, water supplies and roads. Further, for

clearing woodlands, £2 per acre; for planting, £j^ per acre;

for reconditioning old cottages, two-thirds of cost up to £100
per cottage. Again there are cheap State credit and loans for

various purposes. In addition, the agricultural colleges and
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research institutions are daily adding to technical knowledge

and thereby assisting agriculture. Similarly, every effort by

the State for marketing and co-operation, etc., is a direct

help to the agricultural landowner. In fact, there are

estates which would receive far more in free grants than

they pay in taxes and rates, if they set about improving

their property.

Neither landlord nor tenant has been badly treated by the

State, either by overtaxation or by neglect of State financial

aid. There is no justification forasking for a tariff or a subsidy

to help agriculture. The agricultural industry must meet
bad times itself by reduction of rent, by writing down land

values, and by readjustment of methods and systems of

farming.

a
Grey Squirrels as a National Problem

About forty years ago the Duke of Bedford, with the

hospitality natural to a lover of animals, let loose in his

park at Woburn in Bedfordshire a number of American grey

squirrels. Some years later the same experiment was tried at

Malton in Yorkshire; later still a colony was started in

Cheshire. In the London Zoological Gardens the inhabitants

of the enclosure known as the Squirrels’ Trees were allowed

to escape, and found their way from Regent’s Park to Hamp-
stead, Highgate and Ken Wood. And in these various places

where the grey squirrels went they were welcomed. Children

and other charitably disposed people liked to feed the plump,

handsome, fearless little animals, which quickly became
tame and - except by the more far-sighted observers — were
regarded as an attraction to parks and pleasure grounds.

And now, to-day, grey squirrels have become a national

problem. From the few centres where they were first

liberated they have spread and multiplied until in certain

counties they have over-run the countryside like a plague.

And they are not only prolific, they are omnivorous. Their
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diet ranges from the nestlings and eggs of wild birds to the

orchard growers’ plums and cherries and the gardeners’ green

peas; worst of all, they have even taken to eating corn. After

the harvest last year a gamekeeper in Buckinghamshire wrote

to tell me that he had seen a whole acre of corn in the stock

devoured by grey squirrels, which had carried the ears up
into an oak tree, under which the ground looked as ifsomeone
had shaken out sacks of chaff. And only the other day I was
talking to a Hertfordshire farmer who told me that he had

been completely puzzled to know what it was that had

destroyed the growing corn along the headlands of his fields,

until he sat up to watch and saw the grey squirrels at work.

^
The plague grows. Not all districts are as yet affected,

but unless something is done to check the spread of this

foreign squirrel, there will soon be not a county free from it.

Speaking at his last annual meeting Mr. Alfred Hogarth,

Chairman of the College of Pestology, described the grey

squirrel as a greater menace to the life of the English country-

side than even the rabbit in Australia - an ominous compari-

son. It is clear that the Ministry of Agriculture, perhaps

working through the County Councils, will have to take a

hand. Meanwhile readers of The Countryman may like

to know that, as a beginning, a few private persons have

formed themselves into a Committee to organise an Anti-

Grey Squirrel Campaign. Their object in the first place is

educative — to disseminate knowledge and to bring about a

realisation of the danger which the invasion of the grey

squirrel brings in its train. They propose to issue leaflets

and in other ways to supply inquirers with information as

to the best means of checking or combating the plague. The
chairman of the committee is the editor of the ‘Field’, the

address of the hon. sec., Moorlands, Boxmoor, Herts.-£.P.

0
A s I write this cold afternoon a sparrow is tapping at my

casement window trying hard to catch a fly on my side of

the glass. - L.R.
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I , ~ First Aidfor Gramophones

OVER and over again one hears played gramophones
and records which could be infinitely better if the

most elementary care were taken of them. Gramophone
motors should be looked at and oiled at least every three

months, but it is almost worse than useless to use unsuitable

oil. One may be suspicious of the neat little bottles of oil

and tubes of grease, displayed as accessories by the principal

gramophone makers; but they are issued as much in self-

protection as for the purposes of making sales. Many
lubricating oils are capable of producing, in certain parts of

the gramophone, definite corrosion. Others, especially

greases, tend to dry and congeal until they are little better

than lumps of half-oily powder which do not spread evenly

throughout the mechanism. The wrong oil on the governor

pad of a gramophone may easily produce that rumbling or

roaring sound known to technicians as ‘crazy governor’.

The same effect can be produced by loose screws on the

governor springs or on the governor balls themselves.

Another place which is nearly always neglected is what is

known as ‘the drive’, where the winding key transmits its

energy to the spring, A little attention with the right

lubrication will prolong the life of a gramophone almost

indefinitely, and will ensure its playing the longest record

without a distressing wobble and that drooping tone which

indicates that the wretched spring, exhausted by want of

proper lubrication, and exasperated by having to transmit

its energy through a series of clogged-up wheels to the turn-

table, is giving up hope. Most gramophone mechanisms,

with the exception of the spring barrel, are not difficult

to take down for cleaning purposes, but do not try to take

a motor to bits unless it is fully unwound, or you may have

to make a dash for the iodine bottle and the sticking plaster!

Again, how often a gramophone is played at a speed which
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destroys the value of its reproduction. The right speed for

practically e^'ery well-known make of record is seventy-eight

revolutions of the turn-table per minute while a record is being

played. There are reliable speed indicators, but if you do
not want to buy one, place a piece of paper under the record

and count it as it comes past a certain point until the speed is

adjusted so that it revolves exactly seventy-eight times in one
minute. The point about doing this while the record is being

played is to ensure that the motor is adjusted to do the right

speed under actual playing conditions. As I sit writing this,

there is a gramophone playing not very far away which can

be heard clearly four-and-a-half miles, and the thought that

enters my mind is the way in which science has made it

possible to reproduce such a terrific volume of sound from
tiny and inevitably fragile twists and turns of the track

on the record; yet not one out of a hundred people give their

records a fraction of the consideration they deserve. Ifrecords

are not stored in a proper vertical container or album, they

should be kept absolutely flat and away from heat. The
noon-day summer sun is quite enough to buckle a record if

it is left in a position where it can bend, although it is quite

possible by gently warming such a record, and placing it

under a heavy weight, to straighten it out again. Dust on
records will do a great deal of damage. A small piece of

velvet or a record cleaning pad is definitely a money-saver.

I wonder how many people know what pressure the surface

of a record has to support from the needle? Nearly two tons

to the square inch ofsurface! Is it a wonder that the changing

of needles is not merely a device to keep the needle factories

busy? It is curious how little known are the Tungstyle

needles, which will play one hundred times without the need

of changing, and at least avoid the considerable amount of

damage which is done to the record every time it is played

with an ordinary needle which has been used more than

once. After all, we may pay as much as 2s. 6d. for a record,

and it seems a pity to halve the life of that record, to waste
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shall we saf 4^. 3^., for lack of a little thought. The next

best needle is a loud tone steel needle. As to Tungstyles,

they must not be moved in the needle-holder, once they have

been put in, because the point of every gramophone needle

is ground into the shape which best fits the record, and, if

examined under a microscope after it has been over a record,

will be found to be worn into a slightly oval shape.

2. - Radio-Gramophones and Selectivity

These days of radio-gramophones and electrical repro-

ducers make it almost impossible to consider gramophones

without thinking of radio, but it is well to bear in mind that

for those of us who live in the country, a good ‘acoustic’

instrument is in many cases infinitely better than many so-

called electrical reproducers. Few of the battery-operated

receivers available to country dwellers are capable of giving

the reproduction which a good acoustic instrument will give,

although the Marconiphone Model 221 two-valve set is

quite remarkable in this respect if it is used with the right

electrical pick-up. There are good ones, however, in theBurn-

dept and Marconiphone to mention only two, but do not

forget, however good a pick-up is, it is at the mercy of the set

working it.

As to selectivity, or the power of an instrument to pick

out one station from a number of others, the trouble is

the ever-increasing power of Continental transmitters. Insist

on a really selective instrument and see that you get it.

Even twenty miles from London, transmission was being

interfered with by an Austrian station. On the south coast

difficulty is being experienced from a station as far distant

as Milan, and the situation is going to get worse, not better.

Do not be fobbed off with the demonstrator’s boast that the

instrument will separate, shall we say, the National and
Regional transmitters at Potters Bar. Ask him to find you
two or three stations between those two transmissions. If

he can do that, start thinking about buying the instrument
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Local Government and Administration^

I, The Future ofthe Councils

After the dissolution of the Boards of Guardians and

the taking of the roads from the Rural District Councils,

what next? There ought to go to the County Councils,

Mr. W. A. Robson argues in his latest book, ‘Development

of Local Governmmt’ (Allen & Unwin, pp. 362, \%s, bdl)

housing (and sewage disposal), water supply, regional plan-

ning, slaughter houses, and fire brigades. Counties should be

administered by county councils and their district committees

^composed of a majority of county councillors with an added

element from the locality, produced either by co-option

or election.’ For the rest, there would be a great increase in

county boroughs, with which the county councils would be

‘welded into mutating groups for particular purposes.’ Mr.
Robson is for a hundred new urban areas, with a population

of more than 50,000, receiving county borough status at

once,and for about eighty-nine, with a population ofbetween

30,000 and 50,000 ultimately attaining the same distinction.

As to the county councils themselves, the areas and boundaries

ofmany of them are certainly in need of overhauling. Other

parts of the structure of local government also want closely

looking over. There are still boroughs with fewer than a

thousand inhabitants. Yet Willesden with 175,000 is an

urban district. While Canterbury, population 23,000 only,

is a county borough. Chesterfield, population 76,000, is

under a rural district council. As for services, three-quarters

of our villages are still without an adequate supply of piped

water. One point made by Mr. Robson is that faulty local

government produces an unfortunate tendency towards
^ centralization. He views with regret (and accounts for) the

small interest taken, in many parts, in county council elec-

tions - one county has no fewer than thirty-eight councillors

returned unopposed. He writes strongly on the doctrine of
• Thif to be a regular feature of Th» Countbyman.—

E

ditor
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ultra Vires, Cannot local authorities administering £1,500
millions of capital join together in providing their own fire

insurance? Why should not a federation of local authorities,

as the Webbs suggest, do their own printing, as well as manu-
facture uniforms and various articles which they need in

quantities? After all, the authorities have the advantage of a

‘known, certain and regular demand, capital at a low rate

and a total absence of bad debts.’ On the important

question of raising the standard of the provincial civil service,

Mr. Robson has ideas. Incidentally (though a barrister him-

self) he thinks too much is made of legal qualifications for

clerks of the county councils. Like some other reformers,

he would separate the clerkship of the peace from the county

clerkship and have a tried administrator as county clerk.

Finally, he takes off his coat for a stiff round with district

auditors. Altogether a book of knowledge and thought,

highly controversial in many places, no doubt, but stimulating

and encouraging. I cannot help feeling that if the develop-

ment of local government should go forward on the lines he

proposes the intimate relations between town and country

which would be brought about would be to the advantage

of both. I notice that Mr. Robson has nothing to say on
plans for dividing England into provinces. - C,C, and R,D,C^

0
Although Edith Evans did appear for one occasion

only at Idbury, and May Mukle and Rebecca Clarke have

honoured us no less than thrice, we are deprived in the wilds

of some of the entertainment our townsmen readers enjoy.

Cadbury’s meant it kindly when they sent us a box ofdelicious

Princess Elizabeth Chocolates, warranted to ‘open silently

in the theatre’, but-! It was good, however, of Messrs.

Wilkin, of Tiptree, to reward our outspokenness on the

subject of honest jam by posting us a box of samples of their

jams that are jams, in other words, sugar and the fruit which

is named on the label. What some other jams are — well,

reads ‘Hints for the Housewife’^ in our January issue.
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Taming Nuthatches

I
FOUND out how to tame them by accident I was

living at the time - it is many years ago now - at Weybridge,

and I had a wild squirrel which had gradually become so

familiar with me in the garden that he would jump on my
knee to get at a hanging coconut, and eventually came into

my study through the window and ate nuts from a bowl
on the table. This bowl I had first put for him on the

window-sill, and there it was discovered by a pair of nut-

hatches. The two of them would come and take away nuts -
ordinary Barcelonas, bought at the greengrocer’s - as fast

as I liked to fill the bowl. But they would never come into

the room, as the squirrel did, so if I wanted the squirrel

I put the nuts on the table. But they became tame in another

way. Once, in an idle moment, as I heard them calling in

the garden and watched them with their jerky, excited

movements among the tree branches, I threw down a nut

from my pocket on the lawn. Immediately one of the birds

swooped down, picked up the nut and carried it off. I threw

another nut, and the other bird picked it up. After that,

whenever I heard them calling and went out with nuts, they

would fly down to fetch them -quite close to me on the

lawn.

In course of time I left Weybridge and went to live at

Hambledon, sad at leaving my squirrel and birds behind me.

But in my Hambledon garden within a few months I had

another pair of nuthatches, which became tame in exactly

the same way. For several years I could be sure of having

nuts fetched when I went out into the garden; then, one

winter day, I realised that there were no nuthatches calling.

And for two years - for what reason I do not know - I had

no nuthatches either feeding or nesting.

But now I have another pair, I have coaxed them, with

a trail of nuts, from feeding under a tree at the bottom of

the lawn up to the house^ and they now take nuts from a
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bowl outside my study window. Within a few weeks

-

it may well be before these notes are in print ~ I hope

to have another pair shouting at me for nuts from the tree-

tops. - E,P.

0
A Cannonade of Cream

Your delightful article on ‘London as a Bird Dormitory’

suggests to me that every day of the week in the metro-

polis there is something happening that The Country-
man would like to know about. Take, for example, a sight

I saw on the South Africa House side of Trafalgar Square

about half-past two one afternoon. A motor lorry laden with

milk churns, and, at the back, a small cream churn, was
rattling along when suddenly the cream churn fell to the

ground. It struck on its bottom rim and slantingly. With the

impact the lid flew off and the cream flew out ~ as from a

cannon, and struck with precision two gentlemen who
were pa^'sing. The cream was in such a consistency on their

faces that neither of the victims could see out of his eyes,

and, quickly, from their hats to their shoes they were one
mass of sticky whiteness. The driver stopped his lorry

at the noise made by the milk churn and came to the two
miserable sufferers. He was so aghast at the completeness of

the disaster that he could say nothing. After a moment or

two he took out a red cotton handkerchief and tried to wipe
the two faces. It was almost a hopeless job. Then he
found a piece of sacking, and a piece of wood and tried to

scrape the cream from the coats and trousers. As may be

imagined the result was as indifferent as the treatment of

the faces. Finally, a taxi-man graciously took the men off-
where I know not, - M.

0
M R, Wa l t e r H a d d o n, the proprietor of the well-

known advertising agency, can trace his forbears back as iar

as 1654, as farming on the scene of the battle of Nazeby,
His son and nephews are farmers.
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The Changing Outlook^ in Agriculture

by A Student

Anyone who, in the last few months, has met farmers

from different parts of southern England must have

been struck by their changing outlook. In a conversation

round a fire with three typical substantial farmers, two of

them the representatives of a yeoman family which has been

on the same land for 250 years, there was agreement that new
methods must be found. The fall in the prices of corn has

startled everybody and made most people think who can

think. Mr. Orwin’s bold challenge of the accepted dogma of

the interdependence of crops and stock has supporters among
’men who have not read it, and, it may be, not heard of it.

The daring experiments of the pioneers who are trying out

horseless farming are being watched not only without the

derision which would have been their lot two years ago but

with interest. There are some half dozen men who have

completely gone over to ‘power-farming’, more or less

on ‘colonial’ lines, and are confident that they will prove

those persons to be entirely wrong who say that our climate

is unsuitable for such methods. Professor J. A. S. Watson,

of Oxford, recently said that the notion that our climate

was a handicap to cereal growers was unfounded. He went
on to point out that, without sufficient rainfall, good crops

cannot be grown, and that actually our climate is an aid to

the production of big crops.

Is it not also significant of the widening outlook of the

farming world that a motion decrying the gold standard

should have been brought up at a general meeting of the

National Farmers’ Union, and that at a Farmers’ Club
meeting an economist of the standing of Sir Josiah Stamp
should have found a critic not only in a Conservative land-

owner like Sir George Courthope, but in a successful

Socialist farmer like Mr. A. H. Brown, formerly chairman

of the Hampshire branch of the National Farmers’ Union.
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Whatever the precise reasons for the formation of an
Agricultural Party in Norfolk, it may be regarded as evidence

of independence of mind.

The ferment working in farmers’ minds just now may
lead to far-reaching changes in farming practice. But all

agricultural thought is not running in the direction of
saving the arable land. There is another school which says

that it is hopeless to compete against the overseas grower, that

our climate favours grass and livestock, and that the arable

men should throw up the sponge, or concentrate only on
vegetables and fruit. It is a doctrine which apparently

ignores the rainfall statistics of the Eastern counties, but it

has powerful support from the livestock interests - or shall

‘I say ?- in the main, the older-fashioned men. So far, the

newer school ofpower-farming has not envisaged much more
than the adoption of overseas methods, but these are not

necessarily antagonistic to livestock. There are signs that

power-farming ideas can be applied to more than wheat-
growing. Mn Orwin’s latest pamphlet of the well-named

series, ‘Progress in English Farming Systems,’ A Pioneer of
Progress in Farm Management (Clarendon Press, pp. 86,

ij. (>d,)y which describes Mr. Hosier’s combination of arable

and dairy-farming, is an answer to some critics of his book.

His description and photographs of the teams (twelve horses,

six men, and five acres ploughed) going home at three p.m.

and of the tractor going strong till midnight (one tractor, two
drivers, and fifteen acres ploughed and drilled) will not soon

be forgotten. Mr. Hosier has combined power-farming

with dairyings others may do the same with sheep, cattle

and poultry.

Two issues ago The Countryman gave some account of

the impressions of the Ministry’s agricultural machinery
delegation to the United States and Canada. It is likely

that most of the recommendations of the delegates will be
adopted by the Ministry.

Sir William Beach Thomas’s forceful yet temperate
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brochure. Why the Land Dies (Faber & Faber, pp. 32, i/.)

is another sign of the times. He is no more of a politician

than Mr. Orwin but he comes out strongly for what he calls

‘selective nationalisation’, that is to say that ‘the nation shall

give itself the right to cultivate’, evidently by the tenants of

agricultural committees, ‘all cultivated land that has fallen

below a certain level of decent cultivation’. ‘Five million

acres’, he says, ‘are more or less derelict and will never come
back to cultivation, whatever fiscal support may be forth-

coming, if the work is left to landowner and tenant.’ Sir

William’s plea will be held to support the case for power-

farming.

Dr. Cloudesley Brereton’s pamphlet, called The Jgri--

•cultural Crisis and the Way Out reflects what is no doubt

the preponderating view in East Anglia. But it does not

take stock of the situation in the West where we have Mr,
Hosier declaring that ‘there is a good living in farming yet,

but you must keep thinking all the time’. That Mr. de

Ledesma, who gave that little power-farming dinner at

Oxford lately should have gone to the Argentine to sell his

20,000, acres there in order to buy land here for power-

farming, in addition to what he already works in Hampshire,

is also worthy of notice.

0
Several of our readers, instead of sending their ten

shillings for their year’s subscription, draw a cheque for

and save themselves postage and us trouble and postages by

subscribing for two years.

The ‘Evesham Journal’, which is knowledgeable in such

things, has been trying to find out how many Brussels sprouts

a man can pick in eight hours if he puts his back into the

job. The answer is 1,600 (40 pots). A man called Hunting

celebrated New Year’s Day by doing it. His instructions

were to pick the underneath sprouts, leaving the top ones

untouched. Another picker, on the same day, in the same

field, filled thirty-four pots between 9 a.m. and 4.30 p.m*
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T"he Collector — 9. Farmhouse "Bygones

Turned butter bowls, frequently made of yew, are

becoming increasingly difficult to find. Years of scouring

have given the wood a delightful texture; the small incised

line near the rim on the outer edge is the only decoration.

They are useful as bread bowls or as receptacles for table

fruit. The honest old flail, with its leather knuckle joint, is

becoming rare. It takes its place on the walls of country

kitchens in company with many pans, spits and muzzle

loaders. The flour bins, with the legs forming part of the

V-shaped hopper, were made of elm and sometimes of oak.

The lids are generally of the lift off type, although some are

hinged. Linen presses, with screw tops and a drawer below,

are serviceable and ornamental. Mention must be made of

the wooden spoons and round dress boxes, the latter of a

variety of sizes, and the spice boxes. Cheese boxes are now
sometimes made to do duty as fireside tables. Spice boxes

range from those of light sycamore, with the names of the

spices printed in Caslon type on a green ground, to the

round spice boxes of tin with domed lids and cupid bow
handles, or the circular boxes about eight inches in height,

with sectional compartments which can be moved at will

Small firkin casks on cradle legs are not to be despised when
they appear at country sales. There is always space for them
in the cellar or outhouse, and after cleaning they are service-

able, Barley hazellers of iron and wood consist of a roller

divided into a number of open serrations, A long handle

enabled the operator to roll the barley. The milkmaid’s

yoke, immortalised in Rowlandson’s drawing, is still in

use. Thereisanastonishingdifference in local types. Wooden,
bread platters, butter moulds, pats and stamping devices,

some wheeled and others ribbed, open up a new field for

study and delight. Almost within living memory the

industry of mould making was active. The devices are

curious and vigorous in design, ranging from birds, beasts
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and fishes to floral patterns, including the rose, the thistle

and the leek. Wooden pounders or ‘beetles’, ‘dollies’, or

large sized pestles, all belong to the useful things of other

days. Within this range can be included the antique rat

cages and mouse traps of the eighteenth century. The rat

cages are, strange to say, half the size of the machines em-
ployed to slaughter mice. They are made of oak with strong

iron bars separating the upper from the lower boards. The
modern mousetrap is a faint echo of their design.

0

For Countrymen ^ Countrywomen - ly

WHO were the authors of the following two passages?

I, ‘Many returned again. For what cause? They
would not live in a country without trees, by God, they

would not endure it. . , When your Excellency writes a

book, you will not say, “Here is a beautiful church and a great

castle.” The gentry can see that for themselves. But you

shall say: “In this village there are no hens.” Then they will

know from the beginning what sort of country it is . . .

“Look you, your Excellencies,” said a man who was making
coffee over a brazier, “there is no religion in the towns as

there is in the country places.” “My friends,” said the Agha,

“I will tell you the reason. In the country men are poor and
they want much. Of whom should they ask it but God.^

But in the towns they are rich, they have all they desire

and why should they pray to God if they want nothing?’”

2. ‘To Dr. Williams who did carry me into his garden

and did show me how a dog that he hath do kill all the cats

who come hither to kill his pigeons, and do afterwards bury

them 5 and do it with so much care that they shall be quite

covered: that if the tip of the tail hangs out he will take up

the cat again, and dig the hole deeper. Which is very strange^

and he tells me that he do believe that he hath killed above

one hundred cats.’

Ans^mrs b^famdm page zzt
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Thanks to Winter Flowers

I
HAVE been looking back through the earlier weeks

of the year and counting a number of plants, to realise with

the opening of April, with the wealth of the spring and

summer all before me, how much pleasure I have had from

the flowers that have been with me through the winter.

By the autumn, when I shall perhaps be planting more of

them, some of my winter memories will be dimmed; so that

now seems to be the time to give thanks. I shall begin,

then with my chief friend of the mid-winter fogs, which is

my Grevillea Rosmarinifolia — a shrub which I have written

of before in The Countryman, and which for more than

one reason is a puzzle to me. For ever since the frost of

February, 1929, it has changed its season of blossoming;

it used to flower from February to October, now it flowers

from November into the following summer. And it puzzles

me, too, for I was told it was not easy to grow, but mine has

never stopped growing since I planted it ten years ago, and
now it is more than forty-three feet in circumference, and
still putting out new shoots — and covered on every branch

with its rosy, shell-like flowers.

Next, perhaps, must come Viburnum Fragrans and Loni-

cera Fragrantissima, one ofthem a guelder rose and the other

a honeysuckle, and both breathing scent in the winter

sunshine; and the witch hazels, with their crimson calyces

and twisted yellow petals; and the camellias, budding red in

February, and with them Rhododendron Nobleanum, in

my garden earliest of all. But the plant which next to the

Grevilleas has always surprised me most with pleasure is not

a shrub but a climber - Clematis Cirrhosa, which from
Christmas onwards, twenty feet high on the house wall,

has put out every year at the same time its profusion of

pale green, creamy bells, all along spray after spray* There
are books that will tell you this clematis flowers in May, and

needs shelter. No, mine is happy in a north-west wind with

snow, and flowers when there is holly in the hall-
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Rural Authors. - 15. Edmund Blmden

I
T is with some temerity that we place Edmund Blunden
[Collected Poems

y

Cobden and Sanderson, pp. 336, lOi. 6d,)
among our Rural Authors, for with firm courtesy he dis-

claims being a ‘rural author’! ‘The titles and contents of
my books, The Waggoner and The Shepherd\ he says in his

preface, ‘have done me a slight injustice, that is, they have
labelled me as a useful rustic. I notice this not ungratefully,

but with the desire that those who take up this book will not

altogether skip those pages which are non-rural.’ And yet

it seems to us that all these poems are of the countryside,

whether desolate in war
These trees were jagged with worse than lightning’s flame,

These fields were gouged with worse than ploughs, a moan
Worse than the wind’s with every wind went on.

or happy in peace

Rooks in black constellation slowly wheeling

Over this pale sweet sky, and church-bells pealing

Our homely pilgrims to the fount of healing.

The man who has edited with such deep sympathy the

poems of John Clare does himself no ‘slight injustice’ in

undervaluing the public’s appreciation of his power of inter-

preting what he calls ‘the country life and that stately march
of the seasons above, around, below’. He is one of a small and

noble company in the economy of phrase and emotion with

which he avoids all sentimentality. With a silent cheer we
greeted the quotation from the song

I sits with my feet in a brook,

And if anyone asks me for why,
I hits him a whack with my crook -

*It’s Sentiment kills me*, says I.

Take the delicate restraint of this memory of a childhood’s

love

But to look back to child with child primrosing

Is all the sweetness of the spring’s unclosing.
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1

Nor does he fear to give us the bitter along with the sweet.

What happy place we travel through!

Did wallflowers ever look so gay?

Kissed by the periwinkle blue

The old wall stoops above our way ....

And for this blackclad ghost-like maid
Whose cobbled shoes so wearily trace

The dust, whose gaze on ground is laid,

Whose steps are wounds - what happy place?

In the old fairy tales men sometimes found a herb which
gave a keener vision to their human eyes. We take, as a

slight example of that gift shown throughout these pages,

these three pictures of thistles

Where thistles with their caps of wool
Stand sentinel at every coign,

and
Stern on their knolls the patriarch thistles stand.

Nid-nodding in assembly passing wise,

and
Above the hedge the spearman thistle towers

And thinks himself the god of all he seesj

But nettles jostle fearless where he glowers.

Like old and stained and sullen tapestries.

The War cut early into Mr. Blunden’s world. Through-
out his War poems rings wearily the countryman’s conviction

of the insane incongruity of man-made hell beside the wide

reason of unchanging Nature. A shell has spared him alone

of his companions

And while I squeak and gibber over you,

Look, from the wreck a score of field-mice nimble.

And tame and curious look about themj (these

' Calmed me, on these depended my salvation).

Thus he sought oblivion behind the line,

Remember not with so sharp skill

Each chasm in the clouds that strange with fire

Lit pyramid-fosse and spire

Miles on miles from our hiH . . ,
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About you spreads the world anew.

The old fields all for your sense rejoice.

Music has found her ancient voice,

From the hills there’s heaven on earth to view

The depths of the suffering that he has known give the

later poems a living beauty. Compared with the earlier

ones they are as growing plants to cut flowers. Out of death

and degradation came forth life

There I was tortured, but I cannot grieve

j

There crowned and palaced - visibles deceive.

That storm of belfried cities in my mind
Leaves me my vespers cool and eglantined.

The Country House Aeroplane — 8

A FOLDING-WING D.H. Moth can be got into a

hangar not a great deal bigger than a lock-up garage for

two cars. With wings folded the space occupied is twenty-

four feet by ten feet, and the clearance height required nine

feet. A hangar to take this craft, therefore, needs to measure

twenty-eight feet by twelve feet three inches by nine feet

six inches. There may be stables or out-buildings easily

convertible. A stretch of tarmac should be laid down at the

approach to the hangar. This surface ought to measure

about twenty-five feet by fifteen feet. For the easy towing

of the craft a tail trolley, consistingofa small axle, having two
wheels, mounted on the end of a long, T-shaped metal

handle, should be used. With this the owner and a single

assistant can manoeuvre the machine from its hangar to

the landing ground, and back again. There are aerodromes

where machines may be garaged at four shillings a day,

twenty shillings a week, or sixty-five shillings a month.

The fee includes assistance in hauling the machine in and

out once a day, folding and extending the wings once, each,

and warming up the engine if needed.
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» Important Neto Publications ^
ON THE FRONTIER AND BEYOND

A RECORD OF THIRTY YEARS’ SERVICE. By Sir

Frederick O’Connor, c.s.i., c.i.e., c.v.o. Reminiscences of

historic happenings, of wild and romantic adventures, of

glorious sport. Illustrated. 15s. net.

TIGER DAYS
By the Hon. James W.Best, o.b.e. Thrilling adventures in the

jungle by one who for years has fed in the very home of the

tiger. Illustrated. 7s. 6d. net.
j

Some Outstanding New yj. 6/ Novels

THE RAVENS ENTER THE HOUSE
By Ivory Burnett. ‘ One of the finest [Scottish] stories pub-

lished within recent years .’—Montrose Standard

MEMORY OF GRANGE
By Daisy Fisher. *An entirely charming tale about an

entirely charming family.’

—

News Chronicle

'% SINGLE-HANDED
By Vera Wheatley. An unusual study of Maggie, narrow,

^
uneducated, yet great withal.

LUCY FLOGKHART
By Robert Craig. A powerful Scottish first novel that will

attract much attention.

CONSCIENCE
By Aceituna Griffin. The conscience of the title belonged

to Michael, who inadvertently struck a fatal blow in defence of

the girl he loved. &

JOHN MURRAY, 50 ALBEMARLE STREET, LONDON, W.l
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Country Books of the Quarter

J SHORT GUIDE TO THE BEST READING

First there had been the time-honoured joke of un-

fastening the bride’s garter. ‘And then we sang’ -it is

Sisley Huddleston in his Between the River and the HUls^

a collection of sketches of life in his Norman village (Harrap,

pp. 3165 illus., I2r. 6i.), giving an account of a wedding.

‘One by one we rose to our feet to sing our song. Not to

have a song which one can sing on these occasions is accounted

unsocial. So each of us had come prepared to sing. Most
of the songs were ribald. They dealt with the humours and

joys of married life in the frankest language. They spared

nothing. They would come under the ban of watch com-
mittees and vigilance societies and postal authorities in

Anglo-Saxon countries. They were rich and ripe and juicy;

they were not songs of innocence, but songs of experience.

But nobody at the wedding feast would have dreamt of

complaining, or of considering the singers of the songs as

low-minded or evil-speaking folk. Honi soit qui mal y pense.

If one cannot joke about the functions of marriage at a

marriage feast where can one joke about them? They are

good, clean, honest folk, these Normans, decent in their

behaviour, serious and sober in their habits, but at the end of

the wedding feast they feel themselves entitled to relish

the humours as well as the joys of the eternal serio-comic

drama of human relations.’ And here is a description of

how the author’s fruit reaches your table when you dine in

London: ‘My man does not pluck the fruit in handfuls; he

works methodically and carefully, selecting each fruit

He ranges according to rule the fruit in paper-lined baskets.

He weighs each basket meticulously. After many hours of
labour there is a pile of baskets ready to be sent to market
I have no longer a name, I am a number. When it is too

dark to work in the trees the baskets are taken on a hand-

barrow, into the village to the courtyardof the president of the
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fruit-growers’ syndicate of Sainte-Ursule, There my
responsibility ceases. I hardly know, I do not care what
happens afterwards. All the other fruit growers of the

village, each of them identified by a number, carry their

baskets to that courtyard; and thence the baskets are sent by

rail and ship to the Paris markets and to the London markets.

I have a receipt for each delivery and in due course I shall

be given a bond which I can convert into cash in the bank
of the nearby town.’ Then there is the tale of old Gregoire

who had planted many fruit trees in Huddleston’s garden.

One day he was found planting on the property on his own
account a young oak. The trees he had formerly planted,

he explained, belonged to his master. He, Gregoire, had been

paid for planting them. But ‘I am not paid for planting this

oak sapling, because I am not working to-day - it’s Sunday.

It will be a proud tree some day. A little fancy like that

hurts nobody. They will call this tree Old Gregoire’s oak.’

By these samples the reader will judge how pleasant is this

record of experiences of life in an old mill in Normandy. -
Germany and the Germans^ by Dr. Eugen Deisel (Macmillan,

pp, 218, I or. is not a countryside book, but it is an

excellent introduction to Germany and German life.

Authoritative, liberal, light in hand, it does incidentally

give the reader some impression of the rural side of the Re-

public. In one place Dr. Deisel mentions that while the stork

is ‘fast dying out’, there are ‘between 37 and 150’ beavers

in Germany. The author remarks on the way in which the

German agricultural landscape is not be-hedged like the

English, but divided by ridges. He dwells on the flowers in

German gardens, the fruit by the roadside and (in Upper
Bavaria) the way in which the peasants stick coloured glass

balls on poles between their asters and sunflowers. In

contrast, ‘in Franee the peasants frequently live in poor stone

cottages with the merest apology for a garden, while the

Poles have no gardens whatever, and have even had to

borrow their word for garden from the Germans’# In its
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forests Germany has preserved ‘something specifically

Germanic’. ‘Central Europe is the only region in which

extensive forests are to be found in the midst of thickly

populated countries.’ - With Dr. Dei^^el’s vivacious book we
should mention In Northern Europe, 1930, a further volume

from Rolf Gardiner (9 Lansdowne Road, W.ii, pp. 84, i%

illustrations, %s, post free), which chronicles activities

by some of the post-War generation in Britain and Germany
in the cause of the best kind of progress. It is a record of

tours in Germany by young Britons and in Britain by young

Germans. Oldsters who are thinking about Anglo-German

relations might do worse than dip into this chronicle. The
good feeling evoked as the result of the dancing and singing

and conversation of the British and German young men and

young women is now to lead ‘towards some new focal

activity, probably in Scandinavia and the Baltic’. - The
Institute of Public Affairs of the University of Virginia is

responsible for The Country Life of the Nation (University of

North Carolina Press, pp. 229, 9^.) in which Wilson Gee
edits a dozen American authorities on the farm industry

and rural conditions. One writer estimates the avoidable

loss through the disorderly marketing of American perishable

crops at ;^25 millions! Another says ‘the immediate problem’

in the United States is ‘the motorizing and mechanizing

of family-size farms’, A third opines that if the United

States had a tariff of say per bushel on wheat ‘we would

actually increase the number of farmers who grow wheat

at a loss; the farmer’s interests all lie in the direction ofgreater

freedom of trade with all nations.’ - The trials and the

follies of amateur gardeners afford the same kind of amuse-

ment to onlookers in suburban Prague as in Outer London,
and so there is a familiar ring in The Gardener^s Year (Allen

and Unwin, pp, i6o, 35. 6^/.), a translation from the Czech.

But it is not every day that illustrious dramatists like the

authors of ‘R.U.R.’ and ‘The Insect Play’ condescend to

a book ofthis sort, and so Karel Capek’s book, with numerous
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jocose illustrations by his brother Josef, will have many
admiring readers.

Believers in the good old times, particularly people who
may be inclined to give ‘merrie England’ as late a date as

Farmer George’s days, should not miss the Journal of a

Somerset Rector^ one John Skinner, an antiquary-parson

who was born in 1772, and, after a sad life ot it with his

parishioners and his own family, shot himself in 1839.
(Murray, pp. 355, 15^.) The poor man left the British

Museum about a hundred manuscript volumes. Aone-volurne

selection, which has now been made, throws a searching

light on the rural conditions of the time. Take the roads.

Skinner states that they were so heavy that he had to get a

cart-horse as ‘leader’ to his mare. Immorality, drunkenness

-in the church after a marriage -the foulest language,

and fighting were of the life of the community. ‘ Twice
this week very worthy parishioners have tied a tin pot

to the tail of my little dog to exasperate me.’ ‘I have my
doubts’, writes his reverence, ‘about teaching the lower

orders beyond reading.’ Many strange things happened

then. ‘I tookmy servant into the Glebe Jb iclds, lately occupied

by Lewis, and with the spade he carried I cut up a portion

of the turf and said, take possession of this my ground.” ’

Ten thousand people assembled to sec a hanging, among
them ‘well-dressed and delicate females who pressed to the

foot of the gallows to witness the torments, winch were

probably very violent, for the executioner pulled down the

legs of the wretched sufferer for two minutes, yet not-

withstanding even when ten minutes were elapsed the limbs

were still convulsed.’ At an inn Skinner entered for some
bread and butter, ‘the landlord was upstairs with cholera’*

People burnt camphor and also
j
uniper to ward off the cholera,

and after a death ‘fumigated the room with tobacco’. But
they left ‘the nasty dung-heaps and filthiness of the children

before the doors’. One phrase of this much-tried cleric is

new to us, Trom a briar one does not gather mulberries.’
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‘Mending Wall’, ‘The Wood Pile’, ‘The Cow in Apple

Time’, ‘Gathering Leaves’, ‘The Valley’s Singing Day’,

‘The Kitchen Chimney’ are titles picked at random from the

Collected Poems (Longmans, pp. 349, 15^.), of Robert Frost,

the American poet —almost an English poet, saving for

bears and blueberries, chickadees and sugar maple. His

verses move from a quietude that is seldom monotonous

to sudden pinnacles of lyricism. Quotation might give an
idea of the quality of his intimacy with earth but not of

the wide and whimsical humanity which makes his narrative

poems so delightful. The small things do not escape him;

The small bird flew before me. He was carefvl

To put a tree between us when he lighted.

And say no word to tell me who he was . .

.

He thought that I was after him for a feather-

The white one in his tail
5

like one who takes

Everything said as personal to himself.

Neither is he escaped by the greater things. -In the

Caravan Library — the name is pleasant to the ear - Mac-
millan’s give us the delightful Gardener of Rabindranath

Tagore (pp. 150, 3J. 6^.). Was there ever a set of lyrics

with so many first lines that stick in the memory? —

Ah me, why did they build my house by the road to the market town ?

Again,

I remember a day in my childhood I floated a paper boat in the ditch.

It is little wonder that there should be a second volume of

the ‘Morning Post’s’ pleasant Trivet BedsideBook, (15 Tudor
Street, 2r. bd.), ‘We often ask God for flowers, and He
gives us seeds’, ‘Early in the morning is still the best time for

gathering manna’, ‘There is always light enough to take

the next step’ are the kind of thing.

English Windmills (Architectural Press, pp. 146, 5^. 6^.),

by M. L. Batten (with 80 illustrations) is the first volume of

the work prepared on behalf of the Society for the Pro-

tection of Ancient Buildings. It deals with the mills of

Kent, Surrey and Sussex, which have more windmills
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than other southern counties. One mill illustrated, Oatwood
in Surrey, is the oldest known windmill in England, built as

such and still working. Owing to the regrettably-limited

demand for whole-meal flour, the mills devote themselves

almost entirely to grinding food for live-stock, ~ Once more
we welcome a handsome county survey, this time of Cornwall

(University of London Press, pp. 149, 17^. bd.\ with forty-

two illustrations and three maps. It is prepared for the

Cornwall branch of the C.P.R.E. (the first formed), and

the author is W. Harding Thompson. There are notes by
Charles Henderson and a preface by ‘Q’ which is good

reading. Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch mentions a fact of which
many people are no doubt unaware, that the knot or loop of

cord which dangles at the shoulder of the King’s coachman

is a relic of the days of bad roadswhen rope was needed at times

to drag even the sovereign’s coach out of the mire. Q.’s

advice to a stranger visiting Cornwall is to begin by regarding

it as an island. The population of the county is decreasing.

We note the statement that ‘many’ monuments marked upon

the Ordnance Survey maps ‘have been destroyed or moved
(some even never existed!), while a great many important

objects are not marked at all.’ -This is the twenty-sixth

year of the Dorset Year-^Book (Watkins, 274 Gresham House,

Old Broad Street, E.C.2, pp. 288, 2^. bd,)^ a most com-
mendable enterprise. — In England NoWy by Maribel Edwin
(Sheldon, pp. 263, illus. 5^.), ‘The countryside week by week’

is for young people. Anglia and Cumbria^ is, each,

and South-East of England,^ is, 6^/., are the latest reprints of

chapters in Ogilvie’s Great Britain: Essays in Regional

Geography (Cambridge University Press). - The Hon.
Elsie Corbett has written a pattern History of Spelsbury and

its particularly interesting district, (Author, Spelsbury,

Oxford, pp. 284, 6s, 6d,), There are included in the book,

which is done with exceeding care and no little wit, and

in the most engagingly simple way, extracts from the

valuable collection of old letters in the possession of Lord
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Dillon. There are also many telling photographs. - Once
more the co-operative movement produces its People^s Tear

Book (Co-operative Wholesale Society, Manchester, pp.

360.) The movement, which now employs a quarter of a

million people, has sales to the value of £34.6 millions.

In Great Britain it has 27,000 acres of land, in India 33,000.
- It now needs 3,51 1 pages of two columns of the small type

used in our ‘Countryman Directory’ to accommodate the

biographies or rather autobiographies in the invaluable

Who's Who (Black, 30J.). Taking the Shaws, we find that,

eliminating residents oversea, twelve live in the country, four

in cities or towns and country, twelve in cities or towns and

eleven oversea (or fail to give their addresses). Of the

recreations Bernard Shaw’s is well-known; ‘anything but

sport’. The only others given are ‘motoring, gardening and

photography’, ‘country life’, ‘golf, hunting, polo and tennis’,

‘visiting places of interest’, ‘all outdoor sports’, ‘tennis and

golf’, ‘walking and golf’, ‘riding, farm-work and reading de-

tective stories’, ‘hunting, motoring and tennis’, and ‘tennis,

fishing and motoring’.

About Practical Jumping^ by Major J. L. M. Barrett,

lately equitation officer, R.M.C., Sandhurst, with thirty-

two careful illustrations by Charles Simpson (‘Country Life’,

pp. 174, I2J. 6d,) it is important to say that it is not only

an exceptionally competent but a readable and therefore

helpful book. - Gliding and Sail-'Planing (Bodley Head, pp.

1 21, 5r.) is a beginner’s handbook (with no fewer than

eighty-four illustrations), translated out of the German of

the principals oftwo fl)dng schools with ten years’ experience

in motorless flight. It strikes us as an exceedingly practical

five shillingsworth. The first requisite of an air-glider,

according to the authors, is a good pair of boots, so that he can

jump well. For the rest, ‘a good airman can generally

hold his own in any form of light athletics’. - Alexander

Angus’s Ready Reckoner for Surveyors, Valuators and
Farmers (G. and W. Fraser, Aberdeen, pp. 293, $s.) is an
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Up-to-date compilation of undeniable utility. The Scottish

mile is 1,976 yards against the 1,760 yards of the English

mile, and a Scottish acre equals about one and a quarter

English acres. - Hmiton Lace Makings by M, Kate Jemmett
(Azania Press, Four Marks, Hants, pp, 52, illus., 15. 6^.), is

*a practical guide to a paying homecraft’. - We may also

mention a delightful brochure, full of illustrations, Embroidery

without Tears^ sent out by the Old Bleach Linen Co.,

Randalstown, Northern Ireland, which will set many
women embroidering who have never embroidered before. —
Vegetable Cookery by Elizabeth Lucas (author of Mrs.

Lucas’s French Cookery Book), a sound book of special

quality (Heinemann, pp. 360, 8r. 6^.), deals not only with

recipes but with methods and utensils. Mrs. Lucas asks

for one salad a day and for ‘one deliciously if simply prepared

vegetable as a separate course’. While the French manual

of army cooking gives twenty-six ways of cooking potatoes

and twenty pages to vegetable cooking generally, our army
manual devotes sixteen lines only to potatoes and four pages

to the whole subject. Our author is sure that ‘too much
meat is eaten by most people’. Why do English cooks

generally find it so hard to understand the virtues of long

simmering which comes naturally to French housewives?

Edible and Poisonous Fungi^ with twenty-five coloured

plates, is an admirable Ministry of Agriculture ‘Bulletin’ (10
Whitehall Place, S.W.I, pp. 26, 2r. fi/), which ought to

be in every school and country house, for, as Sir Francis

Acland insisted in our last issue, ‘the number of kinds of

fungi that are really poisonous is comparatively few’. — The
Ministry’s BeC’-Keeping (pp. 60, illus. 9^,) is a bargain.

*Owing to climatic conditions’, it begins, ‘few people in

this country have found bee-keeping on a large scale a
successful occupation : on a small scale, however— — Some

Beneficial Insects^ from the same benevolent source is 4^/. only,

and, with its illustrations of sixteen insects or larvae, is most

serviceable,
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The late Dr. Jamieson B. Hurry, of Reading, wrote a

number of books on out of the way subjects, and his post-

humous Woad Plant and its Dye (Oxford University Press,

pp. 346, 21 s,) with seventeen plates and a dozen other

illustrations, is a valuable monograph. It tells not only all

there is to tell about the plant, its history and cultivation, and

the manufacture and use of the dye, but all that can be learnt

about the woad industry in Great Britain and on the Con-
tinent. In this country two woad farms survive, and photo-

graphs are given of the process of ballingand dryingthe woad. -

In Marketing of Fruit and Vegetables in the Vale of Evesham
(author. Dr. M. A. Abrams) we have No. i of ‘Avoncroft

Rural Studies’, published by the praiseworthy Avoncroft

College for Rural Workers at Offenham. The book comes

from the heart of the plum, asparagus and cabbage industry,

is full of trustworthy data and is candid, as for example,

when it blurts out that ‘tariflF protection would leave the

marketing of our fruit and vegetables inefficient’. - The
housewife who wants to carry her knowledge of cheese

beyond the article we published in April, 1930, should

spend sixpence on the Ministry of Agriculture’s Report

on the Marketing of Dairy Produce^ Part I (H.M. Stationery

Office) in which she will get 153 well-illustrated pages for

6d, In this country as much cheese is still made on
farms as in factories. - There could not be better guides to

choice of varieties than the Ministry’s admirable Bulletins

Nos. 2 and 4, Fruit Production: Tree Fruits (pp. 69, is,) and

Fruit Production: Soft Fruits and Nuts (pp. i lO, 6^s?.), to

be had from 10 Whitehall Place, and the illustrations are

practical on pruning, grafting, etc. The Ministry’s Report

on the Preparation ofFruitfor Market {Gooseberries^ Currants^

Cherries, Logans, Raspberries, Tomatoes, Cucumbers and
Grapes), which gives 100 pages and any number of the right

kind of illustrations for sixpence, is remarkable value.
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A L I s T of general literature much in demand, which will

keep the country resident from missing works of importance:

Fiction.- Lady Eleanor Smith, Flamenco; Broster, Ships in the Bay;

Locke, The Shorn Lamb; Rea, Loma Moon; Holtby, Poor Caroline;

Gunn, Morning Tide; Delafield, Diary of a Provincial Lady; Sackville

West, Simpson; Bibesco, Portrait of Caroline; Buliett, Harden Fee;

Strong, The Garden; Jameson, A Kicker Dust; Hopkins, An Angel in

the Room; Priestley, Angel Pavement; Herbert, The Water Gipsies;

XJndset, The Son Avenger.

Biography and History.- Rothenstein, Men and Memories; Marie

of Russia, Things 1 Remember; Pasley, Al Capone; Pankhurst, The

Suffragette Movement; Pares, Russian Memories; Bullock, After Sixy
Tears'y Jones, The Shadovo of Irving; Wolfe, Tennyson; Brimley

Johnson, Jane Austen; Ponsonby, Sidelights on Queen Victoria.

General Essays.- Squire, If; Lange, Crime as a Destiny; Beard,

Tovjards Civilisation; Ford, Letters of Henry Adams; Bartlett, The

World Our Neighbour; Madariaga, 1 . Americans,

Sport and Travel.- Sheringham and Turing, Where to Fish; Holden,

Bird Friends; de L^piney, Climbs on Mont Blanc; ‘Apex*, The Uneasy

Triangle; Buck, Bring *em Back AUve; Duguid, Green Hell; Huxley,

Africa View; The Andrie Diaries,

Poetry and Plays.- Herbert, Tantivy Towers; Hopkins, Poems^

Abercrombie, Collected Poems; 0*Neill, Strange Interlude; Frost,

Collected Poems; Blunden, Poems; Church, The Glance Backward;

Porter, The Signature of Pain; Collier Abbott, Ploughed Earth,

0
An Aftermath of Frost. - ‘E.P.’ may be

interested to know that I planted Grevillea Rosmarinifolia

in my garden about thirteen years ago. Every year it has

begun to shew bud about the end of November, and flowers

practically from the end of December until May and then

it is over. - E, G. Winstanley^ St, Issey^ Cornwall,

Butterflies Forecasting Weather.
— Towards evening, in fine weather, butterflies may be found

in numbers on the heads of flowers and grasses, where they

rest for the night, but before adverse conditions, they conceal

themselves among the vegetation and completely disappear.

Therefore should they make their disappearance towards

evening on a fine day, it is a sure sign that a spell of dull

unsettled weather will shortly follow. - F, W, Frohavok
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Your True Dally Bread
Ry^dta Crispbread is the per-

fected, modem form of regular

daily bread. It is not in any way
a medicated or invalid food, but

the health and htness of those who
eat Ryvita at every meal is re-

markable.

It is a well-recognised fact that

constipation, malnutrition, obesity

and other maladies consequent

upon faulty digestion, have become

practically unknown to many who
make Ryvita their regular daily

bread.

Ryvita is made of pure, crushed

whole-grain rye, which is very

rich in the salts of lime and iron

and phosphoras as well as having

a high vitamin content. Ryvita

therefore, supplies abundant nour-

ishment for every tissue, fibre and

bone of the human body. In

addition it corrects constipation

by supplying its own natural

roughage to aid in the elinnnation

of waste.

Ryvita is, of course, a purely

British business, entirely owned
and controlled by British people,

just as the many large Tea Houses
in Mincing Lane, Mark Lane,

etc., importing say, ‘China* tea

are British, though they naturally

have to bring that tea from the

only place from which true China

tea can come. But this does not

make these British businesses

Chinese or ‘foreign.’ Ryvita is

made in Swedish bakeries because

true crispbread can only be made
there. Havana Cigars must come
from Cuba, Port must come from
Portugal, Champagne must come
from Prance, To buy imitation

so-called ‘Crispbreads’ simply be-

cause they are ‘British made’ is as

ludicrous as it would be to claim

pre-eminence for British cigars,

British port or British champagne,

Ryvita is obtainable from all good

grocers, is, 6d. per lb. (40—50
slices) and lod, per J lb. (20-215

slices) carton.

RYVITA
CRISPBREAD

Makes youjit and keeps you slim

FREE SAMPLE on request

Blree Sample of Ryvita and interesting booklet sent free cm
request to THE RYVITA Co. Lin,, 808 Ryvita House,
96 Southwark Street, London, S.E.l
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Hints for the Housewife - 4 . Meat

Following the practical hints about the varieties and qualities

of cheese^ butter and jam by acknowledged experts^ we have

received this letter from a subscriber on the subject ofmeat.

Take the meat-buying part of your housekeeping very

seriously. Imported meat is only good enough for

those who do not know any better. If necessary, eat less

meat, but eat what you do eat good. There are many cheap

cuts which are as nourishing as the expensive cuts; they may
want more preparation, but health is worth a little trouble.

The Ministry of Agriculture should issue a booklet on cook-

ing cheap cuts of beef, mutton and veal. The town-dweller

is safe in insisting on National Mark beef. For roasts and

steak get ‘Selected’ or ‘Prime’; for other purposes where
money is a. serious matter ‘Good’ will do. Mutton is not

yet made fool-proof to buyers. All who teach cooking

should teach about buying, and judging meat. They can

learn from a friendly butcher, but constant practice will be

necessary. They should learn to judge a sheep’s age by its

teeth, and when they go into a butcher’s shop look at the

sheep’s heads, and so get an idea what sort of meat that

butcher kills, English pork should have a clean-looking

fine rind. Beware of flabby-looking pork; it is probably

inflated. Beware of ‘shiny’ veal blown up to look ‘frothy’.

Butchers blow veal to make it look attractive; they even

blow thin calves to make themlook well; this lets the air into

the lean and it dries up in cooking. Veal should have a

reasonable amount of fat on it. Fat and health go together

in meat animals. Beware of newly-killed meat which
country butchers often sell in summer. It is tough and

indigestible. Even in summer an uncut carcass or side should

keep well for a week if hung in a draught. Kept meat loses

weight and causes trouble, so butchers do not like keeping.

Insist on having your meat at its best. Beware of butchers

with insufficiendy ventilated ice-boxes and refrigerators.
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Dogs of allfages and Breeds ^

I

are subject to worms.
They are a fertile source of II
disease inthe Dog and should
have immediate treatment

MALDIRE’S
WORM POWDERS

Safely remove these pests within one hour, at the same
time giving tone to the stomach, and producing

first-rate condition in dogs.
WORMS IN A FOX-TERRIER,

The Cottage, Sandhills, Walsall,
March 3rd, 1887

Please send me one of Naldire’s Worm Powders. I consider
them splendid. I had a Fox Terrier almost dead last Sunday,
and got one of your Powders from a friend, and in fifteen
minutes after the dog had it, she passed a tapeworm almost
60 feet in length. Frank J. Brown.

Of Chemists and Stores. Is. 3d., 2s. 6cl., 48. 3d. & 5s, 6d., with full directions for use.

PRIZE MeOAL^*^

Guamyaegd Jree Jrom Lurbohc Add and all other poisons.
A weekly wash with Naldire*s Dog Soap will destroy all Irritatind
Insects, remove Doggy Smell, improve the Coat, and leave the animal

Refreshed and Happy

Tablets, 8d. and Is. 4d. of Chemists and Stores*
If unable to obtain either of above send P.O. to

WRIGHT & HOLDSWORTH
23 PANTON STREET, LONDON, S.W.l
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Qountry tAuction Pitfalls

hy John Stevenson^ Secretary^ Incorporated Society of
Auctioneers and Landed Property Agents

A YEAR or so since. The Countryman, in an editorial

note, referred to the useful work my Society was doing

in warning people living in country districts against what is

known as ‘rigged sales’. It is not usually the people who live

in the village where this kind of ‘auction’ is staged who are

defrauded. They are aware that the house has stood empty
for long enough, and know of the methods adopted by the

operators of the sale to catch the guileless. But country

society is often divided into compartments, and so people

who live anything from three to twenty miles distant may
well think they are attending a perfectly genuine auction.

If you have made a mistake in bidding, withdraw your bid

at once, and it becomes the auctioneer’s duty to put the lot

up again. When an article has been knocked down to you,

the law, in general, is that you must pay for it or be cast in

damages. (Unless you be drunk, or a minor!) Again, while

no conditions of sale may be so framed as to deprive purcha-

sers of their common law rights, the Courts assume that

bidders have read these conditions (printed in the catalogues,

and usually displayed in the sale room), and a slight error

or mis-description will not suffice to render a sale void.

Nevertheless the auctioneer must not make wilful or careless

misrepresentations, and when a warranty is given, the

purchaser is entitled to the strict enforcement of its terms.

With regard to commission, this ought always to be the

subject of definite agreement between client and auctioneer.

Until agency is established, there can be no successful claim

to commission, and, except in a few exceptional cases, it is

to vendor or lessor, as the case may be, and not to purchaser

or lessee, that the auctioneer looks for payment of his

services.
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IKONTA
STANDARD MODEL
WITH F6 3 NOVAR

ANASTIGMAT
UK in. £ s. d.
3 x2 376
3i X 2i 3 10 0

DE LUXE MODELS
WITH F4.5 DOMINAR
3iin X 2Jm. £6 Os. Od.

WITH F4.5 TESSAR IN
COMPUR SHUTTER

in. in. £ s. d.
3x2 8 12 6
3i X 2i 9 12 6

Sieiss

IKONTA
The IKONTA is the finest modern automatic

self-opening roll film camera

For those whose technical knowledge is little,

but who enjoy making good pictures, the

simplicity of the IKONTA is ideal

1 touch on the button opens the camera and

extends the front, and 2, a second touch takes

the photograph

Focussing adjustments for ‘close-ups* is

provided

ZEISS IKON LTD., MORTIMER HOUSE
MORTIMER STREET, LONDON, W.l
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Wild Litfe in 3dull

hy A Gamekeeper

I
N Mull, where there are no foxes, wild-cats, badgers, pole-

cats, or weasels, the most interesting animal is the otter,

which is everywhere making a good fat living, as is its wont,

in salt or in fresh water. Otters are often seen fishing and

playing within Tobermory harbour. On the fresh-water

lochs of the island they are observed to kill and eat wild-

fowl, rabbits and hares.

The stoat of Mull is a little smaller than the stoat of the

mainland, and is much bolder, coming into the middle of the

villages, and killing fowls, even in daylight. The stoats of

Mull contracted some disease, very likely distemper, in the

winter of 1928-29, and I saw a good many which had crept

into heather bushes to die. No doubt they had got the

disease from dogs during their fowl-hunting excursions.

The red deer population of the island is probably on the

increase. When the stags of a herd made a raid on a potato-

clamp, they drew out the strongly-driven posts and tall

barbed-wire entanglements put up to keep the deer off. The
deer must have combined to do the work, and they had their

reward, several bags of potatoes being eaten. The deer

feed a good deal on sea-weed, and are intelligent enough to

watch the tides, for it is only at low tide that they can reach

the new growths of dulse and tangle which they love.

They even swim to rock islands bared by the tide, and having

fed, lie on the rocks until the tide partially covers them. It

is supposed that they do this to rid themselves of insects.

However this may be, I have seen the herds immersed to

the nostrils on fine, sunny days.

Common hair seals often come into Tobermory harbour

in winter to feed on the young saithe, which at their approach

move in great shoals into shallow water. The seals follow,

and having driven the fish into an almost solid mass, butt
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USE NATIONAL MARK
ALL-ENGLISH FLOUR

Milled entirely from home-grown wheat.

Unbleached by artificial means, and Free

from all added chemicals except self-raising

materials.

NATIONAL MARK ALL-ENGLISH
(Plain)—Blue label, and NATIONAL
MARK ALL-ENGLISH (Self-Raising)—

Redlabeljforpuddings, pies, cakes, pastry, etc.

NATIONAL MARK ALL-ENGLISH
(Yeoman)—Yellow label, for bread.

Sup-port English wheat-growers by insisting on

National Mark flour and bread made
from that flour

Look for the

on the Bag

National Mark

ISSUED BY THE MINISTK.Y OF AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES
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right in, guzzling away, while ‘cuddies’ - which have had

narrow escapes, leap in the air.

No one who has not shot at and missed a seal has any idea

of the animal’s underwater speed. Some were noted travel-

ling half a mile in less than a minute. An estimate of the

number of grey seals annually breeding at Treshnish is

2,000.

Porpoises working intelligently in co-operation, rounding

up mackerel, remind one of collies engaged in penning sheep.

The porpoise shoals sometimes move to the south as birds

do in one long non-stop journey. On one occasion the sea

was covered, for as far as could be seen from a steamer, with

emerging and submerging porpoises. There must have

been thousands of them. All were heading southwards,

breathing regularly at each half-minutely emergence.

A large whale I saw heading for the south was going at

an estimated speed of twenty miles an hour, and each long

sighing breath was audible, as the creature emerged and

submerged, with a clockwork regularity. Another whale,

which seemed to be fishing, was seen to run on a rock.

There was a tremendous upheaval of water and the whale

eventually scraped clear, going a long way under water

towards the open Atlantic before re-emerging.

If the porpoise is the wolf of the sea, the grampus or

killer whale is its tiger, for it swallows seals as a trout takes

flies, and delights to harry a flock of eider. Grampus herds

make for the south through the Sound of Mull in early

winter. The grampus may be known from the porpoise

by its habit of throwing itself clean out ofthe water.

a
Fox, CAT, AND CHICKENS— In reply to Mr. Llew-

ellyn Hutchinson’s inquiry, may I say as a former Master

of Hounds that there is no more effective way than by keep-

ingafoxhoundpuppy,and asking everybody to lethim hunt on
his own. There will be no marauding foxes. - H, SUighy

New Cluh^ Edinburgh
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AS ONE COUNTRTMAN TO ANOTHER

The natural satisfaction which we feel in

celebrating, with this issue, our Fourth Birthday
is tempered by the thought that,

Our Fourth since The Countryman was started

Birthday and in April, 1927, five periodicals of

a Moralfor the front rank, which we used to

Magazine read with pleasure, the ‘Edinburgh
Readers Review’, the ‘Realist’, R'% ‘Irish

Statesman’, the ‘Bermondsey Book’
and the ‘Nation’ have vanished.* In the public in-

terest it is well worth while to face the reason why the

community has lost a part of its Press which was of

admirable quality. The reason, to be blunt, was
lack of advertisements. The Countryman is alive

and daily adding to its readers and its influence

because it has plenty of advertisements. These
five excellent periodicals are dead because they had
very few. We press this simple fact because,

in the four years in which we have been in close

touch with the public which reads reviews, we have

found that, among men and women unacquainted

with the technique of journalism, there is a regret-

table ignorance and — we must say plainly - snob-

bery about advertisements. The sooner this ignor-

ance and snobbery are got rid of the better for the

‘expectation of life’ of periodicals capable of making
a worthy impression on public opinion.

The nonsense that, one time and another,

undoubted country-lovers have written to us

about the space given to advertisements in The
^ The ‘Nation^ is absorbed in the new ‘Statesman and Nation*
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Ifit takes two minutes to test and pump up each

tyre of your car, how long does it take to do

them all? Thoughtless people will say, eight

minutes. Wise people will say, ten. They
remember the spare— the wheel that is not

wanted at once but may be wanted very badly

without a moment’s warning. In reckoning

your money too, remember the spare. Take care

of it—and begin by asking at any branch of

the Westminster Bank for a Home Safe:

it will cost you nothing

WESTMINSTER BANK
LIMITED
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Countryman passes belief. There are clearly

many readers of periodicals who are under the

illusion that they pay their way with their sixpences,

shillings and half-crowns. They never have done

so and never will, any more than with twopence

they pay for their ‘Times’. If the aim of a periodical

or a newspaper is quality it is not easy for it to have a

large circulation (although ours, we gratefully

acknowledge, is already more than thrice what,

at the start, its most hopeful journalistic friends

prophesied for it). The monthly bills of a superior

type of periodical, for printing, paper - how
many of our readers realise that the cost of the

paper used for the present issue of The Country-
man is - salaries, contributors, postages,

rent, rates and taxes can be met in three ways only:

(i) The periodical may be the parasiteofa publishing

office, that is, it can be fed out of the profits of other

publications or books. (2) The periodical may be

kept by a rich man, or a political or business interest,

and so lose the complete independence which we
take to be of the essence of the journalism that is

worth the wear and tear. (3) The periodical may
print a sufficient amount of the advertising of firms

who want to sell goods to educated and reasonably

well-to-do people. It is our experience that the best

type of advertiser realises that, whatever papers or

publications educated and reasonably well-to-do

people may glance at, the publications which they

carefully read are likely to be publications of

substance and conscience. The Countryman is

not bought, rapidly scanned and left in the train.

Nor is it of a class of weekly or monthly that, after
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inspection or perusal at home, goes down to the

kitchen or is bundled to the workhouse. The
Countryman is kept, read, often re-read, sometimes

lent, and frequently bound. We doubt whether

there is any publication that is read, really read, not

glanced through, by a larger number of readers per

copy. It is illustrative of its appeal that the managing
director of a well-known hotel should have just

written to us, in booking a series of page advertise-

ments, ‘Judging from the condition of the January

and October numbers of The Countryman in the

lounge, they seem to have been read more than any

other periodical' In another hotel an advertiser,

as his agency wrote to us, ‘left The Countryman
in the lounge and noticed that it was read by nearly

everyone with the greatest interest; it was this as

much as anything that decided him to take space.’

Because this is the way The Countryman has

been read we have in this issue more than a hun-

dred pages of advertisements.

F
or two reasons we are glad to record this

fact. In the first place, the advertising revenue

means a self-respecting, absolutely independent

existence for The Countryman. We can say what
we like and when we like. In the second place, as

far as we can judge, our advertisements are olFering

value for money. If the contrary can be established

about any of them, out they go. For some time past

we have had the police on the track ofone advertiser

who had a code of his own. We have lately kept two
other advertisers from getting into The Country-
man. Indeed it is now a fair siun in three figures
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The first essential in insurance is

Security; and if that Security
can be purchased at a cost lower

than the average, then a bargain

is indeed obtained

You can have

SECURITY and SAVE MONEY
by insuring in

The National Farmers Union
Mutual Insurance Society, Ltd.

All classes of Farming and Live-

stock Insurance, specially designed

to meet the needs of the Farmer,

transacted at preferential rates

The Largest Mutual Fire

Office in the Kingdom

HEAD OFFICE

STRATFORD-ON-AVON

BRANCHES AND INSPECTORS EVERYWHERE
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that we have declined because we believed that

certain advertising which was offered was below

our standard. It was not only good morals but good
business to decline it. Our pages have become the

more valuable to advertisers of rectitude and
standing. As a result, we have always more applica-

ations for special advertising positions than we can

satisfy. For some we have applications three deep.

WE are proud of the fact, and we are sure that

every one of our readers, when he or she

comes to think about the full significance of the fact,

will be proud also, that we are giving satisfaction

to our advertisers as well as to our readers. For it is

largely with our advertisers' money that we have made
The Countryman what it is, and it will be largely

with their money that we shall keep on improving it.

We are proud, also, of the high artistic level which
many of our advertisements reach. The brains and
taste (as well as honest dealing) which are put into

advertising nowadays are pleasant things in British

industrial life. Since the War there has been as

great an advance in the personnel and practice

of advertising as in the position of women. We
are proud further, of the fact that, by reason of the

quality of our advertisements, we have persuaded

readers, who in the past, as they tell us, have given

a cursory glance at advertisements, to look at ours

with interest and appreciation. This is the kind of

testimony which frequently reaches us when readers

renew their subscriptions:

‘I have enjoyed every word of The Countryman, and

not least the advertisements.* (Glasgow.)
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‘I read the advertisements in the same way as I read the

articles.’ (London).

‘If many of your readers are like me, they must be rather

at a loss to know exactly why they find themselves^ quarter

after quarter^ reading the advertisements* (London).

‘That advertisement for Buoyant chairs strikes a friendly

and understanding note.’ (Sydney, N.S.W.).

‘Equally attractive to reader and advertiser.’ (Canada).

‘The reader’s interest (in the advertisements) is just as

strong at the front or back of the magazine.’ (Bath).

‘I hope your advertisers pay you well for you have done

more than anyone has ever done to make people first tolerate,

and then like advertisements^ (Edinburgh).

But it was only by offering an original induce-

ment to advertisers, the opportunity of facing

matter, that The Countryman was able to obtain

the nourishment necessary for a strong and healthy

childhood. If The Countryman is now lusty, if

it is able to be of service at a critical period in the

rural history of Great Britain, if our contributors

are of the best — since we can afford to pay them, if

The Countryman is, as the Press and our readers

keep writing, unrivalled in its sphere, it is because

discerning advertisers (for value received) have

fed it. For this we have our advertisers very much
to thank, and our readers for their interest in our
advertisers, and our contributors for the pains

they have taken - since, when all is said, it is the

writing that attracts the advertising. There has

been no secret about our editorial method. At The
Countryman office we have never sat with wet
towels round our heads trying to find out what our
public wants. We print what interests us, dwellers
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THE SIXTEEN BURNHAM SALOON

Howwould^onjudge a car’sworth?
Few people would question that

the first and foremost quality

which a car should possess is

dependability.
Then, the vital factor—appear-
ance. We all value coachwork
which not only is good to look
upon but which is good and
practical mszde . . . with wide
vision, ample headroom, airiness

and comfort. When cars are

appraised in this manner, choice
becomes easy. For the Austin

satisfies all these essentials.

Outstanding dependability is in-

separable from the name Austin.
The new bodies are striking in

their good looks, their comfort,
their completeness of equipment,
which even includes folding
occasional tables, folding foot-

rests, and arm-rests.

And remember, in every Austin
you obtain ungrudging, care-free

service, for many, many years.

See your nearest Austin dealer.
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READ THE AUSTIN MAGAZINE: 4^. EVERY MONTH
The Austin Motor Co. Ltd., Lon^brid^e, Birmingham, Showrooms, also Service Station for Austin
Seven : 479-483 Oxford St., London, W.i. Showrooms Service Station; Tolland Park Hall,W.ii
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in a hamlet, countrymen and countrywomen, with

a wide, cheerful, abiding interest in the country

and a sincere concern for its future. And we print

our articles just at the length at which our interest

is keen, and not a line longer. After the first number
of The Countryman came out there were friends,

who, in the goodness of their hearts, addressed us

on ‘the essential character and type of a review’,

the ‘length to which articles in a review should

properly extend’, and so forth. But we have dared

to take our own peculiar way, and we shall continue

to take it, for we believe that what interests us,

and just as much as interests us, will interest most
of our much occupied readers, for we are not

providing a periodical for idlers. We are writing

for intelligent and therefore busy people. We have

all of us far more to read than we can get read. For
articles the writers of which take a page to get

started, and quarter pages in which to get breath,

and more than a page to get stopped, The Country-
man has no use.

Getting back to our innovation of having

some facing-matter advertising in a quarterly —
a practice long accepted in the weekly reviews —
although we have been glad to change from the

right to the left the advertising pages which face

reading matter, and have now a senes of particularly

pleasant-looking advertisements in the front of The
Countryman, we would not willingly destroy the

camaraderie of reader and advertiser in our pages

by thrusting all the advertising regardlessly to the

front and back. The advertising is much more
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Your dealer will be glad to bring a tractor to
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easily read divided up as it is into three sections.

We have tried to do something which has not been

done successfully before, to bring the review reader

pleasantly into touch with his benefactor, the

advertiser - in our pages, usually a type of advertiser

who not only aims at pleasing the discriminating

eye but at serving a discriminating taste. Men and
women who live in the country, away from the

shops, are specially indebted to advertising, and, as

has been seen from the letters of our correspondents,

read The Countryman advertisements with particu-

lar appreciation.

I
T has been heavy (but joyful) labour running The
Countryman. In the course of an extremely busy

life we have never worked harder, and not until

last year have we done anything with our modest
profits but spend them on increasing our staff and
the number of our pages. But now we take out a

trifle for ourselves so that The Countryman can

look us honestly in the face. Our hands have been
strengthened during the four years that have gone
by daily letters of kindness and understanding from
all parts of the world. Few reviews are blessed with
more unseen friendship. There is no mystery
about the way in which The Countryman, though
not largely displayed, perhaps, in shops and book-
stalls, where people are not over ready to put

down half-a-crown at once for a magazine they have
not examined, has made its way into every corner

of Great Britain, into every Dominion, into the

United States, and into most foreign countries.

It was started as a subscription periodical, and it is
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chiefly a subscription periodical still, gaining new
readers by the recommendation of old ones. ‘I

love The Countryman and now subscribe,’ writes

a Vancouver reader. ‘I went to see some friends

and started to tell them about it, how delighted I

was with the copy a relative had sent me, and

-

would you believe it? — I found they take it in. The
day I received my first copy a friend came in and
picked it up and was fascinated with it, so much so

that I generously said he could take it with him and
read it. Well, he took it, and a friend went to his

house and the same thing happened, and the result

is that I have only just received it back again.

And so on 1’ A London publisher, whom we have

never met, was so good as to write, ‘Most of the

Press is too ramified for the personal work which
makes The Countryman really salty.’ ‘This letter

has rather run away with me’, a Danish reader says,

‘but your magazine has a more personal tone than

is common.’ But we might quote interminably.

May we add that it is our own birthday this

month as well as The Countryman’s? We
are just thirteen times as old as our progeny — older

than a man usually is at work like editing - unless

he feels in his heart that the work he is privileged

to do is worth while. It has been a great privilege

to found and edit The Countryman at a time when
a firm faith in the future of our land was never more
necessary. We do believe in its future. Our hope

is that The Countryman will gradually draw to

itself young men and young women who believe

also, and have the moulding of that future.
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zAs It Seems to Some of Us
To be a Seeker is to be the next best Sect to a Finder, and such an one shall

every faithful humble Seeker be at the end. Happy Seeker, Happy Finderl-

Cromwell

The Poacher's Ferret

F
rom the reports we see of the proceedings at

petty sessions there is evidently some doubt
about the precise powers of a gamekeeper when he
meets, trespassing on the land of his employer, a

man ‘in search or pursuit of game or conies, contrary

to the Game Act 1831,8. 30’. May he take the tres-

passer’s ferret and his nets and the bag or bags in

which the same are contained, as we notice one
keeper did the other day? The answer is. No. If

he does take them, he takes them at his peril. Section

36 of the Act gives the keeper and other persons

specified the power, if any person be found in search

or pursuit of game, and have in his possession game
which shall appear to have been recently killed, to

demand the game so found, and in case the same
shall not be immediately delivered up, to seize and
take it from him for the use of the person entitled

to its ownership. It will be seen, therefore, that the

keeper’s power of seizure is limited to game, and
does not extend to a ferret, net, or other contrivance

by means of which the game may have been brought

into the possession of the trespasser. If a keeper

makes bold to seize and detain articles other than

game from a trespasser, the trespasser may ‘justify

a battery upon him in defence of his property’.

It must not be assumed, however, from what we
have written that there is no power to fake from a
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poacter anything other than game which shall appear

to have been recently killed. Another Act than

that quoted from, the Poaching Prevention Act,

i86-Z, provides that it shall be lawful for any con-

stable or peace officer, in any highway, street or

public place, to search anybody whom he may have
good cause to suspect of coming from land unlaw-

fully in search of or pursuit of game, and of having
in his possession game unlawfully obtained or any
gun, part of a gun, or nets or engines used for the

killing or taking of game. Should there be found
any game or any such article or thing it may be
seized and detained. In the event of a conviction

following proceedings against a person offending

against this Act, the defendant forfeits not only

the game but the gun, part of a gun or nets and
engines found in his possession. It will be observed

that the power of search, seizure and detention under
this Act is limited to a constable or peace officer

and does not include a keeper. It will also be
observed that the search must be made in a highway,

street or public place.

Macl^eilageWE much regret the death of Archibald Mac-
Neilage, the editor for so many years of the

‘Scottish Farmer', the best agricultural paper in the

world, if editing with personality and principles

counts. By the same test we are not sure that the

second-best rural journal is not from Scotland also,

the ‘Scottish Farm Servant’. The superiority, in

many ways, of the Scottish Farmers’ Union to the

English National Farmers’ Union, and the fact
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that Scottish agriculture maintains a saner attitude

towards politics than the English farming world
manages to do, have been due in no small measure
to the commonsense of MacNeilage. And the

Scottish farm servants, who value their Union and
theirown wit, resolution and merits beyond aWages
Board, owe no little to Joseph Duncan and his

candid, forceful, well-written journal. It is not

with the butter-boat but by plain dealing that

agricultural journalism can help agriculture, and
MacNeilage and Duncan have been preachers with

enough respect for their congregation and enough
regard for the agricultural cause to keep on telling

what they, at least, thought was the truth. Mac-
Neilage, atat 72, was in his editorial chair the

day before he died. The gift of ;^2,ooo and a piece

of plate, which his admirers offered him ten years

ago, showed the impression which was made by
his devotion to the best interests of rural life.

Out-of-DateWE have often wished that rural crematoria

were as common here as in Japan; but,

failing these, there are now crematoria in many
convenient cities. Ever since, in our teens, we wrote

a plea for cremation we have had a difficulty in

understanding just what incontestable reasons think-

ing men and women have to set against its manifest

advantages. The cemeteries of our great towns are,

aesthetically, psychologically and economically, one
of the most deplorable products of our civilisation,

and it is little understood what grim overcrowding

goes on in picturesque country churchyards. As
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for the acres and acres of good land that are wasted

under our burial system, much might well be said.

One thing is certain. No man or woman who
witnesses the decencies of cremation is ever likely

to countenance the burial of bodies when ashes can

be interred instead.

The Farm Tractor in Rhyme

They have got to the stage of verse with farm
tractors in Germany. We read about it in

‘Deutsche Landwirtscheftliche Presse’ :

Der Motorpflug stinkt und raucht

Und ist kaput - wenn man ihn braucht,

(O, tractors stink and tractors smoke,

Work ’em a bit, they go clean broke.)

This produced a riposte, also in a couplet, from
Deulakraft (the German school for tractor-drivers)

:

Ich hoV mir ^nen Mann von der Deulakraft her^

Jetzt Iduft er und er stinkt nicht mehr,

(I’ve got one of those drivers the tractor schools train,

And the tractor goes fine, and will ne’er stink again.)

A further rejoinder is from a director of some tractor

company:

Der Motorpflug verlangt mit Recht

^nen Fachmann^ keinen Ochsenknecht^

Dann stinkt und raucht und hockt er nicht

Und tut gehorsam seine Pflicht

(‘Tis right the tractor should demand
An expert, not a raw farm hand.

Then it won’t stink or smoke or rear

But do its duty like a dear.’)
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The Seven Farmers of Stratford

S
TRATFORD-ON-AVON has fame beyond
that brought it by Shakespeare and the great

Memorial Thtatre that a woman architect is

building there. Those of us who have a care for

the future of agriculture, and realise that it largely

depends on the stuff of which it is now made, are

sometimes encouraged when we think of Stratford

as the place where, just twenty-one years ago, seven

tenant farmers chatted in an underground tea-shop,

and, seeking for a way to draw the members of their

calling together, founded what came to be called

the National Farmers’ Union Mutual Insurance

Society. There was a notion of getting ‘the gentry’

in, but, we were once told, ‘the gentry backed out

because they consulted their solicitors’ ! The capital

subscribed by the farmers, and it was all that was
needed, was ;^I90, the office for the first twelve

months was a farmhouse, and the profits of the year

were ,^15. Now there are 45,000 farmers assured in

the Society, and profits are close on ,^400,000. The
farming class is almost ideal from an actuarial point

of view. Insurance officials are the best lives of all

(58.3 per cent, mortality between 25 and 61),

and after them men in banks (60 per cent.) and then

clergymen (63.9 per cent.), followed by farmers,

(67.4 per cent) and agricultural labourers (68.8 per

cent). Teachers tail away at 73.6 per cent, and
solicitors at 89.9 per cent. The Society pays

branch secretaries of the National Farmers’ Union
a considerable sum for acting as agents. This
enables the Union to secure a higher type of
secretary than it could otherwise pay for. There
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is certainly no activity in connection with the N.F.U.
which is doing more to keep in the pockets of
farmers the money that comes their way than the

N.F.U.M.I.S. Just as there were drinkers of water

before the Seven Men ofPreston invented teetotalism,

so there was plenty of mutual agricultural insurance

on the Continent before the Seven Farmers of
Stratford-on-Avon set to work. But their achieve-

ment is none the less noteworthy and praiseworthy.

It inspires a belief that Dr. Addison, in his hopes for

agricultural combination, may not be before his

time.

The Tragi-Comedy of a Gypsy School

NO further information has reached us about

the Gypsy School, the extracts from the

‘Remark Book’ of which (temp. 1852-55), repro-

duced in our last issue, have excited so much interest.

But Miss A. I. Harvey has been good enough to

send for our inspection a rather remarkable book, a

memoir of the wife of the Rev. John West, ‘Rector

of the Contiguous Parishes of Chettle and Farnham,
and Domestic Chaplain to the Right Honourable
Lord Duncannon’, who founded the school. Mrs.
West died two years after the accession of Queen
Victoria. The almost incredible advance from such a

book as this to Jeans’ ‘Mysterious Universe’, in

less than a century, is surely a stimulating thing.

Farm and Estate Magazines

S
OME time ago we called attention to Major
Keith’s magazine devoted to happenings on his

farm and the ideas which inspired its management.
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Now we receive from the Marquess of Camden’s
agent a copy of the Bayham estate magazine. It

has two hundred subscribers at sixpence a quarter,

and ‘practically pays its way’. Mr. Henry S. Eeles,

the agent, and Lord Camden’s chaplain, the Rev.

N. W. Lydekker, are joint editors. In the current

issue we notice a poem by the home farm shepherd.

EPISTLES FROM AN OLD HOMESTEAD
6. THE LIFE OF THE VILLAGE

Many a Bin introduced into Parliament is of
less advantage to the countryside than this

Bill to tell us what patent medicines are made of.

Few people realise the extent to which the villages

drug themselves. It is a discredit to the six-figure

circulation daily and weekly press to have told their

readers nothing of those analyses of patent medicines

published a quarter of a century ago by the ‘Lancet*.

Economy, economy, economy — as I sit at

Petty and Quarter Sessions, I constantly wish
that the newspapers I read and the people who are

reported in them would think more of Waste, waste,

waste. When I consider what these men and women
who come before us have cost the community at

school until they were thirteen or fourteen, and how
the community has, in effect, largely wasted its

money by caring so little under what influences

they came afterwards, I wonder, as so many people

have wondered, at the lack of commonsense with
which we govern ourselves. If my readers are not

sickened by religious and Party shindies over educa-
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tion, I do urge them, particularly school managers
and members of Education Committees, to spend

a half-crown on the second report of the Hadow
Committee, called The Primary School (H.M.
Stationery Office). Apart from the chief purpose of

the report -read it for new light on ‘retarded

children’ - there are in its pages several things that

stick in the memory. For example, ‘In three elemen-

tary schools in the poorer parts of London forty-six

per cent of young children had never seen any other

animal than a horse, a cat and a dog, sixteen thought

that a sheep was larger than a cow and twenty-three

per cent had never seen grass even in a London
park.’ But we have small cause to be cock-a-hoop

in the countryside, for is it not true that ‘in rural

areas the conditions inside the cottage are often

as close, insanitary and unwholesome as the condi-

dons inside the tenement of an industrial town’,?

A READER puts it to me that while a lot is said

and written about the losses that farmers and
fruit-growers sustain through birds, nobody seems

to have thought of doing the fair thing by the flocks

of starlings, pigeons or rooks by estimating the

value of the birds’ manurial contribution to the soil.

All living creatures, except man (outside such

sensible countries as China and Japan) return to the

soil in fertiliser a large proportion of the nitrogen,

potassium and phosphorus they consume in their

food. (No doubt the nitrogen is easily lost tempor-

arily. Ultimately, however, it must all be re-

absorbed in the great cycle of nature.) I put the

problem to the erudite Sir John Russell, chief of
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Rothamsted, the first agricultural station in the world

in two senses of the phrase. His kind reply is as

follows: ‘Broadly speaking, 1,000 well-fed fowls

produce 224 lb. of good manure in twenty-four

hours. It is improbable that the birds of nature

are fed as well as the pampered poultry of a modern
farm, but if one assumed that they were, so as to

make the best case for them, and further, if one
assumed that two rooks or two seagulls equal one

fowl, two pigeons equal one rook, and two starlings

equal one pigeon, one can make a rough estimate as

follows: Assuming a ten-acre field has working on
it for a total of ten hours:

Birds Manure
100 rooks ... ... ... .45 lb. per acre

100 seagulls ... ... ... .40 lb. per acre

100 pigeons ... ... ... .23 lb. per acre

100 starlings ... ,11 lb, per acre

1. 19 lb. per acre

With a total of 400 birds on a ten-acre field the

manure distribution is 1.2 lb. per acre. The
same number on a five-acre field would be 2.4

lb. per acre. A normal dressing would be about

1,000 lb. per acre.’

Nine miles from Felmersham in Bedfordshire,

where the author of our ‘Grave-Digger’s

Diary: 1763-1831’, lived, and a little farther from
Carlton, the home of Parson-Farmer Rogers, lies

the village of Dean, sevenjmiles away from a railway

station. Five winters ago some young men thought
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they would like to attend a class. A representative

of the Workers’ Educational Union offered talks

on ‘Country Life of the Past’. But several people

said they were not interested in the past. What
they would welcome would be talks on the future.

So there was a class on ‘How we are Governed’,

average attendance twenty-five, mostly men and

boys. Next year the tutor, who travels forty-eight

miles, and has had fogs, floods and snow to contend

with, proposed ‘English Social Life in the Past’,

and got an attendance of thirty, including this time

a few women. The year after the same subject

brought thirty-seven all told. Twelve months later

the subject was ‘Pages from Bedfordshire History’,

the attendance being thirty-three men (nineteen

unmarried) and thirty-three women- (seventeen

unmarried). Last year sixty-nine registered for a

course on the ‘History of Familiar Things’. The
population of Dean, from which Miss Dalton is

kind enough to send us this information, is 339.
I may add that the Idbury carpentry class for

men and women together, of which some particulars

have been given in The Countryman, was continued
last year with an increased attendance, and with the

commendation of the county’s inspector. Our
fortnightly undenominational, non-Party ‘Village

Neighbours’ meetings on Sundays have become
larger and larger, although we issue no bills and do
not ordinarily announce at a meeting who will be

the speaker a fortnight later. An indication of the

extremely wide variety of topics which have been
the subject of the talks is given by the following

list of some of the speakers

;
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Chief Administration:

7 Chancery Lane, W.G.2

Playeks
'NO3

Virginia Cigarettes

10 for 8°- 20 for 1/4

50 for 3l3 100 for 614
Also in Flat Pocket Tins of 50 at 3l4

ARTHVR.J'DIX
ARTIST IN ' STAINeO ' CSbASS
^ lOlOOWiaiSTREeT

LCSSDC»^WC-1

liiliil
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Actress, Farmer, Peeress, Director of Education, Farmer’s

Wife, Author, Naval Captain, Magistrate, Peer’s Daughter,

Ex-Prison Schoolmaster, Meteorologist, Principal of College,

Poor Law Institution Master, Trade Union Secretary,

Printer’s Reader, B.B.C, Expert, Cooper, Deputy Lieuten-

ant, Miner, Poet, Musician, Solicitor-General, Factory

Girl, Editor, Landowner, Parliamentary Candidate, Artist,

Poetess, Baronet, County Councillor, Agricultural Scientist,

Wireless Expert, Director of Handicrafts, Fruit Grower,
Schoolmaster, Banker, Clergyman, Lecturer, Surgeon,

Engineer, Potter, Authoress, Signalman, Teacher, Soldier,

M.P. and M.C., Undergraduate, Art Master, Builder,

Printer, Peer, Doctor and visitors from Japan, Italy, America,

South Africa, New Zealand and West Indies and members
of The Countryman staff.

The hymns are of a non-theological type and for

prayer is substituted a minute^s silence. Before the

talk a passage of Scripture, of which a practical

application can be made, is read, and also any stirring

piece of scientific intelligence of the preceding

fortnight. On the black-board there is a motto
— new at every meeting and not sanctimonious —
which some child reads aloud. The audience, which
comfortably fills the school, is mainly composed of

farm workers^ families. A collection, of course.

Have YOU considered
The family man being pen-

sioned offj the public school

TnpT T boy starting out 5 the farmer who is ambitious— to

O V-J X Xi all these South Africa ojBfers low taxation, cheap land,

AFRICA
labour, living and education, scope for sport and

work, a glorious climate Hke England’s best. The
1 820 Association gives practical advice and assistance

7
to intending settlers. Write to Secretary, Dept. C4.,

for ‘The Settlers* Guide.*

1820 MEMORIAL settlers’ ASSOCIATION

199, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.I
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can sec
with ^ *

half an eye

that that’s a

‘Nugget’ shine

Their very brilliance

bespeaks their daily

acquaintance with
* Nugget ’

; and what
else could keep such
old friends looking so

young?

No shoes need look
*off colour’ for want
of a 'Nugget’ shine,

for there’s a 'Nugget*
Polish for every shade
of shoe

NUGGET
BOOT POLISH
Black, Tan, Dark Brown,

and other shades

3d* and 6d*
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SUNSHINE
THUN

WHIC^lTEfN

Sunsmne Biscuit Bakery^ GLASGOW, G.5
Sole makers of Tibiit Wheafen Biscuits and Bermaline Biscuits
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SPEEDING UP
I Each generation brings a call for greater

§ speed in all phases of life. Even an in-

§ novation soon becomes old-fashioned

§ and the need for speed more insistent

§ as time goes on. To meet the

§ present need for accelerated ser-

§ vice in the cleaning and press-

§ ing of Men’s Clothes our

§ organisation is planned

§ so that no order shall

§ remain in our
§ Works for more

§ than a/ew days

%

^ ^
.

AchflleScrmK
^ Head Office & Works: Biackhorse Laae^ Walthamstow, London, E.l 7

^ We have published two attractive little Books Illustrated by
K Norman Keene. One for Ladies, ‘Most Women Do’, and

^ one for Gentlemen, ‘ Isn’t u True 1
’ We should like to

ft send you copies of one or both. May we ?

% BRANCHES AND AGENCIES ALMOST EVERTWHERE
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j
THE FURIPA mitt

I

I For Shooting, Fishingf Qolf, |

I Winter Tennis, Qardening and |
1 Outdoor Use in Cold Weather 1

Leaves the fingers and grip

free, but keeps the hs^ds
and wrists warm and

supple.

The freedom and grip of a

bare hand with the cosy

warmth of a fiir glove.

Stocked by Leading Stores and Outfitters

In case of difficulty in obtaining the Mitts, a Post Card to the
Manufacturers will bring the name of the nearest suppliers

I DERWENT MILLS Ltd. MATLOCK |
^IIIIIIIIIIillllltiltlilltlllllilllltBlilllllllllllllllltllllllilinilHIilllliUllllllillltlllllRIlililS
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Mr. J. B. Priestley

J
N America there are gentlemen

called barker They stand in

front of the shows and bellow their

attractions to the whole shrinking

world. That is my r6le here^ and
proud I am to bark for The Lon-
don Mercury, I know no other

I

periodical—I cannot eoen call to

mind one of the past—that would

have given hospitality to authors

and stories so various.*

All that public of persons with taste should make
a point of reading The London Mercury. It

commands the best work in contemporary journal-

ism and is ^hospitable to every sort of sane

eooperiment*.

Monthly, 3s. Yearly, 36s.

Send 3s. for two specimen copies

The London Mercury
229 Strand, W.C.2
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Don’t scrape the chin smooth:

wipe it with a razor that feels

like a finger. It’s easy ifyou use

SHAVING CREAM
In large tubes, of your Chemist, is. 6d.

Maiie by the manufacturers of Eutkymol Tooth

Paste

FREE SAMPLE OFFER

A trial tube ofShaving Cream will

be sent on receipt of a post card

PARKE, DAVIS & Co,

Dept. lA, 50 Beak St., London, W.l
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<L/^ ^lea for Cremation

/CREMATION is no new thing. As far as history

will carry us back, we find it in common use, some-
times alone and sometimes side by side with burial. The
main argument in its favour is based on principles of sanita-

tion. Disease germs breed freely in the soil, and since every
body contains germs of one kind or another, it follows that

every corpse that is buried in the soil constitutes a direct

menace to the health of the community.

Does not the existence of ceme-

teries in and around every town
and city point to a gigantic and

altogether unjustifiable waste of

extremely valuable and productive

land? And what an eyesore many
of these graveyards are! Go to

any cemetery you like, and you
will see neglected graves.

It is infinitely better that one*s

final resting place should be within

the wails ofsome beautiful Colum-
barium, or mingled with the

earth unfettered and undisturbed

in the sunlight, among the birds,

the flowers and the trees.

Yet another argument which
carries more force than most of us

care to think of, is based on the

fact that cremation prevents the

possibility of burial alive. Lest

it be argued that the complete

and immediate resolution of the

human body to its component
elements would facilitate the task

of the poisoner, it should be stated

that most complete and adequate

precautions are taken in every

country to verify the cause and

fact of death before cremation.
In Great Britain the law requires

that two doctors should certify

to this effect and the certificates

must be reviewed and cremation
authorised by an appointed medical
referee.

Cremation offers facilities for a
return to the ancient custom of
Church Burial. It is easily

arranged by any undertaker, and
is an infinitely more respectful

method of disposing of the dead.

No one who has witnessed the

slow and lingering horrors of
burial can dispute this statement.

It you have any doubt on
these points, or would like to know
about the arrangements and facili-

ties provided at the zz Crematoria,
an illustrated brochure and pros-

pectus of life membership of the

Cremation Society will be for-

warded post free on application

to The Secretary, 23 Nottingham
Place, London, W.i. Telegrams,
‘Crematorium,* London. Tele-
phone, Welbeck 4168.

a. - of Cremation* in next number
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KEEP IN TOUCH
Don*t rely on the tardy delivery of your newspaper
to keep in touch with current news, market prices,

etc.; instal a Philips radio set and listen in to the
news and fat stock prices broadcast daily, as well as
to the numerous entertaining programmes of all

descriptions. Thus you can use your Philips recei-

ver for business and pleasure.

A Philips 4-valve all-electric set used with Philips
moving coil loud-speaker Type 2109 is the ideal radio
combination for the perfect reception of a wide
variety of programmes with a minimum of trouble
and expense. Operated entirely from the A C. elec-

tric light mains, the cost of upkeep is negligible. It

has only one knob to turn to bring in station after
station.

Philips De Luxe 4-valve all-electric receiver, Type
2511, price £35,
Philips Moving Coil Loudspeaker type 2109, price
£9 10s.

Or on Hire Purchase Terms.

ALL- ELECTRIC RADIO
Made by me raauuf.ic.urcirs ot me famous Pftilips Argctua elettdc

lamps, commercial and industrial fittings and neon signs

PHILIPS LAMPS Ltd., Philips House, 145 Charing Gross Rd., London, W.0.2
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LONDON£.15.GROVER'

SIMPLEX
LEAD GLAZING

PATENTED

For Roofs, Skylights and Horticultural Work

Trade

Mark

THE MINNIS BAY HOTEL, Birchington-on-Sea
(The noted North Kent Golfing Hotel)

Verandah on three sides of the building glazed with SIMPLEX Steel Bar
Glaanng. Note the neat appearance of the work. SIMPLEX is ideal for

maintaining emciency in the most exposed positions

WRITE OR PHONE FOR ILLUSTRATED PARTICULARS
FREE OF CHARGE

Sole Manufacturers

GROVER & COMPANY, Ltd.
BRITANNIA ENGINEERING WORKS

CARPENTERS ROAD, STRATFORD, E.15
Fiene-— Ttlegrami-^

MARYLAND 2446 ADOPTED, PHONE, LONDON
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and Safe Fire

Protection
In every type of building from
warehouse to city art gallery, from
newspaper offices to country man-
sion the Grinnell has rendered

invaluable service for forty-three

years. Day and night the Grin-

nell is always ready for action.

Immediately flames break out a

flood of water pours down without

human aid and a loud £re alarm is

automatically sounded outside the

building. Not a single life has

ever been lost in a Grinnell pro-

tected building.

Send for full details of the Grinnell

Sprinkler System.

FIRE PROTECTION, ELECTRICAL, HYDRAULIC

AND TEXTILE ENGINEERS

PARK WORKS ; MANCHESTER

mmmammmmmmammmmmmmmmmmmmmamm
And at PARK HOUSE. GL SMITH STREET, LONDON, S.W.1

$
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ST. DUNSTANS
SPORTS & GARDEN NETTING

is

THE FINEST NETTING MADE
Fruit and Sweet Pea netting, Tennis nets,

Boundary nets. Golf-driving nets, Cricket nets,

Tennis-ball bags, Rabbit purse nets, Pig nets.

Goat feed nets. Onion nets, Ckicken nets,

Horse hay nets

HAMMOCKS from 12$. 6d. to 19s. 6d.

ST. DUNSTANS
NETTING

is made by War-blinded

men. Most of these net-

tersaredisabled in addition

to their blindness

Please send for quotations

to;

SALES ORGANISER
St. Dunstan’s

RAGLAN STREET
Kentish Town

LONDON, N,W.5

Tie up your plants witJb

GREEN RAFFIA TAPE
to pin on your coat or

hang on a handy branch

125 or 250 yards without a knot

Complete in string container

r”'**

125 yards

10 id.

post 2d.

250 yards

IS. 6d.

post 2id.
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We say * for the upkeep’ because you
know as well as we do thatthe original

cost of the fencing itself is but a small

part of your total fencing costs. It is

the constant expense of repairs and
renewals that eat intomoney . It is eco-

nomical to buy wire that is made for

a permanent job - Rylands ‘CRAPO’
Galvanised Fencing Wire. Because

Plain Fencing Wire.

BarbWireon 220-yar<l

ofits inherent quality, it is easyto erect, reels, strand wire,

sure in its protection
,
and made to last

a lifetime. ‘CRAPO’ Galvanising is

armour against rust and corrosion Fence, etc.

Mahers of 'Swallow* Brand Wire Netting

Writefora sample of *Crapo* Galvanised
Wire and a list ofIronmongers in ywr
district who stoch Rylands Fencing
Wifes. All Rylands Wires bear their

name andjor a * Crapo * label. Play safe

and refuse wire marked 'foreign*

SPECIFY RYLANDS CRAPO*
gaivanisfd fencing wires

RYDANDS
BROS. LTD,
WARKiNcroir

crs.Sia

01
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U

THE FIELD
THE COUNTRY NEWSPAPER

The field is the only English news-

paper which deals fully with every form

of sport and with every aspect of life in the

country. Since its foundation in the middle

of the last century it has been recognised as

the leading authority in the world of sport,

out-of-door games and other country activities.

Its special articles are written by experts in the

subjects with which they deal, and its Letters

to the Editor, illustrated with photographs, are

a feature unique in journalism. There are

hours of good reading in the Field. It

is a paper which, once taken

in, is never given up

ONE SHILLING WEEKLY

The FIELDy The Field House, ^
Bream's Buildings, E.C.4

+11ISS1I]000000D00QQ00000B3^^
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Beet Sugar Factories

Anglo-Dutch Group

CANTLEY
KELHAM
ELY
IPSWICH
KING’S LYNN

English Beet Sugar Corporation, Limited (Cantlejr

and Kelham), Ely Beet Sugar Factory, Limited
Ipswich Beet Sugar Factory, Limited, and King’s

Lynn Beet Sugar Factory, Limited

General Secretary and Registered Of&ce^ : Alfined Wood,
Inveresk House, 346 Strand, W.C.a
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‘Quarrite’ Tennis Courts
Picture shews 21 Hard Tennis Courts,surfacedwith ‘Quarrite*

constructed in 1929 for the Corporation of Scarborough by the

Morgan Contracting and Engineering Co. Ltd., of Newcastle-

on-Tyne. ^Quarrite * Tennis Courts are of very even surface,

ever dry, and cost next to nothing to maintain.

Write to Makers

—

NEW NORTHERN QUARRIES Ud., Grange-over-Sand#, LANCS.

Four Oaks Sprayers

t
:e in 1895. Since tlien many varied types and

j

)rayers and whitewashers have gone from Four
the world's users. The four-gallon sprayer
U price £3 8s., carriage paid, has had the
lie of all. Many users have testified to its

ervice. Repays its cost quickly and lasts 25 years.

lowson Taylor, of Ruskin Pottery, says *We
i half-day whitewashing that previously occu-
ast two days and a half.*

I. B., M.R.C.V.S., says ‘ It’s splendid for lime-
washing my farriery and do^s’ hospital ; and
saves both time and wa+er in washing down
our house windows and Morris car.’ It sprays
creosote perfectly; and is often used in the
garden to spray roses and fruit trees

Order Note. Or wriie for List

of Many Types of Sprayers

FOUR OAKS SPRAYER Co.
Four Oaks, Birmingham, Eng.

Wire—* Sprayers, Four Oaks.’ *Pl]one—305 Sutton Coldfield
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ASTOLAT FENCING
for e'lpery purpose

PLAITBOARD - A neat and attractive interwoven

closeboard fencing, giving a beautifully rustic finish to the

garden. First made more than a decade ago, Plaitboard

has proved by the test of time its extreme durability

CLEFT CHESTNUT FENCING of

fiiyyftyyit h
TTTI ‘Trj"r"“ MANUFACTURE

I

I
soundly construc-

lii'i 1 ^ n i 1
*'” p M

1

PPWW the manu.

Buy the best and be proud of It

Screen and open Hurdles of all types. Heather Thatch-
ing, etc. Full particulars gladly sent on request

ASTOLAT CO., LTD.
23, PEASMARSH, GUILDFORD

^Phone: Shalford
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Green's Mowers are regular-

^

ly used on many famous

Golf Courses

C^EKS

Pifl
feii

By
Apftintmnt

•GRIFFIN' GARDEN
ROLLERS

With balanced handUes.

Sizes from 14xl4ins. Prices

from 42/6. Less Sp.c. forcash

A'
tier al 1,

you cannol 1

beat a GREEN’Sl

For green, fairway or private lawn there is a

Green’s Mower scientifically made to pro-

duce the perfect grass surface.
^

Whether hand, horse or motor, a Gre^ s

Mower will finish the job in quicker time

with a better result and at less cost, because

nearly 100 years’ experience is behind

every model. For faultless lawns, get a

GREEN’S. Used everywhere since 1835,

Obtainable from all leading Ironmongers

Send for fully illustrated Catalogue No* 56

Thos. GREEN & SON, Ltd.

^ Smithfield Ironworks,
LEEDS^ V and New Su^y Works,

Southwark St. S.E.I

^ ^ Est. 1835

GREEN'S ‘SILENS MESSOR' DB
LUXE gives a fine, even cutting sur-

face. Complete with eight adjustable

cutters, and fitted with ball-bearings

throughout. Prices:
12i». £12 10 0 lOin. £14 5 0
14in. £13 10 0 ISin. £15 0 0

Less S per cent, for cash

A GREEN’S IS A GREEN’S 20 YEARS AFTER
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Your Oippn

PERSONAL
Cigarette,
imprinted in

Gold with your

own personal

\INiriAL

‘SPECIAL ORDER,’
A CIGARETTE OF
Deluxe QUALITY,
definitely guaranteed

to be made from the

same high-grade Vir-

ginia as used in

cigarettes ^ /
7s. 6d.perioo ^ / 0
Popular price of '

PER 100, POST FREE
500 - 24s. 6d. x,ooo - 4$s. 9(1.

These prices arc only possible

because Rothman’s supply to

the smoker direct-by-post

OM Initial you desire im-

printed at iMs ineluskfe price

Inspiration

Invitation
to Wrife . . .

A Royal Portable in your
home takes the drudgery
out of correspondence.
The countless writing
tasks so often left undone
actually becomea pleasure.
You will write more on
the Royal, and the Royal
will write more for you

SEND YOUR REMITTANCE, PLEASE.
STATING INITIAL REQUIRED, TO

Dept. 72
S & 5a PALL MALL, LONDON, S.W4
Soiisfaaim suaranteed, or money refunded

Write Jar booklet

Portable Typewriters
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS, 75 Queen

Victoria Street, London, E,C.4
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PROGRESS

The records created in all departments of
the Halifax Building Society during 1930
indicate that the Society enjoys the confi-

dence and support of the public to a remark-
able degree. The figures for the year ending
31st January, 1931, are :

TOTAL ASSETS £70,047,3^8

INCOME FOR YEAR £35,983,510

NEW ADVANCES TO
BORROWERS £1 8,893,072

NUMBER OF OPEN ACCOUNTS 438,828

The wonderful position attained is proof of the
unexcelled facilities given to both borrowers
and investors for over 78 years
If you seek a safe and profitable Investment, or
if you need help to buy or build a house, the
Society is at your service

fp^rite for the Free Prcspectut to-day

HALIFAX
. Twe woRuis iAiiG£rr

BUILD/NG SOCIETY
General Manager: SIR ENOCH HILL

HEAD OFFICE; HALIFAX
LONDON: 124 CHARING CROSS ROAD, W.C.2
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Cgerton Butnetts
have specialised in pure wool fast dye Navy Serges for more than
half a century. Prices from 2s. 8d. (65 cts.) to 25s. lid. ($6.30)

per yd.

Establislied
nearly
60
years

Appointed
by many
Royal
Families

The excellence of E.B.*s Fabrics and Tailoring is confirmed by satisfied

clients.

*I have always been pleased wUh anything purchased from you.*

—

Miss N., Fife. 26/1/31

SUITINGS, COUNTRY TWEEDS, COATINGS, DRESS FABRICS.
FLANNELS, COTTONS, etc. Any Quantity Sold

SERGE SUITS - - from 84s. ($20.45)
SERGE COSTUMES - from 63s. ($15,35)

KNITTING WOOL BUNDLES. Excellent for
Socks, Children’s Garments, etc.

5s. for 1| lbs. post free. 10s. for 3 lbs. post free.

Odd lots i to 2 lbs. in various shades and qualities

PaMems and Measure forms sent with pleasure

SGEKTON BURNETTS, G. Warehouse, Wellington, Somerset

If you live in the country—

THE NEW ERA
•wiU keepyou in touch with the best educational thought of the day.

^cent contributions that attracted attention were:

Parent Responsibilities in Behaviour Problems in the

Child Training Nurser7

The Danger of Untruthfiil-
“ out of F^hion

ness towards Children
Choosing a ‘Prep’ School

XT Txr Wow to Study our Childrei
New Ways ofTeaching

gchool ‘Projects’

The Clash between the Holidays

Generations Playthings

Enjoy a free copy!

Ifym care to send to The New Era, ii Tavistock Square,
London, W.C.i, weshallbepleasedtopostyouacompUmentaTycopy

How to Study our Children

School ‘Projects’

Holidays

Playthings
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KILLS DENTAL DECAY GERMS WITHIN 30 SECONDS

If you prefer to try a sample first, send toyiept, 63A,
Euthymol, 50 Beak Street, Lonkon, W.X* for a trial tube.
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CHEAT BHltAIN S

For Comfort, Pleasure

and Health. 270 Bed-

rooms. Magnificent
Grounds of Ten Acres.

Rooms^ hot and cold

iiater^from ISs. per day

tnclusive. No branch

EstdbUshnents

WRITE FOR
ILLUSTRATED
PROSPECTUS

llilillilllllllllllliilllllllllllllllliilllllllllll

The Ill-treated Child

DO you realise that
there are very many

little children who exist in

daily misery? Tortured bodily
and mentally , , . barely covered
. .

.
pinched and hungry . • . they

sorely need the help of the
N.S.P.C.C
TheNationalSocietyforthePre-
vention of Cruelty to Children is

restraining cruelty aU over the
country.

Please send a gift to
William J. EllioU, Direc-
tor Victory HousCj
Leicester Square, London

W,C.2

Nb Si Pi Gi G*
THE
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Safeguarding

Whatever divergence of opinion there may be as

to the benefits of safeguarding industries politically,

few will be inclined to disagree with the ancient

injunction to ‘train up a child in the way he should

go.’

Few people have any idea of the appalling neglect

from which thousands of children suffer in early

life “just that period when the training should be

most careful.

Sometimes the cause is ignorance, sometimes it

is carelessness, sometimes it is intentional. The
result must be the same “ thousands of precious

young lives definitely ruined, unless somebody

comes to the rescue, and that without delay.

That somebody is

The Children's Aid Society

For seventy-five years past it has been seeking

out those in danger, and safeguarding their future.

Nearly one hundred thousand children from all

parts of the country have been rescued and helped.

It only costs 2s. a day to maintain and train a

child in the way he should go, but the magnitude

of the work compels the Society to beg for 10,000

a year to keep it going.

Mr. F. James, the Secretary, Victoria House,

1 17 Victoria Street, S.W.i. will gladly receive gifts

or supply further information.
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THE GARDEN SCHOOL
WYCOMBE COURT, LANE END, BUCKS

Boarding School for Girls and little Boys

Sound general Education on Modern Lines

School Orchestra. Exhibitions granted annually

to pupils learning stringed instruments.

The School stands in 6i acres on the Chiltem Hills,

Outdoor lessons. Camping. Animal Pets allowed

For prospectus apply to Prindpal, Mrs C. H. Nicholls

THE ENGLISH FOLK DANCE SOCIETY
FOUNDED BY CECIL 7. SHARE

Dancing in the Parks Hampstead Heath, June Sid and July 8th
Hyde Park, June 13th and June 20th
Greenwich Park, June 27th

Summer Vacation Schools Malvern, August 1st—16th
Amherst, U.S.A., August 11th—29th

Pariiculars can be obtained from

The Sscretarv, The English Folk Dance Society, Cecil Sharp House,
2 Regent’s Park Road, N.W.l Tel.: Gulliver 2206

Harper Adams Agricultural College
Public Residenta! College. Complete Practical and Scientific Courses in

Agriculture suitable iot Farmers, Land Agents and Colonists. Laboratories.
Farm- Dairy. Workshops. Experimental Centre in Dairy Husbandry and
Pig Husbandry. Courses open to Women Students.

National Institute of Poultry Husbandry
This Institute, created by the Ministry of Agriculture and the National

Poultry Council, is situated at the College, which thereby has become the
leading centre of poultry education. Forty acres under poultry. World
famous Laying Trials. Practical work a feature of all agricmtural and
poultry (worses.
For full particulars apply to the Principal,

H.A.A.C., Newport, Shropshire

Avoncroft College for Rural Workers
Men’s Course, Oct. 1931—-June, 1932

The Bledisloe Scholarship
providing full cost of residence and tuition, will he awarded to an

Agricultural or Rural Worker of 18-30 years of age
In making the award the Committee will be guided more by evidence

of cha»-acter than by standards of education.
Applications should be made before June 1st and should be addressed to

the WARDEN, Avoncroft College, Offsnham, nr. Evesham, firom whom
further particulars can be obtained.
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English Folk Cookery Association

Owing to the interest aroused hy the FIRST ENGLISH
FOLK COOKERY EXHIBITION, held in London

on January i6th, the First Annual Meeting was post-

poned until April. The date will be advertised the week

previously in the Personal Columns of TAe Times

F. White, Hon, Sec.^ ia Nevern Road, Earl’s Court, S.W.S

The STANDARD CATALOGUE of the

POSTAGE STAMPS of the WORLD
Published AunuaUy

936 ^ages and nearly 6,000 illustratiotis. All the njoorld

in one volume. The ideal catalogue for the general

collector. Price p. 6d, postfree anywhere, Write for

price list of sets
t
packets and albums^ sentfree on request

WHITFIELD KING & CO. Ipswich, Suffolk

INCORPORATED
SOCIETY OPAUCTIONED RS

AND LANDED PROPERTY AGENTS
Incorporated November 27th, 1924. Membership (over) 2,700
President (1931) : Major W. H. HAMILTON, T.D., J.P., F.A.L.P.A, (London

and Bniield}

*lt is essential to every profession that it should have a Society such as this which looks

after the interest of the profession, and also safeguards outsiders in dealing with

Members of that profession.’—Lori RusseU of KUlowen.

The Membership of the Society consists not only of some of the leading auctioneers

and estate agents in the country, but also includes a considerable proportion of rating

surveyors, valuers, claims assessors, and public servants whose duties relate to housing.

The designatory letters ofthe Society are F,A.L,P.A. (Fellow) and A AL.P.A. (Associate).

Entrance is now ordinarily by Examination. Tlie 6th Annual Sessions will be held

in April, 1931.

Full particulars from Mr, JOHN STEVENSON, F.I.S.A., Barrister-at-Law, General Secretary,

26 FINSBURY SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.2
Ttitfihmt: Metropolitan $078. TtUgr^phie Aidrtttl Fintptttrt, landm’
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CENTRAL HEATING
HOT WATER SUPPLY AND VENTILATION
For Town ftnd Country Residences and Buildings of

every description. Advice and Estimates Free

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO., LTD. ’Phone Hop. 1305
65a SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.1 (5 lines)

“DYMUTH”
(Regd. Trade Mark)

Destroys MOTH, SILVERFISH and all pests
that prey on clothes, upholstery, books, etc.

From Chemists and Household Stores everywhere

ONLY THE FLORENCE HAS
THESE FEATURES

FLORENCE
OIL COOKING STOVES

WICKLESS BURNER, Intensely hot
hlue flame (like gas)

NO WICKS. NO SMELL, NO SMOKE
or soot on the cooking utensil

NO TROUBLE, Heat of each burner
controlled by handle

ECONOMICAL. Burner gives intense
heat - so uses very little oil- fuel ischeap

FOCUSSED HEAT. The Florence'
burner is 2i inches from the cooking top
so that flame actually touches the
utensil

WELLFINISHED. Full range of models
(1 to 5 burners) with ovens built on the
principle of the ‘Baker’s* Arch, prevent-
ing food burning and cooking it evenly;
warming racks, etc. Beautifully flnished
—built to last for years

The ‘Florence’ is something more than
an oil stove—a really efficient ‘cooking
range,* to take the place of gas-anytime
and anywhere

WiiU for illiisirateA Booklet C1 , FREE —
STOVE €0,^ Ltd., 235 Blackfriars Rd., London,
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Useful Things for Country Folk

Nutting's Country House Combination

Drain & Chimney Clearing Sef
includes best three-feet cane rods with brass joints, clearing

wheel and rubber plunger for drain clearing. Also bass

brush, sheet, scraper, and hand-brush for chimney clearing.

And pipe clearer for unstopping small pipes; with special

clearer for w,-c. pans. All in lock-up case to hang on wall.

Prices from £5 6s. Od. to £7 5s. Od

Smaller sets from £1 lOs. Od. upwards. All carriage paid

Vlease askfor List No. 2Z

WM. NUTTiNG, 1 Smaiibrook St., Birmingham
HVmm’S HANDICRAFTS MATERIALS; Plyu’coi Bam,
Chair and Stool Frames All Materials and Tools for Handicraft
Workers. Please ask for 'Handicrafts List*

INHALANT
»peeay

Cold Cure
Simply put a drop on the handkerchief and breathe the

vapour. Perfectly safe
—‘Vapex* acts as a gentle stimulant

to the respiratory system. Wonderfully speedy because the

vapour kills the germs which cause the trouble. The sooner

*Vapex’ is used the sooner will your cold disappear.

0/ Chemists - 2/- and 31-^

THOMAS KERFOOT & CO., LTD.
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NEW GARDEN INVENTIONS
Apply for Illustrated Booklet giving prices^ etc.

Major C. Walker, Dept. G., Brecon,S.Wales

Transferable Fruit Gage
Protects two crops in one season

Adjustable Wall Tree
Protector

Proof against all frost, birds,
cold winds, wasps

Bush Tree Protector
|

For trees up to 8 feet in height

Removable Tennis Surround
Stands up as if in cement,
pulled up with one hand

Every kind of Netting

GRIT \
99% Carbonate of Lime

ThornhlU’s Limestone Grit
For Poultry, Chicks, Ducks, Pheasants, etc.

A complete grit. The best and cheapest.
No Oyster Shell or Flint required.

Supplied to: The National Laying Test,
Milford, Harper Adams Agricultural
College and many other equally well-known

Laying Tests, Colleges, Farms, etc.

2s. 6d. cwt., 128. 5 cwt., 44s. 20 cwt., f.o.r.

LIMESTONE FLOUR (for mineral mix-
tures and mashes)54s. cwt.

T. THORNHILL (The Pioneer of Lime-
stone Grit),GT.LONCSTONE, Derbyshire

.uwC Tballwhowanr
Tftt lowly LAWNS
•A book of expert, impartial advice

Send p.c, for ir now to

HT. RICHARDSON& Go.

Skeldergate Bridge

Works II, YORK

SPECIAL OFFER
Chimney Sweeping
aM Drain Cleaning Machines

30ft Red Malacca Canes,
ntted best brass screws &
sockets, 1 Sin. brass chim-
ney brush. Archimedean
Drain Cleaner included

20s.

^^RVJ^^^^Cashre-
9|Q^l%^p|^funded if

satisfied

30ft. 208.
40ft. 24$. fid*

50ft. 31s. fid.

60ft. 36s. fid.

70ft. 418. fid,

80ft. 4Ss.
lOOft. 598. fid.

These are best quality.

We no longer supply the 2nd quality

BUCK& MOSELEY (DeptC.1)

63NewOxford St.. l.(mdo!i,W.C.t
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
Near Torquay. -* Charming little property for sale freehold.

Recently built, superior Cottage, 6 rooms, large outbuilding. Situated

in own grounds 3 acres. Q,uiet farming village. Half-acre attractive,

productive garden, flowers, vegetables, acres meadow. Orchard 70
choice fruit trees. Very healthy, sunny position. Beautiful unin-

terrupted views Dartmoor hills, glorious sunsets. Rates low. Possi-

bilities profitable development. Inclusive price ,^1450.
- ‘Freeholder,’

c/o Countryman, Idbury, Kingham, Oxford.

Poultry Farming for Girls- Thorough, practical, theoretical

training on modem farm. Lectures, examinations, healthy life. -
Salaried posts found for capable Students. — Prospectus, Miss Harrison

Bell, Sisservemes Farm, Welwyn, Herts. (London 25 miles).

Silver Fox Farming is the most profitable country occupation

and easily learnt. Our 1930 profits were 65 percent. Our herd represents

the pick of 9 different ranches. Pelts of these strains have realised

^125 in open auction. Pedigreed, registered, acclimatised, prolific stock

for sale. Tuition free. Buy British bred stock from those whose

interest and backing ensures your success. Buy your fur direct from the

farm, saving 33 and one-third per cent. Write Sussex Fur Farm, Five

Ashes, Near Mayfield. Telephone : Hadlow Down 38.

Cottage in Country. - Wanted for August. - Southern, Balliol

College, Oxford.

Wanted. - North Oxfordshire or Broadway district preferred. Old

house, 2 or 3 reception, 3 or 4 bedrooms (6 in all). Small garden and

paddock. Room f^or horse and trap. Hillside, south aspect. Box 17,

The Countryman.

‘COUNTRYMAN’ DIRECTORY
Birds^ Rc^al Society for the Protection of: 82 Victoria Street, S.W.l, For

the protection and preservation of Wild Birds
BoySj Home for (500) Little Boys, Farningham: South Darenth, Dartford,

Kent. For illustrated booklet apply Secretary
Camping Club of Greed Britain and Ireland: 2 Greville Street, Hatton

Garden, E.C.1
Commons and Footpaths Preservation Society: 71 Eccleston Sq., Belgrave

Road, Westminster, S.W.l
Country Gentleman’s Association, Lid,: Carlton House, Regent St, S.W.1
Food Education Society: 29 Gordon Sq., W.C.1, Museum 3433 (3 lines)

Little Theatre, Citizen House, Bath: loans excellent stage costumes, pro-
perties, curtains, and sends out play producers

National Union of Agricultural Workers: (W. Holmes, General Secretary),

Headland House, 308 Grays Inn Road, W.C.1
P.N,E,U, & Parents’ Union Correspondence School: 26 Victoria St., S.W.1
Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals: 105 Jerm3ai Street,

S.W.1. Tel. ‘Cruelty, London’. Over 1,600 branches and auxiliaries

Scapa Society for Prevention of Disfigurement in Town and Country: 71
Eccleston Square, Belgrave Road, Westminster, S.W.1

Women’s Farm & Garden Assodatim: 29 Park Road, Upper Baker St., N.W. 1
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List or Avvftnrts'ErLS - continued

TO THE BENEVOLENT
Children’s Aid Society - - 213 N.Y.K. - - ~ « - 184
N.S.P.C.C. ----- 212 Osborne Hotel (Torquay) - - 168
St. Dunstan’s - - - - 200 P. & O. - - - Cover, page 2
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G.W.R. 8 E.M.G. Gramophone - - - 120
Italian State Railways - - 184 Ever Ready - - _ 5
Memorial Settlers - - - 189 Murphy Radio - - - - 170
Morris 10 Philips Radio - - - - 197

NOTICES
The Countryman is 28. 6d. quarterly or los. (or $2.50, 62 franca,

10 marks or 9 rupees) a year, post free, direct from the Office, Idbury,

Kingham, Oxford. It is also on Sale at or can be ordered from all

Railway Bookstalls, Booksellers, and Newsagents.

MSS., Sketches and Photographs are carefully considered, and arc

paid for immediately on publication. When the sender’s name is written

on them and stamped envelopes are enclosed, it is the rule to return what
cannot be used, but no responsibility for safety while in the Editor’s

hands or in transmission can be accepted. Intending contributors should
pay special attention to the scope of the review and to succinctness.

Suggestions Jor increasing the <value and usefulness of The Countryman
are mjekomed.

Competition Answers.- i. Gertrude Bell. - 2. Pepys.

BACK. NUMBERS AND BINDING
It is a pity not to be able to refer Set for a Year supplied and
quickly to Back Numbers, even if bound, with index, 15s. post free

YOU don’t bind, as many readers do. (except Vol. I, now £i)»

Indexes (with Titlepages) for

Volumes I, II, III and IV, is. Complete Set 4 years suppHcd

each, post free. and bound, 5. od.)

Back Numbers 28, 6d. each (ex-

cept April, 1927, now ys. 6d.), Reader’s Set for aYearBound
post free. including Index, 6s. post free.

Countryman, Idbury, Kingham, Oxford

5 If you share The Countryman’s point of

view and have skill that might be useful to

us we shall be glad to hear from you.
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Modern Glasshouses
Embodying distinct advantages

in design, construction and
equipment, as the result of many
years’ experience as specialists

in this class of work

GARDEN FRAMES in great variety

for all pttrpotes. GREENHOUSE
BOILERS and all Heating Requirements.

Special Catahgue (C) ms request. Estimates

free

MESSENGER& CO., LTD.
Horticultural Builders and Heating Engineers

LOUGHBOROUGH, Leicestershire

London Office! tia, VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.i

Telephone: 6qi Loughborough; tzog Victoria, Loudon
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HOLLYGROVE
CONSTRUCTION WORKS
STAINES ROAD : HOUNSLOW : MIDDLESEX

METAL CRAFTSMEN

Hand wrought gates, grilles, well heads, weather

vanes, and interior domestic ironwork

Sketches

and prices

submitted

to clients’

individual

ideas

4-feet

wide
Gate

Design
No.

13730

Example

of our

Hand

Wrought

Work

Price

;^l8 lOS.

For TENTS §00 P*ge ^4%. 1*IST OF AOTEKTISERS, Page 220
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Rural Service Association

Scotland, Ltd.

popularly known as the ‘R.S.A/3 is a Society of

LandownerSj Land Agents, Farmers, and others

interested in the land. The work is divided into

the following departments

:

Expert Advice and Assistance

Purchase and Supply of Estate Requisites

Sale of Seeds after careful Tests

Manufacture of Agricultural and Horticultural

Preparations

Buildings, Decorations, Electrical Installations,

Central Heating, Water Supply, etc.

Landscape Gardening

Tennis Courts

Management of Estates and Farms
Sale and Letting of Estates and Farms
Sale of Live Stock, Timber and other Produce

Publishing

Employment Register

*The Countiyman * quarterly and the Price Book and Catalogues Jorm the official

Publicaitons of the R.S.A,

DIRECTORS
Major C. FA.LCONAR STEWART, M.C., Feddal, Braco, Perthshire

Lt.-Colonel BRYCE ALLAN, O.B.E., T.D., Arcs, Tobermory, Muii
Major ROBERT ROSS, 48 Westbourne Gardens, Glasgow, W,2

A. G, TURNER, Managing Director

Membership, The subscription is 21s. per annum, which covers the cost of the

official publications and entitles members to all privileges. There is no further liability.

Members may also become shareholders with limited UabiUty. The holding of too fully

paid 6 per cent. Preference Shares of £i each entitles the holder to all membership
privileges free.

Applications for Membership and all correspondewie should be addressed to

THE SECRETARY
22 Royal Exchange Square, Glasgow, G.1

Tel. No. Central 2516 Tel. Add. ‘Countryman, Glasgow’
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WHY BE CONTENT
WITH 5“/o?

Yott can get a Quaranteed 7%, 10%, 15%
or even 20% according to age

Do what many others are to-day doing: sell your stocks and
shares and buy a *Sun Life of Canada' Annuity with the proceeds.

A retired professional man has doubled his income by making this

safe exchange. This *two years* Income in one* will be paid to him
every year as long as he lives. It will never fail. No more worry,

no more wondering how to make ends meet. Life is now a different

thing for him.

Think what it would mean to you—a far larger Income: an
absolutely safe Income: Guaranteed for your Life by a Company
with over 120,000,000 assets under strict Government supervision.

Write for full details of our Annuities, so that we can show you
how much better you can employ your Capital—^what a much larger

income you can enjoy, and how much safer it will be. Even better

terms are granted in cases of impaired health, and there are many
kinds of annuities, including -^ose with a guaranteed return oj

Purchase Price. Please give exact date of birth and amount of

Capital at your disposal.

FILL IN AND POST THIS FORM TO-DAY
or letter will do.

To H. O. LEACH (General Manager),
SUN LIFE ASSURANCE GO. OF CANADA,

(Incorporated in Canada in 1865 as a Limited Company)
26 Sun of Canada House, Cockspur Street,

Trafalgar Square, London, S.W.l

I have £ invested (or to invest) and shall

be glad to know what annuity this sum would purchase.

(Mr., Mrs. or Miss)

Exact Date of Birth
Countryman, July
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School Outfits by Swan & Edgar

Swan <£. Edgar's expert knowledge of
outfitting for every phase of prepara--
tory arid public school life enables

them to give parents the fullest pos-

sible service. The correct outfit for

any school in the country may be

obtained in the school-wear depart-

ment at Swan c& Edgar

Flannel Suits

Boys' Hygienic Flannel

Suits. Double seated, made
from a hard-wearing flannel,

in a medium shade. Jacket
with lined sleeves and wide
foreparts. Knickers with
white cotton detachable li-

nings. Good turnings and
repair pieces. Sizes to lit

ages 4 to

14 years lOS. UU.
Extra Shorts double seated,

and unlined 4s. Sd.

Boys’ Outfitting Lower Ground Floor

SWAN £EDGAR
PICCADILLY CIRCUS - THE HUB OF THE WORLD
Swan & Edgar, Ltd. London, W.l



Here is a rare 18th Century Silver Cream

Jug in the form of a Cow. But quite

apart from such period pieces, the clean-

ing of all silver is of the greatest im-

portance. It is best to use Silvo and be

absolutely safe and sure. For Silvo does

not scratch or corrode. It is guaranteed

entirely free from acid or mercury. It

is quick in action and lasting in the

mellow radiance it imparts.

RECKITT AND SONS LTD., HULL AND LONDON
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*Barfleuf' Hexagonal Tree Seats in various sizes Circular
Seats also available

Add
a

New
Charm
to your Garden

Nothing could look more attractive and dignified;

nothing prove so useful in your garden as a comfort-
able garden seat made from the seasoned teakwood of

one of Britain's Battleships. Stout and staunch, giving

a lifetime's service despite constant weather changes,

fashioned by men who are artists in design and
construction, Battleship Garden Furniture has a
definite and abiding appeal to all garden lovers

BATTLESHIP TEAKWOOD
GARDEN FURNITURE
Smd a postcard for

a catalogue showing
numerous examples
of this charming
furniture for out-

door and indoor use

THE
HUGHES BOLCKOW
SHIPBREA KING
CO. LTD, BAR'
FLEUR WHARF,
BLYTH, NORTH'
UMBEE LAND
*Ariadne* Seal, price £S 17s. Qd. to £S, according io siie



" Don't I keep telling you, Lassie, there’s nothing the

matter? , . . True, to-day my play was rejected for the

seventeenth time . . . True, last night Mildred flatly

and finally turned me down . . . True, my new shoes

are pinching like the deuce . - . But with a perfectly

good pouchful of Three Nuns in one’s pocket, who’d

be upset by little things like that? . , . Don’t be a

fiiss-‘poty Lassie!” * ^c

The rest is silence—and

THREE NUNS
the tobacco of curious cut— is, 2d. an ounce

J.4

For FREE SAMPLE send a postcard to Dept. R., Stephen Mitchell & Son, 36 St. Andrew
Square. Glasgow, Issued by the Imperial Tobacco Co. (0/ Gt. Britain & Ireland), Ltd.
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THE NATIONAL MARK
EGG SCHEME

benefits

THE PRODUCER
By securing a good market for increasing supplies of

English eggs.

By improving the technique of marketing, and stimu

lating the production of improved equipment for

testing, grading and packing.

THE DISTRIBUTOR
By setting up minimum weight standards.

By facilitating handling of supplies through efficient

methods of packing.

By supplying his need for regular supplies of graded

eggs of consistent merit.

THE CONSUMER
By providing a home-produced egg guaranteed as to

origin, tested for quality, fresh, and of clean and

inviting appearance.

LOOK FOR

THE NATIONAL MARK
ON THE EGG BOX OR CARTON

ISSUED BY THE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES

[|q

V

y'vmAi wVw ifMi/x ww tfwwnuVw wwwvvuwvw ww



BED-ROOM CHARM
How excellent the chamber wherein the fitment

he such of utility and to the eye pleasing withal

‘—windowed to the east to catch the first greeting

rays of morning—and above all a roomy bed

with ^or^eous billowy bedding whereon one may

sleep, rest, loll and sleep a^ain with ceaseless

ecstasy. How excellent

SOMNUS BEDDING
FOR THE REST OF YOUR UFE

Write us for Jis^s and ap/ents

THE BEDDING HOUSE OF RHODES
Carlton Cross Mills, Leeds and

Lotus $t, Nottin^ftam



SUMMER
SHELL
The seasonal Mending of

Shell gives you a petrol

more perfectly suited to

Summer temperaturesthan

is possible with any fuel

blended on a compromise

for all-the-year-round use.

NOWON SAMS
AT EVERY

SREM. PUMP
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HHHB ‘June days’
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ty »“t, lo^iy
RandaUtonviit Northern from the charming little book

Tms,’ («
workedon Old Bleach Linen ina published by The Old Bleach Linen
fioiuerandbutterfiydedgn^and Company, are appearing. With
ret thenew Embroidery Bookfree .111 c 1

^

ofcharge. TransferofCloth ij2.
help of the instructions.

Of Tea Cosy to match Id. written by an expert embroideress,

they are exceed- Allfour grades ofthefamow

inelv simnle to BLEACH EM-ingiy simple to broidery UNENS
\ \

work. A P.O. «<»»' bought at the

for any om ^‘LTs-
\\n»*®\ transfer will I^mlekcolo^

\J
—^ bring you the 45^ 5 Sendfor the names

GwmPSBBwiihinii^er. book Jree.

OLD BLEACH
OLD BLEACH LLNBN CO LTD RAHDALSTOIf'N NORTHERN IRELAND

Given EREE with tranter.



worn

every day
since

ever}’ day since and they have

had some very rough work on
glaciers and ice, climbing and
walking, and in brickyards and
deep mud. They have never let

me down and I am very heavy
on my footwear."

“ I have had two pairs of these

shoes, besides other shoes of

your make.

In June 1928 X purchased a pan

before going up to the Arctic,

and I have worn them nearly

LOTUS
VeUtsclioen Soots &: Shoen

Quaranteed Waterproof
from Lotus Dealers Everywhere

LOTUS LTD., STAFFORD & NORTHAMPTON
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ELEY &
KYNOCH
CARTRIDGES
for first class game

results at low cost

Briiish Cartridge Cases

and British Powders.

The best combination

—

proved scientifically

and in the field

Note for Supporters of Home Industry

—If a cartridge case is not marked

Eley or Kynoch it is not British made



l^efe is a “BLOSS” StoolotChak
to suit the Countryman’s Home, They are

dignified and artistic in appearance, sound in con-

"^Utruction and pleasing in price. Write for Free
, Illustrated List of many designs

FIRESIDE' CHAIRS from 5s. lid., DINING CHAIRS 78. 6d.,

^ ARM CHAIRS 13s. lid.
Handiaaft Workers supplied with Chair and Stool Frames,
also Rush and Seagrass, Coloured or Natural, for Seating

C. BLOSS ^.SONS Ltd.OPRINCESR!SBORODGH.Budc
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Letters from Mary Qoodbody

Give the Children
Vita-Weat
My dearest Amy,

You need never apologise for

‘worrying’ me about the chil-

dren. And I must say you’re

quite right about their teeth^ be-

cause whether they grow upwith
strong, sound teeth depends on
the care taken of them now.

If I were you, I should give them that nice Vita-Weat instead

of ordinary bread. It’s the wholewheat crispbread, you
know, that Peek Freans make. They’ll like it better than

bread, and its *crunchiness’ is the best thing possible for

their teeth. Also it’s packed full of those things they call

vitamins, and very good for the inside. I find that children

who eat Vita-Weat seldom or never need aperients.

If you ask Dr. Macdonald, he’ll tell you all about Vita-Weat.

And if you and James take to it yourselves, you’ll both feel

all the better for it. . . .

VilaWat
RBCa

THE BRITISH CRISPBREAD
Ceartons at IJS and lOd Packets at 6(L and 2d,

Made by PEEK FREAN Famous BiscuUs
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The Countryman

KELDY CASTLE, PICKERING, N. YORKS
The resilience o/P. B. Rickett, Esq.

Success after many thousands ofpoundshzd been spent

on failures

Specialize in Water Supplies for Country Mansions,
Estates and Farms

Guarantee a given supply according to requirements

Ask for no payment until success is assured

Do first class work only

Make a survey, report, advise and estimate for carry-

ing out the necessary works in detail

Give personal supervision to all works

Have carried out many hundreds of contracts to suc-

cess in all parts of the country

OFFER YOU OUR SERVICES

M. MULLINS
Water Diviner, Engineer and Contractor

Walmer ^Kent
Tdephone: DEAL 214 Telegrams: *PUMPS* DEAL
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TAXATION SERVICE

The Symbol

of Stability

WHATEVER the nature of

your difficulty-it may be the

preparation of your claim for repay-

ment, the rendering of a Return, a

point of doubt on which you desire

advice — there is always available our

service to help you. We have saved

our clients countless thousands of

pounds in the last forty years, solved

innumerable difficulties for them. To
write to us places you under no obli-

gation. We will gladly send you our

brochure on request. We have a

department to deal with Farm
Accounts and Property Mainten-
ance Claims.

A client writing us in January

y

1931, says:

‘I thank you very much for cheque. It must be well

over thirty-two years since I first consulted you. Naturally

I feel very grateful for such remarkably good results. With-
out your aid I am certain I could not have recovered any-
thing like this amount. For good results and prompt atten-

tion no other can equal you.’

- jpjg

INCOME-TAX ADJUSTMENT AGENCY LTD.,

9, 10 s; II, POULTRY, LONDON, E.C.2

West End Office near Oxford Circus

2 HOLLES St. OXFORD St., W.l

Established 1890
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The Countryman
A Quarterly Non-Party Review and

Miscellany of Rural Life and Industry

Edited and Published by J. W. Robertson Scott

at Idbury^ Kingham^ Oxfordshire

O more than happy countryman if only he knew his good fortune '—Vergil

The best citizens spring from the cultivators—Cato

Agriculture can never regain even a moderate degree of prosperity unless it is treated on the

lines of The Countryman, that is without Party bias—Lori Ernie

VoL V. No. 2 2L 6d, quarterly July 1931

Island and Our hife There

by R. tM, lockley

H ow the author came into -possession of an island

off the Welsh coasts full of wild birds and flowers^

how he found treasure trove in the wreck of an aban-

doned schooner^ which came ashore soon after his

arrival^ and how, after building a house out of the

wreck, he brought his bride there, was told in the last

number 0/ The Countryman, in an article entitled

'The Man Who Found His Island. In this further

narrative, by the author of ‘Dream Island’, Mr.
Lockley continues his account of the experiences of

himself, his wife and little daughter, from the point

at which the book leaves off.

NOW that his folk are growing older, our man
John, to whom we owe our apprenticeship

in the ways of a small boat at sea, is required to

help with their garden and cows on the mainland.
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We have agreed together that the summer fishing,

though it has its excitements, is hard work for

nothing. So we say, ‘Goodbye, sir,’ and ‘Until the

rabbit season, John.’ John goes off to dig the garden

of his people and spread manure and chain-

harrow the small-holding fields (three cows and
six acres). He will not be able to resist fishing on

his own account with some mate he can agree

with in Marloes. He will spend a merry month
at midsummer making hay for his folk and helping

all his helpers to make theirs; finally the equinoctial

gales and ground seas will destroy his lobster-pots

in September. Then he is ready for his winter’s

work again. If we need him at busy times, such as

the shearing or boating of sheep, he is ready to

spend a few days here, and last summer when
Ann was born, and Doris much too engaged with

the new arrival to partner me in the boat, he stayed

on with us over the fishing season.

UNINHABITED GRAS8HOLM halfway between us and the

lonely Smalls lighthousd
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Boy Henry long ago left us after his one happy
year of pioneering and helping to get things straight

before my wife came. He carried away with him
a taste of the sea in his mouth and an unappeased
appetite for life on the High Seas. Now Ann is a

year old, able to walk and beginning to talk, the

island folk, a happy trinity, are able to manage
everything themselves, and enjoy life accordingly.

This complete independence is what we have always

desired and aimed at.

All the same it has not been achieved without

travail of thought about ways and means. We
depend entirely on the island for our living, and we
have had to budget accordingly. Producing most
of our food, living simply, with plain tastes in food

and clothing, with firing at the cost of our own
labour only, our expenses are few and are covered

by the receipts from a flock of eighty sheep and the

winter’s rabbit crop.
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Our Sheep. - These sheep are just a comfortable

handful for one who has regular assistance from his

wife and occasional extra help from outside or from
the keepers at the island lighthouse. It was con-

sidered in the old days that, as a sheep-run only, the

island should produce a lamb an acre, that is to

say, 250 lambs, which would be the produce of

not fewer than 1 70 ewes of the somewhat light type

kept locally. To increase now would mean hiring

an extra hand. An extra hand has to be fed and
housed. Doris says, ‘Let’s enjoy the island for a

few more summers before we start to exploit it.’

And generally I agree with this charming proposal

to continue the idyllic life. Still I have the desire to

make a big, busy farm here, and already I have

decided to keep on all the ewe lambs, which will

mean nearly doubling the flock. We’ll see how
many sheep one man can manage if he is as keen
and eager as I am. There is a certain element of

danger in running a big flock over the winter.

I am a little afraid of lack of grass in an exception-

ally severe winter, and feel that I ought to lay

up a mixed field of hay, oats and roots, which I

cannot do without extra help. Against this it must
be said that the Pembrokeshire winter is notably

mild. So far, there has always been a great surplus

of grass. Some parts of the grazings the sheep have
never even visited. They keep closely to the cliff

grazings. In a recent snowstorm of a day’s duration

(it melted almost at once) I fed some bought hay,

but the sheep would not look at it, preferring instead

to nibble the heather tops. This was a pleasant

surprpe to me. I can, in an extremity, fall back
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on local farmers for a supply of grain. It is no
wonder that I say so much about our sheep. Living

so much with them, seeing them about us all

day, relying so much upon them, we know them
well. They are tame, trustful, innocent and guile-

less, at least the majority of them; the sly and shy
ones are the exception. They are easy to manage,

to handle, easily driven, easily satisfied. There are

anxious days and some wakeful nights in lambing

time, March and April
;
there are busy days washing,

shearing, dipping and boating, but there are many
long periods and happy summer days when the

sheep require no attention, when we are free to

holiday abroad on some long-projected cruise to

some other island or along some fresh coast, or to

picnic in some distant bay on our own island. In

winter the sheep are no trouble at all. Once the

marking season in November is over, we are free

to leave the island for a month over Christmas

should we wish to.

Christmas. — A complete change at that time of
year, in the midst of the winter storms might be
beneficial: to visit importunate relatives for a week
or so does serve as a mental spring-cleaning and
resharpens our appetite for island life. But we have
not always voted for the change, finding too great

contentment at home even in mid-winter. The
first Christmas was wet and blowy, so we had
every excuse for remaining indoors most of the day.

Doris had piled the long table with festive things,

and I the hearth with blue-flaming driftwood logs.

Saving our two selves there was only Mousse, the

kitten, to enjoy it all. We dined off an oyster-
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catcher. True, it was not exactly a bird lover’s

meal, but this particular bird had broken both its

legs, was picked up helpless, and being remarkably

fat, deserved a better fate than being devoured by
crows and ravens. I killed it and hung it for a few
days and we divided it at our Christmas dinner.

It was cleverly and perfectly cooked — that much
must be said for Doris — and it was ravishingly

sweet to our good appetites, surpassing even wood-
cock or plover. After dinner we strolled abroad in

the moist, windy air, and said ‘Merry Christmas’ to our

neighbours at the other end of the island, the three

keepers at the lighthouse, and left them a cake.

The Coalfrom the Wreck. — Almost a year to the

very day after the wreck of the Alice Williams.^ the

mason dropped down upon the island with John,

in the Foxtrot, He had come for the boat-load of

coal which I had promised him and he had earned by

helping me to break up the wreck. ‘That bit of

coal, sir; we’ve agot the Foxtrot here.’ The mason
stroked his long white beard as was his habit when
talking. A nice sailing breeze from sou’east was
blowing into Wreck Cove when we lay in under the

cliff where the coal is stored. We lowered the sacks

as fast as we filled them until the Foxtrot was loaded

and well below wherever her Plimsoll mark should

be. Then, with thanks and Godspeed, John and the

mason set sail and were soon swallowed up in the

mist along the far mainland shore.

Frenchmen at Grassholm. — Long before the Mar-
loes men have finished making their lobster-pots,

the hardy Frenchmen are to be seen on the coasts,

in February, even in January. These little Breton
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smacks, so variously coloured as to hull and sails,

are well-known in every haven from Penzance to

Fishguard and along the Irish coast. They are

after crayfish, la langouste of the French epicure,

which fetches a fine price so early in the year.

Here, Bretons come, ostensibly to fish on the shoals

about the lonely Smalls lighthouse, more than twelve

miles at sea. They may not legally fish within the

three-mile-limit of any shore or island, nevertheless

they are by no means above dropping their baited

cages for a few hours near some favourable shore,

especially if it is known that no English Fishery

Protection vessel is in the neighbourhood. Isolated,

uninhabited Grassholm, half-way between us and
the Smalls, is a favourite spot for them, so that one

misty day late in April when Doris and I set sail

by compass for the gannets’ isle we pierced the fog

about the island to find a startled Frenchman in the

midst of his illegal work. There he was hauling

his cages, cases he calls them, cylindrical affairs

three feet long by two feet diameter, made of battens

and string-netting, weighted each with two Camaret
stones and baited with the gurnet favoured by all

shell-fishermen. Two cages are dropped on one
rope, which is buoyed with several corks painted red.

There were at least twenty separate buoy-ropes

bobbing to the northerly breeze all along the south

shore of Grassholm, apart from the cages which had
already been hauled up and stacked by two of the

crew working in the ship’s boat. The smack itself

was dodging to and fro with foresheet to windward,
waiting for the boat to return the cages on board.

When, to make an even more official appearance,
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I put on my bird-watcher’s peak cap, which I only
wear to protect my head in stormy weather, abhor-
ring headgear otherwise, I suppose we did really

appear to represent authority. Especially since my
wife, in her boating outfit of breeches and blue shirt,

at a distance may well have looked the part of my
ofEcial male crew.

Seeing their bewilderment and hesitation, we
ran the newly-painted S^orm Petrel alongside their

little boat, and cried: ‘Why do you fish here? It is

forbidden?’ But Doris immediately destroyed the

illusion of authority, by smiling engagingly and
saying ‘Bon jour’. The two fishermen, in their blue

smocks, yellow oilskin aprons, absurd berets, and
heavy clogs, grinned, shaking their heads to signify

to me that they did not or would not understand my
question. In a few moments we were friends, and
they were piling enormous crabs into our boat as

offerings of peace and conciliation. We took them
in tow and motored across to the smack. Half an

hour later, the captain was entertaining us in his

tiny cabin with home-made wine and biscuits.

Conversation waxed greatly, the whole crew of six

disclosing quite a working knowledge of English,

helped with gesticulations, while we summoned all

our school-day French to our aid. Tobacco was
pressed upon me, and when we left, after taking our

turn at the great tiller of the smack, we were piled

high with crabs, casis, bottles of wine, and other

gifts which they were determined to make us take,

quite against our earnest refusals. Apart from their

natural generosity, I think that they also had a

desire to propitiate us. They said they would call
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at Skokholm to see us one day, and they ended up
by inviting us to sail with them to Brest.

While we landed on Grassholm and saw that all

was well with the gannet colony, which we regard as

under our special care, the Frenchmen returned to

their fishing, anxious to finish their haul before the

current changed. It was very pleasant to lie in the

long dead grass, eating lunch, enjoying the misty

sunshine, and watching the beautiful response of

the smack to the skilful helmsmanship of the Breton

men.
One windy day late in June we again had the

opportunity of watching this seamanship. French
smacks, red, white, green, blue and black, came one
after another past Skokholm, flying from the Smalls

towards Milford Haven, seeking harbour from a
stiff westerly wind. We just recognised the boat of

our friend, le capitaine, by her green and white hull,

and through the glass we could read her name.
While we watched we saw her swing out of the

procession and begin tacking up to our little island

haven. Another smack at once followed, and
presently both of them came very nicely into South
Haven against a dead-ahead wind. They had no
idea of the depth of our water, but each time they

came about on a fresh tack, the leadsmen in the bow
sounded, and chanted the depth aloud, until at

last they were snug inside the haven with anchor
and foresheet down, and soon all stowed, a charming
picture.

As part of our hospitality to the two crews, each
of six men, we taught them to play cricket in the

home meadow. They had not the remotest idea of
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the game, but they learnt quickly and soon were
wildly enthusiastic. When the lightkeepers joined

inwe numbered nearly a full field. The boats stayed

three days in the haven, themen coming ashore every
afternoon and evening to play cricket. The weather

became calm and warm on the second day, but still

our visitors remained at anchor, the crews sleeping

all the morning. To my reproach for such laziness

the two captains explained that the spring tides

now running were too strong for fishing at the

Smalls, and they further added that when they

rested they did rest, to make up for working day and
night when they were fishing. When we gave

them a tea-party, each man as he entered the house

removed his beret and left his clogs in the porch.

Last of all entered the two petits mousses^ the rosy-

cheeked apprentices, shy urchins of ten years of

age, already able to handle the smack, who ate their

cakes in awed silence, gazing fascinated at a frieze

of my wife’s on the wall. Their clogs looked very

tiny beside those of the captain in that row of

twenty-four beside the doormat. The party was
delighted when we played what records of French
songs we had on our gramophone, and nodded and
smiled to each other throughout the playing.

Before the Bretons departed we were again pressed

to sail to Cameret, the busy little haven near Brest

where these men have their homes. We hope to

do so one day when the right opportunity comes.

In Beggars' Reach. - As soon as the Frenchmen
had gone, having a sudden desire to see trees in

summer foliage, we left the farm as snug as possible

and set sail before that blessed northerly breeze.
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Without motor, in sweet silence, listening to the

murmur of the sails and the bow wash, we glided

through the fairway below St. Ann’s, past Great

Castle Head, past Milford, past Pembroke and
Neyland, up the wide river of the Cleddau into the

cool wooded enchantment of Beggars’ Reach. A
journey of nearly twenty miles, five in open sea

and the rest in land-locked harbour, had brought

us at sunset to the narrows of Castle Reach, where
the steep shore on either hand was completely

garmented in the fresh green of tall old trees. Here,

as we drifted upstream with the tide, our sails

becalmed, we heard the evensong of the chiff-chaff,

willow-warbler, sedge-warbler, blackcap, thrush,

blackbird, robin and wren, and best of all, because

of its association with the deep cool beechwoods
beloved in boyhood, that of the wood-warbler. Sweet
are his vibrating notes to one long parted from
giant trees! But dusk was fast falling and a place

of refuge must needs be found ere the tide turned.

We started the engine and she chugged us along at

half-speed. A few miles above Beggars’ Reach,

the Cleddau branches east and west and here it was
that Doris woke me up by saying, ‘I believe the tide

has turned, we aren’t making headway.’ Not only

had the tide turned, we found that we were aground,

with the engine placidly turning her screw in the

mud. We were within a few yards of the east bank,

just where an inviting stretch of wood fringed the

shore. I stopped the engine and we ate supper.

In a few more minutes we were left high and dry
by the rapidly receding tide. Nothing remained,
therefore, but to make the boat safe with a rope
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around a boulder, and to carry ashore our eider-

downs. In a few moments we were fast asleep with

beech leaves dry beneath us and green above.

When we sailed for home at sunrise on the third

day, we caught the blue herons of Slebech at their

fishing along the shore, and the piebald sheld-

ducks busy piloting their newly hatched young -
perhaps twenty ducklings swimming behind one

parent (surely an amalgamation of families?) — all

along Daucleddau and Beggars’ Reach.

(To be continued)

0

Woodlarks Song at Midnight
by E. W, Bendy

Are all the waking hours of April days

Too short to ease your ecstasy, that you

Beneath the moon’s irradiancy bestrew

Even the midnight silences with song

As silver-dewy as her shimmering rays,

In early aubade or late serenade;

Spill triolets in trill and shake, along

Each glimmering meadow and umbrageous glade?

Ah, small wise singer, do you know too well

How short is the rich revd of the spring,

How brief her blissful days of burgeoning?

Sing, spendthrift, day and night; dull senses seal

Beauty’s full vision from us; you reveal

In part; the whole nor you nor we can tell.

* I have heard the woodlark sing at night in January, April, May,
June and July. Usually there was a moon, but not always.-
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A Monumental Scandal

Fourteen Bishops Speak their Minds

ON the deplorable invasion of the country

churchyard by marble, we wrote in a recent

issue that ‘the Bishops who have neglected to remind

the rural clergy oftheir duty, share the responsibility’.

It is amazing that men high in the Church should

have not only omitted, but refused — we write with

the evidence before us — to speak out on a matter

in which firmness would have made all the differ-

ence. We are gkd, however, to have received the

following letters from Bishops, some of whom, we
are pleased to say, are subcribers to The Country-
man. (Was it not the ‘Guardian’ which declared

that ‘no Bishop’s study is complete without it’.?) We
thank the busy writers, and believe that the large

number of clergymen who read The Countryman
will do their utmost to give this weighty opinion

the widest possible publicity.

‘Marble tablets are obviously out of place in a Cotswold

church and marble tombstones in Cotswold churchyards.

There can be no harmony between the beautiful soft Cots-

wold stone and a piece of hard polished marble. In ft.ct,

the man who would put marble in a Cotswold church or

churchyard is aesthetically a barbarian and the incumbent

who allows such a proceeding deserves a reprimand. No
tablet can rightly be erected in a church without a faculty

granted by the Chancellor of the diocese. In many dioceses

there exists a committee of taste to advise the Chancellor.

I cannot imagine that any competent committee would be
in doubt as to the advice which it would give when there

I
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was any proposal to use marble when Cotswold stone is the

obvious and proper material.’ — £. W. Birmingham

‘I wish that all country people could lay to heart the

reminder of The Countryman as to the blot of a white

marble tombstone in a country churchyard, especially in

what you describe as stone districts. In the words of a recent

report of the Central Council for the Care of Churches (an

official organ of the Church of England), ‘There is nothing

more beautiful than an unspoiled English country church-

yard, but unless some measures are taken to check the flow

of staring and unsuitable memorials and to stimulate the

proper use of flowers and shrubs, that beauty may soon be-

come a thing of the past.’ - George Cicestr.

‘There is need for a healthier public opinion in regard

to the care of churchyards, which, with their churches, form

so important a feature of the countryside, and I sympathise

with your view as to the incongruity of white marble monu-
ments in districts where local materials are at hand which
not only harmonise with their surroundings but also lend

themselves most readily to local styles of craftsmanship. —
Mervyn Coventry

‘Cold white marble is not liie best medium for tombstones

in churchyards, and I should be very glad to think that its

use was going to be abandoned.’ — John Guildford

‘I am in hearty agreement with the concern of so many
people to avoid Italian marble for tombstones and other

monuments for the open air, and I shall always encourage
the resort for these purposes to native English stone.’ - Albert
Liverpool

‘I am in such entire agreement with you that now I

print in the annual Diocesan Calendar what you will find

upon the accompanying sheet. (See end of article.) What
very often happens is that the mourners first communicate
with the stonemason and do not apply to the clergyman until

some unfortunate monument has been completed. One
cannot be heartless and severe to those whose eyes are full of
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tears, or treat them in a strictly technical or disciplinary

manner. What we really require to do is to win the hearts

of the stonemasons. I have no cause at all for expecting

that they would be unreasonable and merely obstructive,

and when the right time comes I hope to approach them.

I have heard that some of the marble monuments are actually

worked in Italy. I do not know whether this is the case.’ -
B, Norwic

‘Marble is unsuitable for churchyards in the Cotswold

district.’ - Thomas Oxon

‘I have great sympathy indeed with your movement to

discourage the use of white marble. Glaringly out of place

in a village churchyard, it is to be deplored anjwhere,

and for the following reasons: (i) English stone, the natural

outcrop of our island, harmonises with the local buildings,

and is characteristic of English ways, outlook, and craftsman-

ship. (2) English stone is far more durable under English

weather, and keeps its original appearance untarnished much
longer. I have it on the authority of a very experienced

monumental mason whose work is all over this part of

England, that marble cannot be counted upon for more than

twenty years, to look decent and in order. (3) The use of

English stone means the use of English labour, and the retain-

ing of English money in this country. (4) Since our monu-
ments, at dl events outside our buildings, for many centuries,

were made of our stone, marble makes a glaring and dis-

figuring contrast in our churchyards. (5) Our English material

— Cornish granite, Hopwood stone, Hamhill stone, and

various local stones, are, in my opinion, far more beautiful

under English skies than the slowly discolouring Italian

marble, and more restful to the eye. I am glad to say that

there are many Incumbents and parish church councils

in this county and diocese who will not allow marble in their

churchyards, and I wish it were so all over England. With
real thanks for your effort.’ - Neville Portsmouth

‘This question is precisely the kind of question which the
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Advisory Councils, which now^xist in most dioceses, are

there to regulate.’ - St Clair Sarum

‘I heartily sympathise with your note about marble. We
are doing all in our power to keep it out of our country

churchyards and are grateful for the help which The
Countryman gives us.’ — W. G. St Edm: & Ipswich

‘I am entirely in favour.’ — Southwark

‘I am quite heartily with you in this matter. Here, our

old tradition is a beautiful slate monument. We have been

campaigning for two or three years against the importation

of foreign marble, and now I think we have got to the point

at which there will be a definite black mark put against white

marble monuments. Of late we have quietly secured that

the monumental masons should be on our side, and there are

some new regulations, issued by our Chancellor, on the

advice of the Advisory Committee in the Diocese, designed

to put great obstacles in the way of foreign marble coming
into our churchyards j but without making its importation

impossible by a faculty.’ —Walterus Truron

‘I was glad to see the note in The Countryman. Marble
tombstones in stone districts are a great disfigurement. When
I had charge of a country parish in Oxfordshire, I refused

to allow marble in our lovely churchyard, though, alas, a few
specimens had crept in before, I hope that your efforts

will be successful in raising public taste in this matter. The
importance of preserving the beauty of our country church-

yards, which are so characteristic of the English landscape

is very great. - James Wakefield

‘Only the other day I was commenting upon the incon-

gruity of white marble tombstones in red sandstone districts.

I quite agree with your article, and I should be willing to

back up every effort to keep marble out of churchyards in

the stone districts.’ — Arthur Worcester

To a Bishop who assures us that ‘he cannot see
his way to taking any useful action’ there may be
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commended the Bishop of Norwich’s 'Notes as to

the Use of Monuments^ Tombstones^ and Epitaphs '

:

‘It must be emphasised that no stone or monument can

be set up, or inscription be placed, without the previous

approval of the incumbent. The ordinary head and foot-

stones and a kerb (without any knobs or decorations at the

corners or elsewhere), enclosing the space where a body or

bodies are interred, require no faculty; but when railings,

altar-tombs, or monuments are desired a faculty must first

be obtained. It is desirable that the stone chosen for monu-
ments should be in harmony with the quiet beauty of the

churchyard. If stone is not available, brick, slate, or terra

cotta are to be preferred to shiny marble. Iron rusts unless

continually repainted, and its use is not to be encouraged.

English oak is to be preferred to soft woods. The lettering

on a tombstone should be satisfying and beautiful, and a

real work of art. Some words may be in larger letters than

others but the mixing of various kinds of lettering ought to

avoided. Roman capital letters are best of all. Ornamental

stops and meaningless ornaments should be avoided. The
name of the mason should not be recorded. It is better that it

should become known through the quiet excellence and

consequent admiration of his work than by any mention of

it on the monument. Cases of artificial flowers and glass

covers are much to be deprecated and they quickly come to

look shabby and mean. Epitaphs are important and more
care should be given to them. Mr. Vaisey’s little book on
the ‘Writing of Epitaphs’, can be procured from S.P.C.K.

What could be more admirable.^ The Bishops of

Coventry and Norwich also call our attention to a

little book about stone issued by the Central

Advisory Council for Church Fabrics, etc., of which
the Secretary is Mr, F. C. Eeles, Victoria and
Albert Museum, South Kensington, S.W.7.
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A Village Portrait Gallery

by Vaughan Nash, C.B.

Are we too busy reconstructing primitive

man and standing guard over threatened

‘beauty spots’ to spare the time for preserving a

record of the wonderful old men and women who
still survive in the villages? They are a bit of
English history. Fiction will provide our descend-
ants with fugitive glimpses of their goings and
comings, their habits, beliefs and utterances, but
this is not enough.

Why not a Village Portrait Gallery, with photo-

f
raphs where paintings are not forthcoming, and a

illage Book, giving such account as the chronicler

can contrive of the personality and career of those

who are chosen for recording? This is the day of
Village Halls, and no place could be more appro-
priate than the Village Hall for housing such a

collection. I fear gramophone records would be too
difficult to manage, but if the speech and accents of
these patriarchs could be so preserved, full of
character as they are, every word of theirs would be
precious to a new generation a hundred years hence.
Even if the old guard are regarded as no more
than relics, it is surely our business to take such
rubbings as we can while the inscriptions are still

decipherable.

There is material in plenty, perhaps too much of
it, the Editor of The Countryman may think, for I
have heard him complain of the perpetual flood
ofDarby and Joan stuff. My sample shall be strictly
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unsentimental, containing no trace of honeysuckle,

rheumatism or other matter for oleographs.

Unfortunately it is too late to supply our gallery

of old indomitables with a portrait of Mrs. Crapper,

for she died last winter. For many years she drove

the carrier’s van to the market town, like Mrs.
Dollery in ‘The Woodlanders’, busying herself on
other days with domestic work and the family

small-holding. The village cherishes the recollection

of Mrs. C. when over seventy, setting olF on her

bicycle, ladder on shoulder, for the apple-picking.

It remembers also her love of the open air and
freedom, her inability to lie up and be cared for

when her strength was failing, and the way in which,

when she might have been resting and thinking of

the latter end so close upon her, she stood in the

ditches, a slight unkempt figure, holding the

brambles down for the blackberries. Had there been

a village record she would have had a place in it,

and would have been ‘on the line’ in the Hall,

for she was a woman of mark in the public estima-

tion, and ‘much respected’.

Simon Thorne is upwards of eighty. He radiates

and personifies the evergreen life of the water

meadows, where he worked as ‘drowner’ for fifty

years, leaving home at four in the morning and
doing his ‘drowning’ on bread and cheese, with now
and then a bit of bacon, which he prefers of an age

to be ‘rafty’. His portrait shows a face of great

sweetness, and betokening inexhaustible patience.

Nowadays he divides his time between peddling

watercress and making eel-traps out of split rods,

a highly skilled job. If we could get a gramophone
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record, he would tell us in his musical old voice

all about the art of ‘drowning’. As it is, the Village

Book will have to relate how the ‘drowner’ keeps the

‘carriages’ and ‘drawns’-the greater and lesser

irrigation channels - clear for the flow of river

waterby dint of digging, scooping and raking - ‘hard

work but it didn’t hurt me’. And how, when the

river suffers from one of its periodical attacks of

weed-choking, ‘drowners’ and other farm labourers

muster for its relief, a process which looks like a

tug-of-war with the river between the two teams.

The teams are in fact sawing the weed with a long

knife made of lengths of edged steel bolted together,

and held by ropes fastened to each end. Primitive

but effective, and, strange to say, actuated by no

board or regulations but just by the farmers con-

cerned. Thorne has a good deal of the old language.

He will tell you that the herons which defraud his

eel-traps of their prey are called cranes in these

parts, or just jack-herns. On such matters he opens
cheerfully into talk, as he rests against his favourite

stile, from which there is a view over hundreds of
acres of sun-steeped water-meadows.

Another village elder, once a farm labourer, is

politically minded, and dates the beginning of
all good things from the day when Gladstone gave
the vote to the farm labourers. His studious-

looking refined face will be welcomed in our
Gallery, even by those who suspect him of Labour
tendencies.

The Book should not miss some of his youthful
reminiscences, such as his mother’s weekly order to
the grocer for a family of eight - half an ounce of
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tea and half a pound of sugar; or her habit of soaking

a bit of crust, toasted black, in the tea to make it go
further; or his father’s threat to burn his pair of

Sunday boots — ‘/ never had no Sunday boots’ —
bought with the boy’s savings out of 6d. a week;
and the way the threat was circumvented. Trivial

records but history.

The champion old indomitable is eighty-four and
still works and sweats, plies the scythe, trims hedges,

tosses the hay, grubs tree roots, feeds pigs, and navi-

gates an ancient tricycle to the market town nine

miles off. He has a face deeply lined in ridges rather

than wrinkles, a gnarled old neck and two or three

teeth. The power and resonance of his voice are

such that the interlocutor is overcome by a sense of

feebleness and feels like nothing better than a grass-

hopper conversing with the Atlantic. Adlam was a

dairyman, and I hope the Book will recite the soul-

stirring stories of his encounters with refractory

bulls, and his recipes for making mead. So strong

an adherent is he of this ancient beverage, that when
the doctor was fumbling in his little black bag after

a bull fight in which Adlam had the worst of it,

the patient remarked, ‘None of your old gloriform

for me. Here, Mary, pass me down the bottle of

mead.’ So he had his pull, and the doctor and the

stationmaster had their pull, and pull they did till

the bones of the broken leg came click.

I hope that The Countryman will consider my
suggestion and that something may be done.

[We are full ofsympathy with the proposals of Mr. Nash.
The best of all methods of preserving to posterity the linea-

ments and character ofoutstanding villagers is by portraiture.
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Many of our readers will remember Anton van Anrooy’s

speaking picture of the old Idbury folk dancer in our first

number. There have been other characteristic portraits

of van Anrooy’s in later issues. We also recall how Professor

Lethaby praised James Fitton’s portrait of a village publican.

In an early number of The Countryman, we reproduced

some remarkable portraits made by a daughter of Sir Edward
Debenham in his Dorset village. After drawing comes

photography, and Winifred Ward’s photographs in our

pages show what an expert can do.

As to reproducing the voices of village characters, we are

assured that it is possible to have a gramophone record made
for A lo-inch title (one side of a record) lasts 3-|

minutes, a 12-inch 4^ minutes. A double-sided record

would cost double. We understand that the Irish Free

State Government used a number of dictating machines for

collecting folk songs and dialect, for use in standardising

the Irish language. - Editor]

rOUNG BILL’S GUIDE TO RURAL LIFE

Off the beaten track in Scotland

1

5

. Three young Haggis Romping, with a

Pirk overhead
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An \%th Century Parson Farmer

The Diary of Benjamin Rogers — 6

January the ^%th^ 1735* melancholy

News of Mrs. Goodhall Relict of Mr. Jno. Good-
hall’s getting up about 3 or 4 a Clock in the Morn-
ing, and going no body knows whither in her

Gown and 2 petticoats without Stockings, who was
not heard of that day or next, and is supposed to

have drowned herself, she having been disordered

in mind some time before.

February the \th. Mr. Hazlewood died (as is

said rich) and was Buried the 6th.

Feb. the lyd. Mrs. Goodhall was found in the

Duck Mill near Cardington by Wm. Phillips.

Feb. the '%\th. Thomas Marks the farmer being

in Bedford Gaol for debt and Mr. Rudd of

Biggleswade being Steward for the Duchess
dowager of Marlborough, and wanting one imder
him, had thought of employing the said Marks.
But another Person, who they do not name being

desirous of the same place is said to come to Marks,
and drank tea in which he is supposed to have put
poison. Marks then in an Hour after became
Thirsty, and very much disordered, till at length

he cut his throat, but not mortally, so that it is

hoped he will do well. Dr. Davison, they say,

affirms he was in a salivation when he first came to

him. It seems it was at Robt. Clare’s House that

Marks drank Tea, Clare and his Wife drinking

out of one Pot and Marks out of another, and by
himself. From thence they set out for Biggleswade
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together, but when they came to Mr. Rudd’s who
lives there, Marks was so ill, that he was incapable

of doing any Business, This the Report. But no
truth in it.

March the ^th. The Duchess of Marlborough
was delivered of a Girl

The ‘jih. Inspec, Clark of St. Mary’s at Bedford
hang’d himself.

The I yh. My son Tho. chang’d 1 Cows and a

Calf for a Horse with Allan of Felmersham who is

to give him 20f. betwixt this and May day in

Exchange.
The i']th. Mr. Hannah grafted a golden pear

Roussett Cyon upon a stock the fruit of which I

did not like, Succedat.

March the lind. Mr. Bletsoe told me he had been
very ill about Xmas with a violent pain in his Head,
but recovered by God’s Blessing and Dr. Godfrey’s

assistance.

April the loth. Richard Bell of Bedford Esqre
and Mrs. Mary Carter of Turvey were married at

Turvey.

The xj^th. Mr. Whitworth and his Wife and I

and my Wife walked to Turvey to wish Mrs, Carter
and the New married Couple Joy. Mrs. Carter
gave me some Flowers to set in my Garden, viz the
Baronet of Odel, alias, the melancholy Lady, the
Fool’s Coat. But walking very fast back (as he
call’d it) to blow me up Mr. Whitworth got Cold
and fell ill of a violent fever, which had like to
have killed him.

The lOjth, Dr. Godfrey cal’d upon me, and was
so good as to prescribe to my Daughter Jane, who
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had a violent Head-Ach for a long time, and a
Lowness of spirits, Gratis, viz a Vomit. Aa Ounce
and h. of Oxymel of Squils, and a Dram of Salt of

Vitriol mix it, and take a spoonful in a Dimght of

Carduus Tea, to be repeated as her strength will

bear. Two days after the vomit take of the tincture

of Hiera piera an Ounce and h. or 1 oz. with half

a dram of the spirit of Lavender, mix it for a
Draught early in the Morning, repeat twice a Week.
And the days between the vomit and the purge take

ten drops of Mynsiehts tincture of Steel in Draught
of Wormwood Beer just warm at 10 in the Morning
and 4 in the Afternoon. Xupt?.

May the ist. The following Recipe came in the

Magazine for March last after the Article ofDeaths;
Tis not said indeed to be Dr. Mead’s powder for

the Bite of mad Dog the Drs powder for the cure

of it being said just before to be sold at the apothe-

carie’s but it is so like it, that I think I have Reason
to say that it is the same, which Mr. Bentley the

Dr’s son’s Tutor, told me when last at London the

Dr, used in such Cases; and that he intended to

publish it in the next Edition of his Essays on
Poison which was soon to come out. It is. as follows:

Having washed the Blood from the Wound, of Ash-col,

Liverwort reduced to Powder 10 drams, of Black-pepper

beaten to Powder 4 Drams. Mix and divide into 6 parts,

and take one every morning in half a pint of warm milk.

The %ist. Was the Visitation. No sermon.

June the 2 nd. My son Tho: went to Rothwel
fair: he had of me 14 li. Last Saturday being May
the I St. Mr. Hazlewood made a complaint to

me, then at Bedford, of my son Benj.
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tho’ with difficulty the Water running into her

Chaise. Sir Rowland and his Lady etc. view’d the

Ducks which were so exactly alike. They all said

they were sure they were of the same Brood. Soon
after the 2 Men Hollis and How of Turvey, of

whom Stephen said he had bought the Ducks
came without a Warrent before Sir Rowland;
upon which Sir Rowland said immediately to my
Wife, Madam they are guilty, or they would not

have com without a Warrent. So he examined
them how they came by the Ducks.? Hollis told

him he shot them between Odel and Felmersham
upon which the Ducks were examin’d but no sign

appear’d of their having been shot; but the man
persisting in it, he order’d it to be stript of the

Feathers but not one shot was to be seen. He ask’d

my Wife whether she would swear they were her
Ducks, no Sir says she that I neither can nor will. Sir

Rowland said he thot he cou’d punish him, having
catch’d him in a lie. However he said Mr. Farrar

was to be at his house the next day, and he would
confer with him about it; and that woud let us know
what should be done in the case. He also said he
would take care of Hollis’s Gun.

The Being the Duchess of Marlborough’s
Birthday, I went to Bromham where I found my
Lord Trevor in his chamber very ill of a cold (as

I said before) His Lordship order’d me a Haunch
of Venison and a Couple of Rabbits. Xa/jt?.

{To be continued)

0
We have very few copies left of early issues. Readers with

broken sets should complete them at once.
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The Qountry in hondon - i

.

by Sir Timothy Rden

r
r is an odd and pleasant thing that London’s

heart is green. Her head, in the City, may be full

of money and noise, she may stretch her ugly limbs

to Tottenham, Ealing and Woolwich, she may
dabble her dirty fingers in the Thames at Rother-

hithe, but her heart is green. It is this greenness

which makes her the natural, sympathetic capital

of England, a land where attention is still given to

the quiet influence of grass.

Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens are gener-

ally regarded together and are sometimes even

confused by the casual visitor. But to anyone with

more than a passing acquaintance with their moods
and atmosphere, there is a vast difference. Hyde
Park, at the first glance, has many advantages.

Against the dead sweetness of Peter Pan and the

insipidity of nurserymaids, it can set the living

Epstein, Rotten Row and the heady orators under
the shadow of the Marble Arch. To Hyde Park,

moreover, belong all the glories of the past. In

Kensington Gardens we can only think of Queen
Caroline, and we are not quite sure who she was.

In Hyde Park long ago, the monks of Westminster
enjoyed a day in the country, replying to the song
of birds with psalmodies and Aves. Here the burly
form of Henry VIII burst — swearing, no doubt —
through the greenwood in pursuit of the deer.

Here the Moroccan ambassador and his suite

raced past on their fleet Arabs, flinging and catching
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their javelins in the air. Here Henrietta Maria
walked in sack-cloth to Tyburn. Here duels were
fought to the death. Here masked highwaymen
lurked for the hurrying traveller. Here, in more
peaceful days, was the elementary pitch of a dignified

Georgian cricket.

But the true lover of the country is little con-

cerned with the past. For him the world is all

coming and going. Death and life are both over in

a moment. There is no time for lament. Yesterday’s

sorrow for the passing primrose is forgotten in the

triumph of to-day and the scent of its lilac. So what
do we care, as we walk through Hyde Park, for the

memories that lie there and the woodland that is

no more! For the present we have grass, and sheep,

and people moving about, and a bird sanctuary,

and the Serpentine with its gulls, and a police

station, and Ajax defying the lightning, or Achilles,

or an Italian horse-tamer, as he has variously been

called. We have also a few good trees, but not

enough. Here Kensington Gardens score heavily,

though there is a pleasant little grove of birches

which they cannot claim.

Rotten Row has associations for a countryman,

whatever air of unreality there may be about this

wide country sport so carefully limited to a ribbon

of artificial dirt. There is something unnatural in

the sight of these horses pounding steadily round
and round, like animals in a circus.

We have still two beauty-spots to visit before we
leave Hyde Park. The first is the Serpentine where
people bathe; but we are come to see bathers of

another sort. We are come for the gulls, and the
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cross-looking geese, and all the gay varieties of

duck which we try laboriously to identify with the

help of coloured plates thoughtfully displayed for

our guidance.

My second beauty-spot is the bird sanctuary, in

the very centre of which is the hated Epstein. So

let me say at once that I like it, that I admire it.

At least you will admit that it is beautifully placed

;

the semi-circular background of shrubs and trees,

the stretch of clean green grass, the bird-baths, where

sparrows and other birds dip and flirt their wings.

This is one of the quietest spots in London. Whether
it be Mr. Epstein who scares the people away, or

because it is on the way to nowhere, I cannot tell,

but I have never met more than a very occasional

passer-by. So here you can lean against the railings

and hear nothing louder than the singing of birds,

with the faint drone of distant traffic for their

accompaniment; you can look at trees and grass

and poor Rima with her large welcoming hands.

If you will lean long enough, perhaps her quietness

and simplicity will suddenly impress themselves

upon you, and forthwith you will cease to worry
about her proportions and her ugly face, and you
will see that the thought given to her goes very
deep indeed.

0
The Dead Blackbird.-A naturalist friend

came across a dead blackbird spreadeagled on her nest.

Below her were four young ones alive. He examined the

bird and found that she had been hit, probably by a stone.

She had evidently returned to the nest in a dying condition.—
Oxon
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zAt lough

I. - In Rngland*

I
WAS awakened by someone severely shaking

me. I got up in bed and rubbed my eyes. ‘ Are
you going to get up ? ’ asked my brother. It was
five o’clock, and I nearly always got up at five o’clock,

although I did not have to be at work before seven.

I was fond of reading, and my best chance of getting

a quiet hour was in the early morning. My toother

on waking me always said, ‘ Are you going to get

up ’, because occasionally I felt much too tired

to get up at five. I rolled out of bed, my brother

snuggled down under the clothes, and by his

breathing I knew he was asleep again. He looked

so comfortable that I hesitated in getting up. But
I dressed, went down stairs and soon had a bright

fire burning. With my feet stuck up on the hob
close to the fire I became interested in my book.

At six o’clock the rest of the household was astir.

My mother was first downstairs ; then my brother

and father. At about half-past six we sat down to

breakfast. My mother could never have her break-

fast with us, for to cut up the day’s ration for three

men is a considerable task. A quarter to seven

came and we set off to begin the day’s work.

My job I knew would be to plough, and when the

horses were groomed and harnessed up I was soon

on the way to the field with the other plough teams.

When we got to the field and the horses were yoked

* We have satisfied ourselves that the author of this article a

ploughman. - Editor
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I took up the reins, caught hold of the plough

handles and said ‘ Come on with a flick of the

rein on the land-horse’s ribs. We went down the

field, leaving behind a long, shining furrow, in

which I knew the birds would be hopping presently.

One of the horses let his swingletree drop behind

that of the other, but with a touch of the rein he

immediately drew abreast again. The railway ran

close to the field. The nine o’clock train rattled

past, and we knew it was lunch-time. ‘ Plough’s

well. Bill,’ said the head carter as I took up the

basket containing my food and was about to sit

down beside him. ‘ Plough’s well now,’ I replied.

Thus we talked during the meal time. It being a

chilly morning we did not take long over our meal
;

we were eager to get walking so as to get warm.
Presently I marked out down the field a furrow

which had to stand the criticism ofmy fellow plough-

men. Where there are three or four plough-teams

at work there is always a certain amount of competi-

tion as to who can drive the straightest furrow. As
I walked along behind the plough I fell to observing

the way in which the furrow was lifted by the

ploughshare, and listened to the sound as it ran

along the turn-furrow. Occasionally lumps of earth

would roll back into the furrow, some coming on
my boots, the smaller lumps going into the tops of
them and making it uncomfortable walking. Every
now and then the furrow-horse would put one of its

feet out on the even ploughing, leaving behind the
impression of its shoe, which seemed to spoil the
neatness. At intervals a squeak would come from
one of the wheels. I went on observing these things
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throughout the day. Occasionally I had to stop and
alter the plough, or one of the horses’ traces came
unhooked ;

or the rein got caught up. Conversation

with my fellow-ploughmen was only possible at

meal times. Three o’clock came : it was time to

hook off, to take the horses home, and to feed them.
When we had hooked-off each one got astride one
of his horses. After walking all day it was a comfort

to sit. After a dozen jobs in the stables and feeding

and cleaning down of the horses, five o’clock came.

Someone suggested to me that it was time to go for

our money—I had forgotten it was Friday. We all

trooped to the farmhouse. The farmer came out

and took his stand by the windowsill of the porch
that overhung the back door. The men went in

in turn. I observed the expression on the men’s
faces as they came out, putting their money carefully

away in their purses and seeming in a hurry to get

home. Now came my turn, and I went in. The
farmer never looked up, but started counting my
money out. ‘ Let’s see,’ he said

;
‘ one-and-sixpence

off thirty shillings for insurance will leave twenty-

eight-and-sixpence.’ ‘ That will be right.’ I replied.

But as I walked home I thought it was hardly worth
striving for. My thoughts ran on ;

but one must do
something to carry one’s self along. When I arrived

home a delicious smell struck my nostrils, and I

became aware that I was hungry.

2. - In Natal

Four meek oxen with mild staring eyes strain under

their heavy yokes slowly across the stubble, and a lean,

brown youth stumbles and plods behind the plough. Heavy
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going this, under the summer sun. Blesbok and Whiteman,

the leaders, are followed by Maikop and Silima, The little

‘patantambu’, ‘he that makes the rope’, a skinny youngster

half the height of the oxen, leads. He is in a loin cloth and

what is left of a soldier’s tunic, hanging down to his ankles

and rolled up to his elbows, and secured in front by a piece

of stick passed through two holes. Beside the oxen goes the

‘Shi-ela’, ‘^he that hits’, carrying across his shoulder the

long, supple bamboo pole with many feet of whiplash which

he can crack to a nicety on and around the oxen while

exhorting them incessantly with shrill whistles, raucous

yells and ear-splitting howls. His fine physique is shown
to every advantage. Through a hole in the crown of his

once-crimson velvet toque — from goodness knows what
ancient jumble sale — a long white cock’s feather stands up
jauntily. For the rest a wisp of black cotton cloth is girt

about his middle while on his feet are a pair of sandals care-

fully cut from a motor tyre. Up and down the field plods

the team, perspiring, stumbling, straining, wrestling with

nature in no mean fashion, and presently stands panting and
heaving in the shade of the wattle trees.- M,P.

rOUNG BILUS GUIDE TO RURAL LIFE

Off the beaten track in Scotland

i6. Piebald Pibroch Fifing. Also Cock and Hen Sporran
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How I Turned Inn-keeper -1
hy S. B. Russell

n^HIS Summer more will undoubtedly he said and written
-L hy the customers of country inns about the accommodation

and the fare they have had. How about the innkeepers^ point

of view? We have asked one or two successful country inn--

keepers to tell us their experiences. We begin with Mr, Russell

^

who has made such a success of the famous Lygon Arms, The
first part of Mr, RusselTs article appeared in our April

issue,

WHILE so much of the inside of the inn had been kept

intact, the fashion for sash windows in the eighteenth

century had led to the removal of many of the mullions from
the ground and first floors. These were gradually replaced,

and casements with leaded glass substituted.

Furniture was a pressing problem. I had brought with

me from Repton my own small collection of old pieces, and
it was at this point that my study of seventeenth century

furniture became valuable. I was unable to afford the pur-

chase of fine examples for all the rooms, but those were days

when original pieces requiring repair could be bought at

reasonable prices. Many of them had been stored for years

in barns and lofts, since the fashion for oak had given place

to mahogany. There was in the hotel buildings a carpenter’s

shop, and I looked round for an intelligent carpenter who
could do these repairs under my supervision, and found in

James Turner an excellent local man, who had been an
estate carpenter. It is a pleasant reflection that after twenty-

seven years, he is still in our employment in the workshops

of Gordon Russell, Ltd., and that three of his sons have

been apprenticed to us as they left school.

My youngest son was only a month old when we came to

the Lygon, but I had wonderful co-operation from my wife

in all the work and re-organization. Everything wanted
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attention, bedrooms, kitchens, lighting, heating, and equip-

ment. Work was going on, dirty, dusty work, continuously

in some part of the house, and this had to be schemed so as

not to make it an annoyance or inconvenience to visitors.

It was at this time that I devoutly wished that everything

could have been closed down for a year, so that I could get

on more rapidly with this necessary work. But my capital

would not permit of this course, and I now see how fortunate

it was, for so much would have been done, without the light

of experience, which would have had to be done over again.

During the progress of this work on the old part of the

Inn, by which a number of the rooms were restored to their

original condition, many objects were discovered that shed

new light on its antiquity, and I often look back on my part

in retrieving them. For, clad in my oldest clothes, holding

a wet towel to my nose, I have been in rooms so thick with

dust and falling plaster that I could not see a yard ahead.

But I kept a keen ear for the clink of a falling coin or other

object dislodged after centuries of hiding. Many such finds

are now gathered together in a cabinet on the ground floor

and comprise coins of Edward I, Elizabeth, James I, Charles

I, and copper coins of all the Georges, many tobacco pipes

going back to the early part of the seventeenth century, old

black wine bottles, one still retaining its worm-eaten cork,

and evidently hidden by a thirsty workman long years ago.

There were also tokens of one Michael Russell, who lived

in Broadway in 1670, records of candles made in the inn in

the eighteenth century, and a carefully fashioned apple

scoop in wood, carved with the name of AN TREAVIS,
who was the third daughter of John Treavis, the landlord

ofthe inn from 1604 to 1641, to whom there is an interesting

brass on the floor of the chancel in Broadway old church.

Nor shall I forget the thrill when on removing whitewash
nearly a quarter of an inch thick, from the mullions in one
room, we came across a number of initials and dates, the

earliest being Richard Jervis 1586, who was born in Broad-
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An English Hotel Visitor asks for an Apple at Breakfast
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way in 1548, with the dates 1623, 1624, and 1626 several

times repeated. Among the many initials were T.T. and

R.S., the former probably Thomas Trevis, who died in

1649, and the latter Richard Savage, at whose house in

Broadway, King Charles I slept, on Sunday, June the 2nd,

1644.

Visitors came in increasing numbers, so that hardly a day

passed without my coming into contact with some well-

known and interesting personality, keen on everything that

was being done to reinstate the hospitality of former days,

and appreciative of staying under the roof of an historic inn

which provided the comforts of a country house. When, in

these latter years, I have been congratulated on what has been

achieved, my reply has always been that my own part has

been a singularly modest one, for I owe so much of the

success to suggestions volunteered by distinguished visitors,

very often architects and engineers at the top of their pro-

fession. Great help always comes to those who are good

listeners and cultivate retentive memories. May I give an

instance? The building of the great hall, on the site of the

old assembly room, required much thought in planning, and

many schemes were got out which were not happy in their

arrangement or quite suitable for the purpose the hall had

to fill. Just at the time when I could not see daylight, a

well-known architect came to spend Easter. He asked me to

take him round and show him the house, and in conversation

I mentioned our next move and its difficulties. He said,

‘You will readily understand that I cannot advise you pro-

fessionally on the plans you have had prepared, but if you
like to show them to me as a friend, something may occur
to me which may help.’ I shall not easily forget the flash

of genius when, on looking at the plans for a few minutes
he said, ‘Why not put it the other way?’ I saw at once how
wonderfully this would fit in, and it resulted in a building

which is universally admired as being in harmony with the

old structure, both outside and inside.
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Looking back on those days, I cannot now realize how
it was possible to put in so much work, for not only were
reparations going on inside, but there was the re-organization

of the kitchens, the collecting of an efficient staff of English

servants, the ramifications of a decaying posting business -

which, one could see so plainly, was to make way for mechani-

cal transport in the near future, requiring efficient garage

accommodation - the purchase of an orchard of two acres

immediately behind the building, and making the garden

sufficiently large to grow our own produce. Above and

beyond all these activities, I was director and afterwards

managing director of the largest hotel in Newquay, besides

being on the board of important hotels in Bournemouth and

Swanage, and acting as receiver for a very large estate which

included a well-known London tavern. But it was the

additional income this brought in which helped me to

realize my ideals for the inn which was soon to become one

of the show places of England.

In 1908 my eldest son, Gordon, finished school, and,

after a voyage to the Argentine, came to my help. With a

genius for design and draughtsmanship, and a super-sense

for traditional methods in Cotswold building, he superin-

tended the repair work going on, including the carpenters’

shop, where we now had additional men repairing furniture.

Visitors were always asking if they could purchase certain

pieces of old furniture and decorative objects but I made a

firm decision from the first, that I could not combine the

sale offurniture with innkeeping, except as a separate business.

Old pieces which had been selected for various positions in

the inn as being in keeping with some particular room, and

other things which filled the qualities of being decorative

and yet fit for their purpose would be looked for by returning

visitors. An opportunity occurred of acquiring a fine old

house on the east side, part of the bargain being that I should

plan and build a house for the owner on another site he

possessed in the village. Upon getting possession we started
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a separate business in genuine old pieces, which grew very

rapidly and led to the designing and making by skilled

craftsmen of modern furniture. In the Paris Exhibition

a cabinet designed by Gordon Russell was awarded the

only gold medal given for English furniture and to-day my
son controls, as managing director, this important offshoot.

In the following year, 1909, my second son, Donald, left

school, and after a few months of business training, came to

take his share in a rapidly expanding business. He seems to

have a natural gift for all that goes to good inn-keeping, and

for many years now, he has, with the help of his able wife,

been in successful charge of the Lygon.

(To he continued)

0
White Haresj Wild Cats Peregrines

by A Highland Gamekeeper

NO one who has not been at a white hare shoot can have

any idea of the numbers of the animals. It is nothing

unusual for a dozen ‘guns’ to kill four or five hundred in a

short day, and a fortnight later to find the hares as numerous
as ever on the same ground. The hares come down lower in

winter, and, so extensive is the country, no amount of

shooting does more than thin their number to a correct

breeding stock. The white hare forms the principal food

item of wild-cat, fox, marten, pole-cat, stoat, and eagle,

yet it increases from year to year in spite of all its enemies.

When out after hares once I saw two golden eagles hunting
the animals. One of the birds dropped with closed pinions

on a hare and began to eat it. Disturbed by the shooting

party’s advance, the bird left its prey, but seeing another hare

speeding over the snow, it snatched it from the ground and
carried it right away.

There are many wild-cats in the mountains and woods
of Ross, and their tracks can be seen in certain places any
winter day in the snow. The animals wander far from their
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dens at night, and are sometimes, in severe weather, forced

to descend to the line of the railway, and I have known

more than one to be run over.

A fine sight is a peregrine family at the stage when its

members are almost free of their baby white down, and each

young bird has a perching pinnacle of its own near the nest.

As I watched such a family once, I saw that the gaze of

each young bird was intently directed skyward. Nothing

was visible to me, although I heard a curious prolonged

sound, not unlike that made by a drumming snipe, but

louder and increasing in volume. Then a black speck,

possibly a mile up in the air, appeared directly above the

eyrie. This proved to be the father of the family, dropping

directly on the eyrie, and the drumming sound was made
by the wind escaping through his flight feathers.

At another nesting place of the peregrine falcon the

quarry brought to feed the young was the puflSn. It seemed

remarkable that the hawks should find those birds an easy

prey, seeing that their flight is low and rapid above the

waterj but one day I saw a peregrine stooping at a puffin,

and the mystery was explained. The puffin flew at great

speed within a yard of the water, but made no attempt to

dive, though this was the obvious thing to do. The hawk
was handicapped in its stoops by the fact that if it came
down too rapidly, it ran the risk of immersion, and each time

it came at the puffin its talons raised a spurt of water. The
chase of the idea-less puffin, by the clever and adaptable

falcon, was in fact a contest of brains, as much as of physical

powers; and the falcon won by the delivery of a perfectly

planned, and carefully graduated, final stoop.

0
The solution of the Ear Mystery which was the subject

of a competition in the last issue of The Countryman
comes from E, V. Lucas, who declares that ‘Mark Antony
was down that way burying Caesar and one of the country-

men from whom he borrowed an ear forgot to claim it’.
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A Kentish Wagon

The Kentish wagon on the opposite page (writes the

artist) is somewhat unusual in having double front wheels

and single back wheels - generally the wheels are alike

throughout. It is a full-size wagon, drawn by four horses

in line, the third horse only being in the shafts. With the

false lade and standard added — as shown in the drawing - it

will carry 200 trusses of straw, that is, 2| tons. If it is to

be loaded with cavins, the standards are put through the

sides of the lade near the end, instead of behind them, as

shown here.

The carter walks alongside the wagon on the near

side (the opposite side to that from which the drawing

is made), and on that side are hung the skid-pan and drop-

chain, to fix the hind and front wheels respectively when
going downhill. The little box in the front is called the

wagon-box, and contains the wagoner’s dinner. The load

is roped on either side, and these ropes are fixed to the hooks

at each side in front of the wagon, turned round the end of

the lade, and, passing over the load, are pulled through the

holes in the roller, or shutlock, at the tail of the wagon, and

drawn tight by means of levers on the roller. Some Kentish

wagons, especially in North Kent, have the lock chains

underneath, from the fixed back axle to the movable front

axle, to limit the movement of the front wheels when the

wagon is turned, and to prevent the wheel from rubbing

in the lock, which sometimes breaks it to pieces, or overturns

load and wagon, but such chains are absent from the wagon
illustrated.

As I was sketching I had several conversations with

onlookers. An old neighbour came up and said, ‘Doing
a picture of Mr. Ovenden’s motor car, then?’ Myself,

‘Yes, the four horse power one,’ ‘Well, you know, Adam
had one of them, and made old Eve lug him round in it’

With this apocryphal piece of Scripture, he left me to it
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T6e Haunted High'Vfay

An exultant vaice cries

Get thee behind me! Flatten thyself out!

Lower thy trees that frustrate sight ahead;

Angles that baffle, corners set about

With thickets and with riotous blossom spread -

Let all be cut, levelled and rolled out neat -

Graded and polished, tarred to suit my tyres;

My wheels must grip (though slip the horses’ feet,

Their mouths be wrenched - they have no inner fires).

Now, it is done. My wheels have conquered thee!

Prostrate thou liest, docile, metalled, bare;

Clipped hedgerows, painted signposts orderly.

Now, nought impedes me but the wavering air.

Highway, for this my fathers cut thy track

That I might thunder thus along thy back!

A lovo voice replies

For centuries men drove through sun and rain

Great-hooved beasts, that drew with measured pomp,

Slow turning wheels of coach and harvest wain,

And passed wayfarers, pilgrim, pedlar, tramp,

Who went my way and climbed my arching back,

And heard sweet jingling, staid clip-clop repeat,

And smelled the hay and hawthorn, rested pack

Against my sturdy milestones in the heat.

These passed. Thou earnest; and thy heavy hand

Laid on my surface cuts me to the bone.

Thy swift wheels spurn me and the quiet land

Is wakened by loud rattle and harsh drone.

Yet, go thy way! Time shall o’ertake and pass

Both thee and me - and cover us with grass.

Audrey Jennings
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The Happy Highway

Testerday

J^OAD, you’re a liar!

Ruts, holes and boulders; robbers, tolls and mire.

Loud, swollen drivers, soaked with drink and rain,

Strained goaded horses, lashed by cords of fire.

Footsore, the shoeless trudged that path of pain.

To-day

Run, run new road. The world you leave behind

Lies dim and sad and filled with shades of fear.

Galanty shows of landless men: a hind

Tied to a whipping post; in stocks with ears

Close cropt, a luckless wight who spoke his heart

To his proud lord; serfs with slit noses peer

Past witches burning. Sorrow was their part

Though song and banter mingled with their tears.

Enough, enough ! The clumsiest motor van

That lumbers o’er our road gives greater ease

Than ever monarch knew. New love for man
Is here. New light and — progress - if you please!

O’er happy highway the swift car passes

Lithe, sunburnt, bare-kneed, singing lads and lasses.

To-morrow

Freed thought mounts higher. On the plane’s pinion

Man cleaves an airy way in new dominion.

Elspet Keith

a
I T is the settled policy of The Countryman to allow

to its contributors the widest liberty of opinion and expres-

sion. In ‘As One Countryman to Another’ and ‘As It

Seems to Some of Us’, we state our own views.
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Speculate! Speculate!

by Caroline Marriage

I
T was getting to be late afternoon, but the road to Bake-

well, instead of shortening with every step, seemed to be

unrolling itself as a salesman unrolls a stair-carpet. I pulled

up to light my pipe, but match after match fizzled out

without doing its job. ‘Here, Mister!’ said a voice behind

me, ‘Stop wasting them matches. Kneel here alongside of

me, and I’ll give ye the shelter of my coat.’ A tramp, lying

lazily by the roadside, had been watching me without my
knowing it.

Now I have had many and many a talk with these road-

sters, and if I have given them a copper or two I have always

had my money’s worth. I knelt down by this man’s side, he

held out his coat to windward, and my pipe was lit. ‘Sit

and have a bit of a crack,’ said the tramp, ‘Yeer pipe’ll taste

all the sweeter. And if it tastes as sweet as it smells, ba gum 1

it’ll taste good!’

There was no being deaf to such a hint. I handed him
my pouch, he filled his pipe, and took a good two pipefuls

more and stowed it in his pocket. ‘Now, Mister, will ye

let me have a match? And would ye mind sitting t’other

side of me? Now that’s bonny, that is.’ Absent-mindedlyhe

slipped my box of matches into some safe recess among his

tatters and leaning back against the wall, he said, ‘Now I bet

I’ll tell ye in two guesses how ye mak’ yeer brass. I’ll tell

ye that’

I said I did not bet but that he might make his two guesses.

So he sat up and looked me over. I must mention that I had
in my hand a stick which had been my uncle George’s, the

best-loved doctor in the North Riding, The tramp’s eye

feu on the stick and he said, .^^^^kon ye be what folk calls

“a medical man”, and that’s how ye addle yeer brass?’

I shook my head and told him to guess again.

‘I’ve one other chance, so I have. Ye don’t earn it
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hastening men out o’ the world, or helping them in? Well,

then, ye must earn yeer money in some other way. Am I

not right? and in two guesses? But I say. Mister, ye’re not

a curious man. Ye don’t ask me how I get my money!’

I thought I could see that very well; but to humour him
I said, ‘What is your profession?’

‘Ah,’ he laughed, ‘that’s well said, yon! Why, I couldn’t

ha’ put it better myself. I’m a speculator by profession, that’s

what I am. On the Stock Exchange? - nowt o’ t’ sort!

I do a sight better nor that! I see ye don’t credit me; but

lookye here, didn’t I see you come up with yeer pipe? and

didn’t I hold out my coat -what did that cost me? And
what did I get from it? I got the pipeful I’m smoking. I got

two more pipefuls o’ bacca; and rare good bacca it is! I got

a box o’ matches —

’

‘Here! hand over,’ I said, ‘I shall want them myself!’

but, cool as brass, he took the box, opened it, and handed

me back less than half the matches.

‘And now,’ he said, ‘I want fourpence to pay my bus fare

to a spot I mean to shelter in to-night, and I jolly well know
I’m going to get that too! (Thank you Mister). If all this

ain’t speculation, and without a ha’p’orth of capital, I’d like

to know what is!’

As I went down the hill he called after me, ‘Hey!

Mister! start speculating yourself ! Speculate! Speculate!’

And then he put both hands to his mouth and shouted

‘SPECULATE!’
Now it was a long way to Bakewell, but the tramp’s

words had hardly ceased to ring in my ears when I over-

hauled a motor-car with a man sitting in it poring over a

map. I said to him, ‘I wonder if I can be of any use to you?’

Said he, ‘This darned map’s all wrong. Here am I just

there ’- he pointed with his finger on the map -‘and there

should be three roads, and I want the middle one. And that’s

just the one that is left out.’ I got into the car and sat down
beside Jiim. ‘May I look a minute? No, see here! You’re
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not there yet, not by three mile and more. You’re here.

I know the road quite well, and I’m going your way.

So on we went, and it was a nice lift for my tired legs.

^Whcre are you going?’ he asked as we came up to the sign-

post and the three roads, ‘Can I take you any farther?’

I told him I was going left to Bakewell, and, laughing,

I told him of my friend of the road and of his last words to

me. ‘So I’ve been doing a bit of speculation myself, and

you’ve given me a welcome lift!’ With that he gave a roar

of a laugh and said, ‘How far is it to Bakewell? What!
only six miles? Sit where you are, I’ll run you there in a

jiffy. Gad! that’s a story to tell my old father when I get

home. He made-his fortune by speculating; Pm spending it!’

J NEW ZEALAND EARTHQUAKE SCENE
Many friends of Lord Bledisloe will be interested in this photograph

by His Excellency^ which he has been good enough to send us
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Dog facing in the Country
hy Philip Jordan

WE drove along narrow lanes until we saw, through a
gap in the hedge, a field of motor-cars, mostly battered.

Two policemen, and (for some reason which we could not

understand) ten men of the St. John’s Ambulance Corps,

eyed us with suspicion. We each paid sixpence and were
allowed to park the car. Somewhere below us a man was
shouting, ‘Two more dogs wanted for the St. Leger Stakes.*

The field was over a quarter of a mile long, and narrow.

Tall hedges kept out ‘dead-heads’. There were present

about a hundred quiet people, nearly all were in thick

tweeds. Half of them had dogs on leash. Six hilarious young
men and a bottle of whisky ran the totalisator in a covered

green charabanc. The course was wired off. There were

only four dogs to each race.

The hare was an ingenious contraption, made from a

stuffed rabbit, chained to a quarter of a mile of twine. The
other end of the twine was tied to the rear wheel of a baby

motor car, the axles of which were jacked off the ground.

The hare was wound in at the caprice of the chauffeur. In

front of the car a tarpaulin was pegged on the ground, and

underneath this the invincible hare disappeared with a plop

at the end of each race.

The landlord of the inn had given us a sure recipe for

winning money, but being novices we thought we knew
better. We ignored Long Bob, who appeared to be the

favourite, and put our two shillings (this being the unit of

the tote) on Molly, a white bitch whose extreme cleanliness

appealed to us. Molly ambled home third, and Long Bob
won by ten lengths. A dividend of half-a-crown was paid

on him, this being, so we were informed by a mathematical

yeoman, equivalent to four to one on.

With a recklessness born of gambling, we declined to be

down-hearted, but consulted a knowing fellow inside the
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rails. *Back Trixie,’ he said, ‘She’s my brother’s little bitch,

and never beaten yet.’ He was a brown leathery fellow who
wandered up the rails, quite unable to keep his information

to himself. He knew everybody, and we all liked him.

Whenever he muttered Trixie’s name a figure would slip

away from the railings and edge towards the green betting

vans. We were all friends, bound together in a common vice.

After we had each bought a two-shilling ticket on Trixie,

we went and stood behind the judge. Somebody rang a bell

and the car’s engine started. Far down the field we could

see the stuffed rabbit bobbing towards us. The dogs had no

chance. If the leader came anywhere near, the chauffeur-

controller accelerated. Just before the leader reached the

winning line the rabbit plopped under the tarpaulin, and

Trixie, the winning dog, slowed up. Black Boy shot past

her. But he was not to win. ‘Trixie wins,’ shouted the

judge with unnecessary violence. ‘Trixie wins. Black Boy
second.’ We looked at one another and said nothing. It was

not for us to argue; and we each had two bob on Trixie.

An ungrateful fellow behind me said: ‘O’ course Trixie

wins: she’s his own little bitch.’ I could not help admiring

such immense dishonesty; and when a dividend of two-and-

six was announced I hurried to get my money before a

dispute began. There was no dispute. George liked his dog
to win, and it was only the mugs who hadn’t backed Trixie.

We stayed for one more race. Our genial oracle, who
wore the narrowest trousers I have ever seen and a smart

coat of the fashion of 1901, once more advised us. ‘Black

Tiger.’ We followed his advice, despite the unpopularity of
the dog. When he won we drew four-and-sixpence, and
departed hurriedly. We had been in touch with magic, and
had made a shilling each. When we drove out of the field

we were lordly men who knew a thing or two about grey-

hounds. We had gambled recklessly under the eyes of two
policemen, not to speak of the ten men of the ambulance
corps.
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Autolycus Ltd.y Vagrant 3derchants - ^

I
F the sun shone less on us in July of last year, good

fortune smiled more kindly. Our fruit sales mounted until

we were selling five pounds’ worth in a day and our profits

increased out of proportion. We had learned to save ourselves

waste, to deal in fruit which gave a rapid turnover, and to

carry enough of what our customers would certainly buy.

When August came wet-foot, we had our moors’ results to

cheer us, the navvy-carting became each week more valu-

able, and in the beginning of August we added a new
occupation to our swelling list. One evening an acquaintance

halted us in Newtonmore to ask if we would tutor a boy

in Latin and in Mathematics against his Cambridge En-
trance examinations. We were only too pleased ! In the

last week of August Betty had to go away to end her year’s

teaching.

The weather got worse. I saw cows swim to safety from

the flooded meadows where they had been marooned on
hillocks. All along the Spey Valley the crops were under

water, and coils of hay went down the slow stream to the

sea, with carcases ofsheep, relics offences, and tins and bottles,

poor trophies of the water’s victory over the land, to keep

them company. The strangers to the country who had come
holidaying lost their appetite for fruit when the days were

perpetually wet, and the folk ofthe country had their thought

too much in their distressful fields to think of apples. I was
selling only one pound’s worth of fruit where we sold four

previously. As August went out, and the holiday-makers

departed, the trade had lost its profit as well as its savour.

I had more than lack of good fortune. I had bad fortune

to contend with. The first week after Betty’s departure

Corybante broke a pin in her clutch, and the repair cost

two pounds, as well as the week-end’s receipts from my
navvies. Then the navvies, as their job finished, got fewer

and fewer.
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When I brought Betty home early in September, the day

was one of wild floods which made us so wet and cold that

we had no time to think of our misfortunes. Near Huntly,

the Deveron’s entire flood poured across the roadway, for

the bridge was choked with sheaves. In every valley men
and women and children slaved on the edge of the water to

drag sheaves from the rising torrents, and the Spey lay in

one vast loch for weary miles. We had never seen such

devastation, and our small distress was swallowed up in

thought of the misfortune which had come on the country.

The news-getting still remained, and to that we devoted

ourselves, hurrying here and there to forests, moors, and

remote shooting lodges in an effort to make the best ofwhat
remained of our broken fortunes. As September wore on
theweather grew from wet and cold, to colderand wetter,with

showersofsleet to remind us thatwinterwas athand, and winter

was no time in Speyside for caravanning. Wemust find awin-

ter station, and that soon, for the hills were whitening.

We had gone, one day, towards the end of September,

into the upper reaches of the Spey to half a dozen shooting

lodges, when, in the very heart and centre ofa moor on which
there was no other house, no other sign ofhuman habitation,

we saw an empty house by the roadside, and, going to in-

vestigate this forlorn place, we found the back window
unsnibbed. The summer of fruit-hawking had made us

bold even to breaking and entering, so that we climbed in

and wandered through the empty rooms with neither shame
nor fear. It was a well-preserved house, lined with bright

fir, and dry. When we had searched through its rooms we
hurried to find who owned it that we might rent it over

winter. The owner was quite glad to have his house occupied

so we went to Aberdeen for furniture. Our store of money
was small. We bought here and there, in sale rooms, in

shops, at sales, until we had spent over ;^20. It was not a
great amount but it left us so short that we knew that even
in the depths of winter we could not live on what ’we had
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but must get news, or write articles at top speed* After we
had unloaded the stuff into the house, and made tea, I spent

a few minutes fishing in the burn. A pound trout endeared

the place straightaway to me.

Winter came on us when we were but newly settled.

There were twenty-foot drifts from January to March
beside our doors, and the road was closed for months to all

traffic, save the unwitting strangers who took it and staggered

to our doors, spent with struggling. There were storms

which held up trains at Dalwhinnie and Kingussie, and on
the wildest day of the year we ran out of food and spent

five hours walking to Laggan Bridge and returning with

our load, a journey of seven miles. Across the road from
the Halfway House an old storm-thinned wood provided us

with fuel to burn so that our scanty money was not spent

on coal. When the weather was frosty we took a sledge to

a further wood or gathered turves from the roots in our

wood. We tore the frost-bound earth to get the old roots,

and sent such roaring fires up the lum that there was not a
house in the country so warm as ours. Stags came hunger-

crazed to our very doors, and we could hear them scraping

in our midden through the nights. At our ash pit grouse

and black cock were as tame as hens. Almost from our first

arrival we had mice, a blackbird, a chaffinch and two
weasels for company. Spring brought peewits, crested and
proud, to eat our tea-leaves, and gulls, crows, whaups and
sea-piets mourned with merry hearts about us.

We saw few folk. There were strange passing people,

wanderers who came sometimes to ask a drop of tea, and

shambled on again. One morning we saw a smoke rising

from behind the hillock of our wood, and when we
climbed to see, there was a man sitting stark to the waist in

the biting wind which curdled the waters of the burn beside

him. He had a small fire of roots burning, and he held his

st^ming shirt towards it to dry, while beside him a string

stretched from one tree to another supported some pairs of
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socks, a pair of trousers and an undershirt. We saw, when he

had gone, the large toffee tin which had been his washpot,

and we remembered what another wanderer said to us

when we saw his open neck, and heard the wind whistle

snow-laden, ‘The owld dog for the hard road, the puppy

takes the pavement.’ While one visitor, an old Irishman,

with a long white beard, supped his bowl of venison

broth (for stags though hungry were not skin-and-bone),

he told us that he would not go to America because there

were two of his aunts there already, and that was ‘enough

of the M‘Manus fambly in wan country.’

So spring came on us, and in March we had such hot

weather that we douked in the burn. As spring strengthened

the thought of our past summer came, and we resolved to

live again in our caravan. We were weary of the news-

getting and of the articles which came back so surely. We
remembered the fruit-selling, which gave us pleasant days,

and an income depending only on our own efforts. Hack-
journalism had served us fairly well all winter but we had

no stomach for a summer of it. There were many occasions

when we had so little money that we were forced to wait

for the postman to bring us postal orders before we could

buy food. We said that summer would see us quit of the

occupation which grew so laborious, and decided that this

time it would not be fruit we sold. We hesitated for long

over our trade, until at length we decided that we would run

a shooting booth. So if we have enough money to buy
lorry, air rifles and booth, that is the occupation which we
hope will bring us fun and some money this summer.

0
Possibilities of Fruit Growin g.-

You will be interested to hear that, despite the newspapers,

commercial fruit growing is not quite at its last gasp. A
large number of cherries and pears were planted in the

winter which means, of course, that some people made some
money during the summer.—^ Nurseryman
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Crossbills Come to Stay?

ONE day in March my gardener came to me with a

problem. Could I tell him what bird it was he had

seen? A chocolate-coloured bird it was, about the size

of a bullfinch or a little bigger, and it came and sat on the

branch of a tree quite close to him and sang a song he had

never heard before. He is a good countryman, and knows
much about birds and flowers even though he has not always

got a name for what he sees, and I was sure that here was

something new. Could the bird be a crossbill? Chocolate-

coloured puzzled me, and also I had never heard a crossbill

sing. But it turned out, sure enough, to be a crossbill, or rather

a pair. All through April they were about my rock garden,

perching on neighbouring trees and shrubs and coming down
to drink at the pools and water-courses 5 strangely tame and

unafraid, and the cock with a pleasantly meditative little

warble, with now and then a greenfinch’s note in it and now
and then a roulade like the chaffinch’s. And that pair of

crossbills has been a complete puzzle to me. It is the first

pair I have ever had stay in the garden, though crossbills

are common winter visitors to my part of Surrey. The cock

was much darker in plumage than the brick-red which is the

colour the books give to crossbills, and I wondered whether

it was possibly a young bird, and whether perhaps crossbills

do not breed until their second year. For the time for the

nest is as early as February, and though the birds often perched

and swung about the top of a large spruce near the rock-

garden -just the kind of tree they would choose to nest in

- the hen certainly was never sitting on eggs. And then, at

the end of the month, the pair vanished. Did they go back

to their northern home, in Norway or Sweden, wherever

it may be? If so, they must have returned after their nesting

season was over or perhaps they make a second nest?

-£.P.
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loaf sugar to each pound, and let the sugar dissolve gendy. Then boil

from three quarters to one hour, stirring all the while until it becomes

stiff. It is then ready to be put into moulds which should be previously

warmed. Lay waxed or brandied paper direedy on the top of the cheese

and tie it down either hot or cold.

Rhubarb Conserve. -A subscriber sends the following Scottish recipe

for rhubarb conserve; To preserve whole use i lb. sugar to i lb. rhubarb.

Let rhubarb toughen in the sun. Cut into secdons. Place in deep basin

alternate layers of rhubarb and sugar. Leave for 24 hours. Lift rhubarb

into another basin. Boil liquid 10 minutes and pour over rhubarb

while still boiling. Leave for another 24 hours. Repeat, boiling liquid

this time for 20 minutes. Leave 24 hours. Repeat, boiling liquid for

} hour. Leave for 24 hours. Then boil the liquor till it forms a syrup.

Add several lumps of whole ginger, hammered well, or better stiU,

preserved ginger. Add rhubarb to the liquid and simmer till soft.

The mixture never jells, but eats like a preserve, not a jam.

rOUNG BILLS GUIDE TO RURAL LIFE

Off the Beaten Track in Scotland

17 . Tufted Cairn Gorm Defending her Young

The ‘Scottish Farmer* tells the experience of a Fife

farmer who advertised in its columns for a man and wife.

He engaged a couple about to be married. They left: their

respective farms in the morning, got married, bought their

furniture, and were in their new place in time for the

afternoon milking.
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Rural France as It Really Is

A WONDERFUL country,’ said the Great Statesman,

‘every inch cultivated.’ Despite the deference that

youth owes, and sometimes pays, to age and experience, I

could not let this pass. As I recalled many pleasant journeys

in France, the barren Gausses of Perigord, the dour landscape

of Auvergne, the enclosed fields of the Jura, almost of an

Irish green, I made my respectful demurrer. The legend of

the small cultivator has taken root in England, and attained a

tenacity only equalled by the belief that French cooks

make soup out of yesterday’s leavings. Curious! and

yet France obeys the laws of heat and moisture as in

other lands. Where it pays to farm on the big scale there it is

done; where small culture is possible, there we find it prac-

tised. Take a car from Bayonne in the West, head eastwards

through the lovely Bearnais Country and you will see large

farms worked by modern machinery and showing every

evidence of prosperity. As you reach the lower slopes of the

Cevennes you mount upward to a sub-Alpine country, and

here you may see deserted houses and even small villages

abandoned and desolate, the fight with conditions having

been too severe, even for the thrifty French peasant. Des-

cending into Provence you run into the huge vine area of

the Midi whose vast expanses make the famous ‘clos’ of

Bordeaux and Burgundy look like gardens. Or let us go
from Paris to Chartres and see the greatwheatfields ofBeauce,

immortalised, or traduced if you will, by Zola in ‘La Terre’.

Endless seem the horizons of golden fields, broken only

by the filigree of the roadside poplars, without which the

roads themselves would be lost under winter snows. And
then let us run into the fertile Loire valley, a country of

fruit and wine, fit subjects for the small farmer. Crossing

the river at Tours we reach a landscape which recalls the

Berkshire Downs and it is again a country of large farms

where the threshing machine and the tractor may be heard.
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W. BILL
WOOLLEN MERCHANT
has for close on half a century specialised in

HOMESPUNS
AND TWEEDS
ENGLISH - SCOTCH WELSH

for Country Wear, Sport, and Travel
^

A rare stock of great value and service can

be inspected by readers of

*THE COUNTRYMAN^
priced at Merchants’ rates, and unlike any-

thing to be seen on Tailors’ bunches. Can
be purchased by the Suit, Overcoat,

Costume Length; or Piece

As this is a private family business, and there is such

an immense variety in mixtures, designs, weights, and
weaving, we cannot promise patterns unless under excep-

tional circumstances; werecommend thereforeavisit to the

Warehouse

:

51 GT. PORTLAND ST., LONDON
or Branch: 93 NEW BOND STREET, W.l

(FOUNDED lt*«t
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As the culture varies, so the people. The tyipiczl French-

man is the Gascon whose happy circumstances touch his

nature with an inextinguishable gaiety. The Auvergnat has

something of his native granite and his is a grey outlook;

while adjoining him is the Basque, living in a wet Irish

climate and sharing the charm and the indolence which it

engenders. Market day at Nancy would surprise those in

search of the typical Frenchman. Here are tall, heavy, slow-

moving men, whose bovine looks and fair complexions

suggest the Teuton rather than the Latin. But while France

is, in the main, a country ofpeasant cultivators, the increasing

industrialisation is already taking eflFect. If there are any

who think that peasant ownership offers a way out for

agriculture, let them go to the neighbourhood of some
large French town and see for themselves which life the

younger generation prefers, the factory or the farm. Not
long ago I stood on a hillside near Lyons talking to an old

friend whose fruit and vines were his life’s work and his love.

Gone were the vines on the terraced slope and in their place

the hay stood ready for mowing. *My son now works on the

railway. He likes the regular hours, the holidays and the

companionship. “Why should I toil all the year,” he says,

“only to find all the grapes ruined by mildew in a wet
autumn?” And so it is grass now - c*est triste gaL^ —

2.-^ A Questionfrom Professor Patrick Geddes

WHY is there no explanation or even enquiry how it is

with so much unemployment in Britain, in Germany
and in the United States, the French have taken the place

of America in accepting emigrants, and this up to 2,000,000

Spaniards, Italians and Poles. Why are no British worlanen

and labourers sent to France? The story goes that this was

suggested through the French Foreign Office to ours some
years ago and was turned down. You can well imagine that

the French would rather have had good emigrants from us

than most of those they have from Spain, or Italy, or Poland
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Why did our people not go themselves? Workmen in a

foreign country could not but learn words for food and for

money the first day, a kindly greeting for a hostess and a

beginning of talk with neighbours the second day, some
understanding in a week and in a month some reading of the

papers! It is only our schools with their useless and even

paralyzing grammars that cause learning languages to be

thought impossible! But the dollars of America, the shillings

of England, look soon so much bigger than depreciated francs

at 2d.! Yes, but with the pay here, the workman gets a

better meal than a Britisher or an American, a full bottle of

wine for three or four francs at the most (and often less),

an omelette or meat, better vegetables than ever he tasted,

cheese or fruit and a table napkin. And similarly he pays

less for lodging and clothes, tram-ride and newspaper, etc.,

and in kindlier conditions. Why is France so busy? Because

here survives the old political economy of tilling the soil

for all we’re worth, deep and well, for the crops - and child-

ren! Whereas to our workers has soaked down our later

individualistic political economy of manufactures and

machines, of buying cheap and selling dear, of giving as little

and getting as much as may be, of futile ‘leisure’ and all

other vicious doctrines and habits of our economic system —

of mechanistic and pecuniary mythology instead of bed rock

facts of life!

In Oxford.- One day during the warm spell in

March I saw come wavering along the Cornmarket from

Carfax a glorious brimstone butterfly. It flew about the

height of one’s eye right down the middle of the street

among the cars and buses. I watched it for some time, and

as far as I could see not one person turned to look at the

lovely creature! It was so bright that there seemed to be

no other colour in the Streep at the time.- M.M.
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The Farmer

1

recommend

Solignum/

^‘Because it makes my fences,

gates and outbuildings last

years longer^

Icannot aflFord towastemoney
by letting my timber rot* Be-
sides, 1 find that buildings
treated with Solignum do not
harbour vermin* My poultry
have been healthier since I

used Solignum in the poultry
houses*

My advice to other Farmers
is : Don^t grouse when your
fences fall down, or your
chickens are infested with
lice; use Solignum, and avoid
trouble*”

Solignum is recom<^

mended for use on--

Weather Boarding

Garden Woodwork
Apiaries

Garages

Floors

Joists

Gates

Posts

Byres

Sheds

etc.

The Wood Preservative

SOLIGNUM LIMITED, 205, BOROUGH HIGH STREET, S.E.i— ^V.
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Changes

by Elspet Keith

Mrs. OLDENSHAW, tail, with troubled brown eyes

and greying, wavy hair, arrived with furniture, van-

men, plants, a goat -all, except her daughter who was to

follow in a few weeks. Drenching summer rain screened

this interesting activity from a waiting village, eager to

appraise the new owner of ‘ole Squire’s’ place - Greystones

on the hill.

Mrs, Oldenshaw laundered, milked her goat, gardened,

painted woodwork and cleaned and rubbed at the old house

until it glowed like a Tudor casket of jade and silver. For
this she was called a miser, a criminal in hiding, mad — and

Mrs. Mole said to Mrs. Hedgedale that had she lived ‘in grit-

granpi’s day, ’haps they’d ’av drownded ’er!’ An answering

‘Rubbish!’ fired Mrs. Mole to add that if they could ‘prod

Mrs. Oldenshaw’s thumb wi’ a freshly cut thorn ’haps

black would come out ’stead o’ blood!’ Again Mrs. Hedge-

dale said, ‘Rubbish!’ and, ‘She’s “gentry” right enough, but

nobody never has took an interest in Heckstone village since

ole Squire died, nor never will.’

What could any village make of a woman who pinned to

her back door her lists for calling tradesmen, yet showered

smiles and small gifts on the children who dared to peep

through her garden gate? Mrs. Oldenshaw captured the

ancient heart ofSamson Woolly along with his hat one windy
day when she returned the headgear to him with a kindly

word. The schoolmistress’s judgment carried less weight

than Samson’s. Her notoriously charitable habit of mind
could find only good in the donor of to the children’s

summer treat. The widowed and Reverend James Dugdale

gave non-committal hearing to the gossipj but even he

wondered, for he had rapped twice in vain at Greystones

door. Once he was sure he saw Mrs. Oldenshaw at an

upper window.
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So the mystery grew with advancing summer until one

lovely morning the postman brought to each cottager and

farmer a letter that held the final affront. Mrs. Oldenshaw had
bought the whole estate and she invited one and all to come
to Greystones to hear about rents and about her plans for

the bit of ‘waste’ that had oncebeencommon land. ‘Scan’lous!

Unnatteral!’ The thirty-five glum souls standing outside

Greystones on the appointed evening were scarcely conscious

of the honeyed breath of a front garden once more full of

flowers. Their curiosity about meeting Mrs. Oldenshaw’s

newly arrived daughter was nothing to their surprise, as

they were ushered indoors, to find a feast waiting them as

abundant as any ever given on a tenants’ day by ‘ole Squire’.

The aloof but smiling Mrs. Oldenshaw shook hands with

all and said as she motioned them to be seated, that her

daughter would speak for her. Queer that, for she was only

a girl. And queerer still was her tale. The Oldenshaws

were kinsfolk to ‘ole Squire’! They were Colonials that

had saved up tocome home and buy this old place. Colonials!

That explained the mania for hard work. What did she say?

Rents were to remain as before but her mother would put

every house in repair. Her mother was going to build a

village hall on the old ‘waste’. Incredible! When she had

finished her story. Miss Oldenshaw looked oddly, even

apprehensively, at her mother and then said to the ashamed

and tongue-tied hearers: ‘Please go on eating. Don’t cheer

or anything. You see my mother would not hear. It might

hurt. She is stone deaf!’

0
Village Child: Took, Mother, there’s a bird flying

just like an areoplane!’

A STORY went the round of the papers that Lady
Radnor has a collection of ‘snakes, crocodiles and birds.’

The truth is that Lady Radnor once had two tortoises, one

of which is now dead.
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Dependable Batteries

for Country Homes
When your lighting is dependent on

batteriesyou cannot afford to experiment

with inferior makes. ‘Play safe’ by

installing P. & G. andE.P.S. Batteries,

the product of engineers with years of

experience behind them

PRITCHETT & GOLD
& E.P.S. ACCUMULATORS

Expert advice free from

PRITCHETT* GOLD
& E.P.S. COMPANY

LTD,

Incorporating the

Premier Accumulator Co.

50, Grosvenor Gardens
London, S.W.l

^Telephone: Sloane 7164
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GLASGOW OFFICE:
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Even if You Can t Swim
TV yfAJOR C, WHEELER, who has given demonstrations

IVAof scientific life-saving in half-a-dozen Continental

countries and in the United States, and is honorary examiner

of the Life Saving Society, sends us a useful reminder for the

hot weather: There is little danger for a non-swimmer in

the water ifhe can but retain his presence ofmind, and refrain

from throwing up his arms. ‘Throw yourself on your back

and you will float easily’ is the usual advice a swimmer
tenders to the non-swimmer. All right as far as it goes, but

more often than not the non-swimmer does not find himself

on his back as the result ofaccidental immersion. In ordinary

conditions, the greater part of the body and the legs well

submerged, the best thing to be done is to imitate the

movements of a dog in the water, by pawing with the hands

and arms in front of the body and moving the legs as if

running upstairs. Sweeping movements of the arms until

they are quite straight is better than short jerky strokes.

It will quickly be found that steady progress through the

water is made. Probably a yard or two will be sufficient to

reach the side of a boat or the river-bank. The practical

value of this advice over that of ‘Float!’ is that it encourages

the immersed person to do something, and action is natural.

A normal person can also float in an upright position.

But vertical floating is hardly for the accidentally-immersed,

rather scared non-swimmer, especially if he is in river water,

which is less buoyant than sea water. I speak of verticd

swimming simply by way of emphasizing the fact that the

human body is naturally buoyant, and that, unless you lose

your head and help to sink yourself, there is really little

danger. The more of you below the surface the easier it

will be for you to float. Hence the injunction not to throw

up the arms out of the water. No misgiving need be felt

about the weight of one’s clothing. As the clothes are

inflated with the air they will assist floating for some time.
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. . . without letting

us down once"
"Nearly seven years* service without letting us down

once **
is the experience of a Kohler owner in Surrey. He

goes on to say that ** considering the exceedingly small
amount oftime requiredfor the maintenance [and at that by
a layman) 1 think that my enthusiasm for this little plant has
been justified.**

Ifyou, too, would enjoy reliable electricity for lighting
and power, read “Told by the User,” a booklet of the ex-
periences of 53 Kohler owners. Learn in their own
words the unique advantages of the Kohler Automatic
Lighting Plant—how it can supply alternating and direct
current attown voltageand without the need oflarge and
costly storage batteries. Ask us for your free copy today.

Kohler Company Limited, (Dept* Ci)

216, Great Portland Street, London, W. 1.

KOHLER
AUTOMATIC

ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANT
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Autumn Crocuses

About this time of year there arrives from the nursery-
men a freshly printed catalogue, and new life comes

into the garden. Or into the gardener’s heart, perhaps,

for in the garden there is always new growth somewhere;

the heather bloom calls the bees when the cuckoo has flown

to Africa and the delphiniums are grey seed-pods. But how
pleasant, in the heat of July, to remember that you may
plant crocuses, and see them in bloom within a few weeks
of planting! That is a sense of spring in autumn which
comes to me fresh and somehow unexpected year after year;

I forget that I can place new colour and scent in my garden

until the postman actually brings that new flower catalogue

to my table. And what pleasure there is, too, in the mere
reading of the descriptions of the crocuses I am to order!

Here I can have a group of ‘soft clear violet-blue flowers

with orange stigmata’, and here ‘charming soft lilac flowers

with scarlet stigmata, delicately scented’, and here another

group ‘pale lilac feathered violet’ — the whole printed page

is an invitation. And that, of course, is what a seedman’s

catalogue ought to be. The Dutch bulb-growers know
something of the art of catalogue-making, and sow their

pages with typed blossom. They even become reminiscent

and philosophical, and recommend you to buy this or that

collection of bulbs because ‘they it were who cheered us up
during the darker days of our life. Didn’t they?’ But no
seedsman or nurseryman, either in Holland or England,

has yet realised his full opportunity. Flower catalogues

ought to be compiled by a writer like Reginald Farrer, whose
two volumes The English Rock Garden are literally an

anthology. He can write of crocuses that ‘once they are

opened, do not know how to shut again, any more than the

heart of man’, and then reminds you that he is a gardener
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by writing of conns and mice. It is Farrer to whom I go

in the heats of July, but only to read; for the practical

business ofbuying I must go to the nurserymen. - E, P,

Strawberry Troublesy by E. A. Bunyard

I
N field and garden alike, strawberry crops have decreased

until they have often become unprofitable. Some com-
mercial growers have turned to a more profitable crop.

Already some causes of our troubles are diagnosed, and the

past six months have shown that weather has had much to

do with our failures. Firstly, absence of hard frost, which

lifts a shallow-rooted plant like a strawberry, brought plants

through the past winter in much better form than for several

years. The old plan of covering the plants with straw in

the late autumn was a wise garden custom which should be

revived. An abundance of rain in the spring also told its

tale in vigorous growth. In a dry spring, watering would

certainly pay. Above all, the value of plenty of vegetable

matter, such as leaf mould and straw manure is emphasised.

So far culture may help us. Against pests we must take

precautions. Red spider should be killed by one of the oil

sprays now available, aphis may be best suppressed by a

nicotine dust. The presence of a mite of the same family as

the big bud mite of black currants is another probable cause

of dwindling plants. A means of dealing widi this may be

soon found. Lastly, which should be firstly, comes the

question of varieties which have a natural resistance to disease

and a vigour which stands up against unsuitable weather.

I find that Royal Sovereign and Sir J. Paxton retain their

early merits, if free from disease, and the new comers

Tardive de Leopold, and Oberschleisen are immensely

vigorous and fertile, though not quite of the first quality.

For the present we must leave Dr. Hogg, Viscomtesse de

,
Thury and other distinguished invalids in the hospital and

be thankful for the smaller mercies of the day.
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A JLittle Hairy Caterpillar

Most of us, at some time or another, have seen one of
those black hairy caterpillars crossing a country road,

not always the least frequented either. The other Sunday,
my wife and I were walking along the motor-infested road

between Maxwelltown and New Abbey, when I saw one
of these active little fellows leave the grassy roadside embank-
ment, and set out in a straight line for the other side of the

road. Vehicles of all kinds were passing at intervals of a few
seconds, and, being curious to know whether it were possible

for him to accomplish the journey safely, I lingered to watch
his progress. He gained the centre of the road without

mishap. A small car then came whizzing along, at anything

between twenty and thirty miles an hour, and went right

over him. The wheels missed him, but the suction carried

him about a foot along the road. For ten or twenty seconds

he lay, apparently dazed; then he wriggled himself into

position and again set out in a bee-line for his original desti-

nation, Another car appeared and a similar experience befel

him, with similar results. He was now nearing the grassy

bank to which he had originally directed his course, and my
wife placed the point of her umbrella directly in his way. He
pushed his nose up the ferrule about an eighth of an inch,

then proceeded round the right side of it. My wife repeated

the obstruction, and this time he passed it on the left side.

The third time it happened, however, he turned directly

round and made off, as we thought, in the direction whence
he had come, but it was only to make a circular detour

towards his first objective. Eventually he reached the bank
towards which he had first set his course, no doubt with

sadly frayed nerves. Now, why does this caterpillar cross

a road, risking death in the process? Was it scent, intelligence

or instinct that impelled him to overcome every obstacle

that was placed before him? Apparently the thought of

turning back never entered his head.- Edinbttrgh
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For Qountrymen and Qountry^^omen - i8

I. At the age of fifty-three one of our Prime Ministers

found twenty-four miles ‘rather too much for my stiffening

limbs’. At the same age another Prime Minister wrote,

‘I can claim thirty miles without finding it too much.’ Who
were they? - 2. ^There’s that thrush again - I can’t afford

it - he’ll run me into a pretty bill for music.’ Author? —
3. ‘I have seen him at his House in the Months of October

& November, when the Dew was quite wet upon the Grass,

within these 2 or 3 Years, go out into his Garden, & all

over the Grass, without so much as an Hat on his Head,

a light Silk Waistcoat, & thin Slippers not thicker than good

substantial brown Paper, to feed his Poultry of all Sorts,

after his Breakfast j & all this without the least Inconvenience,

when I have been muffled up in a cloak & forced to change

my Shoes as soon as I got into the House.’ Who was this

miracle ofhardihood? - 4. Who wrote to his son, ‘Eat as much
game as you please, but I hope you will never kill any

yourself, and, indeed, I think you are above any of those

rustick, illiberal sports of guns, dogs and horses.’ - 5. ‘Out

of the darkness came a wail, a terrible, mournful cry,

rising and shivering away through the still night air, like

the last gasping cry of a lost soul in torment. A mixture

of a whine, a gasp, a spit and a howl, which startled

even the hooting owls into silence.’ Whose wail? — 6. What
clergyman wrote as follows: ‘Old wheat and beans blazing

for twenty miles around, cart-mares shot 5 sows running

wild over the country; the minister of the parish

wounded sorely in his hinder parts; all these scenes of war

an Austrian has seen three or four times over; but it

is now three centuries since an English pig has fallen in

fair battle upon English ground, or a farm-house been

rifled, or a clergyman’s wife been subjected to any other

proposals of love than the connubial endearments of her

sleek and orthodox mate,’ [Jnswers, page 461]
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*No Need to Borroi9 their Thoughts'

hy Salfario

Anglers enjoy a contentment of mind which is

sometimes almost dangerous. When that contentment

borders on complacency it is more than dangerous, for

complacency is objectionable.

Anglers are nearly always judged by the example of that

devotee of the craft who pursues the chavender or chub

and other winter fish. That he is still does not mean he is

inactive. It is often an effort to be still. The watcher of the

float is very active in his mind, or needs to be.

To say that anglers think only of angling when they angle

is easy, but is not always true. When it is not true they angle

badly. Trout especially have a curious habit of rising to a

fly when you have borrowed someone else’s thoughts. As
Walton says, there is no need to borrow the thoughts of

others when you are pursuing trout. There is nothing

peculiar in angling in as far as it suggests the need for con-

centration. I cannot imagine any sport that will allow ab-

straction. What is more significant and important is that

when one is angling there is no wish for any other interest;

it is enough for any mind.

Golf is somehow measured by a round, cricket by an

innings, hunting by a run, football by a match, shooting by

a drive. Angling begins with daybreak and having slipped

from one hour to another is not ending when the sun has

set. You cannot even measure it by a season, for the

thoughts of last year join up with to-morrow’s journey to

a stream or loch as though there had been no winter in

between.

Angling is not to be remembered by numbers or a weight.

Stuffed images in glass cases are so much vanity and pride.

It is sufficient in itself. It has no need to borrow, even

|.houghts.
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The Country House Aeroplane

9. — The Autogiro

TO many of us the most interesting thing in aeroplaning

just now is the Autogiro or ‘windmill’ aeroplane, as it

is popularly called. The trouble about aeroplanes with most

people is not what they may do in the air but the rate at

which they may hit the ground. The Autogiro cannot

descend rapidly and it is, therefore, impossible to hit the

ground on descending. The Autogiro may be conceived

as an aeroplane with a parachute attached. The four

blades which rotate with the forward speed of the machine,

or with its downward descent, have a lifting effect

which enables the machine not only to fly at very low

speeds but virtually to stc^ and descend vertically. The
Autogiro development is of particular interest to country

residents, for it makes it possible for an aeroplane to land

in quite a small area. A three-acre field would probably

be quite sufficient. With skill it would even be possible to

land on a tennis court, though this would be trick flying and

would be impracticable for the private owner. More room,

however, is required by the Autogiro for rising from the

ground. In taking off, about thirty yards run is required.

This will probably be considerably improved upon when the

rotary blades are made to rotate mechanically. At present

they are moved by the wind-stream set up by the propeller.

One of the virtues of the Autogiro is its extreme simplicity

of handling. Although the ordinary normal flying training

should be undertaken by any prospective owner, an Autogiro

owner has the comforting knowledge that, however unskilful

he may be, it is almost impossible for him to crash on landing.

Unless he should fly directly into an obstacle, such as a house

or a tree, he should always be able to get the machine down
to the ground without serious damage. Even with a para-

chute, it is possible, if one lands awkwardly, to break a le^
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but the Autogiio descends at less than the speed of a man
landing by parachute. There is, therefore, a large margin

for safety, and only considerable clumsiness, extending almost

to stupidity, would produce anypersonal damage to the pilot.

The Autogiro, it should be understood, is not the same
in principle as a Helicopter. The Helicopter might be

described as a machine with propellers which lift it mechani-

cally from the ground. The Autogiro obtains its lift by a

combined forward and upward movement, the lift being

obtained from the angle of the rotary blades as the machine

travels through the air.

The inventor, Cierva, is a Spaniard. Although most of

the experiments have been carried out in this country, the

machine is making progress in America. The company is at

present selling manufacturing rights to aeroplane and sea-

plane manufacturers, with a view to the fitting of rotary

blades to existing designs of aeroplanes. Although the

Autogiro is still in its infancy, it may be said to have out-

grown the experimental stage and to be now a practical

proposition for the private owner, and to no class is it of

more interest than to those who are living at a distance from

any aerodrome in the heart of the country.

Getting away from the Autogiro to country-house

aeroplanes in general, Mr. Nigel Norman writes to us on
two points. Tirst, it will always be desirable to graze country

house aerodromes, unless they are very heavily used. For
this purpose sheep of the Scottish or Cheviot breeds are much
the best stock. They are extremely intelligent and very soon

learn to get away from the landing area at the sound of an

aeroplane overhead. Southdown type sheep are much slower

minded. Cattle are very difficult to shift, being either stolid

or inquisitive, and horses are also a great nuisance owing to

the fact that they move very quickly and one cannot rely

on their staying at the edge. My second point is that I see

many private aerodromes which have obviously been laid

out without the assistance ofany experienced advice/
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Local Government and Administration

2. J.F.S and y.P.s

I
T would be a great pity if the plea which is made from

time to time to appoint stipendiaries for petty sessions

were to gain force. It means expenditure, and it means

doing away with a system of administering justice, which,

on the whole, works well. An enlightened painstaking

Bench, with a good chairman, is an admirable English

device for considering the facts in petty cases and for fixing

penalties. It usually acts with some knowledge of rural

human nature. Much necessarily depends on the chairman,

as I have said, or the clerk, and on the tone of the court.

A good superintendent of police is an asset. But, ordinarily,

matters proceed at petty sessions in a way that will bear the

intelligent foreigner’s inspection. There are Benches,

however, where an improvement might well be made. Some-

times the chairman is opinionated or set in old ways. Some-

times he gives heed to colleagues who are of that character.

It is well worth while considering whether there should

not be a limit of age for chairmen both of petty and quarter

sessions. Another thing worth attention is the way in which

some Benches are stocked with justices who are over-

whelmingly of one political party, or with justices who have

ceased to be resident in the county or to attend regularly.

Why should they not be removed? For one thing, their

presence prevents the admission of new blood. The powers

that have the appointment of new justices say that there are

enough justices for that Bench. Then it is desirable to

consider whether there is not a tendency for some Benches

to regard themselves as a punishing machine only. Un-
doubtedly there are times when the right word in season

from the Bench would be helpful. Such obvious improve-

ments as not using the dock, unless absolutely necessary,

and utilizing to the full the services of the probation officer,

have been made in many courts. But there are still petty
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sessions in which a woman can be severely cross-examined

in the most intimate way without any woman being present

in the body of the court. Obviously the woman constable

or some respectable matron ought to be brought into court

and asked to sit beside the woman who is to give evidence,

and the number of women justices might be increased.

At one local bench I saw and heard justice perfectly ad-

ministered by one man and one woman J.P. At another

bench there sat with the chairman two women magistrates,

and things went well. - B.

Probation

The year 1830, writes Lord Feversham to us, saw
young lads whipped at the cart’s tail for petty offences,

and offenders, who stole from a dwelling house articles

valued at more than forty shillings, hanged. 1930 found

delinquents charged with similar offences accorded the bene-

ficent but disciplinary investigation of a juvenile court and

often treated by committal to a kindlier guardianship in a

more favourable environment. Has a greater change in

thought and outlook occurred in any other department of

our social life? Yet the incidence of crime has materially

decreased, in the country as in the town, as humanitarian

principles have been brought to bear. I would draw the

attention of country Benches to the fact that probation offers

the most economical plan for corrective treatment, for it

spares the taxpayer the heavy costs ofcorrectional institutions,

while it allows the greatest latitude for treatment ofindividual

behaviour problems under normal conditions of life. For
eighteen years the National Association of Probation

Officers has done useful work. Lately, by the generosity of

Mrs. William Carrington, 18,000 copies of the journal,

‘Probation’ have been dispatched to magistrates and justices’

clerks. The Home Office is actively sympathetic. We will

gladly provide any probation eommittee with lectures and

literature.’ Address: 29 Great James Street, W.C. i.
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T'ramping on the Cheap
by An Artist

WHEN travelling I avoid hotels and public-houses,

mainly for reasons of economy though there are some
country innkeepers whose prices for food and lodging seem
quite inadequate to leave them any profit. Three-and-six

I have been charged in Lincolnshire for a supper of bread

and cheese, apple-pie and a pint ofporter, an excellent bed and

breakfast. But quite half of the village landlords to whom
one applies will have nothing to do with casual comers who
arrive late,and say either ‘Full up’ or ‘Don’t put up strangers

here’. In a private lodging-house or temperance hotel

one will get beef-steak and strong tea for supper, an airless

bedroom, and breakfast in company with a suffocating

paraffin stove 5 and then be offered the visitors’ book, in

which to write, ‘Home from home’. But the worst thing

about inns is that one can never get away soon enough in

the morning. My own plan is to travel by bicycle, starting

as soon as may be after daybreak, and not beginning to look

for lodgings till dusk. A strong carrier on the back holds the

tools of my trade, together with tooth brush, razor and such

extra clothes as may be needed, a wholemeal loaf, butter and

cheese, and often a pot ofhoney, which (as David found when
pursuing the Philistines) is a reviving food. I don’t believe

in carrying things on one’s backj it is unnecessarily tiring,

especially in the rain. For sleeping out, I tried carrying a

tent, of the two-poled ex-Army kind, called a ‘one-man

bivy’. But this made a rather awkward load. After that I

bought a grey Army blanket for 4X. 6^. but it was inade-

quate when the nights were cold, and so I used another one
inside it. These went quite well on the carrier with the

other luggage, and I usually slept in barns and sheds. The
floor of a waggon lined with straw is a particularly comfort-

able bed. It is draught-proof, and has the advantage of being

out of reach of rats and other animdis. Not all barns are so
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""comfortable, nor so well provided with hay or straw, as one

might be inclined to imagine. One may have to be content

with a collection of musty sacks, or a few inches of hay on a

substratum of cobbled floor. Once, at a barn where they had

been threshing, there was no choice but to sleep on a surface

composed of the tied-up mouths of sacks of grain, which

were piled two sacks deep over the whole floor of the barn.

I may have been unlucky but I have found the shelters which

farmers provide to house their fruit pickers or extra harvesters

wretched, with the wind lifting and drumming the corru-

gated iron roof. Oast-houses are nearly always well-built

and comfortable; so are mills, though they may be dusty.

To sleep in cow-houses is said to be particularly wholesome.

The romantic pleasure of sleeping under haystacks is usually

attended with severe cramps. But, given a fairly good night,

nothing is more delicious than to wake up among the fields

and trees, in the twilight of a mid-summer dawn. I have

said nothing of those lodgings which, out of the kindness of

their hearts, householders sometimes give to benighted

travellers. Sometimes these are much better than sleeping

out; occasionally they are worse. My contention is that

travelling is interesting in proportion as it is cheap. Also it

is necessary to have some sort of objective. If it brings in

money or secures employment in casual jobs, so much the

better; but if one is not particularly interested in something

or in everjrthing one had better stop at home. Finally, have

enough food, clothes and blankets to keep warm, don’t

occupy premises nor light fires or matches without the

owner’s consent and never sleep in newly-made hay.

0
‘Over here also,’ writes an American reader, ‘we have

“howlers” illustrating the townsman’s unacquaintance with

the country. For example, a schoolboy, who had heard of

alfalfa but had not ‘quite got the word, recorded that ^^in

California they irritate the soil and raise alpaca”.’
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Tail Corn

339

OUR ‘Young Biir, in collaboration with Miss Joyce

Johnson, has invented a new ‘Alphabet’ of freakanimals

for children called ‘The Funnizoo’. The ‘zoo’, we find from

a specimen Messrs. Raphael Tuck and Sons have sent us,

consists of twenty-six extremely comical animals on postcards

ready to be coloured, with the life story in rhyme beneath

each portrait. A box of paints completes a present that

every town and country child will be happy to receive, and

that parents and uncles will find amazingly cheap at 4^. 6^/.

‘There’s two nests!’ burst out the young Cockney

maid at the country house to a visitor. ‘I think they’re

sparrers. It’s all just like a Christmas card.’

Little Girl: ‘I think when I go to Heaven

I’d like to take a cow.’ Mother: ‘But cows are not allowed

in Heaven.’ Little Girl: ‘Who has to go down to Hell for

the milk?’

‘I ’ope he’ll be more pop’lar like than the last one,’

said the verger, talking about the new rector to a visitor.

Then, noticing on the visitor’s face no expression ofapproval,

he added, ‘If that could possibly be, Sir.’

With their exhilarating periodical ‘Modern Man’,
-scandalously distributed for nothing- Messrs Austin Reed
persuade us that we have not to our back a shirt or any-

thing else that matters much. That is all right, but to

break in on our guileless hamlet life with the puzzle that goes

with it, a puzzle provided with dice — DICE! Now Messrs.

Phillips merely asked to be allowed to apply their Duragrip

soles and heels to our editorial shoes. It was a job of a

workmanliness to delight in. We at once walked five miles,

and when we came back, threw one leg over the other with

an air.
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What is

Good Advertising!

Advertising is good only when its results are

good. Its excellence is in strict proportion to its

earning power.

Competition is so intense to-day that no business man
can afford to be satisfied with advertising that is ‘seen

but not heard.’

The point is worth emphasising. It is dangerously

easy to judge advertising by other than essentid

standards. By size, for instance; by appearance; by
momentary enthusiasm for a clever phrase or picture.

An advertisement may have all these qualities and still

lack that vital persuasiveness which directly influences

sales.

We believe that modern business urgently needs the

compulsive^ energising power of ^productive^ adver^

Using, and every resource of our organisation is

directed to its creation.

That is one reason why, in a year of depression, we
have been privileged to handle more business for our
clients than at any other time in our thirty years of
experience.

We invite correspondence from a few more national

advertisers who want to make their advertising pay.

SPOTTISWOODE, DIXON & HUNTING LTD.

^Xnr yrporated Practitioners in Advertising

REGENT HOUSE, KiNGSWAY
/ LONDOM, W.C.2
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A Re ader’s father remembered when there was so little

traffic in the City that grass grew in Old Broad Street.

‘M ORE than once’, writes

a Sussex reader, ^Pve heard

a cottage woman refer to

the birth of a first child as

“my first obedience”. The
connection between this and

the “love, honour, and

obey” is sufi&ciently striking.’

One George Ashley, who
died recently at Toddington,

Glos., knew more than most

about fruit and vegetable

growing. He was a devoted

ringer of chuch bells and

hand bells, and his fellow

ringers, complying with his

request, played sacred tunes

on hand bells by his open

grave.

I N reference to the review

in the last number of The
Countryman of the me-
moirs of a Somerset rector- ^ BCAREEAWK
antiquary, John Skinner (1772-1839), the editor of the

‘Scottish Farmer’ writes to us that it prompted him to look

up the poems of another John Skinner (1721-1807}, the

Aberdeenshire poet-parson, who after seven years of failure

at farming, wrote on giving up his farm (1765) that he had

. . . Now resolved another course to try:

Sell corn and cattle off; pay every man;
Get rid of debt and duns as fast*s I can:

Give up the farm with all its wants, and then

Why even take me to the book and pen,

The fittest trade I find, for clergymen.
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TRAaOR FARMING IS THE KEV
TO MORE PROFITABLE FARMING
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The Changing Outlook^ in Agriculture

by A Student

I
AM glad to hear that Mr. Harald Faber, who has retired

from his position of Agricultural Commissioner for Den-
mark, after no fewer than forty-three years’ service, during

which he has so often earned the gratitude of students of his

country’s agriculture, is engaged on a second edition of his

excellent Co-operation in Denmark, Denmark, because of

its high standard of living, is badly hit by world conditions,

but it is not without knowledge that the Danes rely on
their remarkable co-operative organisation to bring them
through the anxieties of to-day and to-morrow.

Why do so many advocates of this or that agricultural

policy talk or write as if it were necessary to have only one

kind of agriculture in England? Set a man down anywhere

in England, and frequently a ten mile walk will put him
on a diflFerent soil and in sight of a different kind of agricul-

ture. Set him down in America, and it is quite likely that

he will have to go a hundred miles to find anything very

diflFerent. People talk as if a wheat policy was necessarily

antagonistic to live-stock farming, ‘Down-com-up-horn’.
They forget our variations of soil and rainfall. In our

country there are many bottom fields and river valleys,

where, as Mr, Baldwin said of the Severn fields below his

home, the plough has never been. But there is much land

that will grow wheat. Not half our soil is fit for small

holdings and market gardening. Some of our counties have

forty inches of rain per year, some barely twenty. Some are

all flat, some all hills.

A spring letter from a farmer reader who, after being

doubtful about tractors, has gone in for one: ‘So fer I am
very pleased with the tractor. It has rolled my grass as it

was never rolled before, for about per acre in fuel, and
of course the carter and horses have been pushing on witli

other work.’
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People who have the notion that England is the only

country where it ever rains in harvest need to be told that

the rainfall of the La Plata province in the Argentine,

during the harvest months of 1930-1, was thirty-one inches.

Yet combines proved the best means of harvesting in one

of the wettest harvests ever known. Last year, combines

cut some 1,200 acres in England. This year the number
of combines working will be at least doubled. Further

demonstrations are to be made by the Ministry of Agri-

culture in the eastern counties. In fact, the idea that overseas

methods of wheat growing are impossible in England is

being challenged. One difficulty is to find the money for

combines. Implement entries at the Royal Show are down
considerably, some firms having taken less space than ever

before. Sir William Crookes forecasted a world shortage of

wheat, becoming serious in 1931, and said that only the

chemist would save us from starvation. Wheat has been this

year at its lowest price for 700 years, yet the great exporting

countries use practically no chemical manures, with the single

exception of Australia, which uses superphosphate and

not the nitrogen which Crookes postulated as necessary.

The excellent series of Wheat Studies^ published at regular

intervals by the Food Research Institute, Stanford Univer-

sity, California (prospectus from P. S. King & Co., 14 Great

Smith Street S.W.i), can be commended to all serious

students of the wheat problem.

Now that Imperial Chemical Industries, which has

done agriculture so many good turns, is inclined to ginger

up the anti-grey squirrel campaign, the case for which was
stated in the last issue of The Countryman, the plague

of the ‘tree-climbing rat’ is likely to be diminished, I have

been assured that already game-keepers are killing grey

squirrels, which are held to ‘infest 14,000 square miles’,

by ‘hundreds and hundreds’, and that last year immense
numbers were killed in Windsor Great Park. The value of

a skin is fourpence.
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The 20 h.p. Sunbeam is a car of very exceptional merit. The outstanding
performance of its finely balanced engine, the easy manipulation of its twin-

top gear box, the smoothness and security of its brakes—^these features are
matched by the distinctive lines of Sunbeam coachwork. A distinction

most emphatically proclaimed by the appearance and obvious quality of

the 20 h.p. Coachbuilt Saloon. The design combines beauty and comfort

;

the construction is of the finest materials ; the finish as perfect as extreme
care can make it. This saloon seats five persons in complete comfort
There are three Sunbeam models, the 16 h.p., 20 h.p. and 25 h.p., with the

latest designs in coachwork, at prices from £550 to £1250. Dunlop tyres

The model illustrated is the 20 hp. six^cylinder jive^scuier coachbuilt Saloon, £775

SUNBEAM CARS
TiHE SUNBEAM MOTOR CAR CO. LTD., WOLVERHAMPTON

London Showrooms, 12 Princes Street, Hanover Square, W.l
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Catering for Blackbirds

Here, twenty minutes from Piccadilly by Tube, are

many houses. A little more than five years ago there

were green fields with hedgerows and rambling lanes and

a farm where the station is now. And there were birds,

many birds. They will not leave. Two blackbirds

have built a nest in our garden! Few of the gardens have a

proper place for blackbirds. Our’s has, and in it they have

had water and much food. Our family is divided against

itself in consequence. Curiously divided; stealthily so,

I have twice been caught gazing out of the window, watch-

ing the two gallant birds at work. Three times I have seen

my mother-in-law staring, with a murderous look on her face,

at the corner which is their home. My wife has taken to

putting bread right down among the apple trees, which means

a hop, skip and a jump for the birds - no more. From which

you will see how this wretched division has arranged itself.

It is my wife, two blackbirds and myself against my mother-

in-law. And it is her garden, because she does all the work
in it. Moreover she bought the fruit trees, the currant

bushes, the raspberry canes, things that make a blackbirds’

paradise. She says that it is because of the fruit that these

birds have chosen this corner for their nest. To which
I unwisely reply, ‘Of course! If you’d nothing but rhubarb

in your garden do you think two wise birds like those would
have nested in it?’ She says they should have chosen some
one else’s garden. I reply that no one else has a proper bush

in a proper corner. She suggests that in a few weeks time

there will be six blackbirds and look at the damage they

will do. I reply that they can have all my share of the fruit

and berries.

Last evening, just after six — nearly dark, after a day with

Springin it - wewere sitting with the vrindowslightly open.

There was a whistle and its answering echo. Then a flood

of notes which staccatoed like a challenge. The notes



The New Ford 24 h.p. De Luxe Fordor Saloon,
3^225 at works, Manchester (14 9 h p., £S extra)

In the
Great Outdoors . *

PRICES
24 H.P.

from
£180 to £225

(14.9 h.p.

£5 extra)

The qualities which made the New FORD
an immediate, pronounced success among

urban dwellers are just as strong in appeal

to wiser folk, who prefer to breathe clean,

untainted air.

Comfort, dependability, economy, efficiency,

permanent presenlability, and real inexpen-

siveness ofmaintenance in first-class fettle are

combined, at their utmost, in the New FORD

AIRCRAFT

FORD MOTOR COMPANY LIMITED
88, Regent Street, I/ondon, W.l :: Trafford Park, Manchester
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became more plaintive -in a while they almost pleaded;

then were loaded with entreaty. A few reminder calls, or

so they seemed, and then there was a silence charged with
possibilities. Mother laid down her book, took ojBF her
specs and looked at me stern-faced. ‘Do you think’, said

she, ‘you could find the time and take the trouble to arrange

some wood so that cats cannot get at that nest?’ I am going

to do my best! - C.5.Z.

0
The South. - A word from Surrey, This is

my first experience of these pines and deep lanes, and I have

to get used to the softened air. Our beloved north is stuff

of a sterner kind. The hush of the woods is delicious and

of a quality to kindle the imagination. It is all very, very

beautiful. Yet my perverse heart yearns for the tyranny of

the rainy, wind-swept fells, bracing and satisfying. Three
out of our group of five take The Countryman.- Hillside

Fox AND Terrier.-In walking with a fox

terrier in the New Forest, where fox cubs had been seen at

play, the vixen, who had been out foraging apparently,

suddenly appeared out of the heather. Rushing at Jock, she

drove him away, pursuing him quite ferociously, head down
and brush streaming out straight behind her. When she

stopped, Jock turned about and chased her to within a foot

or two of the entrance to the earth, when she faced about

again and chased him off. This behaviour of the two was

repeated several times. Jock was the first to tire. The
vixen retreated to a ridge, just above the earth, where she

lay motionless watching in the heather, invisible except for

her little pointed ears sharply silhouetted against the deep

blue of the evening sky.— £). H, Dean
One day in April we saw a fox terrier bitch give chase to

a fox. After a while the fox sat down and looked at his

pursuer, who stopped. Then the fox advanced towards

her, evidently disposed to be friendly.— Editor
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The Collector - 10. Bottles and Scales

OLD glass bottles, square, round, large and small have

the attraction of craftsmanship and the quality of raw
metal. Amber glass bottles in particular, as well as the old

bottle-green should be sought for. From the earlier bottles

of Queen Anne’s time the cut glass decanters of Waterford

and Bristol were evolved. Who knows? Perhaps the present

day collector of such trifles may be storing up forms and

shapes for posterity. Examples of kitchen scales range fromi

the small ‘apothecary sets’ to those which inherit all the

features of the mediaeval steel yards. The pursuit of such

things is extremely fascinating, and the collector may chance

upon a pair of scales complete with the original weights.

The beauty of a pair of steel scales lies in the delicacy of the

arms, the ornamental top of the centre support and the

perfect workmanship of the copper scoops. Let the collector

test the balance and he will find the antique specimen quite

accurate. In addition there are the small spring balance

hooks and the great scales used by grocers and corn

chandlers. .0

Help in Time of Need
T WAS cycling down a steep hill carrying a basket of eggs

-Lon my handlebar. My knee knocked against the basket,,

and every one of the eggs was thrown out and liquified.

The bicycle flung me headlong on the road and raced to the

bottom of the hill. A thin, scared woman, who had wit-

nessed the accident, addressed me, ‘You’ve fallen off your

bicycle, have you?’ ‘Yes,’ I said as I rubbed first a knee and
then one sore hand against the other, ‘would you like a

dozen eggs!’ ‘Did you say “cake”?’ she asked, ‘No, eggs!’'

I yelled. She made no reply but went into her cottage and

shut the door!

This satisfying tale from L, J, B., ^ko ^iU please send Ms address^

earns the prhce in our *Queerest Thing 1 e^er Heard in the Countrf
competition,-^ Editor
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AS . DEPENDABLE . AS . AN . AUSTIN

IS the
NKW MOTORING ?

It is the kind of motoring whidi Austin has made possible to

thousands by introducing a full-sized^ six-cylinder saloon,

completely equipped, at the astonishing price of ^ 198.

For the new Austin Twelve-Six brings to you not only splendid
coachwork, but smooth, six-cylinder performance at no greater

cost than you have previously paid for a four-cylinder car, while
running costs are remarkably low.

Themore carefullyyouconsider thcTwelve-Six,the deeper willbe-

come your convictionthatno other cars either Britishor foreign, has
yetofferedmotoringofthis kind at this cost. See yourAustin dealer.

Tke Austin TtselveSix, upholsteredinfine-looking cloth. Adjustable QQ
bucket seats. Triplex glasst ckromium finish and five Dunlop tyres vO
standard. Wheelbase xol’. Track Tax£\^, (At Works)

AUSTIN
READ THE AUSTIN MAGAZINES FOURPENCE EVERY MONTH
The Auitin Motor Compah; Ltd., I,ongbridge, Birmingham. Showrooou, alto

Serrice Seition for the Austin Seven
; 479-483 Oxford Street, London, W.i

Shovnroomt and Sorvice Station : Holland Park Hall, W.ii.
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The Countryman’s Wireless and Gramophone

On Choosing Portables

At this time of year, when portable gramophones are

an acceptable present either to oneselfor to other people,

it will be useful to note down some of the features which

one ought to look for in choosing. As far as the purity of

tone is concerned, you alone can be the judge of what you

like. Look at the case carefully; ask specially whether it is

waterproof and guaranteed to stand a reasonable amount
of weather. Many of the cheaper portable gramophones

look sorry for themselves after a shower. Look out for the

finish of the corners and the lock. See that the hinges are

substantial. One does not wish to cast any reflections on the

integrity of gramophone dealers but it is possible that the

gramophone you want to buy has been demonstrated a good

many times. Insist on a brand new model from stock with

the maker’s guarantee. A reasonable test of the motor

in a gramophone is to play a really ‘heavy’ 12-inch record

right through and listen, especially on the loud passages, for

any signs of the motor pulling up, which would be indicated

by a drooping in pitch, especially toward the end of the

record. Make sure, too, that the turntable is absolutely

level while it revolves, and that there is no sign of that

irritating periodic rub which is sometimes apparent when
the turntable is not true. A wobble on the turntable is quite

capable ofproducing a wobble in the pitch ofthe reproduction

which you might not notice in the excitement of buying an

instrument, but which will be maddening when you listen

to it in the quiet ofyour own home. Take great care that you

know all about how to grease the motor, and the right kind

of greases to use. If you place your ear on the edge of the

case when the motor is revolving you will very soon be able

to hear if the motor is in good condition or not. You should

hear nothing more than a slight purr. If there is a periodic
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4-TalTe S.G.
Portable Set

37/- DOWN
remainder in

monthly instal-

ments, or
CASH PRICE

17 Guineas

3 - Valve All-
Mains Set

39/- down
CASH PRICE

19 Guineas

ON the dial of the Murphy are marked the actual

station wave-lengths found in any daily paper.

You turn the dial to whichever station you
want, and—^there it is—the programme coining in

delightfully clear and loud.

I have designed the Murphy so that anyone can use

it. A little child can tune it quite easily.

There is only one tuning control. Selectivity is

ample for cutting out Regional Stations.^

Askyour usual Wireless dealerfor particulars

B.Sc., A.M.I,E.E., A.I. Rad. E.
Chartered Elect. Engineer

MURPHY RADIO
MURPHY RADIO, LTD., WELWYN GARDEN CITY, HERTS

Teh^hone: WeVwyn Garden 331 M.C.a4
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whirring noise, it indicates a condition which may get worse

and for which there is no other alternative than a definite

repair and replacement of certain parts. When you have

bought your gramophone and begin to use it, treat it kindly.

Make quite certain it is level while you are playing it.

Don’t leave it open when it is not in use, and don’t try to

cram too many records into the holder! I should add that

when buying a portable gramophone you should buy a well-

known make, and pay a reasonable price, four to six guineas.

6 . - Wireless

It has been truly said that a gramophone gives you what

you want to hear arid a wireless set gives you what somebody

else wants you to hear. But that need not be so if you have

a portable for the summer which has a reasonable overseas

range. One of the most satisfactory portable instruments -

it is not a suitcase instrument but quite definitely portable -
is the Murphy Type B4, which has a growing reputation

in technical circles as a first-dass engineering job with an

excellent performance. Two other good portables are the

Marconiphone Type 55 and the McMichael Screen Grid

Suitcase Portable. It is rumoured that the new H.M.V.
model will be far ahead of the present one. One can buy
portables from the astonishing price of five guineas upwards,

but it might almost be said that the amount of trouble one
experiences with one’s portable radio is in inverse ratio to

the price one pays for it. The case-work, whether of the

suitcase or upright type, is even more important in radio

instruments than in gramophones, since the slightest trace

of damp will seriously affect the electrical apparatus within.

Enquire first, after examining it generally, how long the

high tension and low tension battery can be expected to last

under normal use. Many portables are devastatingly greedy

with their batteries and can prove a considerable expense in

upkeep. A portable radio should not consume more than
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ifi a title well-earned by the EMG, the

Hand-made gramophone.

Deep in the country and in placea more
remote abroad, the EMG is the treasured

possession of men and women who appre-

ciate music; for the EMG alone provides

enduring pleasure by reason of the really

satisfying fidelity of its reproduction, the

complete absence of that feeling of the

^mechanical* usually associated with
gramophones, and its utter reliability in

service.

A
comflet€ and
expert postal

service for every

gramophone

need

0

The EMG is unique among gramophones

for it is made for the few, yet it costs no
more than an ordinary gramophone.
Made with musical reproduction the first

and only consideration, it yet contrives

to be beautiful. The cabinet work is of

the finest character and relies principally

upon the cunning choice of woods for its

decoration.

No large amount of advertising is done,

nor is it necessary. We sell direct to the

customer only, and every customer in-

variably sends his friends to EMG.
We should like to send you details of the

EMG gramophones - they range in price

from ^12 I2S. od. to ^48. AH are

designed to play with fibre needles which
save record wear and give reproduction

unsurpassed by any other medium.

E.M.G. HANDMADE GRAMOPHONES Ltd.

Grape Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C. 2

Telephone Temple Bar 6458
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about 10 to 12 milHamperes from the dry battery and |
ampere from the accumulator. That will give a reasonable

working life without the necessity of recharging the accumu-

lator or buying a new dry battery. Look carefully to see

that all the components, especially the batteries, are snugly

stowed away. Some manufacturers of the larger sets have a

habit of installing batteries which do not fit the compart-

ments made for them and making up the difference in space

by anything from cotton-wool to corrugated cardboard.

A portable radio depends for its action on the fact that it

can be moved so that it will point in the direction of the

station it is desired to receive. If the model you decide to

buy is not fitted with a turntable, get one. Do not expect a

portable radio to be at its best in a dealer^s shop. Ask him
to demonstrate it in your own home or any other place that

you select, and he will probably be only too glad to do so.

Before he leaves you, make quite sure you thoroughly

understand the controls, and make a point of asking him
the things you ought not to do as well as those which you

should do, for however perfect the design of a portable radio

instrument is, there are still a good many ‘don’ts’ to be

remembered. Although instruments are advertised as being

robust and thoroughly portable, treat them with the care

and consideration with which you would use a clock or

any other piece of delicate apparatus. Generally it is quite

possible to buy a canvas cover for the instrument, a most
valuable accessory, which prevents damage to the case, and
more important still, can be slipped over the instrument if

a shower comes on or if it is to be stored in a place which
is not so dry as it might be. While you cannot expect any
portable radio set to give you the volume which a console
or table model radio will give, do not tolerate any sign of
rattle in the loud-speaker of any instrument you are trying
out at a reasonable volume. A good portable should give
reasonable volume without the distressing rattle or distortion
which is so often met in cut-priced ‘junk’ receivers.
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READ THIS TESTIMONIAL:
*I have received your Faria

Freres X8 Binoculars . . . and
find them ideal for general use,

they are in every way splendid. I

can distinctly read the time of our

town clock ata distance of approx.

3J miles and I have no hesitation

in saying that for the price they
are offered they are an extremely
good quality glass and truly a
bargain.* L. T. R., Kettering

Price iBcluding
leatber^case 57 '-6*

Five
days’ approval
against cash

LONDON
W.
281 Oxford St., W.l
28 Old Bond St. W.l
191/2 Tottenham

Court Rd., W.l
W.C.
2 Northumberland

Avenue, W.C.2
E.C.
121 Cheapside, E.C.2
2 Angel Court,
Throgmorton St., E.C.2
140 Fenchurch St., E.C.3
35 Ludgate Hill, E.C.4
S.W.
85 Brompton Rd., S.W.3

KINGSTON
30/32 Thames St.

CROYDON
12 George St.

LIVERPOOL
73 Lord St.

LEEDS
87 Bond St.

CANTERBURY
38 High St,

iaiTCHISQIN
CHELTENHAM
114 Promenade

SALISBURY
17 & 19 Catherine St.

Latest models in Reflex and A XT^T?
Press Cameras bought for W ixlN i XhtJ
cash. Modem Microscopes,
Astronomical Telescopes and Zeiss Instruments
wanted for cash or exchange. Wide range of
catalogues including 64 page Bargain list post
free anywhere. Please state requirements.

TRADE
HARK
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Our Growing Knowledge of Birds - 2

There is not a quarter in which there is not published

one or more books adding to our knowledge of birds.

Since the last issue of The Countryman three books of

particular value have come out. Bird Life in Devon by

Walmesley White (Cape, pp. 256, ^s, 6d,)^ which has a

dozen close-ups and a preface by T. A. Coward, is full of

first-hand observation. The author wonders, as many of us

have wondered, about the luck that gannets have when they

fish in rough weather. ‘A tremendous south-easter was

blowing’ and ‘the sea was a mass of white crests’, but near

the shore two dozen gannets were fishing. ‘It seemed utterly

ridiculous to imagine that a bird could see anything in such

a furious sea, and yet is it to be supposed that they dived on

the mere chance of finding food?’ The question whether the

female woodlark sings has been discussed. Mr. White is

convinced that she does, ‘though in tones less rich than those

of the cock bird’. (The novice may distinguish the woodlark

by noticing that it ascends in spirals.) Observation of the

larder of a red-backed shrike at 6.30 p.m. : ‘Corpse ofa wren
(minus the head), leg and wing of a great tit, wing of a blue

tit, two chestnut-tailed bumble-bees and a cockchafer.’

Next day at 5.30 p.m., the previous day’s joints having

disappeared: ‘heads of three field voles, half the body and

tail of one ditto, two more chestnut-tailed bumble-bees and

two small shrew mice.’ Writing about swallows, the

author tells how one October, when there had been a

sudden frost, ‘hundreds’ of swallows took refuge in a cottage

which had been left vacant for the day only. On the question

of birds singing away from their nests: ‘I have found in-*

dividuals of many species possessing several singing stations,

one or two of which were as much as 200 yards distant’

Mr. White has seen an adder coiled round a nest and taking

nestlings. He has also met a herring gull that ‘used to warm
itself at the fire between thecatand dog’andhad ‘been coming
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This wa^s^ucky shot,

Neir

I made certain with S E
CYEN ^

difficult ” subjects come .out

well when you use Selo Film. Selo

not only seizes the details but gives the

colour tones their true value. With Selo

in your camera you will find your scope

enormously enlarged. More successes

&om every spool, too. Next time you
buy a film say Selo I

THERE tS A
SELO FILMFOR
EVERY SIZEAND MAKE
OF CAMERA.

BRITISH MADE — OBTAINABLE EVERYWHERE-
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THE SELO BOOKLET “THE TRIUMPH OF THE SELO FILM'*
USE SELO FILMSFOR YOURCOMPEXmON SNAPSAND INCREASE YOUR CHANCE OFSUCCESS
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to the cottage for twenty years.’ Among the illustrations is

one of the fierce tiercel peregrine, in remarkable contrast to

another of the same bird tenderly feeding its young.- In

Bird Life in England^ by John Kearton (Philip Allan, pp.

249, 1 2J. bd.) we have four dozen illustrations, ofexcellent

quality, of birds at home. None is more noteworthy than

the series of fifteen showing a blackbird every day from its

cracking egg to the afternoon when it was ready to fly away,

that is, the growth from hatching to flight in a fortnight.

One day the author kept a nest of starlings in view. The
first meal was brought at 5.3 a.m. and the last at 9 p.m.,

feeding being done on the average thirty times an hour.

The nestlingsmust have consumed in the day theirown weight

in food. The length to which Mr, Kearton’s enthusiasm for

close observation goes may be illustrated from his relations

with a robin: ‘At the end of a few days I had so established

myself in his confidence that he would alight on the bridge

of my nose to take a meal-worm from my tilted forehead.’

Mr. Kearton has seen a thrush teaching its offspring to

smash a snail-shell. First the mother operated, then she

passed the victim to the youngster who proceeded to practise

her method. On the problem of the utility of wrens’ ‘cock’

nests, Mr, Kearton says, ‘though I have often examined them
at night, winter and summer, I have never discovered a

wren sleeping in one.’ As curious an observation as any was
the following: ‘At a small pond we were watching house-

martins wheeling over the water, every now and then

pitching on the edge to secure beakfuls of mud for the

plaster of their nests under the eaves of a near-by house.

At the same time a number of dragon-flies were also darting

and hovering over the pond. Just after one of the birds had
secured a cargo of mud, along came one of the insects and
started what appeared to be a pursuit. Every time the house-

martin turned, the insect, which was only about six inches

behind, did likewise. This chase was kept up back and forth

across the pond for about ten seconds, until the bird finally
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Davidson’s Old Dutch Weather Glass

Price 8s , 6d.
Post free in U,K. 9s. 6d.

Abroad 12s. 6d.
WithOak Stand 13s. 6d.

(as illustrated)
Post free U.K. 15s. 6d.

Abroad 18s. 6d.

A REPLICA OP THE BAROMETER OP
THE ANCIENT MARINERS, those of the

17th and 18th centuries
IT NEVER PAILS ON LAND OR SEA
Tt is hours in advance of a Neroid.’

—Chambers* Journal

The water will RISE in the spout as bad
weather becomes likely ; Falling for fine weather.

‘My constant companion at sea for years; nothing
ever interfered with its accuracy.’

—

Captain
Kessler in The Nautical Magazine.

From John Dickinson, Esq. (Master). Yacht
‘Xarifa/ Cowes.

‘I have cruised in the Mediterranean, North
Sea and Baltic several seasons, and your weather
glass never failed to give ample warning of a
change. It is most sensitive and reliable.’

Gardening Illustrated:

‘We have tested one of these glasses. Its
value ism its unfailing accuracy, it is uncanny..

Golf Illustrated:

‘We can assure our readers that it has truth-
fully foretold the purgatory which has been the
recent lot of Londoners.’

E (xrade^Mark)
Embodying the distinctive features and

?
ower of the Microscope applied to the
el^cope. The most valuable Telescope

used dunng the Great War.
Everything is seen in apparent
stereoscopic relief.

^ ordtohiy photograph can be seen
in relief a few feet away.
RANGE OF VISION from 6 feet toMmty. Length 13 inches. Weight
IS ounces. You can study the habits of
birds or insects without disturbance, or
see Jupiter’s moons.
R^ort by Professor G. V. BOYS,
^R.S. Reprinted from Nature,
Severe tests showed that the objectgte was up to the limit imposed by^ wave-length of light. The in-
strument is one with many possibilities
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Note.—^The micro-telescope is made in
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a telescope at will or in combination
with a camera for photography, from the
imCToscope stage to infinity. Specimens
of tele-photography up to 70 nules may
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Micro-Telescope

Price complete in Solid
Leather Case
£10 10s. Od.
Post free U.K.

Abroad £10 15s. Od.

Magnification x 16 to x 30
Ditto without Tripod, etc.

Mag. X 16 & 20 or X 30 & 40
£8 Os. Od. Post free U.K.

Abroad £8 5s. Od.

I^actical ^monstrations given with^w^e. They will interest you in-

F. DAVIDSON & CO.
(Established 1890)

Descriptive Brochures
*G^ and *A.A.' free

143-149 Gt. Portland Street,
LONDON, W.l, England
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flew oflF, and the fly came back to the water. Whether the

insect was angered by the presence of an intruder on its

domain, or pursued the bird in a spirit of playfulness, it

is impossible to say.’ Two sections of this painstaking book,

‘Birds in the Garden’ and ‘Birds in the Neighbourhood of

London’, are of particular interest to dwellers in Outer

Suburbia.- In The Intelligence of Animals by Frances Pitt

(Allen and Unwin, pp. 320, i^s,) there are three chapters

on the ejffects of domestication on the mallard and four

noteworthy chapters on pea-fowl. All are composed of

watchers’ notes, and illustrated by careful photographs.

These include unusual pictures of peacocks fighting, showing

one of the birds clear of the ground. The tale of how the

author brought up bereaved pea-chicks by stuffing the dead

mother is worth reading. They were perfectly satisfied.

0

Schoolmistressing

A village schoolmistress had had to cane eight young
hopefuls. Nextday they turned up with gifts: (i) Glass

jar with small quantity of treacle (for some small experiment

hinted at in the previous day’s lesson), (2) A bow and
arrow, the bow bound with red flannel ‘for where you puts

your hand’. (3) Arrow of Neolithic pattern, ‘like you said’.

(4) Daffodil. (5) Hyacinth. (6) Moss with snail shells

adhering. (7) A new indiarubber. (8) A page of voluntary

homework - two sums right, one wrong. ‘Absolutely no
malice in a single heart. Time was somehow found to

make them a gaudy target, and they are now busy killing

one another in trying to hit the bull’s eye.’ Later.- I’ve

just wrenched Goulding and Attridge apart. Clasped in

deadly combat because Goulding had lOO up when it

was Attridge’s turn to shoot. Replay, with referee, gave

10 versus 10. Loud derision from the crowd.’
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^eiss Okon
MIROFLEX
A Refiez and Focal
Plane Camera in one;
the perfect all-purpose
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reflex work, sports pic-

tures and action photo-
graphy generally. A
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strument, neat, light,

easily manipulated.
Zeiss Tessar Lens. One
knob shutter control;
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Prices from
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pur Shutter.

Prices from
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Send 3d. in stamps
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Catalogue.

Hm&somely illustraied

32~pagc Ifooktit freefrom
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^^ural Authors -16. John Clare

E John Clare (1793-1 864) the English peasantry came

_ jarest to producing a Burns (1759-96) - his grandfather

indeed came from Scotland. Like Burns, Clare was a

ploughman. (He was also for a time a gardener.) Like

Burns, he had a face of distinction. Like Burns, he had

his Mary - and other loved ones - and at times, poor fellow,

was beset by drink. Like Burns, he gained the recognition

of genius, and won, and suffered from, the notice of the

^great’. His cottage still stands at Helpston in Northampton-

shire - his light went out in a Northampton asylum — and,

until a few years ago, photographs of him could be bought

in Northampton; in its library some of his MSS. are pre-

served. He published his poems in 1820 -with such

difficulty! -and in 1821, 1827 and 1835. There is a Life

by Martin (1865) and another by Cherry (1873). Eleven

years ago, after reading two thousand of Clare’s poems,

Edmund Blunden and Alan Porter brought out a collection -
ninety of the poems were then published for the first time

- prefaced by a biographical sketch of substance and quality.

Now Edmund Blunden has edited, with an introduction,

notes and additions, Sketches in the Life of John Clare^

Written by Himself also issued for the first time. The
publisher of both these worthily produced books is Cobden-
Sanderson and the price is ioj. (>d, and 6^. respectively.

There has been much writing in exaggerated terms about

Clare’s life, and the understanding account which Edmund
Blunden and Alan Porter gave of the poet was very welcome.

It is told of Clare that as a child he once went off to find the

horizon; in his last days, in the asylum, ‘his face would
brighten up as if illuminated by an inward sense, over-

whelming in its glory and beauty’. One has only to look at

his face in the engraving from the painting by Hilton to

see that he was a remarkable man. One thinks of Johnson
on Burke, ‘If a man were to go by chance at the same time



The Fragrance and Beauty

of the Countryside

—^ho, willingly, would forsake them
for a twelve-month in a crowded,
smoky town ? Yet not merely for a
year, but for a lifetime thousands are
fettered by poverty to cramped dwel-
lings and sordid surroundings-

Faded and Broken Flowers
of humanity. If they do get a holiday,
it is because some kindly soul has
made it possible

It is in this way that The Salvation Army
maintains its holiday homes, and its ontings

to countryside and sea, which provide for some
3,000 needy folk every year

MUCH could he told of the deep and lasting

benefits to health and outlook. Much could

be told of the great need for maintenance and
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let us give you further information. Please
write to-day to GENERAL E. J. HIGGINS,
THE SALVATION ARMY, 101, Queen Vic-
toria Street, London, E.C.4
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with him under a shed, to shun a shower, he would say,

“This is an extraordinary man.” ’ What praise was that

of J. H. Reynolds: he was ‘a very quiet and worthy yet

enthusiastic man’. Clare’s appearance late in life we have

in an illustration in an excellent shilling brochure by the

chief of the Northampton Library. Before long there will

be published a complete edition of Clare.

But this work cannot diminish the value of the two

books from the Cobden-Sanderson press. And we cannot

expect a more sympathetic and more discerning estimate of

the poet than Edmund Blunden’s, ‘Originally simple

description of the country and countrymen, or ungainly

imitation of the poetic tradition, as he knew it through

Allan Ramsay, Burns and the popular writers of the eigh-

teenth century’, Clares’ poetry develops, as he writes, into

‘a capacity for exact and complete nature-poetry and for

self-expression’. ‘Thoroughly awake to all the finest in-

fluences in life and literature, he devoted himself to poetry

in every way. Imagination, colour, melody and affection

were his by nature,’ On the other hand, Clare flacked

dramatic impulse and passion, and sometimes his incredible

facility, which enabled him to complete poem after poem
without pause or verbal difficulty, was not his best friend’.

And ‘B.’ concludes, ‘In spite of his individual manner,

there is no poet who in his nature-poetry so completely

subdues self and mood and deals with the topic for its own
sake.’ In his own sort of pathos, ‘so indefinable and intimate,

William Blake and only he can be said to resemble him’.

In Clare’s prose Sketches we have an undisguised

narrative of the village life of the poet’s time. Mr. Blunden
says in a happy phrase, ‘it will be a long time before a voice

speaks from a cottage window with this power over ideas

and language’. It is of significance that the last word that

Clare writes in his Sketches is, ‘Tell truth and shame the

devil’. Would that Clare had set down more than this

fragment.
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AN ANNOUNCEMENT
A large number of Bulletins, embodying tnformation of the utmost value

to agncultunsts, ^s prepared by the Ministry of AgriculHire and Fisheries.

These publications, hitherto obtainable solely from the Ministry, are now
stocked by the Sale Offices of H.M. STATIONERY OFFICE. Some
indication of ike wide variety of subjects dealt with in these publications

is afforded by the selection given below

Some Diseases of Farm Animals. (Illustrated.) U. 6^. (Is. ^d.)

Poultry Keeping on the Gen«*al Farm. (Illustrated.) 8if.

(10<2.}

Bee Keeping. (Illustrated.) %d. (Hi.)

Domestic Preservation of Fruit and Vegetables. (Illustrated.)

Is. (Is. 2d.)

Edible and Poisonous Fungi. With 25 coloured plates. 2s. 6i.
(2s. 9i.)

Handbook of British Breeds of Livestock. Revised Edition.
(Illustrated.) 3s. Qd. (3s. lOd.)

Rotation of Crops. 4d. (Sd.)

Poisonous Plants on the Farm. (Illustrated.) 2s. {2s. 2i.)

Weeds of Arable Land. (Illustrated.) 2s. 6d. (2s. lOd,)

Dairying and Cheese Making, Third Edition. 9d. (Hi.)

All prices are nd. Those in bracks include postage.

H.M. STATIONERY OFFICE
LONDON: .\dastral House, Kingsway, W.C.2

EDINBURGH: 120 George Street MANCHESTER; York Street.

CARDIFF; 1 St Andrew’s Crescent BELFAST: 1 5 Donegall Sq. West,

or through any bookseller

X
%

X
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But we have all his poems. And this is the way in which

he wrote: From ^Farm Breakfasf

Maids strut to breakfast in a merry strife

And the cat runs to hear the whetted knife,

The wooden dishes round in haste are set,

And round the table all the boys are met.

On every wooden dish, a humble claim,

Two rude cut letters mark the owner’s name.

From ^The Farmer’'s Boy''

He waits all day beside his little flock

And asks the passing stranger what’s o’clock,

But those who often pass his daily tasks

Look at their watch and tell before he asks.

He mumbles stories to himself and lies

Where the thick hedge the warmest house supplies,

And when he hears the hunters far and wide,

He climbs the highest tree to see them ride -

He climbs till all the fields are blea and bare

And makes the old crow’s nest an easy chair.

From ^The Fear of Flowers^

The haughty thistle o er all danger towers.

In every place the very wasp of flowers.

0
The Friendly Chaffinch.- Perhaps

T.P.V chaffinch was not so much friendly as desirous of

drawing attention to some peril threatening its young.—

Maud M. Harty Weymouth

The Grants for Tree-Planting.-In
reply to Captain A, R. McDougalPs article, it is an excep-

tional thing for a landowner to receive an acre for ^clearing

woodlands’: -that grant is only given for clearing a

large area of worthless and fairly heavy scrub. It is still

more exceptional for a landowner to receive ^4 for planting:

that is only given when he plants oak - a most unremunera-

tiye and unusual tree to plant- y. H. Blair^ Blatrquhan^

Mayhole^ Ayrshire
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(i)«.t.90) 4445 HIGH St, OXFORD
London Showrooms

:

123 VICTORIA STREET. WESTMINSTER S.W.l
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Country Books of the Quarter

A SHORT GUIDE TO THE BEST READING

There is stronger meat in Sylvia Townsend Warner’s

rural narrative poem. Opus 7 (Chatto and Windus,

pp. 55, 2s,) than in the verses which this distinguished woman
of letters wrote in our orchard! The following extracts

exhibit her percipience, her wit, her skill and the authenticity

of her village:

Thus banded starlings, in an elder bush

a-babble, feel a pentecostal push,

rise like a handful of thrown dust, and sweep

mute along air as though they flew in sleep.

. . . conversation ran

blithe as a freshet over ulcered legs,

murders, spring onions and the price of eggs.

the doctor, semi-centaur of a car,

weathcr-and-way-wom, subtle, obdurate.

a south-west wind strewed dusk upon the ground,

and delved the shadow of the open grave.

Borne on its wings the tramp of the sea wave
tolled through the sentences, and in the gale

the vicar’s surplice rattled like a sail.

the buxom cabbage, onions well trod,

and marrows rounding to the glory of God
at harvest festival.

and village Hampdens, gathered in the tap,

forsook their themes of bawdry and mishap
to curse a Government that could so fleece

on spirits under proof, and call it Peace.

Readers who were touched by the poetry of Edward
Thomas, and valued his widow’s poignant and candid narra-

tive of their early days before and after marriage, set down in

As It Wasy will welcome World Without End (Heinemann,

pp. 194, 6r.). Here the married life of the Thomases is
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Sidgwick & Jackson

Little Plays of St. Francis
SECOND SERIES lOs. 6d. net

Mr. Laurence Housman’s cycle of one-act plays is now-

complete. This volume contains i8 plays, like the FIRST

SERIES, of which 12,000 copies have been sold.

On Dramatic Method

By Harley Granville-Barker

(The Clark Lectures, 1930) 5s. net

‘A fascinating, challenging, and very English book,’ — Times

Literary Supplement

Plays of To-Day
AT A SHILLING A PLAY

Three Volumes, each containing Five Full-length

Plays by John Masefield, Granville-Barker,

St, John Ervine, Ashley Dukes, C. K. Munro,
Stanley Houghton, John Drinkwater, Sc others

Each vol. (sold separately) 5s, net

Write for special circular giving outlines of all these plays

and the number of characters in each

44 Museum Street London, W.C.i
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pictured in a rare biographical and autobiographical fragment

which incidentally contains some accurate and telling notes

of cottage life.-' Two books on Mary Webb come from

Cecil Palmer. Mary Webb by Hilda Addison (pp. 1 89, 5x.}

yields intimate and charming details of her life, character

and work. When, during the War, she was forced to part

with several of her cats, ‘she put the animal in a box with

chloroform and two sardines’. Her stall of ‘roses, gillyflowers

and vegetables’ at Shrewsbury market was conducted in a

gallant fashion. The Shropshire of Mary Webb^ by W. Reid

Chappell (pp. 198, 7^. M.), would have delighted Mary
Webb herself, for she ‘did her best to live in other places

without success’. It was in longing for her beloved country-

side that, while she was in London, she wrote Precious Bane,

A pilgrimage through these pages, with their photographs,

will undoubtedly take people to Shropshire:

Clungunford and Clunbury
Clunton and Clun
Are the quietest places under the sun.

Round About The Crooked Steeple (Cranton, pp, 183, 3^. td,)

is the experience of Simon Evans, an ex-soldier who has

found ‘a quiet peacefulness of the inner self’ as rural postman,

walking himself back to health in the ‘wondrous pleasant

countryside of Salop’, There is here humour and joy in

prose and verse that rides on the wind. The author has told

some of it by wireless.

Georgian England: A Survey of Social Life^ Trade, In-*

dustries and Artfrom 1700 to 1830 (Batsford, pp. 210, 2ir.)

is not a book, but a work, a work with no fewer than 261

illustrations! A specialist or two may fall upon Professor

Richardson, but let them go hang. He has accomplished

what he set out to do and what all who know his indomitable

spirit, sensitive taste and erudition expected of him. The
Countryman, in reaction against the ‘good old times’, is

not easy to please with a volume like this, but we have been
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Ideal Companions for the

Countryman

BELL’S POCKET GUIDES
ENGLISH COUNTIES

DEVON SUSSEX
SOMERSET
KENT

THE CHILTERNS & The
Thames Valley (.Ready shoray)

Each volume is illustrated from camera studies by

EDGAR and WINIFRED WARD
A series whose originality of treatment, accuracy
and value for money have won for them a fore-

most place amongst modem guide-books. They
serve both as efficient guides and charming
souvenirs. In each case the text is by Mr. S. E.
Winbolt, the well-known archaeologist

*A splendid addition to the literature of the
English Countryside* Everyman

‘A newnotein CountyGuide Books. For the many
beautiful, original and artisticphotographs it ishard
to find adequate praise/ Times Lit, Supp,

‘There could be nothing better of this kind.’*

Illustrated London News

‘ {Price 6s. net each)

fG, BBLL & SONS, PUBLISHERS]
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delighted as much by the levelheadedness of the author as

by his tireless industry and persistent width of view. If he

helps his favourite century to put a gay leg foremost, he does

not hide the suspicion that it was often an imperfectly washed

leg, with a foot raised from a rather filthy causeway. And
his rural scenes - and there are plenty of them - are not of

the Christmas card order. Throwing at cocks ‘with the

object of breaking their legs’, must have been a winsome
sport. Country inns called the ‘Dog and Duck’ owe their

names to the cheerful pastime of putting a duck in a

pond and setting dogs at it. Turning to the great houses

of the period, we read that ‘it is open to doubt whether they

were ever fully occupied’j inverting Bacon, they were built

primarily to look on, not to live in. The students of the

Professor of Agriculture in London University must delight

in him.- Our generation is much indebted to Marjorie and

C. H. B. Quennell, not only for their Every Day Life series -
a second edition of New Stone^ Bronze and Early Iron Ages

(Batsford, pp. 139, 5r.) has just been published - but for

their History of Every Day Things in England: 1500-1799
(Batsford, pp. 266, Bs. 6d,) which is also a second edition.

These books, like the previous volume, The History of Every

Day Things in England: 1066-1499, are packed with infor-

mation of real interest and there could hardly be more
illustrations. The Quennells have a happy way of recording

such recollections as that of the old carpenters ‘who, for a

wager, would take off one boot, put a penny under the big

toe, bring their adze down, nick the edge of the penny and

not damage the toe’. Books like this, which grown-upsmay
read with profit, make an ineffaceable impression on young

people. For this reason the authors may be asked to realise

all their responsibility. Along with their picturesque pic-

tures, let them not obscure the miseries of the ‘good old

times’. It is a pity that all illustrators of savage life and

medieval life have not seen actual savages or beheld the

Elizabethan age in Canton.- In a book of 510 pages, which
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From Messrs. METHUENS List
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BRILLIANT TRAVEL BOOKS
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(35,000 Sold)

IN SEARCH OF SCOTLAND
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IN SEARCH OF ENGLAND
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THE GATEWAY LIBRARY
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Among the authors represented are
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is nevertheless light in the hand, Walter Johnson gives us,

practically in extenso^ with admirable comment, the quarter

of a century’s Journals of Gilbert White (Routledgc 21^.,

illustrated). The MS. has been in the British Museum for

fifty years. A month before he died, White wrote, ‘My
weeding-woman swept up on the grass plot a bushel basket

of blossoms from the apple tree, and yet the tree seems still

covered with bloom.’ We are told of a village ‘leper’, and of

an idiot who fell down the well twice in a day. White asked

his servant how he had broken a glass. ‘I’ll show you, sir,’

said the old fellow, and dropped another on the floor. ‘There,

go along with you, Thomas, you are a great fool,’ said White,

and then mumbled ‘and I was as great a one for asking such

a foolish question.’ — White died in 1793. That redoubtable

shot, Colonel Hawker, began his diary in 1802. Colonel

Hawker^s Shooting Diaries (Allan, pp, 308, illus., 2ix.),

edited with all the skill and care one would expect Eric

Parker to bring to the task, show Hawker to have been a

‘much more human and less infallible person than the portrait

which he has been made to draw ofhimself in the two volumes

of his diaries published in 1893’, and for some time out of

print. There are few queerer things in the annals of sport

than the way in which the sporting records of a man who has

attained to the rank of an historic character have been
hitherto — not to put too fineapoint on it — falsified. Never-
theless ‘when you realise that Hawker used muzzle loaders,

and still could kill sixty partridges running, or a dozen snipe

without a miss, you can have no doubt about the quality of

the shooter’. It was a granddaughter of Hawker, Lanoe
Falconer, who wrote Mademoiselle Ixe^ a short fiction which
so much excited Mr. Happy Hunting Days, by
Clare Corbett (‘Country Life’, pp. 296, 8^. 6rf.) contains

twenty-six short sketches which are delightful for their

vivacity as well as for their true picture of the pre-War
hunting field.- Stag Hunting on Exmoor: Some Facts and a

Reply (gratis, 105 Jermyn Street, S.W.i) is an R.S.P.C,A.
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^^Miss Tunstall has done for Cheshire what

Hardy has done for Wessex and Black-

more for Devon.'

^

the Liverpool post of

THE SHINY NIGHT
In the last issue of The Countryman

Messrs. Heinemann announced The

Shiny Might by Beatrice Tunstall as

“'a novel that the future will ac-

claim as a pastoral classic.^* Discern-

ing critics are in entire agreement.

For the one review given above

there are a dozen equally enthus-

iastic. All who appreciate a novel

of distinction and who love the rural

scene and custom will enjoy this

work of a devoted countrywoman.

OF ALL BOOKSELLERS AND LIBRARIES

7s. fid.
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pamphlet in reply to Sir F rancis Acland, which brings data

together which will be new to many of our readers.

For long years to come Cheshire and Shropshire people

will value the rich storehouse of old country speech and the

old country ways in Beatrice TunstalFs The Shiny Night

(Heinemann, ys, 6d.). Apart altogether from the story, the

novel is a meritorious performance. There is not one story

but several stories. The author is liberal beyond measure in

her tale as in her lore. The writing will put many people in

mind of George Eliot’s; there is the same conscience and

power, exercised within the same limitations, limitations

within which, no doubt, a great deal can be done. But for

a full understanding of what rural life used to be the roman-

tics are uncertain guides. With their skill they press upon

us figures who often move in about as real conditions as

characters in an opera. We cannot be too thankful for

records like our Gravedigger’s Diary’.- Lovers, by

John C. Moore (Dent, ys, 6rf.), is by the author of Dixon*s

Cubs, a first novel to which we referred last year. The tale,

by an author of gifts, is of a tenant farmer’s son, his struggles

with an i8o-acre farm in the Cotswolds, and his pre-marital

relations with his sweetheart. It is a document of the day,

socially and economically.- Northerners have an appreciation

of the work of the Westmorland novelist, Constance Holme,
whose Lonely Plough (Oxford University Press, 2x.}, which

‘endeavours to show the value of the three-cornered relation-

ship between landlord, agent and tenant, when each is an

honest man’, is now in the ‘World’s Classics’.- The City

Keep, by Charles Malam (Blackwell, Oxford, ys, bd,\ is a

simply but forcefully told tale of a rural youth in New Eng-
land and his adventures when he became a reporter on a

small town newspaper.- Our readers will savour Silver Ley

(Cobden-Sanderson, pp. 295, ys, bd.) with as much relish

as its author, Adrian Bell (author of Corduroy)^ ploughed his

first acre, bought that clever first heifer, and appreciated,

with an insight not common to every former, the meek
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efEciency of the pale labourer’s wife who cleaned for him*

Let us have more of such authentic swatches of homespun,
warped with truth and woven with fancy touched with
humour and grace.- The Survivor^ by Craven Hill (Sheldon,

pp. 230, 5r.), consists of stories about animals and birds,

partly fiction and partly fact, which have appeared in maga-
zines,- On October 4, 1570, the Rev. John Kello, minister

of Spott, was hanged in Edinburgh for murder. Spott was
the place at which in 1702, the last witches were burnt in

Scotland. In 1924 Frederick Watson made a moving story

about Kello, but he used the pseudonym John Ferguson.

Later he substituted Ian for John. Now Mr, Kello comes
out in an edition above the author’s own name.

Of all the joys of rural life, beyond clean air, fine prospects

and quiet, none compares with the wide horizons of the

night. To country dwellers, the appeal of the astronomer is

overmastering. So we value to the full the awesome Stars in

their Courses (Cambridge University Press, pp. 198, 46
illus., Ss)y in which Sir James Jeans once more writes with

the profound knowledge, the clarity and spirit which charac-

terise the whole scries of his books. We have spoken of wide

horizons. But how many stars can really be seen with the

unaided sight? Some 3,000 only. There must be, however,

in space, at least sixty stars to every man, woman and child

on earth. There may be thrice, or even five times as many.

We must rejoice in the cheapness of this book. - Inspired

unquestionably by the outlines of Wells and Jeans, Professor

J, Hodgson Bradley, an American writer, has produced a

painstaking, readable, impressive and stimulating history of

life on earth. Parade of the Living (Routledge, pp. 284,

10^, Sd,), We know no work which brings home so well the

silence of a world, which, though full of life, had neither

insects nor birds, the drama of a world of giant reptiles, and

the vastness of the time before man. A book which it will

be a satisfaction to Plant Life through the Ages\ a

Geological and Botanical Retrospect (Cambridge University
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Press, pp. 622, 140 illus., 30^.), by the Master of Downing,

provides what is needed by the reader who has an interest

in plants and the history of the earth. Dr. Saward contrives,

like Sir James Jeans, to excite feelings of awe. The estimate

is recorded of a bed of coal a foot thick, probably representing

vegetable debris from fifteen to twenty feet thick. Think
what this means in view of the fact that in the South Wales

coalfields there are seams up to thirty feet and the depth of

the coal measures is 8,000 feet. The nine reconstructions

of ancient landscape, drawn by Edward Vulliamy, are a

feature of a work in which as much care has been given

to illustration as to text.- To his Animal Aggregations

(University of Chicago, pp. 431, lox.). Dr. W. C. Allee

adds the sub-title, ‘A Study in General Sociology’. The
study is concerned with ‘some of the physiological effects of

crowding’. Early in the work the author says of the impres-

sion that sex forms the ‘main if not the only physiological

connecting link between the infrasocial and the social

animals’, that ‘a consideration of the facts will allow us to

place this factor more nearly in its proper relation to other

factors’.- Dr. Kenneth M. Smith’s object is to provide an
up-to-date Textbook of Agricultural Entomology (Cambridge

University Press, pp. 299, 79 illus., 12s. 6d. ). Natural

enemies, and the more important farm weeds which act as

alternate hosts, are given, but the insect pests of fruit are

excluded. Very interesting is the account of the farm

operations ‘which can be utilised or manoeuvred to place

potential or actual insect pests at a disadvantage’.— In her

latest book, The Intelligence of Animals: Studies in Com-
parative Psychology (Allen and Unwin, pp. 320, I5r.),

Frances Pitt depends, as is her way, on herself alone. Even
her sixty-eight admirable photographs are from her own
camera. The horse is judged to be ‘a creature with but little

understanding and none of the power of instant perception

and quick decision characteristic of the predatory maminals’,

such as the cat or otter. Our author is inclined to give more
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points to the cow than to the horse, and even to consider

the merits of the sheep in relation to the horse. The cat is

‘a mystery’, the dog ^our best friend’. One dog, reprimanded

for burying his master’s shoes in a flower bed, dug them up

again and brought them back. Miss Pitt is full of the lore

of the fox. ‘Over thirty years’ experience of hunting, as a

partaker of the sport, or a Hunt Secretary and as

has convinced me that, in the average hunting country, for

one fox killed by hounds, four come to some other end.’-

The Animal Year-Book^ by Dr. C. M. Knight and C. W,
Hume, M.C., b.sc,, (University of London Press, 2x.), is

a remarkable compendium of the law, ofmethods ofslaughter

and capture, of medicine and surgery, of current literature,

and of the positions of the animal welfare movement in eleven

countries. In England there are no fewer than 20,000

private slaughter houses. ‘Blood splash’, of which so much
is made in the opposition to humane slaughter, is avoided by

absolutely immediate bleeding.

As there is not very much country matter in Modern
Germantes as Seen by an Englishwoman (Dent, pp. 253,
yr. bd,) we can merely take space so say that Cicely Hamilton

has a wide knowledge of German life and that her book,

which is well illustrated, is always interesting and stimulat-

ing.- E. V. Lucas’s French Leaves (Methuen, pp. 1 1 1, 5r.),

we read where it could be read with the fullest appreciation —
in France. Here are perfect records of rural excursions,

rural inn cookery, rural temperament and rural painting.

The illustrations are enjoyable.- Henry Baerlein has a
Sternesque way, so it is not surprising that Over the Hills

ofRuthenia (Shaylor, pp. 245, 5^) is in a second edition. Here
are real countrymen.— An American writer of rural books,

Richardson Wright, whose original Gardener^s Bed-Book we
liked, has produced a lively Bed-Book of Travel^ travel all

over the world (Lippincott, pp. 306, ios.f--The Japanese

Population Problem; the Coming Crisis, by W. R. Croker

(Allen and Unwin, pp. 240, lOs. 6d,)y is not so much beyond
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our sphere as might appear, for the problem is in no small

measure agricultural. Indeed, the book contains an expres-

sion of regret by the author that he did not come upon an

‘interesting book by the editor of The Countryman until

the MS. was nearly completed’. As the question of the future

of Japan looks quite diifferent when it is considered before a

map of the world, with Japan - and Australia below it - in

the middle, and Europe and America at the edges, it is an

advantage that this book should have been written by an

Australian Balliol man. He would allow Japan and Italy

to take over ‘the now unutilized and unutilizable tropical

land north of the Tropic of Capricorn’, that is, roughly half

of Queensland, three-quarters of what used to be called the

Northern Territory, and a third of Western Australia.

He is also for a Japanese mandate over Manchuria. It is not

one of the least of the merits of a thoughtful and painstaking

book that the author shows that emigration alone cannot

solve Japan’s difficulties.

The Ordnance Survey’s Map of Roman Britain^ in a

second and improved edition -it now goes north of the

Grampians - and Map of Seventeenth Century England

(Ordnance Survey, Southampton, 41. and 5r. respectively) are

pleasant possessions. They are both sixteen miles to the

inch, and in colour. The second map has with it a map of

London, circa 1660. Except for the masts in the harbours,

seventeenth century England would have seemed, viewed

from above, to be wholly agricultural. The cavalry charges

of the Civil War were possible because central England was
still in open fields.- Books on the outdoor life usually pride

themselves on their small size, but J. Harris Stone, old hand
that he is, would put all wisdom within our reach. Accord-

ingly he gives us, in thirty-nine chapters, in Caravanning and
Camping Out (Jenkins, pp. 325, i 5r-)> everything that can

well be recorded in every branch of the subject and pro-

vides more than sixty illustrations of every type of caravan,

from Gordon Stables’ vehicle, onwards. He is not only
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profound technically but readable. This is the book

on living without a house. One of the suggestions is

that a watch-maker, an upholsterer, a bookbinder, a

chiropodist and a dentist, among other craftsmen, could

make a living a-caravanning. But has not our ‘Autolycus’

shown the way? - Men and Buildings^ by John Gloag

(‘Country Life’, pp. 255, Ss, 6d,) keeps us country people

in touch with the way in which the minds of modern archi-

tects are moving and provides us also with a short guide to

architecture from the time when man first set one stone on

another. It is significant of the way in which art and indus-

try are coming together that the book is dedicated to two
leading men in the advertising world. The author, who uses

pleasant phrases like ‘trying to corner art in galleries’, steers

us between such nineteenth century builders as ‘thought

that salvation lay in adornment’ and the men who, in our

day, ‘urge that a stark confession of purpose suffices’.

-

The Roscoe Professor of Architecture at Liverpool Univer-

sity, that well-known ‘town planner’, C. H. Reilly, is the

author of another book that the countryman will be glad to

see. Representative British Architects of the Day (Batsford,

pp. 1 25, 7^. 6d.). Ofa dozen architects - Adshead, Atkinson,

Baker, Blomfield, Davis, Dawler, Williams-Ellis, Curtis

Green, Lanchester, Lutyens, Scott and Tapper — we have

a portrait, specimens of work and a critical estimate. A fair

proportion of the works illustrated are in the country.

The Proceedings of the First International Conference of

Agricultural Economists (pp. 371), which, on the praise-

worthy initiative ofa public-spirited countryman and country-

woman, was held at Dartington Hall two years ago, and the

Proceedings ofthe Second International Conference (pp. 13076),

which took place last year in Cornell University, are now
available and ought to be in the libraries of all serious students

of world agricultural economics. (J. R. Currie, Dartington

Hall, Totnes, lor, each). - Grass and Hay Farmings by John
Orr (University Press, Manchester, pp. 38) is an economic
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Study, written with all the author’s clarity of expression,

and is excellent value at is. It concludes: ‘A Cheshire

farmer who had grown good grass for forty years, spoke one
day as if he were thinking aloud. “Dairy cows,” he said,

“have been honest to me.” ’-The latest publications of the

Oxford Agricultural Economics Research Institute are

Factors Affecting the Prices of Livestock in Great Britain^ a

preliminary study by K. A. H. Murray (pp. i88, 6^.),

The Midlands' Gracing Industry^ by A. Bridges and A.

Jones (pp. 6o, 2r.), and The Farmers' Business: Comparative

Conditions in part of Oxfordshire in 1923 and 1929 (pp. 28,

i^.). Number One is extremely valuable. In reference to

a question lately discussed in The Countryman, we may
note that the consumption of meat per head in the United

Kingdom has increased 22 per cent in the last forty years,

and the latest figures show that half is imported. The pains-

taking Bridges-Jones report is that the influence on the

market of the housewife’s demand for small joints seems to

have been exaggerated; the hotels and restaurants were for-

gotten. The Farmers' Business shows worse financial con-

ditions in 1929 than in 1923.— Year Book of AgricuU
tural Co'-operationy edited by the Horace Plunkett Founda-
tion (Routledge, pp. 590, los. bd.\ with its accounts of the

situation all over the world, is as serviceable as usual. Mr.
Prewett’s report of his survey of the United States will

interest readers of our own ‘Countryman in the United

States and Canada’.— In this connection may be mentioned

Agricultural Machinery in Canada and the United States

(illus. is. 3^/.}, the lucid and arresting report of the Ministry

of Agriculture’s deputation, some account of whose findings

has already been given in our pages. Besides this ‘Bulletin’

the Ministry of Agriculture sends us the following: Home^
Grown Feeding Stuffs (8<5/.), Practical Soil Sterilization

(illus. is.)y Cereal Smuts and their Control (illus. $d.)y Celery

Diseases and their Control (illus., ir.), Johne's Disease (illus.,

2d.). H.M. Stationery Office contributes an illustrated
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Report on the Marketing of - ninety-two liberally

illustrated pages for sixpence !~ and the sixth report of the

Advisory Council committee on Mineral Content of Natural

Pastures Ordinary Man Looks at Economics: A
Way of Prosperity for Farmers and a Remedy for Unemploy'-'

ment (Cornish, Birmingham, pp. 12, 6d.), will appeal to

those who know the writings of ‘Agricola’.- The closely-

printed Profitable Small Farm^ by E. Graham (Davies, pp.

231, 30 Ulus., 7^. 6^/.), contains a mass of useful information

but its unlimited range takes our breath away.

Laurence J. Cook has been writing for a quarter of a

century on carnations, and Perpetual Carnations (Benn, pp.

1 04, illus., 2j. (>d,) is his third book.- Roadside Trees:

Their Care and Treatment in the Interests of Safety and
Beauty^ is a pamphlet of the A.A. and the Roads Beautifying

Association (34 Chandos House, Palmer Street, S.W.i.).

-We receive from Ward, Lock Everyday Gardening (pp,

448, *]s. 6d.) and a second edition of All About Gardening

(pp. 384, 5x.), both by J. Coutts of Kew Gardens. They
are full of photographic illustrations and diagrams, and are

comprehensive and practical.— The Gardener^s Tear Book

(fifth year}, edited by D. H. Mouttray Read (Allan, pp. 323^
yx. 6rf.), reminds us, in an article on musk, that it did not

reach this country until 1826; more interesting, that near

Wadhurst plants retained their scent as late as 1929; but

they were scentless last year.— The Book of the Lawny by

Reginald Beale (Cassell, pp, 151, 3^. 6i.), is what it claims

to be, ‘a complete guide to the making and maintenance of
lawns and greens for all purposes’. Generous in illustrations

and plans, it gives diagrams for clock golf, tennis, croquet,

football and hockey.— A Handbook on Modern Croquet

(Longmans, pp. 76, 2i.) is an excellent little book, every

chapter of which is written by a diflFerent authority. Lord
Doneraile assures us that ‘hundreds of people spend most
of the summer travelling about the country and playing in

the tournaments’, and that in Canada, Africa and Austra-
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lasia the habitual players outnumber ours ‘by thousands^.

-There are wet days in the country, and the title of

Mate in Two Moves^ a treatise on the two-move chess

problem, by Brian Harley, chess editor of the ‘Observer’

(Bell, pp. 21 1, 5^.), is worth noting. Talkies

(Crosby, Lockwood, pp. 202, yj. bd.) is a competent,

well-illustrated book which does explain its subject,- The
Mystery of the Divining Rod Solved^ the Experiences of an

Amateur Dowser is a revision, with diagrams, of Ernest

Christie’s interesting 52-page brochure, (ix. 2d. from the

Author, Pollingfold, Ockley, Dorking).

General Reading

A L I s T of books most in demand at Bumpus’s during the

past quarter, which will keep the country reader from

missing works of importance:

Biography and History.- Charteris, Sir Edmund Gosses Rothenstein,

Men and Memoriess The Memoirs of Marshal Fochs Clarke, My
NorthcUffe Diarys Poiret, My First Fifty Tears; Sadleir, Buhoer, a
Panorama; Memoirs of Prince ^on Bulow; Lytton Strachey, Portraits

in Miniature; Henry Harrison, Parnell Vindicated; Appleyard, Michael

Faraday; Compton Mackenzie, First Athenian Memories; Buxton
Forman, Letters ofJohn Keats.

Fiction.- Eric Linklater, Juan in America; Marcel Proust, Time
Regained; Mottram, Castb Island; Aldington, The Colonel’s Daughter;

Bates, Charlotte’s Row; Buck, The Good Earth; Benson, Tobit Trans--

planted; Strong, The Garden; Thompson, Winter Comedy.

General Essays.- Tomlinson, Out of Soundings; Wyndham Lewis,

The Diabolical Principle-^ Thomas, World Without End; Nichols,

Oxford^ London^ Hollywood; Cambon, The Diplomatist; Jeans, The
Stars in their Courses; Wells and Huxley, The Science of Life; Keith,

New Discoveries Relating to the Antiquity ofMan.
Travel and Sport.- Thomas, Alarms and Excursions in Arabia;

Seabrook, Jungle Ways; Goldring, Impacts; Kent, N by E; Pears,

South Coast Cruising; *Marco’ An Introduction to Polo; Sewell, Cricket

Up to Date; Tidy, Surtees on Fishing.

Poetry and Plays.- Lynd, The Yellow Plackard; Thompson, O
World Invisible; Owen, Poems; Angus, The Turn of the Dcy; Edith
Sitwell, The Pleasures of Poetry*^ Coward, Post Mortem; Bax, Gallant^

Ladies; Aldous Huxley, The World of Light; Brewster, The Prison;

Shaw, Collected Plays.
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AS ONE COUNTRTMAN TO ANOTHER
‘/^OD made the sea; ive made the land.' The
V Tthought and the national experience behind

this saying are the source of the

Patriotism success of Holland, the chief source

for the of her own self-respect, and the

Holidays basis of the respect in which she is

held in other countries. ‘We made
the land.’ The commerce of Holland has been so

developed that one of her ports is the second in the

world, her industry - the Philips works have 30,000
hands — is remarkable though raw materials have

to be imported; but the basic thing in Holland is her

farming and her market gardening, and the increase

not the decrease of her rural population, the increase

not the decrease of her cultivated area. The Zuider

Zee drainage which is to add an Oxfordshire ofgood
land to Holland will go on whatever the financial

difficulties of the time may be.

I
N bringing new land out of the wild or the water,

in working land so ingeniously and carefully

that it may yield the largest possible return we
countrymen know that there is deep human satis-

faction. That satisfaction does not wait upon the

recognition of the economic fact that the land is the

only true source of wealth. It depends on no
reminder that ‘of all occupations by which gain is

secured, none is better than agriculture, none
more profitable, none more delightful, none more
becoming to a free man’. An acquaintance with the

world of our own day and a moderate knowledge of
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history must establish in reflecting minds the belief

that the soundness of a country depends on that

country’s attitude towards rural life. It is because

we felt deeply that a work of patriotism could be

done by reminding men and women of their relation

and responsibility to the land that we started The
Countryman. It is in a confident belief in the part

that rural life plays in our civilization that, with so

many good helpers, we continue at our job. A dark-

ness has fallen on many writers about the country -
who often, we fear, spend too much of their time in

London. These men of woe see nothing before

them but the ruin of agriculture, the urbanization

of our people and the retrogression of the British

Commonwealth. There always have been prophets

of this quality, and, in the evolution of the human
race, there always will be. But though, from our

casement as we write to-day, we look out on lowering

skies, mist and pouring rain, we know that the sun

shines, that fields and gardens and orchards will yield

their increase, and that Summer is at hand to glad-

den and invigorate. In the last quarter of a century

the proportion of the British people warmly
interested in the countryside has grown. Petrol,

for one thing, has done its gracious work; witness,

also, the regiments of happy young ramblers, who,
in their freedom of body and mind bear with them
so many of our hopes. There is a widespread desire

to remedy what is wrong with the countryside. At
no time was more power being generated to do so.

The large company of the ignorant, the faint hearts,

the idle and the selfish — the existence of which is

our stimixlus — does not obscure the larger company
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of the informed, the faithful, the devoted and the

purposeful. Year by year, we fervently believe,

or we should cease to run The Countryman, the

nation will be blessed with glimpses of more and

more of the countryside of our dreams.

S
INCE our last issue, wise readers like Lord
Ernie, Sir Horace Plunkett, Sir Daniel Hall,

Mr. Orwin and Mr. Christopher Tumor have been

speaking their minds. Other readers have been

saying their say in Parliament. The time approaches

for memorable decisions. While, this summer, we
are refreshed by the countryside, may we not, as

countrymen ask ourselves if, in our judgments, for
or against^ not only the measures which the Govern-

ment has introduced into Parliament but the

proposals which have been made outside it, we have

been free of a concern for the interests of Party.?

Have we not sometimes failed to remember that the

future of our rural life depends on action based on
experience and wisdom which are not found among
the followers of one political banner alone.? It is

not easy for any of us to accommodate ourselves

to inevitable and often salutary change, to new
ways which cannot be after our planning. In the

prospect of change, have we shown courage and
tme patriotism.?

The future of rural life all over the world is a
vital interest, and the greatest of rural interests

is Peace. Let us constantly bear in mind that even

Peace is to be had only at the price of labour. To
that labour, unremitting labour, those of us who
have survived the horror and the madness of War
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must hold ourselves bound in religion and in agri-

cultural, national and international politics. Had
we but pursued the ways of Peace the world might

have paid for and eaten its wheat ‘surplus’. It would
have been nothing to us effectively to manage our

coalfields and to electrify all our railways, and, as

a consequence, bring about such widespread provision

of light and power as would make the country fit

for a twentieth century people to live in and work in.

In the country we have need to quicken our thought.

With all the privileges of country life which we
enjoy we should be ahead of towns in our thinking.

But how few of us are fully awake and doing the

day’s work of a man - awake at a time when visible

and invisible dominion in the air' shames, in every

country, a halting timorous course on the land?

a

tds It Seems to Some of Us
To be a Seeker is to be the next best Sect to a Finder, and such an one shall

every faithful humble Seeker be at the end. Happy Seeker, Happy Finderl-

Crotnwell

How to Get Better Pollsfor the Councils

COMMENTING on the fact that sixty out of

seventy of the members of the Surrey County
Council were returned unopposed, and that only

three members of the Dorset County Council had
to face a contest, a writer learned in local govern-

ment, attributes the ‘apathy’ of the public to (i)

‘divided allegiance and interest between Parish

Council, District Council and County Council’ and

(2) ‘the way in which people of limited means are

debarred from being Cotmty Councillors.’ In view
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Palace, Houses of Parliament, Westminster Abbey,
Trafalgar Square, Embankment, Cleopatra’s Needle,

Mansion House, Billingsgate, London Bridge,

Oxford Street, Marble Arch (where there was a

stop in the Park). Then on to Wembley for break-

fast and a day of it. Another local organisation,

the Wychwood Brotherhood, also had a motor trip,

remarkable in that fourteen of the cars were lent.

The Parker and the Trespasser

There is a natural confusion in the minds
of many people, since the coming into force of

the Road Traffic Act, 1930, about the precise rights

of motorists to the use of roadside waste. Section

14 provides that a person shall not drive a motor
vehicle on any land not forming part of a road.

The section also provides, however, that it shall not

be an offence under the section to drive a motor vehicle

on any land within fifteen yards of a public carriage

way for the purpose of parking, or to drive it any-

where off the road for the purpose of saving life or

extinguishing fire or any other like emergency.

The result of this proviso is that if a motorist parks

his car within the 15 yards limit, he cannot be

prosecuted under the section. But this does not

mean that the section authorises him to take his

car off the road within the 15 yards belt; on the

contrary, it is expressly stated that the section does

not affect the law of trespass. The position, there-

fore, with regard to the 15 yards limit, is as follows:

(<*) If a person drives a motor vehicle anywhere off a

public carriage way without the consent of the owner
of the land, he is a trespasser, as he always has been.
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sufficient? As we pointed out in a recent issue, the

public, if it does not want to read a particular

advertisement in a paper can turn the page, but

there is no way of avoiding a roadside advertisement,

which, as often as not, aims at being successful by
its audacity rather than by its artistic or typographical

merit. An Oxfordshire County Council by-law

enacts that no person shall, in areas of rural scenery,

exhibit any advertisement by the side or within view

of any highway, railway, public place or water, if

the advertisement is so placed that it can be ‘seen

as part of a view of the surrounding scenery’. An
advertisement ‘relating to the trade or business

carried on’ is excepted.

What the Law says about Wild Plants

BY-LAWS against the uprooting of wild plants

have existed in certain counties for many years,

in Hertfordshire, for example, since 1915. Sir

Maurice Abbot-Anderson, who has done such

good preservation work, writes to us that the County
Councils Association’s model by-law has now been
adopted (either in its original form or slightly

altered to fit local conditions) by forty-two counties

and sub-counties. It is as follows

:

‘No person shall (unless authorised by the owner or

occupier, if any, or by law so to do) uproot any ferns or

other plants growing in any road, lane, roadside waste,

roadside bank or hedge, common or other place to which
the public have access.

‘Every person who shall offend against the foregoing

By-law shall be liable for every such offence to a fine not

exceeding, for the first offence. Forty Shillings, and for a
subsequent offence not exceeding Five Pounds.’
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belief. Others are hunted deliberately, and it appears by-

choice, during the height of the breeding season. If a par-

tridge is given two months before the laying of its first egg,

a badger vixen should be given at least eight weeks before

its cubs are born. Yet beagles, harriers, fox hounds and other

hounds are taken out to hunt until the spring dovetails into

summer. They hunt before and after the young are born.

There can be no excuse in humanity for the killing of ‘a

May fox’, often a boasted achievement, for it is not in the

capacity of any huntsman to ensure that only the old dog
fox is hunted. To see the Hunt at work when spring comes

is repellant to every sense. It is a sin against the nature of
things; and ifthe natural law is not obeyed, the only safeguard

is the passing of a special law that shall ensure to animals the

respect due to maternity.’

The Folk Dancers’ Victory

The complaint is sometimes heard that it is

impossible to promote folk dancing because

the villagers prefer jazz. Undoubtedly the villagers

often do. But it is within our knowledge and the

knowledge of many that when folk-dancing is

wisely introduced, and taught with zeal and
patience, it gradually overtakes and finally over-

comes its rival.

‘A Moralfor Magazine Readers’

The leading article under this heading in the

April Countryman, on snobbery about adver-

tising, has been reproduced by the American ‘Forum*'

as ‘the most lucid exposition ofthe publishing business

for the layman which has ever come to our attention*.

It was also the subject of an appreciative leading

article in the ‘New York Tribune', which suggested
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that The Countryman ought to have a success in

the United States equal to that in Great Britain.

From many subscribers’ letters we extract the

following:

‘As a subscriber from the first number, I am in the fullest

sympathy with your leader on snobbery about advertising.

The format of The Countryman is exceedingly pleasant

and the advertisements seem to me always extremely in-

teresting and well selected. It is as gratifying to readers

as to yourself that the merits of the review should have

procured you such handsome backing from advertisers.

Every sensible man and wo.nan knows that it is impossible

to get a periodical of the type of The Countryman for

the half-crowns we pay and that only by The Countryman
being good enough to attract first-class advertising can you

set the standard you do.’- Sir George Dashwood

T enjoy every word, advertisements and all, from cover

to cover.’- Rev. yames Smallwood

^You have quite converted me to the advantage of having

advertisements arranged as you have them.’- Mrs. Jikin

‘I positively enjoy your advertisements. — C.

Knowles

*^The advertisements in The Countryman interest me
very much; I have found several of practical use. A friend

said to me, like The Countryman, it has such uncommon
advertisements” Mrs. A. A. Barrow

We have also commendatory messages from ad-

vertising experts including Sir Charles Higham
and Mr. R. J. Sykes, who is good enough to write,

'An excellent plain-spoken article; how easy it is

to tell the truth!’
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EPISTLES FROM AN OLD HOMESTEAD
7. THE PARSON’S PROBLEM

I
NSTEAD of writing what I had in mind to write

this quarter, I am going to copy some extracts

from the letter of a gossip of mine:

‘They are barely half a mile apart and their joint popula-

tion is 445. Hundreds of years ago pious benefactors en-

dowed each ofthem with a church and the means to maintain

a parish priest. That may have been all very well in the days

when the priest was celibate, and when, perhaps, the right

to present to the livings was attached to some religious house

which instituted one of its brethren. It may have been all

very well in the days when the clergy could hold livings

in plurality, and build up one good income from several

small ones. But it is no good at all for the present time,

when the old endowment falls short of a living wage, and

the Church cannot afford to waste its man power by pro-

viding a full-time priest for what is a part-time job, and

sometimes hardly a job at all. Therefore there was enacted

the Union of Benefices measure, to do decently and for the

common good just what the Pluralities Act had been passed

to prevent, namely, the holding of two or more livings by

one priest.

‘And so it happened that the Bishop of our diocese issued

a commission of enquiry regarding the union of the benefices

of the two parishes, and, on a day appointed, it held a public

sitting in the schoolroom. The Commission was composed

of a representative of each parish, appointed jointly by its

parochial church council and the patron of the living, a
nominee of the Bishop of the diocese, and a chairman ap-

pointed by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. The sitting

was attended by seven representatives of the two villages,

and the two incumbents. To this small company the chair-

man expounded the law and the fects. One parish had a
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population of 1 1 5 people, a small rectory and an endowment
of less than ^£250; the other contained 330 people, a rectory

with twenty-three rooms and a ballroom, and an endowment
of £350. Was it reasonable to expect the Church to provide

an able-bodied man for each of these parishes when there

were parishes in great centres of population where no more
than one priest could be provided to minister to 10,000 and

even to 1 5,000 people?

‘But the Squire saw things in a different light. “This
means”, he said, “the break up of the village. We have

always been self-contained. The parishioners are unani-

mously opposed to the idea of union.” Pressed by the chair-

man to explain how he could expect to find an incumbent

to serve the parish on ^^230, he suggested that this living

and the hundreds like it could all be filled adequately if the

old clergy, pensioned from larger parishes, were not forbidden

to take the duty while retaining their pensions. Briefly, he

didn’t want to be joined to anybody or anything.

‘The next speaker was his rector who told us how well

the union of benefices had worked in Ireland, and upon a

much larger scale, when it had been forced upon the country

by the disestablishment of the Church. In his opinion,

an active man would do the pastoral work of his parish in

one day a fortnight. He did not hesitate to speak of “the

soul-deadening life of half the country clergy of England”.

‘A farmer then said that we had our church and our own
parson, and wanted to keep them. If people didn’t go to

the Church, they ought to. “There used to be a chapel

here, but it came into the market and I bought it, so that

it should never be opened again, and now they ^as to go to

the Church.” After this the chairman called upon the

parish representative who keeps the small village shop.

“Our ancestors”, he said, “gave their money to our Church
and we are trustees.” His parson, in his turn, explained that

it was impossible to live in his great barrack upon the income
provided by the pious benefactors, and took the view of his
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clerical colleague who had already spoken upon the desira-

bility of union. And finally the chairman announced that

the commission’s finding would be promulgated.’

‘Inquiries such as this’, my friend writes -no
man has a wider knowledge of agricultural England
—‘are going on all over the country. Always the

position is the same — the incumbents unable to

live upon the stipends of the livings, the lack of

opportunity on their part for full-time spiritual and
social service, and the opposition by the laity to any
change.’ I wonder, however, whether my friend has

envisaged the whole problem, (i) That work of

the highest quality is being done by clergy-

men in many rural parishes, in the face of great

difficulties, is unquestionable. But it is idle to ignore

the fact that there are other parishes where the

results achieved are nothing like so good, and that

there are some parishes where the value of the work
accomplished is low. If this be the situation,

amalgamation of parishes will not, in itself, bring

about a better state of things, (a) Although my
friend, in his letter, does not remind himself of the

development of the rural organism as seen in the

establishment of Public Assistance Committees (late

Boards of Guardians), the enactment of old age and
widows’ pensions, the activities of women’s in-

stitutes and county libraries, the introduction of

wireless, and the extension of the habit of reading,

there can be no doubt that the demands on the

rural clergy in respect of social ameliorative work,

have been, as a consequence, greatly diminished.

(3) Is it not a matter for serious consideration.
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whether, in some small parishes at any rate, good
work might not be done by a new type of village

clergyman, a man of the wage-earning class, who
saw the contemned a year, not as a yearly

stipend, but as ;^4 8j. %d. a week? Needless to say,

he would have no use for the rectory. I anticipate

the suggestion that ‘villagers prefer a parson, as

soldiers prefer an officer, to be not of their own
class’. Do they? I was once much struck by the

way in which a young countryman from Ruskin
College moved a village audience at a Sunday
meeting. He had the gifts for such a job as the one
of which we are speaking. I put it to him whether

he would like it, at, say, ;^4 a week, and he said he
would. I think he would have got on well with

the parish. Avoncroft is another source from which
what might be called the weekly wage parson might
possibly be forthcoming. (4) I am assuming that

the man of whom I speak would be ordained. But
might not the Church make more use of lay talent?

In the days of the motor and the motor cycle there

can be few areas indeed where a clergyman could

not find lay wisdom, goodness, experience and
speaking ability, if his Bishop were sympathetic

towards experiment. In this relation, the movement
within one of the largest of the Scottish denomi-
nations, in favour of utilising the service of women,
has significance. (5) It is impossible to consider

the future of the rural clergy without frankly

recognising the slighter hold which the Church
now possesses in many parishes, and the reasons,

whatever they may be. The problem of the Church,
and of every denomination in the rural districts.
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cannot be profitably discussed in terms only of
remuneration of the clergy and ministers. What
is the sphere, what exactly are the duties of a clergy-

man and a minister in a rural district in our day?

Solomon Wiseacre
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work, a glorious climate like England’s best. The
1820 Association gives practical advice and assistance

to intending settlers. Write to Secretary, Dept.

C/7/31, for ‘The Settlers’ Guide.’

1820 MEMORIAL settlers’ ASSOCIATION

199, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.I

ENGLISH FOLK COOKERY
Recipes from * Countryman* Readers

The Founder of the English Folk Cookery Association is

trying to make a Permanent National Record of English and

Welsh Local or National dishes, Cakes and Beverages, Cere-

monial and Festival Cakes and dishes. To make it as complete as

possible she will be grateful if readers of The Countryman will

send the names, and, if possible, the recipes for which their

immediate neighbourhood may be famous or which they have met
with elsewhere in England and Wales.— Address; Miss F. White,
lA Nevem Road, Earl’s Court, S.W.5

HAZEL
HURDLES

Supply shelter and fence in the

cheapest form, preserving that

old-world charm which belongs

to the countryside. Made in

6 ft lengths from 2 ft. to S ft.

high. Send for list

Rural Industries
Charlton Kings

CHELTENHAM
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These three Philips all-electric radio
receivers, working entirely from the
house A.C. electric mains at less than
it costs to run a small electric lamp,
combine the highest efficiency with
the greatest ease of operation.
TheConsole is ade luxe 4-valve all-elec-

tric receiver complete with moving coil

loudspeaker in a magnificent console
cabinet of walnut philite. Price £45.

The Radioplayer combines within its

smart and compact cabinet of philite
a powerful long range all-electric

receiver—controlled by single knob
tuning—and a newly designed loud-
speaker of incomparable tone. Mce
complete £25.
The ‘2534’ is a new 3-valve all-electric
receiver whose outstanding perfor-
mance belies its price of £15 16s. Od.
Of great power, selectivity and range,
it combines many of the advantages
of a considerably more expensive in-
strument at a price which puts Philips
performance within the reach of all.

The easiest of easy purchase terms can
be arranged for all these receivers
through every radio dealer.

ALL- ELECTRIC RADI4 PHILIPS lamps. Ltd., Philips

2 House, GharinjI'Gross Road," London,iW.a2
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ELECTRIC LIGHT

k
WHEREVER
YOU GO

Matches and candles

in 1931 ? When there

are Ever Ready torches

which give a light-

house beam for about

a halfpenny an hour ?

We’ll be up-to-date.

And save money too.

An Ever Ready torch

please! There^s a

light for you.
Ever Ready torches

and batteries are guar-

anteed to give satisfac-

tory service by a

Company that has

been making reliable

torches and batteries

for twenty-eight years.

The Et>er Ready Co. (Great

Britam)Ltd.Herctdes Places

Holloway^ London. N.y

BRITISH MADE

TORCHES & BAHERIES
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Not for luxury alone nor for prudence,

but as an act ofcleanliness, dainty women
make tke toilet of the mouth a nightly

pleasure, never foregone. Men ofwhole-

some habits are no less punctilious. For

both, the last waking act is to brush the

teeth with

Euthymol
XOOXH/PA^TE

Kills dental deca*^ germs in 30 seconds

Its grateful flavourfiUs the mouth, its fragrant

foam purifies all that it touches. And the
morning after rewards this toilet of the night
before. Sweet breath, and an appetite for

breakfast demand a well-kept mouth.

FREE SAMPLE
Send toDept. 63F, Euthymol, SOBeak St.,

London, W.l, for an interesting booklet whi^
will tell you how to keep your teeth ; a sample
of Euthymol Tooth Paste will also be sent if I

you ask for it.



In this uncertain world confidence is not easily

acquired. Which makes it proportionately

valuable. When you entrust a favourite

frock to a cleaner and dyer your con-

fidence should be implicit. It is not

an occasion for taking risks. A
Firm which has already won
the confidence of meticulous

people may well inspire

confidence in others, and
we regard the most
particular of our
customers as our

greatest assets.

(\

Achille ScrrcK
Head Ofice 6c Works; Blackhorse Laae, Walthamstow, Londoa, E.17

We have published two attractive little Books Illustrated by
Norman Keene. One for Ladies, ‘Most Women Do and

one for Gentlemen, ‘Isn’t H True?* We should like to

send you copies of one or both. May we f

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES ALMOST EFERYWHERE
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\ou can

see w^ith

halfan eye
that that^s a c:

‘ Nugget’ shine

Shoes that have their daily

Nugget shine always wear

a briSanceoutof the ordin-

ary, for at the end of the

day the polish that Nugget
givesstill retains its morning

freshness. Shoes, whether

they be Black or any shade

of Brown, never need look

‘off colour* for want of a

little Nugget. It is sold

in colours to suit every

shade of shoe and provides

a preservative finish that

makes shoes last. ^

AUGGET
BOOTPOUSH

Black, Tan, Dark Brown
and other shades

3d. & 6d*
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Fashion Decrees

Hand-knitted

Sports & Country-weari

Delightfully cosy and practical

garments can be made from

The FURLDA
Range of Angora Yams

Manufa<5fcured by

DERWENT MILLS Ltd., MATLOCK

Ideal for Cardigans. Pullovers,

Berets, Scarves. Sports Socks,

and for all children’s outerwear

Obtainable at all good Stores

and Art Needlework Shops

In case of diflBculty, write to

DERWENT MILLS Ltd., MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE
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What better proof

could you have?
Gravenette ” is the secret of wet-weather

comfort which depends equally on lightness,

ventilation and rain-shedding qualities.

This proof for showerproofs keeps you dry
and lets you take brisk exercise without the

fatigue of carrying a great weight of clothing

on your shoulders. The perfect ventilation

afforded by Cravenette - proofed ’’ coats

prevents that close atmosphere with its

accumulated moisture inside the coat.

Cravenette” proofing keeps you really dry
and comfortable in wet weather. ••

Issued by « Cravenette Co., Ltd., Branch qf The Bradford
Dyers* Association Ltd., Bradford, Manchester & London

BDA 17-365
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Sole Makers also

of the Famous

‘SUNSHINE
THIN WHEAT-

EN’ BISCUITS

You simply must try,

made of the famous Berma-
line Malted Flour. Very
easy to digest, fully nutritive,

exceedingly tasty. Different

from all other biscuits. A
sure favourite. You’ll like it.

Apart from other considera-

tions, the genuine healthful-

ness of Bermaline Biscuits

appeals to those who know
the part good biscuits play in

varying one’s diet, in a

thoroughly enjoyable
manner.

Try them to-day from

- your usual retailer -

Bole makers:

^lUE BARRfcRcss i»
Sunshine Biscuit Bakery, GLASGOW, C.5



For a moment it seemed that
there couldn’t be—there was no
drag or pull on the face. But
the lathering was done with

From your

chemist in

a big i/6

tube.

Made by the makers of Euthymol Tooth Paste.

That is what made the difference.
You were not accustomed to such
perfect preparation of the beard.

A trial tube of Shaving Cream sufficient

for one week, will be sent on receipt of
a postcard.

EUTjHYMOL (Dept. 103c)
50 beak street LONDON, W.i.
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UMIDON.USGROVER.ENGLAND.

Trade

SIMPLEX m
Mark

LEAD GLAZING
PATENTED

For R00/5, Skylights and Horticultural Work

THE MINNIS BAY HOTEL, Birchington-on-Sea
(The noted North Kent Golhng Hotel)

Verandah on three sides of the building glazed with SIMPLEX Steel Bar
Glazing. Note^ the neat ajgpearance of the work. SIMPLEX is ideal for

maintaining efficiency in the most exposed positions

WRITE OR PHONE FOR ILLUSTRATED PARTICULARS
FRSE OF CHARGE

Sole Manufacturers

GROVER & COMPANY, Ltd.
BRITANNIA ENGINEERING WORKS

CARPENTERS ROAD, STRATFORD, E.15
Phcne^ TeUgrams-^

MARYLAND 2446 ADOPTED, PHONE, LONDON
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AUTOMATIC-
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and Safe Fire

Protection
In every type of building from
warehouse to city art gallery, from
newspaper offices to country man-
sion the Grinnell has rendered

invaluable service for forty-three

years. Day and night the Grin-

nell is always ready for action.

Immediately flames break out a

flood of water pours down without

human aid and a loud Are alarm is

automatically sounded outside the

building. Not a single life has

ever been lost in a Grinnell pro-

tected building.

Send for full details ofthe Grinnell

Sprinkler System.

FIRE PROTECTION, ELECTRICAL, HYDRAULIC
AND TEXTILE ENGINEERS

PARK WORKS : MANCHESTER

And at PARK HOUSE, Gt SMITH STREET, LONDON, S.W.1
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For the Country

LIGHTING, HEATING,
COOKING,
at Half the Cost of Coal

SILVERLITE is the great labour-saving device. IT supplies, at a much loirer cost,

all the advantages of both electricity and coal gas with nont of their disadvantages
For COOKING and HEATING it is ideal, enabling the^work to be done by the
turn of a tap. Gives a SOFT LIGHT more brilliant than electric. All fittings have
switch taps, and door-switches can also be provided
HOTELS, SCHOOLS and PRIVATE RESIDENCES are proving that SILVER-
LITE saves them 50 per cent, in fuel costs and 80 per cent, in labour
SILVERLITE is odourless and non-explosive. The Generator is self-controlled, stops
and starts automatically, works without noise or smell and is to simple that it can be
looked after by a maid or gardener

Write now for the book on

SjEVERLITE
The High Efficiency Petrol-Gas Generator
Driven by a Weight or a Small Electric Motor

And at Edinburgh

Use SILVERLITE

CABINET

CENTRAL HEATING
DOMESTIC HOT
WATER and Pumping
INSTALLATIONS
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Beet Sugar Factories

Anglo-Dutch Group

CANTLEY
KELHAM
ELY
IPSWICH
KING’S LYNN

English Beet Sugar Corporation, Limited (Cantley

and Kelham), Ely Beet Sugar Factory, Limited,

Ipswich Beet Sugar Factory, Limited, and King’s

Lynn Beet Sugar Factory, Limited

General Secretary and Registered OSicei* : Alfred Wood,
Inveresk House, 346 Strand, W.C.a
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Are you
BUYING
FENCING
TOO

^OFTEN?

Plain Fencing Wire. Barb
Wire on 220 -yard reels.
Strand Wire. Wire Netting.
^Rylink* Chain Link Fencing.
‘Rylock* Hinged Joint Fence«

Etc.

Specify Rylands *Crapo* Gcdva-
nixed Feneingfwires

wamm
miTISH

For Long - Lived
Fencing U^ire —
Specify Rylands
Do you find that, when you go to
market, almost as often as not
you order a bit of fencing? As you
walk round your farm, do you no-
tice too often that rust and cor-

rosion are eating away fencing
that was erected only twelve
months ago ?

Consider the economy of standar-
dising on Rylands‘CRAPO’ Gal-
vanized Fencing Wires. At least
give this British wire a trial, and
seehow little it is affected by rain
and snow. The ‘CRAPO’ galva-
nizing puts a protecting armour
on Rylands Fencing Wires

Makers of ‘Swallow*
Brand Wire Netting

Write for a sample of Xtapd*
Galvanised Wire and a list of
Irofmongers in your district mho
stock Rylands Fencing Wires, All
Rylands Wires bear their name
and/or a *Crapo* label. Play safe
and refuse wire marked foreign*

FRYLANDS BROS. LTD. WARRINGTON



Established 80 years

Pinest value ever offered. Can be subjected to hardest wear
daily; corrugated outside to make it stronger. Standing on
it, even running a Car or Lorry over it can’t kink it or stop

the flow. No matter how you bend it, even if you tie it in

knots, it always springs back to former shape and flexibility.

Ideal for Gardens, Garages, Motorists. This new *Gram-
CO’ KantKinK half-inch Hose can be obtained only
from us. Reels for winding, 5s. Brass fittings, 2s.
6d. Set. Carriage and Packing, Is. 6d. extra.
Any length supplied at same rate. No joins.

Full particulars and prices of other sizes sent on request
Wrtte for FREE Catalogue

Trade supplied. Buy from the firm that specialises

THE CITY RUBBER & MOTOR CO. (Dept. C.K.)
141 Bishopsgate, LONDON, E.C.2

(adjoining Vfoal S^. Statim,) ’Phone* Bishopsgate 2284



July
Green's Mowers are regu^-

larly used at Malvern College

till \ 11 li

Grimn*
Rollers with
balanced
handles

Inches
14x14 42s. 6d.
17x16 57s. 6d.
20x18 72s. 6d.
22x22 • £S

less

5% cash

I

After all,yducariiiot

iV beat a GREEN’S

I
Every Lawn Mower made by Green’s is

the best for its work. Green’s hand,
horse or motor mowers are world fa-

mous for efficiency, simplicity, easy

J
running, long life and excellence of
design and construction

Obtainable from all leadlngylronmongers

Send for fully illustrated Catalogue No. 56

THOS. GREEN & SON, Ltd.

And at New Surrey Works, Southwark St., London, S,E.i

GREEN’S LIGHT MOTOR MOWERS:
Made in thejfollowiag sizes; 24m. ... £67 10s.

14iii. (vdth 1 clutch) £29 30m' ... ^8® ®
14m. (with 2 clutches) £30 Also heavy type Motor
lein £37 10s. Mowers up to 42m. less

20iii £53 10s. 5 per cent, cash

A Greens is a Greens 20 years after

GREENS LAWN
MOWERS
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Seorlii

Cutior

Cottage^ES

fnt §>aU

Private owner offers unique secluded building sites in absolutely

unspoiled country, well wooded but not isolated, fully protected by

restrictions. Charming old world type houses (as illustrated) with

rmnimum of ^ acre (up to 5 acres if desired) can be built to own

architect’s designs. Prices from ,^1,000 freehold. Exceptionally

easy terms of payment arranged. London 30 minutes by excellent

mdn line service. Write owner;

MAY, Langaeld Hill, Nazeing, Waltham Gross

INHALANT \ Fever
Just when Summer joys are most alluring, Hay Fever

claims its victims. The intense irritation prevents any

pleasure out of doors. Vapex gives relief, whilst its

regular use affords protection. Put a drop on your

handkerchief each morning so that you inhale the

vapour during the day.

Of Chemists, 2/- <5- 3 /-

•"HOMAS KERFOOT & CO-, LTD.
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Every
Friday

^TIME AND TIDE^
AND

FOREIGN AFFAIRS^
^U^OREIGN AFFAIRS’ that monthly ‘digest and interpretation*

^ of international matters which, for several years past, has

been edited by Sir Norman Angell, will henceforth be pub-

lished as a monthly supplement to ‘Time and Tide ’

This supplement will consist of a four or five thousand word
Review by Sir Norman Angell of the outstanding international

problem of the month, following the techniquewhich he has developed

with such success since he took over the Editorship of ‘ Foreign
Affairs ’

The ‘ Foreign Affairs* Supplement will be included in the first

issue of ‘Time and Tide* pubUshed each month

* TIME AND TIDE * is an independent weekly Review
owing allegiance to no party. Its field is the world, and it reserves

the right of free and unfettered comment on all things

AMONG RECENT BOOK-REVIEWERS ARE
Harold J. Laski Rebecca West Humbert Wolfe
Naomi Mitchison Cicely Hamilton Naomi Royde-Smith
Norman Angell Laurence Housman Gilbert Murray
Herbert Read Stephen Gwyxm Storm Jameson
Vera Brittain Winifred Holtby MaryAgnes Hamilton
J. W. N. Sullivan G. Patrick Thompson John Collier

St. John Ervine contributes Weekly Notes on topics of general interest

‘Time and Tide’s’ MUSIC CRITIC is Edwin Evans,
one of the most distinguished writers on Music ot the

present day

The ARTISTS who contribute to its pages include

Kapp, Wyndham Leviris & Gwendolen Raverat

OTHER CONTRIBUTORS TO RECENT ISSUES

G. Bernard Shaw Aldous Huxley E. M. Delafleld
Lion Feuchtwanger Sylvia Townsend Karel Capek
Ellen Wilkinson Warner F. L. Lucas
Martin Armstrong Eleanor Farjeon R« H* Mottram
Salvador de Madari- Richard Aldington Lonis Golding

aga Robert Graves

TIME and TIDE, 32 BLOOMSBtJRY STREET, LONDON, W.C.1
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ECONOMIC WHITEWASHING,
DISINFECTING, CREOSOTING

The four-gallon sprayer illustrated, price
£Z 8s., carriage paid, has had the largest sale

of all the many patterns of Four Oaks
Sprayers since first they were made in 1895.
Repays its cost quickly, and works well for

25 years

Mr. W. Howson Taylor, of Ruskin Pottery,
says ‘We now do in lialf-day whitewashing
that previously occupied at least two days
and a half.*

Mr. W. H. B., M.R.C.V.S., says ‘Its splendid for
limewashing my farriery and dogs’ hospital

;

and saves both time and water in washing
down our house windows and Morris car. It
sprays creosote perfectly ; and is often used in
the garden to spray roses and fruit trees*

Wire—‘Sprayers, Four Oaks*

Ordef Now. Or writefor List

of Many Types of Sprayers

THEFOUR OAKS SPRAYERMAKBRS
FOUR OAKS, BIRMINGHAM, ENG,

*Phone—305 Sutton Goldfield
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The attention of readers of The Countryman is invited
to the advantages to be derived from a subscription to
* The Blue Peter/ Some ten years ago, when this maga-

zine first appeared, there was no publication which dealt with
the sea and travel in the widest and most general sense, and
it was with the object of filling this gap that * The Blue
Peter * was placed upon the market.

I
F there is one aspect of this magazine’s policy which more
than any other has produced its effect on the public mind,
it is that which deals with ships and seamen, and more

especially is this true with regard to the famous clipper ships,

whose memory, though their day has long passed, still sur-

vives amongst those who knew or served in them. Indeed,
it would not, perhaps, be too much to claim that the recent
and widespread revival in England of interest in sailing ships
and marine topics had its initial impetus from ‘ The Blue
Peter,’ and from the artistic beauty and technical excellence
of the paintings which have, month by month, been faith-

fully reproduced on the cover of the magazine.

I
N the selection of matter for publication the editorial staff

exercises a policy sufficiently catholic to ensure that the
contents of * The Blue Peter ’ shall range from accounts of

adventure at the farthest ends of the earth to the discovery
and description of little known comers of the docks and
waterways of London itself. In addition, ‘ The Blue Peter

’

provides an entertainment of the highest literary excellence,

and this is not the least amongst the qualities for which it is

valued by its many subscribers.

Get * The Blue Peter ’ from your newsagent or send is. for

specimen copy to

:

‘The Blue Peter,’ 12 St. Mary Axe, London, E.G.3

F
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Roads, Paths and Playgrounds

constructed with dry or tarred

Granite, Limestone or Slag

Surface Dressing with British

Made Tar or Cold Bitumen

Supplies of all Road-Making Materials

Hire of Steam, Diesel or Petrol Rollers & Plant

Write to DAVID WAY A SON
PRINCES RISBOROUOH :: BUCKS

OAK FLOORS
SUPPLIED, LAID
AND POLISHED

FROM lOs. 6d. PER YARD

4*

COBBETTS, NEWLING & CO. LTD.
(EstabUshed 1877)

*PHONE
BIS 5976

62, 68 VIRGINIA ROAD
LONDON, E.2 TELEGRAMS

STUPENDOUS
BETH, LONDON
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THE STUDIO PAINTING SERIES.

A new and popular series of volumes, each con-

taining eight colour reproductions illustrating one

aspect of the painter’s art.

VoL I Figure Studies

II Landscapes

III Children

IV Ship and the Sea

Medium Quarto Paper boards 5/. per voL

DECORATIVE ART, 1931. Twenty-sixth

yearly issue of ^The Studio’ Year Book, in

which each important aspect of domestic archi-

tecture and decoration is discussed by an expert.

Profusely illustrated.

Wrappers^ js, 6d,

Clothe I os, 6d,

FINE ART, 1931. A world survey of

collecting. Eminent authorities contribute to

its surveys of all that is important in old and

modern art. An invaluable reference book for

the collector and amateur.

Wrapper, js, 6d,

Cloth, io.f. 6</.

The abonje are examples of recent

additions to ^The Studio Library,*

<whkh coders enjery phase of art.

Complete catalogue on request.

THE STUDIO LIMITED

44 LEICESTER SQ., LONDON, W.C.2
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SAYESCOURT HOTEL
2 & 4 Inverness Terrace, Hyde Park, London, W.2

A beautiful and most comfortable Private Residential,

Personally recommended for excellent table and service.

English meat. Constant hot water. Gas fires in all bed-

rooms. Within a minute’s walk of Kensington gardens.

Central for all parts. Inclusive terms from 3 guineas

single, 6 guineas double. Telephone : PARK 2640

“DYMUTH”
(Regd. Trade Mark)

Destroys MOTH, SILVERFISH and all pests

that prey on clothes, upholstery, books, etc.

From Chemists and Household Stores everywhere

CENTRAL HEATING
HOT WATER SUPPLY AND VENTILATION
For Town and Country Residences and Buildings of

every description. Advice and Estimates Free

GHAS. P. KINNELL & CO., LTD. Th^ne Hop. 1305
65a SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.1 (5 lines)
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A FEW years ago a condemned murderer ver]

nearly succeeded in committing suicide; onl^

the unremitting skill and care of doctors and nurses

prevented him from dying. As soon as he was wel

enough he was taken out and hanged!

People were moved with pity and horror. Wh]
not let the poor wretch die, instead of prolonging

life a little in order to take it away on the gallows ?

A more deplorable tragedy is imminent.

Innocent children — not felons — rescued from al

sorts of evil, want or danger, and being cared for ii

the happy Christian Homes of the Children’s Aic

Society, are threatened with the prospect of bein^

sent back to the misery and peril from which the;;

were lifted.

Why.? Simply because of the falling off in con
tributions, upon which we depend, as much as i

chair does upon its legs. Death of some friends anc

financial misfortunes of others has so reduced ou'

income that without new friends to fill the gaps, w<

cannot pay our way, and children must be turnec

out.

Blame the Government in general, or the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer in particular, if you like

only don’t let the helpless children suffer.

Only Two Shillings keeps one child for one day
but there are so many, that we need 10,000 j

year.

F. James, Secretary,

Victoria House, Children's Aid Society

1 17 Victoria Street, S.W.i.

[Advt»
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The OXFORD & DISTRICT
PROVIDENT ASSOCIATION

provides a contributory scheme by which Business and Pro-

fessional Men and Women are enabled to receive financial

assistance towards the cost of

Nursing Home or Hospital Treatment
Consultations, X-Ray, Surgical Operations

Electrical or Massage Treatment, Etc.

There is no income limit to membersHp, which is open to all resi-

dents in the counties of Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Oxford-

shire, Wiltshire, Gloucestershire and Warwickshire, including

any city or borough within those counties. Prospectus
and Membership application Form may be obtained from

The Registrar, Oxford & District Provident Association, Limited
6 King Edward Street, Oxford. :: :: Telephone 2712

THEINCORPORATED
SOCIETY OPAUCTIONEERS

AND LANDED PROPERTY AOENTS
Incorporated November 27th, 1924. Membership (over) 2,700
President (1931) : Major W. H. HAMILTON, T.D., J.P., F.A.L.P.A. (London),

‘It IS essential to every profession that 11 should have a Society such as this\\hich looks
after the interest of the profession, and also safeguards outsiders m dealing with

Members of that profession.’—Lord RusseU of KUlowen.

The Membership of the Society consisis not only of some of the leading auctioneers

and estate agents m the country, but also includes a considerable proportion of rating

surveyors, valuers, claims assessors, and public servants whose duties relate to housing.

The designatory letters ofthe Society are F.A.L,P.A. (Fellow) and A A,L.P.A. (Associate).

Entrance is now ordinarily by Examination. The yih Annual Sessions -will be held
in April, 1932.

Full particulars from Mr. JOHN STEVENSON, F.I.S.A., Banister-at-Law, General Secretary,

26 FINSBURY SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.2
lehfhone: Metropolitan S078. Telegraphic Addrees: ^Isalpa^ Fimquare^ London'
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Competition Answers-!. Gladstone. MacDonald. - 2. Keats. -3*
Horace Walpole. - 4. Chesterfield. — 5. A vixen. -6. Sydney Smith.

The New Improved

Burmese Colour
Needle

The Perfect Needle for
The Acoustic Gramophone

The Electric Pick-up
and Home Recordings

For Purity of Tone, Clarity and
Volume it cannot be equalled. There
is no record wear, scratch or surface
noise. It is easily sharpened and

plays 50 records and upwards

In two tones—Loud and Medium
2s. per packet of 10
is. 3d. per packet of 5

Wholesale Distributors

:

BARBER & KENT
37/38 Mark Lane, London, E.G.3

BACK NUMBERS
AND BINDING

It is a pity not to be able to refer

quickly to Back Numbers, even if

you don’t bind, as many readers do.

No, I, Vol. I and Index for Vol.

I are out of print.

Indexes (with Titlepages) for

Volumes II, III and IV, is, each,

post free.

Bags Numbers 2s. 6d. each, post

free.

Set for a Year supplied and
bound, with index, i$s, post free

(except Vol. I, now ,^1).

Complete Set 4 years supplied

and bound, ^3 5s, od.

Reader’s Set for a Year Bound
including Index, 6s. post free.

The Countryman,

Idbury, Kingham, Oxford
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Modern Glasshouses
Embodying distinct advantages

in design, construction and
equipment, as the result of many
years* experience as specialists

in this class of work

GARDEN FRAMES in great va^-ie/y

for all purposes, GREENHOUSE
BOILERS and all Heating Requirements,

Special Catalogue (C) on request. Estimates

free

MESSENGER& CO., LTD.
Horticultural Builders and Heating Engineers

LOUGHBOROUGH, Leicestershire

London Office: 122, VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.t

Telephone : 6qi LOUGHBOROUGH ; 1209 Victoria, London
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HOLLYGROVE
CONSTRUCTION WORKS
STAINES ROAD : HOUNSLOW ; MIDDLESEX

METAL CRAFTSMEN

Hand wrought gates, grilles, well heads, weather

vanes and interior domestic ironwork

We should he pleased to quote prices against clients^ sketches^

to submit suggestions, or to call and take particulars of any

metal ^ork contemplated

OeSlON N^Z44Sl

Design No. 24431.

Scroll|Gates suitable for 5 ft, to 6 ft. opening

For Contents see Pa^e 46a. List of AOVertisers, Page 460
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For-

Long Life with

Unfailing Service

choose the ‘Swan’

!

'T^HE ‘Swan’ has aU
^ those qualities which

you would expect to

find in a pen which has

achieved a reputation in

two hemispheres for

dependability and long

service. Strong, sub-

stantial, beautifully made
and finished. The 14-ct.

gold nib is fortified with

a wear-resisting osmi-

iridium point, and is good
for lifetime service.

444/60
27s. 6d.

230/50
23s. 6d.

Self-filiing ‘Swans* may
be obtained of all Sta-

tioners and Jewellers.

Black or Mottled from
15s. or Artistic Colours

from 218. ‘Fyne-Poynt*

Pencils from 5s. to

match ‘Swan’ Pens

Illustrated list post free
from Mabie, Todd dfc Co.,
Ltd., Swan Housa 133
and 135, Oxford Street,
London, W.l. Branches
at: 79, High Holbom,
W.C.1; 114, Cheapside,
E C.2; 95, Regent Street,
W.l; and at 3, Exchange
Street, Manchester

FOR ‘SfFAFr PENS AND ALL PENS— USE ‘SWAN' INK
For Contents see page 718. List op Advertisees page 716.
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Rural Service Association

Scotland, Ltd.

popularly known as the ‘R.S.A/5 is a Society of

Landowners, Land Agents, Farmers, and others

interested in the land. The work is divided into

the following departments

:

Expert Advice and Assistance

Purchase and Supply of Estate Requisites

Sale of Seeds after careful Tests

Manufacture of Agricultural and Horticultural

Preparations

Buildings, Decorations, Electrical Installations,

Central Heating, Water Supply, etc.

Landscape Gardening and Tennis Courts

Management of Estates and Farms
Sale and Letting of Estates and Farms
Sale of Live Stock, Timber and other Produce

Publishing and Employment Register

*The Countryman* quarterly and the Price Book and Catalogues form the official

Publications of the R»S.A,

DIRECTORS
Major C. FALCONAR STEWART, M.C., Feddal, Braco, Perthshire

Colonel BRYCE ALLAN, O.B.E., T.D., Aros, Tobermory, Mull
Major ROBERT ROSS, 48 Westbourne Gardens, Glasgow, W.a

A. G. TURNER, Managing Director

Membership, The subscription is 21s. per annum, which covers the cost of the
official publications and entitles members to all privileges. There is no further liability.

Members may also become shareholders with limited liability. The holding of 100 fully

paid 6 per cent. Preference Shares of £i each enutles the holder to all membership
privileges free.

Applications for Membership and all correspondence should be addressed to

THE SECRETARY
22 Royal Exchange Square, Glasgow, C.1

Tel. No. Central 2516 Tel. Add. ‘Countryman, Glasgow’
also at

36 Wliitesandls, Dumfries and 39 St. James's St., S.W.1
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Have Your Investments

Depreciated In Value ?

IS YOUR INCOME NOW LARGE
ENOUGH? ALSO-IS IT SAFE?

These are questions of great moment. The
time has come for men and women depen-

dent upon dividends to overhaul their invest-

ments. Many are seeking financial comfort and

safety in the purchase of a Sun Life of Canada

Annuity. They have doubled and in some cases

trebled their income and they have the guarantee

that, come what will, it will be paid to them as

long as they live. Behind that guarantee are

Assets exceeding 120,000,000

FILL IN THIS FORM and, without obligation
to you, full details will be sent

To H. O. LEACH (General Manager), 8

SUN LIFE ASSURANCE CO. OF CANADA, 5

{Incorporated tn Canada in 1865 as a Limited Company) 5

26 Sun of Canada House, Cockspur Street,

I

Trafalgar Square, London, S.W.l

I have £ invested (or to invest) and shall

be glad to know what annuity this sum would purchase. 8

(Mr., Mrs. or Miss)
|

Address S

Exact Date of Birth 8

Countryman, October «
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A T the gateway to Regent Street—^the first street in

“^Europe—Swan & Edgar at Piccadilly Circus is one

of London’s leading stores. For over a century this

great and friendly firm has been famous for clothes and

modes of quality and good taste.

London, W. I ‘Phone: Regent i6i6
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England's

most fashionable resort

FOR AUTUMN 6? WINTER HOLIDAYS

TORQUAY gets the best of
England's sea and sun—the deep
blue sea and the glorious golden
sunshine of South Devon. Every
game and pleasure can be en-

joyed at Torquay, while all the
beauties of Devon and grand
old Dartmoor are waiting for

those who want a touring cen-

tre. Torquay will give you
the loveliest holiday imaginable

Enquire at Railway Stations, OflSces and
Tourist Agencies for particulars of Train

Services, Fares, Cheap Facilities, etc.

TRAVEL BY RAIL
Official Handbook free on application to

Publicity Director, Department CM.,
TORQUAY
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For this panelling, oak was found to be too costly and
Drytoned British Columbia Pine was substituted. The
result (in the architect's own words) ‘was a perfect pic-
ture’ for the natural beauty of the wood was enriched
by the Drytone process with a decorative quality

all its own

There is something typically English about panelling. Its quiet
restful colour tones make a perfect setting for any scheme of
decoration, and it gives a sense of comfort that Increases from
year to year. It is probably the only decorative material that
does not deteriorate but steadily improves with age. It is, how-
ever, important that it should be well-designed, finished by

natural means, and not disfigured by stain

May we tell you about our Drytone Panelling ani Doors ? They arouse
the enthusiastw interest of every lover of good English Craftsmanship, and

they are quite inexpensive

DRYTONE LTD.
Makers of Distinctive Woodwork

DRYTONE HOUSE 65 HIGH ST. CAMDEN TOWN LONDON. N.W.l
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The rest is silence —and

the tobacco of curious cut is. 2d. an ounce
4*

Far FREE SAMPLE a postcard Dipt. R. St^hen Mitch&U & Son, 36 St. Andrew
S4uare Glasgow, hstied by tk-> Imperial Tobacco Co. *of Ot Btfwin & IrdandU M

The ^ good old days ’ ? We’re living

in ’em now 1
” "Yes^ I expect fifty years

hence they’ll "be saying how good every-

thing was in the dear old ^thirties.*”

Especially the tobacco . . . Ah, well, I

only pray that Three Nuns will see me
out.” ^^Andme!”

* *

These

Years

of
Grace

THREE NUNS



LOTUS

LOTUS 774
Veldtschoen

Watetproof,

Pricb 49/9.

& DELTA SHOES
LOTUS LIMITED, STAFFORD AND NORTHAMPTON. ii'nn'ii

'

I wore the shoes

inaheavy stoim and

continued playing golf

through very v^et grass

;

the top of the

shoes got almost
black with wet, but not
the slightest moisture got
through to my feet,**
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CLair.YoushsIlfind

in its Springes tkat are sprung upon Springes a seeming perpetuall

Youth, Always readie with sweet Repose from the tumultous pudder

^ of Business; and rare Recuperation after strenu^

rurall Sports. A chair most persuasive to

relenting ! To soothe you when your Mind is

sore with the fragons and clashings of the Day.

To cradle you when your hones are weary. So

f
j \_

that soon, all Commotions laid and at an end,

\ you sit still as though charmed with Musick.

Learning, in deep silence, the Poetry of Rest.

This is to cozenjour Expectation of

BUOYANT
EASY CHAIRS AND SETTEES
Most good Furnishing Houses sell Buoyant Chairs at pricesfrom fve guineas

THE BUOYANT UPHOLSTERY GO. LTD., SANDIACRE, NOTTS
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The Country House
One of Buchan’s cold spells at full blast.

Enormous fire in library. Everyone entren'

ched about it. Host has suggested ‘bedtime’.

GOSH!. ..

.

Long corridor: very blea\. fires in

bedrooms here. Sportsmen. Spartans. Pesti'

lential. Brrr—urrrgh!

Teeth? Toothing doing. Pac\ for that

early morning train? T^ot a hope. Only one

place, night li\e this. And immediately.

Aaaah—urrrgh . . . I’m in bed. SOME
bed too! Must be ‘Earlywarm’ Blan\ets.

7^0 weight, yet so warm. Pure wool, of

course. Fm getting warmer every minute.

Delicious. Buchan be blowS ....
E. P. l.'B.

LABEL ON
EACH PAIR EARLYWARMi

ALL WOOL
jWlTNEY blankets!

OF GOOD DRAPERS EVERYWHERE
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BED-ROOM CHARM
How excellent the chamber wherein the fitment

be such of utility and to the eye pleasing withal

—windowed to the east to catch the first greeting

rays of morning—and above all, a roomy bed

with gorgeous billowy bedding whereon one may

sleep, rest, loll and sleep again with ceaseless

ecstasy. How excellent.

SOMNUS BEDDING
FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE

Write vs for lists and a^mts

THE BEDDING HOUSE OF RHODES
Carlm Cross Mills, Leeds and

Lotus St., Nottingham
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A fashionable new note of colour for your

bedroom ! Four towels in soft pastel shades

of fine Old Bleach Linen—^stamped with

original designs—all ready for you to em-
broider ! Gay coloured thread and instruc-

tions for working the stitches are all

included ! Ask to see the towels at your

favourite shop or write to us for the name
of your nearest dealer.

tratiot'S

A"
V/r\te

to

15”

1

22
’’

2
13" 22"

3
15" 22"

3/6 5/11 2/11 4/6 ! 2/6 3/9

15 "

3/3

22^

5/3

THE OLD BLEACH CO. LTD.

RANDALSTOWN, NORTHERN IRELAND
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Letters from Mary Qoodbody

A prescription for

middle-age
Dear John,

Elsie tells me you’re feeling a

bit ‘pipped’ about yourself. I

gather from her letter that

you’re not getting enough fresh

air and exercise, and thatyou ’re

‘developing a paunch’—as she
elegantly puts it.

I wonder if you will allow an old woman to give you
a little advice. It’s simply that you should go in for

Vita-Weat in place of ordinary bread or toast.

You’ve heard of it, of course—^it’s that jolly scrunchy
crisp bread made by Peek Frean. You’ve no idea

how happy it makes you feel inside, and how good
it is for the figure—manly as well as feminine

!

You see, Vita-Weat contains no undercooked starch

—^just the whole of the wheat berry with all its good-
ness. I’ve been taking it for two years myself, and
my old indigestion has completely gone ....

ViitaWeaf
THE BRITISH CRISPBREAD

Cartons ca 116 and lOd Packets at 6dL and 2d,

M<^hr PEEK FREAN Maker$ o f

Famous Biscuits



Added Charm and Comfort too —
Tkafs what a ^BLOSS^ Chair or Stool will do!

Ideal for Country Cottages and Bungalows ‘BLOSS* Rush Seated

Chairs and Stools are unequalled— they are made to give satis-

faction— soundly constructed, artistic and pleasing in price. Write
for full list of many designs—free

Fireside Chairs from 5s. lid. Dining Chairs 7s. 6d. Arm Chairs 13s. 1 Id.
Handicraft Workers supplied with Chair and Stool Frames,
also Rush and Seagrass, Coloured or Natural, for Seating

C. BIOSS & SONS Ltd. (%') PRINCES RISB0R0DCfl,...w.
We also supply Chairs for Village Halls, Clubs and Institutes etc.
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“TO CORRECT YOUR AIM
-FOLLOW THE FLAME!"

Use the ELEY "ROCKET" Cartridge

which shows the flight of the shot 1

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

There seems to be an impression amongst sportsmen

that game which has been shot with an Eley Rocket

Cartridge should not be eaten. Imperial Chemical

Industries wish to announce that game killed with

these cartridges is fit for the table except when it

has been struck and penetrated by the actual tracer

pellet. A bird so hit is easily distinguishable as the

woimd caused by the pellet is unmistakable and

evidently not caused by ordinary shot pellets. The

chance of hitting a bird with the tracer pellet is the

same as if the shot charge contained one pellet only.

Supplied in 12, 16 6c 20 gauges.

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED

LONDON, S.W.1
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.£ Y'S
«f you’re a man—or a woman
—who likes a well-cut glove,

Morley’s h the make for you.

Slip them on and feel the

fineness of their lovely pliant

skins— dressed in Morley’s

own way to keep that soft-

ness through months of hard

wear; cut and stitched, too,

in a style you will recognise.

Only very good gloves have

it and you’ll be more than

pleased when you ask your

draper or outfitter to show

you MORLEY’S.

MANUFACTURERS
I & R MORLEY
HOSIERY UNDERWEAR . GLOVES



andover
smart tweed coat
with collar and
sleeve trimming
of lamb, many
mixtures, lined
throughout
cash 6^ gns.

13s. 6d.

delilah
evening gownfin
satin excel, de-
signed with un-
T^ual cape back.)
in many colours

and black

je suis pret la bourse
perfectlytailored practical house
tweed coat,trim- or street frock
med with self in tweed weave
strappings. lined withsuede creep
throughout collar, in sev-
cash dingus.

13s. 6<1.
monthly

eral mixtures
cash Sgns.

9s. monthly

la trotteuse monthly
unart cardigan suit ^

in woollen hopsac,
many colours we sha!

cash 4gns. same v

4 whatev
below i

monthly

iollar and in many colours don’t yon think it would be an
trimming and black advantage for you to investigate

b. many the reason why corot includes
as. lined cash 4|gns. among its extensive clientele,

lout members of the aristocracy, soc-

^ gns. 13$, 5(J, iety, the stage, the turf, leading

5s. 6d. monthly authors and joumahsts and lea-

onthlv ^ advertising and sell-
^ ing world, all of whom pay by

instalments?
we shall be happy to have the privilege of serving you on the
same world-famous instalment plan without any extra charge
whatever, if you cannot call at the showrooms, post the coupon
below for full particulars of this plan and illustrations of the new

styles for the coming season

corot
(dept c.m.l.}

33 old bond street,
london, w.l

07ai

..post this coupon to corot to-day.,

corot ltd., 33 old bond st., london, w.l

’ft'AA pl®^® s®^^ ^11 details and latest
** illustrations of new models
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WATER SUPPLY

KELDY CASTLE, PICKERING, N. YORKS

The tesidmce of Sit P. B. Rtcketi

Specialize in Water Supplies for Country Mansions,

Estates and Farms

Guarantee a given supply according to requirements

Ask for no payment until success is assured

Do first class work only

Make a survey, report, advise and estimate for carry-

ing out the necessary works in detail

Give personal supervision to all works

Have carried out many hundreds of contracts to suc-

cess in all parts of the country

OFFER YOU OUR SERVICES

M. MULLINS
Water Diviner, Engineer and Contractor

Walmer Kent
Tdeph&ne: DEAL 214 TeUgram$: *PVMPS* DEAL
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TAXATION SERVICE

WHATEVER the nature of

your difficulty- it may be the

preparation of your claim for repay-

ment, the rendering of a Return, a

point of doubt on which you desire

advice - there is always available our
service to help you. We have saved

our clients countless thousands of
TAe Symbol pounds in the last forty years, solved
of Stability innumerable difficulties for them. To

write to us places you under no obli-

gation. We will gladly send you our

brochure on request. We have a

department to deal with Farm
Accounts and Property Mainten-
ance Claims.

A client writing us in January^ I93l>

‘I thank you very much for cheque. It must be well
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thing like this amount. For good results and prompt atten-
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My Island^ our hife Inhere- 2

by R. 3d. lockley

TTOW the author came into -possession of an island

JiL off the Welsh coast, full of wild birds and flowers,

how he found treasure trove in the wreck of an aban-

doned schooner, which came ashore soon after his

arrival, and how, after building a house out of the

wreck, he brought his bride — this having been told,

Mr. Lockley records the experiences of himself, his wife

and little daughter, from the point at which his book

leaves off.

5'ummer Morning.—SR

e

have many larks singing

on the island. They begin long before sunrise,

but not before the oyster-catchers are awake. From
midnight untif 2 a.m. the shearwaters utter their

unearthly screams, quite drowning the soft crooning

notes which come from the storm-petrels nesting

in the hedges and walls. Impossible to describe the
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shearwaters’ call beyond hinting that it suggests a

catcall and a cock-crow uttered simultaneously and
cut off with a sharp knife just before the finish.

At 2.30 a.m. the wheatears exchange a few sharp

morning notes. Then Jonathan, our Rhode Is-

lander, gives out his fine challenge, though there

is no other cock to answer him. Soon the sea-pies

wake up from their uneasy sleep and rouse our

world with their clamour. The gulls begin com-
plaining and the larks go up to heaven one by one.

When from the low window we see the sun

shining on a placid sea barely rippled by the head-

strong tide, when all the far headlands are bathed

in the strong light, we too are invigorated. It may
be that there is not a breath of wind to rustle the

purple sea-spurry growing on the lintel. The
loveliness of the world enchants us, we grow excited.

Or it may be that the fine weather tempted us to

sleep in the heather. How eagerly we rush down
for the morning dive in the harbour! How im-
patient are the goats to be milked and freed from
their night stall! We sing as we lay breakfast

outdoors. We hasten to wash up afterwards and
to finish all the tiresome household duties. Then
comes the consideration of the day’s work. Is it a
Grassholm day.? No, there is still the faintest wash
of white foam, legacy of the last storm, at the base
of the higher cliffs. A landing on Grassholm is

only possible when no swell whatever is visible.

‘Grassholm days’ are so few that we have to look out
for and seize each opportunity.

The coal from the ‘Alice Williams’ has dwindled
to a last few tons, and these we save for special
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baking days and for very cold weather. With care

this remnant should see us beyond another winter.

The island ‘peat’ which is really little better than

consolidated layers of turf, burns well, if quickly,

with a deep-hearted glow, and is splendid in the

capacious grate of the living-room. When we
are out of coal, Doris proposes to cook with peat in

the old-fashioned way. Of course there is plenty

of driftwood, and as usual in summer, we have
accumulated a great pile.

Spade on shoulder I go out to dig my turves on
the island bog, and spread them out to dry. They
have then to be stacked to dry and are finally taken

home to go under cover. The surface of the ^turbary’

supports a light growth of thrift and bog pimpernel.

As I cut out the cubes, spade deep, four inches

wide, a pair of oyster-catchers fly angrily above my
head, calling ‘keep still! keep still!’ They are

warning their three downy young ones, which
pretend to be invisible, crouching under a pile of

turves. For the two hours that I ply my spade they

keep still in their shady hiding-place, while I

perspire in the sun. At last I consider their probable

hunger, and cautiously withdraw them from their

hole, screaming vigorously. Their parents, fly up
and scream louder, the gulls take up the alarm and
soon the whole bog is in an uproar. All the blame

falls upon a heron which happens to be passing.

The gulls, the lapwings, and the sea-pies together

make an attack upon him. In his unwieldly fashion

the big grey bird turns and twists in an endeavour

to avoid his more formidable assailants, the great

black-backed gulls. He calls out his distress in a
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deep hoarse voice. I have long ago allowed the

young sea-pies to run off to their parents and am
busy spreading the cut turves out to dry before the

clamour subsides. The heron is driven off the

island altogether, and heads for Grassholm, still

pursued by a frantic gull.

Noon.— At noon it was cooler, a breeze coming
out of the west. I was very hungry and dined

greedily off rabbit-pie, new peas and potatoes,

followed by stewed rhubarb and junket, everything

home-produced, like the goat’s milk we had to

our morning porridge. Then I weeded in the

garden for an hour and afterwards went out to sea

with Doris to haul two dozen lobster pots. Fairly

good result, one crayfish, two small lobsters and
five crabs. We also had a giant conger-eel in one

pot, but could do nothing with it, so saved it to

give to the light-keepers. Thousands of puffins,

guillemots and razorbills were diving for sprats in

the harbour, while the kittiwake gulls snatched

those feeding on the surface. Whence come these

myriads of sprats at such an opportune time, to

feed all the young broods in July and August.?

We fished with lines for another hour but caught
only a mackerel and two pollack.

And so to tea, strawberries and cream, brown
bread and lemon curd, and cake. The strawberries

we manage to grow in a sheltered corner of the

garden are few but fine; the curd Doris makes from
fresh gulls eggs in season.

Evening.— goats and the sheep have often

an inconvenient habit of moving along the coast
all day as they browse and ending up at the far
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end for the night, a mile from the house. We
agreed to round them all up to-night, and on our

way we would also fulfil a commission to ring

razorbills. We are often asked to do things ‘when
you have spare time’. Truth to tell we never have

had any spare time. For those things that matter

most we just have to make the time. On our list

was a request from a distinguished ornithologist

to ring one hundred razorbills. We believe in

ringing only when there is reasonable prospect of

valuable data being gathered. Nowadays far too

many enthusiasts indulge in indiscriminate ringing

with no result beyond discomfort to the birds.

Razorbills are likely to be profitable, as last year a

number ringed as nestlings in July in Scotland,

were recovered on the Scandinavian coast in Novem-
ber, a very contrarywise migration, puzzling to

experts.

The west wind had increased to nearly a gale as we
walked over to Mad Bay, where our greatest colonies

of razorbills hide their eggs and downy young.
Down among the boulders and talus of the bay
we searched. Beneath the red rocks, the handsome
black and white adults stood guard over their one
solitary youngster. The oldsters growl alarmingly

at you while the babies squeak in a high thin pipe.

It is not easy to corner the old birds. Even when
caught they bite severely with their sharp razor

bills. We managed, nevertheless, to ring at least

a dozen adults. The young ones were easy.

The tide and wind had been steadily rising and
the smooth water of a calm summer day was trans-

formed into a series of giant swells, which, rank
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after rank, flung themselves on the worn red cliffs

and into deep caves, throwing the spray ever higher

and higher. The setting sun shone brightly and

threw a bow into every tall column of spray. The
lowermost razorbills were anxious about their

young ones; those with eggs were safe but many
a baby we found sitting in a pool, cold and numb.
We came on a valuable piece of timber wedged

in the rocks, to say nothing of firewood. We found
hundreds of other birds, nests, eggs, and young.

We trembled when we came across the young gulls,

who were grown enough to be able to walk con-

fidently to the edge, ready, heedless of their lives, to

take the plunge into the raging sea if we ap-

proached a foot too near. A tiny storm-petrel was
brooding its egg in an unexpected position, in the

centre of a flat stretch of wind-blown sand beneath

high boulders. A young shearwater was cunningly

placed in a slit in a rock. Here and there were
crowded bunches of guillemots, their once bright

green eggs thickly bedaubed with the muck of
the colony.

The most thrilling thing we were lucky enough
to see was a seal feeding. In a narrow creek out of
the wind, where the back-wash from the waves
nevertheless made angry white water, a huge dark
seal — it must have been an old bull — had just

caught a giant brown skate, and was doing battle

with it. The fish was fully three-fourths the length
of the seal if the long tail be included. The seal

had gripped the skate in the vital spot in the centre
of its white underside, and although the fish now
lashed the seal furiously with its tail, and anon
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struck blows with its wide ‘wings’, the issue was
scarcely in doubt. Placing his two paws tightly

around the skate and gripping it with extended
claws the seal tore the mouthful he already possessed

completely out of the fish, and tossing up his head,

swallowed it with a few gulps. Again and again

he tore and swallowed. The skate struck with its

tail less and less frequently: it threw its tail around
the seal’s thick neck as if in an endeavour to strangle

the monster. When the fish was too weak to escape,

the seal began playing with it, tearing out a mouth-
ful and then letting the skate swim feebly away
while he swallowed the morsel

;
then he would dive

after his victim, bring it to the surface for another

bite, and then let it sink again, and so on. Though
it was torn to ribbons underneath, the skate still

showed life in its feebly thrashing tail and fins.

We felt compassion for the dying skate, and forbore

to witness the last disintegration. Chiefly I marvelled

that the seal could feed and play in such a wild

backwater of the Atlantic, with white foam con-

stantly washing over him.

The sun had long set when we actually used our

ninety-ninth ring and came to the end of the more
accessible colonies in Mad Bay. It was long past

milking time, but we had spent a happy evening,

and as we drove home the goats, we felt tired.

‘To-morrow will do!’ we agreed, looking at the

sheep comfortably chewing the cud in a sheltered

bay, and we did not disturb them that night.

While I was milking I heard the night birds

coming in. When the moon had set, the first

shearwater came screaming home. Then the breed-
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ing cry, I suppos»e really the love-song, of our

well-loved storta-p^etrels. It is not often they

are heard on the ^ing, and here was one flying

round and round about the goat-house, I put

down my pail and ran to fetch Doris, Together we
watched the little b*irds flying, calling, and chasing

each other in their excitement. Their tiny forms

loomed but faintlj in the dusk, but we saw them
well when they bciished past our faces, forgetful

or heedless of our rr^arness.

In our last issue w published a map of Mr. Locklefs

island and the outlying Islets to which he refers from time to

time. In four years hr has not been more than ei^ht days on

the mainland. Skoiholm island is in extent 250 acres^ seventy

of which were once maskr the plough. The lighthouse has a

redflash every seven sumds.
A subscriber^ Mrr. E', M. Davies3

writes to telt us that her

uncle once rented hath Skokholm and Grassholm. Another

subscriber3 Mrs. C. jHayiden-Bacony was born m the adjoining

island of Shomer [sho'VM on our map) and lived there for about

thirty years. She setnck the following interesting letter: ^My
grandfather3 Mr. E-dmard Robinson3 rented Shmer about

1848-50. Me was a widower with three childreUf, my mother

{the youngest) being taiamt sixteen when they went to live on

Skomer. He farmed as c:ertain portion of the land3 hut really

made the island into sa productive rabbit warren, having

expert trappers from N'erfolk, to lay out, freneh, and stock.

Skomer rabbits fetched the highest prices in the Birmingham
and London markets. My father, Faughan P. Davies [Mrs,
Davies* uncle'] who zaas ae Captain in the Indian opium clipper

service, met my mother m Skomer. My grandfather persuaded
him to resign his posit mrri to take over Skomer, md he and
my mother settled dtrcvn to an island life towards the end of
i860. As we were children in all, with pomes to ride.
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boats for fishingy
birds and their eggs to he searched for^ we all

had the happiest life that childhood could wish for. There was
only the one house on the island^ hut as my father farmed about

100 acreSy he had generally five or six labourers, With a

domestic staffs a governess and my mother and the seven

children we numbered about eighteen or twenty on the island.

Fifteen to twenty cows, about 150 sheeps with chicrken, ducks

y

and rabbits, together with island-grown vegeiathhsy made
it quite self-supporting, with the exception of groceries which

were generally obtained from Haverfordwest about once a

month. In lateryears myfather also rented Skokholm^ trapping

the rabbits there and breeding Welsh ponies. Nobody lived on

Skokholm during his occupation except during the rabbit

season'.

A STVDT BY HERBERT STKEB
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The Professor and the Shepherd

by Edward Frankland

I
T was five in the morning on one of the Pennine
fells. A chilly breeze sighed across miles of dew-

soaked bents and rushes, alternately sweeping up and
dispersing the mist that hung about the dark, for-

bidding summit. The sun was up, but only occas-

ionally visible as a small silver disc through a white

veil. Altogether an empty, unfriendly landscape,

coldly exhilarating but full of tacit menace for the

human intruder. For there was a human being

present, in white flannels, with a long staff, climbing

resolutely towards a notch in the skyline. It was
the professor who had lately bought a farm in the

valley below and had come up to see his sheep gath-

ered for the July dip. The professor was a scientist

of repute, but his taste in recreation drew him
towards lonely places and the simpler forms of

manual labour.

Arrived on a small marshy flat at the top of the

pass the professor looked first at his watch, then at

the landscape. Not a sheep was to be seen. The
professor frowned. Old Raine and his two subordi-

nates were to have started at four. Supposing they

had overslept.? He recalled his own alarm clock

going off at half-past three, his biscuits and glass of
milk set ready overnight, his toilsome walk, and
now nothing going on ! By Jove, he would sack that

old rascal Raine if he didn’t put more energy into

the farm! It was not to be an expensive hobby, but
a businesslike, paying concern, the real thing, in
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fact, like a well conceived research in a well-equipped

laboratory.

Just then he saw a bowed figure seated on a rock

a few hundred yards away. ‘Good dog, Nellie!’

said the professor in an amiable tone, as a nondes-

cript dog came warily towards him, and then, more
significantly, ‘Good morning, Raine.’ ‘Good morn-
ing, Professor,’ said Raine looking up from a piece

of bread and butter. ‘Just having me bit o’ bagging.

Bit of a roke coming on, seemingly, but it’ll maybe
lift again. Clear as clear when I got up soon after

three, but there was a terr’ble black bottom to the

sky in the west. Still we might be lucky and get the

sheep dipped afore the weather breaks.’ ‘Where
are the sheep.?’ asked the professor rather abruptly.

‘They should be coming now,’ said Raine with

dignity. ‘Aye, there’s John on the top of Hart Fell

yonder.’ A long serpentine column or sheep wound
silently down the fell towards them followed by a

man and a dog. ‘There’s Tom shouting over on
Dolphinside,’ added Raine as cries began to reach

them from the cloud-capped summit in the opposite

direction
: ‘Haow . . .haooow! Haow . . .haooow.’

The professor thought of the Vikings hailing one
another on their ships in the Irish Sea. Raine got

up slowly. He was a tall bent old man with a grey

beard and refined features. ‘Git out wiide!’ he said

to his dog, pointing with his stick to a ewe and
lamb which had raised their heads suspiciously

above a peat hag on the edge of the mist. The
professor stood and watched his men converging

on the pass with flocks which seemed to have sprung
from nowhere. They coalesced and began to stream
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down towards the valley like a dusky moving
carpet. A piteous baaing went up from ewes and
lambs which had lost each other in the confusion,

dogs barked at the sheep, men swore at the dogs and
raised their sticks angrily. ‘My word, I’ll waarm
tha!’ was a threat often uttered, but to the professor’s

great relief never executed. He walked contentedly

behind the ever increasing flocks, waving his staff

mildly at recalcitrant sheep, exchanging a friendly

word now and then with old Raine or with the dark

beady-eyed Tom Fothergill or the blond John
Fawcett.

At breakfast three hours later the professor gave

an enthusiastic account of the proceedings to his

wife. ‘Old Raine stood there like a Boer general,

directing masterly turning movements, and I went
about in my white flannels like Titus in golden

armour at the siege of Jerusalem.’ Though a

markedly humane man, the professor was fond of

military analogies. Then he referred to the rocks

and mist and the winding crevasses in the peat

bogs, and rolled out an appropriate line from the

‘Inferno*. His wife looked pleased. She was often

doubtful about the wisdom of this farming enter-

prise in preference to holidays abroad, but it really

seemed to be a success.

Afterwards the professor stood in the yard and
watched the sheep being caught and plunged in a
smelly yellow mixture by the strong arms of Tom
and John, while old Raine leaned over a hurdle and
talked incessantly about individual members of the
flock: ‘There’s a good yowe, Professor. She goes
right out on top. As often as not she’s among
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Beckwith’s o’ Grayscough. Gains us a bit o’ ground

does yon sheep and she had a grand gimmer lamb
with her. Eh, there’s some life in that un, Tom!’
A sheep had sprung out of the drainer beyond the

tub. ‘Jump owt like a cat, she can. Easy wi’ that

un! She has a horn loose. Eh, but yon’s a bonny
sheep! Near as big as a donkey; a reet Sword’le

head she has.’

‘A bit ower sl€ap i’ t’ fgace,’ muttered John
Fawcett, but Raine did not heed him. ‘Lame, that

un, is she?’ he continued. ‘Foot rot? Nowt o’ t’

soort
;
yon’s t’ sheep as was clicked by Nathan Lund

dog on in spring. A reg’lar bad un, that chap.

Says he’ll eat us off t’ fell, t’ girt gowk! But I’ll

larn him.’

The professor looked benevolently at the dripping

sheep wandering uneasily about the yard, he dis-

engaged a horn caught fast in a hurdle and put down
a heap of bedding on to which the sheep could

jump when leaving the drainer. His wife looked

over the wall from the newly-made garden.

‘Splendid to think that those are our shepherds,’

she said in German, indicating the three men who
were hustling a fresh lot of sheep into the dipping
pen. Try as she would, she could work up no
enthusiasm about the sheep themselves. They had a
rather nasty smell and they stared at one with
obvious suspicion and dislike. She went away to

earth up the broad beans, and then wrote a letter

to a sister extolling the delights of farming in the
fells. An hour later the professor came agitatedly
indoors. ‘I suppose you know what’s happened?’ he
said with an ‘I told you so’ look. ‘No, what?* said
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his wife turning pale. ‘WeVe just counted the sheep

and there are fifty-three short. Of course Raine

has simply sold them or muddled them away.’

Hastily he consulted some figures in a farm diary.

‘Yes, there ought to be three hundred and eighty-

two. Fifty-three short.’ For the moment it seemed

as though the defection were as serious to the general

scheme of things as though a student had falsified

the figures of an analysis. All the glory of the land-

scape faded before his eyes -the rugged stone

buildings across the yard, the beechwood springing

from the gill, the noble sweep of dome-shaped

fells. What was the use of this oak-panelled draw-

ing-room which they had built on to the old farm-

house if they were being cheated over the sheep.?

The professor’s wife looked out of the window with

a more practical eye. 'There are John and Tom
laughing together,’ she said. ‘Of course they know
how the old scoundrel has swindled us.’ ‘I shall go
straight out and give him notice!’ said the pro-

fessor, red in the face. ‘Fancy the fellow thinking he
could take me in with his smooth tongue!’ ‘Not

now,’ said his wife in German, hearing the farm
girl coming through with lunch; ‘the people are

listening.’ But the professor hurried out ofthe house
hatless and followed Raine up the road to the open
fell. The old man was conducting the dipped flock

back to its ‘heaf . With long, measured strides he
trudged behind the sheep, now waving his stick,

now whistling to his dog. Somehow the professor’s

hasty steps did not seem to gain on the shepherd.

He saw Raine disappearing over the heathy rise.

The professor glared at the retreating figure,
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while his artistic eye could not help taking in the

harmonious picture of the noble-looking old man
moving over the wild landscape with the flock to

which he acted as nurse, doctor, policeman, matri-

monial agent, salesman, butcher, sexton. The pro-

fessor returned to the house. Sacking Raine did not

seem like discharging a laboratory boy for annexing

a platinum spatula. He found his wife drafting an

advertisement for a shepherd to appear in the local

paper. She was despondent. 'C'est dans les defaites

qu'on connait les hommes^ said her husband resolutely.

An hour later he was roused from a light doze
by a trampling in the yard and the usual futile

barking of dogs. There was Raine with some sheep.

‘There’s forty-one here I got from Shaw’s at

Thursgill,’ said the old man turning a penetrating

gaze upon his employer. ‘They were dipping to-day

and brought down a big lot of ours off the top. Tom
would likely miss some when it came on thick.

And then I got eight behind Blakemea wall. John
went up that way, but he’s new to the ground.’

‘Then that’s only four short,’ said the professor,

more mollified than he cared to show. ‘Can you be

certain of finding them.?’ ‘Ye can be certain o’

nothing but death. Professor,’ said the old man,
a withering flash in his blue eyes, ‘but I don’t

doubt they’ll turn up in time. Eighteen short they

were at Shaw’s and he and his man been up twice

kiting top o’ Dolphinside afore they started

dipping. Aye, we’ve not done so badly, considering.’

The professor turned away reflecting that in the
word ‘considering’ lay the whole diiference between
agriculture and the exact sciences.
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An \%th Century Parson Farmer

The Diary of Benjamm T^ers-y
Feb. the mdi 1736, Jno: Hannah Secundus and

I made even, saving that I owe him for some Fork
stakes the Number of which he coud not tell: and
he owed me for Chaff and Pease but how much I

know not. The same day also Francis Stonbanks
and I made even and gave each other a Receipt

in full.

March the ^th. Mr Bordley Schole Master came
to this Town, and began to Teach the Monday
following being the 8th., Jenny Jack and Sam
going that day to his Schole. I gave him 5s. for their

Entrance.

The 16th. Mr Charlton Senior of Olney went
to Bedford Fair, and going home his Horse threw
him at the second Gate-way in Bromham Closes

where he lay all Night in the Dirt, and a Gent: from
London riding that Way came to him, and finding

him almost dead, call’d to a Laborer that was work-
ing just by and gave him half a Crown to help him
up. Which as he was doing, Mr Charlton said he
was very thirsty: the Man gave him some Water
and he died immediately it is said he had drank
too much at Bedford.

The 20th. Mr Bordley agreed with Richard
Stoch to Teach him to Write and read for los 6d.

and a Shilling earnest.

The 2^th. Met Mr Towersey, Mr Collins,

Mr Smith, and Mr Hunt at the Bell to consult

about framing a petition to the County Members
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to oppose the Quakers Bill and that of Mortmain.

The 3IJ/. Signed the petition to the Town and
County Members of Parliament of Bedford against

the Quakers Bill, and that of Mortmain.
Delivered to Mr Bordley 5 New Spelling Books.

May the %oth. My Lord gave me the following

Books, Dr. Stanhope on the Epistles and Gospels,

Simplicius and Arrian’s Epictetus. Bennet’s

Abridgment of the London Cases, and Dr. Beve-

ridges Chron. He gave us also a Dish of Fish, and
a Bottle of Rum. XdpK.

July the ^th. Yesterday being Sunday and the

4th day of this Month the Small Pox broke out

afresh in this parish. This new-breaking out of

them was occasion’d (as they say) by Mrs Rey’s

Funeral Sermon, Notice of which being given long

before, it brot a vaste Number of People to the

Meeting from all parts to hear it, and amongst the

rest a good many People from Olney, which is now
and has been of a long time afflicted with the Small

Pox, and these it is thought brought the infection.

The Small Pox were brot first into this Town by
Gid: Rey, who catch them abroad; of whom his

Mother catched them and dyed. But such Care
was taken by Mr Rey to prevent their spreading

that had it not been for the above mentioned accident

occasion’d by the variety of that sort of people, tis

with good Reason thot, that they would have spread

no farther. Miserere Deus, Mr Bordley had a

Farnaby’s Rhetoric, pret. 9d.

The 16th. Mr. Bordley made me a present of a

pair of Knee Buckles.

Aug, the loth. My son Benj: had his Time
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given him (being near three Years) by his Master

Needham, and on the same day he let himself to

Mr Thomas Gale, at 1 5 li. pr. Ann. He was bound

to Mr Peter Haslewood from the 1 5th of June

1732 to serve for 7 Years. XclpK,

Sept, the i^th. I went to Bedford to choose

Common Council-Men, where Mr Priaulx was

used in such a Manner by all those who had been

his Friends, for his underhand Managment that

I had scarcely seen the like. I cam home on Thurs-

day.

Oct. the i^th. I wrote to Mrs Meade about my
Son Jack, if she would be pleased to ask the Dr
to use his Interest with the Governors of his Ac-
quaintance, to get him into the Charter-House.

Bene.

Nov. the yd. Mr. Back-House of Yelden,

Curate to my Cousin Beadles was here, and told

me that he had bought Wilden Living (the next

Turn I mean) for 300I.

The 25?^, being Thursday. As I was putting up a

Picture in the Hall Chamber, the Chair on which
I stood slipt and struck me so hard on the Calf of

my Leg with the fore-pummel, that it swelled very

much, and made me quite lame 2 or 3 days; ana
it was a good while e’re it was well. However
on the 29th being Monday I went to see Mr
Alston on horseback; and the next day I baptized

a Child at Harold
;
but either I got cold in the leg

or over strained the Muscle (for I walked thither)

so that I was much worse the next day and not well

of it yet, this day being the 3rd of Dec.
{To he continued)



Thomas

Hennell
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Prossy^s Complaint

by Elspet Keith

The beautiful, flat-fronted house was dated

1750. It had pleasing vistas of well-kept lawns

with yew and golden privet hedges that had never

missed a pruning. The humblest flower that lit

the cheerful borders had full value against this green

beauty. The Honourable James Hatton had wedded
both love and money, and an unperturbed connubial

affection had matured for more than twenty years

in Eden-like calm. The house was sentimentally

opulent within. Mrs. Hatton had imbibed from her

father a taste for Tennyson and Burne-Jones, but
her mother had nurtured her on Shaw. Secure in

husbandly love, a pre-and-post-marital place in the

county and the blessed ability to live within her

goodly income, Mrs. Hatton was becoming gently

corpulent.

The sudden death of Mrs. Hatton’s step-sister,

Lady Picton, had brought the only daughter. Onyx,
on a seemingly impulsive visit to her maternal aunt.

Mr. and Mrs. Hatton knew nothing of girls, but

they remembered Onyx as a winsome child. Theirs

was now a breathless awakening to modern elegance,

extravagance, frankness, meteoric mental and
physical movement, mocking laughter, an unbend-
able will, poise, intelligence, incredible facility, and
garments that let sun and wind play on a flexible

young body. Onyx brought with her a maid, a

horse, a fierce dog, a gramophone, a wireless set,

racquets and golf clubs. The daughterless James
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overflowed with happiness. A model of rubicund

gallantry, he waited humbly on his young step-

niece-by-marriage. For Onyx he forsook his ento-

mological studies, forgot to doze after luncheon,

and in bulging flannels made himself a foil to her

skill on the tennis lawn.

For a fortnight Mrs. Hatton had scarcely slept,

wondering how to bear any more of it. As she

looked from her window late one afternoon she

groaned. James was short-stepping across the lawn

while Onyx threw ribald gibes at him, goading her

uncle to some ridiculous physical feat. A peal of

laughter and a chorus, of male ‘Ha! ha’s!’ meant
that some other man had joined them. Men always

did appear when Onyx was about. Ah
!
young Major

Hilton had arrived then. That would bring a week-
end reprieve. Perhaps Major Hilton had known
that Onyx was there when he so unexpectedly

proposed himself! Relieved, Mrs. Hatton put on a

becoming grey silk gown and decided on garnets.

Her pearl choker, the gift of a once-adoring James,
was just a little tight.

Onyx was dazzling. Her gleaming garments
floated around her loveliness, but her smiles and
wiles were all for her uncle. Hilton was treated

with levity, and Mrs. Hatton’s views on modern
fiction seemed only to deepen the young man’s
gloom. Stony with repressed anger, as she mounted
the staircase on her way to bed, Mrs. Hatton saw
that absurd Onyx clinging to her uncle’s arm while

James claimed the right to an avuncular kiss. Onyx
was making eyes -yes, actually -at her uncle;

after all, only uncle-by-marriage, and not so very
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old-looking really. Wild thoughts shook Mrs.
Hatton’s static matronhood. She could hardly

send away a motherless girl, now that the bereaved

father had gone abroad — broken-hearted, Onyx said.

Mrs. Hatton was honest. It was not Onyx but

James who angered her. How humiliating to have
his faults, so long curtained by her loyal, married

hand, uncovered before clear, rather hard young
eyes. She must do, or say something. Onyx had
an odd smile

;
it would be difficult to say some things.

In vain an inward voice pleaded for caution. Mrs.
Hatton almost heard herself appealing to Onyx —
asking her while shedding light in the dark corners

of well-fed idleness, not to be so self-revealing to

complacent middle-age, so shattering to married

content.

Onyx sang as she bounded upstairs. ‘Is something
wrong. Aunt Margaret?’ she asked quickly, her

smile fading as Mrs. Hatton followed her into her

room. Mrs. Hatton, her heart pounding unduly,

closed the door and asked Onyx in solemn tones:

‘Onyx, do you know your Shaw?
’ ‘My Shawl’

said the girl wonderingly. ‘What or who is Shaw?’

‘Oh dear!’ said her aunt, ‘I never thought of that!

It was to save explaining. I meant to say, Have you
got Prossy’s complaint?’ ‘Prossy’s complaint!’

said Onyx laughingly. ‘Is it internal or external?’

‘There is nothing to laugh about,’ Mrs. Hatton
continued nervously. ‘You really ought to read

“Candida” : very advanced thought, you know. You
girls to-day seem to have no modesty — no mercy
- I — I - ’

‘Aunty, you are trembling. You are ill.

Have you got Prossy’s complaint, as you call it?’
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The elder woman began to weep quietly. ‘'tsYou-

have brought nothing but misery to me, child, she

said. ‘Oh dear, your mother and I were so difterci^T^

when we were young. You are a flirt. Your Uncle

James adores you!’ ‘Aunt Margaret, do tell me
what is troubling you. What has happened?’

‘Happened? Nothing has happened unless -you
don’t really care for James, do you?’ ‘I - I care for

Uncle?’ ‘Forgive me, my dear. I know it sounds

silly to you, but James is quite changed - so rude

and unnatural. Oh dear, I did not mean to say that. I

meant to put it quite differently. Somehow you make
me feel ashamed, yet I know you are at fault - partly.

Even the way you dress is - embarrassing.’ Sud-
denly a light flashed on Onyx, and she said

meekly: ‘What is wrong with flirting, Aunty?’
Her expression of repressed mirth quickly dried

Mrs. Hatton’s tears. She answered testily: ‘If

you must flirt why do you not flirt with a man
nearer your own age, instead of with married men?
Why not with Major Hilton? He would be an
easy victim.’ Onyx laughed and Mrs. Hatton
became really angry. ‘Your laughter is sadly mis-
placed,* she said, ‘Pray, why not Major Hilton?’

Onyx replied, ‘Well Aunty, if you must know there

is a very simple reason. Major Hilton is my
husband!’

0
‘M iDWiNTER is with US now, like a warm spring

with you,’ writes a New Zealand reader; ‘many roses in die
garden and thousands of narcissi; lemons just changing
colour and only the fruit trees leafless. Two hundred miles
from the earthquake, we did not feel a tremor.’
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The Art of Rat Catching

by Andrew Soutar

OLD Spike is our rat-catcher. He has a

character of his own. He reads the newspapers,

takes an interest in politics, formulates opinions

about public figures and, with sardonic humour,

blends these opinions with his trade. Thus, he will

address a particularly vicious old dog rat by the

name of some politician for whom he has no
particular liking, and, as he cracks him on the head,

he will observe that :

‘ ’Twould gi’e me no pain to

gi’e t’other feller a sock aside th’ heid like that.’ He
is moved to admiration of the small and energetic

rat that will take unusual risks in a chicken-run

when searching for food. He calls him the little

Chancellor.
‘

’E don’t care who got the food
; ’e

will get it !
’ Only once did I find Old Spike

communicative about the tricks of his trade. The
only trap that seemed serviceable to me was the

oblong wire cage with the baited hook and the spring

door. The other form of trap, wire-domed and
fitted with a tin plate that drops like a hangman’s

trapdoor when the rat sets foot on it, always appeared

to me to be slightly beneath the intelligence of the

average rat. But, Old Spike said :
‘ That’s the

best trap, but you got to bait ’im, not with cheese

or ’erring, but with a rat itself. Catch one in the

other trap and pop 'im into this one. Now, feed 'im,

gi’e ’im milk, a bit o’ meat and see what ’appens ’,

Twenty-five rats in the one trap were the result,

for, as Old Spike explained, a rat on the outside.
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seeing a friend of his within, sleek and well supplied

with food, wouldn’t rest until he had got in alongside

him. One of the baits that Old Spike used on
occasion was a drop of aniseed oil.

Never ask a professional rat-catcher what he does

with his catch. I have met Old Spike with a sack

half full of live rats, but he wouldn’t tell me how or

where he’d destroy them. He would dive a hand
into the sackful of squirming rodents and bring one
out for my inspection. He never expected to

be bitten, he said, until he was fool enough to put

his hand into the sack when there was only one
rat left.

I think Old Spike is honest, for he has a fine

sense of justice. The farmers employ him to make
periodical visits to their barns and stacks, paying

him a fixed sum to keep their farms clear. But
they have told me of one farmer who thought twice

before he parted with a penny. He met Old Spike

in the market place, one day, and said to him :
‘ I’m

going to pay you for the last quarter. Spike, but I

shan’t want you again. I’m satisfied there are no
rats left.* Old Spike thanked him courteously,

pocketed the money and went his way. Within a

week the farmer was complaining that he had never
known so many rats about his place. Someone said

to him :
‘ You’d better get Old Spike to come up

again.’ ‘ I suppose I must,’ said the farmer, ‘ but
I haven’t seen him around this district of late ’.

But, those who knew Old Spike and suspected his

ways, fancied that he must have paid the farmer a

visit without being seen, and not empty-handed.
The rat is surrounded by many fallacies. He
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hasn’t much courage. He will die of fright in a

trap. He puts up a miserable fight against a good
terrier and the ferret regards him with a great deal of

contempt. Some say that he is extraordinarily

cunning and very shrewd in his guesses at the nature

of a trap. It isn’t so. Compared with the mole,

who will keep away from a trap that has been
touched with the hand, he is a stupid, greedy, slow-

witted fellow. He strikes terror into the hearts

of womenfolk by the awful noise he makes when
gnawing the skirting boards. It is as though he
were burrowing his way in, determined to get at

what might lie on the other side. In truth, he is

only sharpening those long teeth of his, because,

unless he keeps them down, they grow so long as

to interfere with his eating. A terrier, sniffing at the

wainscoting on the other side, will frighten him
away for a long period. One thing I have noticed

is that a cat that becomes a rat-catcher (and I have
known one actually tojump into a brook after a vole),

is seldom any use for keeping down mice. On the

other hand, you may have a terrier that will show
as much enthusiasm in the catching of mice as in

the shaking of a rat.

In view of the thousands of pounds of damage
done every year by the rats in the country and the

danger of their spreading disease, every district

should be encouraged to keep down rats. The
usual method of the authorities is to pay a reward
on production of tails. Old Spike says that if he had
the paying to do he would much rather see the heads.

I don’t know exactly what he means by that, but

there is something sinister in his eyes.
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by Joyce Westrup

NOW this is what is wrong. We refuse to accept

the fact that the natural weather for England is

so-called ‘bad weather’, and that rain is beautiful as

sun. We mourn lost summers and springs. We rail

against a fate that provides us regularly with de-

pressions from Iceland. We betray our country

with every word, implying that we would rather

the torrid airs of the Sahara or the monotonous skies

of South Africa. In our discontent we have made
ourselves a laughing stock among the nations.

The newspapers help to foster the absurd delusion

that our due of cloudless skies is being withheld by
a malignant spirit. ‘Wettest summer since last

summer’, say the headlines, ‘Heaviest rainfall since

June’, and sometimes ‘Floods’. Floods often occur

because we have blindly planned our roads and
railways for a country of negligible rainfall. ‘Aren’t

you putting that railway rather near the river?’

says Common Sense. ‘Oh no!’ cries Popular

Delusion, ‘that river hasn’t been full for years. This
is’ England, you know!’

The clothes convention is undoubtedly our worst
stumbling-block. Surely by now we should have
learned to make things that won’t spoil in the rain.

How far o£F is the day when a man may stride into

his office in oilskins, and say, as he hangs them on
a peg in a tiled room made for that purpose, ‘Jolly

fine rain this morning, coming from the South with
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a tang of the sea about it. I walked from Hampstead
in forty minutes.’?

At present, men creep out of their houses wearing

short mackintoshes which leave their trouser legs

uncovered, with umbrellas, which are inventions of

the Devil. They creep into a bus or train and seat

themselves among other wet umbrellas and trouser

legs. Then they sit in their offices and curse while

the lovely silver rain streams down the windows —
English rain.

Women are as bad; perhaps not quite as bad, for

often now you may see a woman, and no frump
either, wearing rubber boots, a mackintosh, and a hat

that doesn’t matter; but a gusty rain plays havoc with

the skirts of the mackintosh, blows rain down into

the boots, and there she is, not wet through perhaps,

but wet.

Who will invent some covering securely fitting

and water-tight - some kind of mackintosh overalls?

They could be made in many exquisite colours for

women and the usual ugly shades for men. They
would easily slip over the ordinary clothes. The
only people who then need carry umbrellas would
be those whose complexions were not serviceable.

What a difference it would make! The only reason

for disliking rain is that it is so wet. That difficulty

disposed of, we should be free to enjoy it. City

magnate, office boy, editor, clerk and typist would
splash joyfully to work, and boast of the size of the

puddles they had waded. So long as we cling to

the illusion that blue skies and sun are England’s

birthright, so long as we ignore the blessings that

we have for others that we wot not of, so long indeed
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shall we be prey to influenza^ epidemics and de-

pression.

If the Lord sees fit to send us sun let us take it

with gratitude, but let us remember our natural

state is rain. Let us love the rain, let us admire it,

let us order our lives fitly for its entertainment; so

we shall become far-famed as the Island of Beautiful

Rain,

0
For Countrymen and Countrywomen ip

I. T sing the Plow, Ten Centuries at work.’ Author?-

z. In what year and by whom was the following advice given:

‘If all persons, both Ladies and Gentlemen, would spend

some of their tyme in journeys to visit their native land,

and be curious to Inform themselves and make observations

it would fform such an Idea of England, add much to its

Glory and Esteem in our minds and cure the evil Itch of

overvaluing fforeign parts; at least ffurnish them with an

Equivalent to entertain strangers when among us, Or
inform them when abroad of their Native Country, which

has been often a Reproach to the English, guidance to

themselves. - 3. What creatures have mothers and grand-

fathers but no father? -* 4. Which of our painters wrote

that ^the beauty of the country makes pictures seem sad

trumpery’? — 5. Name philosopher who was of opinion that

‘many a good thought is to be had by walking’. - 6, What
peer was an authority on brambles? [Answers^ page 717]

0
Overheard during a thunder-storm this summer:

Nervous old lady: ‘Oh my blessed! Wot weather. I

be glad it ent night time. Ever it comes 0’ night I feels for

me stockings.’ Listener: ‘Do you feel safer in your stockings?’

Nervous old lady; ‘Tent that exactly. But I alius feels, if I

got to do any running, I must do it in me clothes.’
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My Adventures with a Qaravan

Bookshop

After the caravanning and fruit-selling

experiences of Mr, and Mrs. Autolycus in the

north of Scotland^ we offer our readers the adven-

tures of Miss Ruth M. Niven as she caravanned in

the south of England selling books.

The caravan, of 3 ply wood, measured loft. by 6ft.

by 6ft. 6ins. It had a long window on its near side. In

the middle of this was a bookshelf, with two shelves. This
was our show window. At each side was a lattice window
which opened out on to a stall, which we attached to the

side of the caravan in good weather. Over this it was possible

to let down an awning. Underneath the show window
inside were two small bookshelves and three storing cup-

boards for stationery, personal belongings and foodstuffs.

On this side of the van also was the stove, drying cupboard

and small crockery cupboard The oil stove with its two
burners was in a metal container. The other side of the

caravan was filled with bookshelves built away from the

wall, so that any condensation on the walls would not affect

the books. On this side of the van was also the wardrobe.

At the far end from the door were the bunks. The top one

let down and the whole turned into a sofa during the day.

The bedding was packed in large bags. Under the bunks

was a roomy locker, in which we could store linen and

books. The bookshelves had fiddles at the edges, to prevent

the books being shaken out. The books themselves were

arranged in sections under headings. The tour was to open

in Hampshire and Dorset, and people had been written to

and posters sent to each village or small town announcing
* Autolycus Limited, Vagrant Merchants, Countryman, Oct., 1930,

Jan., April and July, 1931
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the date on which, in our ignorance of possible happenings

in a cold March, we hoped to arrive. Getting the hawker’s

licence meant visits to three police stations and to two
customs and excise offices. I paid {,2 for it. The caravan

contained about 800 books. We arrived at our first desti-

nation a little late, hot, bothered and very touzied. The first

afternoon, in spite of the wind, there was a crowd round the

table and stall with its prints and rhyme sheets. We sold

essays, plays, novels, books on art and music, and a great

many prints and rhyme-sheets. The chief event of the

evening was that the 250 candle-power lamp, after a brief

attempt to burn, let out a volume of smoke and we rushed

it outside the van to get it away from the books. We supped

very late by candlelight. The greater part of the evening

was spent grovelling about, looking for things in semi-dark-

ness. One of the college staff came to see us and insisted that

what caravaners needed more than anything was a bath.

We went to bed early aching in every bone, but with the

satisffiction of knowing that we must have made well over

j£3 profit on our first day. It froze hard that night, and we
were glad that we had let the water out of the car radiator.

March 4.-- With the birds singing exultantly about us,

we lunched, wrapped in blankets to keep the wind out.

Two women with rucksacks looked in at the shop window
and bought a copy of ^Brer Rabbit’. Arrived at S. over bad

roads at dark. The driving was heavy, tiring and difficult.

M.C. decided that she would never be able to drive. Her
aunt, who was to receive us at S., was in a high state of

agitation when we arrived. We supped at her house in a

shocking condition of oil and lightly-veiled dirt. Afterwards

I returned to the caravan to tidy it. Every mortal thing

seemed to have been thrown out on the floor. When I had
restored order I did the accounts of the past two days by
candle light. M.C.’s aunt said to me in a low tone ‘I do not

think that you had better let M. drive the car. She certainly

would never manage it,’
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March 5.- A sunny day, catkins in the hedges, the first

primroses out in the woods, and a dancing sense of spring.

People all very pleasant and mildly interested. Sent on our

way with a thermos of soup. Life seemed to consist largely

of physical labour of a hard and continuous kind, of meeting

people as though one were not covered with oil and heavy

with anxiety about avoiding gateposts. Pitched on a village

green. Had supper with friends and then went back to a

prolonged struggle with the lamp and dampness. Every

night the books had to be moved from the window as the

moisture poured down ceiling, walls and window panes. Still

freezing every night.

March 6.- Asked an old man if the hill was steep. ‘Noth-

ing to speak of’, he said 5 but before we had done with it

there was a good deal to speak of. Turned out to be a motor-

cycling test hill. Ginger (the caravan) stuck. Wind blowing

up for a blizzard. Two miles or so from the nearest village

and no one seemed to pass. Prepared to detach the car to

go for help. The caravan took matters into its own hands

and departed backwards down the hill, like some primitive

beast in retreat, turned towards the bank and fell with a

stupendous crash on its side. That horrible exultation that

floods over one when the worst that one could conceive

has actually happened! The stove had been thrown out and

had disgorged its contents all over the essays and poetry.

Handed out the books to M.C. who laid them down in

piles of sheep and goats. Wardrobe and clothes had taken

most of the stove’s outpourings. 400 uninjured books.

A young man, flying past on his motor bike, stopped, took

me on his pillion and drove me to H. where I telephoned

for a breakdown van. The sight of some large meat pies

reminded me thatwe had not had any food. I carried a supply

up the hill. Ate huddled up in the car in rugs
5
pies tasted of

oil. Four hours later the breakdown van hauled us into the

village. Tea had a good influence on us. Telephoned to

friends who said, ‘Bring a pound of sausages with you and
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come at once by the next bus !’ It was only when I was going

in at their door that I remembered that the insurance would

pay for all the damages.

March 7.- The old man at the garage who was in charge

of the repairs was stone deaf and was neither to be com-
municated with nor hurried. Eventually just before dark

we got off again. A monosyllabic farmer insisted that we
should have tea in his house by a warm fire with his wife

and the two little boys. That night we found that the top

bunk was broken. The floor, in the prevailing weather, was

a distinctly airy sleeping place for the week-end.

Sunday^ March 8.- We awoke to a white earth. It was

cold and sunny and enchantingly lovely. Quite quiet with

that stillness that only comes with snow. Water tank frozen

fast, but the farmer brought us water and milk from the

farmhouse. A half-wit with a friendly slow smile and most

courteous manners helped us to scrape a pathway. M.C.’s

friends arrived to see whether she was alive and spent the

day with us to make sure of it. Although a little quiet

reflection would have been better I spent the morning in the

woodshed sorting and listing the oily books and parcelling

the damaged clothes to send home. Up to this time about

£16 worth of books had been disposed of and a good many
orders had been sent by post. Our problem seemed to be

(i) to get to the places we had said we were going to, (2) to

remain unfrozen and keep clear of undue moisture. Later

on it proved the best plan to choose one central village, stay

there all the week and get to know the people, and from
that centre visit the villages round about. It was not until

later, also, that I learnt what people read and how few people

do actually buy books. A distinction formed in my mind
between the books that people might well keep and those

that they could best borrow from the local library. It seemed
to me that the basis of the stock would be books that should

open up new worlds to their owners, books of philosophy,

poetry and essays and drama, technical books that would
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help people to get to know things, keys to the world of birds

or of wild flowers or stars, books that would help people to

do things, books of cookery, carpentry, play productions,

handicrafts. There would be books, too, to amuse but these

must never swamp the books the sale of which formed the

real object of a travelling bookshop. Another thing that

became clear was that there must be a perpetual quest for

good cheap books, books under sixpence of a good standard,

novels, children’s books, technical books and handicraft

leaflets. But especially children’s books that could be sold

through the interest of the village schools and direct to the

mothers and older children. The idea of the Caravan Book-

shop from its conception had been that it should take books

to people who did not know that they needed them and to

people who knew that they needed them but did not know
how to get them. I found that the latter class was practically

non-existent. People who are conscious of their need and

want things enough generally manage to get them. It was

with the country people whose need for books was hardly

realised that the work of my Caravan Bookshop was to

x8. Machine to Prevent Egg Shells formings so that Eggs are Laid

Ready for Frying
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March 9.- A small deaf man came to mend an injured

bolt and upset a vase of flowers over half a dozen books,

I went into the cowshed -what a refuge that place had

been the last day or two! -and cursed to relieve pent-up

feelings. The cold persisted and the sweating problem from

roof and walls and window had become so acute that it

seemed foolish to risk wholesale destruction of the books.

So we decided to spend the night at an inn. As my com-
panion looked half perished I persuaded her to return next

day to her alarmed relatives and civilisation. A publisher’s

travelling bookvan appeared, a great big solid well-equipped

thing holding a vast quantity of books and two young men.

Said the landlord, ‘I did not know that you were commercials

like these gents, but of course that makes your supper a

shilling less.’

March 1 0.- In the place I got to this day the vicar,

sitting in a study lined with books, said that to his knowledge

no one in the parish ever read books. Sold some good books,

however, to a man and a girl. A maid servant said it was a

fair treat to see the caravan driven by a woman, ‘What
I always says is, Miss, we women have all the headpiece, but

the men have the strength, and the poor things thinks it’s

everything.’ In bed that night read ‘The Conquest of

Happiness’.

March ii.- After a good deal of haggling an old man
bought ‘Trent’s Last Case’ and gave me a long dissertation

on the high price of books. He was followed by an even

older man who talked in the same vein about purchasing a

secondhand book on reptiles.

March 1 2.- Lunched on a carpet of pine needles in a

fragrant quiet place and heard robins and thrushes. But to-

day caravan bookselling reached its lowest ebb. The training

camp I was to visit was closed for a fortnight, and I was
chivvied by a policeman. Having paid all my takings into the

bank I had only a few shillings lefts a-lso a bad leak in the

radiator and no petrol. An old woman at a shoe shop gave
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me supper with ‘her boys ~ a gardener and groom at two
of the big houses, and three cats and a dog. The gardener

asked me if I would care to walk out with him.

March 1 3.- Great shafts of sunlight were thrown on

the road between the branches of the trees. I sang so as not

to become dismal again, and thought to myself, ‘It doesn’t

matter a straw whether you only sell a postcard all the week,

so long as you don’t let your spirit descend.’ When I reached

a straggling town an N.S.P.C.A. van was already installed,

and the man was launched upon an address. Some country

folk bought secondhand books on gardening, Egypt and

evolution. An elderly man advised me that one of the most

important things was to make a point of knowing one’s

engine inside out. Looked up and saw the face of the artist

who had designed my posters. Had come to help me for the

week-end. When one suddenly sees people after being away
from them some time they look so real and vivid. We
camped on heathy ground, and felt light-hearted. It was a

clear starry night and there was open country about us.

We could feel the loveliness of the place, smell the sweetness

of gorse and dry heather and peaty earth, and blessed the

powers that be that had sent us forth on such an adventure.

YOUNG BILUS GUIDE TO RURAL LIFE

19. Tidy Farmers have Receptacles m lahich Cows can Deposit

their Worn-out Cud
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March I4»-- Up at 5. We turned out the whole interior

of the caravan into the sunlight and purged away every last

trace of the accident. By devious routes we got into Dorset.

Stuck at angle across a lane, and an umbrella man, his

apprentice and a rather loose limbed curate helped us. At
night poetry and onions and star-light were merged together.

Went to bed early and happy.

March 15.- Found primroses, celandines and catkins end

gave a tea-party.

March 16.- Up at 6. Very cold and clear. Worked hard

at our cleaningand were ready to start at halfpast eight. Drove
over a wild grey hilly country and saw J. off at Wimborne.
As I confine myself to villages and do not go to the market

towns, where parking problems arise, I had no difficulties

of this kind until I arrived here and found myself in the old

corn-market at the back of the main square, where no one

was likely to come. I persuaded one or two of the shops in

the main street to display posters to show where I was
stationed. In the evening it was nearly dark when I drove

to C. Tumbled into bed stiff. At this time I had wild and

violent dreams.

March 17.-- A sunny spring-like day, but in the evening

the caravan broke away. Bolts put in under torch-light.

March 1 8.- Sunlight and rooks cawing, I did a great

deal of cleaning.

March 19-20.- I made a good many notes in my journal

about the various villages and their requirements and drove

the 1 20 miles straight home.

0
‘Tent the grass makes we so wet of a morning - ’tis

they bents P explained old George.

‘I H A V E a memento of the Cotswolds here in a straddle

stone on my lawn,’ writes a subscriber in British Columbia.
‘ “T H E dentist will no doubt give you gas,” I said to my

maid,’ writes a reader. “*No M’m, I think not,” was the

reply, “not gas; there’s electric light in Oxford”.’
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The Country House Aeroplane

10. -Mj Aerodrome^ by W. Lindsay Everard^ M.P,

HALP the usefulness and pleasure of private flying is

lost^ to my mind, if a journey of fifteen miles or more
has to be tmie to a local aerodrome befoire x flight can be

begun, la most parts of England it is possible to find a

field or several fields which together mil make a very

efficient lattding ground within a short distance of the home
of the light aeroplane owner. The field must have a reason-

ably level surface; anything in the nature of ridge and furrow

must be lerelled. A simple way of testing whether the

surface is good enough, is to drive a car across it in each

direction.. If the surface is really smooth the car can be

driven at forty miles an hour without undue strain on the

springs; unless it can be driven satisfactorily at twenty-five

miles an hour the surface will need levelling. All over the

country, fields have been chosen and used "hf Sir Alan Cob-
ham, and are at present being similarly used by Captain

Barnard*s Aerial Circus; any of these would make admirable

permanent landing grounds. Quite a small area of ground,

say twenty acres can be utilised if there are no obstructions

surrounding it and the greatest length is in the direction of

the prevallitig wind. But it is as well to obtain the advice

of an expert before embarking on expenditure, if that be

necessary.

There is no need to go to great expense to construct an

elaborate hangar. Nearly all the modern light aeroplanes

have folding wings, and any place that will house a motor

car will usually take a machine of the Moth type. When
the ground has been selected an old farm sled can be con-

verted, but if a wooden shed has to be built the expense is

not great. Having obtained the field and the hangar, the

only other absolute necessity is a wind sleeve, of which

the expense is negligible.
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My own aerodrome is more fully equipped than ordinary

private landing grounds, as I desired to get the Air Ministry

licence for it. When completed it will be eighty-two acres.

There is hangar accommodation for eleven small folded

machines of the Moth type. Petrol and oil tanks are in-

stalled, and a ground engineer is permanently retained to

look after the machines which are kept there. A white

circle with the name of the aerodrome is set in concrete in

the middle of the landing area. As it is intended that this

aerodrome shall be available for night flying, a beacon has

been fixed, and the necessary obstruction lights and a flood

light are shortly to be installed. The aerodrome is a half

mile from my house, so no time is lost before a journey

can be begun.

fFhy no English Air Stamps? by A Country Collector

England was the first country in the world to use

postage stamps. The stamps which were placed on

English letters in 1840 have never been surpassed in colour

and printing. All the world followed England’s example,

and having done so, almost every country in the world, in

printing, colour and beauty and variety of design, has gone

steadily forward. England has not. In the ’eighties the

English Post Office issued sets of stamps which for poverty

of design and colour have only been equalled by the wretched

labels used by some of the Continental countries during the

War. And since that date Englishmen have never been

given a stamp which, compared with the best or even the

second best issues of America, a dozen European govern-

ments and a score of British colonies, is worth looking at.

A schoolboy’s stamp collection to-day shows issue after

issue of adhesive stamps and postcards of ingenious and

elaborate design, stamps representative of the country of

their origin, as illustrating its fauna and flora, typical or

selected landscapes, views of cities, scenes from history and
portraits of celebrities, in every shape and size, and printed
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THE COUNTRYSIDE ON OTHER PEOPLE^S STAMPS

often in two colours* England meanwhile has stood still,

with few issues, and all of them humdrum, characterless and

uninteresting.

And now comes the day of the air mail. Almost every

country of importance has issued or is issuing sets of

stamps for use in its air service, some of them very striking

and even beautiful in design, as may be seen in the examples

of which we publish illustrations. England as usual does

nothing. All that our Post Office can offer us is a small

blue piece of paper like a luggage labels to be placed separate

from the ordinary postage stamps on letters sent by air.

Why should there be this lack of initiative in our postal

authorities and our Government? Even the revenue from

stamp collectors, who buy unused sets, can be valuable

in a small way. And as for accustoming Englishmen to

the idea of flying, which Air Ministers tell us should be the
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object of those in authority, what better means is there than

the postage stamp? Above all, why should England, the

country of the greatest fliers in the world, be the last to

proclaim any interest in the feats and the achievements of

her Air Service?

0
The Day of a Gentleman Farmer

Half woke as usual about 5. Heard the cows mooing
and the rattle ofpails in the dairy^ and, as usual, proceeded

to doze again. 6,15, thick mist, tree tops all wet. 6.45, tea,

letters and a message - says ‘Ted says Polly has a calf, Sir; it’s

a bull’ I’d rather have had a heifer. Ted is great with the

two servants. The chat and repartee that go on between

kitchen window and dairy door used to scandalize my aunt

when she stayed here but I look upon it as a useful by-product

of the farm; it makes for smooth running of the domestic

machine. 7*30, I get up and, from the bathroom window,
which opens on the farmyard, call to Brown my ‘working

bailiff’ who does everything from driving the tractor to keep-

ing the house supplied with wood. To ‘Good morning, how
is everything?’ he replies ‘Can’t hoe roots this morning,

Sir, rained heavy last night.’ I reply, ‘Well, let the carter

clean out Strawberry’s box. (One of my maternity wards,

which is only mucked out when opportunity offers, fresh

straw being thrown on top of the dirty between times.)

Put the dung on the heap in the Pheasant field. Tell him
to pile it high; it’s getting spread all over the place. What
are you going to do?’ ‘Well, Sir, it’s time those potatoes was
hoed up; the wet won’t matter for them’ (‘those potatoes’

being about a rood I grow for the house, the only ones I

have, except a few ‘new potatoes’ in the garden). ‘All right;

tell Ted to go with you when he has washed up. Remember
to kill the cockerels.’ I dress, enter up my diary for yesterday,

write a letter and fill in the time till breakfast. After break-

fast the papers. 9.30, I go out, have a chat with Ted the
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cowman, have a look at the new calf and a general look

round* Then off to town with seven cockerels. Every year

I sell a few dozen, from 3 to 4 lbs., being those superfluous

to house needs. I usually get is, A^d, per lb. This year I am
getting u. and the poulterer is buying American frozen

Spring chickens at is, 4^., which shows something wrong
somewhere, 4d. is a jolly good price, especially now with

cheap corn, and it is rather ridiculous that we should let

the Americans in on those terms. Of course it is not business

for me to run the car ten miles each way to sell seven cockerels

for 35J.3 but I do some shopping for my wife including the

buying of some fresh salmon which comes out of the river

on which the town is situated. Most people buying a 2 or

3 lb. piece of salmon go for the middle cut, which is a great

mistake, as in boiling the two open sides let out all the flavour.

A tail piece presents only one open side. I enjoy my run

in the car. The roads are charming in the early sunshine

now the mist has cleared away. My shopping amuses me too.

I look over the poultry in the shop where I sell mine, gently

depreciating the boiling fowls. ‘Yes,’ sajrs the shopkeeper,

‘they are not so good as usual, but I got them cheap’. I talk

rOUNG BILUS GUIDE TO RURAL LIFE

zo. Kind Farmers Give their young Pigs a Clean Start
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about some I want to sell, ‘about 7 to 8 lbs.’ ‘A bit big

for my trade’, he says but “So-and-so”, (mentioning a man
about ten miles the other way from me) will probably take

them.’ At another shop I buy some good English cheese,

‘a new lot from Mr, Dash’. Home about ii, and take a

walk round the farm. All satisfactory considering the

pouring wet weather we’re having. There is a tremendous

lot of grass in the hay fields but all beaten down with the

rain. It will probably lift up again if we get some dry

weather. If.? I don’t worry very much; I have been at this

sort of thing all my life, and, after all, things somehow come
right in the end. Anyhow I have enough hay left over from
last year to see me through the winter even if I can make
no hay at all. Having no hay this year would leave me no
emergency ration to sell if I wanted a bit of extra cash, and

no safeguard against a bad season next year; but if one were
of the temperament to worry about next year’s possible

troubles one would probably never have become a farmer.

I pass on and find the oats slow; the cold wet season I suppose.

The grass ley I have sown with them is coming along fine.

The rain is doing that good anyway. I get into the field where
the cows are; lashings of grass, and the cows certainly do look

well. I sit a few minutes on my shooting stick looking them
over, move about among them, sitting on the stick between

times. I notice Dewdrop wants her horn cutting or it will

grow into her head. The more I look at the cows the more
I feel pleased with them. Rain or no rain the lot of them are

growing into money. It is a better herd than it was last

year or ever has been. I continue my round through the

mangels. I did manage to run the horse hoe through them
on a dryish day. A few have been cut out but now the

ground is too wet to do anything to them. The weeds are

growing badly and I see no prospect of better weather.

I go on again, not unduly worrying. I come to a field where
my young stock are. Again lots ofgrass and the stock looking

as well as theycould look. On again passing 1 2 acres ofwheat.
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1 see It looks splendid. It is in a naturally drained field

which stands up to wet weather. Ifthe harvest weather is right

the wheat ought to thresh out well. Another *IP. ‘Farmers

live on hope and die of despair.’ I always feel that farmers

are really optimists: you should know that farmers’

pessimism is a sort of propitiatory offering to Nemesis. I go

on home past some other fields of which I do not take much
notice to-day. I have mouched about and it is nearly i p.m.

I wash and tidy up and sit down with a paper waiting dinner.

The bell goes at 1.20. I always tell my wife to im-

press on the cook that at dinner time I set more store by

having everything cooked right than by punctuality. The
salmon I brought back is excellent. A farm chicken follows

OUR ADVERTISEMENTS
JVe specify plainly on our Advertisement rate card

the kind of Advertising we do not accept^ and close on

j£300 worth of Advertising has been refused. We shall

at once exclude an advertiser against whom reasonable

complaint is made. Our Subscribers may therefore
;

consult our Advertisement pages with confidence. Many
readers have acknowledged the special value of such a

large collection of carefully selected advertising to men
and women who live in the country. The letters we have

received speak appreciativelyy alsOy of the pains taken

to give our Advertisements comeliness. It is a pleasure

to us to own (as has been straightforwardly explained in

two articlesy ^Your Friend the Advertiser^ Jan. 1930,
and ^Snobbery about Advertising\ April 1931) that it

is the remarkable body of Advertising which The
Countryman has attracted that has enabled us to make \

the review what it is. At a time when the commercial

world is glad of additional tradey it is an equal pleasure

to realise that goods and services advertised in The
Countryman are as they are described to he.
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with a salad crisp from the garden. The King could not eat

better. After stewed gooseberries and cheese we go in to the

sitting room and talk over a cup of coffee in front of a window
looking over the garden, which now has a fair show of

flowers backed by a typically English field surrounded by

large hedgerow trees. I feel that life cannot offer much
better than a farmer’s life, bad times and bad seasons all

thrown in. It comes to my mind that I ought not to forget

my ‘other sources of income’ which shelter me from the

storm which is distressing and destroying many others.

To sit in an easy chair till 3 p.m. strikes on the hall clock

is my usual practice. I read through the daily and weekly

papers and any pamphlets, etc., that come along. I rarely

read a book at this hour of the day. To-day I have to attend

a local show committee at 2.30 so I go off. If milk prices

are bad next Michaelmas I fear one man on the committee

will be done for, but as his father-in-law is a fairly prosperous

shopkeeper I suppose he will be kept afloat somehow. He
won’t starve anyhow. Most of the others have had a good

War and are not uneasy about living on capital for a few

years. Others are men doing a retail trade direct from their

farms, and, if not doing well, are holding their own. The
chairman is a substantial landowner farming his home
farm. An intelligent ‘fly on the wall’ would not think

farming was in a bad way. As I watch the men present

I feel that as a sample of the countryside they are a creditable

lot. I get home just before 5. My wife is out so I have

tea alone and read ‘Waverley’. Though I am not a Scotsman

I know all Scott by heart nearly. After tea I stroll round

the farmyard, kitchen garden, etc., see all is well, muse

over various things to do, come in and ‘just sit’ till 6. 15 when
I listen to the Wireless. More rain, I change out of breeches

and tweed and continue ‘Waverley’, as I am in that mood,

till supper at 7. This is a light meal. Afterwards we sit

in front of a small fire of our own wood. Although it is

summer a fire is welcome. My wife has some needlework
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to do to-night so we talk. She has been busy all day, so there

IS plenty to talk about till 9.30, And so to bed. But first

I cross the yard and look in the dairy to see all is well or

perhaps look out of the windows as I shut them. The
drowsy charm of the farm at night always fascinates me.

As I tear myself away from the last window I feel that my
lines have indeed been cast in pleasant places, and envy

nobody in the world. But I must go to bed. I have the

Bench in the morning and after that a Committee - or is it

two ?

0
Our Readers^ Motormg Tales -

The other day in Bedford-

shire a correspondent was

^alarmed to find the notice ^^To

Whipsnade Zoo’’ succeeded by

another notice, in red, ^‘Be-

ware of the Ramp”- until I

remembered that a Ramp may
not be a wild animal after all’.

Our Young Bill, who follows

racing too closely, when asked

if he knew the Ramp said, ‘Oh
yes, it’s by “Profiteer” out of

“High Prices” ’ and supplied us

with its picture. On the basis

of information furnished by
Young Bill and our corres-

pondent, Treasury officials, in

the period immediately preceding September 8, were
carefully considering the history and habits of the animal.

0
I w A s looking at my map when a charabanc passed.

Its speed was such that the draught ripped my map in two. -

J.TX

The Ramp
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Grampus^ Otter and Seal

by A Highland Gamekeeper

A COMMOTION in the midst of a flock of eider

some way out at sea drew my attention. The flock

disintegrated, the birds composing it fluttering wildly over

the water, when among them appeared the black back of a

grampus, the snort of which reached my ears. The eider

made for the shore, but many were in the flapper stage, and

the grampus, ‘rising’ as trout do to flies, took heavy toll of

the flock before it reached the sheltering rocks. The birds

waddled hastily out of the water at my feet, showing not

the least fear, while their great enemy turned into deep

water with what might be assumed to be a snort of disgust.

A minute later, in pure joy of life, he ‘breached’ out of the

water.

Salmon are extraordinarily afraid of otters. I was seated

on a bridge over a small salmon river one moonlight night

when otters began to hunt the stretch of water above the

bridge. I heard the occasional snorts and splashes of the

animals and their bird-like signal-calls. It was soon evident

that the salmon were also aware of the presence of the

otters, for fish were seen ploughing their way rapidly to the

sea in long furrows.

A great seal used year after year to frequent an arm of

the sea into which flows a salmon river, and daily, during

the summer months, had his siesta on the same rock. Seals

do their hunting when the tide flows, sleeping their full-fed

time away on the sun-warmed rocks, during the ebb. The
rock which was the resting place of this old bull seal is under

water at full tide, and it was interesting to watch the knowing
animal when he arrived at his bed a full half-hour too early,

only to find it submerged. He cruised around to pass the

time until the ridge of the rock lipped the water, then he

approached it, and placing his tremendously powerful

flippers securely, hoisted himself up, and, with a downward
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flick of his stern propellers, shot himself out of the water.

He did not mind the breakers which surged over him, and

seemed to fall heavily asleep on the instant. One day I saw

this big seal, or one like him in size, eating a grilse in shallow

water. At a distant but alarming shot he hastily left his

prey. A retriever which was an excellent water-dog was

sent to retrieve the grilse, but when he was about to seize

it the seal returned, and catching the dog under the water

by a hind leg, dragged him under. The dog came up howling,

when the seal pulled him under again, and kept him down
for some time. Again the dog appeared, this time in extremis,

but the seal made the mistafc of putting his head up, when
he received a charge of small shot. The dog had gashes in

his hind quarters, which was not surprising, as the tusks of

a big bull seal, even of the common variety, resemble those

of a tiger.

0
Rabbit Mole in September

ON hands and knees in that hot stubbly field

I peered into the warm dark earthy place,

curious to know what might lie hidden there -

whether some frightened whiskered rabbit face

would stare a frozen moment into mine

before he plucked up heart to bolt away.

But, ‘No one at home in here’, I said aloud,

and every word on that warm twilit air

fell cool and clear as the words of a young boy.

1 did not know my voice could play so rare

a game. ‘No one at home’, I said once more:

the boy’s voice, like a chime of lazy bells

fled echoing down dim rabbit corridors

remote and sweet. I sat back on my heels

in the hot sun. Idly, contentedly,

I felt the quiet of earth flow into me.

JMW.
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The Garden
I . Planningfor October

I
F I am to choose one month in the year for the pleasure of

working in a garden^ it will surely be October. For in

October you can start at work on plans which you may
have made months before, or which, just because you have

only now made them, you are all the more anxious to carry

out. Personally I find that I make most of my garden plans

in August. In August the year comes full circle. The roses

are going over. The herbaceous border has lost some of

its bloom. The eucryphias are clustered from head to foot

with their cream-white, gold-anthered flowers -there is

nothing more to watch for day after day on those lovely

shrubs. The rock-garden, except for campanulas (and for

me this year, luckiest of mortals, the gift of a plant of Tripit-

lion spinosum, unknown to the seedsmen’s catalogues,

most exquisite of forget-me-not blue discoveries from the

Andes) has little to show me. So that I find myself walking

here and there in the garden, and planning. And this year

I planned in a rainstorm. It was one of those prodigious

downpours of the middle of August. I watched the rain

flood the forecourt until the big drain in the middle could

no longer carry away the water racing into it, so that the

forecourt itself became a pond, and remained so until the

cloud passed away to the north. And suddenly I thought.

Why waste all that water? Why not a new bog garden in

that empty space among the larches, where the rain water

from the forecourt drains, down the hill to the side of the

lawn? It would only need the grubbing of half a dozen

trees, and then, instead of larches and ivy and bramble I could

have Osmunda fern, and Spirea, and loosestrife and kingcups

and irises and primulas. Gunnera Manicata, too - I could

let that grow to any size it liked, instead of having to move
it, as I had to in the small bog by the rock garden. It was a

perfect plan from the beginning: I did not even wait until
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the rain stopped, but went out and saw how things were on
the spot. Plans on a large scale take time; one has to look

forward and see whether one can spare the labour. But
there is one kind of plan which can be carried out any

October, and that is the planting of bulbs. It is one of the

compensations for the loss of sunlight in the autumn that you

can plan for the sunlight of April. And that planning, too,

somehow belongs, for me, to the droughts that come from

August to October, and partly because of the very names
of the flowers which in imagination I spread in sheets

through the orchard. Their names and the parts of them
are all of the spring - daffodil, fritillary, glory of the snow,

angel’s tears, chalice, perianth.- E.P.

2. Dead PFood

Dead wood to the lover of trees is an offence, and pro-

duces the revulsion that we all feel in the presence of

decay. Shaded branches are sometimes killed by their more
fortunate neighbours, but as a rule, dead wood is diseased

wood. In fruit trees it is a breeding place for pests and

especially those of fungoid nature to which the cracked and

spotted apples and pears are, alas, too well-known. In plums

the premature rotting of fruit on the tree, so bad in wet

seasons, is a sign that sources of infection are present, and,

to the wise, a hint that they are removable. During winter

black rot, scab, brown rot and other fungoid pests remain

in the dead wood of the tree to awake in the spring and

liberate millions of spores ready to infect the tree anew.

Some, like the monilias, attack the flower and pass down
the flower stem into the tree and cause the sudden collapse

of the shoot in morello cherries and in apples the death of

the spur. Dead wood is then the fruit-grower’s worst enemy,

but how little this is realised a visit to any garden will show.

Here, then, is a useful task for the amateur in autumnal

days. Armed with a knife, or, preferably secateurs, he can

go forth and cut out all dead wood from his fruit trees, to
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their great benefit. Nor can the most ignorant of pruners

go wrong in this task. Shoots which have no leaves in

September are dead wood and out it must all come. How
much shall we cut out? All the dead; cut down to life. Old
tangled and crusted spurs may be reduced to those which
have healthy leaves and prominent buds. The effect on the

tree is remarkable in giving renewed vigour as well as

freedom from disease. It would seem as if the dead shoots

took a share of sap to the detriment of the trees’ health.

A reader may now suggest, to what good if I prune my
own trees when my neighbour does not? Will not his in-

fected branches make my labour vain? I think not. It is

often seen that young trees planted among old have clean

fruit when the older show disease and it is certainly my own
experience in growing young trees and old in proximity.

I fully believe that each tree is its own worst enemy in this

matter and the fruit is usually infected from diseased wood on
the same tree.- E. A, Bunyard

3. Weeds ?

For a year I had enjoyed filling the altar vases with the

kindly flowers of the earth. The altar hangings, many
years old, were a faded blue and against their shadowy folds

I placed in their season beech leaves yellow and green,

scarlet hips and crimson haws, fragile hazel catkins, the

first green budding honeysuckle tendrils, willow catkins

for Palm Sunday, blackthorn, crab apple blossom, sorrel,

moon daisies, bents, honeysuckle, foxgloves, meadowsweet,

ragwort, fools’ parsley, and hogweed with its creamy moons
of blossom.

Perhaps it was the hogweed, or the ragwort - for ragwort

is a flower with a price on its head and hogweed has an

ugly name to bear. (When we were small we called fools’

parsley and hogweed ‘little rabbits’ meat’ and ‘big rabbits’

meat’.) As I went down the sunny street with an armful

of scabious (‘hens and chickens’) a village friend looked at
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me strangely, ‘Are they for the church?’ she asked. ‘Yes,’

I said in good faith; ‘aren’t they pretty things?’ Her face

reddened. ‘I never heard of any church having such things

on the Lord’s table before. Other churches don’t. It seems

funny. And so many cars stop to see the church. . .

I felt the depth of feeling. ‘Lilies’, she said, ‘and flowers

we’ve taken trouble over; our very best we ought to give.

Those are all right in the chancel, but on the Lord’s table-

it doesn’t seem right. . .

To me wild flowers seem nearer heaven than prosperous

garden and hot house blooms. Yet here, I realised, they

might seem unworthy, almost an irreverence. I had done

wrong in decking the altar to please my own fancy. I

wonder about other country churches. I have seen wild

white mallows on the altar of a village church, and moon
daisies loo. F riends will give me willingly from their gardens,

but I wish I were free to choose for myself from hedgerow
and ditch. The clematis is out and the rowan berries redden-

ing.^ C.F.

OUR SUBSCRIBERS

Most of our readers are regular subscribers. This

gives us a great editorial advantage. We know who
reads The Countryman. It is a pleasant personal

relationship which helps us to fit the review to tastes

and needs, Fery many of our new readers come to us

through the recommendation of old readers who have

called to mind relatives^ friends or acquaintances^

libraries or institutions likely to he interested in The
Countryman. We are always pleased to send free

Specimen Copies to addresses at home or abroad. There

are Countryman Subscribers all over Great Britain,

May we have a post card?
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Country House Catering-^. Pies

by An Innkeepers Daughter

‘'^HERE’S no “raised pies” nowadays,’ complained an
-L old Cumberland dalesman some twenty odd years ago.

‘There’s scarce a woman body knows how to make “stannin”

pie, but in my days ivverry hoome had its haverbread and its

“stannin” pie at Kursmas-ay, girt yarkin pies they were

and a’.’ Haverbread, North Country oatcakes can be bought

tO“day and sent by post all over the country by an oatcake

baker living at Skipton. On arrival they must be crisped in

the oven. I can send anyone the recipe for them, but they

have to be baked on a ‘bak’stone’ or a girdle.

As for ‘stannin’ pies if you can’t ‘raise’ them why not

bake them in tins? - cake tins with loose bottoms or collar

moulds such as are used for game pies. The raised crusts

were simply made to hold the meat and fruit, as pie dishes

serve the same purpose to-day. But ‘pies made in dishes

don’t taste the same as those made in crusts,’ and they are

not the same. Meat pies baked in raised crusts cook in their

own juices without the addition of the water or stock which

must be put into those made in dishes. Yet though well-

made raised pies, farmhouse pies, are delicious, a pie made in

a tin lined with pie crust may be quite as good if attention

be paid to the filling, and the lighter but still tenacious crust

used will be good to eat. The crust was never the best part

of the raised pie and was not always made to be eaten. The
evolution of the English and American pie is interesting;

first we have the pasty; then the ‘coffin’ or raised pie crust

of the pudding-pie; then the saucer pie; finally the modern
pies baked in dishes of earthenware and fireproof glass. A
fascinating development is the adaptation of the good old

recipes to modern tastes and customs. For example the

following genuine recipe for Melton Mowbray pork pie

is perfect if perfectly carried out. The pie can be baked even

in a modern gas oven - 1 have done it - but it can be a
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ghastly failure. Every one does not know that the hot water

paste should be shaped into a cone, not a round, when the

sides of a round pie are to be raised (Is there a touch of

pagan folk lore here?). Miss Mallock, W. H. Mallock’s

sister and Anthony Froude’s niece, who was one of the first

educated Englishwomen to train scientifically as a cook,

gives simple instructions in her ‘Economics of Modern
Cooking’ (Macmillan, 45*,) for moulding a raised pie crust

over a stoneware jar turned upside down. This also I have

tried successfully. Most modern of all is a small hand
machine by which small pies can be raised in the twinkling

of an eye; their manufacturer supplies tins of all shapes and

sizes.

Recipe handed down for generations in the family of the late Mr.
Fred Wright of Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire, and given to the

founder of the English Folk Cookery Association.

*To a stone of flour, 4 lbs. lard boiled in water with a good handful of

salt, 1 pint water to i lb. lard. Quarter stone of flour will make four aj to

3 lb. pies. Make up the flour, immediately after the lard has boiled,

with the lard and a portion of the water and knead it half an hour.

Seasoning to 9 lbs. of meat put through the mincing machine once.

3 ozs. salt,
J-

02. white pepper, and a dessertspoonful of essence of anchovy.

Stew gristly bits well and strain and season and put into the pies directly

they come from the bakehouse. 9 lbs. of meat will make 6 pies. There

should be quite one-third fat with the lean meat.*

The essence of anchovy is the secret of the correct

flavouring for Melton Mowbray pies. It is not recognisable

as anchovy but gives the filling a delicate and delightful

taste. It was a favourite flavouring for meat pies, potted

meats, etc, up to the 1820’s when it began to go out of

fashion. But we find it here and in Leicestershire recipes

for jugged hare and potted beef in use to-day. A second

point is pouring in the hot pork stock, which must be strong

enough to jelly them when cold, while the pie is hot

A sufficiently tenacious crust to line tins in which the

above meat mixture may be baked is made of:

I lb. flour, 4 ozs. butter or margarine, i small teaspoonful of salt, i

egg and just enough water to make it into a workable paste. It must
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be well kneaded. This amount will be required for a pie containing

about 3 lbs. of meat. In this case no stock must be added till quite cold

and the pie must be left in the tin until quite cold. For this reason a collar

mould is best. Miss Maliock gives full directions on page aSi.

Miss Maliock also gives directions for making raised

gooseberry pies about three to four inches in diameter and

about three-quarters inch in depth which she says are iocal

CORNISH WOMEN MAKING PASTIES
Lino-cut iy Bernard Griffin

to the West of England and do not appear in any other

cookery book’. The pastry is made in the same way as Mr.
Wright’s given above, the only difference being that mutton

suet is used instead of lard. As gooseberries will not be

available at the time this article is read it may be noted that

apples or baking pears can be used instead of gooseberries.

But this sort of pie is not confined to the west country, a

raised gooseberry pie is still the feature of Mansfield Fair,

while a ripe red gooseberry pie was the correct thing at the

old Folkestone Fair. The famous Warden pies of Shakes-

peare’s days were made in raised crustsj and so was the

Siirewsbury Simnel, just as the Scotch Bun is to-day.
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As for meat pies 5
the squab pies of Devonshire made of

mutton and apples; the Cheshire pork pie made with pork

and apples; the Warwickshire pork pie with raisins in it;

the Lincolnshire pork pies flavoured with sage; the Shrop-

shire pie made of rabbits; the Coventry pies made of pigeons;

woodcock pie and a number of others can all be made and

baked in tins lined with the lighter but still tenacious pie

crust given above, and will be found extremely good and

perhaps more suited to modern appetites than the ‘girt

yarkin’ pies of a bygone age,

0
Other People s Countrysides- Ontario

OUT West, farmers (says a reader, writing in July) are

getting nine cents - a cent is, I suppose, a halfpenny,

so \\d, ~ a bushel for wheat and less for a dozen eggs.

We get 20 cents a dozen, but we pay 60 cents a bushel

for wheat and more for mixed feed. Our bread is 8 and 10

cents a loaf delivered, but it can be bought in town for 6 or

8 cents. Butter is 24 cents more or less per pound, potatoes

25 cents a half-peck. We get no more than 45 cents a six-

quart basket for our cherries. I sold a tree (buyer to pick)

nearly 4 bushels for $6, that is 30 cents for six quarts. I am
selling almost full-grown rabbits for 50 cents, and can buy
all the laying hens I want for 75 cents. Coal is 14I dollars a

ton. Stove oil costs 27 cents a gallon. Sugar is 4 pounds for

25 cents, tea 40 to 70 cents per pound, coffee 40 to 45 cents,

and milk 1 2 cents a quart.

6 , A Scene in Spain

A ROOM possibly 12ft. by 14ft, lighted by an oil-

lamp. A glowing ‘anafe’ (wattle and daub portable

charcoal brazier) on the floor. A woman nursing a small

baby and crooning a song as she watches her man cobbling.

In one corner of the room a couple of planks laid on edge, as

you would fix them for keeping coals from scattering, and

behind them a grey donkey and a small calf watching.
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hocal Government and Administration

3 . Adoption in a Village

WHEN the wife of a farm-worker dies and he is left

with young children, his position is difficult. The
adoption of a child by a childless couple would be a real

help. Unfortunately adoption is understood to mean legal

charges which are beyond a cottager^s means. By obtaining

from the county council welfare officer the forms for

presentation to a juvenile court at petty sessions and getting

the help of the local magistrate in filling them up, the expenses

are reduced to the cost of the attendance of the adopters at

the court. One thing to remember is that adoption cannot

be undertaken by persons less than twenty-one years older

than the child, unless the adopters are within the prohibited

degrees of consanguinity. Thewritten consent of the parent or

parents ofthe child to be adopted must be obtained on a form

for the purpose and a copy ofthe certificate ofbirth of the child

must be produced. The court must be satisfied that the

parents of the child to be adopted understand that the effect

of the adoption order will be permanently to deprive them
of parental rights. Need it be said that it must also be clear

that the adopters have not received and will not receive any

payment or reward for their action. After adoption the

legal position of the child is the same as that of ‘a child born

to the adopter in lawful wedlock’. On the other hand, an

adoption order does not deprive the adopted child of any

right to or interest in property to which but for the order of

adoption it would have been entitled under any will or

intestacy. An adoption order may in the discretion ofthe court

be made for a probationary period of a year. When an infant

has been in the custody or any person or two spouses for two

years and has been maintained as his, her or their own child,

the court may make an adoption order without the consent

of the parent Tor the welfare of the infant’.
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The Ten Benefits

of Advertising

Can you point to ten distinct benefits that your

business has derived frona advertising—ten ways by

which it is helping you to weather depression and

maintain your position in these difficult times?

You would not employ salesmen who are only half

alive. If your advertising is doing only half its job it

is costing you dear.

If you will write us we shall be glad to send you an

interesting booklet entitled ‘How Modern Advertising

Helps the Manufacturer’.

It describes the ten functions that advertising should

fulfil when it is prepared by those who understand its

power and have the skill and resource to direct it

aright.

SPOTTISWOODE,
DIXON & HUNTING LTD.

Incorporated Practitioners in Advertising

REGENT HOUSE, KINGSWAY
LONDON, W.C.2
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The Letters of a Candid Architect —

I

YOU want a house. This is just the time of the year to want
it. For a few months now, you see the country as it is.

Your two first thoughts are or should be: What part of

the country do I like best and who shall guide me technically?

You know the different characters of the various counties.

Bear these in mind, but remember that you should choose

your neighbourhood by the proximity and number of your

friends. Having decided this, seek for your site. Although

there is little doubt that you will really want to live in the

country, it is worth while considering living in town, if

your friends are there, and if you are fond of music, theatres,

museums, pictures, etc. There is no reason why you should

not live within a radius of say twenty miles of London,

Oxford, Cambridge, Leeds, Liverpool, etc., as a small car

will cover that distance without discomfort. If you feel

urban, go right into the hub of it and get a modern flat.

One thing I urge you to do - to avoid the suburbs. Get
out or in. If you choose the town your course is clear, but

if the country is your choice, there are things for you to

consider. There are three possibilities: to buy an old house

requiring little alteration or nonej to buy an old building of

some suitable kind which you can extend and alter; and to

buy a site and build de novo. You might make a few pre-

liminary investigations and enquiries by yourself, but do not

get to grips with any proposition till you have obtained the

help of an architect. The house you buy must be an archi-

tectural one of a date not later than a century ago, or a

modern house of architectural character. The rest is rubbish.

The fees of an architect are statutory, on a general basis of

6 per cent on the total cost, so you should ignore the matter

of fees in selecting your man. Do not think that the only

men who can be trusted with it are those who habitually

build cinemas, schools, and other large works. The man
you want is the architecturally minded, happy, interested,
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The years when a man
is making his way
are critical ones
for his Dependants

He may be earning an income which maintains his wife and family
in comfort but he has not had time to save. Should he
die, such life assurance as he has been able to afford wnll yield but
a fraction of the income to which his family has been accustomed.

The ^Adequate Income’ plan supplements the ordinary Life

Assurance Policy and enables a larger income to be secured for de-

pendants during the rr///Vtf/^tfr/Oifthancanbedoneby othermeans.
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;

1. In event of death within 15 years

(a) a capital sum payable immediately of £1,000
(b) quarterly instalments for the rest of the) £120

period at the rate of
/
per annum

(c) an additional payment of £400
(with the final instalment)

2 , After 1

5

years and subject to a reduced premium

a Whole Life Assurance of £1,000
with right to Bonuses under the Distinctive

System of the Institution

Particulars will be sent on receipt of form below

Unsealed envelope (\d, stamp) may be used

Name

Address

Age next birthday....,

Annual amount required for Dependants £,**•**

The Scottish Provident Institution
for Mutual Life Assurance

Head Office: 6 St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh
Funds £22,500,000

O

SS4
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always-sketching-and-making-pictures sort, who does not

necessarily belong to a big club and has no capacity for

financial, commercial and speculative enterprises. You want
a beautiful, convenient house, well constructed and

carried out by a competent person on a simple, sound system

of control. Look around for a house, the elevations of which

you like. Examine its arrangements and enquire of the owners

who was its architect. If he is a member of the Royal

Institute (R.I.B.A.), obtain from it some particulars of the

man. Follow up this by enquiries as exhaustive as possible.

It does not follow that a member of the Institute is neces-

sarily a good man, so you may have to make your enquiries

privately. Refuse to have anything to do with a man with

spurious ‘qualifications’. The more letters he has the more
does he require them. Remember that most Associates of

the Royal Institute have qualified by passing three exams, j

a number were passed through on one exam, after the War,
but of the 1500 Fellows, about 800 have been elected

without ever passing an exam, at all. Therefore, although

membership of the Institute should guide you, it is possible

you will find equal competency outside its ranks. There is

no other professional body of consequence, but consider the

man as an individual. There is one other point about your

architect: this method of selection will not admit the young

man who has never built anything at all and who wants to

begin a practice. There are many such. They are compe-

tent, enterprising, imaginative and architecturally earnest in

a way in which many mature architects are sadly wanting.

What these young men lack in experience they make up

in other ways. If you find such a one, do not dogmatise,

or coerce him. Remember that you may want something

which for your own sake he knows you should not have,

and yet he would fear to cross you lest the work, his first,

possibly, might slip from him. Look at his career in his

studies, make as sure as you can that he has genius, then

take him by the hand and help him to do his best for you.
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Not only for fencing—
but wherever timber is used Solig-
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renewals and repairs unnecessary.
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The Changing Outlook in Agriculture
hy A Student

Having received from Mr. R. B. Ferguson a photo-

graph of a remarkable group of farm servants who had

been for exceptionally long periods in the service of Mr. John
Ritchie, of Stranraer, Wigtonshire, I wrote to the employer.

Mr. Ritchie replies: ‘There was a grain mill in connection

with the farm. The mill was burned down about thirty-one

years ago. John Craig, senior, started work in the mill

the Monday after he was married and served thirty-eight

years till his death in the mill and on the farm. His son

started when he left school and is still in service - forty-eight

years. He married the domestic in the farmhouse and has

thirteen of a family, all living but one. A good few of this

family are married. Robert Craig started with the firm

when he left school and is still in service - thirty-five years.

He also married a domestic in the farmhouse. Edward
Fagan started as a lad working a horse, then left for a year and

returned to work in the mill. He was foreman miller for

a long time before the mill was burned; then storeman till a

year or two before his death. He had over fifty years’ service.

James Bruce worked on the farm before he left school. Then
in the mill for about thirty years till it was burned. Andrew
Murray, about thirty years’ service with a break after mill

was burned, is in service now. David McColm has twenty-

three years’ service as horse lorryman and motor-lorryman.

Elizabeth Edmunds is working in the dairy and has been

managing cows for thirty-six or thirty-seven years. She looks

after the poultry. The firm got hold of a good class of men as

employees, men who took a great interest in their work and

looked on the business as “ours”. They were interested in

their work and did not require watching. They must have

been pleased with their employers else they would not have

stayed. The main reason of their long service was their

very superior and comfortable houses. We as a firm are
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WHAT A DIFFERENCE
THIS LIGHTING MAKESI

We have electric light now at “ The Firs ” and the

house is quite changed. This great boon was not

difficult to arrange. In a comer of the garage a compact

little engine and dynamo make electricity, in return for

a minimum of fuel and attention. The current is stored

in Cliloride Batteries until it is needed. The whole house

is lighted, cleaned, even warmed, yet the cost has been

comparatively small.

f Home electric lighting with Chloride Batteries is per-

fectly practical and thrifty. Indeed, the converted cottage

can now be as readily supplied as the big baronial hall.

It would be interesting to know what it would cost any-

how. Why not write to us for free and full particulars ?

STORAGE BATTERIES
Made by EX IDE # The Chloride, Elecmcal Storage

Co, Ltd.j, Clifton Junction^ near Manchester

London Office at 137 Victoria Street^ S,W*i

Ch. loy
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fortunate in farming under the noble house of Stair and the

cottages on this holding are good and comfortable, and

situated near the employees’ work. In the present Earl of

Stair’s grandfather’s time he gave prizes for the best kept

farm cottages. John Craig, senior, James Bruce and John
Craig, junior, took the first prizes for the best kept cottages

for a good few years. My father had a very good way with

him in managing seiwantsj he treated them civilly and trusted

them, and in return got good results. I was brought up among
these oldest stagers and saw their work, and worked hard

myself with them, and when I took up the reins, had no

trouble with any of them and all wrought pleasantly and

amicably together. The Earl of Stair’s tenants do not shift

often. My grandfather came here from the farm of Dunbae -

same parish - in 1 823.’

‘Oxford and Cambridge alone turn out every year some

2000 graduates, many of whom have considerable trouble

to get a job,’ writes a farmer whose writing is well-known to

readers of The Countryman. ‘We all know quite a lot of

men of that type who live a rather meagre life - some sort of

a job and a hundred or two of private income, resigned rather

than happy. Compare them with a good bunch of farmers at

an agricultural show. There is no doubt who are living the

more satisfactory life. If much of the big sum the public

school-University man costs for his education had been saved

and added to the bit of capital he now has, it would have

enabled him to farm on comfortable terms and to have a

charming, satisfactory life. We have to face the fact that

this type of man nearly always fails as a farmer. Yet he is

often more or less country-bred with many rural associations.

Why does he fail? The reason might be called ‘fthe Sahib

business.” As an Australian once said to me,“A young English-

man may get on here in Australia as a farmer, who would fail

at home because out here he is a working farmer and has

made a clean break with social tradition.” Quite a lot ofmen,

who now automatically follow the higher public school-
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University road on to an indifferently happy or positively

unsatisfactory life, might with great advantage to themselves,

the nation and the countryside be diverted to farming;

but it is absolutely necessary that the diversion should take

place at an early age, perhaps before the prep, school,

certainly before the public school. These youngsters would

have to be brought up almost from childhood with a totally

different outlook on life. Since the War we are living in a

new age, bur the parents of the young man who rather

pathetically advertises for a job as ‘^a public school and univer-

sity man” have not yet realised the fact. I would suggest that

this is a matter that the Council for the Preservation of

Rural England might well look into. Re-stocking the coun-

tryside with the right sort of people ought to be its concern.’

It is incredible that a London daily should have printed

such nonsense as that the Government of a country as small

as Denmark (population three and a half millions, of which

two-thirds is in the towns) should be proposing to ‘subsidise

farmers with a ;^30,000,000 grant’. Substitute kronen for

pounds, with eighteen kronen odd to the pound, and we come
nearer the facts. Nor is the statement that ‘England is buying

less butter, bacon and eggs from Denmark’ true. A Country-
man reader in Denmark writes: ‘‘England has bought from
Denmark considerably greater quantities of butter, bacon and
eggs this year than last year - of bacon much more than in

any other year. The trouble is not quantities but prices, as

is well-known. The Government scheme is not a subsidy.

The idea is to help those farmers whose financial condition

is considered the worst, by relieving them wholly or partly

of rates and taxes. The measure will probably pass the Lower
Chamber, but is likely to be thrown out in the Upper.’

AoRicutTURAL Writers have cursed the industrial

revolution; but Dr. Keen, of Rothamsted, in an incidental

paragraph in a work of learning and care, ‘The Physical

Properties of the Soil’ (Longmans, Sj x pp. 388,
nearly 100 diagrams, 21s,) shows how the industrial revolu-
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AS . DEPENDABLE . AS . AN . AUSTIN

AUSTIN has achieved
more successes than any

ear in the world I

From this experience has been evolved

THIS IS WHAT ISMEANTBYAUSTIN DEPENDABILITY!
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tion gave this country the lead in applying mechanical

invention to agricultural implements and ‘reorganised

agriculture on an industrial basis to supply the needs of the

new manufacturing centres’. Think of the part played

later on by the steam plough alone ! Are we not on the eve

of a new reorganisation ?

Why does Dr. H. Belshaw, professor of economics at

Auckland University, in his book ‘The Provision of Credit

with Sp^ial Reference to Agriculture’ (Heffer, 8|- x 5|,

pp. 33+5^ 10s, 6d.)^ write ‘agriculturalist’? The book
itself chronicles German, American and New Zealand

methods, and contains a useful account by our own Mr.
R. R. Enfield of our Agricultural Credit Acts of 1923 and

1928. The first, after three years, had set just half a dozen
societies to work. Of the second, Mr. Enfield thinks that it

‘at least gives the farmer a means of obtaining short term
accommodation from the source, which, in the long run, is

not only the most important but the cheapest’.

The ‘Report on the Sugar Beet Industry at Home and
Abroad’ (H,M. Stationery Office, 9| X 6, pp. 237, 69 illus.,

6d.) is so cheap that it is to be hoped that it will be

widely bought. The average yield of beets is still from
one and a half to two and a h^f tons less than the Continental

average, but there is improvement in various ways. The
factories now number eighteen, but none are co-operative.

In Germany (with the exception of the East Rhine area) the

industry has been co-operative frpm the beginning. The value

to English agriculture of this deep-rooting cash crop is

undeniable*

0
‘a little hairy caterpillar’,- With reference

to the experience ofW. S., Edinburgh, my observations seem
to indicate that caterpillars that run more or less aimlessly on
the road have been pierced by an ichneumon fly. Especially

have I found this in the case of the larva of the common
garden moth.- E,J,
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My E^xperience as an Inn-keeper— ^
by S. B. Russell

A FEW words must be said about my inn-keeping during

the War. Both my sons and all our men joined up. This
left Mrs. Russell and myself unaided. When food was rationed,

but before the issue of food coupons, urgent regulations were

issued to inns and hotels, limiting meat, bread and sugar

to each person for every meal. I did not weigh out these

articles as directed, but wrote a notice for the dining-room

stating that since 1540 the Lygon had sheltered guests, and

that I felt sure that its guests in these days might be trusted

to keep to the amount allowed, and with regard to meat if

they would ask for it either fat or lean, as they preferred,

nothing would be wasted. Bread and sugar were put on the

tables. It is good to think that for twelve months we were

considerably on the right side of the allowances. During the

War I always got down to my office at 5 a.m. It was the

two hours thus secured that enabled me to plan for the day,

overtake correspondence and do public work.

As to stories I remember one afternoon, during a busy

tea-time, a casual visitor sauntered around the tables with a

bowler hat on his head and his hands in his trouser pockets.

When I asked him his requirements, he said ‘’Am an’

eggs’, to which I could only say quietly, ‘Here is a table;

I will send a waitress; she will take your order and your

hat.’

Charming friends from America come again and again,

and appreciate the associations of Broadway and its neigh-

bourhood with the early history of their own country. The
greater part of my private correspondence is with American

friends. On each occasion ofmy visits to America, I have been

overwhelmed with friendliness and hospitality.

The late Lord Montagu of Beaulieu was one of our

earliest visitors and never ceased to take an interest in the
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inn, and his tribute to my efforts which he published in 1910
gave me much encouragement. I have many tokens of his

friendship. The late Dr. A. C. Benson, Master of Magdalene,

was a frequent visitor. I treasure a copy of the ‘Upton

Letters’ which he gave to me inscribed with the statement

that a large part of it was written under my roof. Interesting

people have reached the Lygon in coach-and-four. Cape-

cart, and tandem dog-cart. Early one Sunday morning I was
called by the night porter to see a gentleman who could not

speak English. I went down to find Monsieur Aumont
Theville who explained that he had left Paris in the Gordon
Bennett Balloon Race the previous afternoon and not having

seen terra firma for fog when over the Thames valley, had

come down on Broadway Hill. After having breakfast,

he took me to the spot and I was amazed to find the balloon

carefully folded and stored in the basket car, and hidden as

far as possible by bushes. An autographed photograph of his

start from Paris, saying nice things about my hospitality,

was appropriated by some souvenir hunter whom I should

like to meet. Colonel the Master of Sempill was the first

guest to arrive by aeroplane.

To those who, like myself, have an urge to keep an inn,

I may say that no occupation can oflFer such an opportunity

of meeting people of all classes and varied interests, and give

a man such a chance of spreading good-fellowship. But an
inn-keeper must be prepared to work early and late, must have

a sense of humour and remember that his guests, although

sometimes unreasonable are probably right. He must be

able to meet the tired and peevish guest with a smile and an

endeavour to dispel the cares of travelling by serving a good

dinner in cheery surroundings. I would like particularly

to stress the need for cheerful decoration and furnishings.

We all remember the plush curtains, horse-hair covers,

Crimea engravings, and large dingy mirrors of the end of

the last century. Better inns mean more people touring

England,
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A ^ Woodcock^ and Hare s Lug^
by Salfario

Many things have been said and written about this fly.

It is made from a woodcock’s feather, the down from

the ear of a hare, and a twist of tinsel. An intriguing combin-

ation you will admit. The woods, the fields and something

garish borrowed from another world. I wonder if the touch

of tinsel is the deadly part of this effective lure? It is of one

such fly, dressed on a very little hook, that I have a story.

If I knew the nimble fingered lady who dressed it (it must

have been a lady’s fingers which fashioned such a dainty

thing) I would send her what remains of it. For it has been a

marvellously successful fly and widely travelled. Do these

patient ladies ever wonder what happens to their creations

when they are making them? I think the maker of this one

of which I am to tell you must have cast a spell about it.

This tiny fly accounted for three trout from a stream in

Wales, two trout from a lake in that same country, then -
most wonderful of all — brought to the net two aristocrats of

Loch Leven. And I still possess its ragged remnants.

This is how it happened. Towards the end of a successful

day on a North Wales stream I put up a new cast with this

Woodcock and Hare’s lug as first dropper. On it I quickly

caught three trout, and, then, as my total catch was past a

score, I stopped. Next day the sun shone and the usual

patterns were unattractive to the Lake trout I was labouring

to lure. I put up this cast of river flies, all small, and
fishing the bank among the bushes, the little fly brought up
two trout which were duly hooked and netted.

Less than two weeks later found me drifting idly past that

island in Loch Leven where Mary passed some sorry months.

It was nearly a calm and trout were ‘bulging’. The famous

Peter Ross, the Butcher, Teals and Mallards were of no
avail on that pleasant afternoon. I remembered that cast

with its little Woodcock and Hare’s lug! Why? I have asked
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myself what put it in my mind to try that cast. I could say

it was my many years’ experience, my observation of the

conditions, the fact that there were odd microscopic flies

about, or many other things. The truth is I just thought of it*

In a few minutes a noble ‘salmo levenensis’ took it, was

hooked and lost. Then this same fly charmed another-

to its proper end. And within the half-hour a third one

‘boiled’ up, was hooked, and, after a great five minutes, was
aboard. I believe, up to that moment, my Woodcock and

Hare’s lug had accounted for all the trout caught that day

from that notoriously prolific Loch.

Such service from one single fly seems worth recording.

The CollectOT - n. Models of Country Houses

and Carriages

CARDBOARD models (four to six inches long) ofcountry

houses, can be picked up for a few shillings. Some are

on a wooden tray with attendant lawns and gravel paths.

Others of later date are protected by glass shades. Such
models are representations of real houses, complete with

sashed windows, porticoes, chimney pots and all architec-

tural etceteras. There are model cottages in wood with

painted windows and brickwork, the projecting pentice over

the front door supported on brackets, the chimney stacks at

the gable ends marking the position of the parlour and
kitchen. Other models include toll houses, the village cage

or round house, the ornate garden temple and the ale house.

Parish churches have been reproduced more or less to scale

time and again. Sometimes the enthusiast will come on a

model of a cathedral. Where are all the models made for

public buildings in Georgian times? Kent’s model for a royal

palace is safe at Kensington Museum. The design for St.

Giles-in-the-Fields is preserved within the church. Nearly

every large country house erected in the eighteenth century

was modelled for the owner before or during building. In
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Sir John Soane’s museum at Lincoln’s Inn Fields, there

are models of the elevations of the Bank, as well as models

in plaster of the temples of antiquity. Monsieur Fouquet of

Paris found his hands full of orders for models during the

great days of the classic revival.

Model-making of familiar things has gone out of fashion

as a country hobby. At one time farm labourers were skilled

in making models of farm buildings. Even hay-ricks were

imitated. Mr. Wade, a skilled architect, has done more than

any other living man to revive this minor domestic art. His

craftsmanship is Oriental in its fineness. Mr. Wade’s model

villages at Snowshill Manor in Worcestershire bring archi-

tectural students on annual pilgrimages to study building in

miniature. This craftsman models, besides houses, farm carts,

wagons, mills, cider presses and all the paraphernalia of the

the great days when agriculture was a staple industry. Here

the antiques of the future are produced with skill and

accuracy. Mr. Wade has built up his knowledge by close

observation of things that are fast disappearing, and he has

formed a collection of original examples as a basis for his

own work.

When roads were first improved in Europe and fine

carriages and coaches were built for the wealthy, coach-

builders and others spent an incredible time making replicas

in miniature of fashionable vehicles. The model of a mail

coach of 1825, perhaps the ‘Quicksilver Mail’, is on view at

the General Post Office. Hooper’s, of St. James Street,

own a perfect example of an early Victorian mail coach such

as travelled on the Holyhead Road. Models of four-wheeled

coal carts were once a familiar sight in the windows of coal

agents. The collection of toy mail coaches at Petworth

House is worth seeing.

0
F R o M a rural local preacher’s sermon: ‘They say they’ll

tax our bread. But they cannot tax our heavenly bread.

There’s no Lord Beaverbrook in heaven.’
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A. P. FLORENCE, MJ.H.V.E., Han. Dir.

2, PERCY STREET, Rathbone Place, LONDON, WT
Since the year 1854 The London Warming Co. Ltd. have continuously brought to the
notice of British Householders the convenience, cleanliness, healthfulness and
economy of Anthracite Coal and Anthracite burning appliances. This Company’s
knowledge of and experience in such appliances is probably unrivalled, and the very
remarkable efficiency of their Ranges, Domestic Boilers and Anthracite Stoves (of

which many thousands have been installed) is everywhere acknowledged.

The

KOOKSJOIE
PATENT RANGE

The Kooksjoie is one of the greatest boons of
which any householder can boast. It cooks to
perfection and supphes unlimited quantities of
Hot Water day and night. In addition, burning
Anthracite (Nature’s smokeless fuel) the Kooks-
joie keeps ahght all night and ensures a dry,
clean and cosy house, free from sooty chimneys
and dirty flues. Made in all sizes.

Prices £rom £10 10 0

ANTHRACITE STOVES
At the showrooms of the The London Warming Co.
are stoves of almost every conceivable kind. There
is an unusually wide range of Closed Stoves suitable
for rooms of every size. There are also Anthracite
Stoves which can be used, at will, as Closed Stoves
or Open Fires There are, too. Open Antracite
Grates of proved efficiency.

Prices from £2 10 0

Inspectioo is Imrited ; or illustrated

literature will be sent on request.

OSOBNITC srovc

THE LONDON WARMING CO. LTD. Dept. K.Q.

2, PERCY STREET, LONDON, W.I
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The National IMark in every Food Shop

OUT in the country the other day I thought of all the

National Mark was doing for the farmer. A field of

ripe wheat reminded me of all-English flour, pure and

unbleached, which over 200 firms up and down the country

are milling or repacking. The three grades, Yeoman for

breadmaking, plain and self-raising for other household

purposes, cover all requirements. An adjoining field of

barley, rustling in the breeze, spoke of the malt flour and

malt extract which thirty-four manufacturing chemists

are preparing. Away to the left I saw a poultry farm the

eggs of which go to one of the 140 National Mark egg-

packing stations which last year dealt with about one-eighth

of our home production of eggs and are this year sending

greatly increased quantities of fresh graded English eggs to

the large urban areas, with their mark of identification on

the egg box or carton. I saw many fruit trees, and remembered

that apples and pears were the first commodities to bear the

National Mark, and the chief fruit growing areas are supply-

ing the material for that rapidly extending fruit and vegetable

canning industry in which over twenty firms are this year

expecting to offer to the public some forty million cans of the

choicest English fruits, peas, beans and other vegetables,

with a distribution so widespread that every village grocer’s

shop should be able to offer these National Mark products

to its customers. The sleek, well-fed cattle which helped

to make the pleasant landscape must surely be destined for

early conversion into^ National Mark beef in London,

Birmingham or the West Riding, where alone the Govern-

ment graders are busy dividing the better quality carcasses

into ‘select’, ‘prime’ and ‘good’. A new hope for English

agriculture filled my mind. I saw in the future a new England

in which every food-shop in town and village would proudly

display examples of [the products of our own land, bearing^a

national sign - the silhouette ofEngland andWales. - RM,F,
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The Country in Tondon-2

by Sir Timothy Eden Bt,

Kensington Gardens are more lovely and friendly

than Hyde Park because of the trees. There are, no

doubt, more beautiful trees elsewhere. There are older trees,

and larger trees, and rarer trees, and altogether more remark-

able trees. But there are none which seem to the Londoner,

when he comes to them for refuge from the traiEc and the

pavements, so representative of all that is best in trees, so

absolutely satisfying - in shape, in number, in their distance

from each other, in just the proper quality of ‘tree-ness’. It

is partly the sharp contrast between the trees and their sur-

roundings which so appeals to us, between the tiny leafand the

motor-bus, between the bustling woman with her arms full of

paper bags and the green serenities that meet above her head.

But much of our satisfaction is due to the skill of the planter,

or to the wind, or the taste of the man with the axe; to the

fact that here is one of the few spots in England where one
may see ornamental trees properly spaced, not overcrowded,

and unencumbered by an underworld of shrubs. Here we
are troubled by no fussy bits of laurel or of holly, such as

catch up the travelling eye in almost every garden ofEngland.

Here are vistas and compositions, unimpeded and in endless

variety, of bare sepia trunks on the short green grass until,

in the distance, enchanted by the light which seems to drop

before them like a curtain, the trees are floating blue on a

sea which is grey.

Perhaps it is, above all, the peculiar light which has placed

these trees in a category by themselves. The light in Ken-
sington Gardens -and in Hyde Park, though in a slightly

less degree - is a light of which you can see the colour,

less a light than a luminous haze, which in the morning is

of the palest blue, with the softness of grey in it, which

changes to amethyst as the day wears on, and in the evening
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turns to a violet of such pure and such deep intensity as

to seem unreal. It is a light not only to see, but almost to

feel, like an airy cloak about the shoulders. Coming from
Oxford Street, in the evening, on the top of a bus, we dive

suddenly into it as into a sea, while the lamps are being lit

all the way down to Notting Hill and the common macadam
road is become a high-road through a dream. And I suppose

hundreds of people have walked through Kensington

Gardens and noticed nothing remarkable in the air at all!

What does appeal to them? Peter Pan, of course, and the

children, and the dogs, and the flowers. The flowers in

Kensington Gardens. People stand, yards deep, gaping at

the dahlias, about which the gossipy newspapers go into

ecstasies. Individually there is nothing to be said against

these flowers. They are magnificent specimens. But
collectively? As arranged? Scarlets side by side with mauves,

blues and pinks and oranges all higgledy-piggledy, and here

one, and there one, scarcely ever two of the same colour

or the same shade together, and so all the beauty of the

individual flower not only lost, but transformed into an aid

to biliousness, through lack of the most elementary taste!

How much more beautiful that corner looks when the

dahlias are gone and the eye rests contentedly upon a patch

of bare brown earth I The way of beauty in gardening is

to mass, all your blues with all your mauves, all your yellows

with all your oranges, and then your scarlets, if you must
have scarlets. This is not the way of the gardener in public

parks. Yet I must admit that people like the gardener’s way.

They think it bright I suppose, because they have seen no
better. The Flower Walk -the famous Flower Walk in

Kensington Gardens - is as bad, or even worse. In the coun-

try we have herbaceous borders. And even here are a few
mangy delphiniums which make us happy for a moment.
Why may we not have more of them? Why may we not

have a herbaceous border here? Cornel Let us walk away
from the Flower Walk! Let us hurry to the Round Pond!
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Here are neither trees nor flowers, but excited, barking

dogs to greet us, and children who crane and topple on the

edge of the water, and great yachts sailing artfully in the

teeth of the wind. They make a pretty picture. Yet there

is something a little irritating in the spectacle of heavy

grown-up men, without a smile on their faces, trimming

toy sails for hours on end.

The grey squirrels in the gardens are the delight of wan-

dering old men. There is something artificial about the tame-

ness of these animals. There is too much presumption of

immunity; in spite of the dogs that rush at them and send

them scampering back again, up the boles of the elms. These
cheeky little grey brutes have none of that wild shyness

which makes the English squirrel, flashing high up in a red-

brown streak, so attractive in his native woods. And the

wood-pigeons here move like aldermen after a feast, puffed

and gorged with food, oblivious of the existence of a shot-gun.

But what delights do they miss besides the perils of a wilder

life -the long summer days in the cornfields, the flight

home in the darkening, windy sky, the final sweep and clutter

into the rusty friendliness of an old Scotch fir! It is better

to risk the flash of a gun out of the darkness than to be

chased, after dinner, by a yapping Pekingese.

a
Hen and Cat. — We have recorded our experience

of finding a cat and its prey, a ‘bag’ mouse - which a few mo-
ments before we had seen in the cat’s mouth - drinking

milk out of the same saucer. Now the ‘Gamekeeper’ tells

how a broody hen without eggs appropriated kittens to which
a cat had given birth in the hen’s nest during her absence,

and then, when the cat returned and insisted on being with

her progeny, contentedly brooded cat and kittens together.

Our contemporary has also an account of a tom cat which
had become a keen rabbiter. It took up its abode in a rabbit

burrow, and though its owner brought it milk and fish

resisted all attempts to get it home.
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TAe Successful Family Farm
by An Old Hand

There is one type of family farm which I consider the

ideal for us. It is the farm where one or two sons who
have had a good grammar school education are helping their

father till they marry. A daughter or perhaps two are assisting

their mother with the poultry, butter-making or whatever

is going on. Two, perhaps three or four men are employed

regularly. This is a kind of farm common in England and

represents the natural growth of the soil and climate and goes

with high farming. It is the farm holding out best in

to-day’s troubles. It must be borne in mind that a family

such as I picture lives on practically no cash and lives well.

I know several such families. Other men have spoken to

me on the same lines as those on which a man addressed me
the other day:

‘My father farmed 200 acres in Kent, mixed farming,

and he had some good hops. Of course we were not well-to-

do, but my father never seemed to worry about money.

He set my two brothers up in farms. He put me into a

draper’s shop as I was supposed to be delicate. I did not

like the shop so when he died and came to me I decided

to take a farm. I came over here because my brother got

me this farm. I married ~ I was twenty-five - and my
father-in-law helped me a bit. Luckily for me the War
came then. It set me on my feet. I am making nothing.

If I got out of farming now I doubt if I should have my
after paying off everything, but still I must not grumble.

I have always had my rent ready. I am able to keep my boy

at the grammar schools I pay (f)0 a year for him. I have

also a daughter going to school near here. I have all I

want. A man who owns a big garage rents the shooting

over all these farms and leaves his dogs here all the year.

He and his friends often have tea here. My wife never

would charge anything. One day last year he said, ‘‘^You
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of EMBROIDERY
JExquisite work, rivalling any of the historic pieces

of the past, is being done both by private workers and by
working groups. This renaissance of English em-
broidery is being enthusiastically welcomed by all who
have the preservation of the traditional life and art of

the country at heart.

Not a little of the credit for this revival belongs to the

makers of the wide range of Embroidery Threads sold

under the historic names of Clark and Coats. Clark’s

‘Anchor’ Embroidery Threads and Coats* Mercer-

Crochet have put at the disposal of workers threads of

a very fine range of true and brilliant colours, reason-

able in price, easy to work with and absolutely reliable

in quality.

These threads will be found excellent for quilting,

feather stitching, smocking, tent stitch, all kinds of

embroidery and crochet.

Information gladly supplied to Secretaries of bodies

likely to be interested in Embroidery. Shade cards of

these threads may be seen at any good needlework shop

or drapers.

Claris ^Anchor^ Stranded Cotton

Clark*s *Anchor* Coton h Broder

Clark*s *Anchor* Filosheen

Clark*s *Anchor* Flax

Coats* Mercer-Crochet

Coats* Trimstitch

Clark & Co. Ltd., Paisley J. & P. Coats Ltd., Paisley
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ought to have a car.” He let me have this car for and
did it all up. Since then he has always looked after it and
never charged me anything. My wife gives him butter or

eggs or jam to take home often. I let my wife take what
corn she wants from the granary for the poultry which she

looks after and makes what she can out of. I send all the

milk to London but my wife makes more butter than we
want in the house and sells it. With the butter and poultry

money she clothes herself and the children. She never asks

me for anything except to buy grocery but that doesn’t

cost us much.’

Now this family lives entirely out of the farm produce,

eggs, butter, milk, home-cured bacon, jam, cream cheeses,

vegetables and the old hens, steamed and roasted with a

piece of boiled bacon. There are also a few pigeons and

rabbits and perhaps a pheasant or two. The only cash outlay

is for sugar in the jam-making season and a few groceries

all the year round. Butcher’s meat is eaten two or three

times a week only, and the account deducted when a beast

is sold to the butcher. I have gone into this typical family’s

way of life at length because it is well to recognise that a

farmer gets a good living at a substantial level of prosperity

as a by-product from his farm. This can quite well be taken

into account in considering what a farmer gets out of farming.

On the other hand it is no use saying, ‘Look at the way the

farmers live; obviously they are not doing so badly.’ This

man I have taken as typicd has 180 acres rented. He em-
ploys three regular men and does a good deal of work him-

self. The children help a bit in odd ways when they are

at home.

Next I will describe another neighbour. He farms 150

acres mixed, has 30 cows, and employs a man as carter. He
and his two sons of 17 and 20 milk the cows and do all the

other work. There is another boy of 12 whom I have

seen milking cows and working about the place when not

at school, and a girl a little older. The house is on a main
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Easily Digested

Fortt’s

Original

Bath

Oliver

Biscuits
gINCE 1735 they were

first originated by the famous
Dr. Oliver, these biscuits have

been renowned for their digest-

ive quality and unusual flavour.

They are made from English

flour, fresh milk, malt and but-

ter. With cheese, wine, coflfee,

jam or meat pastes Bath Olivers

are a feast I Order some to-day.

Sold in sealed tins at all good
grocers

IS, 3^/., 2s. and 2s, 6d,

PER TIN

FORTTS
CHOCOLATE
OLIVERS

For those lojho like something

snjoeet on occasions Forties Bath

Olivers are sold chocolate-coated,

A nutritious and enjoyable
biscuit for children

JN SEALED TINS

zs. t^d. and 3;. (id.

Assorted Samples of the Bath Oliver^ Wafer Oliver and Chocolate Oliver

will be sent on mentioning Tnt Countryman,

/

o any address in the United

Kingdomfor %d,postage tot

FORTT’S ANVERS ST., BATH
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road and they do a certain amount of business in tea and

minerals in summer. I do not say it unkindly but the sons

are oafish sort of fellows and the father is always lumbering

along in a dull sort of way. He was farming all through

the War but does not seem to have had ‘a good War’. The
mother is wretchedly over-worked and looks like a scarecrow.

The rest of the family is robust looking and obviously well

fed, but the whole show is somehow squalid. I know this

man is only just making both ends meet.

Now the first man, who employs three men on a similar

farm (against this man’s one man and two sons), is obviously

leading a better life and his paid labourers are leading a

better life. Whatever theory may say and selected cases

apparently prove, the family farmer employing no labour

or relatively none has nothing to recommend him as against

the normal labour-employing farmer. He may be able to

squat on the land and eke out a squalid existence but he is no
solution of our agricultural problem. It may be said, ‘But

why should a man be squalid and inefficient with his farming

just because he employs no labour?’ I could suggest several

reasons. One is that employed men want limited hours and

regular pay. This spurs the farmer on all the time and prevents

him becoming easy-going over things and keeps up a bracing

atmosphere. The farmer who has no interests outside his

farm is dulled by years of this poor sort of life, lets the work
drift on, the sons do not complain when they are young and

then get into the same drifting sort of life.

0
A M A N hoeing this spring in Wiltshire was heard to

remark, ‘This weather be nashun bad for weedsj while

you’re throwing ’em over in front of ’ee they comes up behind

yer back.’ - C,M-L,
‘A T an A.A. three-star hotel in an agricultural district,

at which the bill ofmy wife and myself from Friday evening

to Sunday evening was £(> 4?. o^.-no intoxicants,’ writes

a reader, ‘the eggs were stamped “Belgium”.’
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MAKING
WIRELESS
$ i M P LE

ON the dial of the Murphy are marked the actual

station wave-lengths found in any daily paper.

You turn the dial to whichever station you

want, and—^there it is—the programme coming in

delightfully clear and loud.

I have designed the Murphy so that anyone can use

it. A little child can tune it quite easily.

There is only one tuning control. Selectivity is

ample for cutting out Regional Stations.

Ask your mual Wireless dealerfor particulars

4-valve S.G.
Portable Set

37/- DOWN
remainder in
monthly instal-

ments, or
GASH PRIGS

17 Guineas

3 - Valve All-
Mains Set

39/- DOWN
CASH PRICE

19 Guineas

,
A.M.I.E.E., A.I. Rad. E
Chartered Elect. Engineer

MURPHY RADIO
MURPHY RADIO, LTD., WELWYN GARDEN CITY, HERTS

Telephone: Weli»yn Garden U*C44
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The Countryman s Gramophone and
Wireless - 7

I
N making enquiries about the gramophone which so

much impressed me in a friend’s house the other day^ I was
surprised to discover that it was not one of the electric

reproducers about which one hears so much just now but

a straight acoustic gramophone, made by E.M.G. Handmade
Gramophones. It was fitted with a carefully constructed

and scientifically correct horn, which undoubtedly accounted

for the uncanny impression of reality which the performance

gave. Later on, I had an opportunity of hearing a bigger

range of records. The makers assure me that they are de-

finitely out to make the best acoustic gramophone there is;

not in enormous quantities on a mass production basis, but

one by one for those who have their own ideas of what a

really good gramophone should be. These gramophones are

especially interesting to some of us country folk who have

no mains electricity supply. The E.M.G. have an electric

reproducer designed on the same basis as their acoustic

gramophones. I turned up the volume control expecting

that the heavy record which was being played would hope-

lessly overload the instrument ~ as indeed it would have

overloaded many electric reproducers. It did not, nor was
the quality of reproduction lowered when the volume was

increased. I am looking forward to meeting the designer

of that instrument.

In the last issue of The Countryman I mentioned that

H.M.V. had something up their sleeve in the way of a new
portable gramophone. It is chromium plated and capable

of carrying up to fourteen records. It is also fitted with a

brake which will automatically stop at the end of any

record. Another point, apart from volume and quality of

reproduction, is that the winding handle slides immediately

into position - there, is none of that laborious winding
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The Countryman
and his Music
October ! Music in London.
The Season at its height. Yet
it is within your reach wherever
you live, Mu««ic at your elbow
by the aid of modem radio—
annihilating space. Music also
from records — your own pro-
gramme at your own time.
Rapid progress has been made
these last few years -too rapid,
really - for the big manufactur-
ers have to cater for the crowd
and the criticremains imsatished

E.M.G. HANDMADE GRAMOPHONES
AND RADIO
on the other hand are made in

small numbers by musical and
technical experts. They are sold
direct to the public and give just

what the critic wants. They
cater for the Countryman par-
ticularly, for they are utterly
reliable. E.M.G. products create
an illusion of reality which is

almost uncanny. Get to know
more about them. The prices
compare v<*ry favourably with
mass production products, and
there is a whole world of difler-

ence in results. Ask Constant
Lambert, or Howard Bliss, or
W. J. Turner, or J. B. Priestley

or any man to whom music
means much; He knows and

recommends us

E.M.G. Handmade Gramophones Ltd,

11 GRAPE STREET
behind the Princes Theatre

LONDON, W.C.Z (Temple Bar 6458)
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1

necessary on most portable gramophones. This portable is

fitted with rubber pads underneath to protect the furniture.

A new thing in the gramophone world is the introduction

of an automatic record changing device at a reasonable price.

An H.M.V. device will change eight records automatically,

giving about half an hour’s programme without attention.

It appears in two forms, (i) as a separate unit to be attached

to any electric reproducer or wireless set, as it is complete

with motor and pickup
;

(a) combined with new electric

reproducers.

Talking about Wireless, Mr, Murphy pulled me up on

my suggestion that a portable radio should not consume

more than lO to I2 milliamperes from a dry battery.

He tells me that his new models will have a dry battery

consumption as low as 7 milliamperes, an important con-

tribution towards economy of running in portables. One
of the great things about a portable is that it should be

economical to run. This point is obviously being studied

by other radio manufacturers. Marconiphone have pro-

duced an instrument which, although not so low in con-

sumption as the Murphy, is likely to be a considerable im-

provement on the figure I quoted last quarter.

If, like many people in the country, you are still using an

old, it may be locally-made instrument, it is worth while

going to see the Olympia Show. The performance of the

modern radio receiver is so much better that the change

from an old-fashioned set to something modern, in which

the important question of selectivity has really been studied,

is worth considering carefully.

I am relieved to see that, owing to the introduction of a

converter apparatus, there is a chance that some of us may be

able to instal an electric reproducer on our own private lighting

supply, provided the battery is of a reasonable size. Of
course there will be a number of cut-price receivers at the

Show. It is well to be circumspect about these. As I have

said before, never buy anything until it has been tried out
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in your own house in the conditions in which you will be
using it. It is difficult for a person who does not know much
about radio not to be persuaded that the instrument the

dealer has in stock is the best available, but if you make it

quite clear to him that you are determined to try the in-

strument you have set your heart on, he will almost certainly

be able to get it for you to test at home.

There will be at least one radio gramophone in the form
of a table model, of high power and high quality, at a reason-

able price, on view at the H.M.V. show. The feature which
you should look for is the device which enables you to dis-

pense with an outside aerial and makes it possible to move
the instrument easily from room to room.- Z.

0

Bird Stories from our Readers

I
SAW a sparrow, one sunny afternoon, with one leg

entangled in a horse-hair, which had become securely

fixed to a wall where some bricks had fallen out. The bird

fluttered to free itselfand at last hung exhausted upside down.

I was interested to see the efforts which two other sparrows

made on its behalf before I released it. One of them stood

on the wall and pulled the horse-hair, while the other, locking

beaks with the captive, added its weight without success.

. I once reared a rook which had fallen out of a nest. It

knew the sound of my car and would often follow it or ride

on the spare wheel. As this was sometimes inconvenient,

we often took the car out when the rook was not to be seen.

Occasionally it would discover what was happening, take a

short cut and catch us. If it had been successfully dodged it

would meet the car just before we reached home.

One evening during cold weather I was shutting up the

poultry houses and found a Leghorn cock roosting out. As
I picked him up there was a scuffle among the soft feathers

on his back and out fluttered a blue tit! -

u
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Some important publications on

AGRICULTURE

The Sugar Beet Industry at Home and Abroad. 6d. (Is.)

Insect Pests of Farm and Garden Crops. (Third Edition.)

Is. (Is. 6d,)

Beekeeping. (Fourth Edition.) 26 Illustrations. 9d. (lid.)

The Marketing of Honey and Beeswax in England and
Wales. 6d. (8d.)

Home-Grown Food Stuffs. Sd. (9d.)

Oil Cakes and Extracted Meals. 9d. (lOd.)

Rats and How to Exterminate Them. 6d. (7d.)

Some Diseases of Rabbits. 3d. (4d.)

The Scientific Principles of Poultry Feeding. 8d. (9d.)

Poultry Breeding for Egg Production: The Effects of
In-breeding. 6d. (7d,)

Commercial Fruit Tree Spraying and what it Costs.
(Second Edition.) 5 Illustrations. 6d. (7d.)

Fungus Diseases of Fruit Trees. (Sixth Edition) 8d. (tOd.)

All pric€S arc net. Those in brackets incHie postage.

H.M. STATIONERY OFFICE
LONDON: Adastral House, Kingsway, W.C,2

EDINBURGH: 120 George Street MANCHESTER: York Street.

CARDIFF: 1 St. Andrew's Crescent BELFAST: 1 5 Donegal! Sq. West.

or through any booksellct
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A PAIR of swallows flew into a cottage bedroom and
decided that the curtain rail was an ideal site for a nest.

The owner threw a slipper at them but only succeeded in

breaking a pane of glass. The birds calmly remained for the

night. Next day they flew in and out and plastered the rail

with mud. The owner cleaned the rail and shut the window.

The swallows were not daunted, however, for they dis-

covered the larder window open, and came in through that.

Then the householder took down the curtain rail. The
swallows next began to build on a cardboard dog calendar

resting on a large picture. The birds plastered the dog’s

head on to the wall with mud and the legs hung down
underneath the nest. Five eggs were laid and all hatched

out into noisy young birds. They used to fly in and out of

the bedroom many times a day. On stormy nights they

returned to the cottage to sleep, - D,M,S,L
On a hot afternoon in July when everything under the

oak trees was drowsy, something seemed to be busy clicking.

At first I thought it might be a woodpecker at work, but

the taps were not so businesslike. It was a robin snapping

up oak moths. They were easy prey, for he was taking less

trouble to shoot from cover than a keeper potting at rabbits.

Between each swoop he perched in full view on a low bough.

The second a moth left the shelter of the oak leaf was the

last second of its life. The robin snapped to maim in full

flight. As the moth fluttered down the robin would swerve

and be ready to snap it up and swallow it by the time it

touched the grass. Was it the fun of this game of

double-snap or the delicacy of the moth flavour that kept

him at it?

In a garden in Kent I noticed an odd-looking wagtail

hopping on the lawn. The top of its head was bare offeathers.

I discovered that it had built its nest in the angle of the roof

inside the greenhouse. One day a cuckoo found the nest

and deposited an egg there. When the young cuckoo

hatched out it took up more room between the nest and
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The JOURNAL of

the Ministry of

AGRICULTURE
Some of the subjects dealt with in recent issues
are listed below. These will afford some indi-

cation of the scope of the Journal:

Field Experiments
Agriculture in Russia
Litter-testing and Pig-recording

Farming on the Borders of Devon and Cornwall

Carotid Beetles as Strawberry Pests

Notes on Prices and Supplies

Poultry Keeping on the Farm
Livestock Improvement Scheme Report

Use of Peat %n Horticulture

Estimation of Y%eld of Sugar Beet

Regular monthly features include

;

The Month on the Farm
Notes on Feeding Stuffs
Notes on Manures
Prices of Feeding Stuff—Farm Values
Marketing Notes

The Journal should be read by all who wish to
keep abreast of modem farming methods. It

costs only 6d. per copy and 12 monthly numbers
will be sent regularly for 6s., post free

Specimen Number zvill be sent free of charge

H. M. STATIONERY OEHCE
LONDON : Adttstral House, Kingsway, W.C.X

EDINBURGH : 120 George St. MANCHESTER : York St.

CARDIFF; 1 St. Andrews Crescent.
BELFAST : 15 Donegal! Square West.

Or through any Bookseliet
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the roof than the wagtail had allowed for its own young.

There was only a tiny space left for her to pass in and out.

So the feathers on her head had been completely worn

We have all heard of the multiplication of nests that follows

the enclosure of a wood set apart for birds and kept free from

cats, stoats, and boys. I wish I knew the secret of these

sanctuaries, for I can get no such success as theirs with my
garden. I have no cats, the place is reasonably clear of rats

and weasels, no children ever do any harm, I feed birds all

through the winter, I provide as many nesting-boxes as the

trees will accommodate without unsightliness. And yet I

fail to get the numbers of birds I want Nuthatches, for

instance. I have never had more than one pair nest in the

garden, though there are plenty of boxes, and there arc big

Scots pines for them to strip lamina of bark from, to line

their nest Why do not the young birds nest the next year?

And wagtailsj one pair nests every year on the house, and

why not more? And spotted flycatchers; in some years a

pair has nested twice in the creepers, but this year, although

a pair of birds arrived (very late) I have not been able to find

their nest. Why should there not be two or three nests?

And above all, among singing birds, what has happened to

the tree pipits? Years ago there was a pair nested every year

in a hayfield just beyond my garden lawn, and the cock would
fly up and round and back to the top of an oak near by, with
his lovely little falling cadence of song, morning after morn-^

ing. But I have not seen a tree pipit in the garden, I believe,

for ten years. And there is no means of attracting tree pipits

anywhere; I must go out of the garden to hear them. My
bird sanctuary is full of thrushes and blackbirds, which have
all the cherries they want -in fact, all the cherries. And
there are many nests every year, of all the kinds you could
expect, though not enough. But tree pipits - will there ever
be a tree pipit’s nest again? -
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The underlying idea of this Encyclopasdia is the

presentation of the results of scientific investiga-

tion in their application to the practice of agri-

culture ^

BAILLIERFS
accKWNnjasniie

of

SCIENTIFIC
AGRICULTURE

EDITED BY

HERBERT HUNTER, D.Sc.
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE, CAMBRIDGE

FOR THE RESEARCH WORKER, in addition to an
appreciation of the existing position, the outlines of various

problems are drawn, the progress towards their solution

described, and the possible lines and objectives of further

investigations indicated. The whole is supplemented by
abundant references to scientific publications Avherever
necessary, so that the details of the various investigations

upon which conclusions are based may be consulted with-
out difficulty

FOR THE FARMER are provided results of research
work capable of immediate application, which will legiti-

mately justify changes or modification of former practice.

ALL THE CONTRIBUTORS are authorities on their

subjects

In two volumes. Pp. xvl plus 1362, with 29 Plates

Price £3 3 0 for the set
Postage: Inland la.. Abroad 3s.

LONDON
BAILLIERE, TINDALL AND COX
7 AND 8 HENRIETTA ST., COVENT GARDEN, w.a.3
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Rural Authors - 17 . Walter Wilkinson

Although, by plastering labels on the title page and

dust cover, the publisher has done his best to put oflF

reviewers of Puppets in Yorkshire (Bles, yf x 5f,

pp. 253, yr. 6d,) - we shall not re-

view another book which is so

insulted - the public will get un-

spoilt copies and will be well

satisfied with Walter Wilkinson’s

third account of his travels with

his puppet show. This time the

scene is Yorkshire, and a more
faithful impression of country

people has not been written for a

long time. There is fine stuff in

the folk up there. Do they not still bake their own bread and

eat pease pudding and parkin, and know good from make-
believe housewifery? There is in them (besides honest food)

humour and a sense of reality. The author is able to bring

us the life and flavour of Yorkshire country people in a

sentence or two of their talk: ‘Ay, its a’reet in the summer;
we like it, and you see, we’re among our own people like.

But how would you like it in t’winter when wi’ all these

trees it gets as dark as neet, and that quiet - the only amuse-

ment is to go off to the next village for a pound of treacle or

summat,’ (The unregenerate South consumes ‘golden

syrup’.) There is the hind who was sent to Liverpool:

‘T’maister said Ah could stay a week or ten days, but Ah
coom whoaame t’next day. Dreary places they towns; nowt
to do in ’em.’ A woman encouraged the puppet showman
on his way: ‘Work, there’s nothing like it. I wanted my
hedge clipped last week, so one fine morning I said, "Here
goes,” and I was clipping away at six. The sun gave me a

stiff neck, but I wouldn’t be beat, and I went out the next

morning and worked it off.’ We find Mr. Wilkinson writing:
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ECONOMY. We shall be practising economy
this winter. Good books are cheap

;
good books

do not become out of date. Buy books for the

winter evenings. Here are some

:

Neto volumes in ^The Traveller's Library’ '^s 6d net each

No. 169 Peter Ibbetson, a novel, hy Gerald du Maurier
170 The Art of Thinking, by Abbi^ Ernest Dimnet
17 1 Selections from Swift, with a preface,

by Charles Davies

172 Kokora, essays on Japanese Life,

by Lafcadio Hearn

Nevf volumes in ^The Life and Letters Series’ 4/ 6d net each

No. 23 The London Perambulator, by James Bone

Illustrated

25 Alps and Sanctuaries, by Samuel Butler
26 Five Deans, by Sidney Dark Illustrated

For people really concerned about the country who do not wish

to be bored or party-propagandised

ENGLAND’S GREEN
AND PLEASANT LAND

Realistic ‘close-ups’ of farmers, parsons,

schoolmistresses, labourers and ‘county*

Now issued in The Traveller's Library ^s* 6d.

*Vivid, vivacious, scintillating.’ Manchester Guardian

‘The author is of the great legend and tradition. One cannot refrain

from admiration at the extraordinary truth, sincerity, and almost

scientific accuracy, combining insight and humour.* Nation

JONATHAN CAPE 30 BEDFORD SQUARE LONDON
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‘I left the fanner still struggling with his hay in this month
of September and cocking up the drowned stuff for the third

time. '‘Ahj we want some patience,” he said: “we must all

ha’ patience. And if we get n’hay this year, happen we will

next, or the next after that”.’ The author had adventures

because he was adventurous in spirit. In what our American

friends call ‘personal contacts’ his book is of unusual richness.

His present volume is one of three, the first being Peep-Show

and his second Vagabonds and Puppets, The trilogy tells

us the kind of things we really want to know at this time

about rural England and its inhabitants. We not only like

these three books, but as Arnold Bennett said, feel we should

like the author. He has his own notions - is a vegetarian

and all that -but he has a way with farmers and farm-

workers, women and children. And he cares enough for

the country not to want to see it attitudinising for him. So

along 400 miles of road, he pulls a Punch and Judy theatre

and ‘the sleeping bag, the stove and the cooking pots,

the one towel, the one dishcloth, the spare shirt and change

of socks, and the confounded pettifogging shaving tackle;

then the slippers, the huswife, an electric lamp, a book or

two.’ Good luck to him on his further wanderings, for

not only does he take sound entertainment to people

worthy of it, but he brings something back.

18. S. L, Bensusan

The author of Dear Countrymen (Murray, 7^x4-!,

PP* 3 ^ 6
? 7^- 6^.), as readers of his On the Tramp in

Wales know, also journeys about the roads of Britain and

takes his repose by the wayside. But this he does in a caravan

drawn in dignity by a motor. Mr. Bensusan’s Countryside

Chronicle and many ‘New Statesman’ articles show him
intent on sizing up agricultural conditions, and with a

knack of assembling essential facts in a way in which towns-

people can be got to consider them. That is a work of

knowledge and skill, and, as things are with us to-day, of
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READY IN OCTOBER

NATURE by NIGHT
By Arthur R. Thompson^ F,L.S.

There are numerous books dealing with the wild life of
Nature during the hours of daylight, but it is unique
to find a volume, illustrated by photographs, describing
Nature’s inhabitants of the darkness

The bat, badger, otter, fox, stoat and weasel, occupy
considerable space. Nocturnal birds, especially the owls,
are dealt with at length. Moths, owing to their number
and interest, receive a chapter to themselves

The author spent over 50 nights in three months watching
badgers, when the flashlight photographs which appear
in this book were taken. Out of 2,000 pictures which
he has taken of the different forms of night life, over
a hundred have been selected for reproduction

Double Crown 8vo. Illustrated 12s. 6d.

The HAPPY GLUTTON
How to eat and How to Cookt by Alin Laubreaux. Translated

by Naomi Wolford, Illustrated by H, Stuart Mensties and

W,M,Hendy^ designers of Fortnum ^ Mason*s Commentaries

An Original Cookery Book for all who like good living

and gay thinking. Here are recipes and epigrams, menus
and good stories, all seasoned with Gallic wit. This
book will be appreciated, not only by those who cook,
but also by those who enjoy the result of cooking

The illustrations are as unusual as the text. Quaint
and humorous designs, by the creators of the famous
Fortnum & Mason sketch^, make laughter as well as
digestion wait on appetite

Alin Laubreaux, the author, is well known in France and
has a wide reputation as a novelist. He is famous chiefly

for his novels, but being a master in the art of letters,

he is by nature a cook, and has practised in the Idtchen
what he preaches in his book. It is *art and nature
truly blent* ;

a gem of culinary literature.

Foolscap 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Write for full list of Autumn Books

IVOR NICHOLSON & WATSON Ltd.
44, ESSEX STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.G.2
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patriotism. When Mr. Bensusan gets back to a corner of

Essex that he knows very well, he puts off the reporter on
agriculture and becomes a connoisseur in rural wit and

character. As his neighbour in the county, Lady Warwick,
reminds us in her preface to Dear Countrymen^ this must

be the author’s sixth volume of studies in the Dengie

Hundred, where racy dialect that was once common through-

out Essex may still be heard. Mr. Bensusan, wearing none of

the pontificals of the rural sociologist, purveys, with no great

difficulty, easy laughter for a world which has, Lady War-
wick suggests, ‘less than sufficient for its essential needs’.

It is proof no less of a certain saltiness than of a deftness in

the contriving of these sketches that they have been ^featured’

in a London daily for so many years. Mr. Bensusan may
not trouble himself to go very deep, but as far as he does dig he

uncovers a particular kind of rural life in its amusing aspects,

and he is master of savoury local phrases like, ‘by the good

rights’, ‘if a man same as belongs here properly’, ‘I’d be

proper vexed’, ‘this here little old ellum’, ‘I wholly wonder’,

‘I ain’t never doloured’, ‘I’m some glad’. A motif or two
in the sketches may have been picked up elsewhere than in

Essex, but there is no page which has not been given the

smack of the county. At times a theme right enough for an

ephemeral column may seem slight enough for a chapter,

but one day Mr. Bensusan’s volumes will be of value in

recalling some of the whimsicalities, pettinesses and moral

altitudes of a countryside of which, without these books,

there may be few records.

‘A H, ’tis a baad pain. Miss, a very baaad pain; I wouldn’t

wish it to an iron gate.’ A subscriber in Cornwall sends this

poignant fragment,

‘Keeping boys and girls to school till they be fifteen,

will they?’ said rude Martha Hales. ‘Next they’ll be having

them there maternical centres.’
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Sidgwick & Jackson

Illustrated Prospectus on Application

Purefoy Letters

1735-1753
Two volumes, edited by G. ELAND, F.S.A.

An intimate and entertaining picture of English country

life under George 11
,
in 617 letters (from drafts preserved

at Shalstone Manor), of a Buckinghamshire Squire and

his mother. Illustrated with 28 plates, portraits, fac-

similes, map, etc. 2s. net

The Grey Squirrel

by A. D. MIDDLETON
(Of the Oxford University Museum)

•.* A plain statement of all that is known about this animal,

which has now become a serious pest to the English country-

side, and a discussion of various methods of extermination

Crown 8VO, illustrated. Price 4s. 6d. net

44 Museum Street London, W.C.i.
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A SHORT GUIDE TO THE BEST READING

HILL-CLIMBING stories are to be found among the

readable reminiscences of the Hon. Gilbert Coleridge^

son of the silver-tongued L.C.J., Some and Sundry (Constable

7|x 5, pp. 2805 9^.). A rural tale is of a peacock which came
to church, and, strutting up the aisle during the litany,

screamed its defiance to the chancel. - After Ten Tears by
Constance Malleson, Colette O’Neil, the actress, daughter

of the late Earl of Annesley (Cape, 7|x5j, pp. 320, 7J. i>d.)

is an unusual, interesting and invigorating autobiography,

which brings country folk something worth having from
theatrical life. Constance Malleson has quality and has

worked, and she does understand about the country, -•

Joseph Thorp, who has had so many new notions, has also

thought of a new way of doing an autobiography, and,

masquerading as
‘

‘‘T” of Punchy tells of his Friends and
Adventures (Cape, 7f x5j, pp. 283, los, 6d.) in a fashion that

will make more friends for one of the friendliest of men.

Although he was well over forty before he was astride a

horse he is part author of a book on riding. To shameful

acquaintances from town, of the class which opines that the

country must be dreadfully dull in winter, he says, ‘As if

anybody ever cared for the country who didn’t feel that

perhaps it is at its very loveliest with its clothes off.’ After

being so many different things in his life, he says that if he
could have made a deliberate choice, he should have chosen

to be an architect ‘or, better still, a builder’. He delights in

working in ‘the noble and temperamental material, wood’.

A very special book. - When young Robert Walpole came
back from Cambridge, in 1698, his father set about making
him ‘the first grazier in the county’. In 1701, when he

entered the House of Commons, country gentlemen and

yeomen were still ‘the chief element in English life’ -his

brother-in-law was ‘Turnip Townsend’. To this far away
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yUST PUBLISHED

ORIGINAL ENGRAVING
AND ETCHING

AN APPRECIATION

by HERBERT FURST
AUTHOR OF ‘THE MODERN WOODCUT*

A conspectus of the development of the Crafts from their

beginnings to the present. A book for the use of intending

collectors as well as for art students. With i88 carefully

printed reproductions. Price 42s. net. Prospectus postfree

THE ENGLISH ROCK-GARDEN
by REGINALD FARRER

A BOOK OF REFERENCE FOR THE ROCK-GARDENER. TwO VOlumCS,

each containing nearly 600 pages. Illustrated with 200 photo-

graphic reproductions. (Third impression). 63 s. net

* The most important work on rock plants e^ver produced in this

country'— garden life

BRITISH BIRDS
by F. B. KIRKMAN and F. C. R. JOURDAIN

With a magnificent series of 200 Plates in Colour by the leading

bird artists. (loj by 8 inches). 21s. net

* The most usefzd one-^uolutne bird book ‘ive haue enjer met, —
SPECTATOR

COLOUR PLANNING OF THE
GARDEN

by GEORGE F. TINLEY
50 Colour Plates. 21s. net

THOMAS NELSON AND SONS, Ltd.

35, Paternosler Row, London, E.C. 4, and Parkside Works, Edinburgh
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period we are studiously carried in Robert Walpole and His

Age^ by G. R. Stirling Taylor (Cape, 8f x 5J, pp. 343, Ulus.,

15s.), Amid all the barbarism, all the corruption, all the

unblushing battening on the State purse, all the incompetence

in high places, England did move forward. --The English

Adventurer^ by Clennell Wilkinson and English Music

by Sir W. H. Hadow (Longmans, 6f X4|, pp. 186) are

new volumes at the high level of the ‘English Heritage’

series. The range of the first is remarkable and the writing

admirable. The poet of ‘The Happy Highway’ in our last

issue will welcome the plain-speaking about the roads of the

Middle Ages. There is also convincing writing about ‘the

prevailing vice of the brilliant sixteenth century’ — cruelty.

Sir W. Hadow, in his turn, skilfully places the history of our

national music within the layman’s easy reach. The author

ends hopefully with a fine vision of the future of English

musical composition. He claims for it strength, sanity and

tenderness. - New found country dances! That is what
there are, two dozen of them, with tunes and instructions,

in the Apted Book of Country Dances^ taken by W. S. Porter

and Marjorie and A. B. Heifer from an eighteenth century

work and prefaced by Director Kennedy of the E.F.D.S.

(Heffer, 9^x6, pp. 38, y.). There is also a half-crown

volume of the tunes arranged for the pianoforte.

Saddle-Room Sayings by William Fawcett (Constable,

8f x5|, pp. 140, 8r. 6d.)j is an illustrated book of random
recollections and go-as-far-as-you-please writing on horses

and hunting by a well-known North Country hunting

author. — Letters to the Pony Cluh^ by Kathleen Corbett

(‘Shrewsbury Chronicle’, 6^x3^, 3^. 6i.) is seventy pages

of excellent counsel to those who would buy, ride or keep

a pony.

The Book of the Autogiro^ by C. J. Sanders and A. H.
Rawson (Pitman, 7ix4|,pp. 121, 5r.) equipped with a large

number of plates and diagrams, gives the fullest particulars

about the aircraft which can neither spin nor stall. — Sailing
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BLACKIE
1

TALES FROM THE MOORS AND THE
MOUNTAINS

Traditional Tales of the Land of the Glens and the

Bens gathered and beautifully narrated by Donald A.

Mackenzie. Frontispiece and 2-colour wrapper from

special designs of M. Meredith Williams. 7s. 6d. net

THE SEA AND ITS WONDERS
An entrancing account of the sea in all its aspects, ro-

mantic, historic, physiographic, the fauna and flora,

economic—everything. A brilliantly written story of

the wonders of the deep that will delight grown-ups

andyoung people alike. Very fully illustrated in half-

tone and in line. By Cyril Hall. 7s. 6d. net

GREAT FEATS OF MODERN
ENGINEERING

A very fully illustrated fascinating account ofmodern

achievements. By E. Flaxman. 7s. 6d. net

THE SCOTS KITCHEN
Its traditions and lore. With over 260 old-time recipes

of well-known Scottish Specialities. By F. Marian

McNeill. Bound in buckram. 7s. 6d. net

ALPINE FLOWERS
By Dr. Gustav Hegi, late Professor in the Universsty

of Munich. Cloth boards, with wrapper, 7s. 6d. net

THE SMALL INVESTOR
A book for all who have large or small sums to invest.

I
By Hargreaves Parkinson. 4s. net

BLACKIE & SON, LIMITED
50, OLD BAILEY, LONDON, E.0.4
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the Skies: Gliding and Soaring by Malcolm Ross (Macmillan,

7|x5i, pp. 290, lOj.), which is illustrated with similar

liberality, is a comprehensive American work. It is suggested

that in flying a glider ‘no greater degree of judgment and

co-ordination is needed than in driving a car’. But, while the

motorist may begin at five miles an hour, most glider launch-

ings are made at twenty-five, and ‘gliding is full of surprises’.

It is asserted that while ‘machines always weary us in the

long run, the sailplane can never grow stale’.

The Ancient Bridges of the North of England^ by E.

Jervoise (Architectural Press, 7JX4I, pp. 168, 80 illus.,

5r. 6^/.), is the second bridges book written for the Society

for the Protection of Ancient Buildings, and could not be

better. Most so-called ‘Roman’ bridges, we are told, really

date from the seventeenth century. •- An admirably illus-

trated Welsh Marches and Lower Wye Valley^ by P. T. Jones

(Crypt House Press,6|x4,pp. 128, 2r. (>d,) is in a well-known

pocket series. - To buy a few copies of the Horrors of the

Countryside^ by C. E. M. Joad (Hogarth Press, 7^x4!, pp.

45, 1$, 6d,) and give them to some quite respectable people

would be a good deed. - In Search ofEnglish Windmillsy by R.

Thurston Hopkins, and Stanley Freeze (Palmer, 7^x4!,

pp. 285, illus., 6r.) is the third windmill book we have

received within twelve months. There are several mills

which date back to the sixteen-sixties. - A. B. Austin, author

of In Tour Stride (^Country Life’, 7J x 4I, pp. 1 34, 7^. (>d,) has

written a book about his walks, at home and abroad, in such a

captivating and informing way that every reader will feel

that he or she does not do enough walking. The author is

an all-the-year-round walker and shows how inexpensively

one may do as he has done. Instead of making futile com-
plaints about such ‘spoiling of the countryside’ as has come
about by the development ofmain road traffic, he would have

us enjoy ‘the wealth’ that is left. There are a dozen sketches

by Margaret Dobson, - Dartmoor in all its Moods by Douglas

Gordon (Murray, 7f x 5, pp, 344, illus., four of them from
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A Mew Book of Poems by

KRISHXAMURTI

THE SONG OF LIFE

Standard Edition 5s.
,
post free 5s. 3d.

Paper Covers as., post free as. ad,

*A little volume entitled The Song of

Life^ by Krishnamurti
; unrhymed

stanzas, each with a gem of truth in

its heart.’

—

Tke World To-day

* ^

^Doubt is as a precious ointment;

Though it burns
y

it shall heal greatly,^

* ^

SEND FOR LIST OF WORKS OF KRISHNAMURTI

TO

THE STAR PUBLISHING AGENCY
6, Tavistock Square, London, W.G.l
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water-colours by Lord Gorell, 9^.) contains a large collection

of notes on wild life. A furze-cutter is mentioned who
deprived a stoat of five well-grown rabbits within half an

hour. Of the difficulty in fixing the identity of the creature

that has been feasting on an ailing lamb there is the informa-

tion that ‘a fox invariably begins with the tongue which he

eats out, a dog attacks the entrails, while ravens, crows, etc.

make for the eyes’. Mr. Gordon notes that a viper will

make a little ‘form’ in the grass ‘about the circumference of

a cricket-ball into which it compresses its coils, and to this it

returns day after day if undisturbed’, - Near Neighbours^ by

Margaret Holden (Humphrey Toulmin, pp. 203, 6j.), a

modest and beautiful book about birds, well deserves the

discerning praise of Muirhead Bone in the foreword. Mr.
Bone rightly describes the woodcuts by Laurence Angus
which head the nineteen chapters as of a ‘captivating probity

and freshness’. - We are under no illusions about Oxford,

but G, J. Sinclair with the crudities of his Portrait of Oxford
(Veracity Press, Sturry, 8| x 5^, pp. 133} does not help much.

Sometimes he does not write but quote, e,g,^ ‘The men of his

time thought nothing of running between Keble and Kid-

lington or from Brazenose to Blenheim, having a strong

country woman, working in the fields, and back to rooms in

the intervals of lunch and early tea,’ Well, well! - Dr. G. J.

Renier, the Dutch author of The English: Are They Human\
(Williams and Norgate, 7^x4!, pp, 288, with some amusing

sketches, js, bd,)^ makes some clever and wholesome
thrusts, but his book would have gained by being shorter

and a little less cock-sure. Whatever may have gone wrong
with townsfolk, our village peopll, he holds, are human
enough. ‘I have been in a beer-house where thirty men,
between the ages of twenty and sixty-five, entertained each

other by telling (thrice round) a Boccacioesque story.’

How about club smoking rooms? ‘People in the country’,

the author goes on to explain, ‘collect doggerel poems com-
pared with which the works of the Restoration dramatists are
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Take These People Home

W. Somerset Maugham (equally at case

in London or the China Seas)

Sinclair Lewis of ‘Babbit’ fame

Bernard Darwin, who saw England take

to Golf

Warwick Deeping— remember ‘Sorrell

and Son’?

Thomas Burke, the expert on Limehouse

Rosita Forbes, world-wanderer

Faith Baldwin, novelist of a Modern
Bagdad

Rafael Sabatini, (flashing swords and

Scaramouche)

Aldous Huxley, of the vitriolic pen

and lots of others, including ‘Asia's

Messiah’

They will bring content to autumn evenings, brighten

your leisure hours, entertain, challenge, provoke your

laughter and your only expense is one shilling for

the October number of Nash’s Pali Mali Magazine

You will recognise Nash’s because its Contents

Page reads like a Who’s Who
of Literature

NASH’S PALL MALL MAGAZINE

153 JJUEEN VICTORIA STREET LONDON, R.C .4
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modest’. - The Prodigal Son and Other Parables^ a collection

of mordant, modern dress drawings of remarkable sincerity

and technical skill, by Thomas Derrick (Blackwell, 11x7^,

pp. 1 00, yr. (^d.) would be worth buying ifonly for the parable

of the Unjust Steward, in which it is difficult to say whether

the steward, the landowner or the debtors are most convinc-

ing. - Of By the Way^ by ‘Beachcomber’, reprinted with

illustrations from the Daily Express (Sheed and Ward, x 5,

pp. 390, yj. ()d.) can more be said than that there are those

who will keep on laughing over it and those who won’t? -

‘While we sat there drinking our tea, a man, probably a

farmer, came into the shop and ordered three boiled eggs.

There was something immense about that order that took our

breath away. A moment later there entered a tramp who
ordered a cup of tea. Almost immediately the farmer gave his

first egg a resounding smack, noticed the tramp, spoke a word
with him, and ordered three eggs for him too.’ Such things

may be found in Paper Aeroplanes: a Book of Essays^ by

H. G. G. Herklots (Heffer, 7^x41, pp. 235, 5r.). Mr.
Herklots does make paper aeroplanes, and he once saw a

statue to a man called Milligan. -A Form Room Fellowships

edited by J. H. Whitehouse (Cambridge University Press,

X 5|-, pp. 1 35, 6s.) is a rather striking collection of stories,

parodies, essays, criticisms, sketches and poetry by boys at

Bembridge school. — As is well known by now, A. E.

Coppard has a way of his very own. Fares Please (Cape,

y| X 5f, pp. 880, yr. 6d.) is a magnum of forty-five tales,

several of a countryside that some other rural writers do not

fully grasp.

England's Green and Pleasant Landy an anonymous
study of village life, was in a second impression and is now
republished in the Traveller’s Library (Cape, 5f X4I, pp.

255, 3r. 6d.). It has been described by an ex-Premier as

‘the best thing since Cobbett’ and by another authority as

a Piers Plowmanlike ‘vision of the end of an age’. There is

nothingjust like it in facing facts and in recording them, faith-
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The First Numbers of the New Volumes

k OCTOBER ISSUES . . . Now on Sale

Great
Thoughts
Interviews with and

sketches of famous
people, reviews of

books, articles on
science, travel and con-

temporary thought. Great ^
Thoughts Literary Circle ^
with £50 in prizes jjf^^ ^
The SundayatHome \
New fiction in serial and complete

\
story. Devotional pages, miscellaneous

'

articles of an unique character, verse

OF ALL BOOKSTALLS, ETC.

Puhliihtd at 4 Bmverte Srrti’p^ London. E*C. 4

The WOMAN’S MAQAZINE
Now edited hy Anne Hepple who writes a new
serial, ‘The Merry Heart', starting in this

number. Photogravure supplement, authori-

tative articles, complete stories,

children's section Is*

The
i BOTS OWN PAPER

Rattling new serial ‘Fetters of

Freedom' by Sercombe Griffin,

three complete stories, topical

^ articles, hobbies, wireless,

competitions X$^

The GIRL'S
OWN PAPER
The magazine for the

modern schoolgirl.

Three new serials,

\
many com pi ete
stories, articles

on sport, handi-

er afts and

6d.
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fully, arrestingly and with economy of words. The sardonic

humour of such chapters as ‘Their Betters^ ‘The Lesser

Betters’, ‘Farmer Bloss’, ‘The Beech Leaf’, and*TheTwelve
Who were Called’ has been deservedly praised. - Red Breads

by Maurice Hindus (Cape, 7|x5j, pp. 348, illus., I2x. 6rf.)

is the work of an American writer who vividly and movingly

describes village life to-day in a district in Russia in which

he himself once lived as a peasant boy. The burden of the

book is the expropriation of the kulaks. When Russia

once more became a power in the world’s grain market,

the collective farms were in possession of eighty-five million

acres of the best arable land. This book, informed alike in

its statement of the reasons which urged on the authorities

and in its account of the miseries which were inflicted,

should not be missed by those who desire to consider the

possibilities of agriculture and of rural human nature. -
In doing The Other Chateau Country: The Feudal Land of

the Dordogne (Lane, 8J x 5|-, pp. 283, 77 illustrations and map,
i8x.) Katherine Wood says that day by day costs with the

two travellers’ own car were ‘rather less than the correspond-

ing railway fare, and in other ways we saved’. - Two Royal

Domains of France: The Tutleries and Versailles in Garden^

historyy Art and Anecdote (Cape 8|x5|, pp. 314, 36 illus.,

15J.) is adequately described by its title. -We hope that

Mrs. Eadie’s Lagooned in the Virgin Islands (Routledge,

PP* 4565 illus., I os, (yd.) will get the attention deserved

by a travel book which is not book-making but the harvest of

unusual experience, much study and great labour. The
sketches of native character are significant ofclose association

and warm sympathy, and the descriptions of natural beauty

are sincerely written. On the informational and historical

side there are the results of unstinted research anjd genuine

devotion to the interests of a people ofwhom, in this country

and the United States, little is known. - Everyday Life in

Scotland.^ by I. F. Grant, who is well-known for her excur-

sions into Scottish history, provides in an illustrated volume
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ISECnOlVAL BOOKCA§£
A cut in prices, but not in quality

For years past, the reading public have recog-

nised Minty Bookcases as the most effective

and convenient means of book-storage. With
rising sales and falling costs, we now announce
an all->round and substantial reduction in prices.

Quality of materials, designs and construction

remain unchanged

I
Write fir ILLUSTRATED^

j
containing fullest particulars ofMINTT Bookcases.

;

44-45 HIGH St, OXFORD
London Showrooms

:

123 VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.1
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(Allen and Unwin, 7J x 4I, pp. 1 56, 2s. 6^.), a kind ofup-to-

date ‘Tales of a Grandfather’. ‘All through the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries there were slaves in Scotland’. -

In Oxfordshire: A Survey with Proposals for its Regional

Development^ a volume prepared for the county regional

planning committee by Lord Mayo, and Professors J. D.

Adshead and Patrick Abercrombie (Oxford University

Press, I0x6|, pp. 100, with 20 plates and 9 maps, 10s. 6d.),

we get away from the unwieldy volumes in which the

recommendations of regional planners have been hitherto

published. As 0?cfordshire already has the valuable Thames

Valley Survey, it may be considered to be in the van of the

regional planning movement. The new Survey for the

whole county is soundly based on geology. The references

to the possibility of converting the Thames in places round

Oxford into artificial lakes and the proposed reservation of

certain low areas for collecting the flood-waters of the

upper Thames are of special interest. A Dutch opinion

might be worth having. Major A. Muirhead, M.P., who
invented the word ‘rurban’ to describe the population which

works in town and sleeps in the country, has been the

prime mover in the good work culminating in this admirable

Survey. The note by Mr. Rayson and Mr. Thomson on the

experience of the administration of architectural control by
the Witney and district planning committee is helpful.

Future county Surveys should have indexes. — The inde-

fatigable principal of Wychwood School, Oxford, has

written an excellent pamphlet, England's Beauty^ to be

read in conjunction with exhibitions or lantern slides supplied

by the C.P,R.E. - There is no yearly report more practical

or pleasanter to look at than the beautifully illustrated

annual of the Society for the Protection of Ancient Monu-
ments (20 Buckingham Street, W.C. i, 2s. bd.). - Londoners

who spend sixpence on the annual report on the Bird
Sanctuaries in Royal Parks (Stationery Office) learn of such

things as a moorhen rearing its brood from a nest composed
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Make full use of the *‘ presernting season* by pro*uidingyourself nvitk

a copy of THE HOME PRESERVATION OF FRUIT ^
VEGETABLES by Margaret J. M. Watson,

6s. net, (6f. 6d, by post)

‘ Every housekeeper or cook should arm herself with

this little work.’—The Field

‘We should like to see this book in the hands of . . .

every fruit-grower and market-gardener in this

country.*—Journal of Education

‘An admirable guide. . . . Should have a wide circu-

lation.—North British Agriculturist

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
Amen House London, E.C.4

THE ADELPHI
Founded in 19^3 by john middleton murky

poems stories

philosophy politics

Recent numbers include articles by

J. Middleton Murry on Russian Col-

lectivism and a story by A. WiDiams
Ellis about Communist agricultural

students. Send for a free specimen copy
from 58 Bloomsbury St., London,w.c.i

one shilling monthly
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of buff, light and dark brown and dark blue lunch-papers and

newspapers with bits of twine woven in and out to keep the

mass together.

Throughout the year at Idbury we see nothing more

remarkable than the way in which some thousands of star-

lings, chattering in great excitement in a big elm, suddenly

rise and make off for their night quarters. How do they all

come to rise at precisely the same time? In Thought Trans--

ference {or What?) in Birds (Constable, pp. 266, 5^.) Edmund
Selous, who has written so intimately about birds, endeavours

to answer the question by reproducing records he has made

in the field within a period of twenty-nine years. These

records seem to him to establish the normal exercise, beyond

man, of what, in his case is complacently termed the ‘super-

natural’. This, he says, ‘should make them, if anything, of

even greater importance, as being wider than man himself’.

As the number of hives in this country is still far short of

what it might easily be (we consume about a quarter of a

pound of honey to America’s two pounds) we welcome one

more bee book. Honeycraft in Theory and Practice^ by J. A.

Lawson (Chapman and Hall, 7I x 4I, pp. 240, with diagrams

and photographs, 65.) — Beekeeping in Antiquity^ by H.
Malcolm Fraser (University of London Press, 7^x4, pp.

169, illus., 4J. hd}j has as a frontispiece a reproduction of a

rock-painting of a Neolithic honey-gatherer having rather a

rough time of it. Virgil looked on bees with the eyes of a

small-holder, and is so well acquainted with them that the

author thinks that the presence of an apt illustration from
bee life in a doubtful poem might be taken as prima facie

evidence in favour of Virgil’s authorship. In Mr. Lawson’s

book we have instructions how to clip a queen’s wings, but

Virgil knew all about it. Many beekeepers still send for

queens to a part of Italy not so very far from Virgil’s country. -
The British Goat Society*s Tear Book (Jeffery, Roydon
Road, Diss, x 5^, pp. 1 80, 4 illus., is- 6d,) is a noteworthy

indication of the progress of goat-keeping. The world’s
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SURTEES ON FISHING
h'j the Rev. Gordon Tidv

Illustrated with 7 hand-coloured facsimiles of old engravings.

(Edition limited to 500 copies). 21s. net

Here are collated and discussed references to fishing in Jorrocks, in

Hillingdon Hall^ in M*. Spongers Sporting Tour^ in Facey Ro7nford*s

Hounds t
Ask Mamma, Handley Cross, and, lastly, in Hawbuck Grange

A LITTLE ABOUT LEECH
by the Rev. Gordon Tidy

Illustrated with reproductions of little known engravings.

I os. 6d. net

Punch: ‘All lovers of Leech must profess themselves indebted
to the Rev. Gordon Tidy for one of the most pleasant, enthusiastic and
well-informed monographs ever -written about a uniquely English
master.*

C O N S T A B L E

... a book of mansions and manor-houses, many of

them dating back to the time WHEN ENGLAND
WAS AN AGRICULTURAL COUNTRY . . .

MANSIONS OF OLD
ROMANCE

by CHARLES G. HARPER

An interesting account of the romantic legends and histories connected
with the castles and mansions, manor-houses and farm-houses of England,

most of which still stand in living witness of England’s one- ^
time rural greatness. Published at los. 6d. offered at 3
From any W.H.S. BRANCH or, POSTAGE 6d. extra, from HEAD OFFICE

W. H. SMITH & SON, ltd.
Newsagents : Booksdlers ; Statkners : Bookbinders : Librarians
32 STRAND HOUSE, PORTUGAL STREET. LONDON, W.C.2
Paris] 1,250 Branches (jSmsseU
Head Office: w. a. smith and son, ltd., strand house, London, w.c. 2
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record was broken by a goat which yielded in a year only an

ounce short of 5051 pounds of milk. Another goat produced

2^ pounds within 24 hours. - Rats and How to Exterminate

Them (Stationery Office, bd,) is a Ministry of Agriculture

Manual.

Gardening Day by Day^ by Philip West (Shaylor, 7 X4J,
pp. 214, 35. bd.) and the Amateur^s Week-End Gardening

Book^ by H. H. Thomas (Cassell, 8 x 5|, pp. 313, 31. bd,) are

arranged, the one for work for every day of the year, and the

other for work for every week-end. Both are usefully

illustrated, practical and good value. - Readers who are

dissatisfied with their fruit yields should consider Major

C. Walker’s ingenious system of netting and commonsense

pruning, based on practical experience. (Author, Brecon.)

— A Modern Herbal: the Medicinal^ Culinary^ Cosmetic and

Economic Properties^ Cultivation and Folklore of Herhsy

Grasses, Fungi, Shrubs and Trees, with all their Modem
Scientific Uses, by Mrs. M. Grieve, with an introduction

by Mrs. C. F. Leyel (Cape, 42^.), with upwards of 200
illustrations, in two big volumes (9 x 6) totalling 904 pages,

two columns to the page in the type of our ‘Countryman’s

Directory’, is plainly a- work without which no country-

woman’s library may consider itself to be complete. The
editor is the founder of the Society of Herbalists, and for

years has done research work in herbal medicine; the com-
piler is a grower of and pamphleteer on herbs. Theirs

is a great subject: ‘the flowers of many of the herbs which

purify the blood are red, e.g, the burdock; the bark of the

willow cures rheumatism brought on by damp and the tree

grows in wet places; most of the flowers used for jaundice

are yellow, wallflowers, irises, lupins, dahlias and chrysanthe-

mums; every flower in the garden from the first snowdrop

to the Christmas rose, is not only there for man’s pleasure

but has its compassionate use in his pain’. And so forth.

Whatever may or may not be the value of the lotions and

potions, the cookery receipts will make anybody’s mouth
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BOOKS BY POST
If you live in the country or abroad, your visits to a good

bookshop are likely to be infrequent, but you need not

lose touch with books. Orders sent to us will be dealt with

promptly and intelligently—if the book is out of print

we will search for it—and if you are in doubt we will

always give useful and reliable advice. If you give some

indication of your tastes, you may confidently leave the

choice of New Books to us, and have them sent at

stated intervals.

JAMES & EDWARD BUMPUS Ltd.

Booksellers to His Majesty The King

350 OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.l
Telephone: Mayfair 3601

BOOKS-
New & Old
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each and every book according to
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374, Periodicals, Standard Sets

and Fine Books, English and
Foreign.
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water. A useful as well as an interesting and pleasantly

printed compendium. - Many readers will thanlc us for

drawing their attention to the information-packed Annuals or

Flowers which can he Grown from Seed in one Tear^ by that

high authority, Leonard Sutton (Sutton and Co., Reading). -

Among the Ministry of Agriculture’s benefactions are gratis

pamphlets on the grading and marketing of Cherries, Straw-

berries^ Tomatoes and Cucumbers,

As we have had personal acquaintance with the pioneer

work which the Cadbury family has done at Bournville in

establishing ‘a factory in a garden’ we are particularly

interested in the record A Century of Progress: 1831—1931,
by T. B. Rogers (Cadbury, Bournville, 9I x 7J, pp. 89, 2s,)

It is an amazing story of the advance from an urban Quaker
grocer, who made cocoa with a pestle and mortar, to a firm

with cocoa factories that employ 8000 men and women in

country surroundings. Every day 30,000 gallons of milk, 80
gallons of fresh cream and over half a ton of fresh dairy butter

are used.’ Note the ‘fresh’. There are at Bournville ‘38

football teams, 32 for cricket, 35 for tennis, 28 for bowls,

28 for hockey and 25 for netball, while hundreds participate

in swimming, water-polo, cross-country-running, etc.’

The number of houses built at Bournville is 2000. -

Seeing that cremation is incidentally a means of avoiding

the giving up of acres and acres of land in perpetuity for

cemeteries, The Countryman records with satisfaction

the publication of a second edition of Cremation in Great

Britain^ by F. H. Jones and G. A. Noble (Cremation Society,

23 Nottingham Place, W. i, 8^x5^, pp. 160, 3^.). The
book furnishes information about the means of carrying out

cremations, and also the law and testimony, and contains

many illustrations of crematoria.

Our readers have shown so much interest in advertising

that we may just mention a well-illustrated booklet ‘How
Modern Advertising Helps’ (Spottiswoode, Dixon and

Hunting, Regent House, Kingsway, W.C.i., gratis).
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JS ONE COUNTRTMAN TO ANOTHER

I
F a leading London weekly review is capable

of the following, is it any wonder that many
townsmen and townswomen should be indifferent

to the real advantage of country life to the British

people? — '‘Nor is it a matter for great lament that the

-population is becoming more and more

Has the urbanised. Until agriculture can offer

Countryside men and women a life which makes
any Future it worth their while to stop in the

at all? country, there is no cause to regret

their moving to the town. Towns need

not be unhealthy, nor townsmen weaklings. For

good or ill we are mainly an urban people and it is

our business to make it for good by building towns

fit for human beings to inhabit.’ ‘No cause for

regret’, though for a century and a half we have

been taught at school that

... a bold peasantry, its country’s pride,

When once destroy’d, can never be supplied.

It is one of the great satisfactions of our time that

urban life has become wholesomer. There is no
reason why it should not become wholesomer still.

Half the virulence of London fogs has been abated.

Streets are no longer fouled by horses. The parks

are improved. Tubes, motor buses and trams

scarcely own their parentage. Lighting has been

transformed. Order, civility and decency have

increased. But such is the din that the other day
we passed within three yards of a man playing the

fiddle outside the National Gallery, and, though we
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One of our customers had his pocket picked in

the train between Bologna and Ravenna, and

lost his letter-case with nearly ^^40—a swift,

neatjob. Two days later the police were able to

tell him that the remnants ofhis case had been

picked up on the line. All the Italian notes had

been taken out (^4. odd) and the case thrown

out of the window; an express had evidendy

run over it as it lay open on the line, for ^25
in the Westminster Bank’s Travellers Cheques

had been slashed into ribbons. (Curiously, a

secret pocket with two Bank of England notes

was undamaged.)

The point is that the thieftook the Italian notes,

but dared not risk changing the Travellers

Cheques; had our customer been carrying all

foreign money, his loss would have been nearer

/30 than £4.

WESTMINSTER BANK
LIMITED

Travellers Cheques are issued at all its Branches
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stopped twice to make the test, could not hear a

sound from him. The same day a conversation

begun in a room in a modern office at the corner of

Haymarket and Pall Mall had to be abandoned —
until it could be resumed in a room more remote

from the traffic. As for dirt, it is only necessary

to compare the ‘expectation of life’ of town and
country collars and of town and country curtains.

There falls on London in a twelve month no fewer

than 7,500 tons of solid impurity to soil the lungs

of Londoners and make the whole metropolis so

uncleanly that nothing out of doors may be touched

without griming the hands. It was a year before a

Hampstead tree, planted in our orchard, had the

same tint of trunk as its neighbours. If the ancestry

of a dozen Londoners of consequence be noted it is

easy to realise the debt which the town owes to

the virility and physique of the country. The firm

of Cadbury has just stated that its success is due
‘in no small measure to the healthy country surround-

ings in which our work has been carried on during

the past fifty-two years, allowing for the solution

of many industrial problems’. Against a death

rate of 12.1 for England and Wales, the death rate

at Bournville is only 7.2. No one will accuse The
Countryman of a lack of appreciation of the value

of better housing. But the notion that the inferior-

ity of town life to country life can be made good
merely by ‘ building ’ is puerile. If country life has

not something that is vital for our race, then the re-

freshment of week-ends and holidays spent in the

country, the delights of walking in the country, the

sense of deliverance which motoring in the country
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is felt to be, the satisfaction derived by Londoners
from their country houses and country cottages,

the solace afforded by the quiet and the beauty

of London parks, on which Sir Timothy Eden
is writing so pleasantly, the joy given by the river,

the pleasure brought by the birds which come
to town (see correspondence in the papers any day),

and the flight of Londoners every evening to

Outer London, and the comfort they get from their

gardening, are all illusion.

I
T is not a desirable thing that for every twenty

persons living in the country in England and Wales,
there are 80 living in what the Census calls compre-
hensively, urban conditions, and that in Scotland ‘the

decrease of population has been general in the

counties’. It is not a desirable thing that so much
of our Press and so much of our literature should

be written in London. The town brings its stimulus

no doubt, and many of us have experienced it, but
it is as easy to mistake stimulus for energy as to

mistake emotion for will. It is well to have the

Census* driving home the grave fact (i) that

more than a fifth of the total population of

England and Wales is in London, a fourth of the

whole urban population, (2) that more than half

of the population of England and Wales is aggre-

gated in cities and towns numbering more than

50,000 inhabitants, and (3) that, with the possible

exception of Belgium, there is no country (of

which there are accurate records) more closely

* English and Scottish Census Reports. H,M» Stationery Office

3^. and 4^.
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etitage'
FOR ALL!

£3 a week certain!
What married man would not feel easier

in mind if he knew that he would leave

behind him that much provision—at

least until the family has grown up ?

A . PRUDENTIAL
POLICY

Provides atdeatbwithin20 years

£1 00 Immediate Cash and £3 a week for

the remainder of the period of 20 years
from the commencement of the assurance
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this plan devised by the
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populated in its dense areas, our 685 persons per

square mile representing an ‘areal density’ more
than double that of a large majority of other coun-

tries. Happily, the populations of London and
other cities are spreading out into the country —
there is actually a decrease of 2 per cent in the

population of the metropolis. London and other

cities are decentralising themselves. The Registrar-

General goes even as far as to suggest that ‘rural

development is now in excess of urban : the London
area is growing at the expense not so much of rural

areas as of the provincial towns.’ But who fill up
the provincial towns? The Agricultural Returns

tell us. Last year there were in the villages 23,117
fewer male workers (of whom 10,656 were casual

workers) and 5,439 fewer female farm-workers (of

whom 3,772 were casual workers) than there were
the year before.

Elsewhere in The Countryman Mr.
Thomas Derrick takes his laugh, as we have

done before now, at the follies of some preservation

of rural England talk. We are not surprised to

find Sir Peter Chalmers Mitchell saying roundly,

that ‘a lot of wicked nonsense is talked about the

preservation of those beautiful rose-covered hovels

in the countryside which have no light or ventilation

or sanitation; dynamite is much more required in

some of the countryside districts than preservation.’

Along with all the patriotic efforts and notable

sacrifices that are being made, and all that is being

so praiseworthily spoken and written for the care

of rural amenities, there is a chatter that is the
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product of a great deal of ignorance, an easy senti-

mentalism, and not a little selfishness and economic
cowardice, ‘We may not regard our countryside

merely as a thing of the past to be contemplated

with aesthetic enthusiasm’, writes to us a wise

artist who lives in the country. ‘Its beauty will

come back when its life is renewed. Much of our
conservation talk has at its roots a confession of

inability to produce. Beauty comes as the product

of something else, and that something else is the

important thing - normal human life.’ Some pat-

terers find satisfaction in what is decaying because

they are afraid of what is alive and growing. They
have their thoughts on the past, not on the future.

What is it but conceit to believe that the lives of

those who come after us will be evil and not good,?

Wisdom and the power of producing beauty did

not die with our forefathers and they will not die

with us. Who is the true countryman.? Not he who
is emotional about the country, not he who uses

it as a hammock to lie down in, not he for whom
it is a refuge from life, but he who has business in

it or pays readily and gratefully for his rural joys

by living an alert, active, citizenly life and doing
what he can to permit of other people living a good
life in the country also.

The basis of a sound country life is economic.

We have to think this winter not only with

the C.P.R.E. but in terms of the Land Utilisation

Act, the Marketing Act and the Housing (Rural

Authorities) Act. Tt is argued’, wrote Mr Gavin,

of the agricultural side of Imperial Chemicals,
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‘that with restriction of imports no Marketing Bill

would be necessary, but undoubtedly the country

would then demand, and the welfare of the farmer

would still require, efficient marketing organisation

at home.’ Apart from better marketing, pioneers

like Mr. de Ledesma, Mr. Dudley and others are

showing the way in mechanisation. As we write

we have a message, ‘Combines and crop driers are

going weir. And not only combines and crop

driers. ‘This bad season’, writes one farmer sub-

scriber, ‘my tractor, by speeding up things, has

enabled me to cut my hay and dodge it into rick

between storms in pretty good condition. I could

not have done so well with horses. Yesterday I got

in half my wheat; without a Dutch barn I could

not have done so much before the rain.’ But the

best friends of agriculture must regretfully admit

that, though very many of our farmers — like the

quality of our land and the quality of the market
at our doors - are not eclipsed in any country,

the farming class, as a whole, is difficult to lead.

The satae might be said, no doubt, of some coal

owners, manufacturers and shopkeepers, but too

many farmers hear or read little that is not of their

own way of thinking. Mr. Orwin may ‘refuse to

believe that the evolution of farming has reached

finality, that nothing short of artificial support

can keep it on its legs’, but how many farmers give

heed? A variety of experts must get tired of

emphasising the obvious fact that the nation is

more interested in the production of ,£100 millions

worth of beef, mutton, pork and bacon, poultry

and eggs, not to speak of dairy produce, than in the
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production of millions worth of wheat, even

though we are learning to grow it more economi-

cally. While Scotland is thought to have a larger

proportion of properly recorded dairy cows than

any other country except Denmark, England lags

behind, while in the elimination of scrub bulls we
have been beaten by Ireland. The kind of wisdom
that our agricultural population receives from some
of its betters is illustrated by a recent declaration in

Parliament that ‘we are to have mechanisation at

the expense of life, of culture, of society, and of

everything that has made rural England worth
having’. After a somewhat similar fashion, a farmer

was lately heard to express his feelings of depen-

dence: ‘You remember old Sir ? He was a

good landlord! He farmed his land, he kept up
the estate, he gave his tenants back their rents

-

ah, he was a good landlord.’ At a time when
world conditions, international relations -and poli-

ticians — have depressed so many agriculturists it is

no pleasure to write in terms of criticism. But the

ablest and worthiest in the agricultural profession

know very well (i) that the number of farmers, not

pivoted on corn-growing, who, taking one year with
another, have been doing, compared with many other

people, reasonably well, is much in excess of what
is ordinarily suggested in public, and (2) that the

directing body of the National Farmers’ Union
and its county branches is composed in a consider-

able proportion of retired farmers, dealer-farmers

and farmers financially interested in combinations

which are not managed in the interests of agricul-

ture.
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Having said all this, we may note with pleasure

the publication of ‘ANew Policy forAgriculture’

(Allan, pp. 190, 7i. 6</.) by Mr. F. N. Blundell, a

former M.P. It is written for Conservatives by a

Conservative who wants his party to give itself

‘an intensive course of self-education’. Well-

informed on farming conditions, he is wise enough
to say that ‘agriculture may truly ask to be saved

from those friends who speak of making England
self-supporting in breadstuffs or even of raising

the quota by degrees to 30 or 40 per cent; even

under ideal conditions England would probably

have about 50 per cent of her cultivated area under
grass’. One of his obiter dicta is that ‘meat, not

wheat should be the slogan’. ‘It is the failure of

the British farmer to organise regular supplies

which handicaps him far more than the price of

his products’. That is indeed the burden of a

considered book. Because the National Farmers’

Union ‘concerns itself far more with the political

than with the industrial interests of its members,
the dealers, merchants, and middlemen generally,

have secured so strong a hold that it is exceedingly

difficult for the farmer to control the price of

produce’. ‘Combined marketing, not necessarily

through the medium of co-operative societies,’ Mr.
Blundell is convinced, ‘is the most essential factor

in the reorganisation of agriculture.' Like Mr.
Gavin, he shows that ‘it must precede the appli-

cation of even a moderate import duty’. That is

to say, the success of any policy ‘depends on the

farmer’.*At a time when, for every crippled farmer,

With this book should be read thesecond edition ofMr. Harald Faber's
valuable Co-operation in Danish Agriculture (Longmans, pp. 2 to, 9J.)
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there are several badly-hit townsmen, there is,

with our agricultural system as it is, little immediate

prospect of large expenditure on behalf of farming.

Farmers must depend mainly upon themselves, and

this the wisest of them understand and have always

understood.

F
or whatever department of work for the

preservation of Rural Britain we may have apti-

tude, there is a task for every one ofus. On the question

of rural amenities, let us express the hope that

Sir Tudor Walters’ committee, in its cottage-

building programme, will not only be liberal of the

right plans and elevations, but prompt and practical

in counsel and grants. If the Ministry of Health

had in the past been less tender, of the feelings of

the Royal Institute of British Architects, the sanitary

inspector-turned-architect would not have had the

run he has had. It is all very well for Mr. Hurd,
M.P., to tell the members of his Rural District

Council Association what great people they are

at building. The fact remains that a large number
of Councils have deserved to have their job taken

from them by their County Councils. The Oxford-

shire ‘Survey’ (reviewed elsewhere) utters a special

warning about the development of Burford and
Chipping Norton. Has the Ministry hindered the

building of inappropriate cottages on their out-

skirts? Since the Chamberlain Act of 1923 the

Ministry has had no powers of aesthetic control,

so while in one part of Mr. Greenwood’s office,

Mr. Pepler and his staff have been carrying on
their campaign for the preservation of rural England,
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another set of officials has been passing plans for

Council building to bring shame to it.

OUR difference with peoplewho write, ‘For good
or ill we are mainly an urban people’, is that

in their minds there is no thought of the possibility

of such a change coming over our national ideas of

right living that Rural England may fill up again.

We of The Countryman believe that Britain

may shape her destinies anew. And why should we
expect the change to be slow? Within the lifetime

of most of our readers there were no motors; there

was no flight to Constantinople and back in a day,

no carrying the voice of the nightingale by Wireless

to Australia. It is no more than sixty years since the

first voting by ballot. Twenty years ago who could

have expected to see Russia, Germany, Austria,

and Spain monarchless? When in our youth we
read of Jules Verne’s speaking apparatus, which of

us dreamt of so many of the cottages of England
having Wireless? When Mrs. Henry Fawcett

heard John Stuart Mill make the first speech the

House of Commons ever listened to on women’s
suffrage how many M.P.’s could have been persuaded

that she would live to see women in Ministries?

In the agricultural sphere a generation ago how
many people foresaw in our fields six-furrow ploughs,

forty-five-row drills and a dozen combine harvesters?

Who could have imagined two generations ago

the extraction from the air of enough nitrogen to

provide a quarter of the nitrogen used on the farms

and in the factories of the world? What limits

can be put to the attractions of country life and
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to the growing commonsense of our people?

The land is the only true source of wealth. Before

long we must come to a knowledge of the truth.

F
rom its first number five years ago The
Countryman has urged that, with our exports

inevitably reduced by the industrial development

of other countries and by the emptying of the world’s

pocket by the terrific waste of the War, we are

compelled to turn our thoughts to the land. The
Countryman has also urged that, whether we like

it or not, a non-Party treatment of agriculture is

desirable.* But we have always expressed the

conviction that the rural advance is not to be brought

about by action likely to confirm a sound but con-

servative class in its old ways, but by action which
will lead it out of those ways.

The nation has discovered that, in Peace as in

War, non-Party action is possible. This non-
Party action has been forced upon us by an urban
problem, unemployment. Informed, self-sacrificing,

unprejudiced, non-Party dealing with our rural

problem— the problem of producing more of our
own food and of having a larger proportion of our
people living a healthy life in the country -is forced

upon us by every consideration of national welfare.

The career of the Ministry may be brief. And
its members have no mandate to legislate on

agriculture. But we appeal to them— and not less

* See also a series of articles by the Editor of The Countryman
in the Quarterly Review aud Nineteenth Century

^

1913-'14
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strongly because several are readers of The
Countryman — carefully to consider whether, as

Elder Statesmen of acknowledged patriotism, they

cannot take a memorable step. Before they return

to their own Party camps it is within their power to

unite in an impressive declaration. As citizens who
have been specially trusted, as public men with

access to all the sources of information, they have

the privilege of marking a turning point in our
relations with the land. They are in a position to

speak to the nation more authoritatively and more
influentially than any Government has been able to

do. They are able to declare that the conditions of

rural life demand a non-Party effort as determined

as has just been made in dealing with the national

finances. It is possible for them to bring about

a new national attitude towards agricultural life.

0

zAs It Seems to Some of Us
To be a Seeker is to be the next best Sect to a Finder, and such an one shall

every faithful humble Seeker be at the end. Happy Seeker, Happy Finder ] -

Cromwell

The Prophet's Chamber

Many readers must have houses larger than

their needs. Have these readers ever thought

of the service they might render by providing a

prophet’s chamber.? ‘There was a great woman
and she said unto her husband, let us make a little

chamber on the wall and let us set for him there a

bed and a table and a stool and a candlestick and
it shall be that he shall turn in thither.’ Think of

the literary and scientific men and women, actors

and actresses, overworked town parsons and their
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wives -to name four classes only — who would
repay in the quality and volume of their work the

occasional quiet and refreshment of the country!

Needless to say, the visitor would have to be given

privacy and perfect freedom to go and come. But
consider what it would mean to many a man or

woman with a streak of genius and a vocation to have

the change and the retirement provided by a room
or a couple of rooms in a large house in the country

in which they were really welcome. In Japan it is an

ordinary thing for reasonably well-to-do people to

provide a special room for a student or two.

The Foreign Student in Country Houses

There is another thing. There are studying

in England a number of young men and women
from the Dominions and from foreign countries, par-

ticularly Asiatic countries. It too often happens
that these students know few or any English people

to the extent of being able to visit them in their

homes. We have heard of Japanese students

who were in London for three years without seeing

anything of English home life outside their own
and their fellow-students' lodgings. Why should

not such young people get the chance of learning

something of the best side of our country life.?

Foreign students at Universities are often hard put
to it indeed to drive away home-sickness during

the vacations. This matter of the obligation of

cultivated people to foreign students is often on
our minds and we gladly respond to the suggestion

of Mrs. Gilchrist Thompson once more to call

attention to it.
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'A Monumental ScandaV

I
N addition to the letters from fourteen bishops,

which we published in our last issue, on the

deplorable practice of using white marble in the

churchyards of stone districts, we have received the

following letter from the Bishop of Lincoln. ‘It is

much to be wished that local stone should be used
rather than marble. Marble is not really comely
under conditions of English sky and climate. I was
recently in a large churchyard the older part of

which was furnished with stone memorials, and the

more recent part almost entirely with marble crosses.

The contrast between the two portions was very

remarkable.’ We understand that the Bishop of

Carlisle has spoken several times recently on the

objections to the use of marble. The Bishop of St.

Edmundsbury and Ipswich, in addition to his letter

in our last number, informs us that, in his diocesan

magazine and at diocesan conferences, he has, on more
than one occasion, urged the great importance of

keeping unsuitable memorials out of country church-

yards.* We have received two requests, to which
we have gladly said ‘Yes’, to reprint our article—one
from the Bishop |of Chichester, the other from
Lieut. Colonel the^Rev. F. J. Cheverton.

A Clergyman and his Churchyard

This clergyman has had ten pages in his vigorous

parochial magazine on the proper management
of the Byfleet churchyard. He writes to his parish-

ioners: ‘A churchyard, suggests something of the

nature of a garden
;
therefore the fewer and smaller

*A letter from the Bishop of Southwell in our last issue was accidentally

attributed to the Bishop of Southwark
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the monuments the better. Many monuments are

really deplorable -pitchpine kerbs suggestive of

bed-posts, figures of angels, pagan broken columns,

structures of uncouth size claiming a vulgar recog-

nition for the dead which doubtless they themselves

would have scorned.’ But the Bishop of Guildford

has already gone as far as the rector of Byfleet.

‘White marble’, says the diocesan year-book, ‘jars

with the soft tones and colours of an English lands-

cape. Granite is somewhat incongruous to Surrey

surroundings; if polished it is worse than incon-

gruous.’ And, the Bishop adds, ‘marble angels and
sentimental figures are quite unsuitable’. Here are

some further passages from what the rector of By-

fleet has said to his parishioners: “‘Gone but not

forgotten” often stands all but hidden by rank

weeds after a year or two. . . . The right of every

parishioner to be buried in the churchyard does not

extend to the erection of any memorial. Parishioners

are not entitled to place glass shades or artificial

flowers or such like articles on a grave without the

rector’s permission. . . . The placing ofa memorial,

vase, cross, etc., without permission of the incum-
bent, when he so requires, constitutes, in law, a

trespass. ... No iron or wooden rails, chains or

kerbing, or white marble of any description will be
admitted. . . . The name of the monumentalist shall

not be inscribed on any part of the work in the

churchyard.’ Attention has been^widely drawn in

the Press to The Countryman article. Among
papers expressing hearty approval of the views of

the fourteen Anglican bishops were the Roman
Catholic ‘Universe’ and the ‘Methodist Times’.
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Unlicensed Guns and Servants

I
N view of the pressing need of revenue, could

not the Treasury and the County Councils pick

up a little money by devising means for more
strictly enforcing the duty on male servants and

by causing more licences to be taken out in respect

of guns? It is common knowledge in the country

that many householders have a handy man and
that many people frequently use a gun who do not

pay their dues to the local and national revenue.

Every village postmaster must know of names and
addresses to which his superiors could advan-

tageously send a circular with a statement of the

requirements of the law.

Heath Fires and Hiking

ONE misfortune the countryside was spared by
the wet spring and summer, and that was

heath fires. In drought it is no uncommon sight

in the South of England to see the horizon smoking
with half a dozen different distant blazes, and the

householder in the neighbourhood of commons or

larchwoods prays that it may not be his turn next.

Let us hope that, if the droughts come next year,

‘hiking’, which is so much to be encouraged, will

not bring us more fires. What a strange theory

that is, by the way, of the glass-bottle origin of

heath fires; that the sun’s rays, focussed through

broken glass, will set a common on fire without

human intervention ! We should like to wager one
of the glass-bottle theorists that it would take him
half a morning to find a broken bottle capable of

focussing sun-rays; and then what would be the
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chance of the fragment being poised on the ground
exactly at the right angle and distance from the

tinder? And how strange that the sun should set

fire to heather with glass bottles almost invariably

during the week-end, when the town goes out for

walks and picnics

!

A Rural BrutalityWE find it very difiicult to excuse badger

digging, a brainless pursuit which is con-

ducted too often in the presence of or with the

connivance of men (and often women) who ought

to know better. The badger is entitled to respect

as the oldest mammalian denizen of Great Britain.

Further, the occasions on which ‘beyond shadow of

doubt’ he does harm must be extremely rare. It is not

only his antiquity and his harmlessness but his re-

markable underground house which he so resolutely

tries to keep clean which render him interesting.

The toughness of his hide makes it almost impossible

to kill him decently by means of dogs. But why kill

a recluse that does not habitually come abroad by
day and lives chiefly on a diet of beetles, grubs,

roots, frogs, snails, worms and vermin? In his new
book, ‘Dartmoor in All its Moods’, a hunting man
and naturalist, Mr. Douglas Gordon, is plain spoken
about the fate of badgers. ‘The badger would soon

be exterminated,’ he says, ‘were he not more or

less preserved for so-called “badger-hunting”—

a

pastime to be discouraged by all genuine sportsmen

since the capture of the hapless creature is too

frequently followed by baiting in some barn or

enclosure. In this part of the coimtry, when a
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“graye” is caught, it is our all-too-prevalent custom

to “save him for another day”, which means that

he is kept for an indefinite period, to be worried to

death at his captors’ pleasure.’ Mr. Gordon lives

in Devonshire. We have ourselves evidence from
more than one county that the same cold-blooded

barbaric ill usage of what Mr. Gordon calls an

‘independent stout-hearted beast, who, molesting

nobody, asks only to be let alone’, is persisted in

and condoned by people calling themselves

sportsmen and sportswomen.

Giving Them a Chance

Many people as they look through a village

elementary school must wonder what some
of the children would achieve if they had the

chances that come the way of better-off boys and
girls. At the founder’s day celebrations of the

Lord Wandsworth agricultural college, in Hamp-
shire, established and endowed under a munificent

bequest by the late Lord Wandsworth, it was
possible to see. Here were orphaned sons and
daughters of farm-workers, well-housed, well-fed

and well-clothed, and encouraged to develop self-

respect and every latent good quality. The atmos-

phere of the place was that of a modern public

school, and the happy, open-faced, handsome boys

and girls were a satisfaction to look at and talk with.

The boys alone number 170. There is a farm of^

1000 acres, which pays its way, and there are fine

workshops. Sir Daniel Hall is the admirable

adviser. The college not only educates its scholars

but starts them in life.
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The Possibilities of Religious Drama

At a time of the year when many villages are

thinking of getting up plays we must be
interested in the efforts which the Bishop of Chiches-

ter is making on behalf of religious drama -‘good
plays, honestly acted, well and worthily presented

in church (for this my special permission will be
required), others in halls’. As his lordship says,

the Chxurch was the cradle of the Theatre. It is

the Church’s own fault that, in spite of the efforts

made by that gallant man the late Rev. Stewart

Headlam (with no Bishop to back him). Church
and Stage are now apart. Many village churches

have ample accommodation for religious drama if

they want it. The Bishop of Chichester, paying

due tribute to the self-denying work of William
Poel, mentions ‘Everyman’, ‘Eager Heart’, ‘The

Joyous Pageant of the Nativity,’ ‘The Tidings

brought to Mary’, and the Laureate’s ‘Trial of Jesus’,

‘Good Friday’, ‘Easter’ and ‘Coming of Christ’

produced in Canterbury Cathedral. The Bishop

has gone the length of appointing for his diocese

for three years a Director of Religious Drama,
Mr. E. Martin Browne, a man with exceptional

qualifications and a mind of his own. The question

is. How far is the Bishop prepared to go in the

production of plays.^ Will not the criticism be
made that in the plays in his list the appeal is

almost entirely to the emotional and aesthetic?

Edward Garnett’s ‘Jeanne d’Arc’ was produced in

a Nonconformist church before the War. How
about Bernard Shaw’s ‘Saint Joan’? In reply to

an enquiry Mr. Martin Browne is candid: ‘One
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of the things I most want to do is to demonstrate

that Christianity will never win the acceptance of

the younger generation till it addresses itself to

their minds with a philosophy both honest and
deep, expressed in the terms of their own day.

For example, I have been able to produce Tagore’s
‘ Sacrifice ’ in place of a missionary play at a diocesan

missionary festival this summer, and to give part

of ‘The Shewing up of Blanco Posnet’ as a set

piece for a drama school. I am only too delighted

to encourage people to do Shaw’s ‘Saint Joan’.

My first big production in Brighton was Gh6on’s
‘ Vie Profonde de Saint Frangois ’, which most
people said would be too difficult, though its success

did not bear them out. I hope very much to be

able to do Claudel’s ‘L’Annonce Faite a Marie’.

This type of play, which has a definitely Christian

philosophy in it, is what we need most. The plays

with a deep intellectual content which have a

definitely Christian outlook are, alas! rare. I hope
that our work may encourage good writers to

increase their number.’

The Two Sugars

Again and again it is explained to housewives

who know nothing about the methods of

sugar manufacture that they are quite wrong in

supposing cane sugar to be superior to beet sugar.

The housewives’ rejoinder is always that beet sugar

is not so good for preserving. The answer is sim’ply

(i) that very few persons can possibly be sure

whether they are using beet or cane sugar and
therefore they can have no knowledge about their
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respective qualities, and (2) that, as a matter of

fact there is no difference in the. value or the taste

of refined beet and refined cane sugar. The new
‘Report on the Sugar Beet Industry’ mentions that

the experiments for the Ministry of Agriculture at

the Research Station at Chipping Campden clearly

demonstrated the complete suitability of beet sugar

for making jams, jellies and preserves and that in

the preparation of syrups for fruit canning ‘beet

sugar is quite as satisfactory as cane from every

point of view’. Many housewives, in their preserv-

ing, pin their faith to lump sugar, but as the Editor of

The Countryman pointed out in his ‘Sugar Beet,

Some Facts and Some Illusions’ twenty years ago,

there is no merit in using lump sugar in jam-
making. Lump sugar is merely sugar run into moulds
and sliced. Icing sugar again is the same kind of

sugar as granulated or lump, ground fine. Sugar
is known to chemists as ‘sucrose’, the definition

of which is ‘the white crystalline compound known
variously as cane sugar, beet sugar, maple sugar,

etc., according to origin but identical chemically’.

Being identical, it is impossible to distinguish one
from the other by looks or by analysis. There may
be imperfectly made sugars, both beet and cane,

and the housewife may obtain indifferent results

from their use, but the imperfection is not due to

the sugar being beet or cane. A well-known medical

baronet once alleged in the medical press that cane

sugar was particularly valuable for the relief of
cardiac failure and that cane might be told from
beet ‘by its luminosity in the dark when two lumps
are rubbed together’. Needless to say the same
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phosphorescence can be produced with beet or

cane. The difference in texture which visitors to

the Continent have observed between the lump
sugar with which they have been supplied and the

lump sugar they have been accustomed to at home
is due to the difference in the sizes of the crystals

from which the two sugars are made.

The Countryside as a Marriage Mart

I
F it be conceivable that the thought of many a

girl who goes to London is that she will have a

better chance of marriage, the Census statistics are

against her. In London, to every 100 men, there

are 1 14 women. In other urban areas there are as

many as no women. But in the Rural districts

the sexes are almost equal — i o i women to only

100 men. No doubt the range of choice is smaller

than in the cities ;
but motor, motor bus and

motor cycle are enlarging it.

Bees and Soils

Everybody knows the good work that bees

do for the fruit-grower. But Mr. Cecil Hooper,
in a paper in the ‘Wye College Journal’, reminds us

that it is not only because of their structure that

they are the best pollenisers of all but because they

keep to one kind of flower on a journey. The
bumble bees — there are seventeen varieties — and
the wild bees also do their bit. Indeed bumble bees

are famous for their long working hours. Californian

fruit-growers pay as much as two dollars per hive

to beekeepers for placing bees in orchards, and
Mr. Hooper thinks hives would be worth 5J.
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apiece to our fruit-growers. There are, of course,

other considerations affecting the success of fruit

plantations and orchards than bees. The Ministry’s

new brochure on Fruit-Growing Areas on the Old
Red Sandstone in the West Midlands (Stationery

Office, pp. 1

1

2
, 3^.) concludes that ‘soil conditions

play a predominating part’.

The Trees That WereWRITING in reference to our April cartoon of

the road official and the surveyor, a corres-

pondent says: ‘Here where I live is a wonderful

dell where streams gush out from the steep banks
forming a broad pool. The banks are or were
thickly grown with great elms. It was a wonderfully

beautiful spot, known far and wide — and of historic

interest. At the top of the bank stands a glorious

old thirteenth century church. The property has

lately passed into the hands of a new owner who
without rhyme or reason or mercy, and in spite

of protest has cut down every tree on one side of

the dell. Nothing is left except a few mangled
limbs, like the field of Senlac. And what for? The
money the trees can bring in will not pay the

expenses of their destruction. One feels so power-
less before such heartless wanton destruction.’

The Evolution of the Naturalist

I
N his new book, noticed elsewhere, that dis-

tinguished student of birds, Mr. Edmund Selous,

makes a statement which, as the newspapers say,

will attract attention. It is that ‘that sort of in-

stinctive (though by no means sympathetic) parti-
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ARAN DORA STAR
THE WORLD'S MOST DELIGHTFUL CRUISING LINER

SUNSHINE

Come cruising on the

'*Arandore Star"* to

strange lands of en-

chantment, to eternal

sunshine to Romance,

Health and Happiness.

You will revel in the

novelty and superb com-

fort of life on board the

finest cruising liner

in the world

MEDITERRANEAN AND
DALMATION COAST

October 9th, 22 days. Fare from 40 gns.

To Malaga, Palermo, Kotor (Cattaro)
Dobrovnilc (Ragusa), Brioni, Venice
(for Padua), Corfu, Palma (Mallorca),
Ceuta (for Totuan).

XMAS CRUISE TO THE
MEDITERRANEAN

Deo. 18th, 19 days. Fare from 38 gns.

To Gibraltar (for Algcciras), Barcelona,
Naples (for Vesuvius and Pompeii),
Spezia, Genoa, Monaco (for Nice and
Monte Carlo), Palma (Mallorca), Tau"
gier, Lisbon.

WEST INDIES CRUISE
January 23rd, 1932, 48 days.

Faro from 99 gns.

To Teiieriffo, 'frinidad (for Port of

Spain), Nassau, Miami (for Palm Beach),
Havana, Jamaica, Cristobal (for Panama
Canal), Venezuela and Madeira,

for full particulars of these and all othei

forthcoming cruises apply

BLUE STAR LINE
3, Lower Resent Street, London, S.W.1
(G«r.5671). ilverpoo),* 10, Water Street

and Principe! Tourist Agencies.
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cipation in the life and doings of wild animals,

which tingles in the blood of the true naturalist,

is rare or non-existent except as a heritage from
those long past ages when man universally had to

hunt for a living and kill beasts of prey in defence

of his life’. As the naturalist is thus, ‘through

reversion, primarily a hunter’, he goes on, ‘the

result is that, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred,

the qualities which make him that, as compared
with the higher intellectual ones, are in about the

proportion of laughter to wit in conversation,

which means, if we look into it closely, that most
naturalists are sportsmen first and the other only

afterwards, that is they are sportsmen almost

entirely’. But ‘just a few turn the keenness of sport

into the hard, patient unapplauded path of obser-

vation’. Not so ‘unapplauded’, however, surely, as

formerly? The wild animal close-ups in the ‘Times’,

Whipsnade, even the wild life anecdotage which
is such a favourite item in the Press — there was a

time when the ‘Spectator’s’ dog and cat stories were
laughed at — the increased sensitiveness to the ill-

treatment of birds and other creatures, all point to

a steady advance in public feeling. Increasingly

the best of sportsmen take to justifying themselves.

‘I belong to the Shikari Club’, said Mr. H. W.
Seton-Karr the other day; ‘our rule is that we kill

only to secure museum specimens or for food,

and we never wound an animal without killing it.’

Year by year the mystery of bird life, the perfection

of bird civilisation within its limits, grows upon
thinking people. And every year books about

birds contain more observation and more thought.
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Cumrd Wmfer Cruises

,

January—April, 1932

‘LACONIA* (20,000 tons)

WEST INDIES&WEST AFRICA
From Liverpool/ Jan. 12nd
From Plymouth, Jan. 23rd

46 days from 95 gns

MADEIRA, SPAIN, N. AFRICA
AND MEDITERRANEAN
From Southampton, Mar. 121I1

(including the F.astcr holidtiys)

21 days from 42 gns

SPAIN, N. AFRICA, CANARY
ISLES & PORTUGAL
From Southampton, April 5th

16 days from 32 gns.

‘FRANCONIA*
WORLD CRUISE, 1932
From_London, Jan. list, returning

' Plymouth early June

Rates from £^7$

Jfrnte for further parttculars to

Cunard Line, Linjerpool, tendon
or local offices and agencies
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EPISTLES FROM AN OLD HOMESTEAD
8. OUR INSTRUCTORS AND OTHERS

I
N the country the ‘Times’ and the B.B.C. mean
a great deal to us. But they could be more helpful.

The ‘Times’, in my opinion, ought always to regard

itself as what on the Continent it is so often erro-

neously supposed to be, the organ of the Govern-

ment of the day. What is much needed, for British

and foreign country readers (and many town ones),

is an informed, wise and skilful exposition of the

views and policies of our successive Governments.
The Labour Ministry was specially unfortunate in

being without a Press expositor of weight. Nor did

the ‘Times’ serve Mr. Baldwin’s administration

perfectly. When a Conservative Government is

next in power I would have the ‘Times’ state that

Government’s opinions on the sound foundation of

all the official data that can be given to it. When
we have a Labour Government, I would have the

‘Times’ state that Government’s opinions on the

basis of official information. The change of sides

should be made without apology immediately the

new Government takes office. As things are at

present, the views of the Government of the day,

of whatever colour, are nowhere authoritatively,

consistently and clearly stated. Even if speeches

were still reported at Victorian length the needs of

a Government would not be met, for ministers are

not always the most convincing advocates of their

own policies. The views and policies of a Govern-
ment may be right or they may be wrong, but it is

important that they should be given the advantage

of trustworthy and competent exposition.
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The Countryman
who enjoys his garden uses WindoHte — the wonderful glass

substitute that lets in the ultra violet rays. Plants thrive

under it. Seeds mature. Flowers flourish. Poultry grow
healthier and more productive

EASY TO FIX EASY TO LIFT UNBREAKABLE

Send 4s. for a sample of the new Windolitc 3ft x 2ft and try it You
can buy Windolite at most Ironmongers for 5s. 3d. a yard> 3 teet wide

IF IN difficulty SEND YOUR ORDER DIRECT TO

WINDOLITE Ltd., (Dept. C) HARLOW,

StUlolstdn0ool5oel{5
andUtideruieor

at louieredprice^
Traditional English quality is exemplified in Two Steeples
St. Wolstan Wool Socks and Underwear. Here you have the
richest long staple pure Botany obtainable, from which skilled
English workers produce garments of unvarying excellence.
Socks in a full range of handsome ingrainKshades and also
‘fancy* patterns. 'Fashioned* underwear in three weights,
assorted six shades.
No. S3 Socks 3s. 9d. per pair. Underwear. i2s. 15s.
and 18s. per garment according to weight.

BooWct of patternswith 110.83 ^
pleasure. Write Dept.25
Two Steeples Ltd.,
Wigston, XeicestCiShire
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I
F I may propose a further mending of the ‘Times’,

I would ask for comprehensive, alert, well-written

mail-letters from oversea. Some of the cablegrams -
and they are not cheap — do very little to keep us in

touch with the best thinking on the Continent, in

the United States and the IJominions and Abroad
generally. Thoughtful people are interested in

other things than the squabbles of foreign politicians.

I
N the third place, I should like the ‘Times’ to

consider whether public needs would not be better

served by printing a column or so of first class

editorial notes rather than the old-fashioned second

leaders. (The amusing third leaders or leaderettes

I should not sacrifice, but they would read just as

well in the form of a couple of notes.) An excellent

model to follow would be the ‘Occasional Notes’ of

the old ‘Pall Mall Gazette’. They were written for

intelligent people by members of the staff and by
outsiders of knowledge and wit, and nobody
wrote on a subject on which he was not informed.

Think of the range of knowledge and experience

which is open to the ‘Times’ for such Notes. As to

finding space, the three pages of Sport frequently

found in the ‘Times’ are too much. And many
of the secondary headlines throughout the paper

are unnecessary.

The perfect morning paper, from the point of

view of the country resident who wants to be in

touch with the things that matter in the world,

would be an amalgamation of the ‘Times’ and the

‘Manchester Guardian’. In the ‘Guardian* one
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Let us advise

you with regard

to your Insurances

ALL CLASSES OF BUSINESS TRANSAC'I'ED

Chief Administration

7 Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2

I. I M E
(Japtuk Mail)

Fortnichtlv Passenger Service from
LONDON, GIBRALTAR, MARSEILLES and NAPLES

to
EGYPT, CEYLON, STRAITS, CHINA and JAPAN

Fortnightly Passenger Service from
SAN PICaNCISCO via HONOLULU

^
JAPAN and CHINA

Fortnightly Passenger Service from
SEATTLE, VANCOUVER and VICTORIA B,a

to
JAPAN and CHINA

Through Bookings from Europe in connection with the above
Pacific Services JPur further partituUars apply

NIPPON YUSEN KAISHA
(A Limited Company Incorporated in JTapan)

4 Lloyds Ave., London, B.0*3 : India Bnlldlnga, Water St» Liverpool
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continually finds things of significance frona home
and abroad which appear in no other journal. If

I were a rich man in control of the ‘Times’ I would
buy the ‘Manchester Guardian’, stir it well through

the ‘Times’, and run three short political leaders

a day, one Conservative, one Labour and one

Liberal in parallel columns, and for the rest con-

centrate on collecting the news and writing of the

day of interest to educated, responsible people.

Now for the B.B.C. As a countryman, and a

sympathetic countryman, for I am a not in-

frequent orator at Savoy Hill, I can hardly find words
to express my dissatisfaction with its Sunday fare.

Surely the very best thinking and the very best

music the B.B.C. can command might be expected

on Sundays. Townspeople have wider resources

on Sunday than most of us country folk possess. It

is deplorable that the B.B.C. should take no better

thought for us on Sunday than it does. As for its

often admirable programmes on week-days, I

protest chiefly against being fobbed off on so

many evenings with such a meagre selection of

news. The magniloquent opening, ‘Copyright by
Reuter, the Press Association, Exchange Company
and Central News’ promises us the news of the

world, and we do not get it. While I am com-
plaining, I should like to ask what is the use of

giving us, in all Police broadcast notices, police

station telephone numbers that can seldom, if ever,

be correctly caught? Why should not the police

telephone number in London and in every city

and town be i? - Solomon Wiseacre
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In this uncertain world confidence is not easily

acquired. Which makes it proportionately

valuable. When you entrust a favourite

frock to a cleaner and dyer your con-

fidence should be implicit. It is not

an occasion for taking risks, A
Firm which has already won
the confidence of meticulous

people may well inspire

confidence in others, and
we regard the most
particular of our
customers as our

greatest assets.

Achille SerreL-
Hend Ofiico fic Works; Blackhorie Lane* Walthamstow, London, E.l 7

Wc have published wo attractive little Books Illustrated by
Norman Keene, One for I^adics, * It’s Wonderful and
one for Gemlemen, ‘Clothes Sense’, We should like to

send you copies of one or both. May wo ?

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES ALMOST EVERYWHERE
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The FUEiDA
Range of Angora Yarns

Manufactured by

PATONS & BALDWINS LTD.

DERWENT MILLS BRANCH, MATLOCK, DERBYS.

LUCELLE’
Registered Trade Mark

The Supreme Angora

‘ANGORA LAYETTE’
Registered Trade Mark

A beautiful blend of
Angora and Rayon

‘FILGORA’
Registered Trade Mark

A moderately priced
Angora Yarn

‘FURIDA’
Registered 7'rade Mark

The Standard of all

Angora Yarns

‘BRENDORA’
Registered Trade Mark

Angora and Cashmere

‘ANGOREEN’

A unique
Embroidery Yarn

Ideal for Cardigans, Pullovers,
Berets, Scarves, Sports Socks,
and for all children’s outerwear

Obtainable at all good Stores and Art Needlework
Shops in a wide range of up-to-date colours

In case of difficulty write to

PATONS & BALDWINS LTD.
DERWENT MILLS BRANCH, MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE
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You can

see with

halfan
that thafs a

‘Nugget’ shine

When you see a pair of shoes

shining with brilliance out of

the ordinary, you can rely upon
it that the care of those shoes is

entrusted to * Nugget’. But

‘Nugget * gives more than smart-

ness to shoes and their wearer.

It keeps Black and Brown
leathers in a fine supple con-

dition, which means extra shoe

comfort and longer shoe service.

HE Countryman

NUCCEt
BOOTPOUSIf
Black, Tan, Dark Brown

and other shadee

3d. and 6d.
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Address your enqiuirles

JOHN I. THORNYCROFT & CO., LIMITED
Tbornyerott Boat*, Snitb Square, London, S.W.t

r, '
:

See them at the

MOTOR SHOW B,
OLYMPIA

October 15 to 24
,

or write for 32-page
boohlet which illus- .-J
trates many types

for sea or river ?Sinil
cruising*

N. Mw
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What better proof

could you have?
‘Cravenettc’ is the secret of wet-weather
comfort which depends equally on lightness,

ventilation and rain-shedding qualities.

This proof for showerproofs keeps you dry
and lets you take brisk exercise without the

fatigue of carrying a great weight of clothing

on your shoulders. The perfect ventilation

afforded by ^ Cravenette - proofed ’ coats

prevents that close atmosphere with its

accumulated moisture inside the coat.
^ Cravenette ^ proofing keeps you really dry
and comfortable in wet weather.

WmB.
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IN THESE DAYS OF 'SO-CALLED' HALF-PRICE

OFFERS AND OTHER CATCH-PENNY INDUCEMENTS,

IT IS REFRESHING TO KNOW THAT AT

TRELOARS
YOU CAN STILL DEPEND UPON GETTING YOUR
TRUE MONEY'S WORTH. TRELOARS OFFER THE

BEST VALUE OBTAINABLE IN ALL CARPETS, LINO-

LEUM, MATS & MATTING - HONEST GOODS AT

HONEST PRICES, AND HAVE DONE SO FOR 99 YEARS

Sfi th»ShtitJr>wtti

LUDGATE HILL
LONDON, E.C,4.

Treloars Specialise only in Floor Coverings
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AN ENTIRE WEEK
OF WHOLESOME
AWAKENINGS
FREE OP COST

Its fragrantfoam refroshesandcools gums, mouth Sc teeth.

And to fall asleep with Its soothing Ravour still gratifying
the palate means waking with tne sense of well-being
and wholesomeness which only true cleanliness can give.
It is not clean to sleep with unbrushed teeth; nor Is it

healthy. Ask your dentist.

COUPON
Please send me a free trial tube of Kuthyinol Tooth Paste

Address

To Euthymol, Dept. e3EE, 60, Beak Street, Loudon, W.C.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT
WHEREVER
YOU GO i

Matches and candles

in 1931 ? When there

are Ever Ready torches

which give a light-

house beam for about

a halfpenny an hour ?

We’ll be up-to-date.

And save money too.

An Ever Ready torch

please! There*

s

a

light for you.
Ever Ready torches

and batteries are guar-

anteed to give satisfac-

tory service by a

Company that has

been making reliable

torches and batteries

fortwenty-eight years.

Tht EverRea^ Co. (jSh-eat

Britedn)Ltd,HerailesPlace,

HoUaway, London. N.y

TISH MADE

TORCHES a BAHERIES



ANGLO -PERSIAN OIL CO. LTD
Britiih Petroleum Co. Ii«L Btrlteniik Mou«i. Moorgoto, EX.B

DUcributing OtganUuuiofi



Wherever Ruberoid Strip Slates
are used the roof is characterised
by rich colouring and attractive
line. They are proof against all

climatic conditions, are light in
weight and do not crack or slip in
use. Can be fixed by any handy
man on new or old boarded roofs
—self aligning, self spacing, no
trouble at all. Obtainable in Deep
Tile Red and Westmorland Slate
Green.

Xoffcan

Fix on

Gordon

Buildii^s

Wrifg for samples and
boohla giving full de^
tails

RUBEROID
STRIP SLATES

X^lncolo House, High Holbotn, london, W.C3.1

Z
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Mr.
J. B. Priestley

TN America there are gentlemen
^rote, 1. called ^'barkers They stand in

front of the shows and bellow their

attractions to the whole shrinking

world. That is my rSle here^ and
proud 1 am to bark for The Lon--

don Mercury, I know no other

periodical—I cannot even call to

mind one of the past—that would
have given hospitality to authors

and stories so various,^

All that public of persons with taste should make
a point of reading The London Mercury. It

commands the best work in contemporary
journalism and is ^hospitable to every sort of

sane experiment\

Monthly, 3s. Yearly, 36s.

Send 3s. for two specimen copies

The London Mercury
229 Strand, W.C.2
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Mr.J.W.Robertson Scott
Editor of Th Countryman

writes

:

‘ I have been a reader from Number
One of The New Statesman and
Number One of The Nation^

These two vigorous weekly reviews are now one under

the title of TJie New Statesman and Nation, having

amalgamated on February zSth this year

The new journal is now unquestionably the most interesting

and entertaining weekly review in the country

It deais^ independent of party, with current political events

and movements, as well as with Literature, the Arts,

Finance, etc,, etc.

If TAe Nezo Statesman and Nation interests your Editor, it will

most likely interest you* The Publisher will send you a specimen

copy of the current issue on receipt of a postcard

THE NEW

STATESMAN & NATION
Published every Friday—SIXPENCE - everywhere, or by Postal

Subscription, 308. per annum to any address

10 Great Oneea Street, London, W.C.2
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PROVISION FOR
CREMATION— }

There are now twenty-two crematoria in

Great Britain, and in a few years there should

be one in every important centre in the kingdom.
Since 1885 the bodies of no fewer than $5,000
persons have been cremated. In Germany the

average number of cremations is 50,000 a year.

During the last thirty years cremation has been ad-

vocated and adopted bymost earnest thinking people,

including statesmen, clergymen, poets, painters,

writers and eminent men and women of all ranks.

If you decide that you wish to be cremated, it is

necessary to let your family know beforehand that

such is your desire, and to remember that your
will probably will not be opened until after your
funeral. So long, however, as your wish is under-

stood, it is not necessary to leave express instructions,

and their absence is no barrier to cremation.

Those who become members of the Cremation
Society not only help, the cause but receive a

National Certificate giving the right to cremation

at any crematorium in this country, and facilities

for cremation abroad. The annual subscription is

one guinea, life membership five guineas. A list of
crematoria and all particulars will be forwarded,

post free, on application to the Secretary, Cremation

Society, 23 Nottingham Place, London, W.i.

[Jdvt.
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Cserton Btitnetts
have specialised itt pure vvool fast dye Navy Serf^es for more thoa
half a century. Prices from 2s. 8d. (hScfs.) to 25s. lid. (!r6.30) per yd.

Established
nearly
60
years

Appointed
by many
Royal
Families

The excellence of K.B/s Fabrics and TailorinR is confirmed by satisfied
clients.

*J wouH advise you that I have received the pared in perfect order md am
fuUy satisfied with the maieriat. I shall order asain in future.'

Sts. S., Italy, 30/6/31
'/ received the overcoai this morning and it fits beautifully. A splendid job,

and I must thank you very much for your attention.'

J. AX., Bsq., Stramaer, 2/7/31
SCITINGS, COUNTRY TWEEDS, COATINGS. DRESS FABRICS,
FLANNFXS, COTTONS, etc. Anv Quantity Sold

SERGE SUITS - - from 84s. t$20.4S)
FLANNEL TROUSERS - from 27s. 6d. ($6.70)
SERGE COSTUMES - - from 63s. (SlS-SS)
BLAZERS (pure wool) - - - 23s. 6d.

KNITTING WOOLS. Excellent for Socks, Children ’a

Garments, etc. From 3s* (75 cts.) lb., post free in British Isles

Patterns and Measure forms sent With pleasure

EGERTON BURNETTS, C. Warehouse, Welllnftton, Somerset

WHETHER you want SMARTWALKING SHOES
for TOWN, BOOTS for CLIMBING, FISHING

or SHOOTING. SHOES for GOLF, HUNTING or

RIDING BOOTS
LET DOWIE & MARSHALL LTD. GIVE YOU
THE BENEFIT OF 107 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE /

Over 9000 pairs of Customers*
Private Lasts in Stock

Come and see our ready-to-
wear selection, or our repre-

sentative will call upon you
anywheie in Great Britain.

ftSHAll/tcL.
D^OK^ oboetuaKci'ii .sioce 1824.

16,GARMCK. SIMEEI. 10N1I0]V.V4:C.2
{ Oppg/ifce tlje CjatVickClub).

‘Ta.plwo. T,n|,|«Bar SMf"
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vVl
FIELDWORK

Here is the boot for your needs—Bullseye

!

Made of specially toughened rubber, it is

reinforced at every point where the strain comes,
and its stout sole and moulded heel vrlthstand
years of the hardest wear. It resists the action of
petrol, oil and adds, and its strong duck lining
and extreme flexibility make it exceptionally
comfortable to wear. For every sport necessi-
tating a watertight boot, there is nothing to equal
Bullseye.

Nothing ivears so wellas .

.

The ^Deemov Mam in four styles.

laee-up Boots Wellingtons Hip Boots - - 32s.
Men^ - - - 19s, lid, ‘Deerfoot*
Women’s &. Boys’ 17s* 6d. (lace-up boot) 27s. 6d.

Storm King Sold by all Boot Shops
(£ thigh boot) •* 27s. 6d, and Rubber Stores.

Xfmy difficulty, write for illustrate catalogue and name of nearest Stockist.

(Dept. T.l) C. W. EANDALE dc CO. LTD. {Sole Distributors Wholesale), 143
Shoredltcli High Street, London, E.1, and 19, Hutcheson Street, Glasgow
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HAKKISOS LISE.
WINTER in IheWEST INDIES

SumsSine^

£
^eeAs BARBADOS
//jc/.kW^e GRENADA

'

^ Hi TRINIDAD
-I'lPJ DEMERAR/
«li?\ A I A «?• LJ A

M DEMERARA
Pof’ A///

THOS. & JAS, HARRISON
DOCK HOUSE , BILUTER ST. LONDON. E.C. 5.

J. D. HEWETT 8t CO. LTD.
II, LOWER RECENT ST. LONDON. S.W.I.

OPIOCAI AQPN7S

270 Bedrooms. Grounds lo Acres. Inclusive terms from
13s. to 1 8s. 6d. per day. No Branch EstabUsWeats

Oroat
Britain's

Greatest

Hydro

SMEDLEY'S
MATLOCK
FOR HEALTH & PLEASURE

lllutfrated

Prospactui
Free
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A free sample
of Clarendo will be sent to any reader of The Counteyman
who is interested in horses, cattle^ sheep, pigs or poultry.
There are several varieties of this cooked and flaked cereal

food, each with its own particular purpose. Its value is

best proved when it is fed to cows entered for milk-record-
ing tests, or to hens for egg production, in both of which
spheres it has gained many triumphs.
Informative literature sent free with generous samples.

CLARENDO
Manufactured by White, Tomkins & Coxieage Ltd. (Purveyors of
Cattle Food to Eis Majesty The King, hy Appointment). liead OflSce

:

48 Mark Lane, London, E.c.3. Mills in London, Liverpool, Belfast^ etc.
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L0ND0N.E.15.G(^()y£R.EN6LMND.

SIMPLEX
LEAD GLAZING

PATENTED

For Roofs, Skylights and Horticultural Work

II

,
.-»* joa. r - -

:;r=i=p-:f

THE MINNIS BAY HOTEL, Birchinotcn-on-Sea
(The noted North Kent Golfing Hotel)

Verandah on three sides of the building glazed with SIMPLEX Steel Bar
Glazing. Note the neat appearance of the work. SIMPLEX is ideal for

maintaining eniciency m the most exposed p-ositions

WRITE OR PHONE FOR ILLUSTRATED PARTICULARS
OF CHJRGE

Sole MANtrpACTUREks

GROVER & COMPANY, Ltd.
BRITANNIA ENGINEERING WORKS

CARPENTERS ROAD, STRATFORD, E.15

MARYLAND Z446

Tfkj<rams'^

A»Oin’i«;l), PHONE, LONDON
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EVERYMAN'S
PIPE!

The Kenttett Brier was made primarily
for smokers with dental plates, bat it is a
pipe that suits all men. It is light and
comfortable. The mouthpiece fits easily
between your teeth, and the bowl which
is fluted and drilled gives a cool smoke
bringing out the full fiavour of the tobacco.

Every *Kennett* is guaranteed. Stocked in
London by the Army and Navy Stores,
Harrods, etc., or direct from

J. A. KBNNETT LTD. {Dept. C)
9-11, Tottenham St, London, W.l.

KENNETT
•BmAR *

''Coc^ctAaCuajumJb^/L*

PRICE

10s. 6d.

Send P.O. fur
descriptive

booklet

Playeks
TsfoS

Virginia Cigarettes

10 for 8^* 20 for 1/4
so for 313 100 for 6(4
Also in Flat Pocket Tins of SO at 3(4
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If you are tired of recurring expense
in both material and labour for fen-
cing, consider how the use of Rylands
*CRAPO’ Galvanized Fencing may
limit this charge on your pocket. By
purchasing Rylands British Fencing
Wires you assure yourself that, when
properly erected, they may be forgot-
ten for years. They will defy the
variable climate of these islands be-
cause of the unique ‘GRAPO* process
of galvanizing, and because beneath
the galvanizing is the Bnest wire that

it is possible to make.

SPECIFY
RYEANDS ‘GRAPO’ GALVANIZED

FENCING WIRES

IS YOUR
FENCING
X

CONSYANT
EXPENSE^
WHEN YOU BUY HYLANDS
WIRES YOU THINK IN YEARS.
‘CRAPO* GALVANIZING ENSURES

LONG LIFE

Plain Fencing Wire. Barb Wire
on 220 yard reels. Strand Wire.
Wire Netting. ‘Rylink* Cham
Link Fencing. 'Rylock* Hinged

Joint Fence, 8cc,

Writefor a sample of *CRAP0' Gaivaniked Wire and a list of Iron-
mongers %n your district who stock Rylands Fencing Wires, All Rylands
Wires bear thdr name andfor a *CRAP0* label. Play safe and refuse
Wire marked foreign,* Makers of *SwaVow* Brand Wire Noting

wamm British
FEHCIHS WIRiS

RYLANDS BRO.S. LIMITED, WARRINGTON

•VB.B
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^auMB

fashionable

Golfer’s Umbrellas
In many styles and colours at
12$. 6d., 17s. 6d., 228., etc.

Full Catalogue free front the actual
maker—

WM. NUTTING
Umbrella Mfr.,

Smallbrook Street
BIRMINGHAM

Convert your present Golf Bad
into a ‘STAND-ALONE* with
the aid of THE ROEIIAMPTON
INVISIBLE GOLF BAG SUP-
PORT and CLUB SEPARATOR
Saves its Cost in Caddy
Fees, Stooping, Time lS:

Flurry.

Keeps the Golf / ]
Bag out of the J /j
w'et gr.ass. Any- f (j
one can attach it 1 ^-soitfar
to their present —

\

bag and it will \
stand upright in

(
«

any wind, any-
y

A
where. AMI ( J \
U.S.A. Golf Bag ' V
Manufactu r e r s m

describe it as

‘the first real

improvement in

Golf Bags of ***'S3ycss:“*'‘

practical value to the player.’
Over 6,000 in use.

18s. converts your present bag
into a ‘STAND - ALONE*

Address

;

422, UPPER RICHMOND RD.,
Roehampton, LONDON, S.W.15

The O-SHO
STEEL BOILER

The ‘0-Sho’ is an independent boi-

ler—the ideal type for the modern
home, hotels, etc. Easy to clean,

and most economical and burning
practically everything — rubbish,
coal, coke or anthracite.

The most efficient hot
veater system possible

The ‘0-Sho* Boiler is reliable because
it is made primarily as a source of

constant hot watei supply, and works
independently to this end. May we
send particulars our great range
of boilers, including kitchen range-
back vanety ? A descriptive book-
let is yours on request.

Jenkins
f/VAI*rlm£ WWKS,

^ tvrpMw js!orffmmMA

London Omce;
354, Abbey House, Victoria St.
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Beet Sugar Factories

Anglo-Dutch Group

CANTLEY
KELHAM
ELY
IPSWICH
KING’S LYNN

English Beet Sugar Corporation, Limited (Cantley

and Kclham), Ely Beet Sugar Factory, Limited,

Ipswich Beet Sugar Factory, Limited, and King’s

Lynn Beet Sugar Factory, Limited

Generil Secretary and Reghtercd Officer : Alfred Wood,
Inveresk House, 346 Strand, W,C.2
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Four Oaks
^MarveP Sprayer

(Registered 1931 design)

Our very latest appliance for Limewashing and Spraying,

fitted with large Air Chamber to give Continuous Pressure.

It has 10 feet of Suction Hose, coarse Nozzle for limewash

and thick liquids; fine spraying Nozzle, z feet brass extension

piece, tube bend, Strainer (registered design) to fit any

size bucket. All working parts are of solid brass.

Price 32s. 6d., or 'Marvel* Junior of lighter build 278, 6d.

Fully illustrated ^Marvel* List free on request.

THE FOUR OAKS SPRAYERMAKERS
FOUR OAKS, BIRMINGHAM, ENG,

^Everything in the Garden is Lovely’

If you BUY BRITISH BULBS from

The

Buckland Flower Farm
Kingsbridge Devon

(M. M. Tribe, M.A., f.R.H.S.)

You have the satisfaction of helping a
British Industry and getting Bulbs of
unrivalled quality as cheaply as you can
buy inferior foreign grown ones. Though
we put quality first, our prices are

exceptionally low this year*

Our Bulb Sales in 1930 amounted tofourtimes
our Sales in 1928 , thanks to the recommendation
of customers and the increasing demand for British

Bulbs.

Bafiodils & Narcissi from 30s. per 1,000
Barwin Tulips from 6a* per 100

Write now for our Free lUustraUd Catalogue

Please mention Taa Countrymaw when replying to this

««fVKusMr



GREAT SUCCESS
The enormous public appreciation of RYDERS EXHIBITION HALL is evi-
denced by the vast number of people who have made a special point of visiting
it durmg the present Summer. Many people delay their journey through St.
Albans to admire the constantly changing display of blooms, plants and inter-
esting novelties in the vegetable world. All are cordially welcomed and a com-
petent staff is in attendance every week day (not Sunday) from 10 a.m. until 5
p.m., to explain the various exhibits and afford any desired information. When
next in St. Albans make a point of seeing this unique horticultural Exhibition.

Special Note.—AUTUMN SOWINGS.—Customers are reminded^to refer to
the 1931 Ryder Catalogue for

particulars of many varieties of ^ M M
Seeds which should be sown now m JVJV
to secure good and early crops in mm m MU m m
the next Spring. Illustrated Wmm^^l
Catalogue Free on Request.
Ryder & Son (1920) Ltd.

StJNDIALS, VASES, and all GARDEN ORNAMENTS

'n Have BLUE TITS

ir
Price 5/6

Carr. Paid

instead of GREEN
FLY In your GARDEN

NESTING BOXES
are intended tor WILD BIRDS
that build in holes. Provide the

birds with lodgingsand they will

board themselves offyour garden
pests, and give you constant en-

tertainment with their pretty
ways

They Uke a BATH
(It need not be h. and c.)

Catalopte (D.17) of Birds* Baths
SundialSf Vases^ Nesting Boxes,

etc., post free.

ARTHUR 3H.MOORTON Ltd
17 Eccleston Street, S.W.1

Diameter
16 inches
Height

27 inches

Price
£2 15 0
Carriage
Forward
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A GARDEN IS A LOVESOME THING
This is the time for Planning & Planting

Work carried out economically

For small plots a simple plan provided
from which the owner himself can work

Aldyth Donaldson, A.R.H.S,, 34 Victoria St,, Westminster, S.VT.l

BUNYARD’S
FRUIT TREES

Fojmous for over .

9^ c e tvt CL r y . jm
SpeciDaists
irv Irises
& Booses i

Apparatus fitted in any part

of the country

or over for catalo^aes
ctry. Geo Butxudwrd
sts ^ CompeuriJ^ 15*

i 1 A/yv Tie linrscrics
,

~
iii

1 1 I Jarfeifc ii. Hawidstone

in any part ^ hORSE
SHOE BOILER

Boiler for the tmall

Greenhouse* Reliable

®^nd most economical

Wc meke Boiler* lo Heat
‘ “ up to 6.500 ft, of 4m. pipe

Chas. P. KINNELL & Co* Ltd.
65, 6Sa, SOUTHWARK ST., LONDON. S.E.1

Nowoodwork to harbour vermin.
Cheaper, cleaner, and less trouble
than litter. Fitt(‘(l with strong

t double canvas, which is soft,

[
warm and comfortable.

'> approViil of Medical fratern-
ity. Specially made us a protec-M tion against ground draughts.

^Jf dampness, and dirt, which is

^ ^ moat essential to the health and
r Tl / 11 comfort of the animal,
r Jfcl Vf Made in all sines from 7a'. 6</.

feVTl Suitabk fot in or author use,

F. OODDARD & CO., LTD..
Dept. *CK 146*148 Borotttfh

Hlfth St.. London. S.E4
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The ANEMOCHROME
a modern wind-vane indicating

the winds hy COLOUR— blue

for north, white for cast, green

for south, and red for west-
electrically illuminated at night.

Made of hardened brass and
aluminium. Rustless and water-

proof.

The Vane is adjustable for any line of view

Price £3 10s. Od.

All enquiries to be addressed to

North Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Company
6 Market Place, St. Albans

or to the Inventor: Dr. E. E, Fournier d’Albe

Delos, Beaumont Avenue, St. Albans

You can enjoy real foot comfort
by wearing ‘NATUREFORM’ Shoes
made to follow the principle of the straight

inner side—giving absolute security from
malformation of the feet without sacrificing

the lines of beauty. The jiatural action of

the toes and freedom of inovciiient for all

the bones of the feet is scientifically pro-
vided for. They arc not ugly

!

EASE FOR YOUR
BUNION

!

Hollands New
Ohamois-co vered
Bunion Protector
IS made ofsponge rubber
covexed with chamois and
moulded to the shape of
the big toe. Relieves a
bad bunion without
drawing the feet and
improves the shape of
the shoe. Made in three

sizes for either loot

Price 3s, 6d, each

State size of shoe worn

Write for cata-

ogue and self-

inoasiirement
form

C. HOLLAND SON, 46 South Audley Street, Loudon, W.l
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THE NEW BUILDING IS
NEARLY COMPLETED
But Much of theMoney is Still Required

The illustratioa on the
right is the new wing ojf

The Cancer Hospital,
which includes a new Ra-
diological Department and
accommodation for
patients who can contrib-

ute towards their cost.

The Cancer Hospital(Free)
is the first Special Hospital

in London devoted to

treatment and Research,

and is one of the most
important centres in the

world for the practical and
theoreticalstudy ofCancer

In order that the woki
may be carried on under
the best conditions,
150,000 is being spent in

the erection and equip-

ment of thenew buildings

HELP BY
^EGACY Subscription or Donation

IS EARNESTLY SOLICITEP
Please send Cheques crossed Coutts & Co., to the Secretary

tihe
(Eancer"Hosp ital

( EtREB )
{Incorporated under Royal Chatief)

FULHAM ROAD LONDON, S.W. 3
Bankers : Coutts & Co., 440, Strand, W.C. Secretary: J. Courtney Buchanan, C.B.E
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Life’s

Greatest Crisis

in the Slums
"DRAVE and cheerful she may be, yet the
•^-^poor woman of the slums has good
reason to dread the approach of maternity.

Overcrowding, lack of skilled attention,

financial and other worries - it is

TRAGXGALLY HARD
when the miracle of birth is associated

with such difficult conditions.

Aptly described as ‘a palace of
health and healing’, The Salva-
tion Army’s Mothers’ Hospital at
Clapton, London, E., ensures

A FAIR START IN LIFE
for the little one, and skilled and
loving care for the harassed
mother. Ante-natal and post-
natal clinics supplement the
work of the Hospital, which also
rnaintains extensive midwifery
visitations amongst the poor
homes in the locality. At the
Hospital alone there were

2,527 BIRTHS IN ONEYEAR
nearly five a day! Ever-increasing
demands on the Hospital have
long necessitated extension. It

can no longer be delayed, and the

immediate help of sympathetic
readers is asked.

Contrary to popular belief, The
Salvation Army is not rich. Its

many centres are merely the

machinery for its world-widework;
for maintenance alone, a big sum
must be found every year.

The extension to the Mother’s
Hospital is one of the most ur-

gent problems the Army has ever

had to solve. Will you please

help? If you can spare the time
for a visit, you will be welcome,
and it will enable you to see the

extent and character of the work;
or a special Hospital Report will

be sent on request.

Letters and donations gratefully wel-
comed by GENERAL E. J. HIGGINS,
The Salvation Army, loi Queen Victoria

Street, London, E.C .4
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AFEW years ago a condemned murderer very

nearly succeeded in committing suicide; only

the unremitting skill and care of doctors and nurses

prevented him from dying. As soon as he was well

enough he was taken out and hanged

!

People were moved with pity and horror. Why
not let the poor wretch die, instead of prolonging

life a little in order to take it away on the gallows?

A more deplorable tragedy is imminent.

Innocent cmldren - not felons — rescued from all

sorts of evil, want or danger, and being cared for in

the happy Christian Homes of the Children’s Aid
Society, are threatened with the prospect of being

sent back to the misery and peril from which they

were lifted.

Why? Simply because of the falling off in con-

tributions, upon which we depend, as much as a

chair does upon its legs. Death of some friends and
financial misfortunes of others has so reduced our

income that without new friends to fill the gaps, we
cannot pay our way, and children must be turned

out.

There is urgent need for national economy to-day,

and as economy means Prudent Spending, the rescue

and right upbringing of derelict children is True
Economy.
Only Two Shillings keeps one child for one day,

but there are so many, that we need ,^10,000 a

year. Don’t let the helpless children suffer.

F. James, Secretary,

Victoria House, Children’s Aid Society.

1 1 7 Victoria Street, S.W. i

.

[Advt.
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The English Folk Dance Society
FcwNmn nr ckcil l

Autumn Tehm starts in London October 5th,

Classes, Members* Kveuings, Cotjutiy Dance Purlies.

Christmas Vacation Sc«oous-l,on{lmi
December 28tli to Jannary 9th

Ath Enolanp Frstivauo. Royal Albert Hall.

January 2!ul and 9th, 1932 at 8 IS p.ni.

Particulars can be obtained from

Thb Srcrktary, Cecil Sharp House,
2 Regent’s Park Road, N.W.l I'el. : Gulliver 2206

Harper Adams Agricultural College
Public Residential College. Complete Pr.ictical and Scientific Courses in

Agriculture suitable tor Farmers, Land Agents ant] Colonistii. Laboratories.
Farm. Dairy. Workshops. Experimental Centre it» Dairy Hiisbaadry and
Pig Husban^y. Courses open to Women Students.

National Institute of Poultry Husbandry
This Institute, created by the Ministry of Agriculture and the National

Poultry Council, Is situated at the College, which thereby has become the
leading centre of poultry education. Forty acres under poultry. World
famous Laying Trials. Practical work a feature of all agricultural and
poultry courses.

For full particulars apply to the Principal,
H,A.A.C,, Newport, Siiropsuirr

Avoncroft College for Rural Workers
MEN’S COURSE

The study programme aims at giving an all-round understanding

of rural Ufe» approached from the standpoints of modern Agricultural

Science, Economics, History and Literature. Practical work on the

land and in wood and metal workshops is included. For descriptive

booklet and information about aid which is available towards the fees,

apply to the Bursar,

AVONCROFT COLLEGE,
OFFENHAM, nr. EVESHAM

English Folk Cookery
Recipes from ’Countryman’ Readers

THE Founder of the English Folk Cookery Association is trying

to make a Permanent National Record of English and Welsh Local

or National dishes, Cakes and Beverages, Ceremonial and Festival

Cakes and dishes. To make it as complete as possible she will be

grateful if readers of The Countryman will send the names, and,

if possible, the recipes for which their immediate neighbourhood
may be famous or which they have met with elsewhere in England
and Wales.— Address: Mws F, White, ia Nevem Road, EirEs

Court, S,W,5
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Keep in Touch
With all the important
Topics of the day

LITERATURE, ART, THE THEATRE,
FINANCE, POLITICS

READ THE
SATURDAY REVIEW

LITERARY COMPETITION-
SUBSTANTIAL CASH PRIZES

CROSSWORD AND ACROSTIC COMPETITIONS

Specimen copy sent on request
The Circulation Manager

SATURDAY REVIEW, 9 King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

CENTRAL HEATING
HOT WATER SUPPLY AND VENTILATION
For Town and Country Residences and Buildings of

every description. OIL FUEL EQUIPMENT
CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO., LTD. ’Phone Hop. 1305
65a SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.l (5 lines)

nCA AMlC Everyone living in the Country comes,DEMvwl^# at intervals, to a time, a piece ofwork,

4^9 ^ sport, a spell of weather, that
IQf wfISI necessitates an Oilskin Coat and no-

lAIA a 4 Ife A V thing but an Oilskin will do! And
lY e a 1 il 6

1

none but the is good enough.

VUf Ok BEACON OILSKINS will keep you
VY CS ^ i • dry in the wettest of weather. Light-

weight Coats 21s. ,25s.,30s.,45s. WorkOilskins 15s.,17s.6d.

25s, Ladies* Smart Oilslnns from 21s.; Children's fromi

12s. 6d.; Sou -westers from 2s. 6d.; Rubber Boots 11s. 9d.

ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET POST FREE. Send
for Booklet 'Weather Comfort,’ desenbing Oilskins and
Country Boots for Outdoor Men, Women and Children.

BARBOURS Ltd., 209 Beacon Bldgs., South Shields

.
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The OXFORD & DISTRICT
PROVIDENT ASSOCIATION

provides a contributory scheme by which Business and Pro-

fessional Men and Women arc enabled to receive financial

assistance towards the cost of

Nursing Home or Hospital Treatment
Consultations, X-Ray, Surj^ical Operations
Electrical or Massage Treatment, Etc.

Members are entirely free to make their own arrange-

ments for Professional Services and Treatment.

There is no income limit to Membership

Ptn^Pedus and Membership AppUcaHon Form may he obtained from

Tbe Rogistrar, Oxford Sc District Provident Association, Limited

6 King Edward Street, Oxford. a :: Telephone 2713

THEINCORPORATED
SOCIETY OFAUCTIONEERS

AND DANDED PROPERTY AOENTS
President (1931)

Major W. H, HAMILTON, T.D., J.P., F.A.L.PA. (Loudon)

^^HIS progressive Society, founded in 1924, stands for the elimin-

ation of the unscrupulous and unqualified practitioner, which
ideal is only attainable by compulsory rkgistration. It has now u

membership approaching 3,000. Receipts in 1930 exceeded ^7,000*
The Benevolent Fund has an invested Balance of over £1,000. At
the recent Sixth Annual Examinations there were X17 Candidates,

Designntory letters F.A.L.P.A, (Fellow) and A.A.t.P.A. (Associate)

Full particulars of membership from

Mr. JOHN 8THVKNSON, F.LS.A., Barrisier-ut-Lw, Oeneral Secretary

26 FINSBURY SQUARE, LONDON, E,C.2
Ithjphmei MetropoUtan §078 Tthgr4itphlc dddrtnt Fimgmre iQmlm*
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
Mural Paintings.-The only satisfactoiy interior dccoiation for

public or private buildings. Foi paiticulars apply Box
^4,

Countryman
Office, Idbury, Kingham, Oxford.

Poodle Puppies. -Grey miniature; born April, For sale to good
country homes. Parents prize w-inners and great characters. Price

ten guineas. Dogs only. Mrs. Crimmins, Bough-Beech, Kent.

Poultry Farming for Girls- Thorough, practical, theoretical

training on modern farm. Lectures, examinations, healthy life. -
Salaried posts found for capable Students. - Prospectus, Miss Harrison

Bell, Sisservernes Farm, Welwyn, Herts. (London 25 miles).

Silver Fox Ranching, -Anyone interested and requiring sound
guidance and fair treatment is invited to write to the Nithsdale Silver

Fox Ranch, Thornhill, Dumfriesshire,

We should be pleased to hear from any readers who have copies of

April 1927 and April 1928 to spaie.

‘COUNTRYMAN’ DIRECTORY
Auctioneers' & Estate Agents' Institute of the United Kingdom: 29 Lincoln’s

Inn Fields, W.C 2 . (Membership—6,400)
Birds, Royal Society for the Protection oft 82 Victoria Street, S.W.l. For

the protection and preservation of Wild Birds
Boys, Home for (SOO) Little Boys, Farmnghami South Darenth, Dartford,

Kent. For illustrated booklet apply Secretary
Camping Club of Great Britain and Ireland: 2 Greville Street, Hatton

Garden, E.C.l
Cancer Hospital: J. Courtney Buchanan, Fulham Road, S.W.3.
Commons and Footpaths Preservation Society: 71 Eccleston Sq., Belgrave

Road, Westminster, S.W.l
Country Gentleman's Association, Ltd.: Carlton House, Regent St., S.W.l
Dr. Barnardo's Homes: 335, Barnardo House, Stepney Causeway, E.l
Flora's League: The Society for the Protection of Wild Flowers, Ferns

and Trees, Sir Maurice Abbot-.^nderson, C.V.O., 10a Abercorn Place, N.W.S
Food Education Society: 29 Gordon Sq., W.C.l, Museum 3433 (3 lines)

League for the Prohibition of Cruel Sports: 101, Chandos House, Palmer
Street, Westminster, S.W.l

Little Theatre, Citizen House, Bath: loans excellent stage costumes, pro-
perties, curtains, and sends out play producers

Llandudno. The Craig-y-don, Promenade: (Temperance). Accommoda-
tion 200. Recreation room. Lounge. Tel. 6489

National Anti-Grey Squirrel Campaign: Organiser & Hon. Sec., Laurance
Swamson, Moorlands, Boxmoor, Herts.

National Horse Association of Great Britain: 12, Hanover Square, W.l
National Union of Agricultural Workers: (W. Holmes, General Secretary),

Headland House, 308 Grays Inn Road, W.C.l
P.N.B.U. & Parents' Union Correspondence School: 26 Victoria St., S.W.l
Professional Services Association: (Wm. E. W^ebb), 39 St. James's St., S.W.l
Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals: 105 Jermyn Street,

S.W.l, Tel. ‘Cruelty, London’. Over 1,600 branches and auxiliaries

Scapa Society for Prevention of Disfigurement in Town and Country: 71

Eccleston Square, Belgrave Road, Westminster, S.W,1

Women's Farm & Garden Association: 29 Park Road, Upper Baker St., N.W.l
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List of Advertisers

BUILDING* BURNISHING page
Btoss 478
Buoyant ----- 473
Carson » 55O
Drvtone * “ ~ - 470
Grover - - -« - - 699
Hollvgrove Construction Works 720
Messenger - - - - 719
Minty ----- gig
PuDLO 658
Ruberoio - - - - - 689
Silicate Paint - - - - 660
Treloar ----- 685
WiNDOLITE----- 674

EDUCATIONAL
Avoncroft College - - - 712
English Folk Cookery Assoc. ~ 712
English Folk Dance Society - 712
Harper Adams - - - - 712

FARM AND GARDEN
Alfa Laval - - - - 662
Beet Sugar - *- - 703
Buck & Moseley - ~ -717
Bockland Flower Farm - - 704
Bunyard ----- 706
Donaldson, Aldyth - - - 7O6
Elev h Kynoch Cartridges - 479
Four Oaks - - - - 704
Hollygrove Construction Works 720
Moorton's Bird Baths - - 705
Mullins, M. - - - - 434
National Mark - - - - 638
Potters' Arts - - - - 652
Rural Service Association - 466
Ryder ----- 705
Rylands - - - ~ - 701
SOUGNUM ----- 556
White, Tomkins Sc Courage - 698

FINANCIAL
Barclays ----- 628
Income Tax Adjustment Agency 485
Liverpool & London Sc Globe - 624
London & Lancashire - - 676
Oxford & District - - - 714
Prudential - -

»
- - 030

Scottish Provident - " - - 554
Sun Life ----- 467
Westminster - - - - 626

FOOD AND CLOTHING
Achille Serre - - - - 678
Allknbury's Pastilles - - 644
Austin Reed -* - Coi/ef, page 4
Bath Olivers - - - - 590
Beacon Oilskins - - - 713
Bill, W, ----- - 548
Bradford Dyers - - - 684
Burberry----- 642
Cadbury - - - - - 640
Chilprufe - - - - - 580
Coats, J. & P. - - - - 584
Cording, J. C, - - - - 582

Corot ^ 4jjg
Derwicnt Mills - - - 379
Dowie & Marshall - - - 694
Duraouu* - - - - - 666
Egerton Burnett - - ^ 694
Holland's Shoes - - - 707
Liberty ----- 632
Lotus - - - - - 472
Luvisca - - - - - 486
Morley, I. & R. - - - - 482
Old Bleach - - - - 476
Peek Freak - - - - 477
Randall's Bulls Eye Boots - 695
Studd & Millington Cover, page 8
Swan & Edgar - - - - 468
Two Steeples - - - - 674
Vickery ----- 634
Wyllif., Barr & Ross - - 683

GENERAL
Anemochrome - - - - 707
Carreras ----- 664
Classic Curly Cut -• - - 654
Cremation Society - - - 693
Directory - - - - - 715
Early Blankets - - - 475
End’s ----- 648
Euthvmol----- 686
Goddard's Dog Requisites - 706
LS.A.L.P.A. - - - - 714
Kennett Briars - - - 700
Lloyds’ Euxesis - - « $50
Mabie Todd - - - - 455
Naldire’s Soap - - - - 668
Nugget ----- 680
Nutting, G. D. ~ - - - 702
Players ----- 700
Reckxtts Bath Cubes - - 592
Roehampton Golf Bag Supports 702
Royal Typewriters - - - 656
Smalls ----- 715
SoMNUs Mattresses - - - 474
Spottiswoode, Dixon & Hunting 552
Three Nuns - - - - 471
Vapex ----- 698
WiNSOR & Newton - - - 636

LIGHTING AND HEATING
Bell’s Aoa Cooker - - - 570
Chloride ----- 5S8
Co2v Stove - - - - 572
Ever Ready - - - - 687
Glow Worm Boiler - - - 576
Jenkins’ Stoves - - - - 702
Kinnkll - - - - 706, 713
Kohler ----- 564
London Warming Co. - - « 574
Mather Sc Platt - •» «- 697
Nell Gwynn Candles - - 568
Philips Lamps - - - - 690
Pritchett Sc Gold - « - 566
Smith & Wellstooo - - - 57s
Valor Perfection ~ - 682
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FUBUSHERS, etc.
Adelpih - -
Bailliere, Tindall & Cox
Blackie - - -
Bumpus - - -
Cape -----
Constable - - -
H.M. Stationery Office
Heffer - - -
London Mercury
Ministry of Agriculture
Nash’s Magazine -
Nelson - - -
Nicholson & Watson -
Oxford University Press
Religious Tract Society
Saturday Review -
SiDGWicK & Jackson -
Smith, W. H.
Star Publishing Co. -
Statesman «& Nation -

Times* Book Club

618
To THE benevolent
British Sailors - - 710

598 Cancer Hospital - 708
608 Children’s Aid - - ~ - 711
622 N.S.P.C.C. - - - - - 710
600 Salvation Army - 709
620
594

TRAVEL AND MOTORING
Austin - ~ _ - 562

622 B.P. - - ~ ™ - - 688
691 Blue Star - - - - - 670
596 CUNARD _ - - 672
612 Ford - - - - _ - 480
606 G.W.R. - - _ „ - 469
602 Harrison Line - - - - 696
618 Lincoln - - - - - 481
614 Morris - - _ _ - 560
713 N.Y.K. ----- - 676
604 ObBORNE Hotel - - - - 646
620 P. & 0, - - - Cover, page 2
610 bMEDLEY’s Hydro - 696
692 Thornycroft Motor Boats - 681
622 WIRELESS AND GRAMOPHONES

E.M.G. - - - -

Murphy - - _ -
- 586
- 588

New English Dictionary; Willing to purchase at substantial reduction. Box
53 c/o The Countryman,
Relatives and Friends at Home and Abroad would welcome The Countryman

for 1932.
Competition Answers.- 1. Maurice Hewlett. -2. ‘Through England in the Time of
William and Mary, being the Diary of Celia Fiennes’, 1688.- 3. Bee;, ant and wasp
drones.- 4 Constable.- 5. Nietzsche.- G. Lord de Tabley.

SPECIAL OFFER
Gbimney Sweeping
and Drain Cleaning Machines

30ft Red Malacca Canes,
fitted best brass screws &
sockets, I Sin bass chini*^

oey brush. ArcbimedeanS
Dram Cleaner iocIuded|

Carriage

ZUs. "PT"

,
Cash re-

funded if

not satisfied

30ft. 30s.
40ft. 24s. fid.

50ft. 318. fid.

60ft. 3fis.6d.
70ft; 4l«.fid.
80ft. 4Ss.

lOOft. 59s. fid.

These are best quahty.
We MO loriuer *;tippfv the 2nd qualiiv

BUCK & MOSELEY {Depi.C.5,

63 New Oxford St., London.W.C.1

BACK NUMBERS & BINDING
It is a pity not to be able to refer

quickly to Back Numbers, even if

you don’t bind, as many readers do.

Single Copies; No. i (April 1927)
out of print. No, 4 (Jan. 1928)
now 5s. No. 5 (April 1928) now 58.

All Other Back Numbers as* 6d.

Bound Volumes (with Index and
Titlepage): Vol. I, with No. i

(April 19x7) omitted, 158. VoL
II, 178. fid. Vols. Ill & IV, 15s.

Complete Set (4 Vols.) supplied
and bound (with No. i, April,

1927 omitted) 2s. fid.

Readers’ Own Copies for a year
bound, including Index, 6s,

Indexes (with Titlepages) for
Vols. II, in and IV, is, each.
(Vol. I index out of print)

All prices include postage

The Countryman,
Idbury, Kingham, Oxford
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Modern Glasshouses
Embodying distinct advantages

in design, construction and
equipment, as the result of many
years* experience as specialists

in this class of work

GJRDEN FRAMES in great variety

for all puffOSes. GREENHOUSE
BOILERS and all Heating Requirements.

Speeial Catalogue (C) on request. Estimates

free

MESSENGER& CO., LTD.
Horticultural Builders and Heatiug Engineers

LOUGHBOROUGH, Leicestershire
London Office: laa, VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.i

Telephone: 691 Loughborough; iao9 Victoria, London
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HOLLYGROVE
CONSTRUCTION WORKS
STAINKS ROAD ; HOUNSLOW : MIDI)r,ESRX

METAL CRAFTSMEN

Hand wrought gates, grilles, well heads, weather

vanes and interior domestic ironwork

e should he pleased to quote prices against clients^ shetches^

to submit suggestions, or to call and take particulars of any

metal nxtork contemplated

For CONTENTS see Page 7 i 8, List or AOVi.rtisers, Page 716
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A Full Size
SELF-FILLING

‘SWAN’ fot 10». 6^
COVERED BY THE

NO-TIME-LIMIT GUARANTEE

DORN in the famous ‘Swan* factory and
-^made by the same craftsmen who have
given the ‘Swan* Pen world wide supremacy,
the ‘Swan* Minor is a full-size pen embody-
ing all the well-known ‘Swan* characteristics.

Fitted with 14-ct. iridium pointed ‘Swan* gold
nib and flush-fitting vulcanite lever.

SMI lOs. 6d. SM2 128. 6d.
Chromium plated Complete with
clip xs. extra chromium plated clip

Other ‘Swans* from 15s.

OF STATIONERS AND JEWELLERS

‘SWA/y*
SELF-FILLING PEN

Made in England

Illustrated list post free from Mabie, Todd & Co., Ltd.,
Swan House, 133 and 135, Oxford Street, London, W.L
Branches at: 79 High Holborn, W.C. 1 ; 114, Cheapside,
E.C.2; 95, Regent Street, W.l; and at 3, Exchange
Street, Manchester. 'Swan* Pen Works; Harlcsden,
London, ‘Swan’ Ink Works; Dingle, Liverpool.

Always use ‘SWAN INK*
For Contents see page 974 List of Advertisers see page 97a

AA
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Riural Service Association

Scotland, Ltd.

popularly known as the ^R.S.A/5 is a Society of

Landowners, Land Agents, Farmers, and others

interested in the land. The work is divided into

the following departments

:

Expert Advice and Assistance

Purchase and Supply of Estate Requisites

Sale of Seeds after careful Tests
' Manufacture of Agricultural and Horticultural

Preparations

Buildings, Decorations, Electrical Installations,

Central Heating, Water Supply, etc.

Landscape Gardening and Tennis Courts

Management of Estates and Farms
Sale and Letting of Estates and Farms
Sale of Live Stock, Timber and other Produce

Publishing and Employment Register

*The Couptryman' quarterly and the Price Book and Catalogues form the ojSImal
PubliccUions of the

DIRECTORS
Major C. FALCONAR STEWART, M.C., FeddaJ, Braco, Perthshire

Coionel BRYCE ALLAN, O.B.E., T.D., Aros, Tobermory, Mull
Major ROBERT ROSS, 48 Westbourne Gardens, Glasgow, W.z

A. G. TURNER, Managing Director

Membership. The subscription is 213. per annum, which covers the cost of the
official publications and entitles members to all privileges. There is no further liability.

Members may also become shareholders with limited liability. The holding of 100 fully

paid 6 per cent. Preference Shares of £i each entitles the holder to all membership
privileges free.

Appliet^iom for Membership and all correspondence should be addressed to

THE SEC3RETARY
22 Ropil Rcchange Square, Glasgow, G.1

Tel. No. Central 2516 Tel. Add, ‘Countryman, Glasgow*
also at

36 Whitesands, Dumfries and 39 St. James’s Sti S.W.1
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THIS WINTER
travel safely on

DUNLOP
YOU CAN TRUST THE

JL TRIPLE STUD TREAD

1

CF.H.12i©
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‘Essanee’ No. 2 Hosiery—

A hard-wearing Pure Silk

Hose made

exclusively

for Swan &
Edgar

S
WAN & EDGAR
famous Essanee No. 2

Hosiery. Service-
weight Pure Silk, with lisle

feet and tops. Fully fash-

ioned with new cuban heel

and extra toe splicing.

British made. R e c om -

mended for hard wear. In

burma, oak, brown, new
brown, java, duskee, gun-
metal, etc. Sizes to 10.

per pair

3 pairs, 14/6

post free

'

4/11

HOSIERY: Ground Floor 'Essanee" No. z Hose

SWANsEKAR
Piccadilly Circus -The hub c( theWorld

SmufS-Bdgarm. London, WA. 'j^one; Rtgmt 1816
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TXELIGHTFULLY
situated, facing the

Parkandwithin a short

distance of Piccadilly,

Theatres and Shopping
Centres. Ofiering quiet

luxury, large finely

furnished bedrooms,
complete hut unosten^
tatious service. Cuisine
and wines of supreme
excellence . » . famous
among discriminating
people for more than
forty years.

Most reasonable inclusive

weekly or daily terms.

Brochure on apfiication to

the Manager: W, G, Russell

LONDON
PRINCE OF WALES

HOTEL
DE VEIE OARDENS KENSINOTON W.

Telegrams: Telephone:

Suasivelys Kens , London, Western 4872



BED-ROOM CHARM
How excellent the chamber wherein the fitment

he such of utility and to the eye pleasing withal

—windowed to the east to catch thefirst greeting

rays of morning—and above all ct foomy bed

with ^or^eous billowy bedding whereon one may

sleep, rest, M and sleep a^ain with ceaseless

ecstasy. How excellent.

SOMNUS BEDDING
FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE

Write us for aid ag,ents

THE BEDDING HOUSE OF RHODES
Gaion Cress MSIs, Leeds and

Letus Nvtimghm
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1932
RANGE
12 h.p.

£260-335

15 h.p.

£355-465

20 h.p.

£495-775

30 h.p.

£1250
{Ex Works)

Dunlop Tyres and
Triplex glass fit-
ted as standard

HE conspicuous success of Armstrong
Siddeley cars is due to the determination
of the discerning British public to have

' the very best obtainable at a modest cost.

The 1932 models challenge comparison with any-
thing in, or near, their price. Over and above
their Aircraft quality of construction, they have
distinctive features—the most important being the
self-changing gear—which place them in a class by
themselves. “ You cannot buy a better car.”

IDDELEf
WITH SEiF-CMANGIMG GEAR

Writefor Catahgue CAABSt
ARMSTRONG SIDDELEY MOTORS LTD., COVENTRY

LONDON: 10 OLD BOND STREET, W.l
King Street West. Agents in all
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i"A LIVING ROOM'
I in British Columbia Pine

1 It need not be Expensive

M Panelling is probably the only decorative material that does

= not deteriorate but actually improves with age, and modern
s developments have made it possible to produce really

g beautiful work at most reasonable cost. Oak is, of cotirse,

s traditional—but some of the newer Empire timbers are

g very attractive. The finish, however, is a most important

J factor. That is where our Drytone Processes are easily

s paramount. The tones are produced naturally and without
= the use of any stain. The results are therefore always
= clean and restful

M We want to send you particulars of

1 PRYTONE WOODWORK for Public Buildings
= DRYTONE DOORS for the Private House
= DRYTONE PANELUNG to go with them
S DRYTONE FLUSH DOORS for every purpose

I DRYTONE LTD.
I Makers of Distinctive Woodwork
g DRYTONE HOUSE 65 HIGH ST. CAMDEN TOWN LONDON, N.W.l

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllillllillliH^^^^^
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water hard in your

district ?
If you install a ‘Permutit’

Water Softener the difference will astonish you. With

soft water you use 50% less soap, 80% less soda, and

30% less tea. Baths will be twice as refreshing. House-

hold cleaning and washing will be easier. And there

are dozens of other advantages. But above all, health

will be safeguarded. Hard water aggravates rheumatism

and gout. Hard water is bad for kidney complaints

and many forms of indigestion. Hard water is often

a cause of constipation. ‘ Permutit ^ gives an unlimited

supply of pure, soft water without chemicals, labour

or expense. Send a post-

^ card to the address below

for our free booklet, “Soft

Water in the Home.’^

United Water $nftenirs

Limited^ Dept. 5$ Md~
tifjfth Hwcf London^

W.C,2.
*Grams: Aqua-

doksy Estrandy London.

*Fhone ; Holhorn 3///. THE WATER SOFTENER



"three times

perfectly

HEN it comes to walking mcough snow and grass

othet boots absorb the water and wet the feet, yet with the new

pair you sent me I waded a stream and they were perfectly water-

proof. . , Fd like you to sec the pair I have worn for two years

all the time, three times seled and they are perfectly waterproof

under all conditions,”

LOTUS
& DELTA SHOES

LOTUS LIMITED, STAFF<»ID AND NORTHAMPTON
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ous affairs of love. But the veriest tupp will testify that no affection can

survive in a home that is void of comfort. A furniture that is hard on

the limbs is hard on the disposition. If, then, you would keep as dear a

love as may not be dissolved, the Buoyant Chair serves rarely to your

purpose. For this chair, as having in it not only the soft delight of

downy cushions, but also the excellence and wonder of springs that are

sprung on springs, is a great instigator of contentment. Soothed in its

sympathetic lap you view one another with more than usual fondness.

Small irritations arc hushed and rebuked by its silent, lasting calm. Nor is

this any sophism. For there’s no mortal wight that is not made happier by

beautiful and pleasant things; nor ever shall be, till the sun remit for ever

his radiance and the stars be glutted with the glory of their own shining.

Pronounced^ with an orderly discretion^ forBUOYANT
EASY CHAIRS AND SETTEES
Most good Furnishing Houses sell Buoyant Chairs at prices from five gtdneas

THE BUOYANT UPHOLSTERY CO. LTD., SANDIACRE, NOTTS
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A Motoring Analogy

with a Business Moral

I
T has been said that advertising

is to business what the engine is

to a motor car.

If the engine is missing on one
cylinder the defect may pass un-
noticed untilyou begin to go uphill.

Making sales to-day is uphill work.
It demands advertising that is

^firing on all cylinders’.

We are famous for the production
of such advertising, and invite

enquiries from interested readers.

Illustrated Brochure on request

SPOTTiSWOODE, DIXON & HUNTING LTD.
Incorporated Practitioners in Advertising

REGENT HOUSE, KINGSWAY
LONDON, W.C.2
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No Extravagance Here!
I’m not an extravagant man/’ said the Vicar.

^'That’s one of the reasons why I smoke Three

Nuns. It goes so much farther than any other

tobacco I have tried—^bums more slowly and never

runs to waste. So you see I save money and enjoy

the luxury of smoking what I consider the best

brand of tobacco in the world—and I haven’t been

a pipe-smoker for nearly half a century without

trying a good few.”

THREE NUMS
the ‘economy cut’ tobacco- is. 2id. an ounce,

Por FREE SAMPLE smd a postcard to Dept. R.> Stephen Mitchell & Soth
36 St, Andrew SquarCf Glasgow,

Issued by the Imperial Tobacco Co. {of Great Britain and Ireland), Ltd,
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Added Charm and Comfort too —
Tkafs what a ^BLOBS* Chair or Btool will do!

Ideal for Country Cottages and Bungalows ‘BLOSS* Rush Seated

Chairs and Stools are unequalled— they are made to give satis-

faction—soundly constructed, artistic and pleasing in price. Write
for full list of many designs—free

Fireside Chairs from 5s, lid. During Chairs 7S. 6d. Ann Chairs 13s. lid.
Handicraft Workers supplied with Chair and Stool Frames,
also Rush and Seagrass, Coloured or Natural, for Seating

C. BIOSS & SONS LaOPlUNCESRISBORODGH,B.d.
We also supply Chairs for Village Halls, Clubs and Institutes etc.



Send a postcard for our illustrated

list No. 3 of Jumpers and Cardigans.

We have a stock of over 500 at all

prices from 1 7s. 6d« to 63s.

All British

FERNDEN
SPORTS WEAR, L

32, GEORGE ST.,

HANOVER SQUARE. W.l
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It*s a wise person who
pulls Glastonbury Over-
shoes on over his everyday-

shoes before he goes dri-

ving or walking in winter.

These well-fitting, suede
overshoes, with deep, nat-

ural fleece inside, and
made with the lightning

fastener, pull on comfort-
ably and keep out every
draught and chill. Obtain-
ablejin many smart styles

Claslonhuriis
Clatk, Son &. Morland) Limited^ Glastonbury
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The
Guinea
Glastonburys

If you are undecided
whether to go and put

on your walking shoes

or keep on your slippers EnSsi^si'S^h^

to potter about— slip
,,

into a pair of Glaston- ^

burySlipperShoes.They A
are slippers and shoes;

warmer and giving more
protectionthanorinary
slippers, yet easier to get

into than ordinary walk- ;

ing shoes. i
GLAST

Sd^ hy Mgh-class shoe shops everywhere.

Ajlfply to US for name of nearest retailer.

GLAStONBURYS
-•dhajiust slippers

ftk Worlds

from <6s. to 19s. 9d,

riastonfaurus
Clark, Son & Morland Limited^ Glastonbury
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STIUYANS, HOREHAM ROAD, BAST SUS-
SEX. Photo by the courtesy of Major F. Young,
J.P. Work executed by the Lums Green Works,

Rorekam Road, B. Sussex, Agents for Colas

Rainand hail and sleet and snow play
havoc with the surface of drives and
garden paths unless they are treated
withColas. Use Colas now and protect
your drive from the winter weather.

Colas arrives ready to apply and re-
quires no skill or special apparatus.
Colas provides a safe, attractive and
lasting surface under aU traffic and
weather conditions.

Ifdesired,free estimates

can be submitted for

re-surfacing drives and
paths by contract in any

part of the country.

Enquiries are also in-

vited for laying down
or re-surfacing Bard
Tennis Courts,

Writefor 24 page ImUet, which tells all about
Cdas and prices^ to

COLAS PRODUCTS LIMITED
25 Colas House

Buckingham Cafe S.W.1
Associated Companies throughout the World



Modern travellers live a sheltered life com-
pared with that of our great-grandfathers,

but even we need weather protection in

our walks abroad. The modern raincoat

is usually efficient. Being subjected to

more than ordinarily hard wear,

however, it needs cleaningand ‘re-

proofing’ periodically. You will

do well to employ ‘Achille

Serre’ for this. For seven

and sixpencewewill clean,

reproof and retint any
raincoat. Efficiently.

To your complete
satisfaction.

Achille ScrrcK
Head Office 6t Works; Blackhorse Lane, Walthamstow, London, E.17

We have published cwo actractive little Books Illustrated b/
Norman Keene. One for Ladies, ‘It’s Wondeffur, and
one for Gentlemen, ‘Clothes Sense*. We should like to

send you copies of one or both. May we 1

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES ALMOST EVERYWHERE
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^ WATER SUPPLY
- KELDy"^STLE, PICKERING, N. YORKS

residm(» of Sir P, B. Rickett

Specialize in Water Supplies for Country Mansions,

Estates and Farms

Guarantee a given supply according to requirements

Ask for no payment until success is assured

Do first class work only

Make a survey, report, advise and estimate for carry-

ing out the necessary works in detail

Give personal supervision to all works

Have carried out many hundreds of contracts to suc-

cess in all parts of the country

OFFER YOU OUR SERVICES

M. MULLINS
Water Dvomer, Engineer and Contractor

Walmer Kent
Tdephme: DEAL 214 Telegrams: *PUMPS* DEAL
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TAXATION

The Symbol

of Stability

WHATEVER the nature of

your difficulty- it may be the

preparation of your claim for repay-

ment, the rendering of a Return, a

point of doubt on which you desire

advice - there is always available our

service to help you. We have saved

our clients countless thousands of

pounds in the last forty years, solved

innumerable difficulties for them. To
write to us places you under no obli-

gation. We will gladly send you our

brochure on request. We have a

department to deal with Farm
Accounts and Property Mainten-

ance Claims.

A client writing us in January

^

1931, says

*I thank you very much for cheque. It must be well

over thirty-two years since I first consulted you. Naturally

I feel very grateful for such remarkably good results. With-

out your aid I am certain I could not have recovered any-

thing like this amount. For good results and prompt atten-

tion no other can equal you.’

' THE
INCOME « TAX ADJUSTMENT AGENCY LTD.,

9/ 10 &: a, POULTRY, LONDON, E.CS

West End Office near Oxford Circus

2 HOLLES St. OXFORD St., W.l

Established 1890
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nnHE name‘LUVISCA’on Shirts, Soft

Collars and Pyjamas is the modern man’s
pass-word to quality and style, his assurance

of smooth comfort that day-to-day usage

cannot spoil. The texture and the smart,

clear colours (all wash-fast) do him credit

and give him constant pleasure. Make a

point of seeing the latest ranges—the de-

signs you prefer are well represented. British

Manufacture

—^SHIRTS
SOFT COLLARS & PYIAMAS
IrOOk
for the
Registered
TbE:

Soid by Leading Hosien, Outfitters & Stores
If any diWmWy in obtaining write Cour-
taulds IM, {Dept. ItsSK) 16 St, Martinis-
le^and, London,B.C.lfWho mUsmd you
name of nearai ^retailer and descriptive

lUerature



The Countryman
A Quarterly Non-Party Review and

Miscellany of Rural Life and Industry

Edited and Published by J. W. Robertson Scott

at Idbury^ Kingham, Oxfordshire

O more than happy countryman if only he knew his good fortune !—Vergil

The best citizens spring from the cultivators—Cato

Agriculture can never regain even a moderate degree of prosperity unless it is treated on the

lines of The Countryman, that is without Party bias—Lord Ernie

Vol. V. No. 4 2s. 6d, quarterly January 1932

Bruern ^Abbey

by T. Henry Martin

TN Idbury there has been a -persistent tradition about

-L a ‘secret passage' between the old manor house in

which The Countryman is produced and Bruem
Abbey, about three miles away as the crow flies. Hence

we were much interested in the following narrative,

and think that our readers may be so too.

WHEN I was a lad, I became acquainted with

an old dame who, in the eighteen-forties,

had lived as a maid at Bruern Abbey. I can never

forget the vividness with which she recounted stories

which had been handed down about the old place

and the district.

One tale of hers was of revenge by highwaymen,
about the year 1760. The family then residing

at the erstwhile Abbey were on a visit to a distant

part of the county, and had left the house in charge
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of numerous servants, male and female. It was late

autumn. The gales had been unusually severe and

had made great havoc in the elm-bordered fringes

of the old Wychwood Forest.

One blustering evening when the moon was

gleaming fitfully among scurrying masses of cloud,

a horseman rode towards the great house. The
progress he made was halting and strange, for he

took advantage of every patch of shadow which

isolated clumps of trees afforded. At last he was
within a couple of yards of the Abbey mill which
straddles the Evenlode. He dismounted, tied up
his horse in a group of oaks, went forward on foot a

little way, then hurriedly returned. After a while he
came out again, and, in a stooping position, crossed

the open space. After gaining the shadow of the

mill he crossed a plank bridge, again resumed his

stooping posture, and so reached the precincts of

the great house. He seemed well acquainted with

the place, and his approach was so skilful that not

one of the many watch dogs was aroused. At last

he reached the main entrance, and with some
difficulty pushed a paper under the door. In the

same stealthy manner he regained the clump of oaks

where his horse was tied and went off in a different

direction from that in which he came.

When the paper was found by one of the maids a

commotion arose in the great house. The young
woman could not read, but the scrawled "writing

aroused her sense of the mysterious, and before

reaching the housekeeper she shared her discovery
in the servants’ quarters. All were on tiptoe with
excitement. At last the housekeeper was found.
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With no show of surprise she took the paper and read

:

‘Gang coming to-night look out early'

The servants listened with wide eyes and mouths
agape. Addressing the men the housekeeper said

briskly, ‘I oiled the gun locks and filled the powder
flasks and shot bags only this morning; I was
afraid they would soon be wanted. Get them down
and take your places at the upper windows. Now,
you girls ! Fill and heat the big copper. Cook, you
see every door is secure and every window down-
stairs shuttered.’

‘Please m’,’ said one of the girls, ‘th’ buckets

be all out in th’ big yard. We left ’um there when
we washed it down this afternoon

;
we be very sorry,

please m’.’ ‘Fetch them in, then, can’t you.?’

‘Please m’, we be afraid.’ ‘Come with me.’ The
housekeeper led the way through the inner court

and out into the paved yard, the two timid girls

at her heels. The moonlight glinted on the metal

hoops of six wooden pails against the farther wall.

At this moment one of the watch dogs began to

bay. The housekeeper and maids stopped in the

middle of the yard, for a slight scraping sound at the

big gates caught their ears. ‘Pick up two each,

quick!’

The girls whipped up their buckets and rushed

back. The housekeeper caught up the remaining

two and dashed for the door. But before she gained

it her whirling skirts were seized. Even homespun
could not stand the strain; the skirt tore apart and
she was just able to stumble inside the door which
was clanged and barred before her assailant could

recover from the struggle.
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‘Hush,’ she admonished the hysterical girls, ‘we

want all our wits. Go on with the copper, cook.’

‘Yes m’. I be warmin’ some ale, for I thought I

could yer everybody’s teeth a-chattering. They’ll

keep us up till mornin’. I’ll warrant! But dunt us
get werried. Four guns an’ th’ copper o’ bilin’

water ’ll be a match for ’um. I’ll lay. Dun’t us get

worried.’

A shot rang out, and before the clatter of echoes
died away, shouts and imprecations could be heard.

A maid burst in: ‘Oh, please m’l George a’bin an’

shot one on ’um. He was tryin’ to break open the

stable door and steal th* osses, George says, so he
shot ’im.’

The defenders waited for developments hour
after hour, but nothing more was heard of the
robbers. Nightly watch was kept, for it was
rumoured that as a man had been killed, someone
belonging to the Abbey would be slain in expiation.

Weeks passed. The family had returned. Addi-
tional men were secured, and everything done to
prevent surprise. Early one morning terrible cries

were heard coming across the fields, and soon the
whole house was astir. The men folk assembled
and armed. A hasty council was held and it was
decided that two parties should take opposite
directions and close in, in converging lines, towards
the sound. Each party was equipped with a lighted
lantern, carefully obscured, and every man carried
flint and steel and tinder. As the door opened the
terrible cry could still be heard, but growing fainter.

The men hurried silently away. Every hundred
yards or so they stopped and listened, for there was
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always the possibility of a ruse. Suddenly a man
stumbled and fell. He quietly called for the lantern

and the partially uncovered light showed the body
of a skinned animal. For the first moment it was
thought to be a sheep, then the grinning fangs

showed it to be a dog. The light, travelling farther,

fell, to their horror, upon the flayed body of a

man lying against the sheepfold, the skin of the face

alone remaining. The face was the face of the shep-

herd.

‘Kill a couple o’ ship; that’s what us must do,’

shouted the leader of the party, ‘an’ wrap ’n in th’

wet skins. Quick!’ At the farther end of the fold

the sheep were huddled in a silent mass. Two were
caught, slain and skinned with marvellous dispatch

and the pathetic object was gently wrapped in the

warm bleeding fleeces. A hurdle was laid down; the

men dragged o£F their coats to make a soft bed upon
it, the poor victim was tenderly lifted thereon and
the dreary procession returned to the Abbey.
Obviously nothing was of avail for the saving

of life, but a stimulant brought momentary conscious-

ness. Unable to describe those who had committed
the atrocity, the shepherd could just say that the

most exquisite torture was when the skin was being
torn from the roots of the nails.

0
‘I c A N N A get no profit out o’ mine’, said a cottager

bout his pig, ‘but then I have the muck and the company’.
‘You look cold, Mrs. Palmer’, said a farmer to his

shepherd’s wife, ‘have you got enough clothes on? What are

you wearing?’ ‘Well, zur, first comes me cwut, then comes
me petticwut, then comes me skinimydiddle, then comes Oi’.
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Island^ our L.ife ^here- 3
by R. Dd. Lockley

HOW the author came into possession of an island

off the Welsh coast, full of wild birds andflowers,
how he found treasure trove in the wreck of an aban-

doned schooner, which came ashore soon after his

arrival, and how, after building a house out of the

wreck, he brought his bride — this having been told,

Mr. Lockley records the experiences of himself, his wife

and little daughter. In this issue he gives an account

of another wreck off his island.

The winter Atlantic is heaving and restless, and
the long shadows cast by her great billows are

dark at morn and eve. Day after day the Wireless

Shipping Forecast for our district, ‘Western Severn’,

warns us of southerly and westerly gales. Then
every cliff and rock within our sight is whitened
with foam, and we, to our mainland neighbours,

are but a haze on the horizon, marked out by the

ever-present garland of surf.

When we have finished boating our lamb crop

over in September, we begin on the rabbit-catching,

a task which occupies us practically all winter. At
the end of October the gales begin; often they

lock us in the island for a week or ten days at a

stretch. They bring us firewood and timber,

perhaps at rare intervals the fragments of a big

wreck, a broken mast, a battered deckhouse. In

one of our deep caves we recently discovered the

whole side ofan old wooden shipjammed immovably
in the narrowing recess. But fewer and fewer
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•wooden ships now sail the seas, so the Marloes folk

have cause to grumble that •wrecks are few and far

between. As a living, wrecking and beachcombing

have died in an age of •well-lighted coasts and of

iron ships.

The last big wreck here was of the s.s. ‘ Molesey’,

which was lost, with some ofher hands, in November
1929. On that day the morning broke fine and
calm after five days of rain and high winds. John
had five days’ catch of rabbits on hand and we were
waiting this chance to market them. We had the

greatest difficulty in loading and launching the

‘Storm Petrel’ owing to the tremendous ground
swell pounding into South Haven. At last, with the

aid 01 my wife and the lightkeepers, John and I

were pushed clear of the breaking seas, and we
motored slowly across. Though there was not a

breath of wind, the swells were so steep that again

and again their crests curled and broke, and each

time we were threatened we had to be smart with
the tiller in order to avoid a full broadside. It was
a wet journey, an adventure to be remembered.
The fibrst pulF of wind came upon us in Jack Sound,
and by the time we had beached and hauled up at

Martinshaven, a whole southerly gale was raging.

I was very glad to creep into my warm hut, snugly
protected under the hill there. For the next three

hours the whole peninsula of Martinshaven was
shaken by the violence of the gale.

Late in the afternoon there was an appreciable
slackening and I went up to the village to complete
the week’s business. I was not allowed to use the
telephone. It -was in the use of frantic coastguards
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all along the line. Apparently there was a wreck ofF

St, jAub’s Head, I gathered from the yfllagners,

most of whom were listening-in to the mtsssages

passing through the local wires. The young kds
and men had already stampeded for St. Anun’s

Head, miles to the south. Roofs and rickss 'were

torn everywhere I noticed on my way back.

Towards dusk only an ordinary gale was blow mg.
The sun had set behind racing clouds when C mnt
out along- the headland to bid good night to my isLatid

and home. Far out to sea in the SW. the red light

of the island lighthouse winked me a reply. "West-

wards across Jack Sound lay the little island of

Midland and beyond it the dark mass of Skoiraer

and her gigantic Mewstone rock. Then (jiUilte

suddenly I saw the bow and foremast of a. ship

silhouetted as it protruded from the black back-

ground of Midland. Sharply and clearly her bow
stood out, her very keel showing under her foi-iefo<ot.

Then a monstrous billow rolled in and overwhelm ed

her. The end ofthings, I thought, filled with horror.

But not the great -wave subside^ ebbed until ihe

ship stood gaunt and desolate as before, then

gathering strength, heaved up and buried heragatn.

At the height of the gale she had been thrown 0 n itfc.e

rocks atil now the sea pounded her and p3ayed

with her as a cat with a mouse, before swallowing
her completely. There was no light shown as a
sign of Hie aboard, and no sound could reach across

Jack Souad. The wind in my ears was such that I

could barely hear the thunder of the surf a hun dred
feet below me. I did not know then that thirty-

people were huddled amidships in a tiny cabin.
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shuddering at each of the ocean’s blows. Nothing
could live, I firmly believed, in that devastating sea.

Hardly had I left the headland, than in the lane
by my hut I met the first coastguard (arrived by car

from the wireless station at Fishguard) who reported
that ‘Molesey’ had wirelessed ‘gone ashore on
Wooltack Point’. That was the last message sent

by her.

‘A total loss, she’ll never live !’ he said. He took
down my depositions as to the position of the wreck
on the SE. shore of Midland. She was certainly

not on Wooltack Point, the headland on which
we were standing, but immediately opposite us and
quite out of reach half a mile across Jack Sound.
No doubt her captain had confused the headlands
in sending his message.

Hurrying back into the lane on our way to the
village, we met the male population coming solidly

towards us in the dark, seated on or running behind
a lorry loaded with the breeches buoy and life-saving

rocket apparatus from St. Ann’s Head. Of no
avail, no rocket could span Jack Sound, and as soon
as the hopeless position of the wreck was known,
it was turned back. Already the two local motor-
lifeboats, keen rivals, had, according to report, left

their stations at Angle and St. Davids, and were out
searching.

The Marloes fishermen must also try to help.
As the only man to have seen the wreck properly, it

was for me to organize a crew. I could have had
twenty men at once, but by the lights of the lorry I
accepted the first five who showed their hands.
Nothing could be done that night in the howling
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wind. The rendezvous was Martinshaven at dawn,
where we would launch their biggest rowing boat,

for mine was too small. I could not sleep, I think

few could. Long before dawn I was out on the

headland in time to see distress rockets going up
from the wreck, which now lay dry at low water.

Just as our scratch crew was launching, some of

the principals of the firm owning the ‘Molesey’

arrived by car and told us that the crew comprised
some thirty souls. The fact that someone was still

able to send up flares encouraged us. True, our

boat could not take thirty easily, but we were pre-

pared to try twice if we could reach the wreck.

When we set out in the pale light of dawn, we had
to push back half a dozen volunteers, who clung

pleading to the boat. The six of us rowed and
rowed, for my part as never before, with those long

sea-oars. Half a mile of hard pulling brought us

to Jack Sound, that rocky cauldron of wind-rough-
ened currents. It was now daylight and we could see

the ‘Molesey’ lying tilted against Midland, her

smokestack flat as cardboard, her bridge and
upperworks carried right away. There was life on
board, however, and we pulled harder than ever

gaining slowly foot by foot with tide and oars against

the strong westerly wind. We were not one hundred
yards from the wreck and toiling painfully but
surely along, tossed and battered by the swell,

when the Angle lifeboat, new, full-powered with
twin engines, came grandly up from southwards
at top speed, sweeping before us, crashing through
the waves, and threw out anchors and sea-anchors

alongside the wreck, and had the survivors jump
BB
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aboard one by one. There were more than eight

missing, reported swept overboard in the night.

Pleased that all were saved, yet, I must confess,

disappointed to have had no share in their rescue,

we drifted back to Midland, and with great difficulty

put ashore a landing party to see if any survivors

were on the island. There were none, and a few
minutes later the wind had blown us back to Martins-

haven.*

I was anxious now to return to my island, but it

was much too rough to cross that day. Even on the

following morning it was none too pleasant when
John and I set out. Our course lay past the ‘Molesey ’

.

We were tempted to board her and explore. Some-
thing of John’s fever to loot and pillage a wreck
has by now crept into my veins, and so we reduced

speed as we passed her. All doubts as to whether
we had better stop in view of the sightseers now
rapidly crowding on the headland opposite, were
dispelled when we heard a feeble call from near the

ship. One last survivor, a Maltese fireman, yesterday

hidden, semi-conscious, in a berth during the life-

boat rescue, and now supposing all others drowned
but himself, was signalling desperately to us. He
had jumped into the sea with nothing but a lifebelt

and vest on, and was standing on the rocks below
the ship. Almost before we were alongside he fell

into the ‘Storm Petrel’, over-eagerly, bruising his

already battered body, half frozen, trembling with
fright and exposure. We could get no sense out of
him, so I left him with John, and while he was

It must be said that subsequently the owners of the ‘Molesey^

recognised the Marloes crew’s efforts by presenting them with a cheque.
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being fed out of our stores, wrapped warmly and
given tobacco, I scrambled aboard the wreck to

look for other survivors. In vain, I saw only things

which either saddened me, or aroused my cupidity.

We sped back with the Maltese to Martinshaven,
left him in good hands there, and then got home
once more, to hear Doris’s thrilling account of the

wreck and the rescue as seen from our island.

We never got a chance, unfortunately, to raid the

‘Molesey’ as we did to our heart’s content the

‘Alice Williams’. Afterwards we learnt that no one
was allowed to remove or salvage a single item

during the two calm days that followed. All her

lovely furniture, her tools and fittings were sense-

lessly sacrificed by the underwriters to the gale

that soon came and swept her to the bottom. Her
furniture and wooden parts, battered to uselessness,

floated away to distant beaches, and were picked up
for firewood. I regretted specially a nice lathe I saw
on her.

Now only the iron heart of her lies visible at dead
low water of spring tides, a few yards from Midland
shore, given over to the fishes and the long ribbony

seaweeds.

The Cat and the Birds. — Mousse, the cat did

great execution among the mice with which the

house is plagued in winter, but she killed the swallow

that frequented the wheelhouse and proposed to

build there. This was one of our sole resident pair,

and its mate thereupon deserted us. Mousse’s
second crime was even more heinous. She destroyed

a female white wagtail which had mated with a male

pied wagtail and was sitting on six eggs in a nest
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in the garden wall. This female was tame enough to

allow me to take her o£F the nest by hand. Such cases

of interbreeding are rare, and I was particularly

anxious to have the bird at hand to show to ornitho-

logists who might visit me. Mousse left us only a

few broken tail-feathers. She was at once banished

to the mainland, sentenced to remain there until the

mice (winter) season began. It is worth adding that

the male bird flew off to the mainland and twelve

days later returned with a new wife, this time one of

his own race. The next day the widower and his

bride laid the foundation of their nest. They
finished it on the second day, and, within three

weeks, had hatched out their six eggs. The young
were safely reared. Each year in October small

flocks of snow-buntings visit us. I did not see any

that October, and on the first of November, I

remarked on the fact at breakfast. Just then we
heard Mousse’s familiar ‘Ee-yow!’ outside the door,

indicating unmistakably that she was heavy-laden

with prey and would be obliged if we opened the

door for her to make her usual display on the hearth-

rug. Instead of a mouse, she marched in with a

male snow-bunting, slain in all the finery of his

winter dress. We now keep only a small dog for

our mousing. She ignores birds.

A Coincidence^ — One day we were going down to

the island against a stiff headwind. The little engine
was full out and we were pulling all we knew to

help, when, close home, snap went my oar. I was
left with a few feet of handle; the blade end was
soon fathoms astern. It happened that we were
travelling, improvidently enough, with but two
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oars. We did eventually get out of the wind under
the lee of the island, and as we drew more easily

into South Haven, there, floating, was a nice,

almost new oar of practically the same length as the
one I had lost! As if the gods were smiling on the

two lonely figures by the lonely island in the wintry
sea, there too, floating beside the oar, was a small

crate of the freshest and rosiest-cheeked apples that

ever got washed off a steamer.

The Island Farming. — Fifty years ago, and pro-

bably earlier, the island was farmed to the last degree

of agricultural perfection, as then conceived. Wit-
ness the well-planned network of hedge-walls and
ditches, and the neatly arranged farm offices; now
all tumble-down save what I have restored for my
own use. The old-age pensioners on the mainland
can remember the hey-day of Skokholm’s prosperity,

when a bull, a stallion, rams and boars sired their

respective herds and flocks in the fields and on the

rough grazings. They remember the proverbial

fatness of beasts carried or swum across from the

island; the bacon was superlative; the cream for

butter-making so thick as to float an old Georgian

penny on its surface; the grain grown was always

sold for seed, farmers’ carts waiting eagerly for

the boats as soon as the grain reached the mainland
in them; even the rabbits were so fat and prolific

as to pay a high rent each year; no matter how
thinly they were caught down it was always a

problem to prevent them swarming into the growing
corn in the summer. Now, when I walk about the

old fields and deserted out-buildings on calm days

I have an idle fancy, a half-wishing, half-expecting
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that the trance-like stillness will be broken and

the calls of the birds interrupted suddenly by the

clatter of the farm-life of old, that there will be

neighings, lowings, bleatings, carts a-rumbling,

scythes a-sharpening, maids singing at butter-

making, labourers clattering over the stone walks

to their noon dinner. I fancy I see the old sea-

captain who once farmed this land (indeed retired

sea-captains generally farmed the Pembrokeshire

islands in those days), walking about superintending.

Would it be worth while to attempt a full restora-

tion? I often ask myself, and more and more I

answer ‘yes’. I am always full of a desire to restore

the old hedge-walls to their former height and beauty

and my favourite pastime is stone-hedging. But
there are one or two problems to be solved. In the

old days labour was cheap and plentiful and easily

accommodated: to-day it is difficult to obtain men
willing to live permanently on a rather inaccessible

island.

{To be continued')

0

Dream Island, a Record of the Simple Life, Mr. Lockley’s

book to which the articles now appearing in The Country-
man are a sequel, has reached a second edition. fWitherby,
8i. 6^.).

We regret that in the note about former residents on
Skokholm, appended to last quarter’s instalment, we in-

advertently spoke of Mrs. instead of Miss E. M. Davies,
and spelt Mrs. C. Haydon-Bacon’s name Hayden instead of
Haydon.
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Rotation In Office

by Elspet Keith

I
N the brief, bleak days of December, or when
January wakes the year with frosty blasts, primeval

passions darkly move in remote places and rural

women hear the call to vote.

In a neat village hall, a woman’s gift to village

women, the fire burned compactly, the varnished

chairs were nicely grouped, and near the thin-legged

platform table, seats awaited the President and
the Secretary of the Women’s Institute.

At a long white-covered side table three ‘tea

hostesses’ prepared the members’ tea. Mrs. Culvert

moved her twelve stone weight lightly. Whether she

raised a basket of crockery with a sweep of one
arm, or sliced ham, or cut bread and butter, her

face wore the same tranquil motherly expression

and her even voice purred on in kindly monologue.
Everything she said was punctuated by the gloomy
sarcasms of Mrs. Mary Picket and admiringly

approved by quiet Mrs. Sophy Sims. Mrs. Culvert

would vote once more for their President, ‘free-

’anded like ’er family always was’, and she would
also vote again for Miss Witt, the ‘Secetary’,

who had ‘an ’ead on ’er even if a bit nervy’. Mrs.
Culvert guessed that head work ‘took a lot o’ nerve’.

Mrs. Picket said scornfully, ‘free-’anded! — ’igh-

’anded, ye mean. As for that Miss Witt, thinks

she’s everybody wi’ ’er minute books ’an all. Peckon
ye’d make a better Secetary yersel,’ Emma
Culvert!’ ‘You vote for me then, Mary’, said Mrs,
Culvert heartily. ‘My Dave ’ee would laugh.
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“Lot o’ old fools”, ’ee calls us. “It’s jealous ye are,

Dave,” I says. But, bless ye, Dave believes in the

Institute. “Reckon it keeps you ’appy, mother,”

’ee says. And it does, and I likes the bother wi’ the

tea. What you’re used to comes easy.’ Mrs.
Ricket grunted, ‘Turn about, I says. I don’t hold

wi’ dog i’ manger.’ The timid question of Mrs.
Sims to Mrs. Culvert, ‘would ye like me to vote for

ye, Emma?’ brought her within the range of Mrs.
Ricket’s malice. ‘And Sophy Sims to be the new
Secetaryl’ she said harshly. ‘What’d your old man
say to that Sophy?’ Mrs. Sims’s pale face flushed and
her brown eyes looked hurt, but she made no
answer. For eight years Sophy had trudged two
miles to and from each monthly meeting in face of

the loud contempt of her ‘old man’. If Sophy had
even once answered her husband when he jibed at

women’s meetings, he would probably have for-

bidden her to go, but her meek tenacity baffled him.

His comforts were looked after with the same eager

care as ever, but the Institute had broken his wife’s

complete subjection, and the husband knew it.

Mrs. Sims was one of the dumb members of the

Institute and none guessed that her gentle heart

held an anguished desire for publicity. Again and
again she found herself in dreams standing on the

platform addressing her fellow members. In spite

of the glow that woke with her she never could
remember what she had said, and the shattering

thought would come, what on earth would she say

if the chance of office came to her. How she wished
that she could make them laugh! The women
seemed mostly so anxious or resigned. Not so their
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kindly President, Mrs. Topham-Smith, who exuded
the complacence of financial ease.

The members crowded in thickly on balloting

day. Miss Witt arrived first. ‘Like the clock ye
are, Miss,’ was Mrs. Culvert’s greeting; ‘I hope
you’re in again!’ This brought some solace to

Miss Witt, who with a thick bunch of papers held

tightly under one arm had been whispering passion-

ately to herself, ‘They daren’t; they daren’t; nobody
cares as I do. Oh dear, and “W” is so far down the

list and they are so stupid.’ The President came
next, heading a group of Committee members whom
she had been presenting in turn to the County
Organizer. ‘I always have taken an interest in the

dear village women,’ the President was saying.

‘I love them all, and they know it. They are such
dears. But I’m only the figurehead. Dear Miss
Witt here does all the hard work. You know you
do, you naughty Miss Secretary!’ To an approach-

ing member, ‘Ah, Mrs. Crittal, here is Miss Ratcliff

come to inspire us all with her golden words. Mrs.
Crittal now would make an excellent president,

such a head for rules. And here is dear Mrs. Mills,

our rector’s wife. With all her parish duties she

never neglects her Institute.’ Mrs. Mills, in shaking

hands protested that the Institute was ‘the best

friend the rural clergy ever had’. ‘But I hate this

balloting,’ she said. ‘Why can’t we carry on.? I

detest changes.’ This roused discussion about an

annual change of officers. ‘The humblest member
has a right to office,’ said one agitated voice. At
that moment the President’s rolling contralto

boomed out; ‘Dear fellow members, we all welcome
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Miss Ratcliff here to-day, especially as she has come
to teach you how to turn me out of office!’ There
was laughter and a few ‘No! No!’s

The County Organizer swept the little group with

a kindly glance of her keen grey eyes. Under the

warm spell ofher words, hearts expanded and strange

hopes spread wings. Miss Ratcliff insisted on the

democratic nature of the Institute and wound up
with an appeal for ‘rotation in office’. A fervent

vote of thanks was proposed, and, looking for a

seconder, the President’s eye caught the beaming
gaze of Mrs. Sophy Sims. ‘You second, Mrs.
Sims please,’ she said smiling benevolently. Sophy
gasped and rose to her feet clutching a chair in

front of her. Her knees shook, her tongue felt dry

and hard, but from the flames of her terror she heard
her own voice saying thinly, ‘I second!’ and there

she stood unable to move until the bony hand of
Mrs. Ricket snatched her back to her seat.

Miss Ratcliff left amid a flutter of thanks, after

swallowing a cup of tea held in readiness by Mrs.
Culvert. The voice of the President took charge

once more: ‘We are now going to vote for the

Committee. Have you all got voting papers.?

Remember each member has ten votes, so put your
crosses opposite ten names and don’t forget Miss
Ratcliff’s advice about “rotation in office”! Come
up to the table one by one.’

Mrs. Sims spied her name on the paper, ‘Ten
votes each,’ she murmured. At the table her red-

knuckled hand poised the pen high over the thin-

necked inkpot. She dipped it in with care and with
calm, unwavering strokes put ten crosses opposite
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‘Sims, Mrs. S.’ She laid the paper face downwards
in the basket and hastily gave place to the next
voter. Mrs. Sims returned to her seat cold with fear

and sick with hope. Was it possible that ten votes

would see her a member of committee.? What was
the President saying? Tea cups were silenced and
eagerly the members leant forward. ‘The same
committee again ladies; so much for “rotation in

office”!’ There was loud cheering. ‘The tellers re-

port that there is still one member who does not

understand how to ballot.’ Mrs. Sims heard sounds
like rushing water while black clouds seemed to

blot out the pleasant meeting room. Was she to

be shamed before the whole Institute? ‘We do not

know, of course, who the member is,’ said the voice,

‘but she has put ten crosses opposite one name
instead of one cross opposite ten names. The
paper is disqualified.’

The strained look had left Miss Witt’s pale face.

She was secure once more. The members of Com-
mittee were buzzing happily. Not a single malcon-
tent had raised a protest. Nobody heeded the

humble figure of Sophy until Mrs. Culvert, in a

pause after prolonged tea-getting, sat down beside

her. ‘You looks white, my dear,’ said that motherly
soul. ‘I believe you missed your teal’ In a moment
she had a steaming cup under Mrs. Sims’s sharpened
nostrils. As Sophy gulped down the hot liquid a
tear plopped into the cup and her small frame shook
uncontrollably. ‘There, there, my dear!’ said Mrs.
Culvert soothingly, ‘

‘tis mebbe the flu ! You drink

this ’ot as ’ot. That’ll stop it, please God.’ As the

voices of the last dispersing group died away Sophy
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looked up at her kind friend and said, ‘What is

this “rotation in office”, Emma?’ Before Mrs.
Culvert could answer, Mrs. Ricket, stopping her

clatter with the dirty tea cups, said: ‘That’s easy.

It’s just an eddicated way of sayin’ ’av the same
folkses all over agin!’

J2J

^ Village Art

WHEN I asked the chief of the ringers of the

village church bells, ‘What exactly is change-

ringing?’ the old fellow explained quite clearly:

‘There are three ways o’ getting sound from a

bell: “tolling”, when she swings back and for’t;

“chiming”, when she hangs dead and you hit her

with a hammer on a rope - it’s then you can play

hymns on ’em; and “ringing”, when she swings

thro’ a full circle once for every time she “speaks”.

You can chime changes, but if you want to ring

’em you must send bells thro’ circle.’ ‘Why a circle?’

‘Because the only time that you can stop a full

swinging bell is when she is at balance-point, and
that is when she is mouth up - can’t do now’t with

her otherwise — an’ you have to stop to let bells

pass you an’ they have to stop to let you pass them.’

‘Do you have music in front of you?’ ‘Nay! Nay!
We carries in our heads a figure so to speak, well,

like them sick charts I see’d in hospital. The
“scientifics” calls it the “path” o’ the bell, but us’n

calls it the “work”. Well, we combines the “work”
with the position of t’other men’s ropes and that’s

howyou get the changes, but there be a main more in

k than that, although that’s the foundations.’-
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How I have Spent my L,ife

by tAn Old Gamekeeper

My father was head keeper and agent at L
Castle, in Devonshire.* He had been educated

to be a parson but ran away from home. As he had
a great contempt for school teaching he taught all

of us children himself. Once he was summoned
before the magistrates because two of my brothers

had not been at school. At his suggestion the

children were examined in court and he was com-
plimented upon their attainments.

I was sent north when I was fourteen to work
under the headkeeper at U Hall. L
Hall was the second estate on which I was employed.

One thing I remember about the third estate I went
to was that I had to kill larks for the house.

After that, at eighteen, I was given the second
place at G Hall. But the day before the first

big shoot, the head keeper told me that at the

end of the day I should be expected to go to the

Hall and assist the valets to clean the gentlemen’s

boots and gaiters. So I left in a few weeks to take

the head keeper’s place at F Hall. Though
only nineteen I said I was twenty-three. It pleased

me to have six men under me.
In the hayfield I once saw a labourer robbing a

partridge’s nest. He realized that he had been
caught and apparently lost his temper, for he
smashed all the eggs with his foot and then rushed
at me with his hay-fork. I put out my hand and

* Names of places and persons are given in the MS. ~ Editor
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my outstretched fingers stopped the tines. Part of

my -work was to go to the butcher’s shop to buy liver

which was boiled and then rubbed through sieves

to provide food for the fish in the stew-ponds, and

one evening, I saw the labourer standing against

the iron water-trough. I only hit once; it was a

beautiful upper-cut, though I say it, and he went

down like a wet sack, striking his head on the

trough. The doctors put several stitches in his head,

I told my employer the whole story after this second

encounter and he commended my conduct but said

I must prosecute the man for destroying the

partridge’s nest. Accordingly, when the man came
out of hospital, I prosecuted. He was fined ‘is. Sd.

for each egg destroyed.

After F Hall I had another pleasant job

with a gentleman who had two shoots, one in Scot-

land, and the other in Belgium. I spent six months
of the year at one and six at the other. In Belgium
I killed twenty polecats though I had only killed

one in the years I had spent in Yorkshire. The
Flemings used to eat jays and magpies; it looked

strange to see these two picturesque but mischievous

birds hanging in the poulterers’ shops.

y Hall was the next estate on which I was
employed, but I only stayed in that place for twelve

months. There was there in my time a corrupt

head keeper for whom it was most difficult to work,
I will call him Barton. Barton used to lend the

vermin traps to men whom he hired to catch his

employer’s rabbits, so that he might sell them for

his own profit, and we under keepers were repri-

manded because there was so much vermin about.
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One of Barton’s tricks was to cut a stick, notch it

and place in it a note saying, ‘Be at my lodge at

2.15,’ or ‘Be at Little Ashes at 4.30,’ or some such
message. If we did not happen to pass down the

ride where this contrivance was erected Barton

would want to know where had we been and so

forth.

I was offered a job on a ducal estate and went to

Barton for a current reference. He wrote that I

was ‘not man enough for a Midland estate where
poaching was very prevalent’. (I am only 5 ft.

8-| in.) However, another keeper who knew me
testified to my ability to handle poachers and I got

the job. Just before my departure Barton received

notice. He had sacked an under keeper, and his

employer, having sent for him, was not satisfied

with his reason. ‘Barton,’ said Sir , ‘you have
sacked seventeen men in thirteen months. They
cannot all have been incompetent. Three months’
notice.’

One day I saw Barton after I knew he had
notice. I thought it a good opportunity to pay the

little debt I owed him. But there was at hand a

circular laurel-clump, iron-railed, such as are often

planted in parks, and he dodged round this when I

went for him. It was no good; whichever way I

went I could not get him. Later on other people

tried, to settle old scores but I am doubtful if any
succeeded, for Barton was quick on his pins and
fleet of foot, and he had no pride to hinder him.

Mention of Barton reminds me that I once knew
of a keeper who, through inefficiency or dishonesty,

was short of pheasants on his beat just before a
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shoot. There had been complaints before and he
knew he would lose his place if he could not put

matters right this time. So he bought aoo full-

winged pheasants from a game farm and turned

them down the day before the shoot. However,
the plan failed and he was sacked. He had forgotten

to examine the pheasants: every bird had one wing
tied with tape

!

X. was a magnificent estate upon whicii to work
thirty or forty years ago. There were about forty-

five gardeners and thirty-five gamekeepers and
rabbit-catchers on the place; everything was
managed in the most princely way. I may say that

the Duke was generous to the local miners, who
poached on a great scale. When they were short

of food owing to a strike they were allowed to come
to the park and collect quantities of eating chestnuts.

Protecting game from poachers was serious work
at X. When night-watching we always carried

wicker shields, policemen’s batons and handcuffs.

Regular engagements with large bands of poaching
miners were of fairly frequent occurrence. We were
all keen to catch poachers as we were substantially

rewarded for every man caught. On one occasion I,

by myself, came upon a party of thirteen poachers
long-netting, but naturally failed to make a capture.

It was also impossible to identify the men it the

darkness as they ha.d disguised themselves bycover-
ing their faces with white chalk, burnt cork and
rouge.

On another occasion a brother keeper and I

caught five men poaching hares on a Sunday, The
following Thursday we caught the same five poach-
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ing again. Sometimes we had a tough time even

after a poacher had been taken. I helped to catch a

certain Jack Smith. He had been taken led-handed

but the head keeper insisted upon his having a meal
and a pint at his Louse before he was taken to the

police station. After eating and drinking we set

out in a dogcart; two keepers were in front with

Jack between them, while I sat behind. When we
reached the town a rough crowd of men and women
- the women were the worse - came out to meet us.

Suddenly Jack tried to escape by turning a complete

somersault from his front seat. He landed on me
and I held him while half a dozen of the crowd also

grabbed him. I succeeded in keeping my grip

until the other two keepers could help and we just

managed to get him to the station, which was then

very close.

A constable who was registered with the police

was employed by the estate specially to co-operate

with us keepers. He was a useful asset, for constables

— unlike keepers — have the right of search on
English highways. One achievement of this con-

stable’s I remember particularly; he caught an old

woman whom we had suspected of helping rabbit

poachers to dispose of their takings. We keepers

could find nothing definite against her but our
constable met her once on the road when there was
good reason to suspect her. He found that she was
carrying several brace of rabbits hung all around her
on a belt. Poachers were almost as keen on rabbits

as they were on game; in the five years I was at X.
we captured nine miles of long netting.

My next place, after X, was at B another
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ducal estate. In one day over 6,000 rabbits were

killed. I often used to wonder if the gentlemen who
had been shooting all day realized that we keepers

were working throughout the next night too,

paunching and packing rabbits.

I left B to become headkeeper at S

Park. I had twelve men under me there. At a

much smaller place, to which I went next, the owner
was an eccentric. He always kept silence. Also he

would have it that the indoor maid-servants and the

men employed outside should never meet or even

see each other. The windows of the kitchen and the

servants’ hall were covered with corrugated iron, and

a special brougham was provided to take the maids

to church on Sundays. However, the brougham did

not always get as far as the church! When the cook

and the chauffeur married they were sacked.

After I had been head keeper at Lord A.’s and
atL Hall, theWar started and spoilt everything.

I was on an estate in the Isle of Wight for twelve

months or so. When food became scarce we used to

eat quantities of starlings and blackbirds, made into

pies: they were very good but not equal to the

curlew which I also shot in great numbers. After

this place I worked for the Government with

timber-felling gangs. The War over, I obtained a

keeper’s job but the bottom had been knocked out

of game preservation and it seemed a messing sort

of business after thepre-War days on the big estates.

I had one other place in the West Country but it

was not very satisfactory so I set up on my own.
The only mishap I had while a keeper was being
shot in the ear by Lord .
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Monday on the Qommon
by Joyce JM, Westrup

PERILOUS trousers hung from pegs,

wave agile unrestricted legs,

whose flowing curves, replete and free,

betoken a humanity
that rolls from bliss to super bliss

in some far rounder world than this.

An apron not to be effaced

flaunts stout if unsubstantial waist.

The sheets forswear the sober bed
whereon we nightly sleep like lead,

and in a strenuous delight

would have us bounce and bounce all night;

while pillow cases almost burst

to beg us gambol with them first.

Abandoned dusters wildly ask

when next at our appointed task,

we should not gravely dust the room,
but dance and sing and wave the broom,
and whirl about our decent heads

their flapping blues and flying reds.

In swift accord the ballet flows,

for liberated matter knows
the spirit of a singing bird.

The dish cloth’s unaccustomed wings
beat to the tune the bedspread sings

in notes of red and green and white.
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The clothes props quiver with delight

that this is Monday morning, this

delirious, distended bliss.

Now let the mangle do its worst;

let bodies be austere and curst;

let linen presses hold their sway

—

Kerens to another washing day!

0

'The Collector - 12 . Warming Pans

WHO invented the warming pan we are not told, but

in all probability it was the Dutch. It is difficult to

chance upon warming pans earlier than Charles 11. Those
of the late seventeenth century have long wooden handles

with slight mouldings at the end. The brass pan is the most

attractive feature, especially if it is closed and pierced with

a floral design. With the Queen Anne and Georgian warm-
ing pans there is less of ornament in the piercing. Towards
the end of the eighteenth century the pans relied for their

ornament upon the moulded rims. In the early days of

Victoria the older type of charcoal or wooden ember-pan
for warming beds gave place to the hot water type of pan
with a screw stopper. Mention may be made of the wooden
bed frame with a cylindrical top. The frame was placed

upon the mattress with the blankets and coverlet draped

over it. Inside the framework a brazier of hot cinders was
placed. It is conceivable that many fires were caused by
careless housemaids.

0
The illustration on the opposite page is from ‘The

Quest for Power’ by courtesy of Messrs. Chapman and
Hall.
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An \%th Century Parson Farmer
The Diary of Benjamin Tigers - ^

Jan. the 2 ist, 1737. Mr. Tho: Maddey of

Bedford sent his Nephew Thomas Wye to board

with me at 12 li. a year.

Feb. the lA^th. Paid Mrs Chaderton for a Gown
and Cassock i li. is. and Mrs. Bamford for a

prunella gown los. 6d.

The iSth. Harry Smith took Furley’s Picle of

me for 3 years; if we live so long together, and in

this Parish at i li. a Year to cut no wood, except

bushes to mend gaps, and I am to lend him a cart

to carry dung to it.

April the 2 <)th. Benj: Rogers went to live

with Mr. Peacock draper at Huntingdon at 13 li.

a Year and 2s. 6d. earnest. Bene.

July the being Saturday. Mrs Collins died

about 10 a Clock in the Morning. She died not

above three Minutes before I entered the House,
having been sent for by Mr Collins by Letter the

day before, but I had taken Physic that day, and so

durst not stir out till the next Morning. It has been
the finest Hay-time and the hottest Summer hitherto

that I have remembred.
The x^th. Tis said that Graveley and Tho:

Wright desir’d to make each an Hovel today.

But they say John Hawkins Wheat was so tender

you might squeeze it between your fingers, and that

the other’s cou’d not be much better. They made
each an Hovel as said.

The I %th. Mr Bordley was married to Reynolds
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and Mr Davies the Barber brot my Wigg, and cut

off my Hair. Bene, and took my own hair with

him to make me another Wigg.
Nov. the 10th. Queen Caroline died. She lived

54 Years, 8 months, and 19 days. His Majesty has

order’d the private pensions which her late Majesty
paid to decay’d Gentry, amounting to 9500 li. pr.

Ann. to be continu’d for his Life.

Jan. the 2 % th, i"] 2)^. I paid Mr Bordley a Guinea
and half having paid him 3 and an half before. It

was for his Bill being as follows. Mr Roger’s Bill.

Imprimis: For teaching two Sons from March the 6th

1736/5,

January the ist 1738-7, 476
For teaching Miss Jenny 2 Qrs. o 10 o

I did not reckon with him for the following Books
which he had of me, designing to do it when I

reckon’d with him for the next Quarter. The
Books are these following according to his Account
(for I did not look into my Account) 5 Spelling

Books. 10 Accidences. 2 Sentenia Pueriles. 2 Old
Exercise Books. 3 Grammars. 3 Terminations.

Jan. the 31J?. I went to see Mr Collins and
borrow’d Sir Ysaacs Newton’s Observations upon
the Prophecies of Daniel.

March the 6th. Mr Collins and I went to Wilden,
where we enquir’d of one King an old Man, and
Hains both living by the Church about the Ways
which Mr Chambers had stopt up, and afterwards

took a view ofthem : I lay that night at Mr Pullen’s

but the Evening we spent at Dr William’s where
we had had an elegant Fish Supper of Salmon
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fresh, Jacks, Perches, etc., and Ducks. Xapi?.

I call’d the next Day at Tempsford and Cardington

and thank God, got home well that Evening.

The 2,0th. I paid the King’s Tax at 2s. pr.

pound to Mr StefF for half a Year viz. 3 li.- 1 7
~

9d. About 3d. went for the Window tax of this.

April the yd, being Easter Monday. My son Jack
went to Olney Fair upon my little Horse with

George Ives my Servant, who promis’d to take

good care of him; but he being engag’d in Company,
Jack could not persuade him to go home before it

was dark; and there being no Moon, the child at

last took Horse, he promising to overtake him
presently; (it was then about 8 a clock.) but he was
not coming. Jack lost his Way at the Town’s
End and went to Warrington where calling at Mr
Marks a Farmer there to know where he was, he
was taken in and Lodg’d that night. In the mean
time we were very much frighted, and sent three

men on Horseback to seek for him, but they not

finding him, which they endeavouring to do til

one a Clock or after I order’d Geo: to go out as

soon as it was light again, who found him a Coming
from Warrington with a Servant of Mr Marks,
I most heartily thank God and Mr Marks.
May the <)th. Reckon’d with Tho: and Jos:

Wright as follows. Due to me
For 4 Years small Tithes 440
For a Mortuary 010 0
For a funeral Sermon 0 lo 0
For a Burial 010

The li^h. I reckon’d with Mr. Bordley, and paid
him my Lord Trevor’s Bill for a Quarter’s Teaching
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the poor Children 30s. Also I paid him for teaching

Jack and Sam for half a year 25s. Note. He owes
me still for the Books he had of Me.

Oct. the 2 %th. Coming from Bromham and it

being dark before we got Home: coming by the

post, the post took my Foot; it was very much hurt

by it, even from the knee down to the great toe

first joint.

Nov. the . About a week after the aforesaid

accident I was taken with the Rheumatism in the

great Toe of my left Foot, then in the Left Knee,
then in the Great Toe of my right Foot, then in

both arms : as soon as I found what it was I sent for

Alex: Perton, who took about 10 or ii ounces of

Blood from my Arm, and as much the next day from
the other Arm, and about 3 days after he took away
about the same quantity. This brought down the

swelling very much, and much abated the Pain;

And when I would have been blooded once more,

my Wife and Children were violently against, and
privately sent for Dr Godfrey, who wou’d not

suffer me to be blooded any more, but ordered me
to take Cream of Tartar 4 times, which purg’d

me gently enough. He ordered also Sal Volat:

Oleos: to be rubb’d on the swell’d part with a

Feather, and afterwards Petroleum mixt with

Balsam of Peru: After this. He order’d me Flowers

of Brimstone in Treacle twice a Day.
Now since my Rheumatism was manifestly

occasion’d by a Stoppage of the Piles about a Year
and half before For which I had been blooded

several Times, but, I believe not so often as I should;

and not long before I was taken with the Rheu-
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matism, I was prick’d, but my blood was grown so

viscid that I did not bleed. I say since the Rheu-
matism was thus occasion’d, no doubt, it required a

great deal of blood to be taken away. I remember’d
too, what Sydenham says as to the cure of this

distemper; and that Mrs Mead told me Dr Mead
took away no less in the like a Illness from himself;

no less than 6o ozs. of Blood in a little Time. And
I believe that if I had been let blood once more,

I had been perfectly cured. Whereas for want of

that I have many returns of it, and when I shall be

intirely rid of it I know not : and I write this on the

20th of January. Miserere Deus.

(To he continued)

THOSE WEEE THE DATS!

This notice (photograph hy T. B. Waddior) is to be seen on a bridge

at Wwl in Dorset. The Act of Parliament specified was still in

force in 1835—less than a hundred years ago. Today the punish-

ment would be afine not exceeding thirty shillings
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The Qountrymari*s England
Lancashire, by Judith Todd

Even Lancashire retains, over a large part of

the county, the delicate rain-washed atmosphere
that is our natural English medium of vision. The
lush Fylde (the Kibble’s alluvial plain), and the

grey folds and dips of the Pennine country both

share, especially if there is a glint of sun, in this

gentle light. In any view across the rich fields of

the Fylde, dedicated to dairy-farming, the landscape

seems as if reflected in a clear pool. It must be

the presence of water that brings about a suffusion

of colours like that seen on the outside of a bubble,

for the Fylde is a coastal plain. Here are sea, river,

and dykes, and the rain is never far off in Lancashire

;

the luminous air and the country’s flatness enable

one to see for miles over the pastures, fields of

potatoes and occasional grain-patches. It is not

only the windmills that recall Holland. I have seen

Jan Vermeer’s view of Delft almost exactly fepro-

duced at a couple of miles’ distance : from the

south bank of the Kibble estuary, one looked over

shining water to a streak of sand, and beyond that

to a line of buildings outlined against the greens

and blues and yellows of iridescent sky. Hard
though it is to believe, the buildings were Blackpool.

This is not the only countryside that Lancashire

has to show. Strike inland from the Fylde, by bus
to Preston (a market town with a weekly cheese-

pitch, as well as a centre of the cotton industry) and
out again to Longridge. There begin to walk
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again : across fells, dropping down into the doughs
which shelter grey farmhouses, climbing up the

‘ brows ’ and over the rough stone walls.

The road itself is not without interest. The other

day I met a full-blooded African negro, trudging

along with a pack
;
he told me he was born in

Libberpull and spent the year in hawking round

these outlying farmhouses a wonderful medicine

called ‘ Uncle Joe’s Panassey.’ Having sold me a

ninepenny bottle of dark purple liquid labelled
‘ Uncle Joe’s Panacea for All Aches and Pains :

Never Fails, Whate’er you Ails,’ he assured me,
in the good Lancashire phrase, that its effect was
‘ champion.’

Other people to be met are more traditional. As
I walked over the cobbles of the village that was
once a great Roman fort, a string of little boys
followed my flapping Spanish headgear, shouting,
‘ See at yon lass, Hoo’s getten hoo’s feyther’s ’at.’

And when I took refuge in the Green Man, the

landlord served me, out of hours, with threepence

worth of beer, though * yo’d fair look soft if ’t bobby
coom in.’ His acid wife observed the illegal

transaction without reproof ; but when, on retiring

into the bar-parlour, I picked out on the piano that

classic air, Gazim Gaza, Tu »’ devrais -pas, she

came in and said with ineffable sanctity, ‘ We
don’t 'ave ’t pianner played ’ere o’ Sundays.’

Lancashire is a county of contrasts, with its

glare of factories that one comes on in a cleft of the

hills after dark, and its cold green fells merging
into warm green Fylde

;
it lies like a mirror to

clouds swept by a west wind over checkered clay
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and sand, limestone, coal and hard rock. When
that nineteenth-century Earl of Derby refused the

throne of Greece, Disraeli said of him mockingly,
‘ He prefers Knowsley to the Parthenon, and
Lancashire to the plains of Marathon.’ One could

make out a case for the Earl.

0

A Marriage of Convenience

by 3/[ary Cornfield

The bridegroom scowled at the crowd of

neighbours in the church : he had not meant
to have all this fuss and bother. ‘ Till death us do
part ’

;
he had said that at Betsy’s wedding, he’d

said it again when he married poor Mary Anne, and
now — Till she got ill, Mary Anne had always kept

things clean and tidy, and he’d given her a fine

funeral. He couldn’t afford another like that
;

if he buried this one it would have to be deal
;

she couldn’t expect no different. He hoped she

wouldn’t be took bad as Mary Anne was
;
doctors

was terrible expensive. He’d made a mistake

that time. After Mary Anne, housekeepers had
come and gone, and to-day he was taking one of
them on permanently. It did seem foolish like to

be saying the same words that he had said when he
had married Betsy. What did all these folk want
to come and stare for ? What business was it of
their’s

He had explained to me his reasons. ‘ An
’ousekeeper taks no manner o’ care o’ your things ;

she knocks ’em about something shameful
; but if
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so be as she’s your wife she kind of imagines as

they’re her own, and she taks care on ’em,’ How
much of this did the third Mrs. Birkitt guess as she

limped down the aisle beside her husband Her
lined and weather-beaten face was impassive.

Perhaps she was grateful for the comfortable home
which now she might ‘ kind of imagine ’ was her

own,
I did not see them again for some months. Said

Birkett, his voice hoarser than ever in his indigna-

tion ;
‘ The woman wants to choose my trousers,

and I’ll have none of it. I wear ’em, and I’ll buy
’em, and I telled ’er so.’ ‘ What’s ’e know about
trousers ? ’ asked Mrs. Birkitt scornfully. Next
time we met the question of supremacy had been
settled.

As I reached the door, I heard a voice raised

in anger, ‘ John, ye’ll tak them boots off

outside : I’ll not have my kitchen mucked up
with ’em.’

YOUNG BILL’S GUIDE TO RURAL LIFE

LT

.

-P'1- ftsucum

21 . Fit Strong Hair Nets m Ducks that are inclined to lay away
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Rural Authors - 19. ^ohn FothergiU

The landlord of the Spread Eagle at Thame, author of

An Innkeepers Diary (Chatto and Windus, pp. 304, illus-

trated, 7x. 6d,) has done something new in literature, pro-

duced an uncommonly good book on his experiences pleasant

and unpleasant. But writing is only one of his talents, and

he is a ‘character’. Something of his powers may be seen

in the portraits by John and Epstein. His tale opens with a

plain-spoken account of how, on taking over his hotel, he

rescued it from the people who ‘used’ it, rescued so that he
might not only provide ‘proper and properly cooked food’,

but have intelligent, beautiful or well-bred people to eat it’.

But that was not the end of his troubles. He describes, in

devastating detail, the well-to-do guests he never wants to

see again. He does not need to see them again, for the men
and women of our time best worth talking with make
excuses of one kind or other to get to the Spread Eagle.

But even people of merit go there at a risk. Their host may
not take to them. In his next book his mordant wit may play

about their personalities. Yet he is a kindly man, and he

does bring home to us the virtue that abides in a man and

his wife who strive to keep the perfect hotel and garden.

His warfare continues with Philistines of many patterns

and a variety of ‘county’ that will be the better for

seeing itself as it is seen by those who wait upon it. His has

been a painstaking and noble experiment, and his reward

is in many kinds. There was the incident of the rich Scot

and his wife who fared sumptuously. When they left he

found threepence on the table for the waitress. Chagrined,

he picked up the coppers with the intention of substituting

a half a crown from his own pocket. But below the coppers

he found two half-crowns! The Spread Eagle has enter-

tained any number of guests over 6 ft. 3ins., two men who
were 6 ft. 10 ins. and 6ft. ii ins. respectively, and four

women who were 6ft. 4 ins. in their shoes.



JOHN FOTHERGILL, INNKEEPER
Drazan Sj Epstein in thefirst week after arrwal in England, 1906 .

{firom ^An Innkeepers Diary\ by the courtesy of Messrs. Chatto

^ Windus)
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20 . T/ie Purefoys

XTEAR the spot at which Buckinghamshire, Northampton-
-L N shire and Oxfordshire meet, one comes on the village of

Shalstone. For six hundred and fifty years, that is from

Edward I to George V, the manor has never changed hands

by sale. For more than three centuries it passed by direct

descent. The male line ended towards the close of the

eighteenth century with Henry Purefoy, who held the

manor as the descendant of William Purefoy who came into

its possession by marriage in 1418. Henry or rather

Henry and his mother did their duty by the public by leaving

behind a remarkable collection of letters and diaries.

Elizabeth Purefoy was an unusual woman. For one

thing, she was a widow for sixty-one years. For another,

like Lord Curzon, she had her monument (in Shalstone

Church) put up in her lifetime. It cost ^^95 and the mason
deserved every penny of it, for it is a beautiful piece of work.

The most trivial letter the Purefoys wrote to a tradesman,

every social letter they penned was first drafted in letter-

books. Three of these letter-books (1735-S3) survive.

Then there are Henry’s diaries, each page divided by printed

lines into two sections, ‘In the Morning’ and ‘In the After-

noon’, with sub-sections, ‘Places where I was’ and ‘Persons

I conversed with’.

Some of the diaries have spaces for ‘Faults’ and so we read,

‘A little peevish’ or ‘Laught at a story of my own telling’.

The simple annals of his life, include this kind of thing,

‘A girl I hooted to out of my mother’s dressing room
window for pulling ye hedge’. Anon, ‘I was in my Bed-
chamber when Betty Baranet was shutting ye windows, but
I an’t sure whether I spoke to her or not’. Or one night in

October ‘either Hannah or Catherine lighted a candle for

mee, but I can’t remember wch of ’em’. If he does not
enable us to picture Betty, Hannah or Catherine this is not
always his way. There is ‘Mr. Arnold, the one-eyed butcher’

and ‘Mr. ffarren ye fat dealer’, ‘Master Gill of Brackley
cc
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who gathers mushrooms and has but one leg’, ‘the man with

the Asse that carries the Bells’, ‘Will Loveday the man wee
bought the piggs on’ and ‘Goodman Sheppard of Gretworth’.

We find an entry about ‘the 2 sea men I spoke to who said

they were taken by the Spaniards’, and a record of a gratuity

to a ‘madman’. ‘The children who brought the Garland’ on
May Day received something; so did the ‘Whitsun-aie

folks’, ‘the Morrice Dancers’ and ‘the Buckingham
drummer’.

Besides the diaries and the letter-books there are the

account books. They contain all sorts of unfamiliar obsolete

or dialect words. What office did the baker perform who got

a trifle ‘to do word to the new Dairy inaid’? People who
do not know that ‘fountain pens’ were advertised as long ago

as 1755 will be surprised to read that Henry Purefoy paid

the market town ironmonger eighteenpence ‘for half a

pound of gunpowder and a fountain pen and in full’. He
ultimately became high sheriff, but he was mortally afraid of

‘my Lord Duke of Grafton’.

The letters, helped out by the diaries and account books,

bring us closely into touch with the life of ‘one of the oldest

county families in England, in a secluded parish in days when
travelling was difficult and dangerous and the haunting fear

of small-pox was never long absent’. The editor from whom
we quote is Mr. G. Eland, who, with the co-operation of

his publishers, has made a perfect job of the Purefoy Letters:

IJSSSS (Sidgwick and Jackson, 2 vols, pp. 507, 28 plates,

44^'.). Of Mrs. Purefoy, he says, ‘few people got the better of

her; sentiment had no place in her disposition, and her letters

of condolence are a sheer joy to read’. Her son did ever as

his mother told him, but the pair liked one another, because,

no doubt, they understood one another, ‘They always went
about together, they constantly wrote letters for each other,

they even ordered clothes for each other, but this by no
means prevented a good deal of cross-accounting between

them, as their respective cash-books testify.’
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A specimen of Mrs. Purefoy’s correspondence:

"Tis not my Dairy maid that is with child but my cookmaid and it is

reported our parson’s maid is also with Kinchen [a cant word for child,

probably from the German, ‘kindchen’] by the same person who has

gone of & showed them a pair of Heells for it.*

Another, exhibiting the whole duty of a footman:

‘I want a footman to work in the garden, lay the Cloath, wait at Table
& to go to cart with Thomas when bee is ordered, or do any other

Businesse he is ordered to do & not too large sized a man that hee may
not be too great a load for an horse when hee rides.*

We are enlightened also concerning the day’s work of

Mrs. fFenimore’s daughter who ‘desired to live with me’:

‘She must milk 3 or 4 cows & understand how to manage that Dairy
& know how to boyll & roast ffowls & butcher*s meatt. Wee wash once

a month, she & the washerwoman wash all but the small linnen & next

day she Sc the washerwoman wash the Buck. [‘Merry Wives of Windsor’,

Act III, scene 3.] She helps the other maid wash the rooms, when they

are done she makes the Garrett beds & cleans them & cleans ye great

stairs & scours all the Irons & scours the Pewter in use & wee have

an woman [‘an’ because pronounced ‘’ooman’.] There is very good time

to do all this provided she is a servant, & when she has done her worke
she sits down to spin.’

There are many disputes with tradesmen. About butter:

‘If she gives mee lesse than a groat a pound ’tis a dounright

fFraud.’ ‘I had my Butter sent back agen if Mrs. Meads has

such ffreaks, I believe it will be too hard for you and I to

deair for ‘everybody knows that, when ye leaves fall, the butter

will be a little bitter for once or twice.’

But there were matters that troubled people in the country

in those days that we are done with. ‘The new Periwigg

you made mee’, writes Henry Purefoy - ‘ffor Mr. Thomas
Garrett junior, a barber at Buckingham, this’ -‘has some
Hair on top of Crown that don’t curl & when I put on my
Hat or the wind blows it stares & rises all up’.

The Countryman, remote though its office is,

is now getting its first delivery at 7 a.m., letters being brought

and taken away by a nice red mail van.
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Ninth Year s Farming

What I Owe to the Tractor

Michaelmas 1931 brings to an end the worst

farmer’s year I have known here. The season was bad

and prices were bad, but for me it has not been a bad twelve

months. I ended my last year’s record in The Countryman
by saying that the low cash profit could be looked at in an

atmosphere of general satisfaction with the strengthened

position of the farm. Now, with an already better cash

profit, and corn still to sell, I can say the same thing again.

So I feel satisfied, but I would point out that these results,

which make farming a satisfactory investment and a charm-

ing way of life to me, who have other sources of income,

would not allow an ordinary farmer to live. I will start with

accounts:

1931

£

1930

£
Wages 354 370
Tithe 7 6

Rates 12 12

Water 9 15
Land Tax X I

Blacksmith ... 8 iS

Vet 10 4
Other tradesmen’s bills 90 50
Foods 109 14Z

Seeds 34 44
Manures 60 62

Sundries 12 S

Insurances ... 9 II

Milking machine replacements ... 7 2

Machinery replacements — 20

Cattle 35 5

Horse replacements 16 —
Repairs — 14

Hire of machinery 10

£7^3

6

£789
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The small repairs done during the year were done by the

regular men. Material was charged in ‘Other tradesmen’s

bills’ which also includes tractor oils.

It is very diiEcult to arrive at a satisfactory system of farm
account keeping. My system of considering only cash is as

good as any for giving a true picture of what is going on.

I do not include capital outlay such as the tractor. When
this tractor wears out and I buy another that will come under

‘Machinery Replacements’, On the other side, the general

working up of the farm does not show by any credit. I

estimate that the increasing value of the farm, due to high

cultivation and general care, more than balances depreciation

of the selling value of machinery.

INCOME
1931 1930

c £
Milk 678 556
Cattle 144 zzz

Wheat sold ... 50 z%

Sundries ... 10 10

Poultry 7 —

£889 £816
Oats (this year's estimated) ... 50 34

939 850

Cash Profit £15^ £61

I am not taking into account some £10 or £1$ worth of

wheat and barley which is being carried forward. This will

be used for the pigs I now have, and it will show in the

general strengthened position of the farm unless it is swal-

lowed up in the losses caused by a twenty-five per cent drop

in the milk prices we are getting this year.

The press in general seems misinformed about current

milk prices. The drop is much more serious than they say.

Last year we got is. for a dairy, with a ten per cent
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variation delivered in London. At this year’s negotiations

a price was put in for fairly level dairies which has been

reported generally in the press as the new price, but during

the negotiations the biggest buyers declared they would only

buy at the lowest price. This gives under is, in London, say

lod, at the farm in the most favourable months and these

buyers have been followed by the trade in general. The
fall on the year’s average is over a third, say £220 on my
gallonage, which would make last year’s profit of £156
into a loss of £66, Cakes are going up and it will be inter-

esting to see how things will work out for farmers in general.

Personally, I am putting up pig houses and am considering

turning half my milk, that is, the bulk of the summer milk,

into pork and veal.

STOCK

Milkers

Heifers in calf

Two years ...

One year

Weaners
BuU
Cart horses ...

Hay, straw, etc,, same as last year

1931

21

2

2

5

2

1

2

1930
18

2

2

6

1
1

2

My weaners are down because I rear heifers only, and got a

run of bull calves. The cattle generally are up in value,

although down in numbers. The three more milkers mean
more value. The two horses, against four last year, also

represent more value because I paid £16 -mj old horses

were getting on in years - in order to get two really nice

young ones, which, with a tractor, will be all I shall want.

In hay and straw I have actually more than last year, but I

include such advantages among the *General strengthening

of the position’.

While on accounts I should like to touch on wages. In

terms of present values, if we could get a minimum wage of
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a week, say 35^. cash, cottage 3^. and milk 2s. - my
minimum is slightly better than this - with a certain amount
of generosity in such matters as a man having manure for

his garden, sticks, rabbits and various little pickings which
mean little to the farmer, I think we should be on very good
competitive terms in the labour market with town industries.

A town worker getting £2 ^ week has roughly 12s. rent.

Then he has all sorts of expenses getting to his work. There
are also entertainments, on which the farm worker, with his

more varied and interesting work, spends less. Further, the

farm man’s garden produces a lot more food than the town
worker’s allotment, even if he has one. We must remember
also that the farm man is never out ofwork. Taken altogether

I should think £2 on a farm gives a more satisfactory life

than £2 in a factory. But good housing is essential. It is my
experience that a good cottage and garden keep a man and
his wife in a permanent glow of contentment. Does the

town worker feel so satisfied? I am more than doubtful

ifagriculture has had its share, compared with town industries,

of Government help in house building.

The outstanding feature of my farming year I consider

to be the purchase of a tractor in April. I had often con-

rOUNG BILL’S GUIDE TO RURAL LIFE

oner ^0GiG3 THinninck
Foods us£o

] I
jr's Your, EQG(.5

\

X/i

22 . Dofi’s make the Fattening^'Up Process too obvious to the Turkey
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sidered buying one, but the heavy price for something, the

usefulness of which I had doubts about, held me back. Was
my farm big enough to make a tractor worth while? Would
tractor ploughing make a hard pan below the tilth level?

(On this point I am, of course, still not clear, but the gain of

having a tractor is so great that it is worth facing even if

subsoiling is required from time to time.) Would a tractor

save anything? Now, after seven months’ trial, I feel I could

never farm again without one. I go into the details of its

work as the crops are dealt with. I was induced to buy a

tractor by finding I could get a ‘reconditioned’ Fordson.

That is a second-hand one, re-bored and re-ground, with new
‘spares’ where necessary, practically a new machine for ;^ioo,

complete with plough and cultivator. I thought that at that

price the risk was worth taking and I am very glad I took it*

The tractor’s usefulness has been outstanding. As to what
the tractor costs to run, the only way to judge will be on the

total farm working expenses. Where I kept four horses

I shall now keep two. Feed and labour are saved. But doing

the work more quickly is the great gain because, in a climate

like ours, time means catching the weather. I cut my hay

with the tractor and hauled the wagons and loader and

so got more done in the time than I should have done with

horses. In this very bad season it just meant getting my hay

safe during spells of fine weather. Neighbours without a
tractor had a lot of bother. As I only just did it I should

have missed doing it without the tractor. I also cut by
tractor all my very heavy tangled corn. It was a pleasure to

watch the tractor going on unrelentingly till nine o’clock

at night. No getting tired and slow. No sore shoulders to

worry about. Just switch the engine off and put a sheet

over it, pour some oil in in the morning and start up again.

It did take a lot ofworry out ofhay and harvest. My tractor

was also a great help with roots.

I always start cutting the hay about June 20. Over the

nine years I have been here (south of England) I fiund starting
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then provides me with the weather at its best and the grass at

its best. Different types of season do not seem to give a

different result. We hear a lot about the superior feeding

value of young grass, but it must be borne in mind that, until

grass has a certain amount of fibre in it, the hardships of

‘making’ in a bad season do a good deal of damage. Then
there is the question of bulk.

This year I cut 31 acres against 43 last year. The cuts

were heavy and difficult, but the tractor made an enormous

difference. The weather was this year trying. My diary reads:

June 18, Cut 6 acres in Pheasant Field; finished 9 p.m.

19. Some showers cutting Home Field. 20. Finished cutting

Home Field. 22. Fine and hot; turned hay in Pheasant

Field. 23. Dull and heavy; no hay fit to work. 24. Rain

more or less all day. Hay all wet. 25. Threatening but no
rain; turned Pheasant Field. 26. Very fine; windrowed
Home Field in morning; it is not too dry but will do. Carting

from I till 9. 27. Very fine. Started on Home Field hay at

10. Hay very good condition. Finished 7. 29. Very fine,

Cleared hay in Pheasant Field, Finished 9. 30. Very fine;

cutting Thistle Field. July i. Very hot; had breakfast in

garden. Cutting Thistle Field. 2. Dull, warm. Finished

cutting Thistle Field. Few spots of rain. Cows falling off a

lot in their milk. 3. Fine and warm; dull towards evening.

Horse hoeing roots and cutting out kale. Turned hay in

Thistle Field. 4. Light warm rain more or less all day.

Finished cutting out kale. 5. A good deal of rain last night.

6. Showery. Cutting out swedes. Put nitrate on mangolds;

not doing well, 7. Fine, warmish; thunder about. Turned
hay in Thistle field; not fit. Horse hoed mangolds again.

8. Showers on and off all day. Hay at a standstill. 9. Dullish

and some light drizzle, 10. Showers all day. ii. Fine and

warm; got up nearly all Thistle Field, working till 9.15-

More than last year. 12. Showers all day, 13. Fine and

warm; finished Thistle Field, Worked till 9. Only takings

left.
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This finished the year’s hay-making. After that we had

rain or drizzle every day till July 22, when I took up the

dampish rakings to top off the ricks. A little damp does not

matter for that job.

As to roots, the season again made things trying and

expensive. Three acres of mangolds were grown, one of

swedes and one of kale. The wet made it impossible to keep

the weeds down. I have rather less than last year, but not

a bad crop. Professors have conclusively proved that it does

not pay to grow roots. My five acres have cost me in

extra labour. The rest of the labour represents the time

of men who, if not on roots, could not profitably have been

otherwise occupied at that time of the year. So actually

the roots represent the cheapest food the cows eat.

By working out all the labour, carting of dung, etc., that

goes to the production of roots it is quite possible to prove

that they do not pay. But when one is concerned with a

properly organized mixed farm, that is really only making the

most of overhead charges which are going on in any case.

Should a professor read this I hope he will pardon me, but I

feel we are suffering from the putting forward of theories

backed by costs quite unsoundly arrived at. The problem

of making a farm pay resolves itself into employing the right

number of men and so arranging things that they are always

fully occupied on productive work or necessary maintenance

work. This calls for the ‘mixed’ farm. Theories about

what pays worked out on paper lead only to error. Every
farm has an individuality which must be studied.

Working on these lines, I have one cowman. By keeping

him contented with comfortable hours, I have got him to

produce some 14,000 gallons of milk, to look after young
stock and to do some outside work as well. Can I make
him produce any more? I think I can by means of the

tractor. What has the tractor to do with milk producing?

With a tractor, the winter ploughing will be done in late

summer or early autumn. There are only two horses to
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look after. The carter will be free and can get in roots from
the clamp, clean them, litter up the shed, and help in various

ways, leaving the cowman time to look after more cows and
produce more milk. It may not work out quite like this, but

that is my aim. Everything counts, for example, having

gates so placed as to save time getting the cows in and out.

Every farmer must study his own farm. If half the energy

spent propagating notions like Teed no roots’ was spent on
solid, thoughtful work propagating the practice of farmers

who are relatively successful and carefully studying why they

are successful we should get a useful return for the money
spent on ‘encouraging agriculture’. I am glad to see Cam-
bridge is doing some useful work in this direction.

Touching on costs, I notice in a pamphlet ‘Successful

Milk Production’, by James Wyllie, two successful farmers’

milk costs are given. Labour costs per gallon 2.8^. and 3.4<af.

By having the various labour-saving devices I have (covered

yard, milking machine, etc.) one man at a week
- with, of course, a cottage and milk and so forth - pro-

duces, as I have said, 14,000 gallons a year. Add ^^25 a

year for the milking machine cost (petrol, spares, etc.), my
cost per gallon is 2.4^. The actual cost of the milk is slightly

less, because the cowman rears calves and young stock in

addition to helping in a general wayabout the farm in summer.
Against this is depreciation on the milking machine.

Mr. Wyllie’s statistics are those of ‘working farmers’ who
have their coats off in the byre all the time. I think the

ability of the ‘dirty boot farmer’ to make a farm pay is over-

rated. Owing to being a war crock, I am very much the

‘clean booted farmer’. But I seem to have beaten the

successful ‘dirty boot’ farmers on costs, although I am not

making my farm pay commercially. I am inclined to think

that to some extent this is due to my being chiefly

concerned at the moment with building up an ideal com-
mercial farm and not looking for immediate profit. I also

understand Mr. Wyllie’s farmers got better prices for their

milk than I can get, which is a matter of luck. Good clean
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milk and dirty all fetch one and the same price in my
district.

Wheat followed oats in my twelve acre field. It was in

by October i. It got a splendid start and looked splendid

up to about June. Then the season began to tell, the heads

did not fill well, and storms laid a lot of it. The straw was
very heavy. Again the tractor was a great help. The wheat

was in stocks and then it rained and rained and rained. I won-
dered if I should save even the straw. I expected the grain to

sprout in the heads. In the end, much to my surprise, the

crop got into a Dutch barn in quite good condition. The
labour bill was above what it would have been in a good

season. During windy spells we rushed the crop in. It did

not thresh out well as the berry was small, but considering

the season I have nothing to grumble about. I got about

ten sacks per acre, of which I sold three quarters, at 30X. a

quarter, in early October. My neighbours rushed to get it

for seed as it was the only dry wheat in the district. Some
remains to be threshed.

My twelve acres of oats were put in in the spring. After

a slow start, owing to cold weather, they did not do badly.

Like the wheat, the crop was badly laid, a rare mess in places.

However they also got duly saved in quite good condition

and promise to thresh out well.

And the Moral of it all

At the end of the farming year, as I consider the general

position of agriculture as far as I can see it, I am more than

ever convinced that our future lies in mixed fanning, in

making use of all modern machinery and working in team
with a sane comprehensive organized marketing system.

Will farmers have the sense to use the new legislation?

I don’t think cutting wages can have done anyone any

good, I actually put up my carter’s wages a week.

Prices are bad to-day but look like rising, if we can only

give a sense of stability, I believe that there are men in the
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industry who would screw the eificiency of our ordinary

mixed farming technique up to a point where it rendered

them a living, not luxurious but sufficient for men to whom
a farmer’s life presents an almost irresistible charm.

We should then soon have again a substantial contented

yeoman population. But an efficient mixed farming, making

use of all available modern machinery, demands freedom of

cropping conditions and permanence of tenure which means

bringing up for review the whole question of our tenant

system. I will give one illustration of the imperfections of

our system of land tenure. I have a very efficient neighbour

who, impressed by my gain by putting my corn into a Dutch

barn — the advantages are many besides saving thatching

at a time of the year when you want to get on to the stubbles

etc. - went to his landlord and asked permission to put up a

barn. He would have paid all the cost, but he proposed that

when (or if) he left the farm, the landlord should take it

over at its then valuation. By putting up the barn my
neighbour would have strengthened his position as a rent-

payer, and any subsequent tenant would have gladly paid a

little extra. So the offer was quite reasonable. But the land-

lord refused permission. So my neighbour has to be inefficient

to the extent that he lacks a barn, I have an idea that the

landlord is trying to sell his estate and is just standing pat

on everything. It may be suggested that he is quite entitled

to do as he likes with his own. Land, the means by which
food is produced, is in a different category from other

possessions. And modern farming requires a heavy equip-

ment, Thus it seems to be necessary that the ownership
and power over land involves the landlord being more or

less a fixture, as our landowning families used to be but are

no longer. We have also a grave percentage of our people

badly under-nourished, especially with regard to milk. Yet
our land, the best in the world, is only half cultivated.

This is no sounding expression but fact. As the possibilities

of high farming with modern machinery and abundant
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artificials are not easily over-estimated, it is probably an

under-statement to say that our land is only half cultivated*

We have a National Government. Are we not capable of

getting our people fed? I need not say that you cannot put

the unemployed direct on to the land. But cannot we so

arrange things that farming will be worth while, farmers

will be able to produce more food, which they will sell, that

is exchange for bits of paper, which, in turn, they will

exchange for manufactured goods made by the present unem-
ployed, who will be able to eat the extra food produced and

be adequately fed?

When I consider our position in the world to-day, I am
overwhelmed with wonder to find the casual way otherwise

thoughtful people treat the agricultural problem. The
Countryman in the last issue touched on the way in which

a well-known weekly review, which regards itself as in the

forefront of progress, had said with great complacency, in

dealing with the census figures, that we must recognize

that we were an urban people. It showed indifference to the

decline of rural population. What is the situation in the

kingdom? We have a gigantic unemployment problem.

And no real hope of what is called ‘an industrial revival’

sufficient seriously to lighten the burden. We could turn

a lot of this unemployed energy into the re-equipment of

our land.

If our farms in general were equipped up to the level of

mine, and I do not consider mine fully equipped yet, it

would mean a tremendous revival of the depressed iron and

steel trades for the supply of buildings and machinery, in

addition to the employment of a vast amount of general

labour. Our millions of semi-fed people could eat all the

extra food produced without lessening imports. My results,

during ten years of exceptionally depressed prices, warrant

my saying that such re-equipment would pay the individual

farmer. If we follow the policy recommended by the

Central Chamber of Agriculture of ‘an import audiority
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to control all imports and organization of the home pro-

duction’ we could safeguard the financing of a re-equipment

scheme under which we could build up a vast home pro-

duction of food whose producers would take in exchange

vast amounts of manufactured goods and general services

from our now unemployed and the enormous increased

population yet to be born.

I cannot be challenged by thinking men when I say that

with our present mechanical means of rapidly producing

a tilth and doing other cultivation and harvesting operations,

which enable us to avoid the drawbacks and make the most

of the advantages of our humid climate, coupled to un-

limited supplies of nitrogen and other artificials, we can at

present put no limit to our estimate of the food our island will

produce. And every day science carries the possibilities

further. All we need is the wit and the determination to

pursue a policy of agricultural development for which our

country is so peculiarly adapted by Nature.

A DEVONSHIRE FARMER
Lino-cut by Bernard Griffin
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The Country House Aeroplane

12. —M.y Aerodrome^ by Lord Willoughby de Broke

Having acquired a pilot’s ‘A’ licence in July, 1930,
and also a light aeroplane at about the same time, there

arose the question of providing a landing ground close to

my house. The machine was kept at Sywell Aerodrome,

Northampton, which involved a motor journey of an hour
in order to take the air. I was lucky enough to find a field

of about 600 yards by 400 within ten minutes walk of my
front door with a good road leading right up to it. The
field was flat, well drained, with good approaches pro-

vided a few trees were cut down. The surface, however,

consisted of shallow ridge and furrow, good enough for

an emergency landing, but out of the question for regular

use. Work was started by a firm of aerodrome contractors

in August. By October an area of surface about 400 yards

by 300 was completely levelled and filled in for a reasonable

sum on estimate. The machine and hangar- wood and corru-

gated iron -were moved over in November. The ground was
seeded with clover and short growing grasses in the Spring.

A very fine surface has been obtained. The landing ground
has been in regular use since last November and I have
never regretted the expenditure. The interest on the capital

outlay for levelling the ground and erecting the hangar

would certainly not exceed the annual charge for housing

a machine at an aerodrome. The field itself, which happens

to be on my estate, was taken back into my hands, and,

as a rich pasturage seems likely, the loss of rent should nearly

be made up by letting the grazing rights*

Regarding my use of my aeroplane, this is limited to a

certain extent by the shortage of aerodromes and landing

grounds in this country. But these are increasing compara-

tively rapidly and I can safely say that even with the number
available now, I have found the machine of great practical
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value. The modern light aeroplane in the hands of a com-
parative novice can be landed in and taken off from quite a

small field, and many such fields arc constantly being discovered

by one’s friends in reasonable proximity to their houses.

The cost of running a light aeroplane compares very favour-

ably with the cost of running a medium powered car. Care

and maintenance is carried out by myself and my chauffeur,

who had a week’s tuition at a works. An occasional visit to

a neighbouring aerodrome will secure for a small sum a

complete look-over by a competent ground engineer. Many
of one’s friends are either owners of a light aeroplane, or

belong to a Club where one can be hired. There is no doubt

that the possession of a landing ground is an inducement to

them to pay one a visit, and that in the near future a landing

ground near one’s home will be looked upon not as a luxury

but as a necessity.

All the licensed aerodromes are now marked on the many
excellent flying maps obtainable. I would suggest that it

would be of the greatest possible service if a body like the

Royal Aero Club or Automobile Association would compile

a list of all the smaller unlicensed landing grounds such as

my own. I have heard many pilots express this wish and

feel sure that it would prove an incentive to others to establish

landing grounds near their homes, and, possibly, to enter

into the ownership of a light aeroplane. There can be no
doubt about its practical utility^ the immense amount of

pleasure it gives, and its safety.

0
‘Keep your copies ofThe Countryman; they contain

much of permanent interest and will maintain their value,’

was our confident prophecy in our very first number (April

1927). Already some numbers are at a premium. We
advise subscribers whose sets are broken to complete them
without delay. As will be seen from an advertisement on
page 908 we bind (in a pleasant green) at moderate rates.
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The Garden

After a Wet Summer

E is perhaps a consequence of the prolonged wet of the

...mmer, followed by the sunshine of mid-autumn, that

certain plants have come into bloom earlier and in greater

profusion than usual In the garden Viburnum fragrans,

which is a winter bloomer, came into flower in mid-October,

and was in full blossom in the first week of November.

The yellow winter jasmine was almost as early and as free

in bloom. But the real surprises are the wild flowers. In

the Sussex woods primroses were as large and as long in the

stalk at the end of October as you often find them in a mild

February; and on a twelve-foot-square patch of a sunny

Surrey lawn in November, I counted close on 200 daisies.

It looked like April - P.Q,

The Hardy Fine

ONCE you have a pukka hothouse vine you are saddled

with responsibility, temperature, pipe-rust, pests and so

forth; but there are easy and eflFective ways of grape growing

(given one of the hardy vines), entailing no stove at all

We must circumvent the weather by sheltering a vine from
rain. An easy and inexpensive method is to raise a four foot

wall or wooden backing, and, having made the vine bed, set

two bricks on each other at intervals along the front line,

about a foot from the wall - to act as rests for frame lights

tilted up over the vine, or for a wooden wall plate supporting

light sheets of glass. The first thing to be thought of is

position, and the second drainage. In a cold exposed place

there would be little hope, but on ground facing south, getting

fair sunlight, this simple shelter will give you excellent crops.

To get good drainage dig out your bed to a depth of two and

a half to three feet, not more, lay a foundation of old bricks

and rubble, and block the sides with cement to stop the roots

from running. The best soil fora vine is a fibrous, calcareous,
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yellow loam - in other words the top spit or turf (cut three

inches thick), from some old pasture land. Chop the turves

roughly in pieces, and to five or six cubic feet add one of old

lime rubbish, a little wood ashes or burnt soil, and a dressing

of bone meal. At this time of the year, in planting ripened

vines, that is vines in a dormant condition, care should be

taken to shake out all soil from the roots and to spread these

out fully as near the surface as possible. If you are planting

a young growing vine raised from an eye the same season,

May, June or July would be the time to set about it. In

planting several vines give them four to five feet between

each other to allow side shoots full play. One of the best all

round doers for hardy culture is the black Hamburgh. Buy
a fruiting cane and it will commence to fruit the next season.

When the time comes I will give the year’s calendar of

events in vine culture. A book called ‘Vine Growing in

England’, by H. M. Tod (Chatto and Windus) was pub-

lished in

Plant Growth after Hard Frost

I
HAVE been reviewing the consequences of the great

frost of February, 1929, in the garden, particularly in

regard to the shrubs and plants which at the time I thought

were killed, but which I decided to leave in the ground,

cutting them back to the stump, by way of experiment.

The results seem to be worth putting on record, in case of

other frosts of the kind in years to come. My myrtles,

which before the frost were big bushes five feet high, and
which I sawed back to two or three inches, are now thirty

inches or three feet in height and as much in diameter. The
heaths, Erica arborea and E. Lusitanica which were split

by the frost as if a hurdler had run his knife down the

stem, and which I cut back to the soil, have now made

^ Our E.A.B. says Brant, Purple-leaved Keil and Reine Olga Vill

produce good fruit in favourable seasons, where the berries are thinned

early’. - Editor
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five feet of growth, though rather thin and weedy. But the

plant which interests me most is the big bush of Grevillea

Rosmarinifolia. Before 1929 this used to put out flower

buds first in February and continue in bloom until October.

The frost of February, 1929, scared it as if it had been

scorched, and all its buds were killed. But in November,

1929, it budded again and flowered through the winter into

the summer; it did the same in 1930, and in November
this year was again covered with blossom. Not only that,

but it continues to make wood at a pace which has already

created something of a problem as regards its size and place.

This time last year it measured forty-three feet in circum-

ference. It now measures over fifty. The one thing I am
afraid of is snow. - E.P.

The Cooking -Apples to Choose

I
F a vote were taken for the most popular English sweet,

apple pie would crush all competitors. But, as we are

finding out, there are apples and apples. There arc gay

deceivers whose pulp turns to wood in cooking and others

who melt merely to insipidity. The chief of virtues is acid,

without which no cooked apple can be first rate, and secondly

flavour. Here England leads; its climate must be credited

with a special aptitude for producing good apples. First

come the Codlins in July and August; Early Victoria and

White Transparent will serve for all purposes. Ecklinville

and Grenadier cook to a foamy froth in September. All

these are good and fresh, but for better quality of flavour

we must wait till Golden Noble comes in during October

and November. A noble fruit indeed, keeping its shape when
in a pie, with a golden transparency and quite distinctive in

flavour. For readers with adventurous cooks I recommend

the variety Thomas Rivers whose blend of quince and pear

flavour suggests it for open tartlets and the higher pastry.

Allington Pippin, too, a dessert apple in favourable seasons,

comes in dull years to a better end in a pie, where its aroma
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and quince-like acid are most remarkable. In December
we come to that national institution, Bramley’s Seedling,

Now grown on an enormous scale, it is obtainable in all

stores and it is a credit to British taste that in March and
April it usually fetches more than any imported fruit. We
have discovered that, for cooking, a native fruit has a freshness

and capacity to melt that no alien has yet shown. Less
known, but as good in quality, is Newton Wonder, a daughter
I suspect, of the famous Wellington, which for late winter
use stands alone in preserving its acid till June, and cooking
to a transparent jelly. For cultural reasons this fruit it not
much grown now, but it will come back by reason of its

quality now that we can spray it for its worst enemy the
scab. For small gardens we may replace Bramley’s and
Wellington by Edward VII, a descendant of Golden Noble,
and Clarke’s Seedling, both of which keep until June and
grow compactly, and are, therefore, much more suited for
garden work then the rampant Bramley. They also begin
to fruit in their youth, while Bramley’s often keeps us
waiting for seven or eight years. - E.A.B.

Off Tears in Apples

An old question, Why have apples failed to crop in many
parts of the country? I'he reasons are complex, but

the determining factor is usually the amount of fruit the
tree has borne in the previous year. After a heavy crop the
food reserves of the tree are exhausted and though blossom
is produced it fails to set for lack of the reserve of nutrition
in tlie tree. Weather at flowering time is the next con-
sideration, and cold and wet such as prevailed in most parts
of the country during May prevented insects from doing
their work of pollination. Cold alone is enough to stop seed
setting even when the pollen has been transported by bees
and other insects. The major remedies are shelter from
cold winds and regular thinning of crops so that the tree may
never be over-exhausted, and a good reserve of potash.
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phosphate and nitrogen in the soil on which the tree can

draw. Failure in but one of these indispensable plant foods

will cause the whole system of nutrition to break down.

A Problem of Mistletoe

Many other persons besides myself must have experi-

mented with mistletoe. I wonder what their success

has been in growing bunches with berries. I have had no
difficulty in growing the plant on apple, crab apple, white

poplar and lime - it has not thrived with me on mountain

ash. On apple I have bunches of which the seed was set in

1916, which are now five feet in diameter (Bentham and

Hooker, in ‘British Flora’, speak of bunches ‘attaining one

to two feet in diameter’) but the bunches have very few berries.

One big bunch on crab last year had two; two others on
apple had six and three. This year my biggest bunch on apple

has four, and a large bunch on crab three. Yet the mistletoe

of the shops (which I believe comes from France) seems to

be always fully berried, however small the bunch. Mine,
I take it, would be unsaleable. — jB.P.

Trees Too Near the House

WHEN I bought my house nine years ago there was,

on the south side, a group of five sycamores. One can

understand how the original owner had come to plant them
to make a shade, and how he had enjoyed the rapid growth

of the saplings and the grateful shadows which they so

quickly provided in summertime. But they were planted

too near the house. The time came when he had to pollard

them all, at about nine feet from the ground. The shoots

or branches from the pollards grew quickly, however, and

soon diminished the light in the house. When I took over

the property, I cut out branches, and, very reluctantly

felled three of the pollards. In a southerly situation, with

the house behind them, the branches from the surviving
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pollards continued to thrive. Now and then, for they were

now keeping the light from the flower beds, I sawed out a

few. But the rest grew and grew. In the dining-room, on

the ground floor, we had to put on the electric light at

breakfast and lunch as well as dinner. The greenery also

kept the sunshine from a sitting-room on the next floor.

Finally the topmost branches cut off two-thirds of my view

from my bedroom on the floor above that. Although I found

it to be exceedingly interesting looking into a tree the case

for the felling of the sycamores was strengthened. The
decision to fell was taken when it began to be seen that not

only were human beings being deprived of the hygienic

advantage of sunshine, but a promising young walnut was
being overshadowed. We felled the trees with a real

pang. The result is nevertheless satisfactory. The dining-

room and the sitting-room are flooded with light. I have

again my view from my bedroom, and the walnut is obviously

appreciating the light and air which are ripening its shoots.

Moral I, Do not plant, too close to the house, trees that

will grow big. Moral 2, Do not plant trees too close to one

another,- D,L.G.

0

For Countrymen and Countrywomen -ZO
I, In what work of fiction does a man who wants to

study agricultural conditions decide to gb to Tooting?

-

2. What great preacher said, ‘We ought to be thankful that

blackberries are plentiful’? - 3. ‘The window shutters were

not painted green, nor were the walls covered with honey-

suckles’ is from which English classic? - 4. How long does

it ordinarily take a bed of seashore shingle to cover itself

with a thin turf? - 5. What is the value of the salmon

caught in a year in British waters and sold for food? - 6.

How old is agriculture?

For Answers, see page 973.
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Problems and Incidents of Bird Life
Foreign Birds Set Free in London

ONCE, before the War, I let out a number of the pretty

little Pekin Robins in St. James’s Park. According to a

French authority, the Pekin Robin ‘washes itself with

frenzy several times a day’. My robins at once made for the

water and had a good wash, one having a bobbing swim of a

foot or two. The sparrows showed some interest in them
but did them no harm.

I have seen a canary hopping happily about among
sparrows, and the amount of grime upon its yellow feathers

showed that it had escaped at least some days before, and had

possibly passed the nights in a sparrows’ doss-house.

Parrots of various sorts and sizes have found a life of liberty

in London worth living. Budgerigars appear to get on all

right with sparrows, who, if they are at all rough, will be

likely to find out that the pigmy parrot can manoeuvre

more quickly with his mouse-like run than they can by
hopping, and that he is a toe-biter, and an efficient one!

I have seen both the Ring-parrakeet and the Australian Rosy
Cockatoo at large in London. They seemed quite at home.

In 1930 it was reported that two pairs of cockatoos had bred

on the border of Epping Forest, so that quite a little flock

existed. The Australian Rosy Cockatoo is one of the most
beautiful of the world’s birds in its sunset contrast of pearl-

grey and rose-pink. It has the finest flight of any bird

I have ever seen, for though it rises as heavily as a duck, when
well up and under way its wings are plied with the ease of a

gull and the force of a pigeon, while there is a sort of dashing

swing as well which neither of these possesses. I once heard of

a cockatoo which had lived free for some years at John
O’Groats’ of all places!

About fifty of the lovely little orange weaver birds

commonly called ‘bishops’ in the bird trade, were released

in London in 1930 after confinement for some weeks in a
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specially constructed cage on an island in the Zoo duck-

pond, The hens and cocks of this bird for half a year look

like pigiuy bob-tailed sparrows, but the bishop in full canon-

icals and his nuptial dress, is a vision of plushy black and

orange, or rather red, for the bishops imported now are

redder than those which used to come into the trade.

Another experiment was the turning out of eighty-eight

Mandarin ducks in the Royal parks, not pinioned as such

choice waterfowl commonly are, but with their wings merely

clipped. When they were able to fly again, probably they

explored London, and possibly all Middlesex as well. Man-
darin ducks are known to have been breeding at liberty

in widely separated parts of England, so that we may be sure

that some out of this large number will settle down in London.

It is a matter to get lyrical about, as the Mandarin is as

superior to other ducks in wits, hardiness, and agility as he

is in plumage. But the publicmust remember that in Mandarin

society things do not begin to move till tea-time, and even

the dole is no draw before then. - F,F,

Green Flover Under the Act

WHEN the Lapwing Act was placed on the Statute

Book in March, 195^8, there were many critics,

and some of them good naturalists, who believed that its

framers were mistaken. The Act prohibits the sale of the

lapwing (official name for peewit or green plover) for food

between March ist and August 31st, and forbids the sale

at any date of the lapwings’ eggs. Opponents of the measure

as it stands did not object to the clause prohibiting the sale

of the bird itself, but they held that there was no sense in

preventing people from collecting the birds’ eggs for the

market, since the eggs that used to find their way to the

poulterers’ were the early eggs which would probably in any

case have been spoiled by frost, or else would be found

and eaten by crows. They contended that the plover was
actually benefited by having her early eggs taken from her,

since she was saved the trouble of sitting uselessly on frozen
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eggs that would never hatch, and was thus induced to make a

second nest and lay another batch of eggs when the herbage

had grown higher and so protected the clutch from being

discovered by birds or men.

I was never greatly impressed by this reasoning, perhaps

partly because I do not care for plovers’ eggs to eat, but I was
always interested in it because it represented the opinion

of several friends whose judgment I respect. But we have

now had time to test the working of the Act, and I think it

would be of value if we could obtain a census, however

rough, of the numbers of plover which the farmer can watch

working for him in his fields to-day, as compared with the

numbers he saw in the years before 1928. Has there been

an increase throughout the country? Are the flocks larger

than they used to be? Are plover to be seen to-day in places

where they used not to be seen? I can only speak for my own
part of the country, which is the borderland of Surrey, Sussex

and Hampshire, and I have certainly seen many more plover

during the last two years than in the past. I see them not

only in the fields - it is odd to notice that they prefer certain

particular fields to others with apparently the same charac-

teristics - but flying overhead or on the horizon, in large

flocks, which I never saw in other years. This seems to me
of special interest, since the surrounding country is not

ideal for plover, and we had few egg-collectors before the

Act. Possibly some one in real plover country has been able

to take notes on a larger scale than mine -officially, perhaps-

on the lapwing population? - E.P.

From Our Readers^ Letters

Five wild swans I saw in flight in a storm made little

progress against the wind. When, at the hill’s summit,

they met the full force of the blast, they were quite unable

to face it, and the leader swung off with the wind. The three

birds next him managed the turning all right, but the last

in the line was taken ^all aback’, and crashed. It remained

on the ground for some time, but finally took wing.
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S o knowing are old ravens - I write as a Highland keeper

-that they distinguish the keeper from the shepherd, and

greet him with angry and anxious croakings, while for the

shepherd they display no special aversion. Ravens really have

a language, the male being able to order his mate to rise from

her eggs or to warn her from a distance of a mile, to alter

her course. The male wild raven is also a capital mimic, and

has been heard giving imitations of dogs barking and of

shepherds whistling. - D.M,
Many of us no doubt underestimate the number of

birds in our district. One morning in September, just before

I rose from bed, I counted twenty-eight birds fly past my
window within four minutes. On a Sunday in the same

month I noticed a few lapwings rising occasionally from a

ploughed field. When I looked at the field with a powerful

glass I saw that the number of lapwings in it was about three

hundred. - S.P.L,

I WONDER if any reader has met with a red necked

phalarope, a very rare visitor from the north? One flew into

my greenhouse this spring. On being released, it dived into

the water-butt for refreshment before flying away. — C,M.S,
I H A V E a garden full of dearly loved birds, which are

fed and cared for. I should love to feel that they are safe,

but they are not. The place is haunted daily by a large hawk.

In spite of being chased off by rooks and magpies it returns

time after time, terrorizing the whole of the garden. This
is not the only danger. At dusk comes a large owl. Quite

lately it carried off a very large bird. How do people in

charge of bird sanctuaries get over these difficulties? - U.H,
F R o M the quiet of a balloon one^s Nature study is quite

diflFerent from a noisy aeroplane. In my experience the

birds most scared by a balloon seem to be wood pigeons. A
fox we disturbed stood and glanced up at the balloon, then

ran on a few yards and stopped again to look at us. On
another occasion when we were sailing along at about 200
feet, a fox ran ahead of us and partly concealed himself in
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some long grass. We passed over him and the trail rope

dragged across his back. Mystified, but not alarmed, he

quietly went his way.

If we passed over a farm the fowls lost their heads. Larks

and the smaller birds took no notice of us. During night

flights the balloon was unnoticed by most birds, though

occasionally a pheasant would spot it and give the alarm. As
we drifted silently through the darkness we sometimes heard

the long drawn out purr of the nightjar. This seems to be

produced both when the bird takes in and lets out breath, as

there is a distinct rise and fall of the note at regular intervals,

and the purr seems to last too long to be produced in one
breath. We heard also corncrakes, the screeches and hoots

of owls, and the notes of the nightingale. One day we went
up in a dense fog which extended to a height of 4,000 feet.

Just before rising above it I noticed a stowaway -a fly!

Picking it up carefully I put it overboard 5 but, not knowing
where it was, it immediately returned to the balloon. I

put it out again and it returned. After doing this a third time

I let it remain, -

0

W E are much taken by the inexpensive Dutch weather

glass that Messrs. Davidson (143 Great Portland Street,

W.i.) have sent us. It is cheap, it cannot get out of order,

and, being plain glass, may be hung anywhere unobtrusively.

And we have seen much more of bird life by the use of

their Sportbinocle, binoculars ingeniously mounted as

spectacles, adjustable in various ways, and again, inexpensive.

Need it be said that we were extremely popular on the day

we received from Cadbury^s a package of different sorts of

chocolates, ‘featuring’ a new variety called ‘Regent’? But
Messrs Bayley made a bad shot (see Countryman, page 41)
when they sent the Editor a ‘Chubby Shaving Stick’. It has

been handed to ‘Young Bill’, who jumps out of bed singing

every morning at the thought of using it.
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The Countryman s Gramophone and
Wireless

My final conclusion, after I had ceased to be dazzled

by the seething crowds and endless stands at the Wireless

Show was that if one had bought a wireless receiver during

the year one need not feel so very much out of date. The
outstanding feature of the Show was reduction in price, or

from another point of view, that one can now get a good

deal more for one’s money. There were, for instance, a

variety of self-contained radio instruments, with moving coil

loud-speaker, which were a new departure at round about

25 guineas. One such instrument, which has since justified

the crowds that surrounded it, and is well worth attention,

is a Marconiphone Model 42 self-contained three-valve radio

receiver at 20 guineas. This is exceedingly good value for

money and can be purchased on easy terms. Like most of

the receivers at the Show, it works entirely ofiF alternating

current mains*

Philips’s were not showing at Olympia, but they have this

year introduced a remarkable new receiver which has caused

favourable comment in the inner circles of the trade. This
instrument, which is entirely self-contained, incorporates a

moving coil speaker, and operates from alternating current

mains. It is called the Super Inductance Five. At the

price of about 22 guineas it has set a new standard in radio

set values, and will give British manufacturers cause to think.

There were very few battery-operated instruments at the

exhibition, although Philips again, due, doubtless, to their

almost international experience in marketing radio, have

now introduced their model 2532 three-valve battery

receiver at ,^10 - a very reasonable price.

One of the things that this year’s Show produced, which

appeals to those of us who bought instruments last year and

rightly feel that the improvement in performance of this
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year’s models does not justify us in replacing them by new
ones, was a series of small moving coil loudspeakers with

their own coupling transformer, which can be applied to

practically any existing receiver without the need to buy

additional components. Here again, the Marconiphone small

loudspeaker model 1 3a at about was a good proposition.

It is sensitive, has an excellent range of reproduction, and the

price is right. It is really extraordinary how many instru-

ments, especially in the country, are working on loud-

speakers which are frequently out of adjustment, in addition

to being old fashioned. There are available some good,

cheap loudspeakers which in many cases would enormously

improve our sets.

On the gramophone side of the market the noteworthy

development is the introduction ofautomatic record changing

on radio-gramophones. The big gramophone firms are

adopting a cautious policy with regard to the manufacture in

bulk of the more expensive acoustic models owing, I suppose,

to the popularity of the radio-gramophone. Still, those of us

who are connoisseurs in the acoustic gramophone can always

get the specialized service we want froin such firms as

E.M.G, Hand-made Gramophones, some of whose instru-

ments I have described. There has been practically no big

advance in acoustic gramophone technique for some time,

and we should be well advised, if we have a reasonably good

gramophone, to hang on to it, as there are developments

foreshadowed which may seriously modify gramophone
practice.

0
I N any company interested in animals an hour might

easily be spent in swapping stories about rats. Here is my
tale. In a troopship during the Boer War six dozen bottles of

mineral water in the lazarette were found to be only a half

or a quarter full. The gas was gone. How? Rats had

nibbled the cork just enough for the gas to escape and permit

of the thirsty animals refreshing themselves. -
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Never a Rise

by ^SalfarW

After a day on river or lake when you have had

rises and yet caught no fish you are apt to return home
irritated and annoyed. In spite of excuses that come readily

enough to your mind you are still conscious that you had

chances and for some reason or another missed them. Audibly

you blame wind, or light or some kind of ill luck. Inwardly

you blame yourself and your mind is a complex mixture of

ifs and buts.

After a day when you have had no rises at all you (or,

I do) return home hurt, amazed and dumb. This year

brought me this unusual experience, unique in my thirty

years of angling. In a lake which holds many trout and

big ones, a lake which this year has yielded many noble trout,

I fished during two whole days, consecutive days, in July,

and never rose a fish. There were other anglers there on
those two days and among the lot of us one fish was caught

and that one on a minnow. We, the fly fishers, offered every

reasonably attractive fly we could find time to select from
well-filled fly books. We started early in the morning, it

was midnight when we sat down to supper; and we got very

wet
Why should I remember those days rather than the days

when I took as many as two dozen trout? I suppose because I

can understand my being reasonably successful but I cannot

understand not getting one single offer. Indeed there is

nothing extraordinary in my catching a dozen trout. But,

if you will believe me, it is astounding that I should catch

none; it is amazing that I should not even get a rise. And
because this happened I am glad for the season that has just

passed* It has done me much good; as long as I angle I shall

be a better angler for it.

The weather was against me I know; it is true no other

angler was successful with the fly. All that matters not
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at all. The fact remains that for two days I was utterly and

completely defeated.

Great singers have sung bad notes; the best batsmen have

been bowled first ball; bowlers famous all the world over have

been hit for six; scratch men have had Afresh airs’; the most

dashing forward has missed a sitter. And for two days I

never rose a fish ! I have been put back in my place, I have

been taught my limitations, it has been made clear to me that

I am not master ofmy sport. I am very glad.

0
Why I Like ^eing a Qountry Doctor

NO matter how Isolated and inaccessible a labourer’s

cottage may be, sooner or later the night, usually a

winter’s night, will come when somebody will fall ill there*

Then with gum boots, a mackintosh and stable lantern,

the doctor must make his way to and down the cart tracks.

Although, after a hard day of muddy lanes I am sometimes

moved to envy the town doctor who has all his patients

within a mile, I know I could never change places with him.

I attain to a humanity of relationship with my patients.

There’s Bob Hands who broke his leg coming home from
the auction mart, with a drop too much inside him. Or poor

Mrs. Brown who has just gone to bed with her tenth (‘an’

that girt big husband o’ hers oughter be ashamed o’ hisself ’).

Or else ‘that bad girl Millie Smith who’s got herself into

trouble again, and we hope she’ll find a father for this one if

she didn’t for the last’. There is no more satisfactory person

to treat in an illness than the agricultural labourer. He credits

his doctor with wisdom. He has faith in his lightest utter-

ance, The medicine has the power of a saint’s relic* It

goes every drop down his throat He does not try to catch

his doctor out with bits from ‘The Household Physician’ or

‘The Family Doctor’. He is the easiest man in the world

to cure, for he really wants to get better, and he detests

being in bed. The country doctor settles in the country

because he likes the countryside and country people. - A.JM.
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Revolution in the Village

by The Rector

WE are familiar enough with bills announcing a whist

drive, a concert or a dance. The walls of our barns

often display posters of farm sales and livestock sales, printed,

as they should be, in sober black. But the sudden appearance

of bills in flaming red announcing a public meeting, to be

held in the Village Institute, to arrange a tea for the children,

caused no small stir. Who had issued it? No name was

given. It caught the rector’s eye, as he went to post his letters

in the morning, and he felt that it was strange that he had

not been consulted. The squire saw it and asked, ‘By whose
authority has this meeting been called?’ The villagers

understood that it had been issued by a committee ofmembers
of the corner-house club, a synonym for the Red Lion.

The retainers of the squire thought that it was an insult to

the squire’s lady who had already issued her invitation to a

tea and Christmas tree. The churchwardens felt that a blow
had been struck at the rector, who was accustomed to

entertain the children of his Sunday school. The Dissenters

were grieved, for how could sweetness come forth from the

Red Lion. From the meeting when it was held the squire

stayed away, but the rector, backed up by his churchwardens,

was present. The leading Dissenter, with his followers, was
also conspicuous. A member of the corner-house club

proposed that the chair should be taken by the rector, whom
he commended as a sportsman, a statement in no sense true

in the literal sense, but with a semblance of truth in the

common acceptance of the term. The proposition was duly

seconded and carried, and the rector, not at all at his ease,

assumed the chair. He looked upon a gathering such as he
had never seen before. The Red Lion party was in full

strength, the Church party was well represented, the Dis<-

senters were humbly sitting under his chairmanship. After

some opening remarks of a non-committal character, he
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asked that somebody should offer a resolution. This brought

a newcomer to the village to his feet ®Mr. Chairman,’ he
said, ‘we are not concerned with any teas that may or may
not be given in this parish, and I beg to propose that a tea

and Christmas tree be arranged for all the children whether
they go to Sunday school or do not go to Sunday school,

whether they belong to the Church or the Chapel, whether
they belong to no Church or no Chapel.’ The proposition

was greeted with applause and carried by a large majority.

The chairman remarked that he was delighted that the

children should get an extra treat, but would like to know how
the expenses were to be met. He was immediately informed

that many promises in money and kind had already been

made. For the first time in the history of the village the

squire and the parson were deposed. The people themselves

would raise the money and organize a tea and a treat for their

own children. The squire sees in it the opening of the flood

gates of democracy. The rector sees in it the passing of his

leadership in village festivities. The Nonconformists see

in it the dangerous power of the Red Lion. The rank and

file of the villagers don’t quite understand it. The children,

God bless them, rejoice for they get an extra tea.

rOUNG BILUS GUIDE TO RURJL LIFE

23 . To Stop Fighting amongyour Fulkts disguise some as Cockerels
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the drawbacks.
McClary Warm Air Heating is an All-British central heating system

on new, scientifically sound, lines. Working by ‘convection* instead of

by ‘radiation,’ its heat is mor<» thorough, more even, and far pleasanter
and healthier. The McClarv system incorporates a single labour-saving
furnace, which burns any fuel, but it uses no water-pipes or radiators.

This is not only an advantage in appearance, in ease of installation,

and in healthiness; it means a great saving of money. McClary heating
is roughly half the price of ordinary central heating, complete installa-

tions costing from *45 inclusive.

QUICK, SIMPLE INSTALLATION
Investigate the McClary system now. It can

be installed at once (for a small initial payment,
if desired) without costly alterations, damage to
masonry or other disturbance. And, when in-
stalled, you can be certain that your house, what-
ever its size, will always be comfortable, warm
and draughtless.

Let one of our engineers call and estimate, free
of obligation. Or send a postcard for our new
illustrated Catalogue, with full details, photo-
graphs and testimonials from users. [McClary
heating %s also ideal for Churches, Hotels, Halls,
etc.) Write now for Free Catalogue G.

^=M=Claiy
WARM AIR HEATING

%Captain D.Cope writes:

*The heating system you
put in has been a womer-
jul blessing here, and,
though the house ts very

large, has kept us warm
throughout. Also we have
been spared the trouble,

which has been so preva-
lent, of hurst radiators

and pipes.*

‘Pipeless Central Heating*

CHASE & Co. Ltd., 36 Wilton PI., Knightsbridge, S.W.l
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The Tetters of a Candid Architect-

2

Turn your architect’s attention to the first of your

possible propositions. Show him your find of an old

house and ask him to confirm your impressions. He must
make a cursory examination of its aspect, approaches, accom-
modation, building condition, garden, water supply and

drainage. If these are all satisfactory, all is well. But if one

or other requires attention, obtain estimated costs of re-

modelling or repairing before you proceed further. Do not

hurry. Avoid the panic most agents endeavour to cause by
telling you they have somebody else after it If you cannot

have the property comfortably, let it go. There are other

places with good soil and air.

The second of your propositions is to buy a building which
can be adapted or extended. If this is an historic or specially

architectural building, your task is difficult and throws upon
you a responsibility. Old stone is hallowed and every effort

should be made to preserve the beautiful. This is indeed a

case for your architecturally-minded architect. Your
commercial man is useless. With sufficient care it is always

possible to solve a problem of preserving the archaeological

and aesthetic qualities of a building.

The property may be a fine one but modern. Then you
are fortunate. A modern, well designed and well built

house is likely to give you the convenience of up-to-date

planning, the beauties of an architectural building and the

comforts of scientific invention. Should you require to

increase the accommodation or to modify its arrangements,

you will find that it is difficult to handle a thoroughly worked

out plan. To produce such a plan the designer has con-

sidered aspect, sun and winds, ventilation, position of fire-

places and doors, proximity of offices, etc., and to alter the

plan in any way at once upsets things. Of course it is always

possible to solve your problems in one way or another, but
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WHAT A DIFFERENCE
THIS LIGHTING MAKESI

We have electric light now at " The Firs ” and the

house is quite changed. This great boon was not

difficult to arrange. In a comer of the garage a compact

little engine and dynamo make electricity, in return for

a minimum of fuel and attention. The current is stored

in Chloride Batteries until it is needed. The whole house

is lighted, cleaned, even warmed, yet the cost has been

comparatively small.

f Home electric lighting with Chloride Batteries is per-

fectly practical and thrifty. Indeed, the converted cottage

can now be as readily supplied as the big baronial hall.

It would be interesting to know what it would cost any-

how. Why not write to us for free and full particulars ?

©IjlDride
STORAGE BATTERIES
Made by EXIOE • The Chloride Electrical Storage

Co, Ltd,y Clifton Junction^ near Manchester

London Office at 137 Victoria Street^ S,W,i

Ch. 107
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if your building is good you cannot cut away and smash

about as you can with an ugly one.

Your intended purchase may be of no architectural value

at all. In this case you have a good chance. Do not attempt

to harmonize your new work with the old. If your exten-

sions are small there is a temptation to mar their quality in

trying to avoid their conpsicuousness by contrast with the

old. Do not let this worry you. Two bads do not make a

good. It is better that your new work should be attractive

even though it contrasts with the existing. If your proposals

are extensive, try to camouflage the old part by making the

new prominent. Spread the new over the old like thick

butter.

It will be difficult for you to find a house exactly to your

liking, even though, as in the second of these propositions,

a good deal of extension is necessary and you are prepared

to pay for it. Make up your mind what particular character

you want your house to have specially, and make all other

considerations subservient. Unless you are extremely lucky

or very easy to please the house that will suit you exactly

will not appear, even though your requirements are broad-

cast. You should then get a site and build a house which
will fulfil all you can ask of it. The great advantage is that

you can put it just where you like. There is one important

warning in building a new house: make sure you can under-

stand a drawing. How often does it happen that a client

‘did not think it was going to look like that’. Drawings are

quite easy and should represent a subject accurately. All

you have to do is to make your mind appreciate the difference

between the actual and a proportionate representation,

known in drawings as ‘scale’. Get your architect to make
you perspective sketches to help your imagination. Highly

coloured and exhaustively finished perspective drawings are

apt to be misleading. Rough models are a possibility. Strictly

accurate ones may be expensive. You, as client, have a task

in this undertaking. Don’t expect miracles, and remember
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THE REVIVAL
of EMBROIDERY
l^vxquisite work, rivalling any of the historic pieces

of the past, is beingdone both by privateworkers and by
working groups. This renaissance of English em-
broidery is being enthusiastically welcomed by all who
have the preservation of the traditional life and art of

the country at heart.

Not a little of the credit for this revival belongs to the

makers of the wide range of Embroidery Threads sold

under the historic names of Clark and Coats. Clark’s

‘Anchor’ Embroidery Threads and Coats’ Mercer-

Crochet have put at the disposal of workers threads of

a very fine range of true and brilliant colours, reason-

able in price, easy to work with and absolutely reliable

in quality.

These threads will be found excellent for quilting,

feather stitching, smocking, tent stitch, all kinds of

embroidery and crochet.

Information gladly supplied to Secretaries of bodies

likely to be interested in Embroidery. Shade cards of
these threads may be seen at any good needlework shop
or drapers.

Clark's ^Anchor' Stranded Cotton

Clark's *Anchor' Coton a Broder
Clark's *Anchor* Filosheen

Clark's *Anchor' Flox

Coats' Mercer-Crochet

Coats* Trimsiitch

Clark & Co. htd. Paisley J. ik P. Coats Ltd. Paisley
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that the fact that you are providing the money does not

excuse your lethargy or unintelligence. If you cannot help,

then state your requirements to your architect and go away
for a holiday till he has produced the house. Don’t forget

to leave him some money if you are away for twelve months,

because your architect would find progress stopped in a

month if the exchequer was empty. Remember that if

your contract stipulates successive payments up to 90 per

cent of the value of the work done, you must not pay more,

but you must not object to paying that, keeping in hand
1 0 per cent. A builder expects advances.

0

Wild Life and Tame

The other day, at the Colonial Exhibition at Vincennes, I

watched the elephants-mother, father, baby, and, I think.

Grandpa. Baby was unhappy, had perhaps a tummy-ache,

and whickered in a forlorn manner. Mother heard, turned,

and lumbered quickly to the rescue. Father, listening to

Grandpa, flapped an ear uneasily backward, and, at a second

whicker, turned as if in a heavy sea, and joined the domestic

party. Mother and father, consulting over Baby’s head, now
decided that a little exercise was the right treatment. They
took Baby for a quarterdeck walk, up and down, and looked

at each other with anxiety when baby, low down between

them, plaintively expressed his suffering again. Grandpa,

half-blind, huge, the colour of bleached earth, became

aware that something was wrong. With heavy tread he

approached the family party. He wanted to know what was

wrong, and felt sure his experience could find a remedy.

That could be seen by the pushing of his trunk between

mother and father; but baby, entirely pre-occupied by the

primaeval pangs of stomach-ache, wanted no experience, no

tenderness, only relief. Grandpa was becoming a nuisance,

and mother said as much to father. So father edged grandpa
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TEA
The Empire Stimulant

{Refreshing and Sustaining)

EMPRESS
EMPIRE BLENDS

Appeal to the discriminating palate.

A lifetime’s experience in growing,

tasting, and blending of Tea enables

us to produce Blends of exceptional

quality

AN IDEAL NEW YEAR’S GIFT

PRICES PER lOLB. CHEST. CARRIAGE PAID

Empress *A’ 15s. Empress *C’ 20s. Empress Ceylon 25®*
Empress Darjeeling 30s.

GUARANTEED EMPIRE GROWN
special terms for 25 and 60 Ih. chests. Lower pricegrades from OJe?, perlh,

HERBERT & WARD LTD.
Tea Specialists

5 BILLITER BUILDINGS, E.C.3
*Phoae; Mon. 2271 Telegrams: Excelentea, Fen., London
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off to the other side of the enclosure, not without anxious

backward glances at his wife and child, and there proceeded

to comfort him. With his trunk at the end of Grandpa’s

trunk he nuzzled a little, then went up the trunk, and

smoothed the anxious brow to right and to left, caressed the

ears, and rubbed the back of the head. Then a soft, sensitive

trunk-end rubbed slowly, backwards and forwards, down the

spine, breathed over the flanks, came back to wreathe

grandpa’s neck and withdrew. Then there was the sigh of

the worker who has finished a job. I am a townswoman,
and do not understand animals. However, I love them
enough to resent the kind of book which tries to humanize
them. Therefore, it is interesting to find a case in which the

sequence of thinking, or feeling, or living, or whatever

it is that makes beings beings is so like our own that the

smallest French child noted it. ^Mamanl Papa console

Grand^phrel Pauvre Grand^phe^ il a peur pour Jean--jean,

^

The article on the ‘Art of Rat Catching’ in the October

issue prompts me to write ofmy twenty-five years’ experience

of ridding an old farm-house of rats and mice. All kinds of

traps were tried. Dogs were efficacious for a time only.

The remedy was found by getting two young neuter cats,

feeding them well, giving them the run of the whole house

from cellar to attics, and everybody making friends with them
so that they were never shy of anybody. The kitchen

window was always left open at nights; if the cats were out

and it came on to rain they liked to return to shelter. They
soon started hunting and in a very few weeks the house and
the farm buildings around were completely cleared ofvermin.

This policy has been continued ever since with most satis-

factory results. At the time the cats were installed the estate

upon which the house stood paid one penny for each rat’s

tail handed in. This was the perquisite of the gardener, once

I asked him what he got a week, his reply was, ‘Never less

than %s, and often 3^, per week.’ - jff.jR.
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A Polished Performance

indeed a premiere danseuse— little Miss

Brasso. Light and bright and wonderfully

easy. Upstairs and downstairs she performs

a dozen duties in bringing brightness to the

home. Her deft touch kindles the poetry of

brass, sets the soft gleams dancing, turns a

simple ornament into a delightful treasure.

BRASSO
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Country House Catering Soups

hy An Innkeeper's Daughter

A FRENCH chef who has made a good deal of money
in England by praising his native cuisine and sneering

at English cooks and cookery says, ‘There does not seem to

be in England a national and autochthonous soup.’ This is

sheer ignorance. Whether we consider England by itself

or use the word to embrace Scotland, Wales and Ireland we
can pride ourselves on some remarkably good traditional

national soups. What about cock-a-leekie, which Talley-

rand praised, not to mention Scotch broth, mock turtle,

pea soup, onion soup, hare soup, pigeon soup, mutton broth,

beef tea, sheep’s head broth, plum pottage, green pea soup

and many others to say nothing of the far-famed turtle soup

of London? I could give you from a cookery book I have

that was written in 1399 or thereabouts and was printed

by the Society of Antiquaries in 1790, over a dozen good

‘receipts’ for meat soups, game soups, herb soups and cereal

soups. It is bound up with the ‘Ordinances and Regulations

for the Government of the Royal Household made in

Divers Reigns from King Edward III to King William

and Queen Mary’. All the soups are suitable for the country.

Frumenty Soup^the first given in the book, is an excellent

example - frumenty is one of our oldest foods, probably

pre-historic:

Prepare the wheat as you would for frumenty^ and when it is cold

put some in a pot, add good broth to it and cow’s milk or milk of
almonds, and colour it with a little browningj finally take raw yolks

of eggs, beat them well, and add them to the soup, but don’t let it boil

afterwards.

Now that is really quite a delicious modern creamy soup if

you are a good enough cook to judge the right proportion.

But the original receipt has a weird look because wheat is

spelt ‘qwete’ and eggs are printed ‘eyren’ and raw yolks are

‘raw zolkes’.
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I

With theKismet Syphon everygardener
can easily regulate the flow of waterfrom
his hose, from a strong, long distance jet

to a medium spray suitable for lawns,
flower beds and so on, or to a fine misty
spray needed for seedlings.

PHce com- The same adjustable device permits
pUfe with him also to wash windows and to high
interchange- pressurewash his car in his own garage -

able nozzle while an easily interchangeable nozzle
provides him with a non-splashingA A

I
radiator filler.

§0 An important feature of the Kismet^
I Syphon is its one-hand control. Water

can be shut off or turned on merely by
pressing or releasing a simple hand
grip control. British made throughout,

KISMET SYPHON
Obtainable ai any garage orfrom the

sole manufacturers and patentees

WILLIAM TURNER & BRO. LTD.,
Pneumatic Engineer, Eyre Works, Eyre Lane, Sbeffleld.

241-
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Bean Soup

Take beans and dry them in the oven, and grind them in a mill and

winnow out the hulls and wash them clean, and do them in a pot and

simmer them in water and add good broth to them, and some bacon.

Don’t tell me we have no national soups! It is quite time

we began to take a pride in our own fine traditional national

kitchen. The latest thing is that a Scottish woman is pre-

paring a scheme for sending English cookery students abroad

to finish at cookery schools on the Continent ‘to improve

our national cuisine’! Hungary is mentioned as having

already agreed to take part in the scheme! It is a hideous

idea to attempt to impose the cookery of any other nation

on our own. One of the reasons why there is so much bad

cookery in England is because for the last seventy years

French cookery has been spoken of as the best in the world,

and ignorant people have tried to copy it. It is, in fact, the

men and women who have risen from the lower ranks of

society who are so enthusiastic about foreign cookery.

This enthusiasm for it stamps them with their humble

origin. They don’t know any better! They are not accus-

tomed to good English cookery in their own homes; then

they ‘get on in the world’, take a foreign holiday and return

convinced that there is nothing in their own land to equal

Continental cookery! They have never known what good

English or Scottish cookery^ really is, because they have

never been guests or servants in the great houses of Britain

or sojourners in good old English inns where it was to be

found before the French invasion of 1848. Can anything

beat

Cocha^LeeUe. This is Meg Dods’ ‘receipt’, not my own;
but I must give it, because nothing can beat it. Mistress

Margaret Dods of the CIcikum Inn was Mrs, Johnstone

who lived in Edinburgh and knew Sir Walter Scott. This

'*^The Scots Kitchen (Blackie, pp. 7s, 6d.) is a piquant volume of

priceless recipes which range from venison pasty ana spiced salmon

with cranberry tart and cream, to stovies, skirlie and rumblede thumps.
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Dogs of all ages and Breeds
are subject to worms.
They are a fertile source of

disease inthe Dog and should
have immediate treatment

HALDIRE’S
WORM POWDERS

Safely remove these pests within one hour, at the same
time giving tone to the stomach, and producing

hrst-rate condition in dogs.

WORMS IN A FOX-TERRIER.
The Cottage, Sandhills, Walsall,

March 3rd, 1887;
Please send me one of Naldire’s Worm Powders. I consider

them splendid. I had a Fox Terrier almost dead last Sunday,
and got one of your Powders from a friend, and in fifteen

minutes after the dog had it, she passed a tapeworm almost
60 feet in length. Frank J. Brown.

Of Chemists and Stores. Is. 3d„ 2s. 6d., 48. 3d. & 5$. 6d., with full directions for use.

Guaratutied Jice Jrom i^arbcivi Ac%d and alt otAfir poi$on$,

A weekly wash with Naldire's Dog Soap will destroy all Irritating
Insects, remove Doggy Smell, improve the Coat, and leave the animm

Refreshed and Happy

Tablets, Sd. and Is. 4d. of Chemists and Stores,

If unable to obtain either of above send P.O. to

WRIGHT & HOLDSWORTH
23 PANTON STREET LONDON, S.W.l
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cookery book is delightful, but much of its unique charm
lies in the preface, ‘The Institution of the Cleikum Club’

and the racy notes which Sir Walter wrote, like the great

generous soul he was, always ready to help a fellow writer.

Mrs, Johnstone was editor of ‘Taites’ magazine. I speak

with authority because when I was a young girl I knew very

well indeed a godson of Sir Walter Scott, the Rev. Walter
Scott Dumergue, vicar of Fareham, Hants, who was twelve

years old when his godfather died and remembered him well.

But here is the recipe:

Boil 4 to 6 lbs. shin of beef well broken, till the liquor is very good.
Strain it, put to it a capon or large fowl, trussed as for boiling, and
when the broth boils add half the quantity of blanched leeks you are

going to use, well cleaned and cut into one inch lengths. Skim this

carefully. In half an hour add the remaining part of the leeks and a

seasoning of pepper and salt. The soup must be very thick of leeks and
the first part of these must be boiled down into the soup till it becomes
a green lubricous compound. Sometimes the capon is served in the

tureen with the cock-a-leekie. This makes good leek soup with a fowl.

Some people thicken cock-a~leekie with the fine part of oatmeal. Prunes
used to be put in this soup, but the practice is now obsolete (1826).

Nevertheless Talleyrand approved of their being added.

It is quite true they were a feature of the original soup.

A lecipe is given by Mrs. Mac Iver whose cookery book
was published in 1773. This is now rare, but a copy of it

has been lent me by her great-great-granddaughter, Mrs.

Mac Iver’s story is romantic. She was a Mackenzie and the

property of her father (a Highland Laird) was confiscated

because he supported Prince Charlie. His daughter therefore

turned her gift for cookery and other domestic arts to account

by teaching them in Edinburgh. This is

Mrs. Mac Iver*s Leek Soup

Take large leeks, according to the dish you intend, cut them about

an inch long, with as much of the tender green as you can; throw them

into the water as you cut them; then cut some slices of bread, neither

too thick nor too thin; put some butter into a frying-pan; when it boils

cut the bread into square pieces, lay them in, and brown them on both

sides; have some prunes ready washed; take the leeks out of the first
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A cut in prices, but not in quality

For years past, the reading public have recog-

nised Minty Bookcases as the most effective

and convenient means of book-storage. With
rising sales and falling costs, we now announce
an all-round and substantial reduction in prices.

Quality of materials, designs and construction

remain unchanged

I i

;

containingfullest particulars ofMII^TT Bookcases.
;

(Pm.90) 44-45 HIGH St, OXFORD
London Showrooms

:

123 VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.l
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water, and wash them through another} have as much water boiling in

a pan as will cover your materials; throw them all into it, and season

it with salt and mixed spices when the leeks are enough done, your soup

is ready.

0

Our Readers^ Motoring Tales

I
WAS speeding up to climb the Rest and be Thankful,

that terrible hill which is the gateway into beautiful

Argyle, when I saw him. He was sitting at the roadside

tying a white rag round his foot. It was his red hair I

noticed first, then his no less red face. After a glance at his

hiking kit, I saw the boot he had taken off. It had been a

boot. I stopped, and was rewarded by a twinkle from the

bluest eyes I have ever seen. ‘Going far?’ I asked. ‘Just

past Inverary.’ I gasped. ‘Doyou know that’s thirty mileson.^’

‘Aye,’ came the laconic reply, as he tied a neat reef kno
in the rag and pulled on a holey sock. ‘Like a lift?’ He
picked up his boot and jumped in. ‘Motorin’s no’ hard on
the feet,’ he grinned, as the car climbed, I asked if his

experience had not cured him of hiking. ‘I’m no’ a hiker,

mon,’ he replied, ‘I’m a cyclist, only ma bike bust last week,

and I had no’ eneuch to mend it; but I couldna spend the

week-end i’ Glasgow, when I’d a chance o’ seeing ma moon-
tains.’ ‘And when did you start?’ ‘I left Glasgow Friday

night.’ This was Sunday noon. ‘Find it an expensive

journey?’ ‘I started with seven shillin’ and I’ve five and

tenpence ha’penny left. I’ve paid for all my grub, and I can

get a bus part way back. By! Noo that’s a gran’ sicht,

yon.’ He was looking down into the wonderfol pass we
had just ascended.-

0
Because its children arebrought into the countryand are

cared for intelligently we have always had a personal interest

in the National Children’s Home and Orphanage, one of the

thirty branches of which is established at Chipping Norton,

We hope that its appeal will receive a prompt response.
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Sidgwick & Jackson

New Books

PUREFOY LETTERS, 1735-1763 Edited by

G. Eland, F.S.A.
Two vols., Royal 8vo, with 28 plates, Map and Pedigree. jf2 2s. net.

CHRISTMAS POEMS by John Drinkwater
With Illustrations by Ernest H. Shepard
Foolscap 4to. 2s. 6d. net.

THE GREY SQUIRREL by A. D. Middleton
(of the University Museum, Oxford)
An account of the food, habits and spread of this new menace to

British Forestry and Agriculture
Cr. 8vo. Cloth, with 8 plates, 4s. 6d. net.

DOROTHY’S WEDDING: A Tale of Two
Villages, by Ethel Sidgwick
Cr. 8vo. Cloth, 7s. 6d. net.

Presentation Editions

Rupert Brooke :

Collected Poems, with Memoir by Edward Marsh,
and 2 Portraits. Bound in black buckram, bevelled

boards, gold lettering front cover and back, gilt top,

with silk headband and register 1 5s, net

Also in standard binding 1 2s. 6d. net

John Drinkw’ater :

Collected Poems 2 vols. 21s, net

Collected Plays 2 vols. 8s. 6d, net. each

44 Museum Street London, W.C.i. .
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Country Books of the Quarter

A SHORT GUIDE TO THE BEST READING
*

Till, 'when the summer waned and leaves were dying

To brown or red, and evening mists were chill,

And yellow crabs had fallen and were lying,

And morning frosts were white upon the hill.

Or '

Then, lowing as they loitered home, the cows

Came swaying up the lane.

ONE sure hand only writes with this simplicity and truth.

They are lines taken at random from the Laureate’s

new volume of versions of history, legend and fairy-tale.

In its scope Minnie Maylow^s Story and Other Tales and
Scenes (Heinemann, pp. 268, ^s, (>d.) is not within the

sphere of The Countryman, but so fine a countryman as

John Masefield cannot write a book of any kind without

giving other countrymen pleasure. ‘Poetry’, says our

neighbour on Boar’s Hill, in his exquisite little book. Poetry

(Heinemann, pp. 63, 3^. 6rf.), ‘is made by men of special

intelligence, some inoorn gift or aptitude, ripened by design.’

So penetrating is their illumination that ‘in it the littlest

thing, the grain of sand, the flower of a weed, or the plume

upon a moth’s wing are evidences of the depth and beauty and

,
Unity of Life’. — Some of our readers who remember the

quality of the prosody in ‘The Sands of Egypt', with which

Phyllis Hartnoll won the Newdigate, will like to read her

Twenty Poems (Blackwell, pp. 28, 2^.). In ‘Stillness before

Snow’ she writes:

Nothing stirs but a bird, precariously swinging.

That now on the branch alighted whistles low,

And rises to one clear note so sharp and silvered

That it pierces the clouds like a lance and releases the snow.

Julian Huxley’s What Dare I Think? (Chatto and Windus,

pp. 280, yx. 6rf.) will be warmly welcomed by many country-

men and countrywomen. While they acknowledge thank-

fully the advantages of rural life, they do miss some of the
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OXFORD BOOKS
THE FUTURE OF FARMING

by C. 8. ORWIN

5 x. net

has outlined a futurefor farming along lines

ofmodernized agricultural practice^ capable of meet-

ing economic conditions that have developed in the

lastfew years . , / New Statesiuan

^ It is the kind of book aboutfarming we want

just now * . / Week-End Review

THE RECI.AMATION OF EXMOOR
by z. %, ORWIN

10/. 6d> net

* , . His book is a permanent contribution to the

history of English agriculture . . /

'Times Literary Supplement
^ A book of extraordinary interest . /

BristuI 'TimeN

TEINDS AND AGRICULTURE
by A. A. CORMACK

ys, 6d. net

*
. . The author is to be congratulated on a diffi-

cult piece of work well done . / Aberdeen Press

THE DIARY OF A COUNTRY PARSON
Edited by John beresfoko

Five mis, i is, 6d, net each
*

. . 7^he Oxford University Press has given us

one of the world*s half-dozen best bedside books . /

Empire Review

^ A book which must be my near to the best

of its kind , I Yorkshire Post

OXFORD UNIVERSITY !>RESS
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opportunities which Londotiers possess of meeting leaders

on the scientific and religious fronts. It is not necessiiry

completely to share the author's views in order to value his

wide knowledge and sincerity and the bracing qtiality of his

writing in a boundless field.

JuUhkgraphy,'-- Lord Latymer’s Cfumm mul Changes

(Blackwood, pp. 336, lor. 6^.), remitiiscent in its title of

H, W* ISIevinson's ‘Changes and Chances', is an historically

valuable account of the life ofa country gentleman. "Fo write

an autobiography of this kind in an interesting and modest

way is not easy and Lord Latynter has been successful The
chapter, ‘Riding Home’, is excellent. On sport Lord
Latymcr is unequivocal. ‘Mim has an undoubted right to

use the birds and beasts for his annisement and entertainment,

provided always that death i.s inflicted with a minimum of

suffering.’ As to hunting, he wonders how farmers stand

the big fields of to-day. — inheritance^ being the first hook of an

jSutohiography^ by John Drinkwafer (Benn, pp. 205,

illus., lOA fid.) Is wholly excellent. *If put to it’, writes the

author, who comes from ’'Fhe Countryman country,

‘I could still drive a plough or build a sheep-fold or load a

wagon’. He is of a line of farmers, publicans, coachmen and

coachmasters, and many of them were men to have known.

Hiis is the kind of thing : ‘It seemed, rather, that next

Sunday would hardly find him still master of his own farm.

He was, in fact, quite substantiid, atid as liappy as most men,
but he cherished the coming dissolution of his fortune as a

saint his repentance. I'he weather was the durndest that

had ever plagued mortal man, hay wouldn’t pay for carting,

beasts were doing no good on cake at per ton, wages -

ur. a week - were out of all sense, manure was up, mutton

down, and in general, the fly was very extensively on the

turnip.’ Mr, lirinkwater once saw a fox ‘suddenly double

on his track wlum the nearest htmiid was within striking

distance, drive clean through the pack in full cry, and get

away’, -In the 2i lbs. of Memoirs of Prince von BCilow
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(Putnam, pp. 534, 254,) our proper interests arc not excited

until p. 208 : ^As Chancellor I never missed my daily gallopj

I have iu‘ver yet sold a horse; when they got too old I

pensioned them off/ As Chancellor he not rndy rode; he

gave up tobacco, coffee and liquors, and adopted a daily

gymnastic exercise which lasted thirty-five minutes. ‘Even

now in my old age I do Exercise 33 (double knee-bend with

closed heels on tiptoe with vertiai! body) twenty-five times

every morning.’ But on reading through this massive

x^olumc we sec that its true object is to make us thank our

lucky stars that we are not in high politics but in the country.

Was ever the silliness, and worse, of exalted personages and

their flictotums more ruthlessly bared? A book which is

well written and very well worth reading.

The Village,-- Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Elmhirst have backed

many good rural causes, but have never done better service

than in making possible the preparation of a compact and

discerning little survey called English Village Schmls by

Margery Wise (Hogarth Press, pp. 159, $$), Every word
in England's Green and Pleasant Land about the structural

condition of so many rural schools is borne out. Once more
we have the reminder that there are more than 7,000
teachers who have no other qualification, on paper, for

teaching than that they arc ‘18 and vaccinated’. How is it

that Scotland ‘manages to have all trained teachers, both

heads and assistants’? In England and Wales no more than

a third of the girl children get the chance of learning cookery.

‘It is rather a sweeping statement,’ says the author, ‘but the

well-being of the children seems to increase where the

farms are smaller.’ The book does not overlook housing:

‘one luiH to live without a tap ihr a little while to realize. . *

’

etc. Hie author agret^s with Sir George Newman in think-

ing that it is not so much technical instruction as ‘informed

humanism’ that is needed in rural education.- In The
Cmntry Child by Alisoti Uttley (Faber and Faber, pp. a88,

71. 6d,) life on a Cheshire farm fifty years ago is pictured
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as Circorge Bourne might have done it. It is a book out of
the common winch stirs memories, and we sludl look for

an account of Susan in her teens and twenties.- Wc wish we
cotikl write more sympathy icnlly of tlie work of 1\ F.

Powys, for he has feeling and imagination and power.

But in lM(4y (Chatto arul Witidus, pp. 343, 75. 6tl) it is

almost tlic very same thing over again as in his otlier books.

Except of course, that it is Death this time stalking the

village, instead of God the wine merchant, or another.

We know as much as most about the mean and the gross in

rural life, but it has other qualities or wc should not live in

the country and be of good hope. A book or two in one

fashion may be well enough, hut a continuation is boresome

and, as wc think, the author’s fashion being as it is, repre-

hensible.

Natural History.-- translation of Professor Konrad
Guenther’s Naturalist in Brazil (Allen and Unwin, pp,

400, 141 iilus., 25X.) gives us a most nnidable book by a

man of charming persottality. A naturalist through and

through, he kept in his room, at one time, when he was
pestologizing for the State of Piirnarnbuco, a boa constrictor

- which ‘became so tame that I parted from it with regret

-

a coral snake, Iiv.ards and frogs. Outsi<le his windows he

had ‘armadillos, marsupials, bird spiders and insects of every

kind’. His way was always to kt^ep creatures a few weeks

‘and then release them’. In all his travels he ‘refrained from

firing a shot’. He declares that the danger from ‘wild beasts’

is ridiculously exaggerated. Jaguars *ind pumas did not

prevent him ^wandering all day long and even by night

through forest, jungle and plain’. ‘Dangerous wild animals

arc found only iti the books of juvenile fiction.’ He is

interated in the minutiae of the lives of human beings as

well as of animals, ‘I'he BravJIiuns prefer to eat fruit in their

bath, for there the juice cannot spoil their clothes’.- In his

book The Grey Squirrel (Sidgwick and Jackson, pp. 115,

8 illus., 4.r. A. D. Middleton brings together all that
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is known about a creature which has become increasing!

v

unwelcome because ‘from its widespread distribution it will

at tlie next period of increase become a plague’.~ It is good to

see a new, revised and augmented edition of Sir Herbert

Maxwell's acceptable Memories of the Months (MacLehose,

pp. 319, 6f.).-At a time when so much is written about

silver fox farming the translation of Mikkjel Fonhus’s

ymmpa, the Silver Fox (Putnam, pp. 244, illus., 2 dols. 50),
has timeliness. Fonhus is a popular Norwegian hunter

and fisherman author, and the story, which is of a fox that

was captured and set free, is undoubtedly true to lifc.-

Jenner, the discoverer of vaccination, we have all known
about, but Jenner the naturalist, jenner on the ways of the

cuckoo, has less repute, and so F. Dawtrey Drewitt’s little

Life (Longmans, pp. 135, 6f.) has point.- Readers who have

delighted in the writings of H. W. 'Fimperley will under-

stand just how pleasant a thing he has made of his Cotswold

Book (Cape, pp. 256, 8f. 6rf.), and he is supported by L. S.

Lowry’s twelve arresting drawings. To Idbury camp he

gives three pages. If he had looked in on us we could have

told him that according to one old villager, recently deceased,

its earthworks, now plough land, were reduced in his

time, by removal of material for the roads and by ploughing,

from the height of a one-storey cottage. We might also

have mentioned some ‘remains’ that await skilful investi-

pation.- There is no confining the Kelway femily within

its famous ‘borders’, and now Phyllis Kelway comes out

with ever such a nice children’s bexjk, Furry Creatures of
Wood and River (Harrap, pp. 94), which can be had for

IS. 6d. and u.-The photograph in the frontispiece and the

autograph on the title page of Stahby, the Story of a Cat as

Told ly (Epworth Preai, pp. 149, y. 6d.) leave no
doubt at all, or course, about the authorship.

Gardtmng.-^A Diary of a Seeteh Gardener at the Freneh

Court at the end of the Eighteenth Centuryt by Thomas
Blaikie, edited by Francis Birrell (Routledge, pp. 268,
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illus., 10s. 6d.) shows the author to have been a ‘character’.

Otherwise he would never have had the chance of chatting

with Marie Antoinette and otlier notabilities, and got the

patrons he did for the ‘English’ garden. It was a time of
‘shrouded arbours and shady walks and Chinese pagodas,

Egyptian obelisks, Greek ruins, hermits and grottoes’.

Josephine’s residence was laid out by Blaikie and ‘richly

stocked with trees and shrubs from London’.- The Gardener^!

Chaphook, edited by E. H. M. Cox (Chatto and Windup
pp. 267, ys. 6d.) starts otF with an anthology, then gives

itself to herbs and simples, next treats of forgotten plants,

proceeds to perfumes and {x)t pourri, becomes learned in

hints to the housewife on fruits, vegetables and salads,

recites garden proverbs, provides a list of English names of
the garden and woodland with their Latin equivalents, and

winds up with a calendar of work with blank pages providing

a line for every day in the year.- Leaves from Gerard’s

Uerbali (Howe, pp. 312, ys. 6d.) is a well-produced edition,

at a reasonable price, which preserves all Gerard’s ‘sly

humour and well-flavoured English’, re-arranged by Marcus
Woodward as a garden calendar, and set off with 1 30 illus-

trations after the original woodcuts.

Horses and Hmiing.- In Hillingdon Hall Jorrocks is

away from the hunting held and we get an inkling of what
rural life was really like, in many aspects, in the eighteen-

forties. We see Jorrocks not only J.P. but M.P. What
the author dois not tell us or our imagination supply is pro-

vided in the coloured illustrations of Wildrake, Heath and

JeUicoe. This desirable limited edition (Harrap, pp. 532,

251.) hiB the advantage of an introduction by Siegfried

Siwsoon.-Two works with colour illustrations are Thouglas

upm Hare and Pox Hunting ‘with ample directions for

erecting a kennel, the management of hounds and the duties

and qualifications of a huntsman and whipfer-in*, by Peter

Beckford, temp. 1779 (Cape, pp. 327, iSs.) and Macecossrs*

and Hsmtmg Field, containing Sir Fmneis Doyle’s poem.
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‘The Doncaster St. Leger’ and Bernal Osborne’s ‘Melton

in 1830*, editci! by S. J. Lotiker (Constable, pp. 58, 2u.).

I'he amusing drawings in the sis:ond volume have been

done by Lesley Blanch- 'I'he sixteen coloured engravings

in the former work arc remarkable and the reproduction

docs credit to the publishers. Beckford, who was concerned

to defend himself from charges of cruelty, reflects his

period perfectly. Mr. Looker, in a book wliich is equally

pleasant typographically, .accounts for the production ofone of

the great sporting poems by explaining what a non-literary

person Doyle, Professor of Poetry at Oxford, really was.

‘Melton* is pronounced to be ‘the bc'st description of a run

ever written’.- 'I'he recollections of William Soirth Dixon
(‘Wanderer’ and ‘British Yeoman’) in Mm, Horses and
Hunting (Cape, pp. 333, 9 illus., i$s.) are first rate. In his

childhood he talked with a woman of g6 who had talked

with a man (he lived to be nearly too) who served with

Cromwell. He speaks of a man who said, ‘Ah was taught

to read an’ write, but ah gav’t upj there’s sae many lera (lies)!’

beeaks (books).’ A bad harvest year, i860: *I remember
hearing of hounds running through standing oats in January,

i86l.’ A dry summer, 1863: ‘there were cracks in the

stubbles a foot or two across; a man 5 ft. lo could walk
through the wheat without exposing his hat*. Meat of his

tales are of hunting and racing.- 'I'he translation by Lt.-

Colonel J. A. Barry, U.S. Cavalry, of Beaudant’s Horst

Trainings Outdoor and High School, with a preface by M.
Monod, chief of the French remount service in Morocco
(Scribner, pp. 154, los. bd.)^ furnishes us with a work of

importance. Bcaudant is not a home ‘breaker’. Here, as the

photographs show, are horsts worked in freedom - because

they have the use of head and neck - and ridden with ease

ana grace. Beaudant wishes the horse 'to rely on himself,

expecting nothing from the rider but simple indications.

In Hems end Hooves: Handling Stock in Australia, by

Henry G. Lamond (‘Country Life’, pp. 224, 8f. 6</.) we
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have the best account of handling stock - horses, sheep and
‘beef - we have come across. It is the real life of the bush,

stockyard, cattlcKamp and roads, written with ability

and nerve, without a waste word, by one who, though he
has been ‘nearly thirty years at the game’, has not had all

the romance and love of it ground out of him.- Hunting and
Humbug by W. G. Adam, of Ceylon (Bale and Danielsson,

pp. 139, I Of. 6i.) consists of sporting rhymes, 48 of them.-

Angling.- Of Where the Spring Salmon Run, by Patrick

R. Chalmers (Allen, pp. 242, 1 2f. hd.) it has simply to be

said that it is difficult to imagine a better salmon book. But
there can be few of our readers who do not know this

delightful author’s manner and substance. The illustrations

of rivers are remarkable: they arc actually of the different

waters, not ofscenery.-Thoseof us who liked Hugh Shering-

ham will be glad that his memory is preserved in a fine

quarto, The Book of the Fly Rod (Eyre and Spottiswoode,

pp. 229, fjb 6s. and 45f. editions, 3 plata in colour-collotj^pe

and 8 in black and white by George Sheringham). It is a

work of value, by seventeen well-known hands, on which

he made a start only. His friend, John C. Moore, has

finished it. The contributors take us in due course to Norway
and North America and to sea. G. C. Pollock’s ‘Memory’
of H.T.S. Is excellent- The combination, as introduction

writer, of Henry Williamson, who has two miles ofa Devon
trout stream, and Arthur Rackham as illustrator, has pro-

duced a particularly pleasing edition of The Cmpleat
Angler (Harrap, pp. 224, iSf.). Besides decorations in

blsuik and white there are a dozen illustrations in colour.

Mr. Williamson deals feithfully with the classic. Form and

style arc not ‘such as we could lose ourselves in it’. Further,

‘Mr. Walton will write a better book when he learns the

art of selection, the art of compresdlon, the art of construc-

tion’!

Dogs.-^Ftom the ‘Field’ we have three five shilling

manuals, Spaniels: Their Breaking far Sport and Field
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Trials, by H. W. Carlton, The Whole Art of Setter Training

by R. L. Rowell and Working Terriers and Badgers and
Badger Digging by H, H. King, the Hrst-namcd being in a
fifth edition, and all three the work of men of skill and
experience. Mr. King believes tliat ‘the ainownt of harm
two or three badgers aiuse in a year in game coverts and on
adjoining farms is very small indeed, and is more than ofte
by the good they do’. He thinks it ‘almost an act of bar-

barism to destroy an earth which may have been used by
badgers when knights wore armour’. In digging out a
badger ‘on no account should tongs or any other implement

be used’; ‘if no man is deft enough to tail it then it should

be considered to have won the day; no dig should be con-

tinued into the second day, and a captured badger should

be released, if in any way possible that night, for it is

miserable in captivity’.- The Early Life and Training of a

Gmdog by Lt,-Colonel G. H. Badcock (Watmoughs,
Idle, Bradford, pp. 1 1 5, 3r. bd.) with portrait of the author

and a preface by Lord Lonsdale, strikes us as the model of

what such a book should be.

Trw?/.- Three points about Tramping through Wales
(Dent, pp. 224, 6s.) by John C. Moore, whose rural novels

we have reviewed, are that he did have adventures - as

when he took on, for two rounds, the boxer at a fair - that

he saw remote Wales with the advantage of speaking

Welsh, and that ‘none of the characters are imaginary’.

The reader may not always share the author’s point of view,

but the chronide is spirited, candid and vigorously written.

Alas, it is recorded that ‘at about fifty per cent of the hotds

I stayed at a thing which struck me was the general slack-

ness, incompetence and unfriendliness’.- That successful

book by Thomas Burke, successful because of its abounding

merit, The English Inn, is now issued in a large illustrated

edition, two dozen famous inns having their wonderful

exteriors shown us in photographs. (Longman^ ^p. ao8,

ys. bd.).- The Story of the Road from the Beginning down
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the farmer folk ‘had barely enough food to keep them in

good health and in had ones they were nearly all seriously

underfed’. - Sw/A Mymms: The Story of a Parish., by F.

Brittain, with a preface by *Q' (Heffer, pp. 192, jg illus.,

lOj. (3d.) is a model ofa parish history. ‘Poor to Let’ - tender

accepted, ^645- was an advertisement to be seen in the

county paper three years only before Queen Victoria came
to the throne. Some local names date back more than three

centuries. But the book is not all ancient history. ‘A farmer

in the parish tells me that he recently collected over forty

discarded newspapers from one of his fields in a few minutes.’

“ Is God a Frenchman? or the Gospel of St. “Joan (Cape, pp.

303, I or. (>d.) is a translation of a German writer who
cleverly and suggestively, but somewhat too claborately,writcs

a warmly appreciative account of France because her

‘questionable position from a national, political and st)cia!

point of view must not mislead us into believing that we can

dispense witlt her or shape our lives without her.’ French

cobblers arc ‘unable to put a patch on properly or within

the required time but make up for it by shutting up shop for

the whole of August and going into the country to fish.’ A
book which marks the points of sympathy and profound

disagreement between forward-looking people in the Latin

and non-Latin countries.

Agriculture. - It is not everybody who has been to see in

the British Museum a small, frail volume, the paper soft and
thin, the thick dark ink soaked through the pages a little,

but the black letter type still clear and fresh, the whole book
in perfect condition and clean, that gives the impression that

it ojuld live quite happily in the kitchen drawer or behind

the clock. It is the ‘A Hundred Good Points of Husbandry’,

of Thomas Tusscr, who wrote four and a quarter centuries

ago. In Thomas Tusseri His Farming in East Anglia, col-

lated and edited by Dorothy Hartley (‘Country Life’, pp.

195, au.) we have brought together, in addition to a

fiwsimile, the best of the thousand points to which the wise,
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NEW WAYS WITH PARTRUKiKS
hy RtCHAKD 1‘AGK, with intmaunim.

by J-:RIC PARKRR .u. M. (11..M lr« i^.)

PARTRIDCiES YES'l’IiRDAY AND
TO-DAY

with A Forewonl hy KRIC RARKKR
?j. fit/, net (fni't free v<

PHEASANTS AND PHEASANT
REARING

by W. R. 'rKGKTMKlKR.
loj. 6J. net (fwiii free 1 o.)

Nfw Hilirm rrviifel and hroiigli! up to dati* hHIC
I’ARKKK, with a chapirr m Diirai#* hy

HAMMOND SMrni. rrofiiidy iUuRtiatfd.

TROUT STREAMS; MANAGEMENT
AND IMPROVEMENT

by W. CARTER PLAITS. llIusiMtcd with

Photographs and Drawings. 7/. 6^. {post free 8j.)

HUNTING IN MANY COUNTRIES
by CHARLES RICHARDSON.

to/. 64/, (poll free I IX.)

‘THE FIELD,’ LONDON, E.C.4
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good-natured farmer and country observer eventually

extended his work. Then there is a lai^e collection of illus-

trations from pictures of tlic rural life of the time. This
edition is altogether workwonianlike and desirable. - It is

twenty-eight years since wc expressed our satisfaction with

Sir Daniel Hall’s Sdl, now, after three editions, issued in a

volume which - such has been the advance in pedology - has

been largely re-written and re-arranged, and has been re-set.

(Murray, pp. 404, gr.}. If every agricultural author could

have been equally learned and readable how much greater

might our rural progress have been? - It is of good omen
when a firm of the experience with agricultural books that

Baillibre, Tindall and Cox possess issues a three guinea

two-volume Encyclopaedia of Scientific Agriculttire running to

1377 pages. The editor is Dr. Herbert Hunter of the Cam-
bridge agricultural school. There are 29 plates and 44 other

illustrations. This is not a work on husbandry, stock or

agricultural machinery - there are several treatises of the

kind -but a general exposition in the light of the latest

knowledge and aiwa)m with a view to practice. The list of

contributors is extensive and weighty, and the volumes are

dearly arranged. Fruit growing and marketing are not

overlooked, and various lines of agricultural enquiry which

are only gradually receiving attention - for example winter

hardiness and drought resistance - are folWed up. Problems

of oversea agriculture are also dealt with in what must be

considered a useful and significant work, — Jgricultta^al

Co-operation in Ireland by the Horace Plunkett Foundation

(Routledge, pp. 538, yr. 6<f.) is a survey, as Candidas thorough,

of the history and present position of a movement which

will perpetuate the name of its patriotic and statesmanlike

leader. ‘The most promising help to England’ would be,

sa)™ Sir Horace, with a merited tribute to Dr. Addison,

‘the settlement upon the land, oueide the wheat-growing

area, of groups of oirefully selected small-holders with a view

to their achieving economic independence as rapidly as
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THREE BOOKS
INDISPENSABLE TO AGRICULTURISTS

The Stockfeeder’s Companion
ify JOHW PoRTKR^ B.8C.» N.D.A,» N.II.P.

Head of the Agricultural Bducation Department and Lee**

turer in Agriculture under th« lliick» t'ounty Cotmctl

Second Bditlotit Bevlaed end enierited* Crown Si^o. 3SS
With 44 Full-page and other Illtistrafioite In Text, Price 6#, net

* Ji'armcrs will welcome the sccotul edition of The Ktock*

feeder*^ Compamon» which ha# been written by Mr, John
Porter, who ha# had considerable experience a# an adviser to

farmers, in Buckinghamshire, Herefordahire, and in Scotland.

. . . The whole field of «tocfcfeeding is covered in this

work, and it should prove a helpful hook to many farmer#,*

The Crop-Grower’s Companion
John Portkr, b.sc,, n.u.a,, n.o.d.

Head of the Agricultural Education Department and Lec-

turer in Agriculture under the Bucks County Council

Crown 8vo, 470 pp. With 30 Flguroa in Text. Price net

<The arable farmer and market gardener will find thi# book an

exceptionally handy and concise guide to both the sdence and

the practice of their daily tasks. To student# of agriculture it

will also commend itself as an authoritative and careful sum-
mary of ail that b involved in crop production,’ Tke
Farmer and StQchhrerdir

Beasts and Birds as Farm Pests
hy Jamks Ritcmu, m.a., d.ic,, F.a,8.f,

fcgius Professor of Natural History in the University of

Aberdeen

Medium $vo« 303 pp« Wtth071tluBtr»tl<iat« Ffl€«l3«,l4,iitt

*Thf« volume i« of great value to the agriculturiili but It atio

present# a fresh point of view to the natufiiiit, All our
familiar bird# and animal# are dealt with, their good and evil

influences are weighed in the balincci and the best and newest
method# of control arc clearly deicrlbed,* The SmitM Field

Ummi OtIHNEY ^ JACEBON, || pATiiNoiTiii Eow

iPiKioaoii} OLIVEE BOYD, TwaiooAti Cooit
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possible.’ - For years we have revommeiuied Dr, Poore’s

‘Rural Hygieiu;’ 011 the um” of luiiiuti waste in the garden.

After living in the Far Kasi, where every st rap of potential

fertiliser is seised tijsiii, we weleoiue the IP'aste Produett of

Jgrkuhure; Their IkUizution at Humm by Albert Howard,

C.I.K., director of plant industry^ Indtm-, ,iijd his colleague

Yeshwant I), Wad (Oxford Ihiiyersity Press, pp. aoq,

13 illus., yr. b(i.). It is the g«*sjH-! t»f the comjatst heap, new
style. 'Fite authors, as leartied .is practical, see the system

incorptrrated, by tnechaiii ration, in large scale agriculture. -

Some Jsptds of Meat Dhtrihuthu and Csnsumptien by

Arthur Jones and a colleague, (pp. 93, zs.) is a timely piece

of work. It is computed that a working class family of father,

mother and two children btriwcen five atid fifteen consume

5 lb. of butcher's meat weekly at a cost of ten per cent of a

401. income. ‘Maximum efficiency and economy in meat
distribution has yet to be attained.’ - In their well-known

Farm Knterpriscs Series, which has all the useful character-

istics of American agricultural publicatitjns, we liavc from

the j. B, Lippincott Car., A. I,. Atvivr^mhStvine Entfrpriitt

(pp. 464, 195 illus.) and Dickinson and Lewis’s Peultn

EnitTprim (pp. 43a, 25 illus.). - The Ministry of Agri-

culture sends us a useful shilling’s worth, Bmilagtt (pp. 56)
‘a very convenient crop’, and a three-shillingsworth on

Jrtifiem Fertiikm (pp. a to), ‘a sound guide’, Sir Daniel

Hall writes. - As most of the talk we hear and much of the

newspaper reading we see is all one way we commend
Tmjfi, the Cast Examined by a committee of ecomnnisti

under the preddency of Sir William Beveridge, head of the

London School of Economioi (l^ongmans, pp. 313, 51,).

!t is open-minded on tariffs for revenue, and there is a

comprehensive chapter on agriculture. The phrase, ‘down

the industrial fMth’, which occurs more than once in the

book, shows sympathy with the country point of view.

Jrt and Literature. - A pocket siae Pictiff-e-Beeh ef
Britifh Art^ by E. M. O’R Dickey (Bell,^ 239, aoi illus,,
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76.

With Olft OrR BookoM*

IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY
Write for FRm

DICKENS ART AIJitIM

All DICKENS’
WORKS ISVols.

Next to the Bible—these are the World Best-
Known Books—by the World ’s Best-Beloved Author
A NY evening draw your chair up to the fireside. I*iek out any
•^one of these 15 glorious Volumes, Such ir the magic of
Dickens that within a minute orm you enter a new world of fascin-

ating-aye* gripping—interest. *Th« Man Who Made Christmas*,

witib his Christmas and *< 5oodwili to All Men* stories, will stir

your every emotion. His 2,000 Town and Country ‘Characters*

will enrich your life with a world-wide circle of *auld acquain-
tances*.

THE HOME WITHOUT DICKENS is a home without the
world’s greatest literary fellowship of a host of picturesque friends
and acquaintances. These t$ Dickens Volumtm (in the Presenta-
tion Oak Bookcase) are the universally accepted sign of a Dickens-
lover—the home of a lover of the world’s finest reading,

ENJOY DICKENS THIS WINTER. You wSi gain in
tfvmy way. You and your household will save money, too, for
yow Home win be a Theatre of Entertainment, with over 2,000
of the unrivalled Dickens characters as your Entertainers,

A Lifetime's Home Enferfainmenf
TSTOT for a day or a year, but for « lifetime will you and

,

yours erqoy Dickens—his matchless rollickinii and cheery i^d
humour—hts tales of tragedy—his revelations of humaiuiy*a
variety in his a*ooo ‘characters*—etch an ‘entertainer*, making your
Home an ev^-open Theatre of Entertainment.

Smd a P&ikmd or LeUmM FREE DJCKENB ALBUM
with of GIFT 4 hEB OAK BOOKCASE m

THE WAVERLEY BOOK CO», LTD* (Ofipt* Oyni)
96-97 Wjfmmmcm Stheht, Lokooh* E.C4
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6f.) is a first rate thing for a country house library.~ So is a

larger work, A Grammar afthe ArtSy by Sir Charles Holmes,

formerly director of the National Gallery ([Bell, pp. aya,

illus., lOf. M.) for it is learned on drawing, engraving,

painting, sculpture, architecture, ceraniies and glass, textiles,

metalwork, wtHjdwork and printing. - V.hrisih'sy 1930-1931
(Ctjnstable, one guinea) a 348 page quarto - iialf of which

consists of plates -> is as its author suggests, ‘a tonic in a time

of fitiattcial depression'. - Tht Sreond 'Mtreury* Book (Long-

mans, pp. 426, p. 6d.} contains twenty-six stories by,

among others, C. E. Mtintaguc, Maurice Baring, Karel

Capek, J. B. Priestley and Max Beerbohm, ail at the high

level that Mr. J. C. Squire has set in his welcome magaKine.

Plays, - Wc noted the quality of Bt/tryman of Evtry Strut,

Now the author, Mary D. hUKks, has produced, for the

Manchester University Settlement, King iitrod: A Nativity

Play (Sidgwick and Jackson, pp. 53, 3/. bd.) with nccessaiy

illustrations fur costumes. - Tht Talt of a Cat by Salaman

(Allen and Unwin, pp. 36, $$.) contains four plays of

country life for rund audiences which are above the usual

level of such writing.

Sir Charles Bright has had the kind thought of getting

together in a book a statement of the claitm of nearly fifty

g«>M causes. The first is the League of Nations Union and

the Isat the Professional Classes Aid Council. A useful

volume if only for the addresses, the need for which led us to

start our Countryman’s Directory.

Young people who know Arthur Rwnsome’s 'Swallows

and Amaaons* will shriek with pleasure on hearing that the

author has now produced a btxnk called Swallmdalt (Cape,

pp, 453, illus., is, bd,) in which the Smdiows and the

Amasons meet once more on Wild Cat Island (see map).

a
I T it an interesting fiict that blankets are stlil cut from

the piece with sheep ahean. A pair ofsinde blankets wd^u
7 Ibt. and the fieece of a local shec|> runs from 5| to 6 lbs.
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TO 'WHITAKHR'
AimI of thm that iirvrr Irt yoH tlnw«i,

I'o O Wh%iakt¥t I iiwftrtt thu orown
« « 9

So. we'f* t KVfr by n fati* otalign
Maroout:‘ii u{>on a far rarifiu htr,

ConUrnjrwi iny cbwii r of rtudttm to r*oiri6«r

And with utia voluiim only to hr^tuiif

* » •

That prkfiit*»s and tnroitipumtik toinr
Would make tht* Jirvir» ls*k a lioihf ft 0111 ItcnuK*!

WHITAKER’S ALMANACK is now in its

64th year, and annualiy hccomes larger and
more valuable for reference purposes, Wing
universally acknowledged as atj authority on

an immense range of subjects

An ‘out of date’ copy can be veiy misleading at

times, as substantia! corrections and additions

appear on practically every page of the botik

each year

The complete New Parliament and
government offices are given in all

editions

COMPLETE EDITION,* Cloth, tooo pages, 6a. net

EDITION D£ LUXE, boxed, looo pagea, 12a. 6d. net

BUY A NEW
WHITAKER

!

* A akmpir Miont wntatinini only m mUk pnp$r 0m$n,
i* nvuUm0 turn, ml
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Caravan Bookshop Adventures - 2
Some Summer Days

S
OU) several IkkiIcs to two brisk young itten. 'Fhc

ss'hool on the grinituls of whieli we were catujting bought

cookery harks . . . Drenching, pouring rain. l.akcs of

water all round us on the turf. . . Another day of blasting

rain and wind. Our struggles with the wind made us feel

very tired. Camped on Crown land in tlte New Forest.

Had to pay a fine of $s. but as a compensation met a delightful

old man who had lived in the forest for forty years. We also

encountered some disgruntled caravanners, husband and wife

and baby, who were settled in a tata ofmud . . . Sold nothing

in Wim^rnc but children's penny books ... At Poole

a man bought a btnrk on household repairs . . , Terrible

struggle with the caravan on a precipitous hill ... A cripple

woman sent to ask me if I would bring an armful of 'good

woman’s books’ for her to look at ... A scout-leader

bought a Studdert Kennedy. After he had gone he came back,

put his head in at the window and said, ‘1 never wished you

luck -but I do -lots of it' . . . A horse rubbed itself

a^nst the wings of the air as a pastime in the middle of the

night . , . Went to a school where some boys bought detective

stuff ... At intervals during the night lively young builocb

charged the caravan. It was not agreeable in drenching rain

to run out in rubber boots, brandishing a stick and moving

on the herd with wild cries . . . I'hc people after a day or

two were friendly and kind in a gentle, thoughtful way . . .

Molt of the books sold were semnd-hand children's books,

novels, and manuals of gardening, cookery, household hints,

poultry-keeping or wireless . . . The ground was so sodden

with nun that our nightly pitch was a constant problem . . .

A farmer found me footsore and discounted and brought me
back to the loveliest daisy field. There, with milk ana water

at the door, we settled down to some of the happloR da;^ of

all our camvanning . . . We set up shop in a vilit^e described



Illustrated 16s* net
' Transliitcd from the hrench* A ncbntific

I work by a noted hydrokiniftt and geo-*
'

I

graphjst, of the wtmo«t importance t*,i I

a aubject which in England ilill nuffem i

from an unwarranfeti and auperatitioun

miatruHt
'

I 1
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G E R ARD’S
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ao6 flowm and trees with 1 30 illustrations
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by I’rcvcs as ‘adrift iti a duller country’. We were in the

main street in driving dust, 'rhe caravan »ho«}k in the wind.

A man working on the road bought a dictimiary and another

man bought a btHjk on jwt plants. But most of (ntr customers

were, women and children ... A farmer said that his

farm was sinai! and scattered and did not {uyy hut anything

‘on your own like is better than working for other people,

you can put more heart into it*

.

, . 'i'wo little boys fetched

poultry brmks for ‘our dad* and a small girl came for a

cookery btmk . . . Heavy rains in the night. An abundance

of letters which arc one of the chief joys of life . . . We
crossed a glorious and vivid heath. At M. the grocer bought

a novel; wanted Hardy . . . Drove through a brilliant

country with gigantically maiised clouds sailing in a sky of

gold , . . Friends came into the caravan and talked most of

the evening . . . 'IVrrific struggle to get out of the held . . .

In the evening the family from the big farm bought several

books . . . Violent struggles to leave a hay held. Finally

three men heard the appeal of the horn and gave a push from
behind . . . The schoolchildren were manhalled into the

caravan by the mistress and when they had chosen penny
boob they were sent home to fetch the money. Two little

^'rls were hrmiy dismissed minus books because their grand-

mother was said to burn them . . . While I went out to tea

I left a small boy in charge of the stall with the children's

penny and threepenny books. When I came back he proudly

handed over the money to me and said, *I’ve even sold a

threepenny book to the jjoliccmati’s wife’ ... All my spare

time has wen spent haymaking with the rest of the village

... A golden and lovely day » the hedges laden with wild

roses and the air heavy with the drowsy sound of greenfinchra

and the scent of hayftelds . . . J. arrived and we were talking

so hard that we missed the road and found ourselves in a

narrow steqp wet little lane. Several hours later a horse

and four men helped us out . . . The umman at the inn gave

us strawberries and gooseberries.- R.M.N.
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IKENNERLEY!

FROM SURTEES I’O SASSOON
by F. J. HARVEY DAHTON

6#. mt

*Ila8 performed a very real service lo Hp«nt and
Lettera* . * , la a iiiodd of what criticism

should be/— '/Vir Bmikmm
bcx>k deaervcH to become a ciasHic. . , . One

of the bent interprctiitiims of the spirit of England*
and of its countrynidc, that has ever been wriltrn/
—fliusimted Sporiing aftd Drmmtif Nmm
^Charmingly touched with the love of earth,
atmosphere, and humour/ -T/ie Okmm
*No one into whose hitnda this book may come will

want to port from it. He really does give m the
spirit of the countryside/ -Plvnymm

^22 ESSEX STREEl', I/)NDON, W.C-a^j

ENGLISH
VILLAGE SCHOOLS

Marjorie Wise
68 .

Timts Literary SuppUment: ‘It ihould be read

by all who care about elementary education.*

Listetttri *It it abort, unprctcntioui, balanced,

well'written, and informative . . . lo full of
inatance and anecdote aa to make remarkably

good reading.'

THE HOGARTH PRESS
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The Landmner^s Prohkms
I* Cm Wmd$ he m Asset? P» Ku Fimilay

THK pliintingH of thv Foirstry (aa,ooo mm
a year) arc largi^ly hofiw«tnilh (cf^oifonnis trrrii). I

catuiot ser where tnir liittire Mipplit‘H of tuoiie-prowii liiii-

bcrS| such as oak» ash, atu! walnut, are to vmw froiiL Already

prime English oak fetches a pomi price and first ijualiry

English iish for qmm goinls is so scarce that a tennis racifuet

maimfacnirer is loth to let you kmw the source of his

supplii*s. I believe that at the present time, wfien even giKid

industrial securities are looked at askance, there arc few

ways in whicli money could he more scTurely invested than

in purchasing a piece of suitable land and planting it with

young ash, litni! some of our hig new plantations are ready

for the a?te, home-grown timlvr, produced in small ijuan-

titles by comparatively highly paid labour, cannot fiope to

compete for a large share of the building and joinery work
with the material produced on a tremendous scale in Canada,

Ru^ia, and the Baltic countriesi but there arc a hundred

and one minor uses for which local sjKrcialised demandt
exist. Both in agriculture and in forestry the hope for the

English producer lies much more in catering for a trade with

specialitacd arttcia than tn the mass production of staple

commodities. A timber merchant whom I know, recently

sold for £30 a single fine log of sycamore. I have seen the

owner of a small business concern in the West of England

making saw handles out of old apple logs. Numberloi imall

articles that arc made from wo<^, can and should made
from English wood. Surely there are many estate where
it would m profitable to run a small wcKxlworking businawi,

utiliiing the limber pn>dy€ed on the eilatei and providing

employment for some estate labour during the winter. The
turning out of iniiii articles such as chair ie|s can be carrti^

out in a man^i home as a spare time job. Inere is always a

ariain demand for garaand fencing,which tmy be cre«^ted|
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WHEREVER YOU LIVE
ourpoi^tal d<jp«rtm«fRt cftn mul y^ui any titHjk.

If you will let m kjnt»w your InterentH* wt will

mnd lints and suggenttons to hrlp you to kee$i

in touch with the l>cHt new works. And when
you ate in Ixmdon, we invite you to inspect

our fascinating bookshop* wherewe always have
special exhibitions of interest to hook-ltivera

J. & E. BUMPUS LTD.
BmksiUm h Majfily ihi Hint

350 Oxford Street, London, W.i
Ttliplmm: KAYfASK 3M1

WHEN SQUIRES AND
FARMERS THRIVED

by A. Ga BRADLEY
An entertaining and duacriptive aesnount of the tandownen* farmen.
labourers, parsons* ministers, old time aolft^rs, and of the smirl and
SMtiary of a time whan rural life was still Hnnrishing and rotmdtnl.

Various parts of the rountry am dealt with, ami the kmk is Uiustratml
with tS reprodurdiont from photographs. There are W paims of
abaorbing reading whirh Is of pankubr interest to rural dwellefi, some
of whom may still remeinlwr the Ilfs anti times pr f
dewiribed. Puolisbed at ids. dd. Obtainable through iJo.
any W.H.S, Btwkshop or Railway Station lhM>kstal}

for the reduced prlre of Ss. per ropy. POiT PA 10

W. H. SMITH & SON
Ktwucsnti Si Book«>n<in s: Stitlan<<rf ss Libratlsim

S3 STRAND HOUBB, PORTUGAL STRXBT, LONDON. W.a3
l,a#0 tXAMCHd

BHd 0«|G»E w. H. SMITH «E SON, LTD., BtfMlI ItMim, W.a3
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on the estate. Owing to disease and other fectors there is a

serious shortage of the cricket bat willow, a quickly maturing

crop. 'I'liP extended use of jircservatives, wlilch increase the

life of wood tcnfiiki, is enabling timber to hold its own with

materials fijrmerly considered far more durable. Properly

creosoted beech will outliust larch and other wchkIs far more
durable naturally.

a
Local Government and Administration

ON what conditions should an appointment be made
to the chairmanship of quarter sessions? A subscriber

in the Midlands draws attention to the importance of the

office being held for periods of three years only.

BY-LAW.S for preventing the exhibition of disfiguring

adverfisemenis arc in force in every Knglish county but

one, and every Welsh county but threej and by-laws con-

trolling petrol filling stations are in course of ttcing made
by many county councils, and have actually been brought

into operation by thirteen, including, among the Home
Counties, Berkshire, Hertfordshire and Oxfordshire. The
details of these by-laws are somewhat complicated, but

infornnation about them can be had from the ^pa S^'ety

(71 Eccleston Square, S.W.i). By-laws against litter and

the upremting of wild flowers and plants are also in force

in many counties. Several county councils consider the

question of dishgurement of sufficient importance to appoint

special sulxommittces to deal with it.

UNDER the petrol stations by-laws, everyone intend-

ing to erect a station must submit plans to the authority

beforehand, and this gives the loot! authority due warning

and opportunity to enforce its viewi but it it a weakness in

the advertisements regulations that while the local authority

can require an unrightiy advertisement to be taken down,

it cannot do this until it has actually been put up, and the
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adverti»?r is not compelled to give any notice of his intenftem

!

The result is much waste of time and money and much
unjustifiable disfigurement. Some more positive kind of

control is required, in the interests of self-respecting adver-

tisers as well as of the iiKal authoritiesi iitui tlic public,

WITH reference to our note on adoption in a village,

a sub«:ribcr, who is a juvenile ctnirt magistrate and

has had consideraWe experience on two benches in adoption

cases, emphasizes the imjtortant point that an adopted child

must be specifically mentinned by name in any will made by

the adopter. ‘If the adopter makes a will leaving his money
to “his child”, and this adopted child is the only child, it will

get nothing. If he hvives a will leaving his money to “his

children”, and the adopted child is otic of the childrcti, and
his or her name is not specially mentioned, the adopted child

will get nothing.’

Readers wlm have any re^nsibility in connection with

casuals must read the sane, informed and moving book,

Tht Tramp, by Frank Gray, formerly member for Oxford.

(Dent, pp. 378, illus., yr. hd.). Here the whole problem

h envisaged bjt a man who has not hesitated to disguise him-
self and stay tn casual wards. As our readers know from a
recent article of his, he has a noble record for the reclamation

of young tramps, to whom he givt*s remarkable freedom at

Shipton Manor. His ten conclusions, beginning with a
tmtiomd, not a local treatment of the problem, will appeal

to men and women of experience. The master of a well-

known poor-law institution who was speaking to us with

high approval of this book, mentioned that though he had

to deal with 9000 tramps this last year, he had trouble over

the bath with one man only.

0
C o o K to butcher's boy at the kitchen door: ‘Be careful

to copy the order properlyt you got it wrong last week.*

‘I've got it: Bones for dog, liver for cat, chops for them.’
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Crofter and Shoemaker

ALEXANDKR KKLMAN, crofter atul shoemaker,

who passed away the other nurtith at the age of 90, at

Cairrtcakc, Mouquhitter, Ahertleeoshire, was a shoemaker

for over 75 years aiiti was soling and repairing for of his

old eust«micrs shortly k’ftrrc his death. Alexander’s mother

had cut the oats on his twelve-acre croft with the reaping-hook,

and Alexander had used the Hail. In his boyhood, fields were

unfenced and herds were employed on every farm. There
was a fold or enclosure into which the cattle were turned for

the night, if not housed iti the byres. But otherwise there

were but the open fields, divided into five shifts, generally

with an outrun of permanent pasture, whins and heather.

Kclman saw large tracts of heather and waste brought into

cultivation, fields fenced or walled with rubble, «»r turf, and

the old thatched hovels that for ages did duty as dwellings,

swept away.

Kelman remembered the time when handlootm were

busy, and there were scores of country tailors, shoemakers,

joiners, blacksmiths and stone masons. He continued

to make hand-sewn boots and shoes for a few old customers

who would accept no other footwear, but had it not been for

his croft he would not have made ends meet. In the heyday

of country shocmaking his father and he had three or four

journeymen. He remembered when a journeyman was
paid 2r. for making a pair of heavy ploughman boots, a

two days' job. The fastest worker he ever saw was a tramp

shoemaker who would make and finish excellently a pair of

heavy boots in a day of some twelve hours. But whisky was
cheap, and Auld would not work while his pockets jingled.

Kelman's recollections ranged between the days of the soft;

leather brogues and boots without shape that were worn
on right foot and left alternately, to the coming of the German
last over fifty years ago.

The memory of the old man also went l»ck to the time
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when vagabonds and packmen carried the local gcHsip and

scraps of world news from d«<»r tt» diKW, atui were made
welcome. I’wplc thought nothing of a jmirncy of thirty

miles on foot. Oxen were large ly employed in ploughing.

I'liey were fattened on the summer p:isfures f«*r sale at four

and five years old and were sometimra beasts of great siac. ~

a

The Waua'tTmg of Apple Trees

by iMdy {Alice) Acland

My husband, Arthur Acland (born in 1847 of Devon-
shire folk) told me «»f this rite. At the season when the

evenings begin to close in early, so that the flashing of lights

among the apple trees was very vivid, the old factotum

(cowman, gardener and gctteral superintendent of all things

out of doors) threw himself with great glee into the wassail-

ing. With his rabbiting gun loaded only with powder
(and I assume his lantern), he would rush from tree to tree

in the apple orchards, firing up into the branches ofeveryone

and shouting his song. A libation of dder was poured at

the foot of each tree and great excitement was worked up.

If ray recollection is not at fault, all over the countryside

there was in other orchards the same popping of guns, the

same lights carried to and fro and the same wassailing songs:

Old appk tne Dree bfiihell bags full,

We wuwii thee. Cupboardi under tuin fall)

Hau full, cap* fuU, AU unckr wan tree.

A retired wheelwright and his wife to whom I have sent

these words for verification tell me that they are correct.

Only it seems that though the trees had their libations, these

did not account for all the cider consumed on the occasion!

I am told that the practice of wassailing was revived a few

years ago on one farm for one year at all events.
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jfS ONE COUNTRYMAN TO ANOTHER
whal va* havr •eir nm Inirttiinni, !!’#««'»//

Tk TEVER in living memory were there more
country gentlemen in the 1 louse of Commons,

'I’hc value of the work that a large proportion of

them have done in local administration and for

many kinds of rural improvement is well known.
It is to the advantage of the House

The Chtince of Commons that it should be so

0/ the largely made up of men who know
Country something about the life of the

Interest countryside. And the Government, in

as far as it can claim to be a National

Government, conforms to the ideal of non-Party,

non-sectional action which has been stressed m
every number of The Countryman. The Govern-
ment also includes a reasonable proportion of

readers of this review 1

So far, so good. But it is idle to deny that,

among many of us who have practical experience

of the local bodies which arc a microcosm of the

House of Commons, the Government’s unheard-of

majority excites some measure of anxiety. In our
Councils and committees wc have learnt by ex-

perience that if our proposals are not exposed to

the criticism of men and women of a different way
of thinking from ourselves, fellow-members with

power to outvote us if we do not make out our case,

our proposals are likely enough, in some respect

or other, to prove faulty and to call eventually few

amendment. As Mr. Baldwin has said, *unckeck»id

power is the worst thing that c^n be devised’.
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The country interest in I’iirliament has an all-

powcrful majority. It has got what it has always

dreamt of possessing. If it only hati juiwcr, it has

.said, what could it not do.^ What is it now going to

do.^ in a very short time it will he asked what it has

done. Wc should not he candid if w'c did not say

that, admirable though the work, of many country

gentlemen has been in many directions - work of

a quality which is seldom adequately appreciated

by townspeople ~ the counsel that many of these

local leaders have given to their neighbours has not

always been felicitous. Our counscllers have too

often contented themselves with the easy gesture

of holding aloft a bottle of a universal specific

which, they have suggested, would be no trouble to

apply and would be unfailing and speedy in action.

All we can say is that wc hope Parliament will

remember that all modern medical experience goes

to show that, while it is possible to do a great deal

for the sick, a good recovery is impossible unless

they have been told all the causes of their illness,

and they themselves make every effort to j^ct well.

The remedies to be applied to the agricultural

patient must be applied not only with knowledge
of their constitution but with knowledge of his

constitution. And the patient must be made to

minister manfully and scientifically to himself.

There never was a time when our best farmers were
more alert - notice, for example, the way in which
the National Farmers* Union is being taken in

hand by its branches - when agricultural writing

and teaching were more able, when agricultural

gatherings were more stimulating - take that me-
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chanization conference of I^rd Lymington’s at

Winchester ~ or when a larger number of townsmen
and townswomen were more sympathetic to or more
understanding of the countryman. It is agreed that

agriculture must he given a fair chance. That is

in the interests of the whole nation. But it would be

blind indeed and grievous if, in securing that fair

chance and encouragement, a course were adopted

that might lead a section of the agricultural popu-
lation to believe that it can go on Just as it has been
going. *I have been a Protectionist for twenty
years’, said a distinguished industrialist, Sir Hu^
Hirst, the other day, ‘but 1 warn you that tariffs

are not a solution unless tariffs are accompanied by
efficiency; inefficient industries cannot shield them-
selves behind tariffs’. But they will if they get the

chance. ‘Marketing,’ says the author or a Con-
servative policy for agriculture in a book noticed

in our last issue, ‘is the most essential factor in the

reorganization of agriculture, and it must precede

the application of even a moderate imjport duty.’

Another impartial authority has written that

it is not enough to increase farmers’ incomings;
‘the more they make the more the middlemen will

demand'. And it is the consuming population,

which is so much larger than the a^icultural

population, that has to pay the price m that in-

adequacy on which so competent a writer as

Captain G. T. Hutchinson has been expressing

himself so plainly. ‘It requires no expert eye to

realize,’ he says in the 'Times', ‘that there are plenty

of bad farmers about.’ It is common knowlet^e
that the powers of the County Council agricultural
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commitfees to nmintain a drernt standard of hus-

bandry are not exercised as freely as they might
be. What is wanted from many farmers is intel-

lectual exertion*, what maT)y seek is shelter. There
are no doubt plenty <jf had drapers about as well as

had farmers, but drapers are not dealing with a

vita! national possession. They are not freed from
rates. They are not allowed to msike out their

income tax returns after their own fashion. They
do not get regular technical instruction over the

Wireless. They have not a Ministry of State of
their own. They are not to enjov such further

advantages as the Government clearly has in mind
- we write in November - to give to farmers.

AS we have so often said, we are in favour

of a very great deal being done out of the

national pocket tor the restoration of the country-

side. We are for making townspeople realize to the

full their obligations to the lana and what the land

can do for Britain. Townspeople must be got to

understand into what a sorry, lop-sidcd condition

industrialism has brought us. Our hopes for the

countryside are limitless. But while encouragement
is secured for it, it is necessary that the country-

side shall do very much more for itself than

it has yet done. There must be organization,

compulsory if need be. There must be an increase

in food production* and, in the interests of national

health, an increased national consumption of fresh

food. Incompetents must be forced from the land.

The way to the land must be open to the men who
•According to the Nadonid Allotments Society, from £ioto

mlUioni worth of frait and veptabki <x>uid be raised from allotment

alone*
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can use it. These men must not be subjected to such

out-of-date restrictions as those on which the author

of ‘My Nine Years’ Farming’ has dwelt. Every
mechanical improvement which saves time, weary
dog’s work and aching backs, every mechanical

advance which signifies imt only profit but self-

respecting labour, and therefore higher wages, must
be welcomed. And all the time the thought in our
minds must be that it is not only technique that

matters but a changed rural attitude of mind, a

fuller rural life, and a new orientation of our
national life.

I
T is necessary for agriculture, as for the nation,

determinedly to discipline itself. The course

which human events may take in Britain, in the

English-speaking world, in Europe, in Asia, in

the years that are upon us, cannot be foreseen.

As we have often said, and the thing that is time

cannot be too often repeated, the notion that the

ills of the countryside can he cured without thinking

and working nationally, or that our national ills

can be cured without thinking and working inter-

nationally, is childish. It has become a Countryman
clichif that the greatest of agricultural interests is

peace. The world can never be the same again.

The War (the dire character of which is only now
coming home to millions of men and women) has

seen to that. In the remotest part ofthe countrywide,

whether we like It or not, we are borne towirds

great changes. In i^iculture, and the world

at large, the truth of me parable of the wise and
the unwise virgins will be experienced. We who
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live in the country have many anxieties, but we are

out of the din and distractions of town life, and we
ought to have {wrspcctivc. The opportunity is

offered to us of helping the nation by our {icrsonai

couiage, our industry and our open-mindedness.
It is a pregnant period in the history of our race.

We should ail be bestirring ourselves. The metal

of every man and woman of us is to be tried. Our
part is, in the Laureate’s words, to ‘be loyal to our
best moments’. ‘The most depressing thing about
politics,' said a statesman of mark, *is that the mean
and common are always apparent, even at the most
inspiriting and really encouraj^ing moments.’ Was
there ever a time of more 'inspiriting and really

encouraging moments’? Let us do our utmost to

live in them.

0

tAs It Seems to Some of Us
To ft %mk$f ii lo be the nmt \mi Seet to ft Flo4or« iod loeh to out

ihill ofory filthful humble Sethtr bo «t the eod. Hftppv Seeker* Hifft

Our RulersW£ have not the personal acquaintance of Mr.
Neville Chamberlain and ^r Hilton Young.

On their public form we cannot regret the po-
stitution or the latter for the former at the Ministry

of Health. Mr. Chamberlain was responsible for

the legislation under which the Ministry concerns

Itself with the finance of rural housing schemes but

is lefi; without the powers it once had to deal with

planning and material. As a consequence, the

countryside has been outn^fed by District Council
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cottage building which is a disgrace to everybody

concerned. Not content with this blot on his official

scutcheon, Mr. Chamberlain, during his few dtp
of office, appears to have given directions that no
more parlour cottages were to receive the subsidy.

He is evidently so unfamiliar with rural conditions

as not to know what a means of grace even a small

parlour may be. A small parlour provides for

the cultivation of the self-respect that resents every

caller walking into the only living room. A small

parlour raises farm-worker families a grade in

civilization. And dwellings with a small parlour

can be built to let at a remunerative rent, for they

are usually taken by farm-workers who arc horsemen
or cowmen or have two wages coming into the house.

This is A.B.C. to anyone living in a village.

Discrediting the Ministry ef Health

UNDER Mr. Chamberlain's dispensation thera

were held up, among other housing schemes
(t) the Chipping Campden cottages, with which
so well known an artist as Mr. F. L. Grig^, A.R.A.,
has so public-spiritedly identified himsaf, and {%)
a carefully considerea and well arranged group
of fourteen cottages which the Editor of Thi
Countryman, as chairman of the housing committee
of the Chipping Norton R.D.C., will answer for it

are the pleasantest and best planned of the two
hundred or so which that boay has to its cr^it.

In other words the Ministw which, without a
blush, has sanctioned housing schemes of the

crudest kind, has done its best to stop building

which was meritorious. The Mbistry actually utged
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on Chipping Canipdcn and Chipping Norton that

their proposed cottages were too large! Rural

District Councils are so much given to building

cottages that are too large! The action of the

Ministry was not statesmanship. It was not Health.

It was not common settse. If a change of policy in

subsidised !>uiiding was imperative, if Councils are

not to be allowed in fitrure to build parlour cottages,

the schemes for these particular groups of cottages

were not the point at which to make the change
without notice. 'I’hc action which was taken and

f

tersisted in, until the strongest protests were
brthcoming, was mechanical bureaucracy. It wa»
the sort of thing that weakens the most necessary

authority of the Ministry.

Sir Hihon Ymm^i ChmeeWE look tor a better understanding of rural

conditions from Sir Hilton Young. We shall

see what he is nsade of when he produces his eagerly-

awaited new edition of the Planning Bill. Perha^
he may include in it a provision that one member of
his staff shall have had a term of service on a Rural

District Council. We have not forgotten our ancient

struggles with urbanified notions in the Ministry
when it vras still the Local Government Board, ana
officialdom pulled down new cottages of Wilfred
Scawen Blunt's and Mr. Justice Grantham’s. The
Ministry might humbly remember that for alm^
every one of its progressive ideas it has been ia*

debted to outsiders. There is not a visitor to the
Ministrv who does not acknowledge the abounding
persona! kindness and courtesy of Its staff, but the
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Ministry, in its ofHcia! relationships with the

countryside, has something to learn from the

Ministry of Agriculture.

A Loss

F
ollowing as it docs upon the loss of

‘Irish Homestead* (in later years, the ‘Irish

Statesman’,) the decease of the ‘Scottish Farm
Servant* is much to be regretted. It means, for one
thing, we arc afraid, that the Scottish Farm ^rvants*
Union is not so well off as it should be. This is a
matter of importance. It is to the wise mani^cment
of the Union that, in co-operation with the Scottish

Farmers’ Union, a body of a different spirit from
its namesake in England, Scottish agriculture owes
the distinction of getting on without an Agricultural

Wages Act. In other words, it has been able,

without State assistance, to fix wages on a higher

level, on the whole, than in England. In the second
place, the stoppage of the ‘Farm Servant’ means that

'Joe Duncan’ has no longer a paper in which he
can speak his whole mind. Long acquainted withi

Scottish rural life, an agricultural economist who
has served on no end of Commissions and Govern*
mental Committees, an honest journalist whose
writing had always a patnotic dash of the Doric, hit

monthly message will be missed not only in Scotland

but by his subscribers in England.

Episeopal ResponsikUiiy

a result of the articles in Thb Covmm-
thei« has been much correspondence k

the proii on the uglifpng of countiy churchyards

by white marble. Whatever a spirited clei|pym«i
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here and local opinion there may have been able

to do in avoiding white marble, we remain of the
opinion that the power to abate the nuisance abides
chiefly in the hands of the Bishops. If all the Bishops
had led and backed their clergy in this matter as the
letters in our last issue show that some of them have
done, white marble would have been by this time
unusual. But ‘I do not see my way to take any
action’ — the phrase in one Bishop’s letter to us —
has been the timorous, non-committal attitude of
several prelates. There should be plain speaking at

the Church Assembly in February.

0
EPISTLES FROM AN OLD HOMESTEAD

Mention of the articles and photographs
in The Countryman describing the removal

of a Cotswold cottage to the United States by Mr.
Henry Ford, prompted Captain Richard Crawshay,
of Doward Crest, Symonds Yat, to give me a re-

minder about Highcliff Castle in Hampshire. The
usual story is that this edifice originallyj^pdJi*-
France. The Honourable Mrs. StuiM?r’*"VVOTtley,

to whose husband Highcliff was beqiHwthed by the

Marchioness of Waterford, is kinc^nowh to tel!

me what actually happened, Highcliff Castle was
built by Lord Stuart de Rothesay just before the

accession of Queen Victoria. Incorporated in the

stnicture are portions of wh*it was the Grande
Maison des Andelys, neaur Rouen. Lord Stuart de
Rothmy, having heard that the Gothic manor house
was in process of destruction, hastened to tlto

spot and bought the more,'beautiful parte, probably
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for a very small sum. These he had brought down
the Seine, and then across the Channel to the shore

below the site of HighcHff Castle. The most
striking thing in the reconstituted building is a

beautiful window in a fine state of preservation

belonging to the room in which Antoine dc Bourbon
died in 149a. Lady Waterford was l»ord Stuart de
Rothesay’s daughter.

Readers who are the possessors of properties

dating from the seventeenth century or earlier

should look well to their barns. They may make
discoveries. In days gone by it was no uncommon
thing for English landed proprietors and farmers to

have a part interest in a ship. Now a countryman
with a share in a ship would naturally be interested

in what became of her when her seafaring days were
over, and if he were needing a new barn he might
be likely enough to put in a bid for her timbm.
In the early part of the seventeenth century the

Navy wanted every bit of new British oak available

and there was a timber famine. Oak became so

scarce in I^jndon that builders were forced to use
beech. The Lords in Council, by proclamation on
November 7, t6aa, extolled the beauty and
convenience of brick building and made it o^te
clear that patriotic persona would let the mvy
have the oakl Farmers could not afford bricks for

barns. Bricks of standard pattern, 9 in. by 4f in. by
in. were, it is true, only %s, per thousand at the

min, the maximum price nxed law; but in ifiaa

8j, was 8/. Fanners were therdore fixTced back <m
bu;^g a ship. The purchaser contacted with dt#

shipwright not merely for the dismantled timbeet
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Will You Light

a Candle?
'I'iu* biflrr .ulvcniiv

luw left tii-my rhildrrn m llic

iiiirkiic'i** rtml the tnLL During

the y«titr the new adiiiissitirsi to

the Niilioiiai Clsildrefii’^i

Iloitiemd Orptnainage have

brmight ii to n lutitl fkinily of

3*958 boys md girls. Everyday
adds new names ut the waiting

list and we ask your help.

‘All ye who Christkni be

Oh, light my liny candle here

for me.

It has gone ouij 1 amnot very old,

And as I travelled in the cold

A bitter wind with all his might

Blew, and put out my little light.

All ye who Christians be,

Will ye not list to me.

Who have so often prayed

1 might not be afraid?

1 am a little frightened—can’t

you see?

Oh, fight my little candle here

for me**

Edhyi Nomum (iy fitniiiiiicm).

My Candle
{ tncloii* UiiitH 4* fn
• tranUItt tm «»• by Urn iidminUun
^ ft rhiia iniM tin* Uiil»l»r}*\

N«m«
,,

tC4

Your Admlsilon Gift of

S Gn$.
mih RIMOVB ONI NAMS
km t hit of Iff now waiting

aadimatmt If you wish, {Hirtioniani

e# oMId ftiilpiid wili ^ for*

to, yoot Fhaiio uit iho

^wiiwlWiiiMi iiiiwiii I Ill

f(tetipai i Km. W. HMlfMi
iBin. ti«Mnit ttMiamii tIhi
ftt. Hm. ^ Wik«6rtd ot
Hytli,, C.B,i7u..O,4Ur TiioniM
8«l«w, Bift, r.RJI,

NattoBKl caiUtinn'a
Hoim nad OrpIniMia*

CUilllilMfti
WmkmiWm,Um$mhns
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but for the transport and rc-crcction as a barn liy the

shipwright's skilled men. If would be interesting

to know whether many such barns still exist.

The ease that has been most closely investigated

is that of the Old Jordans Barn at Seer (Jrcen, in

Bucks, which is supposed to have been built in 1624
from the timbers or the dismantled 'Mayflower' of

ifarwich, the Pilgrim Fathers' ship. .See l)r. Rcndel

Harris’s 'Finding of the Mayflower*. The most
obvious indications of maritime antecedents to look

for in any barn are trenails, or trenail holes and
mortise holes for beams, but having no relation to

the existing building; curvature of the roof beams;
signs of salt impregnation and of carved or painted

woodwork, such as might have been found on the

ship’s stern or deck-houses.

There is a form of National Economy which
will appeal to good housewives. That is to use

in their knitting really sound wool instead of second
rate. It is a poor job going to ail the trouble of
making garments which do not last long enough to

repay the time and labour spent on them. The
suggestion is often made by women who knit

that the wools sold nowadays are not so good m
those which could be obtained before the War.
1 communicated with Messrs. Patons and Bald-

win on the subject. Thw reply: ‘The quality and
strength of raw wool is affected mostly by the food

given to the sheep, and while there is practically no
variation in this country, with Australian wools vou
do get distinct variation from one year to tnotner,

depending on the water supply, lliis variation is

more marked -mth wools of some districts than
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others. With regard to our own wools, sold

under our brands, the actual blending of these

is the same to-day as it was pre-War, and the

manipulation of the material from raw wool to

yarn is identical with pre-War methods. The
opinion we have formed is that, since the War,
household soaps have been improved very much in

quality, and certain brands, especially tho.se sold in a

flake formation, contain more true soap than the

oldcr-fashioncd bar soap. This fact is often not

appreciated by the housewife, with the result that

more soap is used than is absolutely necessary. This
in itself would not matter, provided the washer

rinsed all the free soap out of tne garment; but from
complaints that we have investigated from time to

time, we have repeatedly found that the rinsing

operation is not carried out properly, with the result

that soap is left in the garment, which tends to felt

and shrink when used a^in. There is another

serious effect as a result of this bad washing, namely,

that the garment is left in an alkaline condition,

and if by any chance the garment is allowed to He
in a damp state bacterial action sets in. The effect

of this bacterial action is to make the wool fibre

tender and entirely to destroy the wearing propMertim

of the fabric.’

WHILE I was visiting a fnend he left me for

a few minutes to speak with a young man in a
nice suit of clothei^ who nad a pleasant b«urin|f and
an air of doing or being ready to do his bit m tim

world. He was a village puth who had Just served

a term at Borstal!
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TQUT nevertheless it docs move I

iHaq

ECCLES WAKES
On Mniulay Mt*niing, at

1 1 o'clock the SPORTS

will commence with this

Ancient, Loyal, Rational,

Constitutional, and Lawful

diversion of buli. bait-

ing, in all its primitive

excellencies, for which this

place has long been noted;

notwithstanding the silly acts

of all the Martins, including

Jonathan, Richard and Betty.

FURY 111
This animal is one of Crigan-

tic strength, and wonderful

i^Hty, and it is requested

that the Fancy will bring the

vew choice of their Do]^.

Two Bulls are protnded,

whidt for rod genuine ^xtd

name, stand unrivalled: the

Bull Ring will be stumped

and railed round with Eng-
lish Oak (none of your

Foreign) so that

The timid, the weak, the

•troi%

The bold, the brave, the

younfo
The old, Biend and strat^psr,

Will be secure from danger.

» 93 >

ViiNNA, .Sept. ay. -The
first shipment over the Alps

of 2,000 stranded swailows

on Friday was followed yes-

terday morning by a second

of 35,000 birds. As the air

services were interrupted to-

day and the weather pros-

pects were not encouraging,

the Viennese Society for the

Protection of Birds, un-

willing to imperil the lives

of the swallows in the incle-

ment Vienna weather, sent

a further batch of 35,000 to

Venice yesterday in a heated

van attached to the night

express. Thousands more of
the chilled wanderers

brought in since will croM
the Alps in tratm and aero-

planes to-night and to-mor-

row.

MitAN, Sw. ay. -The
swallows sent iram Vienna by

aeroplane to Venice arriving

yesterday, were premeriiy re-

ceived by the Auitilim Con-
sul, the President of the

Venetian Society for the Pro-

tection ofAnin^ and mdier

authorities. Food had be«i

prepared for them. - Timtt
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SAFETY FIRST IN
THE CARE of SILVER

(UtmanciH tltR use

of GotWards Plate Powder.

Supreme throughout

the World for ninety years.

Goddard’S
Plate Powder

Sold everywhere in (our eixmi

6d.. l;- 2/- & 41.

iViiinufatlur«4 lb}r j GodMairtI l< StmA

MAftN

PIOIIGH BRAND
COD-LIVEK OIL

•|pi|
IT'A HFor Poultry

l« ptrinlffdl to ht fully actlvf in reRurti tu Vitimlni
A Anti Dv Out »iftt of lh« oil added lu one ewt* uf
imah provldta neeeifiry Vitimlni A mi 0 tu

•naufe growlh «nd htAleli

FHIOiH
l^tA {II 1$ |»H4 |t» Mt I lailon tin 9m, I liUott itn B$m

# tfi pit.) 9i* id* i laltott lift ... in* id* § pttoii ^ireti IURl

. ^ ^ Oitadtoililt item 0tmmim

^***tr^ MXBN & HANBURYS LTD.
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Swells and Dandies, Cov-

ies and Ciod hoppers, Glut-

tons, Gormandi7.crs, Vir-

tuosos, Tailors, 'I'inkers,

Coblcrs, Bear and Badger

Baiters, 'I'oad Hunters, and

Cock Fighters, will all meet

with suitable accommoda-
tion and entertainment,

1710

This is to give notice to all

gentlemen, gamesters, and

others that on this prtrsent

Whit-Monday, is a match

to be fought by two dogs,

at a bull of mettle, for a

guinea to be spent; five let

goes out of hand: which goes

fairest and furthest in, wins.

Ltkevinse a Green Bull to

be baited, which was never

baited before; and

A Bull to be turned loose

with fireworks all over him.

Also a Mad Ass buted.

Likewise there are two

Bear Dogs to jump three

jumps apiece at a Bear.

A variety of Bull and

Bear baiting; and

A Dog to be drawn up
with fireworks.

939

MttAN, Sept. 30. - More
than 1,500 swallows, which
have been overtaken by the

rigours of the winter in

Southern Ctcrmany on their

migratiotJ south, reached

Milan this morning by aero-

plane from Munich. - Timis.

Buoapsst, Saturday. -
The Hungarian Society for

the Protection of Animals,

following the Atatrian

Society’s initiative, has de-

cided to send 60,000 of the

swallows stranded by bad

weather to Constantinople

by the Flfcche-Orient air

line. - Rtuttr

BtmAPSsT, October 7. •-

Thousands of belated S'^-
bws have arrived in the

wdley of the Vag. When
their distressed condition was
observed the director of the

fiimous thermal establish-

ment at Pistyftn caused the

great ventiiatora to be opened.

The birds fiocked into the

building and showed them-

selves i^lutely tune in the

reyivin|; atmo^here of the

hot spm^. - Ohstrvtr

‘This 'ere progress, you’d hardly think it could go
on.’ But it does.
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SEVENP GIFTS

BEDTIME
Write for trial tube, imd every night

at bedtime next week accept our
gift of a delightful mouth toilet

before you sleep. The grateful,

clean**tadting foam of

is able to kill dental decay germs in thirty

seconds. It penetrates every crevice of the

Smd now for a
<ieHcate fragrance lingers in the

fr«r sample tube, mouth, kilUng all hot, unpleasing tastes,

Im^ morning you will widte delisted

(ides ufour with the nfreshment of a perfectly cleanaed,

***»!* wholesome mouth.

lUTHYMOL, (eSra), 50 Beak St., London,W. I
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VITA-WEAT
Naiiinll^r you vNUit now, nior# iImiii

m your monty wlmrfy«r
ym tm m |lrlili^«iiowii rniil

Klritlilt«iiiiid« rornittmUflin. Vltii-

Wont io ftiii^o liy l*ii«k t^rtun, o

Briltiti firm. In Udinito* t»y iirlflolt

Iniiciiir, cdf only Hrltiofo wltwil^

iniiS

Eviiry yon ifittiiim If ioii to

yam own pooiilti iiliiyn wllli yowr
own iNN»pi«* Ami «¥9ry Ml «t

tmliti, witli Mi till pfoMomi
Ito w««tt!i of noiirliilimttii,

i« ipioiitirfwl in Vito-Wont in b §mm
0mi MUST miiirloli ym*
Eirtry Hiy moro omS moro
nr* rnamm Vlln-Wint iMr 4fMi|r

crtofiliiowl lit iNff Imif lwM««
ifiitiitMi nlciiMi Im MMliii iHitf ftai Hy
$% pm coflti If yon nof yti

wiloywi im fuodfiotiiii,

orttiiciilmwMt, nod ili« Mliii
of tlilitnoiM If tltwi ywtt In in Iumi^

timii fipom MMnmwnrliMl MNfMt, iMiy n

tfiol Mipfty noiti llmw fm*f9 mh

THS BRITISH WHOLEWHEAT CRtSPBRSAD

Mmlt by PEEK FREAN Makm of Famous Bismts
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THE GENUINE SRITISH-MADE

VALOR
Keep your home hcalthilv

warm md dry, al! through

the damo autumn weather

and chilly winter, with a

Valor heater “—the aimpleat,

handieit, and most economic

cal form of heating you can

possibly buy

Bums hr hours widiout any at-

tetid^, and liula foryears without
any ta|>«nte beyond fuel and wielc.

Ho tmoke, no smell, no trouble,

especially if you always burn
Eoyil Daylight Oil.

Oiror 1 iiiilitoiis alroadly sold

Buy your Valor to-day. Sold by
all Ironmongers and Store»««-foyi

make sure you get a genuine
British-made Valor

Look for th€ Voior ihiaii

" PBICSSBBOM

l.ANat MOOII. AS li.l.USTNAT SBV la/*

mQmAmmcm Otlm tm, m Albmt VaasSaU,i.l.U

m!js;:sr ROyAL DAYLIGHT OIL v
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it»« ta«y to ctlocofii.

lli« »hot« that havo
tholr ilally *Niigget*

ahino. Thay always
look so immactt^
tatsly smart* Bat
^Naggst* msaiis
mors than shtaiH

a hi os* It makss
hlack or hrowo
Isathtr so siippls

ami kmp% It hi a
this wsU«prsssnrsil

coodllioo that
msaiii sxtra stos«»

BOOT POUSii
Black, Tan, Dark Brown

and otbar abadaa

id. & 6d.
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SlUoftl H0ft«n«4 W«t#f hiivfi Siwp, T#a indl
r#«i t»nit, 4»wi n«t fur pin***. l(#tM«i w
bollffft iinti ii wlthruit mm\W Ih# sUtvto*
lion m HHiiUHATiSM. OOirr «titf Itin4f^

mmptiifili

F»liy ihi9HpH9$ lUmMmt MIt m f$0mt

Siliai Water Sofiteners
{.IliftITtD

I /3 Sun St, Finsbury Sq.
tOI«i»ON« 1.C
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* u^.^n

#<ht •*<i b..'

AIN IPRNrmci yiH*. MTItANtk
- -•WU iUMK. tMltir 1*1*

tiif ANn*N HAitfi
iwni mm w«»ii Ik** flm t «w>i

iufttuM HiMIty iwiMMn*# wUR
itnilltptv, l-i# Ml llaMM

SPECIFY

RYUNDSCRATO
GALVANISED

FENCIHG WIRE
Hyland'i **Crapo*‘ Galvanising ii

armour againac rui;t and corrosion.

Ir fniufcs that every inch of your
fence is fully protected. The
i^lfer adheres lo that it cannot
nake or f»eel even if the wire is

twisted round the smallest diameter

Build your fences with Hyland's
British Fencing Wtresi and put an
end CO fenemg trouMet*

Wrlti f«r « Mm^lN «f **C»4^0** OwliWji*

l«#e teiff . 4lt i mm» kmf latlr

mmm milmr m **Ca4l»0**
iiHtfi md tNivm udtn fmrlhHi **fiatm^m**

hUk$H «/ ’•Spstfwtt'*' W%f$ Nmidi

Mfuri AMU#
im iNMLiwwnp
||fe|M||l|R|g||J
W9Im I iv

PENCINC WIRES
RYLANDS BROS LIMITED, WARRINGTOH

-m,ji -
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Lmk% imf m nU ikinp /ot r/i,

Mwry kmr. Lti m mj^hf

Sioi tki ami m deaikfy nkmbtr
*fiil (& tiiiigki

Tkm kmfi pmS $hy utmmi hltmng
> . .

: Look^ thy last . .

.

* Consiuir: In ourown countryabrii* there

I

are more than 55»ooo men, women and

I chiidren to whom the yearning pwiem of

I

theae words can convey no meaning, I'hcy

II
looked last on ail things lovely brig years

0 ago, or never have they looked on lovely

1

things at all, They are blind. In winter

II our Sight seems keener than in summer
We see the delicate structure behind the

1 1

broad maaes. Above, clouds, Hhe irrcvoc-*

I able wanderers’, are nearer to out sight

than the profound blue of summer, and on

I

t»ith each of us can see, etched in fintfst

tracery, the minute pictures Cowper saw*.

I I

TA^ ndbn&si* % .

.

, ,

Pkmidn^h Ms
i ,

tlmm sfmj ie nahirstW h mis hi skM^its

i I imm mm m tnMg iki pm^mt if k$^
<

' TkatiMk m iht kmaa mkm,

;;
Hsiptki Blind

^
’ tkmtimi will h& moit grilsfttily rtcitlfid Sy tlit Stertiiry*

Otamit Natiomal IwiTiTyr* ron rm 8liw»
^

^ mdtr |ji« iiiad Firiont Act, mso) s%4 Orett ^«rli«ii4 Si.

iOUZKitl, w.x
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Reg® Trade Mark

PROOFED BY
CStIP

The Mark 0} Esteem

WHAT is the important thing in a
raincoat? The important thing in a

raincoat ia the proofing.

The justificatton of the claim to the
title raincoat *’ depends upon the
quality and efficiency of that proofing.

The **Cravenette'* label inside any
weatherproof is everywhere regarded
as a sign that the proofing is of the bigh
B.D.A. smndatd which gives protection

against weather and» at the same time,

free ventilation.

UtMtd hy “Cruvmuttm" Co. Ltd. Bmneh a#

The DytrT Auoelathn Ltd.,

Bradford, Ma^rnttr and London
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The King of Indoor
Games-RILEY BILLIARDS

RILEY BILLIARD TABLES FOR EVERY
NEED ARE MADE IN THE LAROEST
BILLIARD TABLE WORKS IN CST. BRITAIN

ItiF ofbI hi tlu<* moiiity fo Htiryt,
' Uf offrHni

hUliiifi) Ittbfft, in liirt tuifihk for uny mmii,
it lliF iowFft pri*#^. Hikyii hnvi
biUlunlE ft jilfftRftnt mt Ia) rjivmkm ftftftily

ftviiilftblr to rvftry homi*.
^

finKRt ihfti krii Iw lioiight

in lit |»ftrticttUr rtuftt, from
mk Ihi krgftil down {o IhfH mm tmalliiit* KUty uUm

"iiiiP Hr tmbody ihf hif^l qmU*mm mf ty of m«t«rtftl ftftd work*

orm morn^ly poymtnt*.

momt* Bflllayd Tnlrloo

ISsSdoowNSX*?;
ddlyory of Iks ft ft tisQ EUfty
^liooii^BUIIftrft Tab!«, which r«»tt

fttiHy 00 ft dlniog tiibift* 7 dayi
fm tfiftU Cfirfiftfc smid nod transit

fialm Iftkftfi HilciiPa. Cash Pric«
mil lift* m Rlltf Bit*

Hard Tables are also avaltahle in
imftilir and larger tiits.

EltEY ‘COMBINE’ BILL-
IAK0 a: BINING TABLES
These ancommottly attrartivn i^irm of

furoilure combfnft the tittties of a

diniiii unii a hUtisrd tahif. Heady for

either purfioie In a few }niti»te», they

am oiired in many beantifwl style#

oak or mahog«iiy««-fof rash or easy

tmoi. Prices from kM Ifhi. <Nt op-

Wfurdi.

Eftbfdrt of eysry deaerifi*

Ikm fxscftted at abort
fto^. Let Eileys know
yoht ti«i|uiremttits» mfm
t«r|« stooki of bitUftfd V ^
fUft^iS ftlwayt ready JB 1m immediate des|Jitcb.

#WRITE FOR
ILLUSTRATED LIST

L J. RILEY LTD,

This is the Hlley foli

WATEELoo woEEii hommmQn
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THiI I llii

TOUGHEST

BOOT
FOR 1

ROUGHEST

WEAR
The «xo«ptlonRlly tturdy dea'gn o** Built*

eye Boots makos th«m your ohoioa whsra hard waar
has to ba got from a boot working on aoddan ground, flinta,

ohipoings, or expoaad to aolds, ol s ato. The spaoially
toughanad and ralnforoed rubbar atanda up to tna rough-
aat traatmant and gives years of wear, in apttaof such
toughnasa. their flaxibifity affords atooiuta aaaa and free-
dom of movement

IfmjftWtMy, wrmftf mrntrntri tMhtm m»i mm ^ mmtt iMUM

(iM. H) c.

143 Stwrdlcli Biyh 19
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NOW
READY ^MHi *wi m ^^#^1An€&

h Ultiiifftly ilnurtMl i4 InftmtuiitM

cm«i

^ a Mtnifttiy iinurtMi m iniimtiiiiiM
m«NKn»»a in tn# Trttdtt llHITinil Ellif mm4
A|P»ICA,TIIIC W!K«T INIIlEli»OKVI.ON» MAhhfA rni^ *nfi flTtlEM

^|U|gin^^f*Eoimrroit^TE8 ii»<i mmmrm T»E»mi«iE« or

Enlitifiiniit B«diit(l«}i, Btrttiitiitti Brillalt Otiinitn* Unnntijnii*
!«.« ri|l« Omnlilfi. Cloltl Onmit* Hmt Emm* JniimlCii, %mfm,

Iftwnf^ !«,. TMmtnvi, Mttitii, }itiitirtliitii, N«j|«rl«. N. mnh mmrn,
r«tfitifi%af. tl«l«xiii, ItiryciifttiM. llittftii tmm^

THniM, UittMKit* w. Pmm i»<«mmwf4

Tm mmmBn ^ .

miMtrm* m tfiftlncl Umm I»rfnr4|»it C©fit#iit«I»rfnr4|»il €ntit#fil» ,

^I^miiilimniiiifl Mitt,tint OtttMBEB HmmUM
«t Ittti tfMmji Ittttt s^rttmitttiicitt.

,
CSttMtol Msitttttt

bwAMjr ««dw*.to|Nid wwt, «»».
“* Bommm *f Dwimi

prtolH^ 4d Ottlttiilia Ti«|iaiM
^
®r®s/-M3r*sSw5i.

HA iaiinMItti fnnrlitlM Efom BtMtl Sewi
iiiiaanliiEiif^ Mimtfr «fA wm <»/

****'*^
No JmmMd 01 pooNM okMIi, OcRooW JPwdwsloB of Tong CM!

•ottMritMlifo ood tododadly .to'Sdtt 7,25;
oo«q»oiiMt. «weh, oowNog «N

‘

Oatakliil Emrlttt n* % iPtM*.
mam No ooocM oo»«om Oo iB g*gT
trodo ood iwteoar. iwibllc oor-

* **« M «*

rieili M p^fntn ttttttrptitttttt, miMitt«tiP€«i

«H«t of on tte Qolool.., tk^
tmmm mm «Nftt mittBitr, mm iS^¥ ^
<M root of tM E«,p.«. «»i «5snsssj^*srM*i*.
ooROCltiljrioitl.ar..taritiUo. ^
siHlfeS

ja issr'
•**

« iMtl imiitfM ttttmxiimwttttllli MmiiwM Eift)l*r riBInrwi

ipM ttm«» Bit mmrn*

lin ffiA rtitoi . t 1..TI1.L
” OfHtalimWtaW, STREST, WESTlillN8Tiai,i0l«>0N, i.W.I
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Beet Sugar Factories

Anglo-Dutch Group

CANTLEY
KELHAM
ELY
IPSWICH
KING*S LYNN

m*

English Beet Sunr Corpomdwi, Limited (Ouidw
uid iCelhtm), Eljr Beet $ug»r FuctcMrjry Limited^

Ipswich Beet Su|^ Fuctory, Limit^ end! King's

Ljnui S<M Sugar Factory, Limited

GfiianI SscnNaty lad f9«i»«enKl OfioMi Alhed Woodi
iBVHWk Home, 346 Strsud, W.C.s
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y»“ SMART WALKINC,W SHOES for TOWN, BOOTS for CI.IMBINO,
FISHINO or SHOOTlNt; f SHOES for GOI.F.

HMNIiNC; or RIDING BOOl'S

LRT tK>WtK * MAHKHAIX l.ltl. UIVK YtlK
TMK nRNKI’IT (ir iOf VRAHM* KXfRNiRMf»

C)^#r imlini i»f CSiiii«tiiiNNii*

!MN> nur ifNkiSy l«i

i«l#H Umh, »i tfiw rtpm'
miW THU w

iiiyidflirtw til llftuitt

ir#kf
m.uwiUlin

m^d$ipm
llllll^

Always
lilt fCilof Batltr wilt mmum t

l^£ wittr nuptflf ilmi nmd mmt
liul. Ii Is AH ifiditpmdtnt liolltr

dtslfutd ttltly fur siipplyliii t»t

w«ttf» !t Is «••¥ diAii m4
bumiookior »ntiiiiidit» wlillfi «i

am h% wmi m omsinni mf Hi*
oliai rttfisMi* Tliimm tf IM for

A Ktlar sdtiMt l&t m tfdliitry

booNi k m4f tboiil M* pm 4mf.

Fftoi ironi IS OuioNis

I Vifu*?' n tKh A ^ j
AVJf/ j'/-- « vjf
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hitenTee
3 Shade$ in 3 Days

Nobody IlkiM to look %% l«eih tlwl ir« dull, dingy, yollow, dk*
colotinsd or «ttten nwiiy with dieciy. And iharm^B now no retiim

why you Bbould h«v« tuch tocih, 'fhify mt unniitunti* And the now
scleniihc Kolynot Dty«Bniih T@chfii<|ue proves they »r« imnelunil
by removing it«in end yelbw, mid meking teeth white.

Try this technique for i few days. * . , A half-inch of Kofyitos on
ft dry brush, morning and night. You will note m imprommmt
ftfter the irst brushing. Your mowih will feel cleener iduin ever.

And in Just 3 days teeth will look whiter - fully 3 iluules whJt«r.

Gumi will feel irmmr end look healthier. All becttme Koiynos does
whit no ordifiiiry tooth^imtte am do- it kHla the millions of ^mna
tlmt cause moat tooth .«iid gum troubles. And detma teeth as

should be cleaned—RlOf# DOWN TO THE lEAUTIFOL
NAKED WHITE ENAMEL WITHOUT INJURY.

Koiynos Is unique—unlike rniything you’ve ever used. The very
moment It enters the mouth it FOAMS, thus pemitdng the i»» of
a dry brush which imket Kdynoa 10 times more e^eetfm

Easily and quIcMy tWa iwiaikabie Kolynoa FOAM deems tmdi
deamlng white and keeps dkem sound. It sdmuklii pms ml
ieepi the breath mmn and Imsh. «...

If you really want acnmd, damdlng white tedh and i»i» ooiml*

pkk giiim* bpy thk wy. You will be li^atube
Ed^os ^day from your chembt. _
KOLYNOS

MAS* IN IHNOiAWD



T ii E c O t’ \ I H V M A N

®Btrton Burntttji
'•liiiTSSsyr ysrtt'£wz-w~,£

Iitumiiliiitl

mn
llM «x<i*U»n» 8l K.I1 •. p.hr,.-. ). onnilraiM) h*

/# ii mii xmj fut ’ r:/w?/J nJai
•/Aw w im tki „/ ikg mitf i,Hmnmf mmr thm mi,* Mw /uUlJgl |?X iJiiifA?
SOITINGS, COWNTRV TWKRIV.. L^Tnlr, n»«« « .KLANKKI.S. COrroNX, ,

" RRIij» RAHKIC'i,
SRRfiBSUm . .

8€ri>J

FI.ANNRt TKOUSKHS . £!.'

.KRGR COSrUMRS . . jS'
BI.AZRRS (JB.,. wool, . , .

KNITTIMO WOOIJ!. EMctlMl tor Itork. (SlldL...

rmmu §m4 Mmsmt fmm* mti mHk
toEKTow amwtrrt. a wrnmUiU -^tnut

^T*®***®^*"". iwJuritotofTOfwB,
»S*.t«,h.M.,Hw<i.y. Wo BrtiMt

Onwl
Iriftlti't

ffflPrw

- -

SMEDLEY'S
W AVE A ^ » WtaifwhMl

AiLOCIC
POft lilAi.111 « PlXASutl

*''••
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I
N industry, the utili/.afifm uf material which at

one time was neglected as valueless, has given the

world radium and valuable fertilizers from the

refuse dumps of mines; dyes and chemicals from the

manufacture of gas, etc.

For 75 years the Children's Aid Umiefy has been

at work upon human material which through folly

or neglect was in danger of becoming human refuse.

I'housands of children, rescued from conditions

of extreme wretchedness, and oftentimes grave

moral peril, have been given a chance to grow up
to be worthy (iod-fcaring men and women.
To Save the Children often involves not only

rescue but maintenance, training and guardianship

over a period of years.

There was a pretty wedding from the Girls’

J*rotcctive Home, the other day. The bride was
one of the old girls, whose own mother (long lost

sight of) was a grossly immoral woman, her father

was a thorough-paced scoundrel, and the girl since

infancy, had looked upon the Home as her real

home, and the Superintendent as her mother,

A little child much in mind at the moment has a

bad mother, and a father serving a life sentence.

There are m other relatives. Think what might have

become of the child but for the CMldren's Aid Sadety.

There are hundreds of others.

For the small sum of half-a-crown one can have

the joy of being a Good Samaritan for a whole day -

that is the ckity cost of a child’s keep.

F. Jambs, Secretary^ Children's Aid Society

1 1 7 Victoria Street, S.W. 1
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A cold may lead to mHuenaa, paeumonia,

brcisicltitiK mA nvm dfulby yet il k ilitt

miiit i»f imitiiiit A
dbop of Vapox m ymt handkowliiiif

do«ri tho broalJbitig paiiagat Audi Ulk
tbo ootd gortiii in iioiio imii ihrotl*

CfChmlmSth^SI* tti0iiiA»KKArt»or a ai.tia.
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smMAiCA mmmcr pruit unbs
lii/l/l fllTEI? ira JIjSliklMlilklCIAik

wmm THt £l tsukTiiL

iw*#» W'Bil WrUiBi S
fttK'ruMN PAH« FMfltT CLASS ACCOMMODATKIfl

l-nOM ALL OUTSIDE ROOMS^ ^ RiNlST GUISiNE
<i»Jlf SWIMMINC ROOL

MMthmd Try. Pi.VRiOWTM _ROTTEllDAIIi I.OMDOW
tal' ckisa anl^

NO Horwu axmiNoiis

KAVE SON H Ca LTD.
list, ffafnoHMrcN ©rrissrr, *^9^*^*flifirort Mouos* — ,

.

ITTIimumsw^ 45C»7
Jon m..c^

mmSCiSSSm^^

AUMtS AND ACCOflNTS itaiodsfiiio^

CHILMirS MAINTHis
ANCi ma IKHICAflON
Tht iiNRl tax Mftxii il tx«^ cwli
ftf« ]|^¥y«4 for bf m iultabli Dsid,
Is siibilsDlisly sod tb» ouitsy €«» by
Mr. W«l»b*s iDsiliodi b§ 4«cnss«di st

to 60 psr csDt

PROSIRIY MAIMIfll*
AMCI CLAIMS

TtwTu rtiMpoHilitei* eoMiteabtt

WCOMI TAX AMD
m«TAX

EiMsirfii

isfAti »mm otfTiis
Pfwiii lor liMi uiuSaf ttoirl idvlca soilmm tsx wblls to iNii#

ymif siskt to sfitcl ssi^ of lltoiD Ptitlsi
AmMf»

“““*
to miim*

ProtoRtoiMl Ssnricsi Assoctatton
imtn i. wxsit)

JPW iMiOmm^ i^mmm
t4« m» JtaMwto totoosi (Cef»^ tm&mik AW«I

*f%fsm Biftot fiiB
Wm. E. W*1Wb% AmXpM WmMAmemMMb«Au
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dnauttaertifedr
MINI

iMlxii mn mmitA 4^ trnmr iMm mmr Tm Bm&pim
itt» w*mtm WiKil tmlm wMi m4i»rwmft
TlNi HI* W0liilii» Wm4 i« tli« rklMti tm$
h&imf m4 ^fmmt It «! Immi
Xotllflt milt*.

N*. il Stirici I*. 9<d« ptitt Vuikstti Mtid ’{niiry*

e
iUiHmi »#» to in* *<l« wcr |»«lr

n^rwmv. lit. Mn llii« iuta UN. idL gurmtitl
iK<M9fdtln| lo

of

wUti ffllmiiirt. WrH« ^
Dtpl.aSTwoJitiwipN’i mm
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IT*S

WONDERFUL
what Vmmprifra can make
with Fkitkinc. Thi» new
aeriei of Sia *Mow to Model'
Eoxea«make ideal little Gifta

6d, 'etch. By Poit* 9d.

THE NEW
* OCTAGON » Bo*, with S
Colours* is a splendid .

XsiaiGiftfornnychiU. A

md

2s.
post free

HANDYk*'*
varnthIv

r Harbuu’s Plasticine
UA,

40 Bathampton, Bath

Iteai

srsssiva
(MtM Smm «A A ik ilAw**.

* • Amrtmrn*

cRiPsm
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Foots' ‘ADAPTA’ Table
Always at your Service

C*n li« ifntAntty liswifr#4»

or irictiiir4* It eifcniii over iif4,

couch, or chiir williout toychifif

it, eitti ii the t4eil Table for

rridlinf or lokiof mrttli in bi!‘4 with eaae in4
> comfort. By |»resiitig • botton the top can
^ be «4jyiie4 to virioui incNn«tion«. Il ciin*

not overbalance. Cfomprifei lletf * Table,
Eettidttig Sienii, Writini Table, B«4 Reit,

Cent Table, lee. Briliifi male

N©, I«-^E«ameil«l Metal I^artitwlth

Mihel Wool Top £3 i7o. M.
N©, 3.*«<^Dttlo, with Aljuitabie Side

I Tray, Atiiotnalle Book Holden, itid

As. Ifoifihed Oak Top (m iUrnmai) £3 l&t, M.
Ckrrlft]|« l>«iil In Ortoi Brltiitit, Write lor
Sookiti ASS for fNiftleiil«r» of oilaor modilo

df. FOOT §t SON LTa, m Gt. Fortlttfid St., Londoti, W4

’tr
boro
boro i..

Ohro him
a famous

ICO,

Ei.A. Pdloti

•tffh&m jfo. 3d.

Bora p.:I3:
1,000
1.000

B. S. A. Air mfla
Give ymsr boy a Utmm »J,A, At Eiie axkd
help him to b«oom« i ^nt'olasi tbot Jiimary,
February ami March provide mtny petti wbfoh
be wlU eagerly and proudly tbow tluit be mat
baf<~-piicH}A, rabbita, rati, Jayi tod
wm teat bit akiU tod devaiop bit abootiui| lOlb
ity. Ut him Sit bit ibare with a B.SA. Ab
Rifiti It li deadly aocmratti bard bittins aod
baa an afeellvt Idilifif ranie of $0 yirdi
taod^}. Only tflixpaativa BSX Fillita m*
ouM for ammuiiititm. No ifoexioe b oeoitiaif

y

tppurobau or to uni in tb« botwi or. garden.
SiM for Air Eifie Leadel

fti tfo foforaefod fo B«i.A. ihot Ouwi
S# Owe- , pfoiiHi MOid for Clilftlogtif

B.SiA, Oiiat Ltd., 144, Small Haatb, BlmtiajUtMik
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The English Folk Dance Society
M*rmfh m i tt u i

Sramo Ttiw it»m in l.mtlmt latniary II.

CiiiMfi, t'Vftilniri, Cnttnftf Farilfi,

CMit*»tiiAi VAr*irio»i SCHfiot -l«nd««
Dwremhrt 5J» In Jfamiaiy il

Atk EK«iWii«» FiitiVAt.. Knv** Hall
January 2 . *t «,lJi p.m,

PminukiH mn If ttMMmi
Tnt Si<JilTA«y, Thn 1“ nglith Folk Dan«*e j«-|y, fwll Shatp llmiif*
t Eiigtiiri I’wrk nm\i, N,W.i T«l : UnlHvft 25M

Harper Adams Agricultural College
Fiihik Eittlrlefiliil CnHege. Cufitpifle Fracliral and Srh^ntihi; Ccwani in

Afrkttlturff «iiilabla lor Farmtirs. Land ^tettfa ittd Cxilcmi«lA> ijibciriKiriii.

Farm. Dairy. Wotkahoipa. EiprifinMinlal Conira in Dairy litiahatidry and
Fig Kuahiiidry. Conraea o|Nre In Wimao Slndasiia.

NiktiomI iDtllmit ^ Foitiiry IfiisiHiDilrf

Thl9 {aslitala* oMiiad by lha Minliliry id Atflenlliirt and Um Hitlimal
Fo«ii% CoiiActt. It tiltialid at lh« Oidim mhm ihmhf km Mia
laadifii otatra of (Hmttry aduratloa* r<»riy mm undwr $Niullrf. World
ItmiHia Laylag Trials. Fractkai amrk • faatuira <d all airkaltturat and
poallry mfikwm.
For foil partkittiiifa afiigy to ilia Frloeloal.

>I.A.A.C.» lliwfiiaf« SnaoiHiiiiii

AToncroft College for Rural Workers
Man** Oouiiia, 0«l.« 1911 I9ai

The Blediisioe Scholarship
jpcoviding toll ooal of piiidanro tod Itiltlon, wilt b# awarded to an

Agricultural or EumI Worker of 18*30 yihart of eg*
In tnakitti the award Iht Comotitlio will hm foidad mofe by ai^liaiiot

of idiataoltr than hy ataiidavda of adoration.
ApidkAllont should b« tnada Indcwa Jufia tat and ahottid tw addraiaed to

ihi WAUoaif, Ayowcaorr CotxioXf OryaatiAtt* nr. Eyaatiaii, Itom whom
furlliotr iMorUnuiam ran ha

English Cookery
ScotUUi, IrUli, Wttob, BatUili and Bmplr*

Miii f* WiiTi, Fmmdiar o#Tha Entliili Folk Cooktry Aiiocla*
U i Rtflittr of Hoftlt, loai and Bmummu Ihal

ifidigiiu Ic acF i^laL loeal or aadoiiil diaJit ailmi or oikar
itocM §f omoltod fitHiidit ftdd will bo ftid If rttdtrt 0i Tm

wlH locd aiusiet tad addrotiti to tier at iti Hmm
1^*1 CmrU headoitt S.W.|* RoclF«»f ^ mtmh tfo m
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s E
IPF wr iiP jRSiSEEDS
Tfe« irf llVIlWWi EXIimmON HAIX li

^mt niimb^r rrf jppf»|*l# wH«t tiiivi in»d« t tpirltl wliit
it, iitstiv imipli* d#«iiv ihHY jwiifftKy fhmtiili »l. U ftdrnir*

Itiu cfiURtJiiitiv cimoMini 4kphf of bfocwn#, filiititi ifid iotirtitifii nwttliiit
In t&f! vigiiuolt worm* All m mdiftliy mrnmmtd and i flat It

la attfftdafica #v«ry mmk day (not Sanday) froia I© **«i. »«tli I pm,,
ib« variam itxlilbiii and afford any d«»irtd lafonsmlkii* Wl*« atxi

{tt 5^ Ait^int • polfii ^ 9m4m im liortimiltiiral EtblMikn.
will lj« l»iutd In thf mtf part of Ibi Haw V«wr.

iwu«i it l» ¥«ry i^pratiaailva
and tht imtuitiiia varlaty ed niodi
offared lit poffHikr par,kata lo^

cludiM many Havrttl««, and
itralns of apiwovid aaailknrw*
Thin will ba i«nt poit fr«« on
rv^tmt*

Eydsr Sod {i$»o) Lt4*

Aa

Sk&iUmi
PRonn

f

100% HEARINGS can only
be effected by correct

ixu—thatiatheARMITAGE
V^Y'—atraigbt fi^ dte
Bag. A pt^ectly t>alanced

Food of^ years' repatatloa

ARMITAGE’S
lnPjlHitklK JK3. Mk JEk * wJfIJfJfcP»

AEMITAOE*a NDs 1
Oriiloil Clilok Food, oaotAlaiag DM Flkit i»od

Aatff* from iMl to 0»f MooliM
AlMlTAGE^i a

0»*QMm MlntiDi from Oo« to Two Montbi

Pm C0m llamAMdiM&mm mmymitm
MpLM|fMRd&oole«^*Amitra^ Foultry Ktopfoi
lorIMr, pmt fron iddrwD
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SPECIAL OFFEK

plmwl

wfathft
IJAHAGES. i» It * 1? It |H 12 R

IS It X » rt £12 ! 0
HUTS, flItxSft £.1111 fl

H It X S It h M» i
12 11 X 2 ft £» If «

tiitrittif Ptti4

S r«ftt Im Irw i!«*ilv#*rv 4 i}rf

i‘r»rti0tt wHhift SR mllrt »!

l»'

INktttli A&f»ll«iic« (2s,

(l^2WI)tldl. IV|»f C.SI
HlliM XfXlUt, ifUtUAM,

rr*

If

xiitixfliTWl

4oit

mSs^ ?m. 4 iii« ««!•
Am.

^ lotiit iti,iMSt
Tfuntii «rti iMt

Wr n»f li»o«rf thw 2ii4 qtstlttv

»U€1 i ii0SEiE¥lttl»te.4l

iinm HiftiNl it, te4(»ii,w,€.i

oii»«N thmm witit<»tii wtttiii

by rflrffiil Tr^iiliwni wilti

t«wn E«*rtiNii'r.

-IICIilJCEll
CAfttl PRICES

jpNiNW

11* ^ |jPs
"IP

|sr * jf |L
%«t t«m ti* m
mSm mAm $4 » mi mi mmmm
Mm i»iii<»t iNkNliii fxf

RKHARDSORra
VERriUMM^

aU wh® w«fit lovttly

ni, « Isemk 0l fipift imfMitii)mm A«lil«v« tfesl

mf im^ tftfm« WfUsMm

;. MKK'

Beauti/u/

Freehold Residimce
withl® lbr«t mitfi OxfbrtI, in

ft <{uict: ipsftiilnn ®ti liigh

|roiin4 wIlli excfiknt yttwi,

L®un|« wiih ®«k ll®nr« ®ak
puntikdl mnrtiini rnnm anil

dtnliii fimm, ilrawinf rscmi
t«n iw® bftihinnmi

inti ftrap* with
fiiftti*ft r®om« |•r4ff1«r*•

r®om«di ihamilni
irtmtidi ^ i«r«ri« itnnii

w®®4kfi<l ifrr«cf«i j

Imnffttnwi luiiiMt ftsr iff*

yftOtii $mml li«aiif)|» fit§»

erkityi p« iintl 4ri^nii |®o4
Wilif lypply. |*®iit»$i®ii 0n

Uiytl yiinitlnni

j£*lOf0O0, CItii I® k»t itffkii

iftnfly i^lt

Wm ifi CitHTifMAH Olisf
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‘A Child’s Needless Tear
•is a bloodstain on the face of Creation*

lyfANY huk chiiditn suffering from viciems wonp*
the cause- brutality, poverty, neglect fir thaer

igiiiorance - the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelly
to Children hat lU wel!«trled methads for eombaling it.

I'he Sockiy it changing team to smiles. Every day, no
less than 300 little ones ane being helped. Will YOU
support this great work I

PimSB SBNB raim bona T/ON m Hm. Tnmi^it, Sif G.
Trumtt^ Barf., or tn Bk§mr, mUirn % Biikif, Th Nmiimai

far tkr ffrmntkn of Crmtfy fa P^ieiarjf ihmr, Lakatrr Sfum^r^

ly O D O
IX • |j>«

• Christmas Dinners

for DocUand’s POORIST
W3VEiiy Ckriifmu turn gwi a fBmm at Tkg JhMk
Mia C&mdm Town, to 500 ^ thmumidi

who ore mmattad with th» Vkimia Dmh Mkdm
which it mtmted m the tfmy hmrt of DocMat^*
1000 paredt it&cmUt me dm ditn^ed mmg
otkff V0y jpoor fmmlmt tmd tom toys to titm
ckUdrmn Wi me phmdm ^ thkpmr
in the c&fiftdeni hope that even in ^tm imetf
your genemm suppoH wm embte m to mmM the cost

Every <MII wSI be grat^iUy toleiiowledied by tha Sii^Nidnieiadi^^

entfi^tild be stddreetea to hm at

Wmtm Hm»i Tmta* SaigN, E«i;$
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BUNYA^’S
FRUIT TREES

Fikjmous for over
IK. cetvl txrc^, ^
Specifjwltsts
ifv IriAe^ jr
& Kose.s ,iCTLiiii„

Vfite fot caielojaei
fcl^ Geo bti»^t|iKrd[

xW ^ ^
miJiJmk. ^fiK libtone
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
II w<ir«Ll

Hook Wutr now fof \ of Book Ba»g4in#t

nrw ui oBcoU o {tiriitly 'I'iw* hookinvcf’i

nntqne 'rh<* Book Snj'jily Co, (I>e|sL 2491

FIrrt S<rfrt| Lt .4

Dalmutiun I'fom idiimitig Motki ttw»y§ forfsile.

L»<ly Dorothy D*Dyly i'nitr, t'olrton J'l'^hacrr, King«wrAr* Devon,

Cijardemr*— VrgrtrtMei plr-juiufr tm! Writ morn*
meinletl, 1*; ve^fK* r^pttmu^, Lt'h present pmt owing to cutting

ilovin, Wai mvite Fame, Italy, I’gvpt, Box 56, Cooktuvman

O

fHce.

New Enilllnti DIctiooHry ; Willing tu p«KhA«« «t »«fe«titniiAl

mhutioiL Box tmiMKYMAN <Bh«r*

Hotiltry Thoomgh, pi iclic«l* theoretical

tfiining on moilern faim, Lntttrn, examiiutioru, hrilthy Hfr, *

SaUrifd poMx fonml fot capable itudemi. »*Frnfpec tui, MtiiHArrlton

Beil, Soaerveniea Farm, Welwyn, tierti. (London aj milei)*

Rettttivee iixid Frlei&dt at Home and Abroad would welcome
1 itr ( intN I avMAN for 19 |i«

Efiecisil Help In it Clouxitry ffoute. There la an opportunity

of leftittng the aeivitea of a woman ni her »hiitie< who haa imuiual

gitt^ and experience In giving a romfortaldr air and cliaracter to •

huui^e, Hu lnn>**ekefjjing »a etieptioiully elhuent, and, although
ihr does not want oidtnatiiy to cook, the la a iktlful rook, and ti, in

all hei work, matkedly conruentioua. Box 55, CotiNrayaiAN OIBce.

•COUNTRYMAN’ DIRECTORY <tmlinued
l>f. Hni^mir4o*» 9H$, Bifnaulo Uoiiie, Stepney t'auieway, F.l
yiOr«*« Lenfo#. The St»elety for the I»rriteetioii ot wild Moweta, Fein

and lieet Sir MattMre ASlK>t-AmlerKin,< V t»
, ItU At*erioni Flaee, N.W.8

Fend FditrtiBoM Aarlelv’ SW «rf»rdmi Sif., W <M, Mitaewni »<»» (3 linea)

ifmu /m |«00| XUtki lloyi, FommiAaMi South Daren th, Dtrtford,
Kent For lUoalrated hwiklel apply Hetretary
infmp0faf*tt Sneiery w/ «>lMirfnN#wv mtd JUmtid PmptHy Agmttf
m Hfiatmiy Square, London, F ( 2. {Memhevahip 2,7ftO).

i^rngm /or lAe 0/ frml SiwHti lOt, Chandoa Houae, Fatmer
Street Weatmiuatet, h W I

(*m$m Htmu*, HMk' Loam eaeelteut vlaga eoatumea, pro-
periiea, t urtaim, and aandi out play prttdui era, ete. Vaeationa and week«and
umrm in Flayjtrtittw tinn bm In t mtdon amt Bath ihicmgliout tha year

iJsnndmfmi Tk$ Cmfi’-y^dtm, (lemparane#). Ancotxtmada**
iloft grni, Itftcreatlofi mm* I onnira 1«i. fMSP
Mmmi ChUditm*t Hm0 ttndOfpmmg^t Mlglibury Fark. London, N g
Mmmt Mam 0/ (erwil HeHafa.’ la, Hinovar Squam, W,I

ft/akiaa/^friaiaBwid JFoeAfW# {W. llolixtea, (kmaral Seoratary),
IlMdlilld llOtmm
n^.?. VIetwtIa St* B*WA

iUbmt,

locliaton Soaata, Iklgtava Hoaa Waatmiriitar, S»W.t
Wmm*$ # imrdm AaoMimi Si Fark koad, Upper Baker St,, H.Wa
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List of Advertisers

IIUILIIINCIt rUWtNiaHIN«J rA^fc

iUnicuM ‘ ' '?****

CoL« ‘

pw
rn^mm ' ' TiH
I'ocit, j. ^ “ WS
llouvaiiMtiUiiitfiir* TJMH \V««KA »?«
Mii«tv H«i«4

p%mt>n » mn
1 )., I.tit -

SiMt'Al. \V AtlE«

hltHf.AIK - yw
WAtlRH hoy 13^ ?#»•«•» f’33

EllUCATIONA^t
wort 0»M !«(»« WW

KNutlAM l-'tu K CmiHKsv A%m%

.

- »IW
KWliUHH Foil*! h«H litV »««
llAitl*ltH AnAM't Annu . liwi

EABM Ann nAmmn
At.f'A Lavai,
Ai^tliH A Hakhmhv
AjRMtTA6iK*« CmrK V^mt wi?
B.S.A, •« - “ im
Blit JiimAH »5.*

BuiVAttr>4 r*»«. , » 4. Mitt

Cowiit* iiv»f.vi ^ - «|a
Tiactiih - - - lit

HCI1.I.V0II0V1 C«3HMtMU«Ttf)l Woili fit
NiimiMaiK «,«.«- fli
MUUfNKli. « * - - 74B
NAtiaiAt Maik - * “ -800
Bomii* Alt! « * '9m
BtC8Ai{}»0H*« Fiitnytii ^ ^ 9m
RUlAt BllVtCIK Ai»0CtATf0lll IB2
Hvwii - - 4* m
HvtAioi Fiicma Win * - 947
Houtit Wiitiii AifUAic;! C0. m
Wa&kii*# Fiytt Till FiwicfPit il©
FiMANQtAI,

^ ‘

E^itittv A Law k Liii • ilO
ll€0lll Tai Adiuitmiit »• "741
LtviNi00f, at Ltiitm}! k Cit.oi»i » il4
Qmmu it DtiTitet m

Siivirtti Anar.. » 98#
FfiuiiiiTiA}* - - « - fia
ieofttii BiovtaiNt » » 8i8
WiiTMtKiTii » « - * iia
wornAm trauaTiiiNa
Aenat*! Bniimm

W, - »

ilAlfOlfl Pviiii
iiimiti ™

CAHittlV »
CrntfiviK -

4ife f

tliiiimr

» 78«
LmWy ^1 4
- -m

- i4i
- m

: : 8S
- 7m, im

Fni»#a»iW H»*o!iiir«»»Al 711^

MiiiiAr A \\aii» 1*^1

Hwnit mi
Lilli tv A,ii

Lati't Ini

|4’VH«A 741

I4niii¥, I # W " m
Fill rwiii m]
BiUJAII.*! livi ^41

Snfmi A '

Hwai a ' 7ii

Titcfttiii ^ 7m
TwoStimii mt
Wtiui. lUii A Bm« 4i4l

OlNKliAt
Nmk4

Hiitid mn;
Bittfitt Fiiiv - 9W
Btfri A MmitlV MM
Cahiiaa • - IHf
< irMliii#* f !//#-» aii», Ml
THt.'iit Bmavih* Hr«< 1
t‘t Aiiir T»‘ii V tfvt * Hm
IUvtw*»ii * Nil

#|0, ill
Vm N44
EtffWVliai • 941

lT.AtK l*4iWt»iM '• ^ NiM
0iaHl>4iimit « - « '.AC
llANiim*! FlJkNTtf?tli Mi
Koivitai » ^ >011
Luiva'i Eimiiif « ^ iff
MAiii Taati » III
NAt.NfKK*l Half «

Ft.AVll«

Bovai, tviKwiitm -

Skotr*i
.S'wili

Sanmm
ifA¥ftiiW{Hi0i, thnm A Hiirvtita*

^

Til tANfllMNI^ltlMA •* > ilM
tmiii Biiii ^ 7i
Vanii ^

LiaiiTtiNKi AIM0mMmm
Am Lonnan

ClAit FtllMiti tiNAflNA «
CttiAmtii ^ «

0»$¥ ifOAl* «
Evil ltMII¥
iiAiili ......
Ut^MVoWANM iMIJIi "

JiNiititi* ifWit

«

Niu. Otrymi lUiniii
iiiifi A WiU«tMia
Fimattff A Oaii
Vaann Jipiftmai

:i8 »
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Cwaiiiatai m4 TCI TIIE BENEVOLISNT
CiiatTo A Wswm^a « Bn CmiyiHKH'a An» Sonrt^ m
CowaTAWta - R7S NATIOWAI t nitOWKKN liowr m2
CiowH Cowwiat, till - »S2 Natiowai. IWRinoiK rok i»|f Bi jno H4H
thuo Woiti.iii, Tiia - mu NSJ* C.C. Will

Fif 1 in Th* ana, am* Vo rOklA 1 MlliliJk
UaAWT ^ Mowwav HSfl TRAVEL ANII MOTORINli
H.M, StAtiowaav Ortma ‘ » »2« AuMfttKONii Sim>at.«v 727
HAwaar mi Aoktih im
Iliffia mm Bl OK Hf All 1134

lloiiAatii Faaaa '• > mm ilMttlKII Col,|fM»tA S3fl
lltws » »»s Himtor 723
Ei)«Niat.av - mm IlAtmmoN l4K» " H64
tiAicav.jAMaa » . mm Jamaoa Oiant f'koii LiNr-
Naati'i MAOAXitfa m » 7^4
OUVi« dr Bovo - 8«2 N.Y.K, ^ BM
OaroMo UwiVKaafTV Farna « S7li Okbornk HoTRt ' »

RAtfowAtiat Pmm. Th* POS A fi Tmw nmf 2
SiMwtra He Jacwmow ~ Bm r«mi a til* WAtHA Ilotift ‘ 725
SWITM, W. II. - m2 Ssiiaoi itY A Hvoho • Bm
Tinti mn * H?» hmwKR, Wit.iJAM A H»o?i - HS2
WAvaatav Book Co. HS4 mmmm AnnunAMomom
WmiAKka • i.OKWR " S40
WtrtiKaiiv - H142 MoarHV ^ »42

W«« ih*tul4 iw firar froim «ny who havo rcmira of AtwrI! and
A|»ril to «{«ar«*.

Commit*flow AMiWia*.*-L Tlosmlora llook'a 'Mlaawcir. •' 3. john Wmipy, -S*
Hfflav and SanftihUHy*! <^ 4 , Sir t^anlfl llaUftaya atai a rpntury. -5. |l miluon. <

«* Sir Arthur Kalth thinki twtwiwn irii and Iwrlvo thiniaand yr-am.

EVELYN N. COWELL B.Sc.

Landscape Architect
Swanliy DIpfoM to Horltoittitira Ctoto Mtcltk Sh0w» tm

Mmmm lil#
> pimiifig m$immtinmn qfmm

Rmk mi Fmmd Cwdm. mtifmtm

W ^
1 HOSWiLL ll‘OA 0 , Sy^TOH OOLDFiil^D
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Qontents

An f« Si»Mi ro s«^i» i»»> t** Ouf Wnirii l»i« vMiino* Oi* M) iiUf »f Hi*;« ih

Sir HtlUm 1i Miinjl tk Uwi»» «* A l»* 4 J mM**' u f <» i

Alt i>«ir iiAmruvMAW »** A^dUttnir IHr n «» i if li i* i iu \ \»u*i 4*1

AmifKtl Ili4 WHM * 4 At*4lAW 1 # ff

lilliw t trt I WHt« IHldh *rt I If! l»i f t f I I 1 1 I t I Ui
All, by If’* #»»f

}iiiMKii}4 by i fhntif Martm Ni
Bo&Kti 0r tMf ^ ^

liHJkiTfiMr iwik U Uiirinini l*im» * I

imntnt iloitftA AytionAKiK, iitm M »», t*i i t4 M * wn* i#

IfrwA# «r
Hot UK 4 by A»i i » H|»* m *

4<m»IYIlV«itAt4N I 1«4tAKO< \ ! »»« ^4
(.Mtiriiry AMt) SmmmAhtH, A ¥» f

Hot lottk V^H¥ H tKIt HtfONt* A ilH Iff 11%, by I f H Hi/
Hotttitvirfni 4 1 iftt ti% l*A»t4ii»t ) AMMitt, All fbt 1»H»> )f Ifbii 4 tbt I «*'* ^
\ mri HI I HOM AH (b It Hohi' hi ai h|%
Foil 4otmtti%MtfN AHt> ( m
iiAMttikH. tHH HUiit f «!(»«! Ut aftri HAiti 1 tiittb bi I f I o tpn f h iir«f l * H ti*

by ht (i
t
<bf VrAii itt A|itl»«, bl / 4 It VH»<i 4 Vl.j Sm m* r i I U

A fbublfin «){ MiHb|rH,b> / i , Hm iiAoH^mi by HI ,Mt )»»«• 1 1 f 4 H HHI
H«>w t Uav» SriHt My I irn, by Att4ibittAtt<kM{f<ii «t*

litAHtb MVt Atlll (bi« t Hit (MIII1I I, by A M ht*m
tiir, by H, A I tnJin hM

lArnMRH by A lAHtiio Ati< ifttftf t a A4*
tiniltH CbtM HRAttKIOl* #14
I fHAb iiOViKHMHHr AM|f AbMlH«#rilAf irtH yoM
MARRVAbK (tr CoMVAHtitiirii A. by Al#ry f mnfiM if#f

IfoHbAV bH YHM fbMMbti» by jim$ Si, wmmp (vitnH) » II)
KtlUblttHb lAtR4, tbiR H«At)»iir • ^

Khviii a Uiux, by Sol/ttm #41
HtHYlt YtlAM’* f^AMMINO* MV I#)
KKVObtitbiH fK tHk Vtt i AUiit» by I A« Umitif #4#
HoTATxaM IH Clrtit #, by I liiNI ATiil#

HvdtAt. Amnmn i# JiMt# ruHtyrtill, ibl

Vttuoi A«T, A, by /a Y* |#l
WAftftAnttfb Of Am# iiiRt#« Imk by l.«ily (Aliifl mm
Wtut Ur# AMB {AMt » 4)11

WmtUii AHB itHAMOrMCIMH, IMX iOUNllllMAH'lt #1)

/ItdAlKAIKI/tlS Ibivttn lAXfiHit At A bfititttl by HritMii Huijfm #11 f tin*
W»K«ini ft Htirtotk. by Ikmm HtmudL /4I« I iilbrtitm, Jofm* (n I##.
H»w Ord«x» Ibr, VyH. IhutM wrr« fb# Htty«« 71#, Itau <Wbl» in Hiyf*)
LiK 7)^, 7«7| HAt

NOTICES f tMmriiviiiAit I# k m tjtiimirfy m HH #1

tl H iimrki «* i# » ytAi* ptnl bint, Abyt^l fittm H*h
l)Sbbry» Kit^binit, 4i#tb)t} H i« #)ki t#i Suk «i «# t nit tw rytlitrc) ttmn «ll UtlliiAy
BbokittUy, ImbyrUm, Hitti Nrii««i»tnti

^
Mb!}** bXAbtfftit Am bmiluroiAiiiJi Aiy tAHltiUy fiyiwbfiHit, «ili) ttti tMibl bi#

imifiiHliAtytym {mbbt iboit U b» u ibf «utt»«lri # ntm# H wtlHtti ihi fbyt# «h4) MaiimI
mbiyya, tt ii tin nily Ut iri«tn witAl tAHutii tf«> m*i bm m

rmiKfbilbtltty lut mUti whUr iti iby I tbbtt** biift»U m t«tmmmmmn t a(i i n

I

Imumbtii rcHittlbtttfHn Abtmbi Buy y)Hy|ftt Aibmtin# ft* im «»> ttr m| ibf t*%mw Ai*yf
iwincttMUi M imfmkm i*# wMiif ntfd m0i^hm «/**>*#« of
Mtf

fkxttt, ii»4 ptibibiM by bim #1 t«tbbryi tHbilNim, mm4 lA nAb
smi&i'UKZ lihuas; •tsi^EI iiMt bon, lib# i»ib«r Wbotiitkifi*
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Modem Glasshouses
Bmbodyiog distiact advantages

In design, construction and
equipment, aa the result of many
years* experience as specialists

in this class of work

GJRDMlf FRJMSS k gntu pmiitj

far «ll fmpams. GREENHOmM
SOJLSRS mi «// JStaiing Rtfuimunit,

SfteM Caul^pit (C) am rtfiuai. EtHmatta

fkt

iyri7CCiQ'XT#*'Y7i> st» r*r\ tdS JmI JL JL#t

BiSlIdlUKII Mil

UOHBOROUOH* Liicisttrilitr#

l»i| VICTORIA ITHBrr, WiSTMINSTIAt l*W,t

victoaia^ hoimm
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HOLLYGROVE
CONSTRUCTION WORKS
si'AiNKh ROAD : i!unNhtc]»w : Minniisix

METAL CRAFTSMEN

Hand wrought grilk**^ welt fHMd%

vauirs and int<*rior doincHti* imiiwoik fJi

s^mU ftt pUmtid a> ifuott pm fs thtm' ht*

to mhmtt sugffHHom^ m tftaiii md lah purtHukft tkf it*

fm timriifti m Hu* v;* Um m }»»fi




